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DOT MATRIX PRINTERS.
Printer System 800: .
$699.95
Our highest resolution text and graphics, 24-pin dot matrix
printer. Draft quality at 200 cps. Letter quality at 66 cps. Parallel
and serial interfaces.Wide carriage.

LASER PRINTERS.
L

•'

Laser System 150, 15 page
Laser System 80, 8 pages J
Laser System 60, 6 pages J
All[

$499.95
Printer System 600:
9-pin dot matrix. Draft quality at 240 cps. Near-letter quality at
60 cps. Parallel interface. Wide carriage.
$199.95
Printer System 300:
9-pin dot matrix. Draft quality at 144 cps. Near-letter quality
at 36 cps.
standard fonts. Parallel interface. Narrow carriage.
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THE NEW DELL SYSTEM 316
16MHz386SX
STANDARD FEATURES:
• Intel 80386SX microprocessor running at 16 MHz.
• Choice of 1MB, 2 MB, or 4 MB of RAM* expandable to 16 MB
(8 MB on the system board).
• Page mode interleaved memory architecture.
• VGA systems include a high performance 16-bit video adapter.
•UM 4.0 support for memory over 1MB.
• Socket for 16 MHz Intel 80387SX math coprocessor.
• 5.25" 1.2 MB or 3.5" 1.44 MB diskette drive.
• Integrated high performance hard disk interface and
diskette controller on system board. (ESD! based
systems include a hard disk controller.)
• Enhanced 101-key keyboard.
• 1parallel and 2 serial ports.
• 200-watt power supply.
• 8 industry standard expansion slots.
OPTIONS:
• 40MBorl50MB tape backup.
• 16 MHz Intel 80387SX math coprocessor.
• I MB or 4 MB RAM upgrade kit.
• Graphics Performance Accelerator
GPX-1024.
• Graphics Performance Display
GPD-16C, GPD-!9C.
•Lease for as low as $JU/Mon1h.
0 Extended Senlice Plan pricing •tarts at $234.
Disk
Drive>

With l\.h,niror&AJapter
VGA Mono VGA Color Plu<
IMB 2 MB
!MB 2MB
RAM RAM RAM RAM

40MB
29ms ll1E $2,999 $3,198 $3,499 $3,698

IOOMB
25 rmlDE $),599 $3,796 $4.099 $4,298

150MB
18ms

ESDI
$4.099 $4.298 $4,599 $4, 798
322 MB
1Bms

ESDI

$5,099 $5,298 $5,599 $5, 798

Disi:k1imtT . AU S)'S fl.' fJ U ~ plu1w~1pheJ wi11' riptiimul
o :rnlri! 1/wt soJIV 1."11111putc:r rct1.U/~5 uon't t"\t>n recugni~.

He\I

Epso1
DiabI

;ierminute:

$5,995
$3,295
~r minute:
$2, 195
ti laser printers come with
MB RAM, full-page 300
'I graphics, and have 31
-cl fonts (7 resident and
oadable from diskette) .
~r printers also provide
~tt-Packard LaserJet Plus;
FX; IBM Proprinter' and
630' emulations.
~rminute :

THE DELL SYSTEM 32 S
25 MHz386.

THE DELL SYSTEM 310
ZOMHz386.

When you need the highest·
peiformance386compurer, thi.sisit.

The best combination of ~rfonn·
ance and value ava ilable in its class.

STANDARD FEATURES:

STANDARD FEATURES:

• 8 industry standard expansion slues.

• lntd 80386 microproct.-ssor
running ac 20 MH:.
•Choiceuf l MB, 2MB or4 MB of
RAM* cxponJable ro 16 Mil
using a Jt.'<iicateJ high sp.:cJ
32-bir memory slot.
• Advanc"l Jmcl 82385 C.1Che
Memory Contn>ller with 32 KB
ufhighspi.:edstatic RAMcoche.
• Pai::e mo.le interleaved memory
archirecture.
• VGA systems inclu.:lc a hii.?h per·
ti1m1ance 16-bir video adapter.
• Sncket for 10 MHz Imel 80387
or 20 MHz WEITEK 3167 m"th
Cllpruc:t:SSllf.
• 5.Z5" 1.2 MB or 3.5" J.44 Mil
diskcuc drive.
• Dual Jiskctre tmJ hmJ Jisk drive
controller.
• Enhann.J IOI-key kei·h'1nl.
• I parallel and 2serial pon.•.
• 200-wan power supply.
• 8 industry staru.L.1rJ ex!'Xlnsii.111 slots.

OPTIONS:

OfYflONS:

• Imel 80386 microprocessor
' running at 25 MHz.

•010ie<ol I MB, ZMBor4 MB ol
RAM*cxpandahlc to 16MB usini:
odedica1<.J hi~h sp.:cJ 32 -hit
memory slor.
• Advane<.J Intel 82385 Coc hc
Memory Contn>llcr with l2 KB
of high srecJ static RAM c:ichc.
• Pab>e mode- imerleavcJ memory
architecture.

• VGA s~rstems include n high
rerformance l6-bit viJco1tJ:1pter.
• Socket fnr 25 MHz Intel 80387
or 25 MHzWEITEK 3167 math
copnx:essor.

• 5.Z5" 1.2 MBnr3.5" J.44 MB
diskene Jrivc.
• Ouoldiskette :mJ hon! Jisk JriV<
comrcllcr.
• Enhann-J JOI ·key kcyboanl.
• I pamlld and 2 serial pons.
• 200-wau power supply.
• 40MBor150 MB mpc backup.
• 25 MHz Intel 80387 math

coprocessor.

coprocessor.

• 25 MHz WEITEK 3167 math
coproct!$.SOr.

• Z MBor8MBnll'moryexp.1n.sion
• GraphicsFbfonmmcL·Accdcrator
• Graphics A!rfom1ancc Display

• P.1~.1\!' m111.lc imcrleavcJ mcn1ory

<m:hirt.-ctun:.
•LIM 4.0 supron for memory
over I MA.
• lntt.~t"'3Ji.4.cneanJ VG\ video
cnntmller on system hoarJ.
• &:c:kct fix Imd 80287 marh
copflxe~. . . IT.
• On~ 3.5'' 1. 44 MBlliskettcdrive.
• lmcj.,irntl'J hii.:h peifonnancl.' harJ
disk interface un systl'm b..larJ.
• Enhanci..'ll 101 ·key kc~+oord.
• I parallel anJ 2 s.eri<1l 1"Qrts
(imt.'):!r.1tcJ\l!l system l'\.J.1rd).
• 3 full #sizt:J inJustf)' standarJ
cxpami1l(l slots available.

OPTIONS:

• ZMBLlr8MBmcmoryexpnmion
• OrnphicslerfommncL·Acccl.:r.ttor

ISO MB tape b.1ckup.
•External 5.25" 1.2 MB diskette
Jrivc.
• l.S" I.+! MBJiskencJri,·c.
•I ntel 80287 math coprucc~sur.

•I MBor4 MllRAM upgr.•Jc·kit.
O EtttoJcdSmW~pril·ii•s1arua1$2(1-f,

System

220

..Uu.!L{urmlou.>w$199!Mrmth.
0 &kndnJSl-noitt Plunpricina:stnuut 5370.

WirhMonitor&AJaprcr
\iQA

Mono

Monu

VGA
Calm Mus

IMB 4MB IMA 4MA
40 MB- RAM RAM RAM RAM
19no lDE 51,999 $1,698 $1,79951.998
IOOMJl.
25""
55.999 $6.198 $6,l99 $6,498

IDE
llOMS.
18""
$6,499 $6,698 $6, 799 $6,998

ESDI
l22MS.
18m•
$7,299 17.498 $7,599$7,798

I MA
RAM

..l.ea.i£/m'w lowwi SUSIMnnt1' •
O ~d Smice~pridl1,11uans111S2SI.

4l>MB·

System

System

310
H•nl

Disk
Dd-..

With Monitur&Ad;1prcr
TTL

\,QA

Mono

Cal1..- l"lus

IMS 4MB
RAM RAM

IMB 4MR
RAM RAM

40MB
Z9m.. JDE $J .699

Wtt h Monitor&AJaptcr

TTl

• Gr.iphics Peifunnance Display

29111~ 1 00

$2,999

VGA

0.1lorPlus

2 MB I MB l MB
RAM RAM RAM
$J,1'~8

3,299 3.498

!OOMS.

llm>

THE DELL SYSTEM ZOO
12.5 MHz 286.
l11is full.featured 286 computer
runs at 12.5 MH::, anJ iswm·
plcrd~· Micmsoft MS#[X)S and
MS OS/2 compocihlc.

STANDARD FEATURES:
• 80286 micn"'lf'rucessor running

atl2.5MH:.
• 640 KBc>fRAM cxpanJ;1bleto 16
MB (4.6 MB on system hion.I).
• Socket for Intel 80287 m.1rh
copnx:essor.

• 5.25" 1.2 MB or 3.5" 1.44 MB
Jiskcnc Jrivc.
• Dual diskette unJ hard Jisk
Jriw cuntnil lcr.

• EnhanccJ 101-key keyooanl.
• I par011ld and 2 seri al r-xrs.
• 200-watt p..iwer suppl)'·
• 6 indusrry !>tanJard expansion slots.

OPTIONS:
• 40 Mil or 150 MBmpe hackup.
• lnrcl 80287 muth C(•proct.'SSl>r.

• 51ZKllRAM upl!mJek it.
• 2 MB RAM upgraJe kir.
..Ltwt fur m ba·w S6"f./1tfonth..
OEnmdnfSm;a:.Planpri.'°'"8sk1rucSSl66.

• 40Mllc~

OPD-16C, OPD- 19C.

OPD· l6C.OPD-19C.

ESDJ

arlOMHz.
• IMBofRAM' expandable to
16MB (8 Mil no si~rem Oc>:lnl).

OPX-1024.

OPX-1024.

325

STANDARD FEATURES:
• 80286 micmpnx:essor runnin~

-1..-sC"/urcu lnM.•w SJ09/M11nd1..

• I MB,,, 4 MB RAM upgroJe kir.
board kit.

booro kit.

H3rJ

• 20MHzWEITEK 3167 moth
coproccs.~nr.

•I MB or4MBRAMUJll,"'1Jekit.

~~

• 40 MB or 150 MB tape hackup.
• 20 MH: Intel 80387 math

THE DELL SYSTEM 220
ZOMHzZ86.
It's fast as most 386 computers.
Bur at less than half [he price.
The foocprim is sma ll, roo.

!l.199 SJ.798 J,899 $4.098

IDE

System
200
H.-irJDisk
Driw
40MS.4<lm>
40MS.28m>

!OOMB-Z5m)
IC'>E
ISO MS.IS nu

ESDI
\22 MB·l8nu
ESDI

With Monitor
&Adapter
VGA

VGA

Mono

C.1lur

$1.699

S!,009
$l,J99

Sl,999
Sl,599

Sl,999

$!.099

$3,499

$1,899

S4,l99

• Petfomw.nce enhuncement.s

(Systrnu 325,310,316and 220)
Within the firsr megabyte of
memory, 384 KB of memory is
r~senied for use by rhe system to
t:'l1hunce petfonnunce.
4M8nmfiguru1ioruut'Clilableon

all sy.mmu. Call for pricing.

~J,898 $4. 199 $4, '9R
IOOMS.
llnu
$;,199 $4,)98 !4.69914.898

IDE
ISOMS.
18 im
$4,699 S4 ,898 :!-5, !'}!) $5,39~

ESDI
lll MS.

18 n1~
ESDI

$'i,499 $5,691'1 $5,999$0, 198

OPERATING SYSTEM SOFIWARE.
Dell Enhanced Microsoft®MS-DOS® 3. 3:
Dell Enhanced Microsoft MS-DOS4.0:
(Both MS-DOS versions with disk cache and other utilities.)
Dell Enhanced MS®OS/2 Standard Edition 1.0:
Dell UNIX®System V/386, Release 3.2:
Now available. Call for details.

$99.95
$119.95
$324.95

APPLICATION SOF1WARE.
We offer a complete line of software. Everything from complex CAD/CAM
applications to fun flight simulator programs. All at extremely competitive prices.
All prices and spccifotir.1m att .,bj«r tu chiil"ll.'t vmhuu1 nutkt. Orll nnnu1. l'C rcsp.11Uit>k f.11" tt11.•n 1n tff~Jtl'f".11.tw ur pi-k"l'f;l"RPh\·· ••P.qmmu t.-J '"'a
J6-mon1h upm-cnd lnsc. tl.tiuina amnai.oJ hv 1.au1n11 Gn.1Up. Inc. In Carud;i., runfijll.1111tn1N ilnJ rr.Ct.'!1 w ilt ,.,,~ M1c:1ut1.i1, MS and MS.DOS O\tt rq11i61m:J .
~marb f111mtd by ~1\c:n.&1{1 C..wp. UNIX 11 n rc11:l1rerrJ tralkmnrll ti AT&T. Ddl UNIX Svatem V 1~ huN t1n INTER..-cnVE S,·Mcnu C..~1r.11M 1r1's 18611•.'"
Intel. 386 an.I 386SX nrt rmJ«!\a.ih 11f ln1d G.•l"f""ll"lloUon. "Stitnifin 1~rb ,rf t'nriut'lo '"ht'r ihan Dell G1ntpi.1trt G.q'lt.1111.1i..n • .6~·ict 1n rtmi.l{e J,11;.;ui.w
wilt inc11r uJdi1w.Jl'l;i\ tril\<t:I c:h.~1. 0 f'ru•ddeJ hv ~n.1~ G.up.11";1111111, 01989 DELL COMl'l.JTER CORPORATK)N.

Right away, it's easy to see what
makes the new Dell System 316
different from the Compaq A 386s.
While they both utilize Intel's
new 386SX'" chip, the System 316
is a full featured system designed
to give you uncompromising
386SX/16 MHz performance.
But for a price that's some
where in the neighborhood of
a 286-based system.
Now, cynics might be inclined
to think we achieved this at the
expense ofexpandability.
Obviously these people own
the 4-slot Compaq.
The System 316 has a total of
seven open slots. Leaving you
enough room to add modems or

network cards, fax boards, high
performance graphics cards or
tape backups. Not to mention
all the bells and whistles that'll
be coming out next year. And
the year after that.
And the year after that.
Point is, the Dell System 316
was designed for the long haul.
Not as a passing fad.

R'S YOUR

CALL.

If the System 316 is beginning
to sound like the perfect business
computer, it's because it is.
How perfect though is entirely
up to you. Because every 316 is
custom configured. To give users

exactly what they need.
For example, the System 316
comes standard with your choice
of1MB or 2 MB of RAM. If you'd
like more, we can add as much as
8MB to the system board. Okay, we
can add another 8MB by installing
a memory expansion board.
What about storage? We can
set your 316 up with a 40, 100, 150
or 322 MB hard drive. And a 40
or 150 MB tape drive.
Tell us, what type of monitor
do you prefer? VGA mono with
paperwhite screen, or VGA
Color Plus for high resolution
colors displayed on a larger
screen? Or perhaps you'd like
even larger monitors, capable
of displaying 1024 by 768 pixel
resolution? You've got
your choice. You' ve got
your choice of operating
systems, too. The 316 can
run MS-OOS~ OS/2, or
UNIX~ systems. Making it
extremely versatile, as well
as extremely powerful.
Once you've told us what
you want, we'll make sure
what you want works, by
burning-in the system unit.
And even though each and
every 316 we build is individually
configured, they're all guaranteed
dependable just the same.

DON'TGIT

STUCK IN nlE
MIDDLE.
Have you noticed how most
computer retailers seem to
know far too much about sales
techniques and far too little
about computer technology?
Ask even the simplest of
questions and the answer will
undoubtedly involve the highest
margin item in the store.
And heaven forbid you should
ever have to go back there
for service.
Well, when you buy from us,

you never set foot in a store.
Because we've eliminated it.
Along with the retailer.
Instead, you talk directly with
a computer expert.
Someone who can help you
configure a system that not only
meets your needs, but meets
chem for about 35% less than
you'd pay a retailer.

WE COME
WHEN WE'RE

CA11 ED.

One of the things that very
clearly sets a Dell system apart
from other computers is not
just how they're sold but how
they're supported.
Overkill was one description
used in a PC Week article.
Perhaps.
But then, we think you'll
agree, when something goes
wrong, you want as much help
as possible, right?
Which is why every Dell
system comes with self
diagnostic software and a toll
free technical support line.
We're able to solve 90% of all
problems right over the phone.
The other 10% receive
next-day, deskside service.
Thanks to our new alliance
MAYBE YOU
SHOULDN'T BUY
with Xerox Corporation.
ONEAmRALL.
And you get all this help
for a full year-whenever you
No matter how many reasons
6
need it-at no extra charge.
we give you to buy a Dell system,
sometimes it makes more
You've probably guessed , . ." '
by now, one of the things ~ ~
sense to lease one instead.
that drives us most is
~
Whether you need a
single computer, or an
customer satisfaction.
'
So we'd like to give
entire office full, a leasing
plan is just like 100% financing.
you the ultimate guarantee:
liy a System 316 in your office
So you don't tie up working capital.
Or credit lines. Of course, there
for a month. Run your toughest
can also be tax advantages as well.
applications. Put it through its
And just as we can custom
paces, at your pace. If you're
not completely satisfied, send it
configure your computers, we can
back anytime within 30 days.
see to it you get a custom designed
And we'll refund your money.
lease plan to fit the exact needs
No questions asked.
ofyour business. t

co....-- -

Circle 87 on Reader Service Card

Maybe ~t explains why
over half the companies in the
Fortune 500 now own or lease
Dell computer systems. And why
in the last four PC Week polls,
corporate buyers rated Dell
number one in overall customer
satisfaction, by a landslide.
Because we give people exactly
what they want.
No more. No less.

•

1D ORDER, CALL

800-426-5150
IN CANADA, CALL 800-387-5752
IN GERMANY, CALL 061031701100
IN THE U.K., CALL0800414535
AD CODE NO. llEG9

Now we're making
waves with IBM®
The ALR MicroFlex 7000
The first 25MHz
Micro Channel®
compatible

Frankie Avalon

.

6.0MIPS
Performance Is based
on the ratings of CPU/
Memory In Million
Instructions per second,
(MIPS) Source Power
Meter™ version 1.5 The
Data Base Group, Inc.
Upland.CA.

At ALR, we thrive on oppor
tunities to beat our competi
tors. Our 25MHz 80386®
based MicroFlex 7000 is no
exception.

Unmatched performance
Our proprietary "pre-fetch"
FlexCache™ design delivers
the most efficient form of
microcomputer processing.
By combining a true 64-bit
cache bus with 64-KB cache
memory, performance in
creases 30% when compared
to other 32-bit computers.
And 64KB of high-speed
cache memory enables you to
experience the fastest

throughput for sophisticated
applications. For those seek
ing large storage capacities,
the MicroFlex 7000 gives the
option of 120 or 300MB of
disk storage using high-speed
ESDI controllers with 1:1
interleave.

The most built-in
features
The MicroFlex 7000 includes
our super VGA controller
with 800 X 600 graphics
resolution and the sleek
tower chassis offers the most
internal expansion capabili
ties of any Micro Channel
system available. Our one-

FlexCache Is a trademark of Advanced Logic Research , Inc. 80386 ls a registered trademark of Intel Corp.
IBM and Micro Channel are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corp. Shown with
optional monitor. Prices and configurations subject to change without notice. Certified FCC class A. tor
business use only. Copyright 1989 Advonced Logic Research.
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me or the World's First 386 PC
Advanced Logic Research, Inc.

year warranty with unlimited
technical support and on-site
servicing available from
Intel® can't be beat.
So make some waves of your
own at the office with ALR's
MicroFlex 7000 or any of our
33MHz systems. For more
information and the name
and number of your local au
thorized ALR reseller, please
call:

1-800-444-4ALR
Advanced Logic Research, Inc.
9401 Jeronimo, Irvine, CA 92718
(714) 581-6770 FAX:(714) 581-9240
For our Canadian office: 1-800-443-4CAN
For our UK office: 44-1-399-4897
For our Singapore-Asia/Pacific office:
(65) 258-1286 FAX: (65) 258-1285

We're making some big
waves in California
Introducing ALR' s FlexCache™ 33/386Z
33MHz 80386™
performance for
as little as $3995!

\i\i~
l aPt~oftnto

Pertormance~

CPll?.!

on the ratings of
Memory In Million
Instructions per second,
(MIPS) Source Power
Meter•Mversion 1.5 The
Data Base Group. Inc.
Upland, CA.

Wipe out!
Hang on because ALR's latest
addition to the FlexCache
386™ Z-family is cruising at
an amazing 33MHz. That's a
20% increase in processing
speed when compared to the
award winning FlexCache
25386.

Fast Cache
With 32KB of cache memory,
award-winning FlexCache
architecture and our en
hanced 16-bit super VGA
controller you better be
ready to move.

At prices starting as little as
$3995*, the FlexCache
33/386Z delivers the most
performance for all power
hungry desktop applications
like CAD I CAM, desktop
publishing or financial
modeling at a very modest
price. Of course the
FlexCache 33/386Z is OS/2®
compatible for tomorrow's
latest generation of applica
tions. The FlexCache 33/386Z
as with all of the Z-Family
comes packaged with PC
Kwik®, the award-winning
disk caching utility.

Home of the World's First 386 PC
(

Advanced Logic Research, Inc.

With ALR's FlexCache
33/386Z you'll receive un
beatable support backed by
an unprecedented
...... ..,,
three year factory . ~
warranty on the mam '·· ' ·'
system board, a one-year
system warranty, unlimited
technical support and op
tional on-site servicing from
Intel.
For more information on the
FlexCache 33 I 386Z call:

,J )

1-800-444-4ALR.

FlexCache Is a trademark of Advanced Logic Research. Inc. 386 ls a registered trademark of Intel Corp.
OS/2 is a registered trademark of IBM Corp. PC Kwlk Is a registered trademark of Multlsoft Corp. Shown
wtth optional monitors. Certified FCC Class A. far business use o nly. Prices and c onfigurations subject to
change without notlce.Copyrtght 1989 Advanced Logic Research, Inc.
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PRODUCTS IN PERSPECTIVE
57

104 Clash of the Object-Oriented
Pascals
byJon Udell
Quick Pascal and Turbo
Pascal 5.5 are both friendly
environments for object-oriented
programming.

What's New

89 Short Takes
Desk.Jet Plus, Hewlett
Packard improves a winner
PixelPaint 2.0,

REVIEWS

big improvements from
SuperMac Technology

154 Product Focus:
Battle of the
Network Stars

HyperPAD,
Brightbill-Roberts ' desktop
manager with hypertext power
Mitsubishi Smart Mouse, useful
for specialized applications
Counterpart, a security device
from Fifth Generation Systems

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
99

Apple's 32-Bit QuickDraw
Covers the Spectrum
by Tom Thompson
Color imaging for the Mac II
and SE/30 takes a leap forward
with this new program.

109 Computing at Chaos Manor:
Computers vs. Taxes
by Jerry Pournelle
Jerry wages his annual battle
with taxes and breaks in
a new Northgate computer.

125 Applications Plus:
Is Bigger Better?
by Ezra Shapiro
Is the industry paying too
much attention to bells
and whistles and not enough
to simplicity?

129 OS/2 Notebook:
Figuring Out CONFIG.SYS
by Mark Minasi
A discussion of how to set
up a typical CONFIG.SYS
file under OS/2.
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COVER STORY
A Guide to GUis
by Frank Hayes
and Nick Baran
page 250
Your complete guide
to 12 state-of-the-art
graphical user interfaces.

by Steve Apiki,
Stanford Diehl,
and Rick Grehan
The BYTE Lab takes a look
at five different PC-LAN
operating systems.

173 IBM's New Speed King
by Caroline Halliday
The Model 70-A21 is the fastest
of the PS/2s, but it's slower
than its competition.

177 Color by Numbers
by Kent Quirk
The Tektronix Phaser CP slashes
the cost of Postscript-compatible
color output.

Down to Business:
Dawn of the Dead Disk
by Wayne Rash Jr.
When your hard disk
suddenly crashes, all is not
necessarily lost.

Macinations:
Learn on Me
by Don Crabb
The Mac is changing
the face of computer-aided
instruction.

148 Networks:
The LAN Road to OSI
by Mark L. Van Name
and Bill Catchings
The OSI reference model
is the framework within which
international communications
standards are developed.

COVER ILLUSTRATION: R. M. SCHNEIDER© 1989

Distributed Processing/212
181

187

EMS with a Cache

235

HANDS ON

Remote Control

by Jeff Holtzman

by Carl Manson and Ken Thurber

The Elite 16 Plus HyperCache
board from Profit Systems boosts
EMS 4.0 performance.

Remote procedure calls offer
a solution to the problem
of distributed processing
over a network.

269

by L. Brett Glass

Breakin~

the Memory Barrier
with 3861VMM
by Martin Heller
This 80386-based virtual memory
manager from Phar Lap lets you
build large applications.

241

The new FDDI standard lets
optical LANs move more data
more efficiently.

The Paperless Office

by Dean Hough
You no longer need a
superminicomputer to use
document image processing.

Under the Hood:
The Light at the End
oftheLAN

277

Some Assembly Required:
Object-Oriented Mac Windows

by Jonathan Amsterdam
193

Powerful Portable 3-D Graphics

248

by Bradley Dyck Kliewer
Develop portable three
dimensional graphics with Ithaca
Software's HOOPS.
201

Distributed Processing
Roundup
Some products that distribute
processing over different
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In an industry that evolves practically over
night, it's tough to stay ahead ofthe crowd.
You need tools that not only give you an
edge day-to-day, but open up endless possibilities.
Tools that can only come from Microsoft.
Combine Microsoft® Cand Macro Assem
bler and you've got enough power to create pro
grams for MS-DOS:Wmdows and OS/2 systems.
What's more, you can do it all in record time
because our renowned CodeView® Debugger,
Linker, Microsoft Editor, and MAKE utility work
ingeniously and seamlessly
·==-
together.
In other words, you've
got the leverage of the most
inventive and comprehensive
tools around.
·
When you develop un
der OS/2 systems, you've got
options no one else cantouch.
'::==
Like multi-tasking.Andblast
ing through the 640K barrier.
In addition, Microsoft
Cand Macro Assembler can
accommodate more third
1>'!11Y add-ons than any other
..
PC professional languages.
Maybe that's why the
most popular applications on the market today
were developed through the uni_ql}e power ofour
Cand Assembler: Lotus® l-2-3~ WordPerfect® 5.0.
Microsoft Excel. And Aldus® Pag~Maker.®
So drop by your nearest Microsoft dealer
soon. And startturning out the most airtight, fine
tuned code ever to touch a disk.
After all, you've got the leverage.
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Fred Langa

NEW UNIX
BENCHMARKS
The SPEC group and
the BYTE Lab have
both been busy
creating a new suite
of Unix benchmarks
ou probably haven't heard a lot
about SPEC, the Systems Per
formance Evaluation Coopera
tive, but you shouldn't feel
bad. It's a pretty exclusive club, fea
turing companies like IBM, Apollo,
Hewlett-Packard, Sun Microsystems,
Digital Equipment Corp., Data General,
Motorola, and other "heavies" in the
field of workstations and high-perfor
mance personal computers. SPEC is at
tempting to standardize and improve
Unix benchmarking.

Y

Why New Unix Benchmarks?
Dhrystones, Whetstones, and the old
benchmarks still used by many computer
publications can't accurately measure the
performance of high-end personal com
puters and workstations. These ma
chines increasingly take advantage of
mainframe and supercomputer design
concepts like instruction pipelining,
multiple execution units working in par
allel, large caches, fast memory systems,
and optimizing compilers-things these
old benchmarks just weren't designed to
test. Also, test suites that seek to isolate
and benchmark the individual system
components and subsystems, or (on the
other extreme) the entire system as a
"black box," give you incomplete and
misleading results.
Most benchmarks in use today fail on
at least one of these counts; several of the
most heavily promoted computer maga
zine benchmarks fail on all counts. Tests
originally designed for small systems
simply are inadequate for today's hard8
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ware and software. SPEC's new bench
marks will be decidedly heavy-duty,
aimed at machines using processors like
the 68030/68040 and 80386/80486 and
equipped with 16 megabytes of system
memory.
The SPEC tests combine low-level and
applications-level evaluations. The low
level tests will show the strengths and
weaknesses of individual elements in the
system; the high-level elements of the
suite will give a profile of the entire sys
tem working as an integrated unit for dif
ferent applications.
The only major problem with the
SPEC benchmarks is that they are very
large and complex. The source code of
the entire suite will likely exceed 100
megabytes; many of these benchmarks
simply won't run on smaller or less
powerful machines.

BYTE's Unix Benchmarks
The SPEC benchmarks are conceptually
almost identical to the second-generation
BYTE benchmarks we've been using for
about a year now. (BYTE's benchmarks
were the first second-generation bench
marks in the industry; the first bench
marks to work across different operating
systems and platforms; and the first to
combine both high- and low-level testing
for a truly complete picture of system
performance.)
BYTE Lab's new Unix benchmarks
were designed and built on a smaller and
more manageable scale than SPEC's;
ours can be used to benchmark not only
pricey, ultrahigh-performance ma
chines, but also the kinds of machines
most of us (and most of our businesses)
can afford to use every day.
Some specifics: Our low-level Unix
benchmarks are carefully designed not
to be defeated by some of the tricks used
by new compilers. Our high-level tests
are actually custom versions of real data
base engines and fully implemented
standard Unix programs (e.g., editors
and compilers). And our benchmarks are

designed explicitly to test both single
user and multiuser systems .
For multiuser testing, we adapted
techniques from the latest version of the
internationally accepted Monash Univer
sity Suite for Benchmarking Unix Sys
tems (MUSBUS), developed in Austra
lia. The benchmarks feed interactive
applications clocked streams of activities
from simulated users on each port. The
system is then exercised with an increas
ing load of simulated concurrent users .
This lets you see how system perfor
mance is affected by an ever-increasing
concurrent workload .
For your convenience and ease of use,
our new Unix benchmarks (like all our
benchmarks) are in the public domain.
The new Unix benchmarks should be
available for downloading about the time
you read this. You can get the bench
marks from BIX or BYTEnet. Informa
tion on accessing both systems appears
under "Program Listings" in the table of
contents.
With our new Unix benchmarks in
place, we'll soon be benchmarking new
systems on every appropriate major oper
ating system: We'll test new 80386 and
80486 machines, for example, under
DOS and OS/2 and Unix. We'II test new
high-end Macs under the Mac operating
system and A/UX. And so on.
The idea is to multiply your options.
Today's mixed computing environment
means that each of us has to know more
about more machines than we ever did
before. BYTE is committed to giving you
the comparative, unbiased information
that you will need to sort through the
welter of options and to make solid deci
sions about whatever new hardware and
software comes down the pike-regard
less of brand, architecture, or operating
system.
In a nutshell: Single-platform and sin
gle-operating-system solutions are passe.
-Fredl.Anga
Editor in Chief
(BIX name ''flanga ")
Circle 302 on Reader Senice Card 
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Everything OS/2 can do for you...
OS/2 provides an optional
Communications Manager
which allows easy networking.

OS/2'" includes a built-in
graphical interface
so it's easy to use.

OS/2 lets you keep two or more
running at the same time,
so you can do more.

OS/2 lets you run your
DOS programs plus hundreds
of programs DOS can't.

-~~-- rmgram.s

Installation Disk ette
Version 1.10 () Copyright lntorn atlonal Business
MachlnesCorp.1981, 1988
License d Material - Program Propertyol IBM 
All Rights Reserved

O Copyrighl Mfc rosoll Corp. 1981 - 1988

OS/2 lets you run programs larger
than 640K, so you can use
more powerful applications.

Note to US Govemment Users - RE STRICTED
RIGHTS LEGEND - Use, duplication, or d isclosure
Is subject 10 reslrlctions In GSA ADP Schedule
Contract with IBM Corp.

OS/2 lets you take full advantage
of Micro Channel!"

OS/2 lets you take advantage
of 386•• power.

OS/2 provides an optional
Database Manager to make
managing information easy.

This offerlets you do for less.
Right now, when you choose OS/2, you can get from $100
to $1,600 back on the kind of heavy duty memory that only
OS/2 can handle. With this offer, the more memory you buy (up
to 8Mb), the bigger your rebate.
Plus you can get thousands of dollars in rebates on over 100
different OS/2 programs. You can also get hundreds of dollars back
on modems, accessory cards and hardware-all the things that
help you do more work in less time with OS/2.
So if you're ready to move up to all the real advantages of
OS/2, ask your IBM Authorized Dealer about these rebates today.
To find the dealer nearest you call l 800 IBM-2468, ext 128.

___

==-::
- - - --==®

-- -- - ---
-----,_
-.

OS/2. Operating Sysitm/2 and MIClO Channel are trademarks. and IBM 1s a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. 386 iS a tra<lemark of Intel. ©IBM C".orp. 1989.
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He also doesrit realize
He-wlett-Packard InakesPCs.

That's unfortunate. Because
Hewlett-Packard has a line of
eight high-performance per
sonal computers. PCs which
range from desktop and floor
mount Intel386'! based power
houses to entry-level 8086
compatibles. PCs which offer
you a better way of doing
business.
386 is a trademark of!ntel Corporation
© 1989 Hewlett-Packard Company CP-PC903
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Hewlett-Packard personal
computers give you plenty of
opportunity for expansion. As

The HP Vectra QS/20 PC. One in
a line of eight PCs from Hewlett-Packard.

well as plenty ofoptions. At the
high end, you can get up to 8
accessory slots, 620 Mbytes of
hard disk storage, and 16 Mbytes
ofRAM. And on all models, you
get a choice ofvideo solutions
and the flexibility of using
either 5.25" or 3.5" disks.
Beyond this, an investment in
Hewlett-Packard PCs allows
you to choose confidently from
thousands ofsoftware applica
tions and peripherals. HP's strict

adherence to industry stan
dards insures compatibility.
Now, and into the future.

Hewlett-Packard is backed by
an extensive network of trained,
authorized dealers. For more
information and the name of
But the most important feature, your nearest dealer, call l-800
the one you won't get with any 752-0900. You11 soon realize
other personal computer, is
what an HP personal computer
Hewlett-Packard reliability. Fbr can do for you.
50 years, HP has promised, and
delivered, exceptional quality
There is a betterway.
in everything from calculators
to HP LaserJet printers.
Finally, every PC made by

F//i9
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Creative License.
If you've ever tried to combine
windows, menus, forms, and text
entry to create an effective user
interface, you know how challenging
it can be.
Perhaps you've turned to a third
party library for help. Only to run into
restrictions, limitations, and dead ends.
So you had to compromise your design.
Or modify the library source code. Or
start over.
Which is precisely why we designed
Vermont Views™, the new generation
of Wmdows for Data®, the best-selling
C library for user interfaces.
Vermont Views offers unbridled, un
restricted creative license.

The Human Interface Of
Your Dreams
Vermont Views offers an unparal
leled set of interface building blocks that
you can combine in unlimited ways:
I Menus can be created in any style
you choose, made scrollable vertically
and horizontally, and nested to any level.
reatures include n-th character selection,
checkmarks, and unavailable items.
I Data entry forms can be bigger
than their display windows, have scroll
able regions for the entry of variable lines
of items, lists of choices for data entry,
context sensitive help, and special
decimal, date, time, and toggle fields.
I A mini word processor can be at
tached to a field window in a form or

used as a pop-up note taker.

You're In Charge
Because you can write and attach
functions to the beginning and end of
menus, forms, fields, and to keys, you're
always in control.
Use these control functions to call up
subsidiary forms and menus, change
field values and the active field, exit or
abort a form, do almost any task you can
imagine.
All interactive capabilities of Ver
mont Views use a unique system of ac
cessible keytables, so you can easily
change or disable key assignments - even
add to the functions provided for menus,
forms, text entry, and windows.

One For All
Vermont Views is available for DOS,
OS/2, UNIX, XENIX, and VMS. Main
tain the same user interface on all of these
operating systems with the same source
code.
Vermont Views provides internation
al portability as well, with full support
for IBM international characters, flexible
date and time formats, and changeable
decimal and thousands separators.

Novice Or Expert
Despite its depth and flexibility, Ver
mont Views is easy to learn and use. Each
major facility is covered in a single, self-

contained section of the manual, so you
only need to learn capabilities as you use
them.
To help you become an expert in no
time, we include a free copy of the Nor
ton Guides™ Engine and our own com
prehensive Pop-Up Reference™. You'll
have immediate, on-line access to func
tion names, reference pages, structures
and tables.

No-Time-Limit Guarantee
We've only touched on a fraction of
what makes Vermont Views special. The
only way to know it is to use it.
Try Vermont Views on your hardest
problems.
For as long as you want. At no risk.
ff not fully satisfied, return for a full
refund. Anytime.

To Order Today
Call 1-800-848-1248
Call to order Vermont Views today.
And we'll send your "creative license"
right away.
Prices: DOS $395; with Source $790.
UNIX, XENIX, VMS, OS/2 please call.

•

~~~~~~:

Software

Pinnacle Meadows, Richford, VT 05476

800-848-1248, 802-848-7731 Fax: 802-848-3502 Telex: 510-601-4160 VCSOFT
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MICROBYTES
Staff-written highlights of developments in technology and the microcomputer industry,
·
compiled from Microbytes Daily and BYTEweek reports

Optical Broadcast Could Break Access Bottleneck

T

hree scientists at the University of
California at Davis are trying to
bypass bottlenecks of computer
architecture with a hybrid system that
combines electronics and optical tech
nology. They're working on some
thing they call Optimul (Optical
Interconnect for Multiprocessor
Systems), which makes use of
"wireless" lasers and a special coating
for computer chips. The UCD team
thinks its design can solve problems
caused by memory contention in
shared-memory systems and network
bottlenecks in separate-memory
systems. With sufficient funding, a
crude working prototype of Optimul
could be built "in about six months,"
says Steven Kowel, a materials
scientist on the UCD team.
Optical computers would overcome
the ultimate speed limits faced by tra
ditional computer designs. But people
who have tried to build more or less
completely optical computers (as
Kowel says, "no silicon except maybe
the input/output components") have
encountered "startlingly difficult"
hardware problems, he adds. Systems
that are mostly optical remain "primi
tive" and expensive, he says.
Within the last five years, though ,
research has shifted toward a focus on
hybrid systems. These systems handle
logic, memory, and I/O electronically
but use ostensibly faster optical fibers
for interconnecting chores. "People
have taken chips and glued them
board-to-board via fiber," Kowel says.
At the far reaches of this approach ,
some scientists are attempting "intra
chip" optical connections using

holographic techniques.
Kowel and cohorts Norman Matloff
and Charles Eldering think their idea is
more practical than "holographic
interconnects." Basically, they want to
coat memory chips with a thin
polymer film treated for sensitivity to
electrical charges and light, producing
a result somewhat like an LCD, says
Kowel.
A laser beam illuminates the coated
memory chip and "broadcasts" a
picture of the entire contents of
memory at that instant. The broadcast
can be picked up by multiple proces
sors at once, and the beam demodu
lated back into electrical charges and
stored as such. This constitutes a kind
of "double parallelism," according to
Kowel, "across processors and across
bits in memory."
In a tightly coupled or shared
memory system, a wireless broadcast
solves the problem of contention for
memory access, Kowel says.
Another kind ofbottleneck arises
with networked systems where there is
no central memory. Even with high
bandwidth channels like fiber optics in
place, a limited number of data pins
feed memory contents to the optical
channel; Optimul bypasses that con
straint by broadcasting rather than
channeling data, Kowel says. Writing
to memory in Optimul would still be
done, at least initially, using electron
ics, so a data bus would remain part of
the overall system. It will likely be
many years, the USD designers admit,
before coated Optimul-type intercon
nects might be a standard part of the
backplane.

Virtual Memory, "Hot Links" Coming to the Mac OS
pple Computer has been promis
A
a new operating system that
will swmg the Macintosh into the
in~

1990s, but some Mac users have
wondered if they'd be left behind in
the 1980s when the new System
arrives. Based on information
dispensed by Apple officials at the
spring edition of the developers'

conference, the company is trying to
maintain continuity in the Mac family.
System 7.0 will have some impressive
capabilities, but perhaps its most
important characteristic is that it's
supposed to run on everything from a
Mac Plus to a Mac Ilcx (as long as
they have at least 2 megabytes

NANOBYTES

If OS/2 had a theme song, it could
possibly be the old Sam and Dave
number, "Hold on, 'Cause I'm
Coming." Even Microsoft officials
admit that the operating system
lacks applications to lure users.
"Today, there isn't a truly compel
ling reason to go to OS/2, espe
cially if you want to run a single
DOS application," said Microsoft
vice president Scott Oki during the
recent IBM PS/2 Forum in Boston.
"But there will be in the next few
months." Oki said the public
doesn't see the development going
on in corporations, which are con
verting their own mainframe
programs to run under OS/2 on
PS/2s. A lot of companies are de
veloping full-blown Presentation
Manager versions of in-house
applications, using the Common
User Access (CUA) interface,
which is the name of the "look" that
IBM wants across all its systems,
from mainframes to microcompu
ters, via the Systems Application
Architecture.

IBM, like any humongous corpora
tion, has gotten a reputation for
being somewhat inflexible. But
during the PS/2 road show, Big
Blue executives said the company
is now taking a different approach.
"We recognize that, in order to
meet your needs, we need to
become much more flexible," said
Paul Palmer, New England regional
vice president for IBM, during a
session with computer dealers.
Asked to translate, another IBM
official said, "It means that we're
going to become even more market
driven; we're going to go out and
ask our customers what they want,
and then deliver that."
Senator John Glenn (D-Ohio) is
calling for the U.S. to establish the
Advanced Civil Tuchnology
Agency to coordinate commercial
science and technology projects.
"The time is right for the creation
continued
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of a civilian counterpart" to the
Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA), Glenn
told Microbytes Daily. Glenn
stressed that ACTA is not meant to
"step on the toes" of private
industry; instead, the agency would
augment "projects not adequately
addressed by the private sector."
Glenn's bill calls for three-year,
$300 million funding of a "lean"
agency staffed by about 35 "top
level" researchers, scientists, and
engineers. Currently, about 100
congressional committees deal
with science and technology
issues, Glenn said.
The Object Management Group
has formed to promote a standard
object-oriented environment. The
OMO environment, which will be
based on Hewlett-Packard's
NewWave, will run on DOS, OS/2,
and Unix systems, and, according
to the backers, it will allow new
applications from diverse hardware
platforms to work together easily.
Members of the OMO, based in
Westborough, Massachusetts,
include HP, Sun, Unisys, Prime,
Data General, 3Com, and Gold
Hill Computers.
National Instruments (Austin,
TX) has a new specification for a
32-bit instrumentation bus inter
face that it says is faster and more
flexible than the GPIB (IEEE-488)
spec, which some users say is
poky. MXI (Multisystem Exten
sion Interface) is a bus-on-a-cable,
a protocol extender that will allow
systems using the VXI (VMEbus
Extensions for Instrumentation)
bus to be connected to microcom
puters. National has released the
spec and hopes it will become a
standard.
Toshiba (Irvine, CA) is now
sampling a new line of 256K-bit
CMOS static RAM chips that offer
access times of 20, 25, or 35 ns.
Toshiba also has a new video
RAM that it claims will "spur
development of next-generation
high-resolution graphics systems."
The VRAMs will be offered in 4
and 8-bit-wide versions with
continued
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of memory) . "There is no break
or discontinuity in our System
software," said Apple Products
president Jean-Louis Gassee.
Apple said its new System will
include virtual memory management,
an improved Finder, "hot links"
between applications, a new but
backwardly compatible type and font
model, a new Communications
Toolbox, and a Database Access
Toolbox for accessing host mainframe
databases. In other words, System 7.0
will be Apple's answer to OS/2 and
Unix.
Virtually all current Mac applica
tions will run under System 7.0, Apple
said. Those "ill-behaved" applications
that have used the upper 8 bits of the
Motorola 680x0 32-bit address space
may not run under System 7.0 (these
are applications that are not "32-bit
clean").
The only feature of System 7.0 that
will not work on the 68000-based Mac
SE and Mac Plus is the virtual
memory capability, which will allow a
portion of the hard disk to appear as
an extension of the machine's system
memory (RAM). The virtual memory
capability will require the paged
memory management unit (PMMU)
that's built into the 68030 or can be
installed on the logic board of the
68020-based Mac II.
For Mac users, one of the big break
throughs in System 7.0 will be the
Interapplications Communications
Architecture (IAC), which will
support interprocess communications
similar to what will be offered by
Hewlett-Packard's NewWave environ
ment. IAC's "live copy/paste" will
allow multiple applications to share
data and dynamically link and update
the data. For example, you might use a
chart from a charting program in a
desktop publishing package. By
specifying a "live copy/paste" link, the
desktop publishing document will
automatically include any subsequent
changes you make to the chart using
the charting program. This capability
is often called "hot links" or "dynamic
linking."
While live copy/paste is something
for Mac users to look forward to,
existing applications will have to be
modified to take advantage of it. Most
developers of new applications will
certainly build in the live copy/paste
function. The live copy/paste feature
will also work across an AppleTalk
network, Apple said, so that data can
be shared and hot-linked among

multiple machines.
Part of System 7.0 will be Apple's
new font format, which will give the
Mac a WYSIWYG imaging model
comparable to that of Display Post
script (used on the NeXT computer).
However, Apple's new font model is
in some ways better than Display
PostScript-it doesn't require a
license, and it will be an open, pub
lished specification. Apple's new type
fonts simply replace the current
QuickDraw bit-mapped fonts with a
new library of fonts represented
mathematically using a quadratic
equation algorithm.
Since the new fonts are represented
mathematically rather than by bit
maps, they are completely scalable
from one resolution to another. They
will work on any output device from
screens to printers to typesetters.
Current Macintosh bit-mapped fonts
will still be supported under System
7.0. But new applications will take
advantage of the new fonts, which
appear crisp even on an Imagewriter
printer. Adobe Systems announced
that it will offer a utility that converts
Apple's new fonts to Postscript so
that Postscript printers (e.g., the
Apple LaserWriter NT and NTX) will
be able to print the new fonts. How
ever, the new fonts are independent of
Postscript and will therefore also print
well on less-expensive laser printers
that don't support PostScript (the
LaserWriter SC, for example).
Like System 6.0, System 7.0 will
support the MultiFinder multitasking
system, which allows multiple tasks to
execute simultaneously (e.g., a com
munications program running in the
background and a word processor in
the foreground). Because System 7.0
will offer virtual memory, the current
memory limitations on MultiFinder
will disappear since you'll be able to
allocate additional memory on the
hard disk.
However, System 7.0 will not
support memory protection or preemp
tive execution of applications. These
features, which are offered by Unix
and OS/2, protect simultaneously
executing applications from interfer
ing with each other or causing the
entire system to go down if one
application crashes. Without these
protection features, there is some risk
involved in using MultiFinder, and
this risk will remain in System 7.0.
Some of System 7.0's other features
include an improved Finder with file
continued

NowQuickPdscal makes this
sofiWare go even faster.

Even the quickest minds tend to brake
suddenly when confronting new languages.
Enter new Microsoft®
l::=-QuickPascal Compiler.
The first Pascal that is
not only powerful but easy, intui
tive and 100% headache-free.
For example, our new
hypertext Quick.Pascal Advisor
--=---__. offers on-the-job training: by
cutting and pasting sample code you can learn
to program in Pascal from scratch. And if you
do hit a snag, the Quick Advisor can straighten
everythingoutrightonthespot
To accelerate your thought processes
even more, all ofour processes are seamlessly
integrated; no other Pascal offers you easier

access to your editor, deb~g_ger and compiler.
What's more, QuickPascal is the first
PC Pascal to offer Object Oriented Program
ming, or OOP. With objects, you can easily
assemble whole programs from modular build
ing blocks ofcode ana data. And once you know
Pascal, OOP is a snap. Which means, you get
maximum productivity with minimum effort
Naturally, our Pascal is also fully source
compatible with Turbo Pascal~
So stop by your Microsoft dealer soon.
You'll find our software is on the same
wavelength as yours.

MictOsoft·

Making it all make sense:

Customer.; in the U.S. call (800) 426-9400. In Canada, call (416) 673-7638. Outside North America, call (206) 882-8661. ©Copyright 1989 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. Microsoft and the
Microsolt logo are registered trademarks and Making it aO makesense is a trademark ofMicrosoft Corporation. Twbo Pascal is a registered trademark ofBorland International

Cirr:k 184 on R£ader Service Card (DEALERS: 1851

Epson LQ-510. Narrow-carriage 24-pin printer, 180 CPS/draf~ 60 CPS/letter quality, built-in push tractor, auto single sheet load, bi-directional printing for both text and graphics, four
resident fonts. Epson LX-810, Narrow-carriage, 9-pin printer, 200 CPS/SuperDraft, 180 CPS/draft, 30 CPS/near-letter-quality, built-in push tractor. One year limited warranty on both
printers. Epson is a registered trademark of Seiko Epson Corporation. SmartPark is a trademark of Epson America, Inc., 2780 Lomita Blvd., Torrance, CA 90505. (800) 922-8911.
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EPSON PRINTERS

Even If It's Your
First Printer
Don't Give It A Second Thought
This is one of the easiest decisions you
. will ever make. Introducing the near letter
quality LX-810 and letter quality LQ-510
The new Epson LX-810
from Epson.
·~
To begin with, the inexpensive LX-810
is the most full-featured printer in its classperfect for printing everything from term
papers to personal finances.The LQ-510 is Epson's most afford
able letter quality printer. Producing crisp, dark text and graphics,
it lends a more professional look to any printed page.
Each offers features ordinarily reserved for more expensive
printers. For example, Epson's advanced SmartParklM paper
handling lets you change between different types of paper
almost instantly. The convenient SelecType panel makes for one
touch selection of typestyles, pitch and print modes.
Most important, both models are backed by two decades of
Epson reliability, quality and value.
Coming from the world's #l printer
company, that means a great deal.
Epson printers. They're first
WHEN YOU'VE GOT AN EPSON,
because they last.
YOU'VE GOT ALOT OF COMPANY.™
The new Epson LQ-510

:EPSON
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access times of 100 ns and 120 ns.
Need to give your traveling com
puter some high-speed networking
capability? Xircom (Woodland
Hills, CA) has a new device that
the company says will allow any
IBM-style computer with a
parallel port to hook into an
Ethernet network. The $695
Pocket Ethernet Adapter, about the
size of a pocket modem, comes in
versions for thick and thin Ether
net or twisted-pair wiring.
Elograp~cs

(Oakridge, TN) has
developed a touchscreen driver
that emulates mouse commands.
Mousetrap for Windows lets you
execute mouse commands by
touching the appropriate part of
the company's touchscreen (e.g.,
slide your finger across the
screen instead of dragging the
mouse across the desk).
Elographics says the emulator lets
you perform all Microsoft Win
dows functions, such as moving
objects, resizing windows, and
activating commands. Mousetrap
intercepts the mouse interrupt calls
before they reach the application
program and directs them to the
touchscreen driver, according to an
Elographics engineer.

A new survey indicates that Japan
is not the utopian high-tech-auto
mation society depicted by some
people on this side of the Pacific.
According to the latest survey by
the Japan Institute for Office
Automation, there's been a drop
since 1987 in the number of
Japanese workers who think that
office automation is making them
more efficient at their jobs. The
IlOA questionnaire results were
more negative than in the past,
with fewer respondents saying that
personal computers and word
processors were "creating a richer
work environment" or making
them more interested in their jobs.
Adding yet another acronym to the
lexicon of personal computer
communications, the Crosstalk
division of Digital Communica
tions Associates (Roswell, GA)
has developed what it calls an
continued
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search capabilities and an integrated
Font DA/Mover, allowing you to
activate fonts and desk accessories
simply by dragging them into the
System folder. A Communications
Toolbox will provide functions for
designing Mac-like interfaces to other
networks and host computer systems.
System 7.0 will also have a Database
Access Toolbox, which will allow
SQL queries to host databases using
the CL/I interface language (which
Apple acquired when it bought

Network Innovations last year).
While Apple officials provided a lot
of technical details, they wouldn't say
when System 7.0 will be ready. The
company told developers they would
see beta software sometime this fall.
Randy Battat, Apple's vice president
of product marketing, said the
company hopes to ship final versions
of System 7.0 a few months after the
release of the beta software. Apple
declined to release prices but indicated
that there would be a "nominal fee."

New DOS Will Be Quicker, Smaller, Gates Says
icrosoft will release a new
version of DOS that will be
M
faster and will require less memory
than DOS 4.0, according to Microsoft
CEO Bill Gates, who said he didn't
know "exactly when" this new version
would be ready. In a question-and
answer session sponsored by the
Boston Computer Society's IBM
special interes~ group, Gates also said
that OS/2 1.2, due later this year, will
have a more powerful file manager
and that the awaited version of OS/2
for the 80386 will arrive next year. A
version for the 80486, which Gates
called a "significant" chip, won't

require many software changes.
"There never will be an application
that's '486-specific,'' he said.
Gates predicted that a high percent
age of DOS machines, "80 to 90
percent,'' will become Windows
machines.
Despite his assurances that Microsoft
will continue to support DOS, Gates
made it clear that he feels the direction
of desktop computing is in graphical
applications. In fact , Microsoft
decided not to endorse DOS extenders
primarily because "It's like telling
people to write more character-based
applications," Gates said.

Computer Makers to Release Unix-Based
Benchmarks for Motorola, Intel Machines
he Systems Performance Evalu
ation Cooperative, a group of
T
computer makers better known for
competing with each other than for
cooperating, plans to release its Unix
based suite of computer benchmarks
in September. Computers targeted by
SPEC include 68000- and 80386
based machines with about 16
megabytes of system memory, said
Jerry Nelson, chairman of the steering
committee and R&D mana~er for
Hewlett-Packard's Ft. Collms (Colo
rado) Workstation Laboratory. "Many
of these benchmarks simply won't run
on 80286-based machines because
some images are 15- to 30-megabyte
images."
The porting of the first benchmarks
onto other popular operating systems
will be encouraged, SPEC members
said. "But the more systems-oriented
things we get, the harder it will be to
move away from Unix," according to
John Mashey, a steering committee

member and vice president of systems
technology at MIPS Computer
Systems.
Most of the SPEC benchmarks will
measure performance in engineering
and scientific applications, but the
group expects to also someday release
business application benchmarks as
well as multiuser, multiprocessing,
and parallel processing benchmarks.
Dhrystones and Whetstones don't
accurately measure workstation
performance, SPEC says, because
today's high-performance microcom
puters often take advantage of
mainframe and supercomputer design
concepts. "Today's workstations and
servers deliver high performance by
using heavy instruction pipelining,
multiple execution units working in
parallel, large caches, fast memory
systems, and optimizing compilers,''
said Nelson.
A possible shortcoming of the SPEC
continued

Who Says FoxBASE+
is Better than dBASE"?

The FlS[tSt. Most POWfitul. dBASE COrTIPiltlOle
R'l!L.1tlOM31 DatabaSE' Management SVstem
FOr pC:1 and PC coma;rtJ01es 1
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The Experts!
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The Best just Got Better-Now Shipping New FoxBASE+ Version 2.10!
Nicholas Petreley, InfoWorld Review Board:
"FoxBASE+ has outdone itself. Once again, FoxBASE+ earns
an "excellent" in performance, with kudos for responding to
user suggestions. For sheer productivity, there is no other
choice." lrifoWorld "Editor's Choice" for 1987 and 1988!
P.L. Olympia, Founder & President, National Dbase Users
Group I Government Computer News:
"FoxBASE+ is a supercharged dBASE, with all the features
Ashton-Tate forgot. If you're into serious dBASE development
and have not tried FoxBASE+, you are living in the dark ages
and wasting your company's money."
George E Goley Iv, Cont. Editor, Data Based Advisor:
"The product is fast, very compatible, fast, easy to use, fast,
relatively inexpensive, and very fast. In every test, FoxBASE+
outperformed the other products. And people who answer the
phone at Fox know what they are talking about."
David Irwin, Former President/CEO, Data Based Advisor:
"From the dBASE compatibility standpoint, FoxBASE+ is flaw·
less. From the speed standpoint, FoxBASE+ is unbelievable.
From the "lazy factor" standpoint, FoxBASE+ is perfect."
Glenn Hart, Contributing Editor, PC Magazine:
"Initial tests of FoxBASE+ were simply stunning. In many
ways, FoxBASE+ gives you the best of both worlds: all the ben
efits of interactive development and debugging, plus the speed
and code protection of a compiler."

Adam Green, Contributing Editor, Data Based Advisor,
dBASE Author:
"For the PC, FoxBASE+ has consistently set the performance
standard for dBASE compatible languages. For the Macintosh,
FoxBASE+/Mac will set standards for innovation and leader·
ship in a new dBASE implementation."
Don Crabb, Contributing Editor, I?'lfoWorld:
"You can expect blazing speed on the Mac. FoxBASE+/Mac
breezes past tests that have proven stumbling blocks for
Macintosh databases in the past. FoxBASE+/Mac combines
complete dBASE compatibility with a genuine Macintosh
user interface."
This is what they said about Version 2.00 of FoxBASE +.
Imagine what The Experts will say about New Version
2.10 with these added features: Menu-Driven Interface, Pro
gram Documentor, Screen Painter and Template-Based
Application Generator ..• and Version 2.10 is even faster
than 2.00!
Join The Experts. Get your copy of the New FoxBASE + Ver
sion 2.10 today! Now available at your nearest, quality soft
ware retailer, or directly from us by calling (419) 874-0162
Ext. 320.
Because, when it comes to speed, compatibility and value,
nothing runs like the New FOX - Version 2.10 !
See us at COMDEX/Spring '89, Booth #7830

~~~~~~~~~ Fox Software ~~~
Nothing Runs Like a Fox.
Circle 112 on Reader Service Card

FoxBASE and FoxBASE+ are trademarks of Fox Software.
dBASE and dBASE III PLUS are trademarks of Ashton-Tate.
Macintosh is a trademark of Apple Computers, Inc.

Fox Software
ll8 W. South Boundary
Perrysburg, OH 43551

(419) 874-0162 Ext. 320.
FAX: (419) 874-8678
TELEX: 6503040827 FOX
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Tu all those unlucky enough to be sruck
smack in the middle of the current spread-

IS

Offering hundreds of presentation treatments
from word charts to three-dimensional bar;
-sheet confusion, take heart.
pie, scatte~ and polar graphs.
There is, at last, a viable
And with SuperCalc5, you
alternative to war: revolution.
select fonts, lines, boxes, grids
One that delivers even more
and shading. All ofwhich can
pert'onnance than you have
be used to produce the highest
(ahem) been waiting fo~ but
quality customized reports.
without demanding expensive
Plus, SuperCalc5 actually
new hardware or extensive
' makes productivity easier An
retraining. And without abruptly Pfeirnui srare·eft~-anpka.reefpiriu.JTt integrated Undo fearure simply
cutting you off from any user
reverses unwanted commands.
in your company, even those
And a truly comprehensive
on mainframes.
system of debugging highlights
The name ofthe spreadsheet
costly errors and analyzes
is SuperCales.
macro logic.
And what it can do for you
Perhaps even
is, frankly, quite revolutionary.
linkjustabouteverythinginsight.
more impressive
Let's begin at the end. Stand-alone quality is the way SuperCalc5 can
graphic capabilities have been built in.
link spreadsheets. Up to 255
O 1989 Computer Associates International,Inc. 1240 McKay Dt, San )else, CA 95131. Lorus and 1·2·3 are registered trademarks of Lol\IS DevelopmentCollJOration. Excel ts areglsll!red trademari\ of
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to be precise. Linking either in memory

or on disk, either pages of the same spread
sheet or inde
pendent, either
SUperCalcS's files
......
orLotus®1-2-3®s.
_...,
Which bring5
us to the"L'
.....
word SUperCalcS
not only reads
..,...._....:=
and writes Lotus*
'"*...............
..._.
,_......,...._..,_
1-2-3®files, it
totally coexists
ce annual-reportquali{Youtputeveryd4)1
with Lotus.
Letting you easily move 1-2-3 macros into
SUperCalcS and back again. Even toggling
between menus is a snap for SUpeICalcS.
But not for Excel~
Which now bring5 us to the "E" word.
Unlike Excel, SupeICalcS runs on all IBM®

- --

--_
--

--__

---

Mlcroso~

IBM Is a reglsrered trademark of lnremadonal Business Machines.

Cin:k 63 on Reader Serviee Card

and
compatible computers but also
takes full advantage of286 and 386 machines
whenJUu decide to make that transition.
And if all that isn't enough to make you
run out today and join the revolution, there's
even more incentive.
Like our free demo disk offer throughJuly
31, 1989. And our $100
upgrade offer for just
about any spreadsheet
you're using can 1-800
531-5236. 1n canada
call 1-800-663-6904.
Which finally bring5 us
to our admittedly biased
outlook for the much touted spreadsheet war
With SupeICalcS, peace is at hand.
--

GOMPUTER'
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Software svperior by des ign
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Asynchronous Communications
Server, generally called a modem
pooler. A modem pooler allows
users on a LAN to share asynchro
nous devices, such as modems,
without each personal computer
needing to have its own modem
card. The basic ACS software will
support as many as four serial
devices and sell for $795, said Jeff
Garbers, director of software
development, at the recent CITEX
show in Atlanta. At that time, the
software was in final beta testing.
Asked for his reaction to Hewlett
Packard's acquisition of Apollo
Computer, which would make HP
the world's biggest vendor of Unix
workstations, Sun Microsystems
CEO Scott McNealy said, "That's
one less OSF member. It's kind of
a nonevent." Both HP and Apollo
are members of the Open Software
Foundation, which hopes to chal
lenge AT&T and Sun with its own
renditionofUnix. McNealy specu
lated that the merger came about
because "one company couldn't go
it alone, and the other couldn't
catch up."
Speaking of OSF, the group's
schedule for releasing components
of OSF/l is as follows: The Vendor
Kit, for members to port the OSF
kernel to their platforms, is sup
posed to be ready in October; the
Application Kit, which will provide
software developers with the OSF
application environment, is slated
for March 1990; the University
Platform, which will be a functionally
complete OSF/l, will be given
to universities and other beta sites
for testing starting in May 1990;
and the Commercial Platform, the
OSF/l for the rest of us, is slated
for July 1990.
Avid Technology (Burlington,
MA) has a new Mac Ilx-based
system for editing film and video.
The Avid/l Media Composer
digitizes full-motion, 30-frames
per-second National Television
System Committee video onto the
Mac's hard disk. An editor can then
directly manipulate and assemble
the digitized "clips" into finished
sequences using a dual editing
continued
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benchmarks is their size and complex
ity. The source code of the entire suite
will likely exceed 100 megabytes.
Each of the hardware-specific applica
tions (compilers, multiprocessor
applications, graphic design applica
tions) requires extensive work to port
them to new hardware.
The SPEC steering committee
represents both sides of the campaign
for a standard user interface for Unix,
with members that belong to the Open
Software Foundation (most notably,
HP and Apollo) and members from

Unix International (the AT&f loyalist
faction). Apollo, HP, MIPS, Digital
Equipment Corp., and Sun Microsys
tems all have representatives on the
steering committee. Other SPEC
members include Data General,
Motorola, Multiflow Computer, and
Stellar Computer. IBM, a late addition
to the group, will not be on the
steering committee until after release
of the first suite, according to Nelson.
Any company can join SPEC, pro
vided it can afford the $10,000 initial
fee and dues of $3000 per year.

Weitek Pushing Its Own Math Chip for Intel's 80486
ntel's 80486 chip will have its own
built-in version of the 80387 math
Icoprocessor,
so some industry
watchers say there won't be much of
a market for add-on math coproces
sors for the 80486. But that's not so,
according to Weitek (Sunnyvale, CA),
maker of high-speed FPUs. Weitek
has developed its own math coproces
sor for the 80486, called the Abacus
4167, that the company claims offers
two to three times faster numeric per
formance than that offered by the
80486.
Despite the built-in 80387 coproces
sor on the 80486, Weitek hopes to
convince OEMs to provide the 142
pin socket on their 80486 logic
boards. Such a socket is required to
accommodate the new 4167
coprocessor. According to Weitek
product manager Mauro Bonomi,
Weitek already has lined up several
OEMs to support the new chip. The
4167 offers full binary compatibility
with Weitek's 3167 coprocessor,
which can be used in several major
80386-based systems, including the
Compaq Deskpro 386, the HP Vectra,
and the Sun386i.
Compatibility with the older 3167
coprocessor is important because it
will allow the chip to run a growing
number of applications that support
the 3167. These applications include
VersaCAD, CADKEY, Mathematica,
Ansys, the HOOPS graphics package,
and many other products for scientific,
engineering, and statistical analysis.
Several major vendors of DOS and
Unix compilers offer C, FORfRAN,
and Pascal compilers for the 3167
(Green Hills, Silicon Valley Software,
MetaWare, Lahey, and MicroWay).
The new Weitek chip could fill a
need in the market, but industry

observers see good news and bad
news ahead. The good news is that the
80387 is probably inadequate for some
serious number-crunching applica
tions; it's simply not in the same
league as RISC processors like the
i860 or R3000. This is where Weitek
sees an opportunity.
The bad news is Intel's i860, a RISC
chip that not only is a fast math
coprocessor but also contains an on
chip graphics engine. This is signifi
cant since most number crunchers will
probably be used in some way with
graphics, which basically kills two
birds with one stone. Add to that the
fact that IBM seems firmly planted
behind the i860 (it already has shown
an experimental graphics card based
on the i860), and you see some rough
going for the Weitek chip.
The existing base of software that
will work with the 4167 will give that
chip at least a temporary advantage
over the i860; software that works
with the Intel RISC chip is at least a
year away. And, according to
Bonomi, the 4167 compares favorably
to the i860 in scalar numeric opera
tions. Although the i860 is optimized
for vector operations, most applica
tions are still designed to perform
scalar numeric computations. (Vector
calculations involve a scheme in
which multiple calculations are
performed simultaneously, rather than
sequentially as in the scalar computa
tional model.)
The Weitek 4167 will be priced at
$565 in 1000-unit quantities, adding
between $1000 and $1500 to the retail
cost of 80486 systems that include the
4167. The new Weitek chip is sup
posed to ship in sample quantities in
September.
continued

PC EXPERTS AGREE:

Proteus® offers the fastest for the
least, and supports them the most.
Proteus® sells the fastest personal computers
you'll find. But as experts from BYTE, InfoWorld,
Personal Computing, and others have discovered,
our computers are more than just fast.

"You get ... fifteen months of service coverage 
and onsite at that. Even without the warranty, we
highly recommend this machine."
Computer Buyers Guide

"The Proteus is an excellent value for the perform
ance it offers potential buyers. Its speed, expan
sion capability, and service contract put it in a
class with the big boys."
Personal Computing Magazine

"A remarkable range of performance and opera
tional capabilities."
Ed McNierney, BYTE Magazine
For custom configurations and new low prices,
call Proteus Toll-Free.

"ThisIBM

com~tible

is so fast
I have had
trouble
measuring
its speed."

ISEBTIN

ITBCLABB

''The Proteus· '' ... a complete
"Proteus is
multi-user
markedly faster
is one of
solution that
the fastest
than any other
arrives with all
desktop
personal
computer. · peripherals and
computer we've
systems we operathut systems
worked with,
installed and
tested, a
including
tested ... a vezy
zero
Deskpro
wait-state powerful machfue
386/20. "
that does what
hotrod."
it claims.''
Pel'Sonal Computing Magazine

InfoWorldMa/llUillut

Computer Shopper Magazine

P ROTEUS 286-18

P ROTEUS 386-20

PROTEUS 388-IG

16MHz, ZERO WAIT STATE
• 80286 CPU running at 16MHz
• 640KRAM
• 8 expansion slots
• 5 drive bays
• 2 serial & 1 parallel port
• 1:1 interleave
• Hard disk & floppy controller
• 200W power supply
• 101-key enhanced keyboard
• 15-month on-site service free
•Made in U.S.A. $1,495
• 30-day money back guarantee
COMPLETE SYSTEMS:
• Monochrome System $1,656
• EGA Color Plus System $2,112
• VGA 16-bit 800x600
System $2,407

20MHz, ZERO WAIT STATE
• Intel 80386 CPU at 20MHz
• lMB RAM-Expandable to 16MB
• Intel 82385 EE cache ctlr
• 32K fast cache
• 2 serial & 1 parallel port
• l.2MB floppy drive
• Dual HD & floppy controller
• 1:1 interleave
• 200W power supply, 110/220V
• 101 key tactile keyboard
• 15-month free on-site service
•Made in U.S.A. $2,595
• 30-day money back guarantee
COMPLETE SYSTEMS:
• Monochrome System $2,839
• EGA Color Plus System $3,295
• VGA 16-bit 800x600
System $3,595

25MHz, ZERO WAIT STATE
• Intel 80386 CPU at 25MHz
• lMB RAM expandable to 16MB
• Intel 82385EE cache ctlr
• 32K fast cache
• 387 coprocessor support
• 2 serial & 1 parallel port
• Dual HD & floppy controller
• 1:1 interleave
• 200W power supply, 110/220V
• l.2MB floppy drive
• 15-month free on-site service
•Made in U.S.A. $3,495
• 30-day money back guarantee
COMPLETE SYSTEMS:
• Monochrome System $3,695
• EGA Color Plus System $4,070
• VGA 16-bit 800x600 Multiscan
System $4,595

•
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PROTEUS SYSTEM 3400ME
UNIX&DOS
MULTIUSER SYSTEM
• 80386-25 CPU, 25 MHz opt. 33 MHz
• 8-User system support
• 4MB 32-bit RAM
• Intel 82385 ctlr
• Cache Memory
• 150MB ESDI fast hard disk
• 1.2MB 5.25" or 3.5" 1.44MB fd
• Upright server Case
• 250W 110/220v power supply
• SCO XENIX/PC MOS operating sys.
• High res. 14" console/monitor
• Graphics controJler
• ParaJlel & serial ports
• 15-month free on-site service
COMPLETE SYSTEM: $8,795
•Choice of optional terminals &
Proteus Lightwave graphics term.

--- ~
-- ~

I I t l ...... li!1BIA
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.

To or°;;;~·~;,;;.;_;ect 1-800-782-8387

~'ln"~t.o.rJ~o =m,@~@~~

For 24 hr catalog, call 1-800-548-5036 usmg your modem set at 1200B or 2400B/N/8/1.
Technical Support Hotline: 1-800-541-8933 Reseller/VAR programs available.
Custom configurations available.

A.II trademarks recognized. © Proteus is a registered trademai'ft of Proteus Tuchnology Corp. All prices, terms, specs subject to change.

I ~ INTELLIGENT CONCLUSION
75 King&land Ave.,
Clifton, N.J. 07014

PS/2 is a rcgistrrcd trademark of International Business Machines Corporation© 1989 IBM Corp.
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The least a local area networl{_ can give you is time
for lunch.
·
Some food for thought.
Getting all the information from
all your equipment to all your people
can occupy all your time.
That's where the IBM Token-Ring
Network can help.
With our new 16-megabit band
width, it provides remarkable new
speed in moving everything from
bulk data to mail to graphic images.
IBM's Token-Ring Network fits
into most existing environments. It's
compatible with today's popular
software, connecting your work
stations, including PCs and PS/2s~
midrange computers, mainframes
and peripherals.
We've also designed it for reliabil
ity. With IBM software, it's easy to
diagnose, isolate and correct prob
lems, without affecting the rest of
your network.
It's another reason why no other
company connects more companies
with more equipment to more
people than IBM.
For more information on IBM
local area network solutions, contact
your local IBM Advanced Product
Dealer or your IBM marketing
representative.
We can help your entire organiza
tion run more smoothly and produc
tively. And that means you can devote
your time to other important matters.
Bon appetit.
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MICRO BYTES

NANOBYTES

window that puts source and
edited material onto the screen.
The basic Avid/1 sells for about
$50,000 with an 8-megabyte Mac
Ilx and a 600-megabyte hard disk
drive, which can hold about 25
minutes of video.
Meta-Software (Campbell, CA)
has ported its HSPICE program
for simulating analog circuits to
80386-based personal computers.
The $4000 software requires an
80387 coprocessor and at least 4
megabytes of RAM.
Microsoft has started shipping
version 5.0 of its FORTRAN Opti
mizing Compiler. This one will
support OS/2's 16-megabyte ad
dressing capability and dynamic
link libraries. It's also designed to
support a wide variety of VAX
and VS syntax, the company said.
Besides a new graphics library, the
$450 compiler package comes
with a new version of CodeView
for working with OS/2 programs
as big as 128 megabytes.
The Instrument Society of
America (Research Triangle Park,
NC) has a new quarterly
magazine, Industrial Computing,
covering the use of computers on
the factory floor.
Informix (Lenexa, KS) says it will
develop a version of WingZ, the
very graphical spreadsheet
program that runs on the Mac, for
Apollo's line of Unix-based
workstations. The program will
use OSF/Motif as its user inter
face, a spokesperson said.
Database for chemists: The
National Institute of Standards and
Technology is offering a new
database of 2000 chemical
reactions and more than 5000 data
entries compiled by NIST scien
tists. The agency says the database
(NIST Standard Reference
Database 17, Gas Kinetics) is a
good tool for modeling combus
tion systems or chemical processes
taking place in the atmosphere.
(Contact the Office of Standard
Reference Data, NIST, A320
Physics Building, Gaithersburg,
MD 20899, (301) 975-2208.)
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ATs Get Boost from IIT's New Coprocessor
wners of AT-type systems who
rely on a math coprocessor are in
for a boost, and it isn't coming from
Intel. A young company called
Integrated Information Technology
(Santa Clara, CA) plans to start
shipping a chip that will serve as a
direct, and speedier, replacement for
Intel's 80287 FPU.
The ITT chip, which can run at up to
20 MHz, will plug into sockets that
are designed for the Intel 80287, and it
is designed to work with exactly the
same software. IIT officials told
Microbytes Daily that they plan to
match their chip's pricing with that of
Intel's (80287s c~rrently average on
the street in the $200 to $250 range)
while offering several improvements.
The ITT chip is virtually a superset
of the Intel 80287, but it differs in
several important ways. The company
says its chip can run all current
software that works with the Intel
80287 but also has special matrix
instructions, which speed up certain
kinds of math operations, including

0

manipulating three-dimensional
graphics. (These instructions, how
ever, won't be useful unless software
developers design their programs to
make use of them.) Perhaps most
important, the IIT chip, even at the
same clock speed, performs floating
point math "two to three times as fast"
as Intel's 80287, IIT officials said. If
you have an 80287 in your computer,
you could pull it out, pop an IIT 80287
into the socket, and get better perfor
mance, IIT engineers claimed.
According to Chi-Shin Wang and
Y. W. Sing, the engineers who
cofounded the company, they've been
able to come up with a faster chip by
completely redesigning the coproces
sor. Instead of trying to "reverse
engineer" Intel's chip, ITT took Intel's
specifications and designed the new
chip from the ground up, they said. As
a result, the IIT chip has a much larger
percentage of its area devoted to
actually performing floating-point
math, and four times as many registers
as the Intel chip.

Agilis Squeezes Workstation into Hand-Held Unit

A

dvances in miniaturization and
electronic packaging have
yielded the first truly hand-held
workstation. The new Agilis System,
designed by engineers formerly with
GRiD, 3Com, and NeXT, is a modu
lar, battery-powered, 8088- or 80386
based computer that's about the size
of a notebook and weighs from 4 to IO
pounds. It has a touch-screen interface
connected to Microsoft Windows,
which allows the user to operate the
system with one hand. There's also
built-in Ethernet and an optional radio
Ethernet module, which allows
wireless Ethernet networking at a
range of up to l kilometer.
The Agilis System, made from
ruggedized plastic, is built on the
concept of modular slices, with each
slice providing a component of the
system. There's a CPU component, or

"processor slice," a communications
slice, a data storage slice, and a
battery-power slice. Data can be stored
on memory cards, floppy disks, or the
new Prairie Technology 2 'h-inch hard
disk drives. An adapter allows the
system to run on 12-volt direct
current. The device is designed spe
cifically for use in the field. The
wireless networking capability allows
the user (say an airplane mechanic)
to connect to a host mainframe
to retrieve maintenance proce
dures, for example.
An 80C88 processor slice with
display and battery power will cost
over $4000. An 80386 system starts at
about $8000 and goes up from there
depending on the configuration.
(Contact Agilis Corp., llOl San
Antonio Rd., Mountain View, CA
94043, (415) 962-9400.)

NEWS STAFF SEEKS NEWS. DIAL (603) 924-9281.

The BITE news staffis always interested in hearing about new developments
that might affect microcomputers, the way they work, or the way people work
with them. If you know ofa project that could shape the state ofthe art, please
give us a call at (603) 924-9281 or write to us at One Phoenix Mill Lane,
Peterborough, NH 03458. An electronic version of Microbytes, offering a wider
variety ofcomputer-related news on a daily basis, is available on BIX.
Circle 25 on Reader Service Card 

Some .views on why the NEC MultiSync
There's a lot more to the new MultiSync®3D monitor from NEC
than meets the eye. Because instead of making one monitor for each
graphics board, we've <level
oped a monitor that enhances

the performance of the modes on
practically any board.
With its new microprocessor-controlled digital tuning system,
MultiSync 3D can adjust to a given video standard with a precision
matched only by a few high-end single-frequency monitors.
Making it perfectly compatible with virtually all systems and
boards. From 8514A, SuperVGA and Mac II to VGA, EGA, MDA and
Computers and Communications
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3D is the new monitor standard.
CGA. For an incredible maximum resolution of 1024 x 768.
What's more, MultiSync 3D is equally compatible with you and your
workplace. There are upfront controls, for easier access. A 14" nonglare screen on a tilt-swivel base, for more comfortable viewing. And,
as you can see, there's even a full 360 degree design.
The way we see it, MultiSync 3D

has dramatically raised the
standards by which all other color monitors will be judged.
U ult!Sync ,.. a r•g<st11r11d trademark of NEC Home El11 c lron•C1 (USA) Inc

For literature call 1-800.- 826-2255. For technical details call NEC

'

'

Home Electronics (USA) Inc. 1-800-FONE-NEC.
c 11t89 NE C Hom11 El1cuon1cs (US A) Inc

NEC
JULY 1989 • BYTE
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DADiSR..
/EX/EX/EX/EX/EX

LETTERS

Now Available!!-DADiSP/EX

Runs 80286 and 80386-based PCs
in protected mode.
Up to 16MB addressability.

and Ask BYTE

Setting the Record Straight

the First Spreadsheet
designed exclusively for
Scientists and Engineers.

(617) 577-1133
Ask about DADiSP for IBM-PC/XT/AT,
DEC MicroVAX, HP9000, Mas&:omp
5000, and Sun Workstations. For further
information write DSP Development
Corporation, One Kendall Square,
Cambridge, MA 02139, (617) 577-1133
Mention this magazine and receive an
Evaluation Disk FREE. A $20 value.

A book that attempts to rewrite history
should be reviewed with much more
skepticism than G. Michael Vose showed
in his review of The First Electronic
Computer: The AtanasoffStory by Alice
R. Burks and Arthur W. Burks (Septem
ber 1988). A reviewer, especially in the
pages of BYTE, should acknowledge that
th is "story" is not just a deeper look at an
interesting machine but also a concerted
effort to discredit my father, Dr. John
W. Mauchly, who is the coinventor of the
ENIAC.
In their book, Alice and Arthur Burks
make two huge claims-first, that J. V.
Atanasoff invented "the first electronic
computer," and second, that John
Mauchly stole the idea of the computer
from him. Both are false, as virtually the
entire computer history community
agrees. Why didn't Vose question these
claims? As a typical BYTE reader, I am
well versed in computer architecture,
and it is obvious to me that Atansoffs
machine was not "the first electronic
computer." You can examine each word,
one at a time, to see if the description
fits.
To be the "first" machine means to be
the first machine that actually worked.
Surely "the first airplane" is the one that
flew, not the one that could have flown
had all the bugs been worked out. The
ABC computer never ran; it never solved
the problem for which it was designed.
Was the machine "electronic"? Well,
it did indeed use vacuum tubes for the
adding circuit, so it was, in part, elec
tronic. The other part, the memory, was
WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU. Please
double-space your letter on one side of the
page and include your name and address. We
can print listings and tables along with a
letter if they are short and legible. Address
correspondence to Letters Editor, BYTE,
One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough,
NH03458.

DSP
Developmenl
Corpora lion

Because of space limitations, we reserve
the right to edit letters. Generally, it takes
four months from the time we receive a letter
until we publish it.

electromechanical. It was a rotating
drum, and it took one whole revolution of
the drum to read one number-it took
one second. Any advantage of the elec
tronic part was negated by the speed of
the memory: It was slower than the relay
machines of the day.
Claiming today that something is a
"computer" should require that it meets
the minimal definition of a computer.
This means that it be digital, automatic,
and programmable. The ABC was digi
tal. But it was not general-purpose; it
was designed to solve only one problem.
Running that problem would have re
quired several weeks of constant atten
tion by an operator feeding punch cards
in and out in a special order-hardly
automatic. Had it worked, it would have
been the first digital, partly electronic,
special-purpose calculator; however, it
never did work.
It is not the elevation of Atanasoffs
machine to a new title that bothers me the
most, however. It is the attempt by the
Burkses to prove that Mauchly stole a
certain "idea" from Atanasoff, which
would put Atanasoff at the base of the
computer's family tree. This is the
"idea" of computing electronically.
Now, just the "idea of computing elec
tronically" sounds like "the idea of
building a flying machine"; many tried
it before someone succeeded. John
Mauchly worked and experimented on
electronic computing for years before
meeting Atanasoff. The wisdom of the
day was that vacuum tubes were too un
reliable to use in quantity. It took the ge
nius ofJ. Presper Eckert to make 18,000
of them work in the ENIAC: But to make
their "story" work, the Burkses have to
make us think that Mauchly stole this un
popular idea from Atanasoff. They at
tempt to prove that Mauchly never
thought about digital calculation in the
years before he met Atanasoff.
Unfortunately for them, there is ample
evidence to the contrary. There is a letter
from Mauchly that states his intention to
build a keyboard-operated electronic dig
ital calculator; there is an experimental
continued
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If You Want To Talk
Fast DBMS
Call 1-800-db
And.Start SCfeaming
You'll be screaming, all
right. db_VISTA III from
Raima Corporation
combines the flexibility of a
relational DBMS and the
lightning speed of the
network database model.

db_VISTA Ill

Database Dc1clupmcnt

S~· stcm

~t·~-t, 1n.: ...

and all related records can be
immediately available using the
network model. You decide how
to combine these for best
application performance.

II

SQL Support with

SQL-based db_QUERY,
db_VISTA Ill's rela
tional query and report writer.

db_VISTAIIIis
written for C
Programmers.
Source code available. The

C

db VISTA Puts You in
Some Fast Company.

interactive database utilities and
outstanding documentation make
db_VISTA III easy to learn. All
applications are portable to VMS,
UNIX, OS/2, MS-DOS , even
Macintosh. No royalties.

Thousands of C programmers in
over 50 countries worldwide use
db_VISTA ill, including
APPLE, ARCO, AT&T, EDS,
Federal Express, Hewlett
Packard, IBM, NASA ...

db VISTA III is Fast. Using

Don't wait. Call Raima for more
information about how you can
build applications that are

benchmarks originated at PC Tech
Journal Laboratories, db_VISTA
III measured 3 to 12 times faster

screaming1ast! ·

than the average relational
database! Call us and we'U,:send
you the results.

Relational and Network
Model Technology for
rogramming Flexibility.

db VISTAIII

TM

Database Development System

etrieve a record fast using the
lational keyed access method

• PAX· (206)747-1991 Texas: (21 4) 231-3131 '' lnlemall~nalDlslrlbuton:
:it(02!59)468i4 · ·Sweden: (013)1 24780 ·Italy: 00158471 I Norway: 472#88 55
Mexico: (83) 57 35 94
Central America: tS06) 28 07 64
2696-4308 UraauaY: 92 1937 BnWI: (0 192)529770
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· Tamn: (02)511 3277
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counter that he built using vacuum tubes; deeper before he assumed that history
and there are Mauchly' s students at had suddenly been "corrected."
John William Mauchly Jr.
Ursinus College who remember his
Berwyn, PA
interest in digital electronic calculators
all this before he ever met Atanasoff.
The Burkses bring up these issues and , When Is a Desktop Not a Desktop?
claim to refute them. But they really only I have used the desktop metaphor in sev
pick away at little details and can only eral incarnations-on the Macintosh, on
cloud the facts, not deny them. A careful the NeXT computer, and under Micro
reader with a little computer background soft Windows. I think that the designers
can see that they are attempting a smoke of these environments could significantly
improve the genre by simply looking at
screen.
The Burkses commit large sections of their own real desktops and modeling
their book to proving what a great guy their metaphors after the real thing.
I am most familiar with the Mac Desk
Atanasoff was and '!\'hat a forgetful, un
top, so let me use it as an example. The
inventive man Mauchly was. This is sup
posed to make it look more likely that way I use the Mac Desktop isn't anything
their accusations are correct. What it like the way I use my real desktop. For
actually does is turn what could have example, I don't have a bunch of file
been a respectable book into a cheap shot folders on my desk-I keep them in a fil
at Arthur Burks's old rival, John W. ing cabinet. On my desk is a pad of paper
·Mauchly. No wonder the major computer or a notebook. I can put anything I want
publishers refused to -print it.
on a piece of paper. On the Mac, how
The AtanasoffStory is extremely well ever, everything is broken up into incom
written and well researched. One would patible "documents" (i.e., spreadsheet,
assume that it is correct in its conclu
word processor, drawing, painting, and
sions. But the history ofcomputers is still compiler documents are all completely
a living, controversial subject. G . · incompatible and can be combined only
Michael Vose should have looked a little in special cases).

With my real desktop, I might take a
piece of paper and put some text on it
with my writing tools. Then I might get
out a set of drawing tools and draw on the
same piece of paper. I can also jot quick
notes in the margin. I might put a table of
numbers on the paper and do math calcu
lations on them using a math tool such as
a calculator. I might have a book on the
desk that I'm reading from as a reference
while I'm writing. All the tools are out at
the same time, and all of them are work
ing on the same piece of paper. If I need
more tools, I reach into a drawer and put
those tools on the desktop , too.
Operating-environment designers
don't need to limit themselves to real
tools. For example, desktop publishing
systems have made us all familiar with
the idea of "pouring" text into a frame,
although none of us has ever seen a real
"text pourer." A text-pouring tool might
be very interesting.
All I want is an operating environment
that I can draw and write on at the same
time, just as I do on my real desktop.
Marshall Brain

Zebulon, NC
continued

Compact
Desk.
This pocket-sized box instantly turns a
portable computer into a laptop office.
Introducing the WorldPort 2496™ portable
fax and data modem.
If your business is like most, fax is away of
life. The WorldPort 2496 is the fax of life on
the road.
lreighing less than 8ounces, with battery, it
also runs on AC power and connects to RJlls
or optional acoustic couplers for public phone

use anywhere. Via Bell or CCITT standards.
It even sends and receives fax and data

messages unattended or while you run other
applications.
Suddenly, a laptop in the field is a full com
munications center. With up-to-the-minute
incoming from your host. Overnight outgoing
to the branches. And on-the-run faxes to any
client. Over pay phones, hotel phones and
PBXs worldwide.

Get the WorldPort 2496. It adds th~ power ~f
your office to the portability of your laptop.
And the advantages of a fax to the convenience
of your desktop.
Call us today at 800-541-0345 (in New York,
516-261-0423) for more on the WorldPort line
and the dealer nearest you.

[

........
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••••• :·.·:·
• , • • • .....
WorldPort 2496 ls a trademark of Touchbase Systems, Inc.. tO 1989 Touchbase Systems. Inc.
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Touchbase Systems, Inc.
160 Laurel Avenue
Northport,NY11768
(516) 261-0423
Fax (516) 754-3491

Circle 283 on Reader Service Card

No Other Company We Know Imprints a
Seal of Quality on Every Piece of Equipment it Ships.
This Seal Guarantees Our Customers that Every Component
has been Hand Inspected and Electronically Tested
for 72 Consecutive Hours or More.
Samsung amber high res 14· flat screen monflor
with till andswivel base.

We're Proud of
Our Components
Compareour386/25mhzfeaturesbeforeyoupurchase
anyothersystem:

1•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Modern, small loo/print case
with power supply.

The deal is straightforward. Every system is complete, tested and 100% guaranteed, built to meet
the industry's highest standards. The components are from the most respected manufacturers and
the system is future oriented to easily upgrade and expand.

MULTIMICRO
386/20 for $1889

Intel25mhzCPUchip is atthe heartofourcomputer.
Ourchipsetis from Chipsand Technology.
80387;Weitekco-processorsockettorfuture upgrade.
The bestdiagnosticandsetupsoftware from AMI.
1mbofmemoryeasilyexpandabletoBmbonthe board.
Western Digital 1:1interleave mfm controllerforlast data
transfer.
Seagate32mbmfmharddisc with autoparkprovides
substantialstorage capacityatafast28msaccess lime.
YourchoiceofTeachighdensity1.2mb5.25"or1.44mb
3.5'floppy drive.
Herculescompaliblemonographicscardhas 132
column capability. Youalsogetcoloremulationand
screen saversoftware.

Our phone number is 415.979.0140
or Fax 415.979.0142.
Call us anytime to place an order or discuss
your computer needs.
All orders shipped COO.

The same features andhigh qualitycomponents.

MULTIMICRO

Custom Computers
We'll buildwhateveryouneedto thesameexactingstandards.

Our Warranty Is Simple
Ifanythinggoes wrong withyourMultiMicro computer, we willrepair orreplace ittor

oneyearfromdateofpurchase.
Circle 196 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 197)

MULTIMICRO
INCORPORATED

We Want to be Your Computer Company
582 Folsom Street
San Francisco, CA 94105
All brand names are regislered trademarks ol their respective companies.
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Introducing the
best built, best backed
286- and 386-based systems.

And unlike some of our competitors, we don't imbed the VGA or disk
controllers on the mother board - that can just lock you out of future
innovations. Instead, we provide a high-speed VGA controller· which
supports all VGA modes. And a totally IBM-compatible disk controller
which features the latest in track-buffer technology to boost drive
performance by an amazing 30% to 50% .

Since 1983, CSR has been a leading microcomputer maintenance provider.
We repair all major brands - IBM~ Compaqt and the best-known
peripherals - for the largest dealer networks and third-party service
companies nationwide. So when we decided to build our own 286- and
386-based systems we knew how to make them even better.

Compatible with reality.

With CSR, you can put your confidence in a company that has it all - the
service, support, performance and IBM compatibility you expect - but at
prices that will surprise you .

The industry's best 2-YEAR warranty.
For the first full year we provide complete on-site service on all parts and
labor. During the second year we'll repair or replace any parts that fail.
This revolutionary warranty demonstrates the high degree of confidence
we have in the quality and reliability of our computers.
Plus, when you call our toll-free Technical Support Hotline you 'II be
connected to a highly-skilled Customer Engineer (CE). Your CE will
either fix the problem over the phone or dispatch a Service Engineer
to your site - within 24 hours of your call - for prompt, professional
problem resolution .
And what's best about this CSR-exclusive is that everything is included
in the price of your computer!

High performance, not a high price.
CSR delivers high performance in every machine we make. Our 286/20
uses an lntelt based 80286 chip that runs at a blazing 20 MHz and
outperforms most 386-based machines.
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You've invested a lot in software. That's reality. So we designed our machines
to be 100% compatible with all your MS-DOS® and OS/2® software.
And we know you have software on both 3 1/2" and 5 1/4" media.
That's why all CSR computers have both size drives - even the low profile,
small footprint 286/20 SL. It's a convenience we've added without adding
to the price.
Plus you'll find our high resolution high contrast VGA monitors and
"cllckable" keyboard to be consistent with your definition of how a
computer should look and feel.

Compatible with your budget.
You may have computing needs that are incompatible with what other
computer companies would like you to spend. Tell us the details of your
needs. Then tell us your budget. And we'll build you a system that's
compatible with both.
So if you want a better built, better backed computer system, compare
warranties. Compare specifications. Then pick up the phone and call
us at 800-366-1277. We'll deliver what you need at prices that will
surprise you.
Full leasing options available. Rates begin as low as S60/mo.
We accept MasterCard, VISA and certified checks.
tThe brands or product names mentioned are trademarks or registered trademarks
holders. MS-DOS and OS/2 are regiscertd 1rademarks or Microsoft Corporation.

Made in 1he USA.

or their respective

xing their best,
ours better.
CSR :186/14 SL

CSR 286/14

CSR :186120

CSR 286/20 SL

CSR 386/20

• 80286 lnld base! mlemprocessor ruMlng at

• 80286 lpiel blsell mlcroprocessorruMlng at

• I MB RAM expand2ble ro 16 MB (8 MB on lhe
Syslem board).•
• Page mode lmerlesve memory architecture.
• !Ugh speed VGA controller.
• Dual Dtskelte/llard Disk Con1roller.
• 5.25" 1.2 MB or 3.5• 1.44 MB diskeue drlYe.
• Enhanced 101 llCllle ''cllclt" keyboard wllh
copy holder and dust cover.
• Socket for Intel 80287 or '111!llek malh
coprocessor.
• I varaJlel, I serial pon and a Microsoft
compa!lble bus mouse pon.
• 8 lnduslry siandard expansion slots. ••
• Power reset swllch.
• Security keylock.

• I MB JlAM expandable ro 16 MB (8 MB on lhe

• lniel 80386 Microprocessor running at
20Mllz.
• I M8 RAM expandable IO 16 M8 on lhe
system board.
• Page mode Interleave memory arthlleelure.
• Socket for 20 MHz Intel or Weltek malh
coprocessor.
• 5.25" 1.2MBor3.S" l.44M8dlskelledrive.
• 'lnck bulfered high speed diskettellwd disk
con110ller.
• Enhanced IOI tacdle ''click" keyboard wllh
copy holder and dust cover.
• Hlgh speed 16 bl! VGA controllet
• I parallel, I serial pon and a Microsoft
compadble bus mouse pon.
• 200 wait power supply.
• 8 lndustry siandard expansion slots.
• Power resel swl!ch.
• Securtly keylock.
•AMI blos.
• Real dme clod< with battery backup.
• MS-DOS and MS-OS/2 compallble.

14 MHz.

•AMI blos.
• Real dme dock wllh bauery backup.
• MS-DOS and MS-05.12 compatible.

Popular Options
I MB ro 16 MB oC high speed memory.
80287 malh coprocessor.
sum One case wllh one 5.25" and 1wo 3.5"
drive ba~ accessible.
NOTE: •Upl08MBlnSl.cue. •• Se:1JllftllOOslolsitlSl.ase.

CSI 211611!
MonlklrJ/Adapteri
Hild DbkDrtvu Moaochrome VGA Mono 'IG4 Color

tOMlti.

~board).•

• l'lge mode lnterlesve memory architecture.
• High speed VGA controller.
• Track bufl'eml high speed dual dbkellelhllrd
disk controller.
• 5.25" 1.2 MBor3.5" 1.44 M8 dislo!tedr!ve.
• Enhanced IOI laC!lle ''click" keyboard wllh
copy holder and dust cover.
• Socket for Intel 80287 or '111!1tek math
coprocessor.
• I parallel, I serial pon and a Microsoft
compatible bus mouse pon.
• 8 Industry siandard expansion slots.••
• 3speed selectable 8 Miiz, 16 MHz or 20 MHz
speed.
• Power reset swi!ch.
• Security keylock.
•AMI blos.
• Real Ume dock wilh battery backup.
• MS-DOS and MS-OS/2 compatible.

Popular Options
2 MB ro 16 MB or high speed memory.
20 MHz math coprocessor.
Sllm One case wllh one 5.25" and iwo 3.5"
drive bays ac""'5ible.
Ho'nl: 'Upco8flCBlnSLcat.

SJ,699 S2,09') S2,399

<3186110
llanl DbkDrtves

!OMB!OllS

S11I06

11,899 S2 ,299 S2,599

!OMBll MS

lilllB!Oln

SllS06

511506
90111 IAllS
ES1ll

15011118115
ISIJI

,u Sa:,.slon~ta~wc.

_,"""""

Popular Options
2 MB 10 16 MB expansion memory optlons.
25 Milz Intel coprocessor chip.
Internal or exlernal tape badrup.
llonhon I Adap!<n
C51)86/l0
YGAMono
\GA Color
Han!DOk DIMs IMBIA'I !11.B UM IMB RAM !MB UM

CSR 386/25c
• Intel 80386 Microprocessor running at

25 Miiz.
• 1 MB RAM expandable
~mboard.

ro 16 MB on lhe

• AdY111ced Alls1ek Cache memory conll'Oller
wllh 32K or high speed static RAM Cache.
• Page mode lnterle2Ve memory archlleetUre.
•Socket for 25 MHz Intel or 'M!ltek math

coprocessor.
• 5.25" l.2MBor3.5" J.44MBdiskettedrtve.
• Trick bulrered high speed disl<e!te/lwd disk
conll'Oller.
• Enhanced IOI tactile ''click" keyboard wllh
CO('Y holder and dust cover.
• High speed 16 btl VGA con!roller.
• I parallel, I serial pon and a Microsoft
compatible bus mouse port.
• 200 wall power supply.
• 8 industry standard expansion slo!s.
•Power resel switch.
• Security keylock.
• Award blos.
• Real time dock wilh banery backup.
• MS-DOS and MS-0'5.12 compatible.

Popular Options
2 MB IO 16 MB expansion memory options.
25 MHz Intel coprocessor chip.
Internal or exiemal tape backup.

40MBllllS

\GA Mono

IGAf.olar

S11I06

S3,39'J S4,39'J S3,69'J S4,699

3,5• l.-41MB
Dh-D""

Sl,999

12,299

liollBUMS
STll06

S3,499 S4,49'J S3,79'J S4,79'J

lllAMoao
<3386/llc
IGAColor
llanlllatll!Ms IMB IAM !MB IAM IMB IAM 4MBIWI

Sl,999 S2,399 S2,699

4011BllMS

S2,599

S2,799

90MBl8115

53,799 S4,799 S4,09') S5,09'J

9011818115

S2,599 SZ,899 13,299

60NBllMS

S2,999

15011118115

S4,19'J S5,19'J S4,399 S5,39'J

lr;()MBl8MS
ISIJI

S5,29'J S6,29') S5,699 S6,69')

S3,09'J S3,299 S3,69'J

IOOllll'JMS

S3,799

J!!llBIBllS

S4,499 S5,499 S4,799 S5,799

Jl!M818MS
131ll

S5,699 S6,69') S6,09') S7,09'J

To order,
please call

S17l06
S17I06

-

SJ1I06

S2,799
S3,499
----

800-366-1277
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ES1ll
ISIJI
ISIJI
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S4,79'J S5,799 S5,199 S6,19'J

ES1ll
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LETTERS

Punish Virus Spreaders
I was disturbed by John Baltzer's letter
(April). He seems to suggest that people
will stop creating computer viruses if we
just pat them on the head and show them
what a wonderful world it would be if
they would leave our computers alone.
Hogwash!
How long will it be before a virus in
fects a computer system at a hospital, a
police department, or a military installa
tion? Will Baltzer be willing to forgive

the person responsible for causing a pa
tient to be given the wrong medication?
For an innocent person being jailed? For
live rounds being used during training
exercises? It's bad enough to lose several
months' worth of work to a virus that
trashes your disks, but to have someone
killed by some misanthrope's idea of a
little joke is intolerable.
Viruses and other forms of computer
tampering are not just a threat to the free
flow of information, as Baltzer suggests.

IF DESKTOP PUBLISHING
WERE A BUICK,
PCTEX WOULD BE
A
BORGHI NI.

They have the potential to inflict enor
mous harm, and the people who are re
sponsible for them should be subject to
criminal prosecution. They are engaging
in malicious destruction of property as
surely as if they had walked into some
one's office and tossed a match into a file
cabinet. It's only a matter of time before
something much more serious happens as
a result of their antics.
I suggest that computer manufac
turers, users groups, and magazines like
BYTE establish a fund to be used in the
vigorous prosec.ution of anyone responsi
ble for the creation and distribution of
malignant code. Furthermore, a portion
of this fund should be set aside as a re
ward to anyone who provides informa
tion leading to a conviction in such a
case. Education certainly has its place,
but deterrence and punishment are nec
essary for those who refuse to learn.
Paul M. Carlisle
Royal Oak, Ml

Optimizer Problems
You'd expect us to say PClEX is hot-so don't take our word for it. In their
desktop publishing systems category, INFOWORLD rated PC TEX # 1. They said:

foJREf
... ·.·.· """"::
::~:::::·
:::~:;:;:

P( ,..

::

[:~l:~: .,~1~.~87 ...

·.·.·.•.·

:

: : ~:: ~: .. .........:

TRY . . .
THIS !!

"..•No non-1):;¥-based program has such typological aesthet
ics...enormously flexible and offers complete control over the
output ofyour printer... "
And from PC MAGAZINE: " ••• PC T/j[offers ample rewards. You can
achieve incredible precision in formatting text, especially math
ematical expressions."

j

nZ XY ·Z

_
wilh a standard
00
deskJop system and
;you 'II see thal for complex
scienJific and mathematical
formu/aJion and notation,
PC 1j$ leaves the others
back in the dust.

dt

X  tY

FORMATIING with
textbook quality, and
unsurpassed placement
of

(x4-i)a

n

J za+yio

i=l

Z-X 5 Y

I am writing to bring attention to a prob
lem with versions 5.0 and 5 .1 of Micro
soft's C Compiler under MS-DOS. The
problem appears to be with the opti
mizer. Consider the following source
code:
#define 1terns 10
double Ua
Ub
Su
Ru

[items],
[items],
[ i terns],
[ i tems],

Va
Vb
Sv
Rv

[items],
[items],
[iterns],
(items],

a;
void cal culate( i)
inti;

{

TEST DRIVE IT.
For a free PC TfX demo diskette, the
new PC TfX 88 product catalog and
information on a PC TfX configuration
for your system, give us a call at

415-388-8853

double temp;
temp= Ua [i] - Ub [i];
Ru [i] =temp* temp;
temp= Va [1] - Vb [ 1];
Rv [i] =temp* temp;

TYPE that rivals
professional typesetting:
all yours. Pick the type you like
from 30+ Bitstream font families.

Su [i] =Ru [i] *a;
Sv [1] = Rv [i] *a;

}

FLEXIBILTY Camera-ready,

publisher-ready manuscripts are
fast and easy. Author to printed
piece time reduces, author con
trol increases.
Thats flexibility-thats PC TEJ(.

12 Madrona Ave.

Mill Valley

CA 94941

VOROOOO 0 M !

PC T[X is o registered TM of Personal T[X, In<. l[X is on American Mathematical Society TM. Manufacturer's produd names ore their TMs.
Inquire about PTI distributorships. Sile licen11s available to qualified organizations. This od was 1ype111 using PC TeX and Bilstreom fonls.

When the above code is compiled with
the default options of the cl command
(time optimization on), the resulting
code calculates the Ru [i] and Rv [ i]
correctly. However, in order to calculate
the Su [1], it does not use the value ofRu
[i] as specified by the program but in
stead uses the value of temp * temp,
continued
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Circle 221 on &ader Service Card

Meet Perfect Menu.
The Perfect LAN
Front-End.
Menu Program, System Administrator, Electronic Mail Sy~
tern, Usage/Project Thicker, Security Watchdog, and much
more, all in one program for your DOS LAN or stand-alone.
Perfect Menu is a total LAN Front-end solution-compatible
with ALL DOS LANs (Novell, 3COM, PC-MOS, Network
OS, Banyan, you name it). For all its power, Perfect Menu
is completely Non-Memory Resident, and self-installs
across any neh\l:>rk, to any local, redirected and virtual drive
of any size.
Perfect Menu gives you access to 640 individual menu selec
tions with over 10,000 command options for each user.
Menus can even be nested up to 32 levels deep! Perfect
Menu lets you create a Common Integrated User
Interface-tailor it to your specifications and needs.
Perfect Menu gives you System Administrator sophistica·
tion, power and ease-Of-use with features like advanced secu
rity control, innovative usage and project tracking, handy
PIM tools and much more. Perfect Menu's autonomous Sys..
tern Administrator program sports more tools than we have
room to explore. Suffice to say-it defines power and con
venience.
And, if all of the above is not enough, Perfect Menu comes
with a full feature E-mail system! You have to see Perfect
Menu to believe it, check it out today!
PERFECT MENU Famlly

+ LAN

PAK/UNLIMITED Users Per Fiie
Server.
If you're looking for best value in network front-end,

menu, E-mail, usage/project tracking, security and
productivity software-then this is the perfect selection!
Easy to setup, administer and use, yet completely c~
tomizable and extremely powerful and sophisticated. It's
simply perfect.
Retail Price: $349.95

+ LAN PAK/FIVE User Network.
If you have a PC-based network or applications, then
our five user version sets the standard for small net·
works! Not only is it easy-to-use, it's easy-to-adminster
and has all the power of its Unlimited Big Brother. Of
course, if you have growth in mind, all versions are fully
upgradeable.
Retail Price: $195.95

+ BUSINESS PAK/Stand-alone.
With our single user BUSINESS PAK, many users share
one stand-alone computer. You can have all the power
of the PERFECT MENU network versions as you
administer productivity-not headaches!
Retail Price: $84.95

+ BASIC SYSTEM/Slngle User.

Want perfection at home? PERFECT MENU BASIC
SYSTEM is as powerful as it is easy to use. At a $49.95
suggested retail, it's one of the best values in its class.

International Computer Group, Inc.
18520 Office Park Drive
Gaithersburg, MD 20879
(800) 833-2324, (301) 670-7007 in MD,
(301) 330-7274 fax
~art!~
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which is incorrect, since the contents of
temp have been overwritten during the
calculation ofRv (1).
This bug results in numerical errors in
the executable code. If all optimization is
turned off, the produced code is correct.
I wrote a letter to Microsoft about this
bug in June 1988. A couple of months
later, I received a call from Microsoft's
product-support department, saying that
the people there were able to reproduce
the bug and advising me not to use the
optimizer!
Contrary to Microsoft's advice, I keep
using the optimizer, but I have stopped
using one temporary variable to store dif
ferent intermediate results, especially ·
results from indexed variables. I just Jet
the optimizer handle the optimizations,
and I have no problems, but now I com
pare the results of the program that have
been produced with the optimizer to the
results of the same program produced
with all the optimizations turned off.
Fotios J. Kehayias
Bohemia, NY

Manzana's Good Enough for Me
Jeff Holtzman' s review of advanced flop
py disk drive controllers (March) came
about a month too late for us, but my wife
and I must disagree strongly with some of
his findings.
My wife and I have a CompuAdd
80286 IBM AT clone with a hard disk
drive and two (1.2-megabyte and 360K
byte) floppy disk drives. Naturally,
when I got a PS/2 at the office, it was
time to install a third (1.44-megabyte)
floppy disk drive in the vacant drive bay
to give me convenient work/home com
patibility.
We're on a tight budget, so after get
ting descriptions of the Manzana Mux
Card, we decided to cheap out with that
card ($99.95 includes the driver soft
ware) and a 1.44-megabyte floppy disk
drive (Chinon) that CompuAdd sells for
$89.
The bottom line to all this is that in
stallation was really no problem. In
marked contrast to Holtzman's experi
ence, we found the 1988 version of the
Manzana Mux Card manual well writ
ten, clear (with pictures of the card and
the proper connections), and reasonably
easy to follow, even for a non-computer
expert like me. We installed the drive
and then carefully followed the Mux
Card hardware installation procedures.
My wife capably handled the software
end, and we were up and running in an
afternoon. Here, we agree with Holtz
man: It has performed flawlessly ever
since. We can now read, write, and for
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mat both 720K-byte and 1.44-megabyte
disks as drive D and can even copy from
drive D to drive E. We haven't had any
compatibility problems so far with either
my office PS/2 or software.
So if your readers with ATs (or XTs)
need a cheap but clearly effective solu
tion to the problem of adding a 3 lh-inch
floppy disk drive to a system already
loaded with two 51A-inch floppy disk
drives, we highly recommend the Man
zana Mux Card and software.
Gene Baizman
Albany, NY

Ideal Keyboard Design
For 13 years, I've been waiting for a
computerized keyboard to replace the
modified typewriter keyboards of cur
rent computers. An ideal computer key
board would have programmability, sev
eral preprogrammed keyboard arrange
ments, blank keys, and several type
through soft "skins" that contain all the
symbols of a particular keyboard. There
should be four standard keyboard ar
rangements preprinted on four separate
soft skins: the conventional QWERTY
arrangement; the Dvorak keyboard; the
Dvorak left-hand keyboard; and the Dvo
rak right-hand keyboard. The latter two
would be for handicapped persons using
only one hand. There should also be
extra blank skins for personal keyboard
arrangements.
I use the Dvorak keyboard arrange
ment, but, as an author, I want all the
keys to be infinitely programmable, so
they should be blank. I want to program a
blank skin for my own customized key
board, relocating oft-used keys (e.g.,
quotation marks, question mark, and ex
clamation point) under my fingers .
Pharmacists, word processors, ac
countants, statisticians, engineers, and
others could program their own unique
keyboards. Changing keyboard arrange
ments would be as simple as switching
soft skins and selecting one of the stan
dard or customized keyboard codes.
The ideal keyboard would be an 8-bit
computer with 65K bytes of memory for
programming. The four standard key
boards should reside permanently in
ROM, and other keyboards could reside
in EEPROM. The remaining memory
would hold long and involved keystroke
sequences, activated by a function key.
For some people, especially those who
work with graphics, such programming
could use all of what remains of the 65K
bytes of memory.
The keyboard should be portable and
therefore as simple to attach and detach
from the computer as a lamp is to line

current in a wall jack. On the right and
left sides of the keyboard, you could at
tach-as, when, and if needed-a track
ball, a joystick, and a mouse, all by a
standard input attachment. All the above
is possible and practical, and I think
many thousands of persons need such a
keyboard now. I hope we'll soon be able
to get one.
Edward L. Tottle

Baltimore, MD
Up with UPS
Thank you for the fine editorial coverage
afforded ITT PowerSystems in the April
BYTE Product Focus, "Curing the
Brownout Blues" by Steve Apiki, Stan
ford Diehl, and Rick Grehan. The article
as a whole was extremely impressive. As
one outside source said to me yesterday ,
"When you have a color photo of an os
cilloscope screen showing the waveform
at the actual moment of cutover-that's
in-depth!"
Also, the text box "What Is a UPS?"
by Mark Waller is the best explanation
I've seen on that subject. I hope you re
ceive many fine compliments on the
article.
Charles B. Ballinger
ITT PowerSystems Corp.

Galion, OH
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GrepThis
For the past year, I've been using DOS
on my 12-MHz IBM AT with great suc
cess. However, since I use Unix at work,
I've always had the notion that someday I
would get Unix for the AT also. Well, my
fascination with DOS has just about run
out. It's a reasonable operating system,
but I long for multitasking and virtual
memory.
I started looking around for a small
Unix port-no, I don't want networking;
no, I am not rich; no, I have only 1 mega
byte of RAM on my machine. The
choices seem to be very limited. There is
Microport's System V and SCO Xenix,
but they are far too memory-hungry and
far too expensive (2.5 megabytes for
Microport System V, and SCO Xenix
costs $1500!).
Isn't there a small Unix kernel out
there that will allow the millions of AT
owners to use Unix without draining
their bank accounts? I've heard of IBM's
AIX and a couple of others, but I know
nothing about them. My last resort is to
continued

THE FIRST GRAPHIC SPREADSHEET.

1HE LARGEST, FASTEST AND MOST VERSATILE SPREADSHEET EVER.
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'386/V

The New ZEOS 386SX Hard
Dri\e ~nfBelow '286 Prices!

Complete ZEOS 20MHz .·.
'386 ~m. 80:MB SCSI Dmel

Qnly,$1895.00

Only $2995.00

Thefuture is now!

16 MHz systems from $2295!

PC Magazine says ''386SX-based machines are
the.right Choice. ••" the new ZEOS 386SX is why.
Tht~\~~now with the new ZEOS

The new '386 desldop
standard. Featuring our
' .,,~',!, 64K CACHE (twice that
ofmost rompetitorsJ providi.ng Zero-J#iit State
~.{t~even jJriced below romparable
~nee vastly superior to fxJge/interleave
memory sthemes. Incredible value.
•High speed Zero-Wait 64K SRAM CACHE.
• Genuine ,!/2-bit Intel 80386-20MHz CPU
• JM/Jo/Zero-Wait DRAM F.xpandable to
16MB System Total.
• ShadtJw RAM afllJ EMS capability.
• Fast 32MB Seagate 138R Hard [)rive,.
•Fast BOMB, 28ms SCSI Seagate Hard Drive,
L2MBFDD
'
1.2MB Fhppy Drive.
•High speed HDD!FDD SC$ Host Adapter
• Uluabi&h .~ Hard!fhppy controlfer. l;l
with Softwa,re.
'
~'.800KB!~
transfer rate.
'>:
'
•
Genuine
Herr:uks"
brand
graphics
controller.
• H~-&3~Display, TU!/Swivel Base,
High-Res AmberDisplay with Tilt/Swivel.
~graphics rontroller.
• 101. Key ZEOS 1llctile!Click ~board.
•ZEbs iJhanced'7actile/Click ~board.
• High speed Serial and Parallel Ports.
•High Sp,,ed Seri/Ji and Parallel ports.
,..
• 6-16, 2-8 bit expansion slots. 80387SXMPth1~ • 1-32, 6-16and1-8 bit slots.
cojJrocessor supjxlrl.
·' - ,o-..
• 80387 math coprrxessqr support.
• ZEOS$j)(lf:e !iO.Vq'case. /ncluding Security Lock • ZEOS 5-bay case. Including Security Lock and
,.~JI"' ~;:.;;,;,.,;tors_
.
~1.L/Cil.;t...~~.
LED indicators.
·.,_,
I

,.,, ).,, ,.
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tit~~PC Magazine said

"more options thane~ the most

'~ , mmgty hound could po~ly need."Including1411 VGA, add
on(y $595..'4:nlincredible selection ofhard dn"ves: SCSI, RLL, ESDI
and Mf!M.!YirtrµJJ_ly aey other add-on you coul.d want. Corporate leasing
plans arepvai/able~ too. Call Toll Free fer details 800-423-5891.

Circle 309 on Reader Service Card

Complete 25MHz '386
Vertical~m. 80:MBSCSI Dme!

~~!1~0fto/$4995!
ZEOS 25MHz and 33MHz 80386 systems are
the fastest, most advanced available ~here.
Review after mJieui these ZEOS systems are
sekcfbl as the bestpri<:e/performance buys. A
pPwer-user's dream.
•High Speed Zero-Wait 64K CACHE.
• Genuine 32-bit Intel 386-25 or 33MHz CPU
• JMB Zero-J#iit 32-bit DRAM expandable to
BMB on board plus 16MB 32-bit expansion
(24MB total).
•Fast BOMB, 28 ms SCSI Seagate Hard Drive,
l.2MB Fhppy Drive.
•High speed HDD!FDD SCSI Host Adapter
with software.
• Genuine Herculd' brand graphics controller,
High-Res Amber Display with Tilt/Swivel.
• 101KeyZEOS1llctile!Click ~.
• High Speed Serial and Parallel Ports.
• 1-32, 6-16and1-8 bit slots.
• 80387and mitek 3167 su/ljxlrt.
• Heavy Duty 6-bay Vertical Case.
Desktop configurations deduct $150.00!

Order Now Toll Free

800-423-5891
FAX Orders Dial: 612-633-2310
· In Minnesota Call: 612-633-4591
. MasterCard, VISA and COD
Open days, evenings and weekends
Se habla Espanol.
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AFFORDABLE
V.32 .

Rw

you can enjoy the benefits of
V32 per10rmance at an affordable prb, for a
limited time only.The Cennetek 9600E Is aCCITT V.32 compliant modem featuring full
duplex oommunlcations from 4800-9600Kbps. It offara trellis encoding, backwanl error
conectlon, near-end/far-end echo cancellalfon, adaptive equaflzation. async:hronous or
synchronous, 2· or 4-wlre leased lino with laasad line dial back-up, 1 year warranty
and MORE.....
'lou too can own the modem of ch-Olea. Hurry and place your onlar now while quantities
last. Cail or w~te us today: Tai: 800-862-6271 / 408-752·5000 Fax: 408-752-SOIM
Cermetek Mlcroalactronlcs, Inc.
1308 Borr"'las Avenue
Sunrryvale. CA 94088

16%.!i'li

Anthro®
Technology Furniture®
3221 N.W. Yeon St.
Portland, Oregon 97210
(503) 241-7113
An/hro. AnlhroCart and Technology Furniture are registered trademarks of Anthro .
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buy the source for a small kernel and put
virtual memory into it myself.
Paul A. Merrill

New South Wales, Australia
~ share the same desire for an afford
able Unix for ATs. I make do by using the
MKS Toolkit Unix shell and utilities for
MS-DOS on my AT. I connect to the Unix
minicomputer here at BYTE for doing se
rious Unix work. Although this does not
fulfill my desire for a IO-MIPS worksta
tion on my desk, it does serve the need to
keep the working environment familiar
from machine to machine. Real Unix re
quires real resources: memory, proces
sor, licenses, and usually money.
The thought ofmodifying an operating
system to use virtual memory in a de
pendable way makes me shudder. Don 't
forget that you have to change the com
piler libraries as well as the kernel. How
ever, if you are extending a popular oper
ating system like Minix, the effort will not
be a waste oftime. Others would love to
benefit from your efforts. There's a large
community of Minix hackers, but Minix
was written primarily for learning oper
ating-system design concepts, and many
ofthe enjoyablefeatures ofUnix are miss
ing. Unless you like writing and porting
utilities more than you like using them,
you should buy a commercial Unix.
Because all real Unix licenses require
the developer to license source code from
AT&T, they all cost more than $/ 00. The
mostfor the least is probably a Bell Tech
nologies two-user license discounted to
about $300. Don 't expect much printed
documentation, however. (TRC in Cali
fornia, (213) 937-8822, is a source.)
Another excellent way of purchasing
Unix is to buy an AT&T 7300 Unix PC.
Although the machine is no longer manu
factured, support for it continues. I'll
grant that the Unix PC is not a high-per
formance computer, but it is very func
tional. (Contact Discovery Electronics,
775 Franklin Rd., Suite JOO, Marietta,
GA 30067, (800) 346-8243.)
Incidentally, the August issue ofBYTE
will begin a new Unix column by David
Fiedler, who has a dragon's lair ofpublic
domain programs for Unix. He'll be able
to help you keep things inexpensive once
you've decided which direction to take.
-B. S.

Temperature-Sensitive
Could you tell me why my three-year-old
IBM PC clone doesn't like cold weather?
It's a Leading Edge Model D with 640K
bytes of RAM, a 20-megabyte Seagate
hard disk drive, and a floppy disk drive .
continued

NeedWe SayMore?·
Thencall for this
free brochure.
We'll also give you the name
ofyournearest SysgenMAXIrM
dealer, .and an application for
·a free evaluation w'lit

llotline:l-800-821-2151

SYSGEN
INCORPORAT

ED

556 Gibraltar Drive, Milpitas, CA 95035

Ml

l'l:gl~oTO d

...i un.... gistorul lrukcnub ir.d k.tt<<i ~~ tro th e solo J!rup<Mr o r Lltoit ..1..,etivo hD'.dm.
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the broken connection closes and the ma Plenty of controller cards can handle
multiple hard disk drives and floppy disk
chine boots.
Go for the easy fixes first. Try reseat drives. I suggest that you check the back
ing all the circuit boards and data cables. ofBYTE for ads from companies like JDR
Then try (carefully!) reseating any sock Microdevices.
eted chips on the hard disk/floppy disk
However, if all you 're looking at is
controller board. If those tricks don 't cut adding an extra hard disk drive, the
it, try reseating socketed chips on the sys board you already have can probably
tem motherboard-again, carefully.
support two hard disk drives as it is. I'm
If you 're still dead in the water, the guessing that you 're using an ST-506
next step is to play the continuity game, compatible interface, and most control
which may be out of the question if you lers ofthat variety already have the extra
don't have a logic probe (or at least a connectorfor an additional drive. All you
volt-ohm-milliammeter). I suggest you need is the proper cabling and an external
locate a trustworthy repair shop or see if drive housing. Again, do some mining in
anyone in your local PC users group does thebackofBYTE.-R. G.
repair work on theside.-R. G.
Senility Sets In
Filled to the Gills
An academic friend of mine has a venera
I don 't know whether your disk controller I own a 1983 model IBM PC. I recently ble Kaypro CP/M luggable with a 10
board is one ofthe hard disk/floppy disk added a hard disk drive, 384K bytes of megabyte hard disk drive literally stuffed
combination boards. If so, my guess is memory, and a math coprocessor. I'm to the brim with various text files written
that you have a temperature problem on out of expansion slots, but I'd like to add with a program called Perfect Write. He
that board-specifically, a loose solder even more things. Are there any control has never made any backup of this valu
joint or (heaven help you!) a hairline ler cards that can handle a 30-megabyte able information (he's not what you'd
crack on one ofthe circuit traces. When hard disk drive and one or more floppy call a power user). I attempted to make a
your machine is cold, contraction of disk drives?
backup for him, but the disk utility
components causes an open circuit. As
Martin L. Smith somehow got overwritten. All documen
the machine warms up and parts expand,
Fairbanks, AK
continued

It works fine in warm weather. But
when room temperature is below 50°F,
this machine cannot be booted. After the
power-on self test, it tries to find some
thing from the hard disk with no success.
This may be a ROM scan, or perhaps the
system's searching for the hidden files.
The hard disk light is constantly on. The
same thing happens in booting with the
floppy disk. But ifl turn it off after a few
minutes of machine warm-up and boot
again, the machine is normally bootable.
After that, no problems whatsoever oc
cur for the whole day. Was this machine
made for the southern country or some
thing?
JaeK. Lee
Fremont, OH

Turbo EMS now includes "Automatic Spillover" and special support for
Windows, Excel, DESQview, and Ventura.
• Provides "Automatic Spillover" between
• Provides up to 32 megabytes of LIM 4.0
any combination of expanded memory,
expanded memory
extended memory and disk file space
• Totally network compatible and
• Simulates LIM 4.0 expanded memory with
relocatable to RAM between 640KB and
LIM 3.2 hardware
1 megabyte
• Allows customized individual
configuration files for muitiple software
Turbo EMS $99.95 suggested retail
applications
• Supports the LIM XMS 2.0 specification
For the name of the dealer nearest you or
for extended memory
for more information call Lantana.
4393 Viewridge Avenue, Suite A • San Diego, CA 92123 • 619/565-6400 • FAX 619/565-0798
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Circle 156 on l&ader Service Card (DEALERS: 157)

These unretouched print
samples show the superior
print quality ofQMS-PS 810
over printers using first
generation print engines.

ntroducing the Postscript laser printer
that blacks out at high speeds.

The new
8-page/minute
QMS-PS810

laser
printer

The new QMS,~PS· 810 can compose and print
the most complex pages in recor<l times, with
richer, more saturated blacks than ever before.
All with the desktop publishing power of Adobe
PostScript•, and the superior print k,ttow-how of
Q.MS,anindustryleader.
Under the hood Q.MS ASAP™ (Advanced Sys
tem Architecture for PostScript) is proprietary
technology that helps eliminate the hardware
bottlenecks that hinder other PostScriptprinters.
As a result, QM&-PS 810 boasts processing speeds
remarkably faster than other PostScript printers
in.its class. And faster output means greater pro
ductivity. In addition, the QMS-PS 810 laser
printer's new Canon•
I SX• print engine
covers solid areas and
; prints fine detail
better than previous
generation engines.

Fast.start, strong finish You can adorn your
documents with orie or all of the 35 Adobe
typefaces. Thanks to PostScript, there's an
infinite number of font variations available. You
can also make type as large or as small as you
want And put it anywhere on the page. In fact,
with PostScript you enjoy total control over the
design of your page. It gives you the complete
desktop publishing power to do things that
would otherwise be virtually impossible. So you
get high-quality output exactly how you want it
Along with PostScript, the HP LaserJet+':'
Diablo• 630 and HP-GL™ printer emulatii:>ns
are added for your non-PostScr.ipt softw~.
The Q.M&-PS 810 laser printer is easy to
use, maintain, and comes with a one-year war
ranty. It's availablefrom Laser,:Cannect•on
dealers. Laser Connection is a sales and
marketing subsidiary of QMS. For the dealer
nearest you call 1-800-523-2696 .

II[§ LASER

~ connecT1on™
A QMS' company

©1987 Laser Connection

Circle 230 on RBader Service Card

The following are trademarks of their respective companies: QMS. QMS-FS, ASAP,
Laser Connection of QMS, Inc. Pus!Script of Adobe Systems, Inc. C.non, c.noo
SX of C.non, U.S.A. LaserJet+ , HP.CL of Hewlett-Pad<anl. Diahlo ofXerm Corp.
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We keep telling people
this is not a laser printer.

The new 995 HP DeskJet PLUS Printer.

SO
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But they keep looking

at tlie evidence.
I

You won't believe your eyes
(or ears), either. The HP
DeskJet PLUS printer gives
you the same crisp, black let
tering. Clean, sharp graphics.
And whisper-quiet operation.
But it uses advanced inkjet
technology to supply these
laser-like qualities for the
price of a 24-wire printer.

Fbr just $ 995, you get 300
dpi in a trim 15-pound pack
age that's twice as fast as
the original. What's more,
it has built-in landscape and
improved font selection.
Including ten built-in fonts
and over 100 optional fonts,
with sizes up to 30 points.
And its 20,000-hour MTBF

assures a long, happy life.
So call 1-800-752-0900, Ext.
276J for the name of your
nearest authorized HP dealer.
Then judge the HP DeskJet
PLUS printer for yourself.

F/J'09

HEWLETT

~a PACKARD

Documents created using Wordperfect 6.0 and Harvard Graphics software. ©1989 Hewlell· Packard Company PE !2912

Circle 124 on R£ader Service Card
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tation and associated floppy disks have
long since vanished.
To worsen matters, the machine is get
ting a little senile. Sometimes it will
write to disk, sometimes not. Wild cards
seem to exacerbate the glitch. I think
that, in order to make a backup, I will
have to copy each file to a floppy disk,
one by one.
My friend will shortly be purchasing
an IBM AT-class laptop with a hard disk
drive. My question is this: Do you know

of any public domain software that will
get his files over to DOS? He'd like to be
able to preserve the formatting, if this is
possible.
B. J. Lachance
Rochester, NH

The least-expensive way to get files from
the Kaypro to the PC is to locate some
good public domain communications
software packages for each machine and
transfer the files via a serial port. This

can be somewhat time-consuming, but it
gets the job done with a minimal invest
ment in dollars. Check the Public Do
main section of the Buyer's Mart at the
back ofBYTE.
Another possibility that you might look
into is Uniform from MicroSolutions (125
South Fourth St., DeKalb, IL 60115,
(815) 756-3411). This allows a PC disk
to read from and write to disks in virtual
ly all the CPIM formats, and it would
certainly be less painful than the serial
transferroute.-R. G.

Visual Aid
I am interested in exploring certain Lisp
based AI projects that involve computer
"recognition" of objects and people. In
evitably, this involves capturing a frame
of video pixels and storing them in mem
ory somewhere so that pattern-recogni
tion techniques can be applied to find out
what the camera/computer is "looking
at."
Since I already have a Phillips VKR
6850 video camera, it would be nice if I
could find some sort of interface card
that would permit this camera to feed
video information into my PC. Other
wise, I realize that I might have to buy a
new camera designed to work with a spe
cific interface card.
Is there an appropriate interface card
on the market for this purpose?
David J. Steele
Singapore

Dig out your May through August 1987
issues of BYTE. The Circuit Cellar
Image Wise video digitizer may be just
what you 're looking for. You won't need
any expensive interface boards, just a
composite output from your camera and
an RS-232C port on your computer.
-R.G.

FIXES
• Our March What's New item on Flexi
CAD (page 94) listed an incorrect phone
number for Amiable Technologies. The
correct number is (215) 222-9066.
• The price of a 1LDACS was incorrectly
reported in the May What's New (page
78). The price is $10,000, which in
cludes an XT clone, four four-port trans
ceiver cards ($1495 each), and one
switching card ($2495). The XT add-in
cards can also be purchased separately.
Contact Frederick Engineering, Inc.,
10200 Old Columbia Rd., Columbia,
MD 21046, (301) 290-9000. •
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Circle 274 on Reader Service Card

Complete System Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

32-bit Intel 80386-20 CPU
lMB of 32-bit RAM on board expandable to 16MB
16/20 MHZ keyboard selectable
ST-251-1 Seagate 40MB formatted 28ms high speed,
with ult~ high speed controller 1:1 interleave
1.2MB high capacity floppy drive
Super deluxe heavy duty tower case with
7 half-height drive bays
High-resolution 12" non-glare amber display;
Tilt and swivel base, Hercules-compatible Adapter
101 key enhanced keyboard; pleasant
"Tactile-Click" feel
80287/387 math co-processors optional
Fully compatible with virtually all XTI AT and
386 software

System Upgrades:
•
•
•
•

VGA color upgrade - add only $495
EGA upgrade - add only $395
80 MB- $395
Call for all other options and upgrades

Complete System Features:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

CPU 80C286 at I6/20 with Zero Wait RAM
Expandable to 4MB on board (STD IMB)
Award BIOS with built-in setup
40MB hard drive; 1.2MB floppy drive with high speed
floppy/hard disk controller 1.1 interleave
High resolution I2" monochrome monitor with
tilt and swivel base
Real time clock calendar with battery back-up
On board 80287 co-processor socket
4-I6 bit and I-8 bit expansion slots available
2-Serial, I-Parallel and I-Game port
IOI keyboard fully AT-compatible
ti

Introducing QuickCapturefor the PS/2.
The first and only frame grabber

that's tailormade fortheMCA.
QuickCapture is areal break
through for the Micro Channel:M
Add it to your PS/2 and you'll
be able to capture, store, and display
images directly from video cameras,
VCRs, or still-video devices in
real time.
Then, your images can be dis
played continuously or in freeze frame
on an RGB analog video monitor.

Imagine it.
Real-time image capture and
display, square-pixel resolution, and
256 shades of gray on asingle,
plug-in board.
Image processing tailor made
for the MCA

FREE 1989 Image Processing
Handbook.

Call (508) 481-3700
In Canada, call (800) 268-0427

DAr4 TRANSLATION®
World H11dqu1rt1rs: Data Translation Inc., 100 Locke Drive, Marlboro MAOl752·1192 USA, (5081481·3700Tlx 951646
Untt1d Kln1dom H11dqu1r11rs: Data Trans~tlon Ltd., The Mulberry Business Park, Wokingham, Barks~re RGll 2QJ, U.K.107341793838 Tix 94011914
Woll G1rm1ny Ht1dqu1r11rs: Data Translation GmbH, Sluttgarter Strasse 66, 7120 B~tiglleim·Blssiniien, West Germany 017 42·54025
lnllm1Uon1I Sllt1 OlllC11: Australia (2} 662-4255; Belsium (21466·8199; Canada (4161625-1907; China n1868·721 x4017, (408} 727-8222; Denmark 121274511; Finland (01372144; France 11169077802; Greece UI 951-4944, 1311527.039111361-4300;
Hong Kong (5} 448963; India (22123-1040; Israel 1315401524; tta~ (2182470.1; Japan} 131502·5550, 131348·8301, 131355·1111; Koraa (21756·9954; Netherlands 170} 99 6360; New Zealand (6419·545313; Norway 1215312 SO; Portugal (11545313;
Singapare (6517797621; South Africa U218037680/93;Spain UI 455·8112;Sweden 181761-7820; Switzerland 111723·1410; Taiwan 1217020405
·
QuickCapture Is atrademark and Data Translation is aregistared trademark of Data Translation, Inc.All other trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of th~r respective holders.
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Circle 82 on RBader Service Card

Circle 43 on Reader Service Card

situation:

CHAOS MANOR
MAIL
Jerry Pournelle answers questions about his column
and related computer topics

Auto Analogy
Dear Jerry,
Your column was a good read, but the
analogy was faulty-the Macintosh an
automatic and the IBM PC a stick shift
("Stick Shift or Automatic?" October
1988). This analogy subtly favors MS
DOS systems. I don't own a Mac, and
I'm quite satisfied with my IBM PC XT
clone, so I'm not a Mac nut trying to con
vert you.
I don't think you appreciate the things
that make the Mac so appealing to so
many people. For starters, I'd modify
your analogy. The Mac is like any car
you buy at a dealer. It's a stick shift with
some options, but it has a lot of standard
features.
The IBM PC, on the other hand, is a
car kit that has zillions of options, and
you can't even move the thing unless the
nice salesperson does a crude assembly.
On your way home, you realize that you
have to steer by typing in the angle of
each turn and accelerate by specifying
the proper rate and proportions of gas
and air. Needless to say, you immediate
ly stop-not that you were going any
where-and phone a frie!)d who passes as
an expert mechanic. You have to put up
with an incessant gush of technical ex
planations from this person, who hopes
that one day you will understand. This
friend also leaves you with the impres
sion that you are mentally deficient if you
don't learn auto mechanics.
Everything in the IBM has to be in
stalled! Sure, you can buy a steering
wheel, but there are so many-you can't
just buy one, plug it in, and then go. You
have to install it. This means hours,
sometimes days, of reading and trying it
out. Sometimes it won't even work with
the particular model you bought. Then
when you finally get a simple system
ready and you learn how to make a small
trip, you find that you have to go through
the misery for every trip because the car
works differently for every destination.
Steve Jobs summed up the original
Mac philosophy of computers when he
said, "Now we know what they use them
for." If you want a racing car, build one

from scratch or buy a Ferrari-don't buy
a Chevette with options. Like a car, the
most functional designs are integrated
around a known purpose. Windows may
seem like the Mac interface, but the most
significant difference is that it is an op
tion that will be bypassed or discarded by
everyone who thinks he or she has a bet
ter way.
The last bastion of IBM's "philoso
phy" is that the Mac is a mental crutch
if you use one, you'll never learn com
puting. Engineers see it as a disease and
will often not allow one on their prem
ises. Bosses are particularly susceptible
to the IBM sales pitch, since many of
them believe that employees are half-wits
to begin with. "THINK" is hung loving
ly on the wall.
Andre Roussil
Quebec, Montreal, Canada
Well, I'm not sure I agree, but you do
have a point. -Jerry

Truth Stranger Than Fiction
Dear Jerry,
Do you remember the good old days
when IBM ruled over the whole micro
computer market? Order and peace were
everywhere, and users were happy.
Look around you nowadays. What you
see is chaos. Why? Because the subjects
revolted against Big Blue-their Em
peror-and don't agree with its new pro
posal: PS/2, which, good or bad, must
become a de facto standard for every
body, both user and manufacturer, deal
ing with the Intel 80x86 CPU. Other
wise, we shall all be left orphaned with
no more safe landmarks either on the
software or the hardware side. (Of
course, something of the ancient order is
still in place. But just how long will it
continued

Jerry Pournelle holds a doctorate in psy
chology and is a science fiction writer
who also earns a comfortable living writ
ing about computers present and future.
He can be reached c/o BYTE, One Phoe
nix Mill Lane, Peterborough. NH 03458,
or on BIX as "jerryp. "

Our tools support both
QuickPascal and Turbo Pascal.
POWER TOOLS PLUS/5.0 $149
Full featured function library
• Features context sensitive help screens
• window oriented pick lists • multiple-line edit
fields with fully configurable edit keys
• moving bar pull-<lown menus and windows
• in-memory sort routines • EMS support
• TSRs and ISRs •and much more!

ASYNCH PLUS

$129

Asynchronous communication manager
• Features speeds to 19.2K baud
• XON/XOFF protocol • support for up to 4
comm ports • hardware handshaking
• XModem file transfer • 1/0 buffers up to 64K
• and much more!

POWER SCREEN

$129

Screen 1/0 manager
• Features screen painter • virtual screens
• data validation • context sensitive help
• unlimited screens • definable keys
• and much more!

Fast, llexible and affordable!
Blaise Computing offers programming tools that
are fast, flexible and affordable. Call now to
order or to ask for afree brochure on our full line
of products for Cand Pascal.

FREE with these products!
Source code, complete sample programs, a
comprehensive reference manual with extensive
examples, the Norton Guides Instant Access
Program. and acomprehensive online database.

Supports QulckPascal and Turbo Pascal!
All of these products support Turbo Pascal 4.0,
5.0, and 5.5 and Ouickpascal 1.0.

Put Blaise tools to the test!
If at any time during the first 30 days you are not
completely satisfied with their speed and
flexibility, we'll refund your money.

Call (800) 333-8087 todayl
FAX: (415) 540-1938

~~~~~~~~8 LAISE COMPUTING INC.

l~fl(I

Ninth Strf'lt, Suilc .l1' Brrblt). ('.\ 94710

141~1

S40· U41

Turbo Pascal Is aregistered trademarl( of Borland International.
OulckPascal is aregistered trademarl( of Microsoft Corporation.
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CHAOS MANOR MAIL

survive? A quarter? A year perhaps.
And later on?)
Worse, I heard that the rebels' league
is pregnant and will give birth to a child
soon. The name of this crossbreed is
ElSA (Extended Industry Standard
Architecture).
I cannot live with this thought in mind,
because I'm sure that if division in the
microcomputer world starts, it will never
end. And it's easy to figure out where
that will lead: to a new chaotic era.
So tell me, Jerry, that IBM is going to
make use of its dark side of the Force to
bring order into the microcomputer gal
axy one more time. Tell me that the Em
pire will strike back again. Tell me all
this is not science fiction.
L. Zambotti
Milano, Italy
I fear things will remain chaotic. The
Empire will strike back, but the rebels
have a lot ofstrength and power on their
side; who knows, we may see the Return
of the Jedi, with decentralization and a
lot ofchoices for the user . ... -Jerry

Q&A Technical Support
Dear Jerry,
I enjoyed "The Revenge of the File
Formats" (Computing at Chaos Manor,
November 1988), especially when you
discussed the file-conversion tribulations
and eccentricities of Q&A. I have been
doing battle with Q&A technical support
over the printing foibles of version 3.0
for six months.
Printing a succession of reports or pur
chase orders on single sheets in the file
mode leads to the same creeping top mar
gin effect you experienced. The so
called workaround is the inclusion of an
ASCII formfeed symbol on the last head
er line in print options. This is easily
done with a macro, but printing premodi
fication forms means my data overlaps
onto two pages. I also shortened my page
length . to 61 lines. Shortening all my
forms will, of course, destroy data. I
plan to redesign my forms and begin the
new style on a clean slate soon. Q&A
does not truly print three full screen
pages of data forms in any case.
I am using the most common of
printers, an Epson LQ 1050, so I know
that the problem is an omission in the de
sign of the program. I've found some
people at Symantec to be very coopera
tive, but my impression ofthe company is
that there's a lack of internal communi
cation, some confusion in accounts and
record keeping, and a black hole when it
comes to response from the technical
support people.
56
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It's nice to know there is someone out
there who has enough influence to get
things moving at Symantec. I hope that a
future version of the Q&A database will
incorporate all the features of WRITE
and repair these small but maddening
glitches.
When you get around to testing DESQ
view, try loading a TSR program in the
same window as an application. I've
been using Q&A 3.0 with the Microlytics
thesaurus, but I can't fit the combination
into the available 420K-byte space. The
batch-file trick is, of course, moot with a
too-small memory segment. Maybe
some of the new enhancements (e.g.,
Phar Lap) for the 80386 will help.
Bill Copenhaven
Richmond, CA
I don't quite understand: I'm writing this
with Q&A Write with the Microlytics the
saurus in memory. We have our DESQ
view jiggered up to give me a 540K-byte
maximum window (it takes an 80386 to
do that).
Symantec has done several revisions of
its print drivers and, I believe, has taken
care of all the problems you mentioned;
certainly we were able to print with the
Kyocera printer set to emulate various
others. -Jerry

Furlongs per Fortnight
Dear Jerry,
As an ex-aerospace scientist, I don't
remember encountering the whimsical
speed unit, furlongs per fortnight (furl/
fort), that you mentioned in Computing
at Chaos Manor (October 1988). Never
theless, I couldn't help reaching for my
calculator, which came up with a number
for the speed of light about a quarter of a
million furl/fort lower than yours. Since
the difference is a fraction of a part per
million (ppm), I suspect you might have
inserted an out-of-date value for the ve
locity oflight (c).
Assuming that you applied the interna
tional SI Units (SIU) conversion factor of
exactly 2.54 for inches to centimeters
(and not the U .S.-approved factor of
110.3937) , I deduced that you used
299, 792,500 meters per second (mis) for
the value of c. This is the value given in
references (e.g., Encyclopaedia Britan
nica) in tables of physical constants using
the 1969 least-squares adjustments: c =
299,792,500 mis with 0.33 ppm uncer
tainty.
Knowing that you strive to be in the
vanguard, I remind you that the meter
(formerly based on the wavelength of
krypton 86) was redefined in 1983 as the
distance in meters that light travels in a

vacuum in 1/299,792,458 of a second.
This defines c as 299,792,458 mis.
With the meter so defined, you must
therefore use with the above-noted SIU
equivalence (1 inch = 2.54 centimeters
(cm), or 1 foot = 0.3048 meter) the
value of299,792,458 for the velocity of
light.
The calculation, then, is as follows:
m/furl

= 660 x 0.3048 = 201.168

s/fort = 3600 x 24
= 1,209,600

x

14

light speed = mis X s/fort X furl/m
= 299,792,458
x l,209,600
x 11201.168
1,802,617,499,790
furl/fort
The number you gave in your discus
sion of the Lascaux program displayed
the result to a fraction of a trillion furl/
fort, viz ., 1,802,617,752,326.41. Since
the experimental value for c used in the
calculation had an accuracy of no more
than nine significant digits, the 15 digits
of the result are not justified. It should
have been truncated to the following :
1,802,617 '750,000.
You will observe, however, that the re
sult calculated above is correctly ex
pressed in 13 digits, since no rounded-off
numbers entered into the computation.
As you know, the U.S. is the only
major country that has not adopted the
SIU system. The Wall Street Journal re
ported recently that the National Bureau
of Standards and the National Oceano
graphic and Atmospheric Administration
recommended that the U.S. stay with its
definition of the foot instead of the SI
unit. Rather than using 2.54 like the rest
of the world, the U.S. uses 110.3937=
2.5400508, which differs from the SI
unit by about 2 ppm. This is ridiculous,
especially since we have already adopted
selected SIUs. For example, in 1959 the
U.S. abandoned the old definition of the
nautical mile (nm) and adopted the inter
national unit, 1 nm= 1852 meters exact
ly (no longer 6080.2 feet).
William Matheson
Friday Harbor, WA
Well, thank you. Of course, you 're right,
and I do hope no one experienced naviga
tion errors as a result ofmy oversight!
-Jerry •

Editor's note: We have calculated that
c = 1,802 ,617,499, 785. 2541/6 furl/fort,
rounded offto I 9 digits ofprecision.

Now it's possible to do just about anything you can
think of, faster than you can think.
Introducing the COMPAQ DESKPRO 386/33
Personal Computer. Never before has so much
performance, expandability and storage
been put into one
desktop PC. And
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ports Lotus/Intel®/Microsoft (LIMJ 4.0.
At the heart of the system is the
And speed through calculations with
Intel 386™ microprocessor. Running at
33-MHz Intel 38JI'M and Weitek 3167
a blazing 33 MHz, it works in concert
coprocessor options.
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controller with 64K of high-speed
386/33 deliver an unmatched level of
static RAM · Interleaved memory archi- are
High-speed VGA graphics
power,
expandability and storage.
built in. And for greater
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To do anything you want.
optional COMPAQ Advanced
Flexible Advanced Systems Architecture. Graphics 1024 Board.
This high-performance combination
delivers a 35% performance improvement in
It simply works better~
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romPAQ

IN 386 PERSONAL COMPUTING,
YOU'RE LOOKING AT
THE MOST WANTED LIST.
In 1986, Compaq introduced the world to personal
computers based on the 386 microprocessor.
Since then, we've made it possible for every
level of user to work with this powerful technol
ogy. In fact, more people work with COMPAQ
386-based PC's than any other 386's worldwide.
Today, Compaq offers the broadest line of
these high-performance personal computers.
Each delivers significant technological advance
ments developed by Compaq engineers. Each
delivers optimum performance for the needs of
different users. And each is built to the highest
standards for compatibility and reliability.
For power-hungry users who want 386
performance to go, the COMPAQ PORTABLE 386
Personal Computer does things normally reserved
for a desktop 386 PC. Without compromise.
For people considering 286 desktops, the
COMPAQ DESKPRO 386s Personal Computer is
an affordable way to move up to 386 performance.
And if you have a 286 that you've outgrown, the
COMPAQ DESKPRO 386/20e Personal Computer

is an easy step up to the power and capabilities of a
20-MHz 386 machine.
For the increasing needs of today's 386 users,
the COMPAQ DESKPRO 386/25 Personal Com
puter offers advanced performance. And for those
who desire the most power and expandability
available in a desktop PC, the COMPAQ
DESKPRO 386/33 stands alone.
For a free brochure on COMPAQ 386-based
personal computers and the location of your
nearest Authorized COMPAQ Computer Dealer,
call 1-800-231-0900, Operator 93. In Canada,
1-800-263-5868, Operator 93.
COMPAQ~

COMPAQ DESKPRO 386s~ COMPAQ PORTABLE 386",

It simply works better,® Registered U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.
Intel~ Intel 386 and Intel 387 are trademarks of Intel Corporation.
Microsoft~ MS~ XENIX" and MS-DOS" are trademarks of Microsoft

Corporation. MS" Windows/386 and MS" OS/2 are products of
Microsoft Corporation. UNIX" is a registered trademark of AT&T."
"Registered U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. Product names
mentioned herein may be trademarks and/or registered trademarks
of other companies. COMPAQ DESKPRO 386/25graphics©1988
Accent Software, Inc. © 1989 Compaq Computer Corporation. All
rights reserved. Printed in the U.S.A.
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U.S. Newcomer
Introduces First
PS/2 Portable

Kiss a Portable

80386

T

T

he Darius ProPortable
from Mission Cyrus is the
first PS/2-compatible "porta
ble," the company says.
But since it weighs in at a
hefty 20 pounds, it's better
characterized as in the
"transportable" category. Mis
sion Cyrus says the product
will be 100 percent compatible
with the IBM PS/2 Models
70 and 80 . It also includes two
Micro Channel slots.
Based on an 80386 proces
sor running at 25 MHz, the
ProPortable uses a static
RAM cache and has sockets
for both 80387 and Weitek
math coprocessors . One mega
byte of RAM is standard, ex
pandable to 16 megabytes on
the motherboard.
Both SCSI and modified
frequency modulation hard
disk drive controllers are also
included, as is a 10-Mbps
Ethernet controller. There's
even a built-in ink-jet printer
that a company spokesperson
says is based on Hewlett-Pack
ard's "drop on demand"
technology.
The VGA monitor displays
a 16-level gray scale, or you
can use a standard hookup
for an external VGA monitor.
Options include 40-, 100-,
and 200-megabyte hard disk
drives and a 2400-bps inter
nal modem. A built-in tape
backup drive is also an op
tion. Mission Cyrus promises
fax and cellular options soon.
Price: About $10,000.
Contact: Mission Cyrus
Group, 1505 South 192nd St.,
Seattle, WA 98148, (604)
432-7727.

Inquiry 1129.

Mission Cyrus's portable PS/2 clone.

One-Pound
MS-DOS Laptop
Makes Debut

T

he personal computer
has reached a new level of
miniaturization, according to
Atari. The company now has a
QWERTY-keyboard-based,
I-pound, MS-DOS personal
computer.
The Portfolio has most of
the standard features you've
come to expect in a laptop.
For transferring files to your
full-size system, you can use
an optional expansion chassis
with serial and parallel
ports.
The 4.92-MHz 80C88
microprocessor supports 128K
bytes (expandable to 640K
bytes) of system memory. For
the BIOS and a half-dozen
applications, each Portfolio
has at least 256K bytes of
ROM in a cartridge that's con
nected to the bottom of the

computer through a 64-pin
connector.
The keyboard, with tiny
calculator-size keys, fits easily
into the 8- by 4- by 1-inch
chassis, as does the monitor
with its resolution of 240 by
64 pixels. The LCD display
produces an 8-row by 40-col
umn platform, except in Lotus
1-2-3 mode, when figures
are displayed in a 255-row by
127-column platform.
Battery power comes from
three AA batteries and is rated
at 48 hours of continuous use
or four to six weeks of casual
use. Bundled applications
that run off MS-DOS 2.11 in
clude a basic word processor,
a spreadsheet that's Lotus
1-2-3 compatible, an address
book, a calendar, and a
calculator.
Price: $399.
Contact: Atari Computer,
1196 Borregas Ave., P.O. Box
3427, Sunnyvale, CA 94088,
(408) 745-2000.

Inquiry 1127.

SEND US YOUR NEW PRODUCT RELEASE

We'd like to consider your product for publication. Send us full
information, including its price, ship date, and an address and
telephone number where readers can get further information. Send
to New Products Editor, BITE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peter
borough, NH 03458. Information contained in these items is based
on manufacturers' written statements and/or telephone interviews
with BYTE reporters. BITE has not formally reviewed each product
mentioned. These items, along with additional new product
announcements, are posted regularly on BIX in the microbytes. sw
and microbytes. hw conferences.

here's a new display op
tion in the fast-changing
world of portable computers:
Kiss Computer has incorporat
ed a flat-panel, DC electrolu
minescent (EL) screen into a
new 20-pound 80386 "tower"
portable called the PX386.
The tilting amber screen,
which measures only 4 inches
high, 9 inches wide, and
three-fifths of an inch deep,
uses the same amount of
power as a backlit LCD, yet it
is faster, more rugged, and
longer lived, Kiss claims.
The PX386 is available in
several configurations. The
motherboard supports a 16-,
20-, or 25-MHz CPU, with or
without a math coprocessor,
and it can include up to 8
megabytes of RAM (2 mega
bytes is standard).
Mass storage options in
clude hard disk drives ranging
from 20 to 383 megabytes
and half-height 5 1A- or 3'h
inch floppy disk drives.
Kiss says the DC EL
screen, made by Cherry Elec
tric, is an improvement over
older AC EL screens, which
were fragile and suffered
from flicker and an audible
buzz. The new screen offers
advantages over LCD as well,
Kiss says. It can be read eas
ily from the side and is very
fast, with no visible ghosting.
The display has 640- by
200-pixel resolution using the
CGA standard. Support for
Hercules and VGA is planned
for late summer.
Price: Base system, $3995.
Contact: Kiss Computer
Corp., 2604 Washington Rd.,
Kenosha, WI53140,(800)
438-5477 or (414) 652-5477.

Inquiry 1128.
continued
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Kodak's Portable
Printer Gets Fortified

Add Storage
to Your Mac

he office-dictionary-size
(10% by 6~ by 2 inches)
Diconix 150 portable printer,
which doesn't exactly tip the
scales at just over 3 pounds,
now has even more features.
The Diconix 150 Plus is a
new version with several im
provements that make it an
even more useful companion
for your laptop computer.
First among the improve
ments is that the Diconix 150
Plus doesn't need special
thermal paper anymore . The
print mechanism has been
changed from thermal to ink
jet, so you can use plain sin
gle-sheet or continuous-form
paper. The speed has been
improved, too. The 150 Plus
now prints at 180 cps in draft
mode, about 30 percent faster
than its predecessor.
The Diconix 150 Plus
comes with ink-jet-optimized
pica and elite type styles, as
well as draft, near-letter-qual
ity , quality , condensed, and
superscript/subscript modes.
Kodak has also increased in
ternational character set sup
port from eight to 14.
The printer is powered
with standard C-cell recharge
able batteries, which Kodak
claims will print about 150
pages per charge. Another
new feature is that you can re
charge the printer while it's
in use. Software senses when
data is being received from
the computer, and charging
gets temporarily stopped.
The Diconix 150 Plus em
ulates the IBM Proprinter and
the Epson FX series and
prints graphics at up to 192
dpi. It's available in both
serial and parallel versions.
Price: Parallel, $519; serial,
$499.
!
Contact: Eastman Kodak
Company, 343 State St., Roch
ester, NY 14650, (716)
724-4000.

I

T

Inquiry 1132.
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The Diconix 150 Plus: a featherweight that doesn 't need thermal
paper.

A Monstrous
Monitor for Desktop
Publishing

T

atung's Model MM
1580 monitor screen mea
sures 15 inches diagonally
and features a flat, square
CRT to eliminate glare and
distortion. It has a paper-white
phosphor display for gray
scale graphics and a resolution
of 1024 by 736 pixels. Its

horizontal scanning frequency
is 74 kHz, the vertical scan
ning frequency is 70 Hz, and
the maximum bandwidth is
108MHz.
According to Tatung, you
can drive the MM-1580 with
any IBM PC-compatible
graphics card .
Price: $599.
Contact: Tatung Company of
America, Inc ., 2850 El Presi
dio St.; Long Beach, CA
90810, (213) 979-7055.

fyour Mac H's hard disk
drive isn't up to the capacity
you need, Micropolis has a
new series of internal hard disk
drives that offer a variety of
storage options.
The MacPAK (for Macin
tosh performance advantage
kits) are available in capaci
ties ranging from 76 to 668
megabytes . Micropolis
claims the 668-megabyte
model is the highest-capacity
5 1A-inch hard disk drive avail
able for the Mac.
These kits contain the Mi
cropolis SCSI disk drive,
cables, mounting hardware,
installation/formatting soft
ware, and a complete instal
lation manual.
Price: 76-megabyte drive,
$1250; 150-megabyte drive,
$1795 ; 340-megabyte drive,
$2995; 668-megabyte drive,
$4495.
Contact: Micropolis Corp.,
21211 Nordhoff St. , Chats
worth , CA 91311 , (818)
709-3300.

Inquiry 1134.

Inquiry 1135.

continued

Low-Cost Page Scanning

T

he Complete PC has
rounded out its product
line of microcomputer pe
ripherals with The Complete
Page Scanner , which the
company claims is the low
est-cost full-fledged page
scanner on the market. The
unit's image resolution is
either 200 or 300 dpi, and it
uses a simulated 16-level
gray scale with three dither
ing patterns.
The Complete Page Scan
ner handles originals up to a
full 81h inches wide and 14
inches long. It comes with a
quarter-size add-in card that
fits any standard 8-bit slot on
an IBM PC or compatible.

SmartScan software, in
cluded with the scanner,
scales your images from 10
percent to 200 percent of
their original size and lets
you crop, rotate, scale, and
pixel edit. You can also con
vert images to a wide variety
of graphics formats , includ
ing. PC Paintbrush Plus
(.PCX), Microsoft Windows
Paint (.MSP), Dr. HALO II
andIII(.CUT), TIFF (.TIF),
GEM (.IMO), and fax.
An optical-character-rec
ognition (OCR) program is
also available for use with
The Complete Page Scan
ner. Developed by Com
puter Aided Technology

specifically for the scanner,
The Complete PC claims that
Complete OCR/Page reads
virtually all monospaced,
proportionally spaced, and
typeset material.
To use The Complete Page
Scanner, you need an IBM
PC, PS/2, or compatible
with at least 512K bytes of
RAM, a hard disk drive, a
graphics adapter, and MS
DOS2.1 or higher.
Price: $899 ; Complete
OCR/Page, $495.
Contact: The Complete PC,
521 Cottonwood Dr., Milpi
tas, CA 95035, (408) 434
0145.

Inquiry 1133.

After centuries of practice,
mankind perfects engineering
calculations: MathCAD.
Announcing MathCAD 2.5:
TheDawnofaNew Age.
What the historians will call it,
only time will tell.
Perhaps the Century ofSpeed, or
the Era ofEase. But whatever the
name, this is the age ofMathCAD 2.5,
the only math package that looks
and works the way you think.

equations anywhere on the screen,
add text to support your work, and
graph the results. Then print your
analysis in presentation-quality
documents.
It has over 120 commonly used
functions built right in, for handling
equations and formulas, as well as
exponentials, differentials, cubic
splines, FFis and matrices.
No matter what kind ofmath you
do, MathCAD 2.5 has a solution
for you. In fact, it's used by over
50,000 engineers and scientists,
including electrical, industrial, and
mechanical engineers, physicists,
biologists, and economists.
'
But don't take our word ~
. .
I J 11;;;1
for tt; JUSt ask the experts.
lit
' PC Magazine recently
described MathCAD as
"everything you have ever
Man:hl4,
dreamed ofin a mathemat 1989issue.
Bcstof'88
ical toolbox."
Bcstof'87
And for Macintosh"'
users, we present MathCAD 2.0,
rewritten to take full advantage of
the Macintosh interface. Entering
operators and Greek letters into
equations is pure simplicity!
Look for MathCAD 2. 5 at your
local software dealer, or give us a
call. For more information, a free
demo disk, or upgrade information~
dial 1-800-MATHCAD (in MA,
617-577-1017).

n

MathCAD 2.5 includes 3-D plotting, HPGLskach
import, and PostScript output.

MathCAD is far and away the
best-selling math package in the
world. Because it lets you perform
engineering and scientific calcula
tions in a way that's faster, more
natural and less error-prone than
the way you're doing them now
whether you're using a scratchpad,
calculator, spreadsheet or program
that you wrote yourself.
And now we've made the best
even better. MathCAD 2.5 is a dra
matically improved version that in
cludes three-dimensional plotting,
enhanced numerical analysis, and
the ability to import HPGL files
from most popular CAD programs,
including AutoCAD '! And now you
can print on PostScript"' compatible
printers.
And like before, MathCAD's live
document interface'" lets you enter
Available for IBM® compatibles and Macintosh computers.
Circle 169 on &ader Service Card

*Ifyou purchased MathCAD 2. 0 between
511189 and 6116189, you canget a FREE
upgrade t:o version 2.5 (otherwise, the up
grade cost is $99. 00 untilJune 30, 1989;
afterwards, the cost will be $149. 00).

Math CA ff

MathSoft, Inc. One Kendall Square, Cambridge, MA 02139
TM and @ signify manufacturer's trademark. or manufacturer's registered trademark respectively.
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A Speedy Analog
Board for the Mac 11

F

or data acquisition appli
cations on the Mac II , Na
tional Instruments has a new
solution . The NB-A2000 is a
high-speed board that uses a
precision 12-bit converter and
analog input circuitry to
monitor multiple channels at
up to 1 MHz .
The board uses four inde
pendent circuits to simulta
neously track and hold multi
ple analog signals. The NB
A2000 can sample one
channel at 1 million samples
per second, two channels si
multaneously at 500,000 sam
pl~ per second, or four
channels concurrently at
250,000 samples per second .
Once you've acquired your
data, you can transfer it di
rectly to Mac II memory or
to National Instuments' NB
DMA2800 block-mode di
rect-memory-access board.
The NB-DMA2800 can ap
proach the upper NuBus band
width limit of 37 .5 mega
bytes per second.
National Instruments says
it has enhanced its LabDriver
software to control the NB
A2000. The driver uses high-

The NB-A2000 Mac II board monitors channels at up to 1 MHz.

level software routines that
you can call from any pro
gramming language that can
make Macintosh Device Man
ager Toolbox calls .
Another unique feature of
the NB-A2000 is that you can
use it to emulate a digital os
cilloscope using its built-in
digital triggers, pretrigger/
posttrigger modes , and pro
grammable AC/DC coupling.
Price: NB-A2000, $2995 ;
LabDriver software, $295 ; co
axial adapter board, $225 ;
I-meter coaxial adapter
cable , $175 .
Contact: National Instru
ments Corp., 12109 Technol
ogy Blvd. , Austin, TX
78727 , (800) 433-3488 or
(51 2) 794-0100.
Inquiry 1136.

A Disparate Pair
of AT Motherboards

W

hile many computer
users need or want the
speed or power of a state-of
the-art computer system, not
everyone wants (or can af
ford) to start from scratch . For
these folks, a motherboard
upgrade is a logical choice.
Here are two recently intro
duced cases in point:

D

TK has a new 16-MHz
80286-based mother
board with several unique
features.
The PTM-1660C puts all
major system functions on the
motherboard . Besides the

Board Upgrades PC to 80386SX

S

ota Technology has
what it claims is the
first available add-in board
that upgrades IBM PCs and
compatibles to 80386SX
processor power. The com
pany says the Sota 386si
board is optimized for use
with all 8088- and 8086
based systems, including the
IBM PC XT , IBM PS/2
Models 25 and 30, the AT&T
PC 6300, and the Compaq
Portable and Deskpro.
The board comes standard
with an 80386SX running at
16 MHz. There's also 16K
bytes of zero-wait-state

60
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cache RAM and a socket for
an optional 80387SX math
coprocessor . It's a half
length add-in card that fits in
any standard 8-bit slot.
The 386si also has a stan
dard 16-bit local bus connec
tor to which you can attach
Sota's Memory/16i, an op
tional memory card that sup
ports both extended memory
and the EMS 4.0 specifica
tion. You'll need this board
if you want to run OS/2.
There's also a connector on
the 386si for the Floppy 1/0
Plus, a controller that sup
ports up to four floppy disk

drives in capacities up to
1.44 megabytes. The Floppy
1/0 Plus also has both serial
and parallel ports.
Sota claims that when you
install the 386si in a PS/2
Model 30, the system will
run 18. 7 times faster than an
IBM PC and 2.5 times faster
than an AT.
Price: 386si, $645; Mem
ory/16i (with OK), $295 ;
Floppy I/O Plus, $149.
Contact: Sota Technology ,
Inc., 559 Weddell Dr., Sun
nyvale, CA 94089, (408)
745-1111.
Inquiry 1139.

usual contingent of AT-clone
features, DTK has built a
monochrome graphics control
ler, a floppy disk drive con
troller, and a 16-bit AT bus
header into the motherboard .
Also on the board are a PS/2
like mouse port, two serial
ports, and a parallel port .
Using Chips & Technol
ogies' NEAT chip set, the
PTM-1660C also has on
board support for EMS 4.0.
The board supports page
interleave memory and has
space for 5 megabytes of on
board RAM (100-ns RAM is
required for 16-MHz oper
ation) .
The board directly re
places all standard and re
duced-size AT motherboards .
DTK says the PTM-1660C will
be available as a complete
computer by the third quarter
of this year.
Price: $725 (without
memory).
Contact: DTK Computer,
Inc. , 15711 East Valley Blvd.,
City oflndustry , CA 91744,
(818) 333-7533.
Inquiry 1137 .

A

t the other end of the
spectrum, the Hauppauge
386 Motherboard/33 will
make even the most processor
intensive applications fly.
As its name implies , the
386 Motherboard/33 is built
around an 80386 processor
running at 33 MHz. But appli
cations don ' t live on fast pro
cessors alone, so the folks at
Hauppauge have added a
64K-byte static RAM cache
and a full 4 megabytes of 32
bit main memory.
The Hauppauge 386
Motherboard/33 is a direct re
placement for any standard
AT board. The company
claims the board gives you 7
MIPS performance.
Price: $4495 .
Contact: Hauppauge Com
puter Works, Inc. , 175 Com
merce Dr. , Hauppauge, NY
11788, (516) 434-1600.
Inquiry 1138.
continued

BORLAND INTRODUCES TURBO PASCAL 5.5 WITH OBJECTS

'

'

'
Turbo Pascal,® the world-standard Pascal compiler,
adds Object-Oriented Programming with our new
version 5.5. We combined the simplicity of Apple's
Object Pascal language with the power and efficiency
of C++ to create Turbo Pascal 5.5, the object-oriented
programming language for the rest of us.

attributes from the base model 911, but it also sports
awhale tail.
Turbo Pascal 5.5's object-oriented extensions
give you code that's easier to change, extend, and
support.

Turbo Pascal 5.5 Professional with
Turbo Debugger® and Turbo Assembler®

It's easy to extend yourseH
If you're already programming with Turbo Pascal,

it's easy to extend yourself from struc
tured programming to object-oriented
programming. And, Turbo Pascal 5.5 is
the only compiler that is 100% source
code compatible with
your existing Turbo
Pascal 4.0 and 5.0
programs.

The award-winning Turbo Debugger now includes an
object inspector and hierarchy browser.
~nd Turbo Debugger can debug any
size program.
I

Upgrade objectively

I

Pascal owners:
Upgrading from Turbo
Pascal 5.0 to 5.5 is only
$34.95 plus $5 shipping
Afast object lesson
and handling ($75 plus
shipping and handling
Object-oriented appli
for owners of Turbo
cation programs more
Pascal 4.0 or earlier).
closely model the way
Inheritance provides powerful modeling capabilities by allowing objects
And upgrading from
you think. Objects con
to inherit attributes from other objects.
Turbo Pascal 5.0 and
tain both data and code.
As in a spreadsheet cell, the value and the formula earlier to Turbo Pascal 5.5 Professional is only
are together. Objects can inherit properties from other $99.95 plus $10 shipping and handling. To order,
objects. For example, aPorsche Carrera inherits most CALL (800) 331-0877.
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Turbo Pascal 5.5 Features
Inheritance
• New integrated environment
tutorial
Static & dynamic objects
• Hypertext Help with copy and
Constructors &
Destructors
paste
Object constants
• Enhanced smart linker &
overlay manager
Compiles @>34,000
lines/minute
• Support for 8087/80287/80387
• Integrated source-level
debugging
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LIST OURS

LIST OURS
PC/Focus
Quicksilver
R&R
w/ Clipper/Fox BASE module
R:Base for DOS
SilverComm Library
Silver Paint Library
Tom Reltig's Library
UI Programmer 2

129S
778
S99 ', 369
lSO ' 119
199 . 1.79
72S . 529
189 135
100
90
100 . 75
S9S CALL

DEBUGGERS
386 DEBUG
Optebug
Periscope l/S12K
Periscope Ill 10 MHz
Periscope IV
Sherlock
Softprobe II/TX

19S
145
12S
109
79S
675
139S 1119
CALL CALL
19S
179
39S
345

DOCUMENTATION
(/Analyst
Clear+ (Cl
C:Lines/C:Tree
EasyFlow
FLOW CHARTING JI+
Source Print

Tree Diagrammer

150
ISO
80
lSO
229
97
77

135
135
75
115
207
80
70

DOS SHELLS
Magellan
Norton Com mander
Viewli nk

139 CALL
89
56
150 129

EDITORS
BRIEF
w/ dB RI EF
Ed, The Programmer's Edition
Epsilon
KEDIT

Me w/source

WEU MATCH NATIONAllY ADVERTISED PRICES.
LIST O URS

386 PRODUCTS
386 ASM/LINK
386MAX
386MAX PROFESSIONAL
F77L-EM/32
High C 386
N DP C-386
NDP FORTRAN -386
Professional Pasca l 386
VM/386

395

495
75
129
89S
895
595
59S
895
245

115
829
799
529
529
799
199

295
180
lSO
125
140
lSO
100

279
159
99
105
125
105
89

66

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
Advantage Disassembler
lncra
MS Macro Assembler
OPTASM
SOURCER w/ BIOS source
Turbo Assembler/Debugger
Visible Computer: 80286

BASIC LANGUAGE
db/LIB
Facell
GraphPak Professional
MS BASIC/6.0
ProBas
ProBas Telecomm. Toolkit
ProBas ToolKit

ProScreen
QuickBASIC
QuickComm
QuickPak Professional
QuickPak Scientific
QuickWindows Advanced
SoftCode
True BASIC
Turbo Basic

139
99
149
295
135
7S
99
99
99
139
149
79
139
79
100
100

121
90
127
199
125
70
94
94
69
119
129
70
125
70
69
69

C COMPILERS
AZTEC C Commercial
High C
Lattice C 6.0
Microsoft C
Quick(
Turbo C
Tu rbo C Professional
WATCOM C 7.0
Zortech C
Zortec h C++

w/source
Zortech C++ Tools

499 CALL
S9S
549
250 199
450
299
99
69
150 112
2SO
175
39S CALL
90
79
150 129
2SO
209
100
89

C CODE GENERATORS
DATABOSS Applic. Generator

Logic Gem
Matrix layour
PRO-C
w/ Workbench

399
198
lSO
49S
675

379
179
129
449
569

C COMMUNICATIONS
8reak0ut II
C ASYNCH MANAGER

Essential Communications
Greenleaf Comm Library

Greenleaf ViewComm
Lattice Comm. Li brary

LIST O U RS

C LIBRARIES/UTILITIES

125
99
175 129
185 159
229
165
495 CALL
250
189

C TOOLS PLUS/5 .0
C U tility Library
CxPERT
Greenleaf Business Mathlib
Greenleaf Funct ions
Greenleaf SuperFunctions
Mu lt i-(
PCYACC
PC- lint
PforCe

TimeSlicer

w/ source code
Turbo C TOOLS/2.0
vl!B
WKS Library
Zip

129
199
39S
239
209
26S
249
39S
139
395
295
1000
149
99
195
295

99
139
335
169
155
199
229
359
101
229
279
899
109
89
189
265

C SCREENS/WINDOWS
C-Scape
w/ look & Feel
C-Worthy w/ forms and source
Greenleaf DataWindows
Greenleaf MakeForm
HALO Window Toolkit
HI-SCREEN XL
HI-SCREEN XL Prof. Series
JAM
JAM/DBi
)YACC FORMAKER
Panel Plus
Vermont Views

w/ source code
Vitamin C 3.2
VCScreen

299
282
399
379
495
439
29S
219
125
90
495 CALL
149 129
32S
275
595
529
395
339
395
339
49S
395
39S CALL
790 CALL
225
162
149 109

COBOL LANG UAGE
Micro Focus:
COBOL /2 w/ Toolset
COBOU2 Toolset
Personal COBOL
MS COBOL
Realia COBOL
w/ RealMENU
SCREENIO
XDB-COBOL (Realia)
XDB-COBOL (Microsoft/Focus)

1800 1499
900
749
149 129
900
599
995
849
114S
979
400
375
395
359
S95
509

DATABASE DEVELOPMENT
Cla rion
Clear+
Clipper
dBASE Ill Plus
dBASE IV
dBASE IV Devel. Edition
dBFast/DOS
dGE
Flipper
FoxBASE+
FoxBASE+/386
Friendly Finder

Genifer
Integrated Devel. Library
Magic PC
Paradox 3.0

695
589
200 169
695
439
69S CALL
795 CALL
1295 CALL
119 109
179
19S
195 169
395
249
S9S
399
99
90
395
259
149 129
299
249
725
525

MKSVI
Multi-Edit
Norton Editor
NROFF/PC
PC/EDT+
Pi Editor
SLICK Editor
SPF/PC
VED IT PLUS
Vq

195 CALL
275 CALL
315
365
19S 1 51
150 120
189 169
149 13.5
90
99
7S
10
99
83
29S
269
149 . 1'29
19S 1.55
24S
1llS
185
115
270 CA.~~

FILE MANAGEMENT
Btrieve
Btrieve/N
CBTREE
(-Index for MSC
C-Jndex for Turbo C
(-Index Plus
C-ISAM

c-tree
d-tree
r-tree
c-tree/r-tree
CQL
w/PASS
dBC 111
dBC Ill PLUS
db_F ILE
db_RETRIEVE
Essential B-Tree

w/source
FABS Plus
lnformix Products
Netware SQL
pB ase

Turbo Programmer/(
XDB-C
XQL
Xtrieve PLUS

245
185
59S
455
195
169
195
175
100
90
395
329
209
22S
39S
309
495
395
295
239
650 . 523
225
199
395
3 49
250
179
500
349
39S . 3 22
39S
322
89
99
198
l 49
195
172
CALL <:An
595
489
149
i 35
S49
~49
395 ·359
795
599
S9S
459,

FORTRAN LANGUAGE
F77L
f77L-EM/32
GRAFLIB
Grafmatic

Grafmatic/Plotmatic
GRAF PLUS
Lahey Personal FORTRAN. 77
MS FORTRAN
PLOTHI
PLOTHP

Plotmatic

Printmatic
RM/FORTRAN
SPINDRIFT Library
TEKMAR Graphics Library
WATFOR FORTRAN

GFX Fonts and Menus
Graphic
GSS Graphics Devel. Toolkit
HALO '88
HALO '88 for MS Devel.
PCX F/X
PCX Programmer's Toolkit
PCX Text
Turbo Geometry Library

LINK & LOCATE ++
OPTLIB
OPTLINK
Plink86plus
Polylibrarian II
.RTLink

349
45

39S
49
12S
49S
149
19S

-;11')

99
249

19'9

100
200

159

115

1n

18S

MOD ULA-2
LOGITECH Modula- 2:
Compiler Pack
Developnlent System
TopSpeed Modula-2:
Compi ler Kil
DOS 3-Pac k

lll

~~

OBJECT-ORIENTED
PROG RAMM ING
495 42'3'
99
95
1so <r~"
4SO :·' 399.

ACTOR
Lan~u age Extension I
C_tal
C_lalk/W indows
Smalltalk/V
Com municati o ns
EGA/VGA Color Extension
Goodies #1, #2 or #3
Smalltalk/V Mac
Smalltalk/V 286
Zortech C++

l~g ;~ !

so
200
200
lSO
2SO
99

w/sou rce
Zortec h C++ Tools

·c4Sc

1.
.. .J.69.
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OPERATING SYSTEMS/
CO NTROL PROGRAMS
395 ·: ~35
495
419
190 1 69
60
55
195
130
195
i 79
59S :.'539
24S O· j ij9
895
150 ;,':;129

Concurrent DOS 386 13 users)
10-User System
DESQview 386 lw/ QEMM)
QEMM 386
MS Windows/386
PC-MOS 386 (single user)
S UserS
VM/386
VM/386 Multi-user
VM/386 NetPak

i Js9

~!:.

PASCAL LANGUAGE

125 ~.;;,!!~
399 -;359
3QQ 1,ll:)'a°9

B-tree Fi ler
DATABOSS
MS Pascal
Pasca l ASYNCH MANAGER
POWER SCREEN
Professional Pascal
QuickPASCAL
Turbo Analyst
TurboMAGIC
Turbo Pascal S.0
Turbo Pascal S.O Professional
Turbo-Plus 5.0
Turbo Power Tools Plus
Turbo Professional 5.0

175 ~~~9

129 .•-.,.g,9·
59S
99 ' 69
99 ! .. ~9
199 ~: 1'79
1so
2so '.·'.t 1s
100
80
149 109
125
99

<:549
,:·:i ns

PROFI LERS
Codesifter
Inside!
Pfinish
Turbo Analyst 5.0

119
12S
39S
99

SS
11 ~~
;2 ~

79

NEW RELEASES
HALO WINDOW TOOLKIT
New from Media Cybernetics, a.
windowing system fo r building

sophisticated user interfaces fo r
477
895
17S
135
240
50
95
450
17S
175
135
13S
S9S
149
195
37S

429
829
159
119
219
45
89
299
159
159
119
119
499
1 25
169
33 7

299
99
39S
S95
32S
S95
99
12S
99
150

229
89
322
509
229
399
90
115
90
135

GRAPHICS LIBRARIES
Essential Graphics

LIN KERS/ LIB RARIANS

graph ics-based programs. Des igned for
use wit h Microsoft C Com p iler.

Suppo rts extensive list of graphics
display devices.
List: $49S

Ours!. $359

VITAMIN C 3.2
Popular C library [or developers seeking

an easy way to integrate windows-i·data
entry, menus, and text editing. l'he new
ver5ion offers support for EGA .and VGA

modes, an improved Uset •s GuiPe_and .
e nha ncements-for col)text~senSitive h61P
develo pmenl.
Lisi: $225

· ·

°""" su,2

MS-OS/2 PRESENTAnoN
MANAGER TOOLKIT
Development Too lkit that includes a
coll ection of grap hical tools for

Presentation Manager, extensive
documentation, more l han 3 m egabytes
of sam ple code, com plete hypertext MS
05/2 Programmer's Reference Library
on-li ne, and two hours of M icrosoft

O nline electron ic support.
List: $500

Ours: CALL

Unbeatable Selection l-800-445-7899
LIST OURS

FREE DEMO!!!
Lotus Magellan, the ultimate utility
for finding, viewing and using all
the information on ~our hard d isk.
has arrived in Para isel
To learn mo~ about Lotus
Magellan, call us toda y and ask us
to send you a free demo.
Or order now at our special
introductory price.

LIST OURS
PROTOTYPING
Grasp J.S
Instant Replay Ill
Proleus
Show Partner FIX
Soft Demo

T9S
T49
ISO
T49
3SO
&9

179
129
131
125
319
59

REFERENCE GUIDES
Command Tips
Norton Guides
Tom Rellig's HELP

90
TOO
120

80
75,
105

TRANSLATORS
Bas_C !Commercial)
Bas_Pas !Commercial)
BASTOC
dBx TRANSLATOR
FOR.C
Heap Expander
PROMULA.FORTRAN
TP2C

375
280
495
sso
7SO
80
450
249

323
242
399
469
679
75
425
199

UTILITIES
1 DIR Plus
BACK-IT
Command Plus
w/ Programmer's Toolkil
Copy II PC
Copy II PC Option Board
Disk Technician Advanced
Disk Technician Plus
Fast!
FASTBACK Plus
HELP ME
hTesl :hformat
MACE GOLD
MACE Ulililies
MKS Toolkil
Norton Utilities
Norton Utilities Advanced
Pathminder
PC Fullback
PC/Tools Delu;<e
VOPT
Vfeature Deluxe
Vtools
XENOCOPY·PC
XTree
XTree Pro

95
129
80
1)0
40
l.59
190
1)0
99
189
99
90
149
99
199
100
lSO
70
70
80
50
T20
so
80
70
T29

75
120
70
115
35
139
149
119
89
142
90
80
129
90
169
61
101
65
59
70
47
111
47
70
60
111

VERSION CONTROL SYS.
MKS RCS
T89
PVCS (Corporate)
J9S
PVCS !Personal)
149
Seidl Version Manager
JOO
TOO
TUB
TUB 5 Stalion LAN
JOO

161
332
131
269
90
259

Dan Bricklin's Demo Progrt1m ti

OTHER LANGUAGES
C-teq>
Janus/Ada C Pak
muLISP-87 lnlerpreter
PC Sc heme
PC/FORTH+

298
T29
JOO
95
250
150
150

219
115
219
79
225
129
112

XEN I X/UN I X SO FTWARE
Aspen Korn Shell
125
Basmark QuickBASIC 138&1
&95
db_FIL E
CALL
DOS-alike
89
EDIX
275
T95
Epsilon
lnformix Products
CALL
J500
Micro Focus COBOL/2 1386)
Micropor1 Sys. V/386 (comp.I
899
Microport Sys. V/AT (comp.)
049
Microsok FORTRAN
&95
Microsok Pascal
&95
MKS Trilogy
TT9
PAN EL PLUS
795
SCO J8& XENIX Sys. V (comp.) T495
SCO XENIX System V (comp.)
T295

109
629
CALL
79
222
152
CALL
2995
759
549
CALL
CALL
105
675
1195
999

Personal Rexx

Turbo Prolog

BOR LAND
Paradox J.O
SideKick Plus
Turbo Assembler/Debugger
Turbo Basic
Turbo C 2.0
Turbo C 2.0 Professional
Turbo Pascal S.O
Turbo Pascal S.O Professional
Turbo Prolog
Turbo Prolog Toolbox

725
200
ISO
100
lSO
2SO
ISO
250
ISO
100

525
149
112
75
112
175
112
175
112
75

IGC
VM/.181>
VM/JHb Mulli-User
VM/JH& NelPak

24S
89S
150

199
759
129

LAHEY
477 429
F77L
b9S 649
F77L-EM/1b
89S 829
F77L-EM/.l2
195 179
Lahey/Al OS/38&
Personal FORTRAN
95
89
119 105
w/Toolkil
LATTICE
Lall ice C Compiler l>.0
250 199
Lall ice(() Amiga Compiler
JOO 199
250 189
Latlice Comm. Library
100
Curses
59
2SO 179
dBClll
dBC Ill Plus
500 349
11>00 1279
RPG J.0
SecrelDisk II
79
59
99 ,
T20
SideTalk
J50 279
S5P/PC
MEDIA CYBERNETICS
HALO Window Toolkil
49S 359
495 359
Publisher's Partner
140 101
Or. HALO IV
J25 229
HAL0'88A
HALO '88A for MS Developers 595 399
M I CROSOFT
MS BASIC/f>.O
MSC
MS COBOL
MS Excel
MS FORTRAN
MS Macro Assembler
MS 05/2 Present. Mgr. Toolkil
MS 0512 Programmer's Toolki1
MS Pascal
MS QuickBASIC 4.5
MS QuickC 2.0
MS QuickPASCAL
MS Sort
MS Windows
MS Windows/J8&
MS Windows Development Kit
MS Word S.O
ZORTECH
Zonech C
w! Debugger
Zortech C Debu!l!ler
Zonech C Training Video
Zonech C ++

w/source
Zonech C ++ Tools
Zor1ech C ++Training Video

VM/ 386
"VM/386 should be considered mandatory software as important as MS·
DOS." ..• Computer Language 10/88
VM/386, PC Magazine Technical Excellence
Award Winner, lets you create "vi rtual machines,"
each running its own MS-DOS appl ication so
.._
I
you save valu able time w hi le maximizing the
l
performance of your 386 PC. Time consuming
tasks like compiling code and running bulletin
boards no longer tie up your PC,
because they run simultaneously.
VM/386 offers the highest level
of data integrity and software
compatibil ity available in a m ulti
tasking operating environment.
Order your copy today!
~

C

Special Price: $199

LAHEY3 8 6 FORTRAN
NEW VERSION 2.0
F77L-EM/32 is a fast and powerful 32-bit FORTRAN compiler that lets users
write and port programs up to 4 Gigabytes on 80386s. EM/32 was the win
ner of PC Magazine's 1988 Technical Excellence Award for Compilers/Lan
guages . New 2.0 feat ures: We itek support for faster processing, easier
mainframe porting with DO WHILE & END DO statements, and built-in
graphics. Other feat ures include: Fu ll
77 Standard, VAX and IBM VS mainframe
extensions, fast compilat io n, excellent
diagnostics, and a powerful debugger.
Another outstand ing product from th e
FORTRAN experts. (Requires Lahey/Al
OS/386 .1

Special Price: $829

PRO-C

295
4SO
900
495
4SO
ISO,

199
299
599
299
299
99
soo CALL
J50 229
JOO 199
99
69
99
69
99) 69
l9S' 139
69
99
l9S 130
soo 319
4SO 285

90
79
TSO• 129
90
79
300 269
TSO 129
2so. 209
99
89
CALL CALL

PROGRAMMER'S POLICIES
Phone Orders
Ho urs 9 AM-7 PM EST. We accept
Maste rCard , Visa, American Express .
Include $4.00 per item fo r shipp in g
and h a nd li n ~. All sh ipme n ts by UPS
ground . Ru s se rvice available.
Mail Orders
POs by m ail or fax are welcome.
Please incl u de p hon e num be r.

·t

VESTRONIX

PRO..C is the database applications generator
that produces professional quality C source code
in a fraction of the time it would take to write the
same code by hand . PRO..C features an
integrated screen generator, report generator,
menu generator, data definition tool, update
program generator, and an extensive context·
sensiti ve help utility. Unlike 4GL applications,
PRO-C generated applications run at 3GL speed
and do not require add itional run-time modules.
Use PRO-C Workbench to completely customize
your applications.

Special Price: $449

LATTICE C 6. 0
Lattice C is back on top and the benchmarks show it!! Due to a new
opt im izer and many performance improvements in the library, Lattice C 6.0
for DOS and OS/2 is again o utperfo rming its competitors. And Lattice C now
includes a full-screen symbolic debugger. CodePRobe. that will enable you to
easily debug family mode programs, Presentat ion Manager applications, and
05/2 multi-thread applications. And it can be used with a mouse.
The al ready comprehensive library has been
expanded to include the cu rses screen
manager, graphics, and communications
libraries.
·~
Best of all, Lattice support comes free with
Lattice C. lattice's bu lletin boa rd and
telephone support are the best in the business.
Lattice C 6.0's new list price is S250.

-'-~·
-:_·

Lattice

Svecr.tl Price: $ 199
In NY: 9 14-33 2-4S48
Customer Service : 914-332-0869
International Orders: 914- 3 32-4 S48
Telex: Sl0-601 -7602

Fax: 914-332-4021
Call or Write for
Latest Free Catalog!

Internat ional Service
Pho ne n umbe r re q uired with order.
Call or fax for additional
information .
Dea lers and Corpor ate Accounts
Ca ll for in fo rmati o n .
Unbeatable Prices
W e' ll match nationally advertised
prices. (S ubject to same terms an d
cond itions .)
Return Policy
30-day n o-h assle re tu rn p o licy. Some
m an u factu rer's S; roducts cannot be
retu rn ed o nce isk sea ls are broken .

A Division of Voya ger Software Corp'<, ·

55 South Broadway, Ta rryt o wn, NY 1059't-

Circk 226 on Reader Service Card
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WHAT'S NEW
HARDWARE

Is It a Mouse
or a Trackball?

K

ensington Microware,
whose Turbo Mouse ADB
trackoall substitute for the
Macintosh rodent has saved
many a cramped desktop,
now has a version for IBM
PS/2s. Even though it's
called the Expert Mouse, the
relationship is in name only.
It's a true trackball that sits
quietly next to your PS/2 .
The Expert Mouse has the
same two-button configura
tion as the IBM and Microsoft
mice, and it has what Ken
sington calls an "ergonomic
design" that's arranged for
both right-handed and left-

handed users.
The Expert Mouse plugs
directly into your PS/2's
mouse port and uses optical
technology that the company
claims has virtually elimi
nated moving parts-except for
the trackball itself. Kensing
ton says its rodent is 100 per
cent compatible with all PC
applications designed with a
mouse in mind. And for non
mouseable applications, Ex
pert Mouse comes with pro
grammable pop-up menus that
let you use the trackball with
many popular PC applications.
Price: $169.95 .
Contact: Kensington
Microware, Ltd., 251 Park
Ave. S, New York, NY
10010, (212) 475-5200.
Inquiry 1142.

•OTHER

Portable Power
for Laptops

T

he portability of your
laptop doesn't do you
much good if your com
puter's battery is dead or dying
and you're nowhere near an
AC socket. But if you use your
laptop in your car (not when
you're driving, of course),
PowerTrip might help .
It's a 4'A- by 2 'A- by 1 \4
inch box that turns your car's
12-VDC power into 115
VAC.
You can plug in your lap
top's charger or any other elec
trical equipment that draws
less than 100 W. Zirco claims
that PowerTrip's circuitry

VDT Filter Does It All

T

he scare stories about
the potential adverse
health effects of your harm
less - looking CRT are
enough to make you think
more than twice about sitting
down in front of that tube.
Whether or not you believe
the stories about harmful
CRT radiation , you have
other hassles to deal with:
glare, reflection, eyestrain,
and overall fatigue.
In an effort to solve many
of these problems in one fell
swoop, Sunflex offers its

64
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VDT Environmental Con
trol (VEC) filter. For glare
and reflection control, the
VEC filter is constructed
from a pattern ofmatte black
microfibers. Sunflex says it
minimizes diffused glare
and mirror-like reflections
while effectively sharpening
the CRT's focus, increasing
contrast , and eliminating
dust buildup on the glass.
Chief among radiation
concerns is VLF (very low
frequency) emissions ,
which are blamed for a num-

ber of potentially dangerous
side effects. Sunflex claims
that because the VEC's mi
crofibers are conductive and
connected to a common
ground point, the VEC filter
eliminates up to 99 percent
of VLF emissions before
they hit your face.
Then there's that pesky
buildup of static electricity
in dry weather or dry air
conditioned internal cli
mates. While seldom dan
gerous, it's annoying, and a
large-enough static charge
can damage computer com
ponents . The VEC has a
grounding touch panel that
discharges static charges to
ground. There's even an in
dicator that lights as your
personal static charge gets
grounded.
Sunflex says the VEC fil
ter is available in models for
most computer monitors.
Price: $69.95 .
Contact: Sunflex, 73 Digi
tal Dr., Novato, CA 94949,
(800) 321-1659 or (415)
883-1221; in California,
(800) 458-3539.
Inquiry 1144.

protects your equipment from
the comparatively "dirty"
power Oow-battery, overload
ing, and overheating) of auto
mobile electrical systems.
Price: $179.95.
Contact: Zirco, Inc., 10900
West 44th Ave., Wheat Ridge,
co 80033, (303) 421-2013.
Inquiry 1145.

Gray-Scale VGA for
Desktop Publishing

I

f you want the advantages
of a matched gray-scale
monitor/graphics card for
desktop publishing and the ca
pability to use color-based
applications, Relisys has a
solution. Its bundled VGA
monitor/board system is opti
mized for serious desktop
publishing users.
Dubbed the RA1541X
Graphics Subsystem, it in
cludes a half-length add-in
card for IBM PCs and compat
ibles that uses Gemini Tech
nology's application-specific
ICs, along with special soft
ware drivers for popular desk
top publishing packages (like
Ventura Publisher and Page
Maker). These push the sys
tem resolution up to 1280 by
1024 by 4 shades of gray.
Although the board can be
used with any analog multifre
quency or fixed-frequency
monitor, it's optimized for the
Relisys 1541 15-inch multi
scan, a full-fledged color
monitor. But it also features a
gray scale for high-resolution
monochrome applications.
You can use the Relisys
Graphics Subsystem with any
IBM PC or compatible that
has a free half-length slot.
Software drivers are
included.
Price: $995.
Contact: Relisys Corp., 320
South Milpitas Blvd., Milpitas,
CA 95035, (408) 945-9000.
Inquiry 1143.
continued

Finally a mouse with an extraordinary

And it comes with a great selection of

body and a mind to match.

MouseWare"' including Pop-Up DOS"'

The Logitech Mouse is tuned to accelerate
your cursor a_cross any .screen with the
mere flick ofa wrist And slow it down on
arrival for pixel-point control.
/rs guaranteed to work with all IBM
personal computer applications.

the ultimate DOS handler; the Mous~-2-3"'
shell; 35 menus for popular keyboard
based applications; and unlimited
Product Support
For your nearest deafer,
call Logitech at:

800-231-7717
In California:

800-552-8885
In Europe:

+ +41-21-869-96-56

Circk 162 on &atkr Service Canl
(DEALERS: 163)

~~

~~~
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WHAT'S NEW
CONNECTIVITY

Use Epson Printers
with Your Mac

E

pson America's LQ
prlnter software is a pack
age of.two floppy disks and a
cable that lets you connect your
Macintosh to Epson 24-pin
LQ-series printers. The pack
age works with the Mac Plus,
SE, II, and Ilx, and it connects
with the LQ-500, LQ-800,
LQ-850, LQ-950, LQ-1000,
LQ-1050, LQ-2500, and LQ
2550. (The LQ-500 requires a
serial interface board .)
With the software, you can
access up to eight resident
fonts and up to four bit
mapped fonts, depending on
the LQ model you 're using.
Graphics resolution is up to
1360 by 180 dpi. Epson says
the printer software is compat
ible with most Mac applica
tions, including WordPerfect,
Microsoft Excel, Aldus Page
Maker, and HyperCard.
The printer software will
work with minimally equipped
Macs, but for maximum sy~
tem performance, Epson rec
ommends a minimum of 2
megabytes of RAM, a hard
disk drive, and an SOOK-byte
floppy disk drive. If you have
an LQ-850, LQ-950, LQ
1050, or LQ-2550, the printer
software will let you use
those printers' built-in Smart
Park paper handling, as well
as their landscape and1envelope
printing capabilities.
Besides a custom cable for
mating your Mac and LQ, the
LQ printer software includes
a chooser, installer, fine-tuned
bit-mapped fonts, and a spool
adjustment disk. The whole
package takes about 1.6
megabytes of disk space.
Price: $69; serial interface
board for LQ-500, $59.
Contact: Epson America,
Inc. , 23530 Hawthorne Blvd. ,
Torrance, CA 90505, (213)
539-9140.
Inquiry 1147.
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With Epson 's LQ printer software, your Mac can print to your
Epson 24-pin LQ series printer.

Co/Session Gets
an Upgrade

V

ersion 4.0 of Co/Ses
sion, Triton Technol
ogies' remote-access soft
ware package, has several
major enhancements, accord
ing to the company. They're
designed to make it easier
and more efficient to take con
trol of remote personal com
puters over the telephone Jines.
Co/Session now has several
user-interface options. The
new menu system Jets you use
function keys, arrow keys, or
even single letters to call up
program features. There's also

a command-line-only version
for experienced users. The re
sult, according to Triton, is
that you need fewer keystrokes
to control the program . ·
Another improvement in
Co/Session is that the installa
tion process has been en
hanced, with no changes
needed to your AUTO
EXEC. BAT or CONFIG.SYS
files. You can also enter ad
ditional user information on
serial ports, modem types
and speeds, and phone infor
mation .for remote systems.
Co/Session 4.0 now sup
ports EGA and VGA graphics
(in addition to text and
CGA) . It has what Triton
claims are the fastest screen

updates in the remote-access
software category. The pro
gram uses a "global" approach
that updates only screen
area~ that have changed.
Also new is a proprietary
sliding-window error-correct
ing file transfer protocol.
Triton says it's a full-duplex
protocol that's similar to
SDLC and X.25.
Co/Session 4.0 is made up
of two programs: Support and
Application. Support is in
stalled on the remote computer
and requires I 25K bytes of
RAM. Application is installed
on the local computer that's
used to access the remote sys
tem. It requires 5IK bytes of
RAM. Both programs run on
the IBM PC, PS/2s, and
compatibles and require DOS
2.0 or higher.
Price: Support, $175; Appli
cation, $125; bundled, $249;
upgrade for registered own
ers, $50.
Contact: Triton Technol
ogies, Inc. , 200 Middlesex Es
sex Turnpike, Iselin, NJ
08830, (201) 855-9440.
Inquiry 1151.
continued

IJ Hyper Comm Package Covers DOS and OS/2
l

1
1

r:.

H

ilgraevehasintroduced
the HyperACCESS/5
communications program.
Designed for Presentation
Manager under OS/2, it also
ships in a character-based
configuration for the MS
DOS world.
According to the com
pany, HyperACCESS/5 · is
the first full-featured com
munications program that
takes full advantage of
OS/2's multitasking capa
bilities . Running in pro
tected mode under PM, the
program supports multiple
concurrent communication
sessions, true background
operation, child processes
(to the HyperACCESS/5
parent process) , and de
tached operation.

It's compatible with four
different manufacturers '
digital telephones for sup
port ofthe multiple, simulta
neous sessions afforded by
ISON telecommunications.
Hilgraeve says HyperAC
CESS/5 was designed for
ISON in particular and
allows your computers serial
access to digital telecom
munications (versus access
to analog telecommunica
tions through modems) with
these telephones.
While supporting all
standard file transfer proto
cols, HyperACCESS/5 also
has its own proprietary
method . HyperProtocol
uses on-the-fly adaptive
compression that Hilgraeve
claims gives effective

throughput that's up to five
times the line speed.
The package has its own
sc.ript language and uses a
unique user interface with
sliding windows that Jet you
"point and fire" to make
your selections.
HyperACCESS/5 runs on
any IBM PC, PS/2, or com
patible and uses 350K bytes
of RAM. You'll also need
either OS/2 1.0 or higher or
DOS 2.0 or higher . Both
5'A - and 31h-inch floppy
disks are included .
Price: $199.
Contact: Hilgraeve, Gene
sis Centre, 111 ConantAve. ,
Suite A, Monroe, MI48161 ,
(800) 826-2760 or (313)
243-0576.
Inquiry 1149.

GO AHEAD, MAKE YOUR DAY
Point-and-Pick
Your Applications

Run Several
Tasks at Once

Choooe the application you need
quickly and easily directly from the
menu-or even another application!

Switch instantly between active tasks
in different applications at the touch
of a keystroke!

Move Data Between
Applications

Print While
You Work

Share data easily between applications
like sco· Lyrix,• SCO Professional,•
and SCO lntegra• with the electronic
Clipboard!

Move on to your next job while your
last one is printing out-on a local
or shared workgroup printer!

Link Up Your Business
with mectronic Mail

Talk Across
The Office

Exchange messages and flieseven spreadsheets and graphics 
across the office or around the world!

Instantly converse with other system
users, screen-to-screen, with the handy
Intercom!

Locate Business
Contacts Instantly

Schedule Meetings
and Resources

Store, update, find, and sort addresses
and phone numbers quickly and easily
with the time-saving Directory!

Check others' Calendars online for
available times-then schedule and
notify them automatically!

Calculate Within
Any Application

Add Only the Applications
You Need

Put the four-function, "running-tape"
capabilities of an online Calculator
right at your fingertips!

Build your own customized solution
by adding individual applications
as you need them I

WITH THE SCO PORTF0LIO
WORK&ROUP SOLUTIOI
1

Get the competitive edge with the SCO PortfolioNintegrated workgroup
solution!
Teamed with the world's most popular UNIX9 System-SCO System V
-the SCO Portfolio solution turns the 386N personal computer into
a workgroup powerhouse.
What's more, users only need to know how to use their familiar applica
tions in order to put the amazing power of the UNIX System to work
immediately.
With SCO Portfolio and the SCO Portfolio family of business applications,
everyone in a workgroup can perform virtually any business task
from writing reports and creating financial analyses, to scheduling
meetings and exchanging messages-far more productively than ever.
And all using a single, standard-and c~-effective-386-based PC!

Get started today with SCO Portfolio Suite, and get all the advantages
of a fully-Integrated office system without compromising the functional
ity of full-featured business applications-all In one economical
package.
SCO Portfolio Suite integrates the powerful SCO Lyrix word processing
system, the SCO Professional 1-2-3• workalike, and the SCO lntegra
industry-standard-SQL database, with SCO Portfolio's convenient desk
top tools, customizable menu system, and electronic clipboard-and
lets you add any other software of your choice under its easy-to-use
menu, as well.
Contact your SCO authorized supplier or call (800) 626-UNIX (626
8649) for more information about SCO Portfolio and SCO Portfolio
Suite and find out how easy it is to make your day-today!

,.
.
Seo

(800) 626-UNIX (626-8649)
(408) 425-7222
FAX: (408) 458-4227
THE SANTA CRUZ OPERATION E-MAIL: .•. !uunet!sco!info info@sco.COM

=

:=r>~i:o=:ni::r:.:;..~;,~~;d~:':'~:1aza1"'rea:,:=~11Cniz0pmlfoo, Inc.
Ibo Sanll CnlZ Oponllon, Ille., 400 Encinal Slftel. P.O. l!o> 1900, Sanla Ctm,

Circle 250 on R.eader Service Card
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Upgrading?
If your computer needs have grown, we understand completely
ours have too! The On-Line Store has expanded and is now serving an
active network of over 100,000 dealers, resellers, and end users worldwide.
To handle all this growth without compromising the quality of our service,
we decided to "upgrade."
We've added a Software Showcase to our comprehensive on-line
catalog to let you "try before you buy"-making it easier for you to decide
which package will suit you best-and easier for us to meet your needs.
We are distributing our on-line catalog to major bulletin board systems
PC / WORKS

such as CompuServe and GEnie, so you can reach us to review products,
download sample software, and order from the convenience of your home
or office, at any time of the day or night.
And last, but not least, we've installed amulti-line version of PCX, our
award-winning voice/ mail telemarketing system to handle the increased phone
traffic-so you'll get service when you call, not a busy signal.
If your computer needs are growing too, get in touch with the On-Line
Store. We've put our products to work and provide even better service than
before-and that's the true meaning of "upgrade," isn't it?

AWARD WINNING SYSTEMS

30 MB 386 MICRO
HARD DRIVE SYSTEM

286/AT
$

795 ~~h

Price

•80286 Processor •!BM/OS2 Compatible
•80287 Co-Processor Slot •Monitor Optional

While Special Supply Lasts!
PORTABLES TO GO

'PORTABLE 286/386
•j
I

f':1!:l3.j J1s
c

-~-

•6Expansion Slots
•640 x400 Backlit I£D
•Handsome Carry Case

t!iflil-!IM\
286 Processor, 40 MB Hard Disk, 640K ........... $1595
386 Processor, 65 MB Hard Disk, IMB .......... 1995

The single line version of PCX was just
awarded PC Magazine's Editor's Choice in
January (under its parent name, Bigmouth) and
we fully expect the multi-line version to carry on
the family tradition of earning top honors for high
flexibility and low price.
With hundreds of features such as call
routing, in- and outbound telemarketing and
private mailboxes, PCX can be customized to fit
your particular needs.
With the multi-line version, you can increase
your capabilities as your needs grow. Upgrade
from one to two lines (ask about full value trade
ins) and add on additional units to accommodate
up to 16 phone lines.

Single Line Version:

Multi-Line Version:

s59s~~~

$695Ful/

Limited Stock-Call Now!

20 MB Hard Drive Option ..... ,.......... .. .. ,CALL

Cash
Price

Price

SYSTEM ENHANCEMENTS

PRIAM 292MB 154MB TOSIHBA 110 MB
HARD DRIVE AND
CONTROLLER KIT
• Novell Compatible
• Unix Compatible
• 24 MS Access

$1995~~
68, B YT E • JULY 1989

MINISCRIBE DUAL
HARD DRIVE AND
CONTROLLER KIT
• High Quality
• Advanced Technology

HARD DRIVE AND
CONTROLLER KIT
• HI F Controller
• 1:1 Interleave
• 25 MS Access

$879 ~~h $849
Price

Full
Cash

Price

INSTANT
WORKSTATIONS
Just Add Our OA-Link
XT I AT Co-Processing
Stations to Your 286/ 386
• FAST Installation
• XT or AT Processors
• Color Available

Just Say When.
HIGH SPEED

QUADRAM

JT/FAX
Now$ 199*
Only
JT / FAX has features such as
pull-down windows, multiple
scheduling and Broadcast FAX.
Runs unattended. Input: scanner or word processor. Output:
dot matrix or laser printer. Group Ill FAX compatible.

External Stand-Alone Version ..............•.... $349*

ruJ.i'flobotics

:U:ST

$539*
HAYES COMPATIBLE
V.32 External Modem .... .................. .. ..$669*
USR Dual Standard ........... .......... , .. .. CALL
USR 2400 Baud Modem. . .... ... .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. 129*

SOFTWARE
SHOWCASE

LOGITECH

SPECIAL PURCHASE

· MOUSE E~IShow
Graphics and Desktop Publishing Software

$69* AP;;:
ASK ABOUT
OCR / ASCII
SOFTWARE

WGITECH

HAND

SCANNER
Including Software

Now
Only

$169*

Call About Our Full Page Scanners!
--

LASERJ ET

FAMOUS BRAND LASER PRINTER II

$1399*
With
Jet
Font
Cartridge
Bundle

Iry Before You Buy!
The On-Line Store's new Software Showcase
allows you to download the demo versions of
many great software products. Just call the bulletin
board number listed below.

MODEMS

i

4800 BAUD

~~~:L~ MOBEM

USING MICROCOM LEV 5 MNP
•Software included •Auto Dial •Auto Answer
•Supports 300-1200-2400
Baud 1VO!
•2 Year Warranty

$129* $99*

PC / WORKS

INTEGRATED

IM~~GE .

B0}\RD :
hlJt. ~VIOEOCAAERA

DLX is acommercial multi-line multi-user data
base and BBS System capable of supporting up to
24 users under nothing more than MS-DOS.
RBASE DOS is ahighly acclaimed database that
allows scores of custom applications with true
multi-user support. Acompiler is also available.
TELEMAGIC is a telemarketer's dream come
true. This product will organize the most un
organized telephone salesperson and is available
in a multi-user version.
DESIGN CAD JD is a 3dimensional CAD/CAM
program for under $300 with features that exceed
systems costing over $5,000. Also ideal for
engineering and architectural applications.

DOWN WAD FROM OUR BBS
24 HOURS A DAY: 8/ 1/N

805/650-0193

Int.

F.xt.

L..>...

VCR

OA-c::::::r-liiilili

uJm

~

EJl-<\R~ ~

IMAGE BOARD COMPUTER

L.) ~\ OR

TV
PAINTER

Tap the rich graphics sources of your TV,
VCR or video camera with the push of abutton.
In less than 10 seconds you can make high reso
lution video snapshots and turn them into sharp
halftone graphics. The program's quick editing
utilities let you retouch, crop, and rotate images
for use in virtually any graphics or desktop
publishing application.

•NTSCIPAL Input and Output
•High Resolution 511x480

$169*

Call About Our Genlock Version!
FILE TRANSER

LAPLINK

FILE TRANSFER KIT
•Includes 35" and 5.25" Disks and Universal Cable
•FAST File Transfer
•Easy-to-Use Menus
No Commands to Learn

While Special Supply Lasts!

l\LL • PRICES SHOWN ARE WHOLESALE AND REFLECT AN ADDITIONAL 3~ C-ASH DISCOUNT. THE ON·LINE STORE'S
,WHOLESALE t 1~1 PURCHASERS PAYJUST 7'1; ABOVE (HE WHOLESALE PRICE, PLUS SHIPPING AND HANDLING. Minimum ship
ping: Sl per ordeJ', International onlen: call for rates. Prm subject 10 chilJlg~ Produc1s subj~ 10 a11ilabili1y and may be pri11tc label versions.
WE ALSOSERVE LARGE CORPORATE ORDERS: call for jnforroa\ion,'. This ad sUpelltdes. ~l previous..

CALL NOW! 24 HOUR ORDER LINE:

805/650-0188

Cin:le 209 on Reader Service Card

Ill
,q

I BBS 805/650-0193
,_FAX 805/650-0195
• " i m:~wr. 805/650-0188

; VISA

~ 3037 Golf Cou~e Dr., Ventura, CA 93003

Your Data Communications System.Specialist
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WHAT'S NEW
CONNECTIVITY

Low-Cost Board
Adds Micro Channel
Serial Quartet

LANstation Brings
You (Desk) Space

F

or reasons of security ,
management control, and
price, diskless workstations
are increasingly popular in
many LAN installations.
Some are also popular for their
small footprint.
Having redesigned the case
and removed the bulky CRT,
Emerald Computers says its
diskless AT-compatible LAN
station I is now as small as,
or smaller than , the rest .
The LANstation I uses an
electroluminescent flat-screen
display that is 95 percent
smaller than a CRT. The EL
display is EGA-compatible,
displaying monochrome graph
ics in resolutions of up to 640
by 350 pixels. It also doesn' t
generate heat or emit radia
tion like a CRT.
With the elimination of a
fan and the space needed for
disk drives, the entire LAN
station I measures just 14 '12 by
5:i4 by 9% inches. It weighs
9 pounds . Each unit comes
with 2 megabytes of RAM, a
single full-length 16-bit expan
sion slot, plus two serial
ports and a parallel port.
There's also a front-panel
slot for a ROM card option that
lets you add special functions 
or custom programs to your
LAN station .
In keeping with the com
pact design of the LAN station,
its keyboard is also reduced
in size. With 85 full-size keys,
it measures 14 1h inches
wide. The LANstation I comes
with 80286 clock speeds of
8, 10, 12, or 16 MHz.
Price: $2195 to $2495.
Contact: Emerald Com
puters, Inc., 7324 Southwest
Durham Rd. , Portland, OR
97224, (800) 321-5711 or
(503) 620-6094.
Inquiry 11S2.
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A

Save desk space with the LANstation /, a diskless networking
system.

A Security Man
for Your UPS

U

ninterruptible power
supplies can be lifesavers
for critical computer sys
tems, especially LANs. Para
Systems ' Network Manager
software works with its Min
uteman UPSes .
When power fails , Net
work Manager works with the
UPS to perform an orderly
shutdown of the system . Para
Systems says Network Man
ager distinguishes between
brief interruptions and hard

power failures. If power is re
stored within 10 seconds, the
power shutdown sequence
doesn't start.
Network Manager works
with the IBM PC or compatibles
running SCO Xenix 2 .2.3 or
Novell 2. 1 or higher. In Novell
networks, you set the Inter
rupt Filter delay during instal
lation. In SCO Xenix, you
can set the delay at any time.
Price: Network Manager,
$199; Minuteman 1000 UPS,
$2249.
Contact: Para Systems, Inc.,
1455 LeMay Dr. , Carrollton,
TX 75007 , (800) 238-7272 .
Inquiry 1148.

dding extra serial ports
to Micro Channel
equipped versions of the IBM
PS/2s can be an expensive
proposition. But NeoTech
has come to the rescue of those
without bottomless wallets
with the low-cost CM/4 multi
channel serial board .
The IBM-registered card
adds four standard RS-232C
serial slots to your PS/2 and
takes up just a single slot in
your computer. Since all
serial connections are via stan
dard 25-pin connectors (ca
bled from the rear of the card),
there 's no need to fool with
9-pin adapters.
All serial ports on the card
have the full complement of
handshaking lines on every
channel to support all standard
serial devices. NeoTech says
you can use the CM/4 with
Xenix, Unix, and OS/2.
Price: $395.
Contact: NeoTech, Inc.,
30295 Solon Industrial Pkwy. ,
Solon, OH 44139, (800) 552
1552 or (216) 248-4114.
Inquiry 1154.
continued

LAN Uses Expanded Memory

A

!though Invisible Soft
ware's newest LAN
product is called the Invisi
ble Network, it's a very visi
ble line of three different
LAN boards for the IBM PC
and the Micro Channel bus.
Using dual twisted-pair wir
ing, the system transfers
data at up to 3 Mbps.
Invisible Software claims
that the Invisible Network is
the only LAN that supports
expanded memory. On sys
tems equipped with EMS
4.0, your DOS memory
overhead can be as little as
3K bytes for a workstation

and !3K bytes for a server.
This can leave you up to
630K bytes of free DOS
memory while you're run
ning the network. (Without
expanded memory, the over
head is 60K bytes for a work
station and 80K bytes for the
server.)
The Invisible Network
comes with the company ' s
NET/30 Network Operating
System. It includes facilities
for file sharing, print spool
ing, E-mail, security, and an
on-line help system. The In
visible Network is also com
patible with NetBIOS, the

IBM PC LAN, and Novell
NetWare.
Three boards are avail
able: The Model 200 is a
low-cost board that transfers
data at 1. 8 Mbps; the Model
300 increases that speed to
3 .0 Mbps; and the Model
200/A is a 1.8-Mbps Micro
Channel board.
Price: Model 200, $215;
Model 300, $315; Model
200/ A, $399.
Contact: Invisible Soft
ware, Inc., 1165 Chess Dr. ,
Suite D, Foster City, CA
94404, (415) 570-5967.
Inquiry 1153.

Oracle developed the first commercial SQL
database over 10 years ago.
And the first SQL database for the PC over
4 years ago.
It's called Professional ORACLE'.®
It has the most up-to-date, most powerful
and most complete set of application
development tools available.
Like SQL*Forms~ SQL*ReportWriter.™
SQL*Menu~ And SQL*Plus~
It's based on ANSI standard SQL and runs
on PCs, minis and mainframes.
And it works.
To order Professional ORACLE for the PC,
call 1-800-0RACLEl, ext. 4947.
It's $1,299, and comes with a 30-day, money
back guarantee.

ORACLE®
Compatibility · Portability· Coruiectability

UNlVOO\LIY ACKNOWLEIX;EDID WORK JUST FINE.
Copyright C 1989 by Oracle CorporaUon. Article reprinted tram PC Week January 9, 198!1 Copyright Cl969 Zirt Communiealion Company, dBase. dBase IV and Ashton·i\11.e are reg·
b:lered trademarks or A sh.ton -~tc Corp. ORACLE, SQ L"Forms, SQL"Menu, and SQL"Plus are rcgislered trademarks and SQL"ReporlWrilcr ls a trademark or Oraclt> Corporation.
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WHAT'S NEW
SOFTWARE

•

PROGRAMMING

AppMaker Eases Mac Interface Programming

A

ppMaker, an applica
tion generator for the
Macintosh, lets program
mers and nonprogrammers
shorten development time by
generating source code for
creating or changing menus,
windows, dialog boxes, and
alerts in the application
interface.
With AppMaker, you
poirit and click or type to
arrange the user-interface
elements on-screen; the pro
gram then generates source
code in Pascal or C.

The Programmable
Editor

With AppMaker, you can
concentrate on your applica
tion's unique features in
stead of programming the
standard user-interface .ele
ments. Nonprogrammers
can also use the program to
create a prototype of the ap
plication and then turn the
rest ofthe application over to
a programmer. Bowers De
velopment also reports that
programmers unfamiliar
with the Macintosh environ
ment can use AppMaker as a
study tool.

Price: $150.
Contact: Agranat Systems,
P.O. Box 4415 , Brockton, MA
02401 , (800) 526-5368.

Inquiry 1110.

I

nfinitor lets you emulate
any other editor and actually
change the way the editor
works to suit your needs, ac
cording to Agranat Systems.
The program is an ASCII file
editor and text-processing
utility.
Included with the program
is TPL (for Text Processing
Language) . You can run or
compile TPL programs while
editing a file without leaving
Infinitor. TPL programs can
retrieve text from a file, ma
nipulate it, and add new text.
They can also generate code,
act as code utilities , and serve
as on-line references. The
program comes with 17 TPL
programs.
Infinitor also includes a
windowing system called Nim
ble Windows, which lets you
edit 10 files at once, each with
its own window.
To run lnfinitor, you need
an IBM PC with 384K bytes of
RAM and DOS 2.0 or
higher.

Generating C
for PM

W

inpro/PM 2. 1 is a Pre
sentation Manager ap
plication prototyping tool for
use with the Microsoft OS/2
Software Development Kit
1.06.
The program enables you
to create C source code from a
standard PM resource defini
tion file. The C code supports
menu bar items, pull-down
menus, dialog boxes, and ac
celerator keys. You can also
compile the code with Micro
soft's C 5.1 to create an exe
cutable PM application
prototype.
Winpro/PM 2.1 runs on
any IBM PC or compatible
running Microsoft OS/2 Soft
ware Development Kit 1.06.
Price: $350.
Contact: Xian Corp., 625
North Monroe St., Ridge
wood, NJ 07450, (201)
447-3270.

Inquiry 1109.

Expert-System Tree
To compile and link the C
or Pascal source code that
AppMaker generates, you
need MPW or Think. App
Maker works on all Macs
with System 5.0 or higher
(6.02 on the Mac II), Bowers
reports. It uses 400K bytes of
memory and is MultiFinder
compatible.
Price: $295.
Contact: Bowers Develop
ment Corp., P.O. Box 9 ,
Lincoln Center, MA 01773,
(617) 259-8428 .

Inquiry 1107.

dBASE Compiler
for Interactive
386/IX Unix

W

ordTech Systems '
Quicksilver for Unix
lets you compile your dBASE
III Plus applications as stand
alone .EXE files to run
under Interactive' s 386/IX.
Quicksilver for Unix is com
patible with dBASE III Plus
and WordTech's dBASE III
Plus interpreter, dBXL. The
compiler supports automatic
record and file locking and
will allow any multiuser
dBASE application written for
DOS LANs to execute on
Unix, WordTech reports.
The compiler requires ver
sion 1.0.6 of 386/IX or higher.
Each stand-alone application
running in Unix will require
5 l 2K bytes of memory plus
256K bytes per person, the
company reports.
Price: $1399.
Contact: WordTech Sys
tems, Inc., P.O. Box 1747,
Orinda, CA 94563, (415)
254-0900.

Inquiry 1106.

A

non-rules-based expert
system tool that uses mul
tipath decision trees capable
of handling 100,000 rules per
application was announced
by CAM software. LogicTree
was designed for classifica
tion, decision making, logic
and software documentation,
and diagnostics applications.
During development, you
enter your logic to a decision
tree without having to enter
code as you would in a stan
dard AI language.
LogicTree runs on IBM
PCs with 640K bytes of RAM,
a hard disk drive, and
DOS 2.0 or higher.
Price: $495.
Contact: CAM Software,
Inc. , Westpark Building, Suite
208, 750 North 200 West,
Provo, UT 84601 , (801)
373-4080.

Inquiry 1108.

Dis.Doc Upgraded

T

he Dis.Doc interactive
disassembler and patcher
from RJ Swantek is now
available in version 3.0.
The program cuts pro
gramming time by immedi
ately making and displaying
changes you make to a disas
sembled listing.
With version 3.0, you can
load files through the com
mand line. Other enhance
ments include the ability to
edit segments and data types,
an improved outline format,
and uppercase and lowercase
features .
Dis.Doc 3.0 runs on the
IBM PC with DOS 2.0 or
higher and at least 384K
bytes of RAM.
Price: $125.
Contact: RJ Swantek, P.O.
Box 1032, Hartford, CT 06111
(203) 953-0236 .

Inquiry 950.
continued
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QN,X®: B.e.n.d itt,
ARCHITECTURE If the micro worlcl were
not so varied, QNX would not be so.suc
cessful. After all, it is the operating-system'
whieh enhances or limits the poteritiJ;ll
capabilitiel) of applicatiens. GNX owes.its
success (over 75,000 systems sold since
1082) to the tremend0us pPWer and flexibility
provided by its modular~rchitecture.
Based on message-passing, QNX is·radi
cally m0re innevative thar.i UNIX or OS/2.
Written by a small team of dedjcated
designers, it proviqes a,fYlly imtegrated
multi-user, multi-tasking, networkee oper
ating system in a leara 148K. By.compariSCiln,
both OS/2 and UNIX, written oy many fitands,
are nuge and c;:umbersome. Both arEl ex
amples of a mon0lithic operatim9 system
design fashionable over 20 years ago.
MULTl-USER OS/2 is multi-taskinQ but
NOT multi-user. For OS/2, this inherent
defieiency is a sedous hafldicap for ter

sh~J;>e

it, any way you want it.

minal and remote access. QNX is both
multi-tasking AND multi-user, allowing up
to 32 terminals and modems to connect t'o
anV CornpYte~.
INTEGRATED NETWORKING Neither
l:.JNIX,norOS/2 .can previde integrated
ne1working. With truly distributed pro- ,
ce~sing ~nd resource sharing, QNX makes
all resources (processors, disks, printers
arid modems anywhe~e on the network)
available to any user. Systems may be
simgle cqmputers, or, by simi;ily adding
~.lcros without .changes t0 user software,
tmey can grow to large ,transparent multi
processor envir~mments. QNX is the main
·frame y0u build micro by micre.
P.b•s, AT'S and PS/2's OS/2 and UNIX
severely restrict hardware that can be used:
~ou must replace all your PC's wit~ Ars. In
contrast, QNX runs superbly on PC'.&:an<;I ·
!~~rally
s9ars
onAT's
and PS/2's. Y,10u can
..
" .
.
,-,~

run your unmodified QNX applications on
any mix of machines, either standalone or·
in a QNX local area n.etw0rk, in real mode
on PC's or in protected mode en AT's.
Only QNX lets you run multi-user/multi
tasking with networking on all classes of
machines.
REAL TIME QNX real-time performance
leaves beth OS/2 and UNIX wallowing at .
the gate. In fact, QNX is in u~ at thousands
of real-time sites, right now.
DOS Sl!PPORT Q~X allows you to run
,one PC~DOS applicatiofl at each
.
.cemputer on a QNX network. With OS/2,
128K of the DOS memory is consumed ·
to enable this facility,. Within QNX pro- ·..
tected mode, a full 640K cam be used kir
PC-DOS.
ANY WAY YOU WANT IT QNX bias the
power and flexibility yeu n~ed. Call for
dE!tails and a demo disk. '

;,

THE ONLY MULTI-USER, MULlil-TASKING, NETWORKING, REAL-TIME OPERATING SYSTEM FOR THE lBM PC, AT, PSl2,
,
.
,
THE HP VECTRA, AND COMPATIBLES.
Multi-User
10'{ 32) ~~I tenTJ,ioals per P.C (A1).
Multi-Tasking ~~50)~5(<s PEl~'.PC (AT)'.-.
Networking 2.5 Megabit token passirng.
255 PC's and/or AT's per network.
10,000 tasks per network.
Thousands:of users per 11etwork.
4;250 task switches/sec (A1).
Realnme
Fast intertask communication
M-ge
P-=slng
PE!tweentasks on any rT)~chine.

CGompiler Standard Kernighan and RitFhie.
Flexibility
Single PC, network!!d PC'sr
single PC with terminals,
networked PC's wfth terminals.
No central servers. Full sharing
"of.disks, devices and CPU~.
PC~aos
PG~pos runs asa QNX task.
From US $450.
Cost
Runtime pricing available.

.For further information or a free demonstration
diskette, please telephone (613) 591-0931.

Quantum Software Systems Ltd.• K.anata South Business Park• 175 Terrence Matthews Crescent• Kanata, Ontario, Canada• K2M 1W8
ON1<is a "'!liSl"od ._,,.,. ot Ousntum

SoltW•• Systems Ud.

Cin:l~ 233 on Jlau/er Service Card

TheUNDC Oper'.aliog System is a register&d tnidec'natkofJU'&T.· IBM~ J>C:. lfl. XT and PSl2. f>C.005 andOSl2 are lradamarksof International Business Machines. H=J uld'll6li.altiJrc rrg~ ~ri ofl~tt·f>~rl C'l.r.I~
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Display this month's
BIX activities

y

SUNDAY, 7/2, 9 PM FST. "Computer Babel: Which language is best for your project?"
Which programming language should you use for which project? Why shouldn't you use one language
for all projects? The BIX Language Group conference moderators are joined by some of BIX's best pro
gramming experts as they try to define language needs. Qoin the CBix topic of the Other.Jang conference)

THURSDAY, 7/6, 8:30-9:30 PM EST. "Just what is Ada, anyway?"
Randy Brukardt and Dan Stock of R.R. Software discuss the Ada language, why it isn't "just another
programming language,'' and the difficulties of using it In distributed processing. Qoin the CBlx topic of
the Janus.ada conference)

WEDNESDAY, 7/12, 9-11 PM FST. ''Emerging trends in the microcomputer industry''
Join BYTE Editor In Chief Fred Langa and BYTE columnist Wclyne Rash, Jr. In a discussion of the future of
this industry. Qoin main CBix area, Band A, Channel I)
All-Month Conference

"Getting Ready for the Boston MacWorld Expo: What
to look for in upcoming products" is the theme of the
month in the Macintosh Exchange. In addition, Macsbug
6.1 will be this month's focus utlllty. It has been changed
dramatically since version 6.0, so there's a lot to talk
about-including user-extensible-D commands that can
let the debugger carry out preset commands or code.
Uploads/Downloads
One of the major features of BIX is its Listings areas
the place to find and share program code for your com
puter. Here's a small sampling of some of the newest files.
Amiga listings Area

colorlab.arc-A program for studying the Amiga's
color capabilities. You can look at all the colors of the
Amiga computer by clicking into gadgets or by sliding
the R,G,B proportional gadgets.
jrcomm93.zoo-A terminal program that supports
ANSI graphics, and XMODEM, YMODEM, and ZMODEM
protocols. Other features include macros, scripts, an
intelligent dialer and telephone book manager, and a
review buffer.
mandvrm.arc-A Mandelbrot generator kit.
IBM ATListings Area

diskflag.zip-A utility that checks your disk for free
space.
egaedit.arc-An EGA font editor that lets you create
custom EGA character fonts, such as special or multi
lingual character sets. Features include pixel-by-pixel
editing of all 256 characters in the EGA character set
and such editing features as invert, flip backwards,
and flip upside-down. Fonts can be loaded and saved.
rom2ram.zip-A utility that moves your EGA's ROM
BIOS into extended memory, which increases speed.

IBM PC listings Area

alias421.com-Alias is a resident program that
provides command aliasing, parameter recall, and
command completion.
inflat. exe-An inflation calculator that helps you
watch your money's value erode.
MS-DOS Listings Area

tsarc.exe-The TimeStar time-management system
includes schedules for recurring activities, archives
completed tasks, shows your week at a glance, pops up
calendars and alarms, and includes a text and graphits
database manager with an auto-dialer. Shareware;
requires Microsoft Windows.
Macintosh Listings Area

addressI7.sit-Address Book I. 7, an address and
phone book application. Described by the uploader as
"the best I have seen." Features include a modem
dialer, a Desk Accessory and Application form of the
program with complete documentation, and a merge
program to combine two files.
separate.sit-Adds a separation line to your menu
between Desk Accessories.
Telecomm listings Area

atexcodes.txt-Description of ATEX typesetting sys
tem's file structure and a code set based on research
done by the author on an ATEX system. The program's
author uses this information to submit files to ATEX.
ellnk20.arc-EAZillnk is a shareware terminal package
that includes support of external protocols for error
free downloads and a number of interesting
emulations, including ViewData and ANSI-BBS. It also
supports a mini-BBS mode.
Ti Listings Area
c99mdos.ark-Clint Pulley's C99 CCompiler for the Ti.

Finally. An on-line service
that doesn't nickel anddime you.
It's BIX's Oat-fee service.
BIX is short for BYTE Information
Exchange. The on-line informa
tion service that's yours for an
unheard-of flat fee of just S39 for
three months* - an amount you
could easily blow in just two to
four hours with an hourly rate,
on-line service. (Not to mention
the fact that you'd be nickel-and
dimed for its monthly minimums.)
And here's another distinction:
BIX is strictly for microcomputer
pros; it contains no "fluff." As a
subscriber, here's what you've
got coming to you:
D All the information and ideas
exchanged in more than 150

microcomputer-related confer
ences - a give-and-take in which
you can participate.

D Microbytes Daily - up-to-the
minute industry news and new
product information.
D Plus support from hardware
vendors and software publishers,
access to extensive software
libraries, and the use of our
electronic mail service - which
allows binary attachments.

unlimited off-peak access via
Tymnet for just S15 per month,
or S2 per off-peak hour.
For additional information,
including your local Tymnet
access number, call 800-227-2983
(in New Hampshire 603-924-7681).

Subscribe to BIX right now 
using your computer and modem. ; ,
Set 'your telecommunications
program for full duplex, 8 bits, no
parity, 1 stop bit, or 7 bits, even
parity, 1 stop bit. Now dial BIX at
617-861-9767, hit the return key,
and respond as follows:

•Based on a1156 annual fee, billed
quarterly - asubscription which you
may cancel at any time without future
quarterly charges. If you prefer, you
may subscribe for a3-month trial at
justl59.

You Enter
bix
bix.flatfee

You can charge your BIX
subscription to major credit
cards, or have it billed to your
company. You may also purchase

EllX

One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458
800-227-2983 • In NH 603-924-7681

WHAT'S NEW
SOFTWARE

•

SCIENCE AND

ENGINEERING

Finite-Element
Modeling on the Mac

L

apCAD3 is a Macintosh
finite-element preproces
sor that creates models for
MacNeal-Schwendler' s
MSC/pal and MSC/Nastran.
The MacNeal-Schwendler
programs perform stress, vi
bration, and heat transfer
analysis of structures and me
chanical components. MSC/
pal runs on the Mac, and
MSC/Nastran runs on work
stations and mainframes .
LapCAD3 is a graphics
preprocessor that creates the
geometry, element mesh, ele
ment and material properties,
and loads and constraints.
You can also create models for
MSC/Nastran on the Mac and
upload them to a mainframe.
The program can import
geometry from VersaCAD and
AutoCAD. And the latest
version of LapCAD3 can
create models of up to 2500
nodes.
LapCAD3 runs on the Mac
Plus, SE, II, Ilx, or Hex.
Price: $395.
Contact: LapCAD Engineer
ing, 885 Lees Ave., Long
Beach, CA 90815, (213)
594-5878.
Inquiry 1112.

Numerical
Computing

M

atfor, an interactive
system for numerical
computations, lets you per
form matrix arithmetic, ma
trix manipulation, various
matrix decompositions, fast
Fourier transforms, linear
programming, and more.
The program supports
two- and three-dimensional
plots and produces graphics
files in PostScript format.
You can also use Matfor as
a programming language by
making use of functions with
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LapCAD3 simplifies finite-element modeling for MSC/pal
and MSC!Nastran.

multiple output and optional
input arguments, lists, user
defined data types, and over
loading of operators and
functions .
Matfor runs on the IBM
PC AT with 640K bytes of
RAM, on the Mac II, and on
Sun and other workstations .
Price: $75.
Contact: Computational En
gineering Associates, 4252
Cordobes Cove, San Diego,
CA 92130, (619) 259-8863.
Inquiry 1115.

Studying Chaos

V

ou've heard a lot about
chaos, or nonlinear dy
namics, but you might not
know all you want to about the
topic . Chaos in the Class
room is a teaching program
that offers an introduction to
nonlinear systems and chaos.
The first module of the
program, Maps and Bifurca
tions, is currently available.
It lets you explore the behavior
of eight systems of equations,
including logistic and seasonal
logistic growth equations.
Features include bifurcation
diagram construction, visual
ization of time series and phase
portraits, and sequential
magnification.
A second module on frac
tals and Julia sets is planned
for midsummer, according to
Dynamical Systems.
The program runs on the

IBM PC with 512K bytes of
RAM and a CGA or EGA
card .
Price: $49.95 .
Contact: Dynamical Sys
tems, Inc ., P.O. Box 35241 ,
Tucson, AZ 85740, (602)
825-1331.
Inquiry 1113.

Mainframe Math
Program Now on
80386-Based PCs

M

ACSYMA, a symbolic
and numerical math pro
gram jointly developed by
MIT and Symbolics for main
frames, is now available for
80386-based DOS machines.
Besides automating numeri
cal problem solving, the pro
gram can automate symbolic
operations, including differen
tial equation solving, Laplace
and Fourier transform compu
tations, and vector and tensor
calculus. The program in
cludes a library of methods
for computing perturbation
and series solutions for prob
lems with unknown exact sym
bolic solutions.
Written in Lisp, the pro
gram runs in CLOE, a Lisp ap
plication delivery package for
80386 PCs . CLOE provides
two advanced memory man
agement features, virtual
memory and garbage
collection.

The PC version of the pro
gram will feature two- and
three-dimensional graphing
capabilities, a debugger and
compiler, and code genera
tors for C, FORTRAN, and
TEX.
PC MACSYMA requires
an 80386-based PC running
DOS 3.1 or higher with 4
megabytes of main memory
and a 40-megabyte hard disk
drive.
Price: $2900.
Contact: Symbolics, Inc., 8
New England Executive Park
E, Burlington, MA 01803,
(800) 622-7962 or (617)
221-125 I.
Inquiry 1111.

Parameter Manager
Plus Upgrade

G

W Instruments recently
upgraded its Parameter
Manager Plus data acquisi
tion software that runs on the
Macintosh. Version 3.0 of
fers more powerful data
smoothing features, larger
graph sizes (up to 400 by 400
inches) , and the ability to
handle up to 32, 767 graphs
from a single data set.
The new version is also
faster and lets you move and
sort graphs of data as indi
vidual slides. Slides can also
be up to 400 by 400 inches,
with a maximum of 32, 767 per
document.
Version 3.0 includes the
MacADIOS TurboDrivers and
SCSI hardware 1/0 drivers,
enabling you to run the pro
gram with MacADIOS II and
SCSI-compatible data acquisi
tion hardware.
The program runs on the
Mac Plus, SE, and II.
Price: $990.
Contact: GW Instruments,
Inc. , 35 Medford St., Somer
ville, MA 02143, (617)
625-4096.
Inquiry 1114.
continued

How to match the best front end
with the best back end.
You've invested in the best hardware,
operating system and database products.
You have a staff of programmers ready to
go. But to build great looking applica
tions with the sophisticated features
today's users demand, you need a power
ful front end development tool-JAM~
JAM, the most advanced user interface
management
system on the
market, does
it all-from
prototyping to
implementation.
And, because
Create colorful screens and
it works with
nested windows easiry.
any database
or ftle manager, you get the best front
end and the best back end.
JAM is hardware independent, so it
isn't limited to one computer, database or
operating system. In fact, JAM runs on
everything from PC's to super-minis,
works under 7 operating systems and
provides access to a host ofdatabase
products. UsingJAM you can create a
consistent user interface across multiple
systems and hardware platforms.

JAM works under thefollowing operating systems:

• UNIX*
• VMS*
• RMX™
•MS-DOS* •XENIX*
•VOS"'
• AOS/VS"'

JAM makes it easier than ever to design
and revise complex applications. Using
features like context-sensitive help, proce
dural command language (JPL), shifting
and scrolling fields, extensive data valida
tions, on-line testing, and a variety of
visual attributes, you'll be amazed how
quickly your applications spring to life.
JAM is fast, as well as flexible. Develop
ment time is reduced significantly thanks
to JAM's powerful screen drawing utili
ties and comprehensive library of sub
routines. You can easily create and link
together screens, windows, and menus to
develop an application shell. Then simply
attach the processing routines, and your
application is complete.

JAM

Plus, if your back end is an SQL-com
patible relational database like Oracle~
SQLbase~ Inform~ or Britton Lee~11
you'll really appreciate JAM/DBi,
JAM's optional database interface. With
JAM/DBi, you can develop entire appli
cations using only industry-standard
SQLstate
mentsand
JAM's author
ing tools.
So if you're
programming
ina3GL
like C or
Use SQL to retrieve
FORTRAN,
and display data.
follow the lead of the many Fortune 1000
companies who have already discovered
JAM.
JAM fromJYACC. It gives you the
best at both ends.
Call for more information about
JAMandour
demo diskette.

800-458-3313

J UOrr
;,riu_

]YACC, Inc.
116John street
New York, NY 10038
212-267-7722 FAX No. 212-608-6753

]YACC Application Manager. The Camposerfor Sophisticai.edApplicaiions.
Circle 150 on &ader Service Card
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Circle 36 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 37)
WHAT'S NEW

NEWFOR 1VRBO C PROGRAMMERS

SOFTWARE

Three
Serious Tools
at a r idiculously low price.
Your time is valuable! Now you can reduce your programming
time like you never imagined, using The Working Toolbox Soft
ware program by Be Aware Inc. Our program comes with an
extensive, easy-to-use manual that is loaded with examples. Also
included is a 30-day money back guarantee. Here are some of the
features of these three great timesaving tools.

• Stores data in B+ Trees.
• Maximum of 256 indexes.
• RAM buffers for high speed.
· 6 types of indexes awilable.
• Multi-field indexing.
• All indexes stored in one file.
• Automatic Recovery.
• FREE SOURCE CODE

BUSINESS

1·: .

1HE WORKING TOOLBOX
TIIE WORKING ISAM

•

I -"'°
I
=-~
I

TIIE WORKING
SCREEN PAINI'ER
• Friendly interactive environment.
· Data entry and display.
• Box & line drawing supported.
· Multi color screens at a glance!
• SUPER FASf SCREENS
• Writes C source code ready to be
compiled under any memory model.

'

TIIE HANDY LIBRARY
• Great functions for easier pro·
· Pop Up, Pull down and bar
gramming and professional results. menus with one function call!
• Intelligent data entry and di~')Jlay. · All memory models supported.
• Overlapping windows
• Date conversion functions.

So don't waste any more time, order now! Only S79.99 plus ship·
ping and handling. CaU (our toll-free number) or fax your order.

A logic diagram ofwork flow done with ViewPoint OverView.

1443 Banks Road, Margate, FL 33063

No Royalties! ORDER NOW ONLY S79.99
1800-423-1611or305-970-0372
or FAX 305-735-3459
Turbo C is a registered trademark of Borland International.

NEW! REAL-TIME
MONITORING &CONTROL
MENU-DRIVEN, EASY·TO·USE
STAN D -ALONE COMPUTER

The stand-alone SOLUS™ computer
connects to an IBM PC's RS-232
port, and provides 36 digital/analog
110 channels.
Menu-driven operation and a
large graphics library make it easy
to create monitoring and control
applications. Use
modems to remote
locations. And
daisychain up
to 256 SOLUS
computers.
For details or
to order, call
toll-free.

Only

8

895

VISA/MC/
AMEX
accepted .
, Software
additional.

(800) 247-5712
In Oregon
(503) 635-3966

I
SOLOS™

 1111,I

-·-~·:... 
~--

J

PERSONAL CONTROL COMPUTER™
TMI,inc.
4000 Kruse Way Place, 2-120
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
FAX (503) 635-3004
78
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Circle 280 on Reader Service Card

Management
Software Links
Multiple Projects

V

iewPoint OverView , a
LAN-based multiuser
program, lets you manage
scheduling, resource, and bud
get requirements among sev
eral departments working on
more than one project. It de
termines how an event affects
its own and other projects,
present and future .
OverView ' s security sys
tem, based on password ac
cess, determines which proj
ects are available to line
managers and program man
agers, and which projects can
be saved after revisions.
Computer Aided Manage
ment, the program's publisher,
also released graphics mod
ules that support Windows
under DOS and Presentation
Manager under OS/2. You can
use the modules to make
Gantt charts, logic diagrams ,
bar charts, histograms, and
the like. The new modules let
you attach notes and scanned
logos to a chart. (Both pro
grams are scheduled to ship
this summer.)
ViewPoint OverView
works on the IBM PC XT with
512K bytes of RAM, a
mouse, and a CGA, EGA, or
VGA card.
P rice: $2000 per user;

graphics module, $995 .
Contact: Computer Aided
Management, 1318 Redwood
Way, Suite 210, Petaluma,
CA 94952, (800) 635-5621 or
(707) 795-4100.
I nquiry 854.

Add-in Red uces
Spreadsheet Chaos

S

orting through a spread
sheet's screens or print
outs full of numbers can be
difficult. Symantec' s solution
to this problem, an add-in for
Lotus 1-2-3 called Budget Ex
press, is a two-dimensional
"outline processor" that can
hide numeric detail and bring
it back when you touch a key.
Budget Express lets you
shrink spreadsheets to a format
where you see the labels, sub
totals, and cell formulas only.
You can manually specify
the area to be collapsed into
outline form, or the program
can do it for you automatically
by detecting indented ranges,
labels, and cell formulas . The
program adds a plus sign to
rows in the spreadsheet that
summarize hidden detail.
When you move the cursor to a
summary row and press a
key, you can expand or reduce
the spreadsheet.
Budget Express can also
generate automatic quarterly
continued

OUR µP DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
HELP PROJECTS GET ON THEIR FEET.
The "creature" shown above doesn't
depict a futuristic lunar landing. Rather,
it represents a polar landing of a sophis
ticated weather monitoring device. A
new parachute-deployed device that in
stantly transmits vital environmental
data to waiting scientists. And whose
Antarctic installation and erection now
happen automatically, in a matter of
minutes, allowing critical data collection
in remote areas that were impos.c;ible to
reach before.
This "Self-Erecting Weather Station,"
sponsored by the National Science Foun
dation and designed and developed by
Polar Research Lab, was made pos.c;ible
by Avocet and AVSIM'", Avocet's un
paralleled simulatorI debugger.

Unequaled capability

Polar Research needed AVSIM's so
phistication to control the sensors in the
weather station's "legs" and to create its
transmitter. AVSIM's detailed on-screen
CPU simulation, unlimited breakpoint
facility, and unique "undo" capability
gave their engineers the ease of use and
flexibility that allowed them to execute
and test the software even before the
hardware was ready. Saving crucial time
and frustration in both the programming
and testing phases of development. And
money, too; at only $379, AVSIM is a
fraction of the cost of additional hard
ware.

Complete compatibility:
from the ground up

Best of all, AVSIM is completely
compatible with our AVMAC™ macro
assemblers and AVOCET C™ cros.c;
compilers - the ideal combination of
tools which gives you a comprehensive
development solution.

The AVSIM Full-Screen Display

AVtJCET
INC.

Get your own project off the ground;
try before you buy
Try the AVSIM demo yourself for 30
days. If you're not satisfied for any rea

son, return the unopened program disk
for a full refund - less $35 for the demo
disk and manual, which are yours to
keep.

Free Catalog

Call Toll-Free 1-800-448-8500*
For your free catalog. to ordei;
or for more information about
AVSIM and other Avocet products.

Call Avocet today and ask about our
complete line of affordably priced soft
ware and hardware rP development
tools. Discover how we can help you get
your next project on its feet, too.
© 1988 Avoctt SystrmS, Inc. All rf.gti1:s restrm!..

SYSTEMS~

THE SOURCE FOR QUAUTY µP DEVELOPMENT TOOl.5

Avocet Systems, Inc., 120 Union St., P.O. Box 490EW, Rockport, ME 04856/•In Maine. or ou!Side US., call (207) 236-9055 I TU(: 467210 Avocet 0/ FAX: (207) 236-6713
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HOW TO MAKE POIN

How to make point

HOW TO MAKE POI

How to makepoints.
How to make points.
How to make point
HOW TO MAKE POI

Now you can impress them like never before with your HP LaserJet printer.
Because HP and Compugraphic have developed a new selection of disk-based
scalable
typefaces. And with our Type Director software, each face can be
How to make points.
HOW TO MAKE p1
scaled from 4 to 200 points in 112 pt. increments. Of course, our new faces work
How to make points
with your favorite software. Including WordPerfect, Microsoft® Word and Windows,
HOW TO MAKE POll\
Ventura
Publisher and Aldus PageMaker. Best of all, we're adding more faces all the
HOW TO MAD POll'm'
HOW TO MAKE POINTS.
time. So now your documents are limited by only one thing. Imagination. Call
Howtomakepolnla.
1-800-752-0900, Ext. 711Q for your nearest authorized Hewlett-Packard dealer.
How mabpolnfl.

How to make points.
HOW TO MAKE Pt

1

to

There is a better way.

F//0-

HEWLETT

a!~ PACKARD
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WHAT'S NEW

Unique
New Service Keeps
Telecommunications Costs
Under Control
No matter how complex your voice communications
services are, no matter how many locations you
manage, TRACKER™ from CCMI/McGraw-Hill can
now give you the information you need to contain
costs and save money.
Drawing on years of experience gathering and
analyzing rate and tariff data, CCMI/McGraw-Hill
created TRACKER to provide you with an instant
look at your current services by location . . . and then
compare your alternatives. Through this unique
database, you can quickly identify where to reduce
costs at a price that more than pays for itself.
TRACKER has proven itself to be the answer to
lower costs in the increasingly complex telecommu
nications environment. To learn more, call today.

1 800 526-5307 Ext. 249

CCMl/McGraw-Hill

SOFTWARE

and annual reports. The Goal
Tracking function lets you
keep a running scoreboard of
current and target values. The
program's virtual memory
scheme lets you store closed or
shrunken portions of the
spreadsheet on disk, and you
can also use it to consolidate
dissimilar spreadsheets.
Budget Express works
with Lotus 1-2-3 versions 2.0,
2.0 l, and 2.2, uses 64K
bytes of RAM, and can be re
moved from memory while
you're in Lotus 1-2-3 .
Price: $149.
Contact: Symantec , 10201
Torre Ave., Cupertino, CA
95014, (800) 635-6887 or
(408) 253-9600 .

Inquiry 1116.

500 North Franklin Turnpike
Ramsey, New Jersey 07446

Expert Software
Creates Employee
Handbook

Complete 386 Compiler Package for $895

SVS FORTRAN-386
•
•
•
•

Runs In 32-blt Protected Mode
Accesses all Avallable Memory
Supports VAX and IBM Extensions
Supports the Intel 287/387 and
Weltek 1167/3167 Co-processors
• Appllcatlons run
up to four times
faster than those
created with other
compilers
• Compiles at High
Speed

Package Includes:
• SVS FORTRAN Complier
•LINK-REX Linker
• 100% Royalty Free License on
Distributed Software
•DOS Extender
• DOS Support
Library
•Librarian
•Debugger

• 1iechnle1IS~

"The SVS compiling and linking is extremely fast, and the compiler produces
nicely compact code." - Micro/Systems Journal
"The LOADS module in DOE-2 is about 14,000 lines of code. I used SVS
FORTRAN-386 since it was the only compiler that would swallow the source
code (VAX extensions) ."- Programmer's Journal
Software Conversion Services are also available for converting FORTRAN
mainframe source code to the 80386. This service includes conversion, code
optimization, user 1/0, and more. Call SAIC for more information.

Science Appl/cations
International Co1po111tlon
5150 El Camino Real, Suite C-31

Los Altos, California 94022

For More Information Call:

82

PRICES:
SVS FORTRAN-386.................... $895
SVS PASCAL-386....................... $895
Scltech Scientific Library.......... $325
Scltech Plotting Library............. $325
Malntalnablllty Analysis Tool .... $895

1-800-346-5159

BYTE • JULY 1989

In CA Call: (415) 960-5931

Circle 317 on Reader Service Card

K

nowledgePoint's Per
sonnel Policy Expert
covers more than 50 policy
subjects to help you create a le
gally appropriate policy for
your business. The program
gives you an overview of the
critical issues that must be ad
dressed when developing a
policy on smoking, pay , termi
nation, drugs, or nondiscrim
ination. It then leads you
through a question-and
answer process and, based on
the answers you provide,
creates the policy.
The program is available
in single-user and consultant
versions. The consultant ver
sion allows you to create a
questionnaire from the
knowledge base that an em
ployer completes, helping
you write a manual for that
company.
Personnel Policy Expert
includes a built-in word pro
cessor that allows you control
over the final wording of the
document.
Personnel Policy Expert
runs on the IBM PC with DOS
2.11 or higher and 512K

•

BUSINESS

bytes of RAM.
Price: $495; consultant ver
sion, $1495.
Contact: KnowledgePoint,
1311 Clegg St., Petaluma, CA
94952, (707) 762-0333 .

Inquiry 1117.

Accounting
Database
for the Mac

W

ritten in 4th Dimen
sion, a 4 is an integrated
accounting, communications,
and sales tracking database for
companies with sales in the
$1 million to $10 million
range .
Accounting functions of
the program include accounts
receivable and payable , gen
eral ledger, order entry/invoic
ing, and inventory. Accounts
payable or receivable invoices
can be aged by calendar
month, or you can define your
own aging period. Partial
payment can be applied to both
client and server invoices.
The program's communi
cations functions include a
memo pad, calendar, spe
cialized menus that you can
create for departmental pass
words, and quick report, letter,
and mailing label capability.
Softek recommends that
you use the program with a
68020- or 68030-based sys
tem such as a Mac II, Ilx, or
SE/30, or a Mac SE with an
accelerator card. The program
requires 2 megabytes of
RAM, a hard disk drive, and
4th Dimension or 4D Run
time. Softek reports that the
program works on any Mac
intosh-compatible network ex
cept TOPS. For 10 or more
users, the company recom
mends a Macintosh-compat
ible Ethernet solution.
Price: $1000; a4 Open (in
cludes source code), $2000.
Contact: Softek Design, 882
Calgary Way, Golden, CO
80401, (303) 526-0606.

Inquiry 1118.
continued
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MICRO-CAP Ill:
r
THIRD-GENERATION INTERACTIVE
CIRCUIT ANALYSIS. MORE POWER.
MORE SPEED. LESS WORK.
MICRO-CAP III;M the third generation
of the top selling IBM® PC-based interac
tive CAE tool; adds even more accuracy,
speed, and simplicity to circuit design and
simulation.
The program's window-based opera
tion and schematic editor make circuit
creation a breeze. And super-fast SPICE
like routines mean quickAC, DC, Fourier
and transient analysis- right from
schematics. You can combine simulations
of digital and analog circuits via integrated
switch models and macros. And, using
stepped component values, rapidly gener
ate multiple plots to fine-tune your circuits.
We've added routines for noise, impe
dance and conductance- even Monte
Carlo routines for statistical analysis of
production yield. Plus algebraic fonnula
parsers for plotting almost any desired
function.
Cirr:k 261 on R£ader Service Card
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Transient analysis

Schematic editor

'

Modeling power leaps upward as
well, to Gummel-Poon BJT and Level 3
MOS-supported, of course, by abuilt-in
Parameter Estimation Program and
extended standard parts library.
There's support for Hercules,®CGA,
MCGA, EGA and VGA displays.Output for
laser plotters and printers.And alot more.
The cost? Just $1495.Evaluation ver
sions are only $150.
Naturally, you'll want to call or write for
a free brochure and demo disk.

------------- -- - ------- -- ----------------1021 S. Wolfe Road,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 738-4387

Monte Carlo analysis

MICRO-CAP Ill is a registeredtrademark ofSpectrum Sojlumr!.
Herc11/es is a registeredtmdemark ofHerr:ules ComputerTechrw/Qgy.
IBM is a registered tmtlemark ofInternationalBusinessMachines, Inc.
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Sigma Designs
PageView SE
LaserView II
Practical Peripherals
Mac 2400 Stand Alone
Shiva
NetModem V2400
TeleBridge

$849
1899
239
429
349

. .®[t]NiieJitlm)
,.Jt,a..

Amdek
99
Video 210+ 12" Amber
Video 410 TTL Monochrome 145
Video 432 VGA Monochrome149
399
Color 732 VGA Color
Cornerstone
SinglePage Display
699
Magnavox
7BM623 12" TTL Amber
89
CM8762 14" Comp/ RGB
235
9CM053 14" HiRes EGA
369
9CM062 14" VGA Display
349
9CM082 14" VGA Display
399
Mitsubishi
499
DiamondScan 13" Display
Packard Bell
PB-1272 12" TTL Mono
80
PB-1472 14" TTL 132 Col.
109
PB-1422EG 14" HiRes EGA 359

. ..
••

PC I TOO 80286
svsTEM CONFIGURATION
5 MHz \ntel Processor
• 12.
d b\e to 4MB
• 5 l 2K. Expan a . k Drive
• \ .2MB Floppy D~ Hard Disk Controller
• Built-in Floppy ck & Calendar
• Phoenix B1os, Clo Ke board
• 101 Key Enhanlcledl r. ~S/2 Mouse Ports
· l l Para e "'
• 2 Sena '
/ CGA Controller.
• Built-in EGA
• Four Expansion Slots
MONlTOR:
. la
• 14" Color RGB D1sp y
• Tilt & Swivel Base
• 80 x 25 Display
• Green Text Switch S
SYSTEM plllCE

1099

Anakin Research
Easyl Drawing/2000
EasyI Drawing/ 500
C.LTD
Keyboard w/ Macros
Laser Xpress
Digital Creations
Supergen
Great Valley Products
A2000 - 2/ 2
A2000 HC/40M
A2000 HC/40Q
A500 HD/30
A500 HD/40M
Megatronics
3'12" External Air Drive
3 Yz" Internal Air Drive
Microbotics
Starboard II w/512K
Upperdeck
Progressive Peripherals
Pro-Gen Genlock

Frame Grabber
$319
Spirit Technology
l.5MB Bd. w/ OK (AlOOO) 245
245
l.5MB Bd. w/ OK (A500)
$349
319
99
2149
709
759
719
859
799
969
149
119
449
45
389

N.EC
jC-1403 Multisync llA
'489

MACINTOSH
Olympia
NP-30 Mac 150cps
Qume
ScripTen Laser
Crystal Print Publisher
Seikosha
SP-lOOOAP Mac
Dolphin
Integra 20 External
lntegra 40 External
Everex
EMAC 20 Deluxe 20MB
EMAC 60T 60MB Backup
Cornerstone
SinglePage Display SE
DualPage Display SE
Magnavox
9CM080 14" VGA Display

289
3395
3299
239
559
799
579
799
759
1259
499

Polaroid
2199
Palette EGA Plus
Seiko Instruments
CM-1430 14" VGA
559
Taxan
119 12" Composite Amber
89
Wyse Terminals
WY-30, 50, 60
Zenith
ZFM-1490 14" VGA Analog

AID-ZuckerBoard
Color Half Card
Monochrome Graphics Adpt.

69
79

AST
Six Pak Plus Board
VGA Plus Adapter
Boca Research
TopHat 128K Expansion
BocaRam/AT 0-4MB Board
Boca Dual Graphics Adapter
Boca MultiEGA
DCA
Irma 2 3278 Board

BYTE• JULY1989

119
149
69
169
699

Emerald
3XTwin 5251 Local Emulat. 549
Everex
Magic 1/ 0 AT Par/ Ser
59
Ram 3000 Deluxe 0-3MB Bd. 89
169
Micro Enhancer EGA
5th Generation
Logical Connection 256K
429
Hercules
Graphics Card Plus
179
Intel
AboveBoard 2 Plus w/ OK
319
AboveBoard PS/286 w/512K 419
AboveBoard Plus w/ 512K
429
AboveBoard Plus 1/0 512K 579
Inboard 386/PC 80386 CPU 589
95
8087 IBM PC/ XT CoProc.
80287-8 IBM XT 8MHz. CoP. 219
80387-16 16MHz. 80386
399
Orchid Technology
TinyTurbo 286
269
Renaissance
RVGA2 800x600 256K-PAL 259
Video 7
Vega VGA Adapter
279
FastWrite Video Adapter
319
V-RAM VGA Adapter
469

American Power
450A T + UPS Backup
439
Everex
Flopfy Stream 40 40MB Int. 359
Exce Stream 40T 40MB Int. 529

Your Source for Hardware, Sofiware & Peripherals
84

$125
389

For Quality Computer Products.
MiniKribe
8425 20MB 3Yi" 40Msec
3650 40MB 5W' 61Msec
3053 HMB 5W 25Msec
6085 70MB 5~" 28Msec
Mountain Computer
TD-4340 40MB Int. Tape
TD-8000 BOMB Ext. Ta e

2400 Baud External
$259
329
469
599

$169

Atari

XMM301 XL/XE 300 Baud
SX-212 ST Modem

45
90

Panasonic
' ' ,II

,

,

Avatex

1200 HC External
99
129
2400 Baud Internal
Everex
Evercom 12 1200 Baud Int. 80
Evercm 24 2400 Internal 149
Evercm 24E+ 2400 Bd. Ext.189
Hayes

Sagal£
ST-225 20MB w/ cont
ST-238 30MB w/cont
ST-251 40MB Yi height
Sysgen
Bridge-File 5\li" External
Bridge-Tape 40MB External
Smanlmage 60MB Internal
QIC-File 60MB External
Omni Board Controller

249
279
349

Personal Modem 1200 Ext. 129
289
SmanModem l200 1Baud
429
SmanModem 2400 Baud
Intel
2400EX External
299
Murata
Ml200 Facsimile
699
Panasonic
UF-140 Panafax Facisimile 899
FX-89 Fax Board
699
1049
FX-505 HI-Res Scanner
Practical Peripherals
1200 Baud Internal
69
85
1200 Baud Stand Alone
2400 Baud Stand Alone
139
2400 Baud Internal
189

249
479
479
599
80

-

-

109

Circle 57 on &ader Service Card

ML-320 300cps, 80 Col.
$359
ML-390 270cps, 24-Wire
499
Panasonic
KX-Pll91 280cps, 80 Col.
249
KX-Pll24 192cps, 24-Wire 349
KX-Pl524 24-Wire, 132 Col. 559
Scikosha
SP1600AI 160cps, 9-pin
185
SK3000AI 300cps, Color
365
Star Micronics
NX-1000 l 44cps, 80 Col.
159
NX-1000 RainBow Color
229
NX-2400 24-Wire, 80 Col.
369

Chinon
DS-3000 FlatBed Scanner
Houston Instruments
9012 HIPAD+ 12"xl2" Tblt
PC695A 4-Pen A&B Plotter
Seiko
DT-3503 ll"xll " Digitizer
Summagrapbics
SummaSketch + 12"xl2"

!llmll•Ml"''UifmJ
AST
Premium 286 Model 70
1299
Compaq
Deskpro & Portable 286/386 Call
IBM
PS/ 2 Model 30 w/20MB
1599
NEC
Multimate Laptops
Call
PC-TOO
256K l 2MHz 8088 Dsktp
449
512K l2MHz 80286 Desktop 899
Sysgen
ProSystem 12MHz w/40MB 1999
Toshiba
TIOOO 8088 Laptop
779
Tl200 Floppy/ HrdD Lptp
Call
unich
80286/386 Desktops
Call
SuperSport & Superspt 286 Call

PANASONIC
KX-PI 180 I 92cps,
5 179
80 Col.

Ashton-Tak MultiMate II $289
Bloc PopDrop
32
55
Bloc Fonn Tools
Borland Paradox R-Database 439
Borland Quattro
149
50
Central Point PC Tools
DAC EASY Accounting
60
159
Delrina Per FORM
Sch Generation FastBack Plus 99
Fox Base + Development
199
IMSI OptiMous w/ Dr. Halo lll 79
IMSI Turbo CAD
59
Intuit Quicken
33
l..ogi1£ch PS/ 2 2-button
59
Lotictech ScanMan Scanner 189
Lotus Lotus 1-2-3
299
MECA Managing Your$
119
Meridian CarbonCopy +
119
MicroPro Wordstar Pro 5.0 199
Microsoft Mouse
109
35
Nolo Press WillMaker
Peter Norton Adv. Utilities
80
Peachtree Accounting
169
Quanerdeck DESQView
80
Server Technology Easyl.an 179
SPC 1st Choice 3.0
90
SPC 1st Publisher 2.0
80
SPC Professional Write 2.0 179
119
TOPS for DOS
Traveling Lap-Link +
85
WordPefect 5.0
219
Xerox Ventura Publishing 2.0459

549
399
599
379
399

MS·DOS SOFTWARE
Sharp
F0-220 Facsimile Machine
Supra
2400AT 2400 Baud Atari
The Complel£ PC
Complete FaxBoard 4800
Complete Answ. Machine

899

Ashton-Tate dBase IV

459

OmniMo~

•35

169
269
239

Alps
ASP-1000 9-Pin Flatbed
159
Allegro 24 24-Pin Flatbed
319
Brocher
M-1709 240cps, 132 Col.
369
Ml 724L 24-Wire, 132 Col. 569
HR-20 20cps Daisywheel
329
HR-40 40cps Daisywheel
589
Epson
LX-810 200cps, 80 Col.
189
FX-850 264cps, 80 Col.
Call
FX-1050 264cps, 132 Col.
Call
LQ-510 180cps, 24-Wire
339
LQ-850 330cps, 24-Wire
Call
LQ-950 264cps, 24-Wire
Call
LQ-1050 330cps. 132 Col. Call
Hewlett-Packard
2225 Thinkjet
329
NEC
P2200 Pinwriter 24-Wire
359
P5200 Pinwriter 265cps
549
Okidata
ML- I 72 l 80cps, 80 Col.
199
ML-182 Trbo 220cps. 80 Col.245

Your Source for Hardware,

So~ware

& Peripherals

In U.S.A.

800-233-8950

In Canada call: 800-233-8949
All Ocher Areas call: 717-327-9575 Fax call: 717-327-1217
Educational, Governmental and Corporal£ Organizations
Call toll-&tt: 1-800-221-4283
CMO, 101 Reighard Ave., Dept. Al, Williamspon, PA 17701
Over

qoo.ooo

SAT ISFIED CUSTOMERS • MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

MMC

POLICY: Add 3% (minimum S7.00) shipping and hand!
ing. U.rger shipmenis may requin; additional charges. Per- M 1c " 0 c 0 M ~ u , , "
sonal and company checks require 3 weeks 10 clear. For M """ ' T<NG couN C>L
fa.skr <klivery. use your credit card or ~nd cashier's check • n;:::,.. 1 •.•_...-·~~ .,,...-..".>'... r ...
or bank money order. Credit cards are not charged until we ship. Pennsylvania
and Maryland residenis add appropriate sales uix. All prices are U.S.A. prices and
are subjecl to change. All items are subject 10 availability. Defective software will
be replaced with the same item only. Hardware will be replaced or repaired at our
discre1ion wi1hin the terms and limilS of 1he manufacturer's wananty. We cannot
guarantee compa1ibility. All sales are final and returned shipmenis are subject to
a restocking fee . We are. not responsible for typographic or photographic errors.
Al07
4

. ,...
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Circle 277 on Reader Service Card

WHAT'S NEW
SOFTWARE

Introducing the Model 201
auto-powered.line driver. Better
because it requires only TD, RD and
signal ground for full duplex opera
tion up to 19,200 baud.
The 201 is also equipped with both
screw terminals and a RJ-11 connect
or to accommodate future changes
in site wiring, plugs directly into the
RS-232 port without cabling and
includes a DTE/DCE swttch to allow re
versing of pins 2 and 3 for computers
terminals and printers. There's even a'
built-in surge suppressor.
Call today for more information and our I
free catalog, "The Datacom Cookbook #5", ·
~,.,,..- ••·.~
-::.•. a handy guide to products
that solve your toughest "
\ datacom problems.

·-

• FREE CATALOG

•

OTHER

ReadStar Ex-Press optical-character-reader software has page
analysis capability.

Keeping an Eye
on the Page

Contact: Inovatic, 1911
North Fort Myer Dr., Suite
708, Arlington, VA 22209,
(703) 522-3053.
Inquiry 1125.

I

We

do
Windows
Finally, full-featured
communications software
for Microsoft's Windows
gag (A Programmable Emulator)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Powerful! Easy-to-use scripting
Multiple scripts can run concurrently
Multi-national character set support
Awide variety of terminal emulations
Can act as an information switch using DDE
XModem, XModemlK, YModem, and Kermit protocols
Built-in line monitor and data capture facility

Hl,Q
1142 Pelican Bay Drive, Daytona Beach, Florida 32019
1-904-756-8988
Site licensing & dealer inquiries welcome
In Europe call TeleSIGMA AB 46-8-735-8560
86
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Circle 130 on Reader Service Card
(DEALERS: 131)

novatic's ReadStar Ex
Press is an optical-charac
ter-recognition (OCR) pro
gram that analyzes character
shapes and assigns them to
mathematical models instead
of using matrix-matching or
feature-extraction recognition
methO'ds. The program is en
tirely software-based and
works with standard IBM
PCs and desktop scanners, In
ovatic reports .
ReadStar Ex-Press can dif
ferentiate among text, graph
ics, headlines, and multiple
columns in one pass and sup
presses images and logos
automatically. The software's
semiautomatic mode allows
the system to recognize char
acters about which the auto
matic expert system is unsure.
The program can also rec
ognize typewritten and typeset
text as small as 4 points. The
program includes an editor
with lexicon for correcting
OCR text files. ReadStar Ex
Press runs on the IBM PC
AT and PS/2s with 640K bytes
of RAM.
Price: $995.

Reference Adds
Utility to Grammatik

T

he Utilities Pak from
Reference Software is an
add-on set of programs for
the company's Grammatik III
grammar checker. It's a stan
dard feature of the latest re
lease of Grammatik; current
Grammatik users can purchase
it separately.
The Utilities Pak adds four
new tools to Grammatik. You
used to have to exit from your
application to use Grammatik,
but one utility now gives you
the option of making Gram
matik RAM-resident. You
can call up grammar checking
with the touch of a hot key
and then use your word proces
sor to make the suggested
corrections. Grammatik's
RAM-resident option takes
up a whopping 200K bytes of
RAM, but Reference says a
version that uses expanded
memory will be available
soon.
Also new is a Grammar
Rules Editor that lets you tap
Grammatik's parsing infor
mation and customize the
continued

~~

~~~

lOOlHCH

Pop any image up to 4"x 11"
straight ·~

into any IBM

personal
orApple Mac'"!
Select one, two,
three or four hundred
D.P.I. Resize, rotate, flip
and edit it. With the IBM

(included free} for

coloring and shad
ing, then port
popularpub-

Wth the Mac ScanMan use
the Clipboard~ to transfer the
image to virtually any
application
-the Mac
Scan Man
works just
likt; any Desk
Accessory!
ScanMan for the PC

-$339

Multi-Channel version

-$399

Macintosh version

-$499

For your nearest dealer, call:

800-231-7717
In California:
800-552-8885
In Europe:

+ +41-2 1-869-96-56
Circk 164 on RMukrServiee Card
(DEALERS: 165)

WHAT'S NEW

Microstat-11 Now With Graphics
Interface and New Multivariate Module

Now you can use YOUR
favorite graphics package
with Microstat-11.
Just some ofthe packages covered
include 3-D Perspective Jr.,

Harvard Graphics, Microsoft's
Chart, Grapher, and others.
Microstat-11 also includes new
procedures for:
• Canonical Correlation
• Factor Analysis
• MANOVA
• Discriminant Analysis
• Principal Components
Analysis
• Ouster Analysis
• Covariance Analysis

3-D Perspective Jr.

While Release 1.0
was good:
"... one of the fastest IBM PC
statistical packages we have
tested ... using Microstat-11 is
a breeze."
r
Id
1n1owor

Harvard Graphics

"Installation of Microstat-11 is
simple ... The user interface is
clean ... a pleasant package to
use . ·."
PC Magazine

Microstat-11 Release
2.0 is even better!
For a limited time, you can
Grapher
purchase Microstat-11 Release
2.0 for $395.00. Microstat-11
requires an IBM PC, XT, AT,
PS2 or compatible with 512K memory or more with either
a hard disk or two floppy drives. For more information,

contact your local computer dealer or call:

Ecosoft, Inc.
6413 N. College Ave.
Indianapolis, IN 46220
Orders: 1-800-952-0472
Info: 1-317-255-6476
FAX: 1-317-251-4604

3~0 Pcnpcaivc Jr.• Harvard Graphics, Graphcr. Microso(t's Chart and IBM arc all registered or unregistered
trademarks of the following companies respcaivcly: 3-D Graphics. Inc., Sortware Publishing Corp., Golden

Sortware Inc.. Micrmoft Inc., IBM Inc.

88
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Circle 107 on R£ader Service Card

SOFTWARE

•

OTHER

AWord Publisher for OS/2
I

L

ennane Advanced Prod
ucts announced De
scribe Word Publishing
(DWP), a program that com
bines word processing and
desktop publishing features.
Lennane claims that the
program is a "start from
scratch" Presentation Man
ager application that makes
full use of OS/2's graphical
user interface to allow you to
create graphical pages with
out having to use a full
fledged desktop-publishing
application. The program
also has WYSIWYG capabili
ties and makes extensive use
of point-and-shoot mouse
commands, multiple win
dows, and pull-down menus.
DWP lets you control col
umns, windows, and typog
raphy (including leading,
kerning, and letter spacing) .
It also has a variable undo
feature that uses a sliding

window to let you choose
how much to undo, all the
way back to when you first
opened the document.
The program includes
several standard stylesheets
and gives you the option of
customizing your own . It
also imports and exports
documents and graphics
from and to a variety ofstan
dard applications. It outputs
pages on any PM-supported
printer and includes a driver
for Postscript printers.
Lennane includes Prox
imity ' s dictionary and the
saurus with DWP. There's
also a built-in customizable
hyphenation dictionary.
Price: $595 .
Contact: Lennane Ad
vanced Products , 4047
North Freeway Blvd., Sacra
mento, CA 95834, (916)
646-1111.

Inquiry 1121.

program's rules to reflect
your personal or company-spe
cific rules. There's also a
Grammar Help Editor that lets
you customize Grammatik's
pull-down grammar help
screens. Using this feature,
you could include a corporate
style guide in Grammatik.
Last but not least, Gram
matik' s Utility Pak adds a cus
tomii.able compare function
that lets you include up to three
custom documents that
Grammatik will compare to
any other document. This
gives writers a graphical com
parison of their documents
with the standard.
The Grammatik III Power
Pak includes both Grammatik
and the Utilities Pak. If
you're already a Grammatik
user, you can buy the Util
ities Pak by itself.
Price: Utilities Pak, $59;
Power Pak, $149.
Contact: Reference Soft
ware, 330 Townsend St., Suite
123, San Francisco, CA
94107, (800) 872-9933 or
(415) 541-0222.

ntelligent Devices has in
troduced Power Cache and
Power Cache Plus, two new
disk-caching products. Power
Cache is designed for those
who want a program that uses
very little conventional mem
ory (less than 5K bytes).
You can install Power
Cache Plus in conventional,
expanded, or extended mem
ory. It includes an assist utility
that lets you change the size
and configuration of the cache
on the fly without having to
reboot your machine.
Both versions run on the
IBM PC and PS/2s with DOS
2.0 or higher and at least
512K bytes of RAM.
Price: Power Cache, $69.96;
Power Cache Plus, $99; both
packages,$139.95.
Contact: Intelligent Devices
Corp., 245 East Foothill
Blvd., Suite 297, Upland, CA
91786, (714) 946-4959.

Inquiry 1122.

Inquiry 1123.

Take the Cache
and Run

I
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BYTE editors' hands-on views ofnew products

DeskJet Plus
PixelPaint 2.0
HyperPAD
Smart Mouse
Counterpart

The DeskJet Gets Hotter

It'

snot hard to see why Hew
lett-Packard's DeskJet has
been a hot seller since its intro
duction last year. The printer
uses "drop-on-demand" ther
mal ink-jet printing on plain
paper, and its output is virtu
ally indistinguishable from
that of a laser printer (and it
sells for about half the price).
How do you beat a winner?
You do something better. The
DeskJet Plus , which has the
same quirky appearance as its
predecessor, adds a raft ofnew
features and still sells for
$995. (The original DeskJet is
still available, with its price re
duced to $795 .)
The design and documenta
tion of Hewlett-Packard prod
ucts remain some ofthe best in
the business. About 10 min
utes after I expectantly ripped
open the box, I had the DeskJet
Plus up and running. It was
actually easier than setting up
most dot-matrix printers, and
it has both parallel and serial
interfaces.
Because it uses a new motor
and new drive electronics that
move the paper through the
printer at twice the speed of
the original, the DeskJet Plus
prints a page of text in half the
time. But by laser-printer

standards, it's still slow, tak
ing about 45 seconds to print a
full page (55 lines) of single
spaced text. So if you plan to
use a DeskJet Plus to print
some copies ofyour 1000-page
Great American Novel , you
might be better off consider
ing an alternate possibility.
For graphics, the DeskJet
Plus is impressive indeed. It
prints them up to five times
faster, at the same 300- by
300-dot-per-inch resolution.
After I added graphics to my
standard page of text, the
DeskJet Plus took about 45
seconds to finish the job. This
is considerably faster than the
original DeskJet, which took
almost 3 minutes.
In keeping with Hewlett
Packard's reputation for well
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built hardware, the DeskJet
Plus is actually rated for a very
respectable 12,000 pages per
year. But I'd hate to be the per
son sitting next to the printer
waiting for those pages to fin
ish printing.
Another new feature that I
found useful is a standard
landscape mode. I printed out
spreadsheets without having
to resort to the special (and ex
pensive) cartridge that the
original DeskJet needed.
The DeskJet Plus comes
with 10 built-in fonts: six por
trait and four landscape. If you
want to do funky desktop pub
lishing, you'll still need font
cartridges. Hewlett-Packard
has 10 available, with fonts up
to 30 points. One improve
ment that I found pleasing is

.
•

•
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Options:

HPGL plotter software,
$129; dustcover, $35;
additional print
cartridges, $18.95.

Font cartridges, $75 to
$95; 128K-byte RAM
cartridge, $150; 256K-byte
RAM cartridge, $200;
Epson FX-80 emulation
cartridge, $40;

Hewlett-Packard Co.
P.O. Box 10301
Palo Alto, CA 94303
(800) 752-0900
Inquiry 1025.

DeskJet Plus
$995

that the company has fine
tuned the spacing tables on
proportional fonts, making
them look much more natural
than the originals.
Although the DeskJet Plus
comes with an impressive list
of features, it still has some
limitations. With only 128K
bytes of RAM, I couldn't use
soft (downloadable) fonts
without plugging in an addi
tional RAM cartridge. But
this is another area where
Hewlett-Packard has added
some versatility to the Desk
Jet's new incarnation. You
could expand the original
DeskJet's RAM to only 256K
bytes (not exactly a useful
amount). However, in the
DeskJet Plus, I added both a
128K-byte and a 256K-byte
RAM cartridge, to bring the
total internal memory up to
halfa megabyte.
But that adds a whopping
$350 to the price tag. And al
though prices of font car
tridges have been reduced by
an average of 30 percent ,
they 'II still set you back $75 to
$95each.
You' II also need spec ial
printer drivers for your appli
cations in order to take advan
tage of the DeskJet Pius's fea
tures . Drivers for Word
Perfect, Lotus 1-2-3, Word
Star, Microsoft Word, Har
vard Graphics, and MultiMate
were the only ones available
when I wrote this. But more
should be qukkly on the way.
Still, even a fully loaded
DeskJet Plus costs consider
ably less than a comparably
equipped laser printer, and I
needed a magnifying glass to
tell the difference in the out
put. It's not designed for a
stressed-out production envi
ronment, but I found the Desk:
Jet Plus a logical step up from
my elderly dot-matrix printer.
And I never want to go back.

-Stan Miastkowski
continued
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Painting on the Mac Takes a Step Forward
ixelPaint, a color graph
ics application distrib
P
uted by SuperMac Technol
ogy, first demonstrated that
the Macintosh H's color capa
bilities could be put to use by
the professional artist. It did
this with a set ofintuitive Mac
Paint-style painting tools and
easy-to-use but powerful color
special effects. Early this
year, PixelPaint 2.0 arrived
with significant enhance
ments to existing features, im
proved color-output-device
support, and a scanning mod
ule that lets you import images
from a scanner.
PixelPaint 2.0 has im
proved color dithering tech
niques that eliminate most of
the banding or fringing effects
that usually occur when work
ing with a limited set of 256
colors. This new version of
PixelPaint imports and ex
ports TIFF images. Unfortu
nately, you 're limited to work
ing and saving only gray-scale
information for TIFF files.
The special-effects capabil
ities of the painting tools have
been beefed up. For example,
the Brush tool has a Paint with
Clipboard feature that lets you
use the image captured in the
Clipboard as the Brush shape
and color. This feature , which
is identical to the one in Photon
Paint, lets you select a portion
ofa forest, or a Martian crater,
to paint with.
Mask is a new addition to
the Menu bar. This lets you
select an arbitrary region on a
picture to be rendered unalter
able; that is, if you use the
SprayCan tool on the image,

PixelPaint 2.0
$395

or gray-scale monitor,
and a hard disk drive.

Requirements:

SuperMac Technology
485 Potrero Ave .
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 245-2202
Inquiry 1026.

Mac II family or Mac
SE/30 with at least 2
megabytes of RAM, an
8-bit video board, a color
everything inside the Mask re
gion is not affected by the
spraying operation, and every
thing outside the Mask is al
tered. This is similar to the
frisket that airbrush artists use
to protect parts of a picture as
they apply another layer of
paint to it.
However, what looks good
on the screen isn't worth much
if you can't get it onto paper.
PixelPaint 2.0 addresses this
problem with its support of
Pantone 747XRcolors. ltdoes
this with a custom spot color
picker, and a Pantone color

formula guide comes in the
package. PixelPaint 2.0 can
output an image as PostScript,
color Postscript, or CYMK
(cyan-magenta-yellow-black)
process color separations.
Additional dialog boxes let
you set undercolor removal,
ink buildup, and density range
for process colors. You can
also set line resolution for out
put on high-resolution devices
(e.g., a Linotronic printer) .
You can print directly to color
Postscript devices like the
QMS Color Script 100. Color
printers like the Tektronix

Model 4693D, Hewlett-Pack
ard's PaintJet, and the Mirus
FilmPrinter are also sup
ported by special drivers.
I tried PixelPaint 2.0 on a
Mac Ilcx running System
6.0.3 and alpha versions of
Apple's 32-Bit QuickDraw
and the LaserWriter 6.0
driver. The system had 4
megabytes of RAM , an 80
megabyte hard disk drive, and
a full-chunky SuperMac
Spectrum/24 video board
driving a 19-inch color moni
tor. For the scanning of
images , I used the Howtek
Scanmaster color scanner.
Pixe1Scan2.0, the scanning
module, is a big improvement
over the version I reviewed in
the April BYTE, with a much
needed preview mode. Pixel
Paint2.0's results are still eye
catch ing . Performance is
improved in some areas . How
ever, it's degraded in other
areas . PixelPaint 2.0 seems
particularly sluggish catching
keyboard commands : You
have to really hold down , say,
the Command-Q keys to get
the application to quit. Pixel
Paint 2.0 printed a color image
as a gray-scale print on the
BYTE Lab's LaserWriter
IINT without difficulty , even
though it was using Apple' s
preliminary driver.
Overall, PixelPaint 2.0 is a
worthy heir to its predecessor.
The big improvements are the
masking for detailed artwork
and the ability to drive sophis
ticated color output devices.
This latter feature alone is rea
son enough to upgrade.

-Tom Thompson

Desktop Manager with Hypertext Power
re you one of those IBM
A
PC-compatible users
who mills around the Apple
booth at trade shows, gazing
wistfully at the Macintoshes
running HyperCard? Or per
haps you're looking for a col
orful mouse-and-windows
DOS shell that doesn't require
90
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gobs of memory. HyperPAD
delivers an easy-to-use char
acter-based hypertext envi
ronment on DOS PCs.
HyperPAD is a sophisti
cated package that emulates
most of HyperCard' s features
and provides a user-configur
able "push-button" DOS shell

for desktop management and
program launching. Although
it uses different terminology
than HyperCard-stacks are
called PADs (short for per
sonal application designs) and
cards are called pages-it uses
the same logical hierarchy as
its Apple ancestor and offers

similar objects, tools, and
menus.
As a desktop manager, it
competes with other new of
ferings like Magellan and
ViewLink. But HyperPAD is
not just a file manager with a
friendly face: It's an objectcontinued

Embedded systems designers have already used CrossCode C in over 413 different applications.

CrossCode C has twelve important
features to help you program your
68000-based ROMable applications
It's the one 68000 C compiler that's
tailor-made for embedded systems development

C

rossCode C is designed specifically
to help you write ROMable code for
all members of the Motorola 68000
family. It comes with these twelve spec ial
features to help you get your code into
ROM:

6. Register Optimization: Ten regis
ters are reserved for you r register vari
ables, and there's an option to automati
cally declare all stack variables as
register, so you can instantly optimize
programs that were written without
registers in mind.

1. A 100%

ROMable Compiler:
CrossCode C splits its output into five
memory sections for easy placement into
ROM or RAM at link time.

7. C Library Source: An extensive C
library containing over 47 C functions is

2. Integrated C and Assembler: You

8. No Limitations: No matter how large

can write your code in any combination of

your program is, CrossCode C will com
pile it. There are no limits on the number
of symbols in your program, the size of
your input file, or the size of a C function .

C and assembly language.

3. Readable

Assembly Language
Output: The compiler generates assem
bly language code with your C language
source code embedded as comments, so
you can see each statement's compiled
output.

4. Optimized Code: CrossCode C uses
minimum required precision when eval
uating expressions. It also "folds" con
stants at compilation time, converts
multiplications to shifts when possible,
and eliminates superfluous branches.
S. Custom Optimization: You can op
timize compiler output for your applica
tion because you control the sizes of C
types, including pointers, floats, and all
integral types.

provided in source form.

9. 68030 Support: If you're using the
68030, CrossCode C will use its extra
instructions and addressing modes.
10. Floating Point Support: If you're
using the 68881, the compiler performs
floating point operations through the
coprocessor, and floating point register
variables are stored in 68881 registers.
11. Position Independence: Both posi
tion independent code and data can be
generated if needed.
12. ANSI Standards: CrossCode C
tracks the ANSI C standard, so your code

will always be standard, too.
There's More
CrossCode C comes with an assembler,
a linker, and a tool to help you prepare
your object code for transmission to
PROM programmers and emulators. And
there's another special tool that gives you 
symbolic debugging support by helping
you to prepare symbol tables for virtually
all types of emulators.
CrossCode C is available under MS
DOS for just $1595, and it runs on all IBM
PCs and compatibles (640K memory and
hard disk are required). Also available
under UNIX, XENIX, and VMS.
CALL TODAY for more information:

1-800-448-7733
(ask for extension 2003)

Outside the United States, please dial

PHONE: 1-312-971-8170
FAX: 1-312-971-8513
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS, INC.
DEPARTMENT 23
4248 BELLE AIRE LANE
DOWNERS GROVE, ILLINOIS 60515 USA
CrossCode™ is a trademarl< of SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
SYSTEMS, INC. MS-DOS® is a registered trademark of
Microsoft. UNIX® is a registered 1rademarl< of AT&T. XENIX®
is a registered trademark of Microsoft.
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oriented, free-form database
with drawing , painting, and
form-generating capabilities.
At its heart are authoring tools
and a scripting language
called HyperScript, which is
strikingly similar to Apple' s
HyperTallc. Yet it is character
based, not bit-mapped, which
means it will run on any PC,
and it will run faster and with
less memory consumption
than HyperCard.
HyperPAD will be shipped
with 25 preconfigured PADs,
including a "home" screen,
assorted desktop functions
(e.g., an appointment calen
dar, notepad, and Rolodex),
and a DOS PAD that allows
push-button disk formatting ,
directory management, file
copying, and other tasks.
You can easily reconfigure
the canned PADs, or you can
lock them with passwords.
When installed , HyperPAD
uses 384K bytes of RAM;
after your applications are
launched, a 2K-byte stub is left
behind that reloads Hyper
PAD upon your exit from an
application.
HyperPAD struck me as an
elegant implementation of hy
pertext for a PC. It includes a
windowing system that looks
and behaves remarkably like
Microsoft Windows, with
pull-down and pop-up menus,
dialog boxes, and scroll bars.
It's fast-the slowest part was
waiting to load new PADs
from the hard disk. Designing

TH.E FACTS
HyperPAD
$99.95

Requirements:
IBM PC with 512K
bytes of RAM, at least
720K bytes of mass
storage, and DOS 2.1 or
higher. A color monitor
and a mouse are strongly
recommended.
new buttons and pages is a
snap, and the menus ofoptions
offer considerable aesthetic
flexibility. The package in
cludes snazzy graphics fea
tures like tear-away and fade
out screen segues, a character
paintbrush, and three-dimen
sional shading. And the un
derlying HyperScript lan
guage is very impressive,

Brightbill-Roberts &
Co., Ltd.
120 East Washington
St., Suite 421
Syracuse, NY 13202
(315) 474-3400
Inquiry 1027.

although most people won't
need to use it.
Not everything about Hy
perPAD was gratifying, how
ever. Bearing in mind that I
ran an early, buggy version of
the product that included only
seven working PADs, I found
its power and flexibility to be
marred by some questionable
design decisions . For exam-

pie, it's easy to create buttons
and fields with literally
dozens ofcombinations ofbor
der colors and text, yet to
change the background color
for a page requires an oddly
unintuitive process. Some of
the menus were strangely ar
ranged, and I occasionally got
lost or had difficulty navigat
ing between levels, especially
the foreground and back
ground of a page.
I tried HyperPAD on both a
color-monitor system with a
mouse and a monochrome sys
tem with only cursor arrow
keys. The mouse was helpful,
but I could have survived with
out it because keyboard move
ment was fast and logical. On
the other hand, HyperPAD in
monochrome was almost un
usable. I couldn't tell where I
was, and the normally com
municative screens became
disorienting and muddled. I
strongly advise color capabil
ity as a precondition for using
HyperPAD . Incidentally, I
also had to unload all my TSR
programs before it would run.
In short, HyperPAD is an
exciting, richly detailed pro
gram with great potential, as
suming the bugs get fixed and
a few conceptual lapses are
cleaned up. Whether you just
need an easy-to-use PC desk
top manager or you want to de
velop products using a hyper
text platform, you should
consider buying HyperPAD.

-Andrew Reinhardt

Smarter Than Your Average Mouse
ou can get there from
Y
here. Quite easily , in
fact, if"there" is some area on
a computer screen and you
have a mouse. But on a very
large screen, it may take some
time. You may have to move
the mouse, pick it up, and re
peat the process a few times.
To make the trip a little easier,
Mitsubishi has designed a
mouse that it claims can al
most jump to the other side of
the screen. But can it?
The new Mitsubishi Smart
Mouse reportedly has special
92
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hardware that lets it vary its
resolution from 200 dots per
inch to 800 dpi. According to
the company, the actual reso-

Mitsubishi Smart
Mouse
$194.50; with EGA
Paint, $239.50; with
Drafix CAD, $264.50

Requirements:
IBM PC with a serial port.

lution depends on how fast you
move the mouse. Note that this
increased resolution is not for
fine graphics work, but to let

Mitsubishi International
Corp.
520 Madison Ave.
New York, NY 10022
(212) 605-2000
Inquiry 1028.

you quickly traverse large sec
tions of the screen.
In appearance, this mouse
looks much like most other
two-button mice. It seems well
made and has a nice feel. Its
two buttons are large and easy
to access. The mouse is about a
quarter of an inch wider than
the sleek Microsoft Mouse.
Personally, I would prefer the
Mitsubishi device to be a little
narrower.
lnstallationiseasy. Youcan
plug it into any 9- or 25-pin
continued

FENDER RENDER vs.

BUMPER·TO-BUMPER.
Wheth~.r you're

designing the next
generati0n of a product or drafting
the plans for a new building, you
need to keep the whole project in
mind. And now you can keep it in
view as well, thanks to the Truevision
HR Graphics card. The HR card lets
your Mac® II display a sharp 1280 x
960 pixel image, 400% more than
standt;trd Apple ®monitor and 56%
,more th.an other 'high re~lution'
1024 x 76_8 displays. Its 256 colors
(from a 16.7·rriillfon coler palette)

a

gjve you tremendous flexibility for
engineering drawings, scientific
visualizations, or 30 modeling for
prototypes. And the HR supports a
virtual desktop up to 2048 x 2048
pb<els, allowing you to pan over
large drawings in real-time, horizon
tally and vertically.
The HR card is QuickDraw '"
compatible*, which means that you
can run with virtually all Macintosh®
software. And you may select the
monitor of your choice from

manufacturers like JVC, Philips and
SONY®. There are two Truevision
HR cards available: the HR 2M
($3995) addresses a virtual
desktop of up to 2048 x 1024 pixels,
and the HR 4M ($5995) addresses
up to 2048 x 2048 pixels. Get pre
cise images and view large format
drawings with the Truevision HR
Graphics card. Take a test drive soon
by visiting your Authorized Truevision
Reseller, or call us at 800/858· TRUE
for more information.

The HR Graphics Card works with the MBclntosh fl, fix and /lex.

Tl'Uevlslon, Inc.
7351 Shadeland Station, lndlanapolls, IN 46256

Circle 286 on Reader Servke Card

INTERNATIONAL: Canada 4161499·9400 France 33-13-952-6253 Italy 39-2-242-4551 Switzerland 41 -1-825-0949 U.K. 44-1-991 -0121 West Germany 49-89-6!!';~~~~
Other International 6171229-6900. Suggested retail price Is US domestic price , and is subject to change.
_,,,,.,..
Uncetouched screen displays of an Apple RGB monitor at 640 x 480 and an HR-compatible monitor displaying the same image at 1280 x 960 pixel resolution.
"All graphics cards with more than 1MByte of memory require 32·bit OulckDraw. QulckOraw is e 1rademark and Apple, Macintosh and Mac are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. SONY ls
e registered trademark of Sony Corporation ot America. Image courtesy of Elecirlc Image. PageMaker is a registered trademark o1 ALDUS Corp . AutoCAD Is a registered trademali: of AutoDesk Inc.

Circle 228 on Reader Service Card
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t:tMROTECT INTELLltJENCE

WITH INTELLltJENCE

S O FT W A RE PROTECTION

KEY S B Y

PR OTECH

PRoTECH KEVs:

THE MEMORY KEV

O

The MEMORY KEY Is a programmable
software protection device. Each
byte of memory can be addressed
In groups or Individually. Possible
applications for the MEMORY KEY
Include:
O modular package control
O serialization
0 customization
access control to PCs
0 demo control
0 software leasing
0 updating modules In the lleld
O any "counter" operation
For a demonstration package or
additional Information, please write

are totally transparent to the
end user
allow unlimited back up copies
free up disk drives
do not Interfere with
peripheral operations
are easy to Install
protect software
developers' revenues
~f~r~:~rsed routines
encrypted routines
physk:ally unique hardware KEYs
sophisticated software
Installation advice
g~~t~fi~~9a~~~~~evel of

O
0
O
0
0
0
O
O

O

0

o

1

THE KEV

1-800-843-0413
ECH

The KEY provides effective software or call:
~
=
protection while Insuring customer
~~~ ~
MARKETIN&, INC .
satisfaction. The KEY Is a random
response device which Is designed
4905 Pine Cone Drive • Building 10
for Identically reproduced software Durham, North Carolina 27707
~ koll~ _ _ __ ~ ~--~l°9:'~4~~9211__ FAX (919) 490-497~--
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works Ille way yoa tlllak.
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Rapid Application Development System
W1 tau you from Cont1pl lo PT0/otyp1 to Fini1h1d Progn1m to D1mo to Tutorial
Read our lilllt scenario and chedc on where appt0ptla1e:

"Oh, anel one

a Boss

"So1 Your

ac111n1
CMaitc.11

are: "t nMd •:

OPiogram

DProtolype

ooemo
a Presentation
a Tutorial

6

I n1td to:

o Make as many a>ples as
I want with no license lees

"And:

a No ICl8en In front
promoting the prodUCI
II was developed In.

ONHled Menus
O Pop-up windows
D Pull-down MttllS

Ollglf Bats
o C>ftlinal User lnlerface
oMusk'

ClnteracUve
c sen Running
DB'oth

to

acra1na

UM 1t11

ahould 1110 do:

@

a User Input
DSimutaled
Aepo11 Generation
a AC1ive Screen
Aleas for user lnpul
a Dialogue Boxes
O V.ilriable Math Cak:ulation
a GO SUB Aoulines
a and much more

~

"And could I have that in two days please?"
Sound familiar?
NO Problem, if you've got RADs!

ToOrdlTOTFn:,:::,::..~onCaU
COMPLETE 8YSlEM: $299.95

•

1·800-m-1437

94

-Rich Malloy

Counterpart Mirrors You r Drives

"Oh, and Juat one
more thing , I'd llke
from th• prototype
In the progr1m
we're wrlUna In: oc
OBlslc
CPascal
CdBase
CCHpper

"Oh, •nd In the
pro101yp1, demo,
Ind tutorlll could
you m11c1 It:

"And II n11da:

mouse-oriented applications.
In the nonmouse applications,
the mouse movements substi
tute for cursor key presses,
and a menu of keyboard mac
ros can be called up.
The mouse worked pretty
well with Lotus 1-2-3, Xy
Write III Plus, and SideKick.
But I noticed a curious phe
nomenon: The speed change
seemed to go in reverse. Fast
mouse movement caused
slower cursor movement,
while slower mouse movement
caused faster cursor move
ment. This seemed a bit
strange, but this mouse is not
intended for these types of
applications.
Although the Mitsubishi
Smart Mouse performed quite
well, it was not as impressive
as I.'d expected. The lower
priced Microsoft Mouse of
fered a perceived resolution
increase that was almost as
good as that of the Smart
Mouse.
I'd use the Smart Mouse
only as a second mouse forcer
tain specialized applications.
If you are using PageMaker on
a portrait-style monitor, or
AutoCADona 19-inchscreen,
the Smart Mouse will save
some wear and tear on your
mouse pad. But for most other
applications on normal-size
screens, an ordinary garden
variety rodent should work
just fine.

" And:

O Al The Above

""Wllh:

more thing,

serial port on an IBM PC .
Since the Smart Mouse is soft
ware-compatible with the
Microsoft Mouse, programs
like Microsoft Windows are
all ready for it. It also includes
TSR programs that let it work
with applications that do not
directly support mice, like
XyWrite III Plus and Lotus
1-2-3.
To get a feel for the varying
resolution of the new mouse, I
did some simple tests using
Microsoft Windows. At a very
slow speed (about 1 inch per
second), it took about 3.2
inches of mouse movement to
traverse the screen. Moving
the mouse as fast as I could, it
took only about 1.2 inches, or
about 38 percent as much
space as before. This is im
pressive, but not quite the ratio
you would expect going from
200 to 800 dpi.
Out of curiosity, I tried the
same test using the Microsoft
Mouse. With slow movement,
the mouse needed about 3 .1
inches to traverse the screen.
When I moved it quickly, it
needed only about 1.6 inches,
or only 52 percent as much
space. This is almost as im
pressive as the results for the
Smart Mouse. Evidently ,
Windows has its own mecha
nism for speeding up cursor
movement.
The Smart Mouse worked
quite well with Windows and
fairly well with other non
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Circle 118 on Reader Service Card
(DEALERS: 119)

ounterpart is an add-in
card security device for
the IBM PC and compatibles.
It acts as a mirroring control
ler that continuously and
transparently backs up data
from a primary hard disk drive
to a second drive.
In keeping with today's
concern for security, Coun
terpart also gives you the op
tion of adding several levels of
access control to your system.
You can add multiple user
passwords, as well as control
access to drives and direc
tories. And if you're really

C

paranoid about the company
secrets, you can also add auto
matic password-controlled en
cryption and decryption of all
data on your disks. Counter
part lets you use either the in
dustry-standard Data Encryp
tion Standard or a proprietary
standard.
·
Counterpart doesn't re
place your existing hard disk
drive controller. Instead, it
works with it. Since my con
troller, like most, handles two
drives, all I had to do was in
stall the second drive and the
continued

Software Developers

Natural selection provides unique
passive protection/or the porcupine.

The Activator - Natural Selection
For Software Protection
By removing protection from the
magnetic media we remove the constraints
that have plagued legitimate users.

" I n any industry, just as in nature, the
process of natural selection raises one
solution above another. Natural selection is
the most elegant of engineers.
In the area of software protection The
Block has been selected by the market
place as the solution that works. Over
500,000 packages are protected by our
device.
For the past 4 years our philosophy has
been; 'You have the right and obligation to
protect your intellectual property.'

A New Ethic For Software
Protection
In allowing end-users unlimited copies
of a software package and uninhibited hard
disk and LAN operation, The Block has
created a new ethic for software protec
tion.

They simply attach our key to the
parallel port and forget it. It is totally
transparent, but the software will not run
without it.

A New Technology For

virtually impossible. It also presents
an astronomical number of access
combinations.

Full 100% Disclosure
Since The Activator is protected by our
patent we fully disclose how it works.
Once you understand it, endless methods
of protection become evident.

Software Protection
Our newest model, The Activator, builds
on our current patented design, and
establishes an unprecedented class of
software protection.
We have migrated and enhanced the
circuitry of The Block to an ASIC (Appli
cation-Specific Integrated Circuit)
imbedded in The Activator.

are identical.
And like the
snowflake the
simplicity of
The Activator is its greatest beauty.

This greatly improves speed and
performance, while reducing overall size.
Data protection can also be provided.

We never cramp your programming style
or ingenuity. Make it as simple or compli
cated as you desire.

Programmable Option
The Activator allows the software
developer the option to program serial
numbers, versions, or other pertinent data
known only to the developer, into the
circuit, and access it from the program.
Once you program your part of the
chip, even we have no way to access
your information.
The ASIC makes emulation of the device
Circle 260 on R£ader Service Card

Let us help safeguard what's rightfully
yours. Please call today for additional
information or a demo unit. It's only
natural to protect your software."

1-800-333-0407 ext.105
In Connecticut 203-329-8870
Fax 203-329-7428

S~ore

~S.i._curifl/inc.
870 High Ridge Road

Stamford, CT 06905

Unlimited Copies. Programmable • No Batteries • Small Size. Fast• Patented• Data Protection

SHORT TAKES

w

HONORED BY PC MAGAZINE

".. .It gave better performance than AU the machines of
this group on most of the processor benchmark tests . .. "
"... Working my way down the tower, I found a NOVAS
SUPER TURBO 286X MOTHERBOARD'... "

"... It's so flexible that it makes living without a big name
no chore at all . .. "

NOVAS
286-14MHz System
Starting at .. . .$1195

NOVAS
286-20MHz System
Starting at .. .$1595.

NOVAS
386-25MHz System
Starting at ...$2295

NOVAS 386 MOTHERBOARD Available in 25120116MHz versions
•
•
•
•
•

80386 by Intel, AMI Bios, EMS Support
Chips & Technologies 386 CHIPset, sockets for 80287 & 80387/Weitek
Expandable to 16MB (Simm) on board , Interleave/page mode memory 0 wait state
Shadow RAM, Independent Clock, On board battery, 8 110 expansion slots
1 serial & 1parallel port on board (optional 2nd serial port).
STARTING AT • • . $895

NOVAS 286 NEAT MOTHERBOARD available in 20116114MHz versions
•
•
•
•
•

80286 CMOS by Harris, AMI Bios, EMS 4.0 support
Chips & Technologies 286 NEAT CHIPset, socket for 80287
Expandable to 8MB (Simm) on board, Interleave/page mode memory Owait state
Shadow RAM, Independent Clock, On board battery, 8 110 expansion slots
1serial & 1parallel port on board (3 more optional serial ports). STARTING AT • • •$345

NOVAS 4000 SUPER VGA 16 BIT CARD
•
•
•
•
•

100% IBM compatibility at register plus gate level, Shadow RAM
Expandable to 1MB of display memory, Supports 132 columns for Lotus 1,2,3
Chips and Technologies 450 VGA product line chips, Analog & Digital Outputs
640 • 480 in 256 colors, 800 • 600 in 16 colors, 1024 • 768 in 4 colors
Backward capability to EGA, CGA, Hercules. and MDA.
NEVER MORE THAN • • . $395

NOVAS 386-20MHz w/64k CACHE CONTROLLER
NEVER MORE THAN .•. $1495.

• Increases performance up to 25%

" • .. FULLY LICENSED TO UTlLIZE

==-=- .=

i: :,,§"-;-"°§,

COMPUTRADE CO.
780 MONTAGUE EXPRESSWAY,
SUITE 501, SAN JOSE, CA 95131

OEM, VARS, & DEALERS WELCOME
Corporate & University Discounts
'VGA, XT. AT & IBM are ITudemur/ts of
International Business Machines
"Prices & spet·s subject to change
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Counterpart
$495

'Service in USA

U.S. SALES:(408) 435-2662
U.S. FAX: (408) 435-5458
Circle 67 on l&ader Service Card

Requirements:
IBM PC with two hard
disk drives and DOS 2.1
or higher (DOS 3.3 or
higher for multiple
logical drives).
Counterpart card. And thank
fully , theseconddrivedoesn't
have to be identical to the pri
mary drive, as long as it has at
least the same capacity.
I found installing the sec
ond drive the most difficult
part of the process. I had to
track down a cable that would
handle two drives and then
puzzle over setting the disk
select jumpers on the drive.
But once that chore was fin
ished and the new drive was
formatted and partitioned, I
ran a preinstallation program
that checked the interrupts in
my system and told me how to
set the jumpers on the Coun
terpart card. Then I plugged in
the card (there's nothing to
connect to it).
Fifth Generation Systems'
automatic installation utility
made the final steps a breeze. I
set up password protection for
my system but chose not to en
crypt all data on the drive.
After rebooting the system,
Counterpart went quietly to
work, backing up all the data
on my primary drive to the
new drive. Then I performed
the ultimate test, pulling the

Fifth Generation
Systems, Inc .
11200 Industriplex Blvd.
Baton Rouge, LA 70809
. (504) 291-7221

Inquiry 1029.

power connector on my pri
mary drive while it was doing
a database sort. The system
didn't miss a beat, automati
cally switching to the second
drive. The card also started
beeping, telling me that there
was a problem with my pri
mary drive.
Disk mirroring · has ~een
used in large computer sys
tems for many years, espe
cially for critical applications
like on-line banking, where
system downtime or data loss
can be an unmitigated disas
ter. Counterpart brings this
level of security down to the
world of PCs. Best of all, it's
easy to install.
Counterpart isn't for every
one. I think that its $495 price
is a bit high. And when you add
the cost ofthe required second
drive, the total cost of adding
disk mirroring and security to
your system can easily top
$1000. And I still back up my
data to tape. But if you use
your system for critical appli
cations, Counterpart will
surely give you that hard-to
find peace ofmind.

-Stan Miastkowski •

The smart buy for PC Power Protection is now

The Smart UPS For LAN's
. .. Reliable Protection From Data Loss

• A unique software package that interfaces your
LAN's and Minuteman UPS system for an
automatic and orderly network shutdown due to
power failures .. . before data loss occurs!
Compatible with SCO XENIX 2.2.3
Compatible with Novell Systems:
ELS 2 . 12 and above
Advanced Netware 2.10 and above
SFT Netware 2.10 and above
• Selectable power loss warning times and shut
down times
• Instantaneous user notification
• Also interfaces to Wide Area Networks
• Auto Shutdown of UPS for unattended operation
• The only software available that supports ELS
Level II
• No Novell monitoring hardware required
• Network Manager Suggested Retail Price when
purchased with a Minuteman UPS Model: $199

Power Output

120 Volt Models

230 Volt Models

250 WATI

$ 379.00

$ 429.00

300 WATI

$ 549.00

N/A

500 WATI

$ 699.00

$ 799.00

600 WATI

$ 899.00

$1049.00

900 WATI

$1249.00

N/A

1000 WATI *

$2249.00

$2549.00

1200 WATI

$1499.00

$1749.00

1600 WATI

$1999.00

$2299.00

FOR L.A.N .
NO Y l l l

LA i i

TESTED AND
APPROVED
Ne1Vlore Compatible

• On-line model

®
LISTED

Suggested Retail

~

PARA SYSTEMS, INC.
• One millisecond transfer time *
• Synchronized sinewave

*

• Full one year warranty
• Order-Ship same day
• 250 watt and 500 watt units offer 4 msec transfer
time, PWM waveform

Circle 215 on &ader Service Card

1455 LeMay Drive ~
~ Telephone:
Carrollton , TX 75007 ~ (214) 446-7363

1-800-2 3 8-7 2 7 2
FAX: (214) 446-9011

TELEX: 14027 5 OMEGA
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Maxon NIVGA-16 adapter
~ .with flying :colors

with features
that make it
unequalled by any
other VGA adapter

providing VGA, 
~o. mpatibiHty equa

to IBM's own VGA adapter
That's right . . . Maxon' s MVGA-16 adapter is 100% IBM®
compatible. So, if you're using one of the standard IBM
modes (up to 640x480 with 16 colors), you don't need a special
driver at all.
When extended resolution* is required, Maxon still comes
through with flying colors. The MVGA-16 includes drivers for
AutoCAD®-ADI®versions 2.1 and 3.1, Lotus® 1-2-3® 
release 2.x, Framework II® - releases 1.0 and 1.1, GEM®
Desktop™ - version 2.x, Ventura Publisher®- releases 1.1 and
2. 0, MS®Windows®/286 - versions 2.03 and 2.1, WordPerfect®
- releases 4.0 and above, and WordStar®- release 3.xx.
And that's not the whole story . . . additional drivers are being
added constantly.

•Operates up to 400% faster than
IBM VGA adapter
•Extended modes (require 512K of
RAM): 1024x768 - 16 colors; 640x480
-256colors
•Full BIOS and REGISTER compatibility
withMDA®, CGA®, MCGA®, EGA®,
VGA®and Hercules®
•Works with either XT™ or AT®: 16 bit design
auto-detects and adapts to 8 bit slots
• High-res drivers for popular software

For more information about Maxon's
16 bit VGA adapter, phone (415) 377-0269,
FAX (415) 377-0236 or write to Maxon Systems, Inc.,
One Waters Park Drive, Ste. 117, San Mateo, CA 94403.

maxon·
SYSTEMS

INCORPORATED

A Wholly Owned Subsidiary or Maxon Electronics Co. ltd. of Korea

The following are tradenames or registered tradenames of the compan ies listed : IBM. XT. AT, VGA,
MDA, CGA, MCGA a nd EGA - In ternational Business Machines Corp.; Hercules- Hercu les Com
puter Technology, Inc.; MVGA-16- Maxon Systems, Inc.; AutoCADand ADI - Autodesk, Inc.; Lotus
2

Circle 171 on Reader Service Card

~~'k~s~;r;~f~~~; ~=~~~~~~~~~i;~;~~ ~~~'!'::~~!:i~~~~~~;-r:~ea~~w~~d~=~~~:::~ri c~:.~

•High-res drivers offer different resolutions for different software packages.

© 1989 - Maxon Systems, Incorporated

Word Perfect - WordPerfect Corp.; and WordStar -MicroPro Int' I. Corp .

FIRST IMPRESSIONS

•

Tom Thompson

Apple's
32-Bit QuickDraw
Covers the Spectrum
An update to the Mac's
System software advances
color imaging
for microcomputers
Editor's note: What follows is a hands
on appraisal of 32-Bit QuickDraw. Tom
Thompson has written a follow-up article
that will appear in a subsequent issue. It
provides technical background and de
scribes in greater detail how 32-Bit
QuickDraw works.
ith the introduction of 32-Bit
Quick Draw, Macintosh II
and SE/30 users are now
able to produce photo-qual
ity images with a virtually unlimited
choice of colors. Several graphics board
vendors already have products available
that take advantage of 32-Bit Quick
Draw's capabilities. Unfortunately ,
there is a downside to this newfound
power: It's expensive to fully exploit.
When Apple upgraded Color Quick
Draw, the Mac II family's core graphics
primitives, the company needed to ex
tend the capabilities of existing routines
while retaining compatibility with exist
ing Mac applications. Many of these new
extensions had to handle 32-bit addresses
or data values-hence the name 32-Bit
QuickDraw.
The most important of these exten
sions is that 32-Bit QuickDraw routines
can now operate with pixels larger than 8
bits: Color pixels can now be 16 bits
(with 15 bits of color information) or 32
bits (with 24 bits of color information) .
This means that the Mac is no longer
limited to 256 on-screen colors; it can
display thousands of colors (32,768 for
15 bits) or its entire color palette

W

(16,777 ,216 colors for 24 bits) on-screen
with the appropriate video hardware.
With this range of colors, a Mac can gen
erate photo-quality images . The data for
these images could come from a scanner
or from the output of a complex simula
tion, such as the exhaust flow in a rocket
nozzle.
However , displaying high-quality
images by itself is not enough . These new
features must fit into the day-to-day
graphics operations that many a Mac
user relies on. Other 32-Bit QuickDraw
extensions Jet you cut and paste these
images into other application windows or
documents, and a revision to the color
picture definition format allows you to
save these images to a disk file . A new
LaserWriter 6.0 driver now supports
color Postscript devices, such as the
QMS ColorScript 100 and the Tektronix

Phaser CPS printers. The new driver
also allows color images to be printed as
halftones on monochrome PostScript
printers. Finally, even the typical user
benefits : Performance in the 2-, 4-, and
8-bit screen modes has been improved.

The Components of Color
The new QuickDraw runs on any 68020
or 68030-based Mac running System
6.0.3. To install it, you simply copy the
files in the 32-Bit QuickDraw package to
the System Folder and restart the ·com
puter. The package consists of a disk
with seven files. You can obtain this disk
from your Apple dealer, or the files will
be included with products that require
32-Bit QuickDraw.
The 32-Bit QuickDraw file contains
the QuickDraw extensions. It is not an
continued

Photo 1: 32-Bit QuickDraw in action. The image has 24 bits ofcolor information
that was captured using a Howtek Scanmaster scanner.
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Table 1: The BYTE Small-C video benchmark test results. All times are in
seconds. All tests were conducted on a system where there were no IN/Ts or
special cdevs, MultiFinder was not in use, and AppleTalk was disabled; (32)
indicates that 32-Bit QuickDraw was in use. The CPU's code cache and,
where applicable, data cache, were disabled. See the text for a discussion of
the results.
Mac II
Text

Mode
32-bit
8-bit(32)
8-bit
4-bit(32)
4-bit
2-bit (32)
2-bit
1-bit(32)
1-bit

TextEdit

Drawstring

42 .94
15.73
14.45
11.17
. 10.45
9.13
8.5
9.8
7.32

33.06
9.42
8.4
5.52
4.95
3.77
3.23
4.28
2.26

Graphics
Slow Graphics QulckDraw
33.33
34.81
134.02
35.0
99.3
35.31
82.29
31 .27
58.89

0.72
0.57
0.61
0.55
0.57
0.53
0.58
0.48
0.5

Macllcx
Text

Mode
32-bit
8-bit(32)
8-bit
4-bit(32)
4-bit
2-bit(32)
2-bit
1-bit(32)
1-bit

TextEdlt

Drawstring

38.80
13.99
12.87
9.79
9.17
7.92
7.37
8.44
6.27

30.07
8.57
7.67
4.96
4.51
3.35
2.87
3.63
2.01

INIT: Instead, it contains several "ptch"
resources you use to patch System re
sources and the Mac Toolbox, and a
"PACK" resource with a new version of
the Color Picker designed to handle the
wider range of colors. These patches re
place parts of Color QuickDraw and the
Slot Manager and take up about 120K
bytes of RAM on the system heap. The
Mac must be running System 6.0.3,
which detects the presence of the 32-Bit
QuickDraw file and installs the patches.
If this process succeeds, the file's black
and-white icon turns into a colored one.
The Monitors cdev file now supports
video boards that handle the new large
pixel formats. If your system has a 32
bit-deep video board in it, you use this
cdev with the Control Panel to select a
screen depth ranging from 1 bit deep
(dull aesthetically since the screen is
black-and-white, but blazingly fast on
screen redraw) to 32 bits deep (magnifi
cent colors, but with slower screen re
draw). Or you can select screen depths
between these two extremes (2, 4, 8, and
100
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Graphics
Slow Graphics QulckDraw
30.42
31.63
116.48
31.86
76.94
32.12
70.67
28.65
50.59

0.62
0.48
0.51
0.47
0.49
0.47
0.49
0.42
0.43

16 bits, depending on the video board) to
achieve a reasonable compromise in
color fidelity and display speed. While
this might seem like a simple enhance
ment, it wasn't, because the method of
displaying large pixels differs from that
of 8-bit or smaller pixels.
The changes to the General cdev file
are internal and not accessible to the
user. Specifically, a bug has been fixed,
and this cdev now interacts with the Mac
color environment in a way that doesn't
disturb the current palette of colors.
The modifications to the laser printer
files let you print deep images on mono
chrome or color PostScript devices. The
LaserWriter 6.0 file has a new pop-up
menu in its Page Setup dialog box that
lets you select custom page sizes. This is
handy for those color PostScript printers
that have a page-image area different
from that of Apple's printers.
The LaserWriter dialog box has two
new radio buttons: Color/Grayscale and
Black & White. The first button indi
cates that the output device supports

color or gray-scale Postscript printing. If
the second button is selected, the driver
resembles the older LaserWriter 5.2
driver. You would use this selection to
maintain compatibility with those appli
cations that assume a black-and-white
graphics port (grafPort) during print
ing operations, or to speed the printing
process for those situations that would
benefit by it (line drawings or text-only
documents).
You don't need a 16- or 32-bit video
board to make use of 32-Bit QuickDraw.
As mentioned earlier, the display speed
at the "shallower" (2-, 4-, and 8-bit)
modes has been improved. You can also
view "deep" or "true color" (16- or 32
bit) images with just an 8-bit board: 32
Bit QuickDraw renders these images at
the current screen depth, using either
best-match or dithering algorithms.
However, if you plan to use a graphics
package that manipulates true colors,
you'll want a video board that can display
the full range of colors. Apple currently
does not offer such a board, but several
third-party vendors do: Radius, Super
Mac Technology, and RasterOps. The
cost of viewing true color is not cheap:
Prices for th is type of video board start at
about $3500 and can go over $5000.
All these new features use memory.
The patches consume space on the sys
tem heap. And the larger pixels them
selves use more memory: double the
RAM over an 8-bit image for 16-bit
pixels and four times the RAM for a 32
bit-deep image. Apple recommends that
a Mac running 32-Bit QuickDraw have a
minimumof2megabytesofRAM . Ifyou
work with deep images on a large
display, plan on needing more.

Seeing Colors
Apple provided an alpha version of 32
Bit QuickDraw. SuperMac Technology
loaned us a full-chunky Spectrum/24
board that displays 32-bit, but not 16-bit,
pixels. This board drove one of its 19
inch color monitors. To evaluate the soft
ware, I used a Mac II with 2 megabytes of
RAM and a Mac Ilcx with 4 megabytes
of RAM, both running System 6.0.3. At
times, I also connected an Apple Portrait
Display monitor using its 16-color video
board to see how well the software han
dled depth conversions of images as they
were moved across screens.
Connectix's virtual memory INIT
broke right away, and I had to disable it to
get the system to boot. This was ex
pected, since Connectix had informed
me that its product was not 32-bit clean
and that the company plans a fix.
The rest of the INITs worked just fine.
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I was pleasantly surprised to find that
most screen-saver .INITs, such as Black
out and Moire, functioned. Most appli
cations worked with no problems, al
though there were a few exceptions.
SuperPaint 2.0 crashed if I shuttled a
window between screens unless I set it to
only the Preferences to use QuickDraw
operations. Some graphics applications
write directly to the screen to boost per
formance, but for the sake of compatibil
ity, they ought to use QuickDraw func
tions when required. It's a nice option for
an application to have, and I'm glad to
see it in SuperPaint. MacDraw 1.1 could
use it: In the 32-bit mode, it draws the
windows and the controls properly, but
the window's content region is a blizzard
of parti-<:olored snow.
Drawing activities on the screen were
noticeably slower, but not sluggish. The
drawing operations are certainly faster
than those on a 24-bit chunky/planar
board I've worked with. The drawing
speed is influenced by the size of the
area to repaint: Menus snapped down
smartly enough, but large images took
several seconds to draw. Remember that
I was working with a large screen with a
large area to paint, however.
To generate 32-bit-deep color images,
I used a Howtek Scanmaster color scan
ner and SuperMac Software's PixelScan
2.0 application. You simply clap a photo
to the scanner's bed, tell the PixelScan
application to scan, and in several min
utes a breathtaking image as detailed as
the photo itself appears on the screen.
Images seem to jump off the screen at
you with their realism (see photo).
PixelScan lets you save these images to
PICT files, and they're about three times
the size of PICT files storing the same
image as 8-bit indexed pixels. (32-Bit
QuickDraw has a packing scheme that
clips that fourth alpha channel byte from
the pixels when the image is saved to
disk.) But even with this type of packing,
a small 32-bit-deep image takes about
half a megabyte or more of disk space,
and I easily made files that were several
megabytes in size. Nevertheless, this
combination of scanner hardware and the
Mac definitely makes for plug-and-play
imaging technology.
I had no problems using the Mac Hex
with 4 megabytes of RAM. But on the
Mac II with 2 megabytes of RAM, cer
tain applications wouldn't load because
there wasn't enough memory. If you want
to use 32-Bit QuickDraw with graphics
applications, plan on having 4 or more
megabytes of RAM in the system.
To accurately gauge the performance
of the deep display, I ran version 1.2 of

BYTE's low-level graphics and text
benchmarks (see table 1). In the shallow
screen modes, the graphics tests indicate
a performance boost at every screen
depth with 32-Bit QuickDraw installed.
The Slow Graphics benchmark indicates
that pixel manipulation is certainly
faster. The small spread in the times
using 32-Bit QuickDraw for this bench
mark indicates that the application has
become CPU-bound: It's the code execu
tion and not graphic 1/0 that takes most
of the execution time. The QuickDraw
test shows that 32-Bit QuickDraw opera
tions are faster in the shallow modes.
This benchmark also shows that these
operations take longer in the 32-bit
mode, but not by a large margin.
Both text benchmarks indicate that the
speed of drawing text has slowed in 32
Bit QuickDraw. This won't be a problem
for typical word processing tasks, since
you'd normally perform such work using
a shallow screen setting anyway. But it
might be a problem for color prepress ap
plications that typically display a page
with a combination of deep color images
and text. However, at this stage of32-Bit
QuickDraw's development, I can under
stand that the software engineers would
want to optimize QuickDraw's graphics
speed first and concentrate on text per
formance later.
There are some caveats to these num
bers. First, the software and the board's
firmware were both undergoing changes.
I got several software updates and one
configuration ROM during the course of
this article. Second, the code cache (and
data cache on the 68030) were disabled,
so these numbers can be considered
worst-case figures.
My overall impression is that 32-Bit
QuickDraw is slower in the deeper
screen modes, but not prohibitively so,
even with a large screen. While you
might not do real-time animation in the
32-bit mode, its response time makes it
quite usable for graphics design or paint
ing applications. It's an impressive piece
of software when you consider the
amount of data the Mac works with just
to draw the deep screen.

Over the Rainbow
With 32-Bit QuickDraw, the Mac II fam
ily and the Mac SE/30 can serve as seri
ous image-processing engines. They can
now tackle complex graphics simulations
performed routinely on high-end work
stations or mainframes, such as process
ing medical or satellite imagery or elec
tronically retouching and adjusting the
color of photos for darkroom work or
conrinued
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color prepress applications.
However, the cost of this capability is
quite steep. SuperMac's Spectrum/24
video board alone costs $3999. This is on
top of the cost of the Mac, a color moni
tor, and the additional RAM and disk
space you'll need. If this cost seems pro
hibitive, remember that Apple has put a
lot of effort into making 32-Bit Quick
Draw serve up respectable imagery on an
8-bit-deep screen. Even if you're a typi
cal Mac user, you might use 32-Bit
QuickDraw to get a performance boost at
the shallower screen modes.
Do you really need thousands or mil
lions of colors? After all, if you lit every
pixel with a different color on a 19-inch
1024- by 768-pixel display, you could
display only 786,432 colors at once. To
display all 16.8 million colors at 72 dots
per inch, you'd need a screen that's near
ly 4% feet to a side. But that's missing
the point: What it means is that a 19-inch
monitor can show thousands of colors,
not just 256. It makes a big difference in
how images look on-screen.
This capability becomes crucial when
you consider printing the image. While
Mac monitors have a resolution of72 dpi,
PostScript printers start at 300 dpi and
go up to 2540 dpi. With these output den
sities, even a standard 8~- by 11-inch
page at 300 dpi comes close to holding
the range of colors possible using 16-bit
pixels, and, at 2540 dpi, the color range
possible requires the use of32-bit pixels.
Color printing certainly needs the capa
bilities of 32-Bit QuickDraw, and it's no
surprise that Apple introduced a printer
driver to support it.
Apple's 32-Bit QuickDraw extends
imaging technology for microcom
puters. It takes the manipulation of
photo-quality images out of the dark
room and puts it onto the desktop. The
new LaserWriter driver ensures that
these images reach a printer when neces
sary and makes it useful for color pre
press or other color printing technol
ogies. It does so, however, by making
large demands on the Mac's resources in
terms of RAM, storage, and display. But
for those people whose work needs the
full spectrum of colors, 32-Bit Quick
Draw now lets them accomplish it on a
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
The author wishes to thank Laurie Gir
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Clash of the
Object-Oriented
Pascals
Quick Pascal and Turbo
Pascal 5.5-fast, friendly
Pascal compilers with
object-oriented extensions
icrosoft's and Borland's new
Pascal products took me
completely by surprise. Both
start where Turbo Pascal left
off to create a true object-oriented lan
guage.
Quick Pascal from Microsoft ($100) ,
scheduled to ship last May, closely fol
lows Apple's Object Pascal. Turbo Pas
cal 5.5 from Borland ($150), also sched
uled to ship in May, likewise draws on
Object Pascal, but it adds some ideas
from C++ and some original features.
Why my surprise? Well, I thought that
the language giants' first OOP (object
oriented programming) products would
test the c++ waters into which other
vendors, such as Zortech, have ventured.
C + + projects are probably on the draw
ing boards at Microsoft and Borland, but
in the meantime the new Pascals are nice
environments in which to explore OOP.
It seems appropriate that Pascal, the lan
guage that taught one generation of pro
grammers about structured program
ming, may in a new guise teach another
generation about OOP.
A true object-oriented language must
support both encapsulation and inheri
tance. Encapsulation means that the lan
guage provides a way to combine data
and the code that operates on that data
into reusable structures. But that's not
enough. Although Ada's packages and
Modula-2's modules support encapsula
tion, these are not object-oriented lan
guages in the modern sense. Inheritance,
which is the ability to derive a special
ized structure from a more general one,

M
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is the crucial ingredient.
Like Object Pascal, Quick Pascal and
Turbo Pascal 5.5 implement inheritance
by means of a new Pascal type called ob
ject. Like a Pascal record, an object can
hold data of varying types. But an object
can also contain methods-Pascal proce
dures or functions-that operate on the
object's data. Moreover, an object can
inherit data and methods from another
object, add new data and methods, and
(if necessary) override the inherited
methods.
Although subtle differences exist be
tween the object-oriented dialects that
the two products implement, they are
comparable in scope and power. They
don't offer the generality and conceptual
wholeness of a pure object-oriented lan
guage like Smalltalk, in which every
thing is either an object or a message. But
these are in no sense toy languages. The
benefits of the object-oriented extensions
will be immediate and tangible.
Consider a family of objects that de
fine files of various types and operations
on files. A root object, File, might de
fine data (Position, Length, Create
Date) and methods (GetByte, PutByte,
SetCreateDate) that are common to all
files. Derived objects MagDiskFile and
NetworkFile might then inherit File's
data but redefine its methods in a manner
appropriate to the medium at hand.
Suppose now that all these objects are
compiled (using Quick Pascal or Turbo
Pascal 5.5) and distributed as a standard
unit called Files. Suppose further that
you purchase the Files unit and want to
add support for a new kind of file, an Op
ticalDiskFile. You can, without ac
cess to the Files unit's source code, ac
quire its data and methods, define the
object OpticalDiskFile, and imple
ment the new object with a minimum of
effort by overriding only the methods
concerned with specific characteristics
of an optical drive.
A system like this has two remarkable
properties. First, you don't need to write

any code to implement SetCreateDate.
Since SetCreateDate concerns itself
with an abstract property of File, it's not
necessary to change File's SetCreate
Date method. OpticalDiskFile can
simply inherit it. Second, although you'd
have to write a new implementation of
GetByte and PutByte, because these
methods talk to a physical device, you
wouldn't have to change any programs
that use the interface to the File unit.
Programs that call GetByte and PutByte
can continue to do so, blissfully unaware
that they might now be talking to an opti
cal drive rather than to a magnetic disk or
network pipe.

Quick Pascal:
Turbo Pascal with Objects
If you're familiar with Turbo Pascal,
you'll experience a sense of deja vu when
you fire up Quick Pascal's integrated en
vironment. The two products look and
feel strikingly similar. A text editor
dominates the environment; from it you
access the compiler and debugger. When
you're editing Pascal source code, help is
context-sensitive. If the cursor is on the
word Crt-the name of a library of util
ity routines-the help key brings up a list
of the routines in that library.
When you activate the compiler and it
encounters an error, Quick Pascal puts
the cursor at the right spot to fix it. If the
current file refers to other units (the
Turbo Pascal equivalent of packages or
modules), you can transitively compile
the whole network of units. Once a pro
gram compiles cleanly, you can either
run it or debug it. With the debugger you
can step line by line through the source
code and see the values of selected vari
ables in a watch window.
Like Turbo Pascal, Quick Pascal pro
vides an escape from the sometimes
overwhelming embrace of its integrated
environment in the form of a command
line version of the compiler. That's for
tunate for me because I'm much more
productive with my own text editor and a

stand-alone compiler than with any of the
integrated environments I've seen. The
command-line versions of Turbo Pascal
5.5 and Quick Pascal offer a virtually
identical set of switches for controlling
stack checking, debugging information,
and floating-point arithmetic. However,
Quick Pascal doesn't provide a stand
alone debugger (as Turbo Pascal does),
so if you want to debug a program, you
have to use the integrated environment.
Quick Pascal supports the keywords
unit, interface, implementation,
and uses. This syntax, which Borland
introduced with Turbo Pascal 4.0, en
courages the construction and use of li
braries (units) that export the defini
tions of useful routines (the interface)
to any program that acquires (uses)
these libraries, while hiding the details
of the code (the implementation).
Quick Pascal offers most of the standard
units that Turbo Pascal does: Crt (screen
and keyboard routines), Dos, Printer,
and Graph.
Although there's also an MSGraph unit
that provides an alternate interface to the
graphics routines, Quick Pascal's Graph
unit is, essentially, the BGI (Borland
Graphic Interface) . And sure enough,
Quick Pascal compiled and ran Bor
land's graphics demo, BGIDEMO.PAS,
almost flawlessly. Microsoft has clearly
launched a frontal assault on Borland's
flagship product.
Quick Pascal's Windows-like behavior
relieves the sense of sameness. Unlike
Turbo Pascal, Quick Pascal-although
character-based-sports windows with
mouse-sensitive drag bars, scroll bars,
grow boxes, and close boxes. At a reso!U
tion of 80 columns by 25 rows, the visual
effect is less than spectacular, but the
mechanism nonetheless can be useful. If
you don't have a mouse, you can, of
course, do everything by way of the key
board; the program supports the normal
Microsoft Windows conventions.

Turbo Pascal 5.5:
The New Generation
Although I've owned a copy of Turbo
Pascal 2.0 since 1985, it's been years
since I took it out of mothballs. For this
review I dusted it off and compared it to
Borland's latest offering; the changes are
impressive. Over the years, Turbo Pas
cal has acquired a number of important
features-separately compiled units, a
graphics toolkit, a multiwindow inter
face, and an extremely powerful debug
ger. Borland has now added object-ori
ented extensions that are quite similar to
the ones offered by Microsoft but in sev
eral respects more useful.
ILLUSTRATION: MACIEK ALBRECHT© 1989

Borland's OOP implementation en
compasses Microsoft's and adds static
methods, more flexible dynamic alloca
tion of objects, and implicit access to ob
jects' data and methods. Each of these
features takes a bit of explaining.
Methods like the Files unit's GetByte
and PutByte exemplify what's called
late binding. When the unit compiles, the
addresses of these routines can't be
know.n because, as I explained in the case
of OpticalDiskFile, the code may not
yet exist. In Turbo Pascal 5.5, you de
clare such methods with the special
keyword virtual; a call to a virtual
method binds late-that is , at run time.
You've seen the flexibility this technique
confers. There are costs as well. Objects
must store pointers to their methods, and
the run-time system has to use those
pointers to locate and execute methods.
Moreover, all virtual methods that share
the same name (e.g., File .GetByte,
Network.GetByte, and OpticalDisk
File.GetByte) must declare the same
number and types of arguments.
In Quick Pascal, all methods are vir
tual; there's no other alternative. In
Turbo Pascal 5.5, methods are static, or
early-bound, unless you specifically re
quest otherwise. Because they're em
bedded in objects, static methods should
be a little slower than normal Pascal pro
cedures and functions, but because their
addresses are known at compile time,
they should be a little faster than virtual
methods. In fact, that's just what I found
when I timed 1 million Turbo Pascal 5.5
procedure calls (4.1 seconds), static
method calls (5.7 seconds), and virtual
method calls (6.1 seconds). Equivalent
times for Quick Pascal were as follows:
procedures, 4.1 seconds; static methods,

not applicable; virtual methods, 6. 7
seconds.
Although Turbo Pascal 5.5's static
methods are more efficient than virtual
methods, they are not overwhelmingly
so, and speed isn't a compelling reason
to use them. Convenience is. Suppose the
File object has an Initialize method.
The objects you derive from File may re
quire different quantities and types of
data in order to initialize themselves.
For example, in one case you might want
to call
MagDiskFile.Initialize{name,
bufsize)
and in another case,
OpticalDiskFile.Initialize{name,
buflsize, bufladdress,
buf2size, buf2address)
Turbo Pascal 5.5's static methods permit
that.

Subtle Differences
In Quick Pascal, objects behave like dy
namic variables. To get hold of an in
stance of MagDiskFile, you first declare
a variable of that type, then call new to
allocate storage for it:
var
MyFile : MagDiskFile;
begin
new(MyFile);
In Turbo Pascal 5.5, objects behave
like static variables. To create an in
stance of MagDiskFile, you only need to
do this:
continued
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var
MyFile : MagDiskFile;
You can also choose to allocate an in
stance dynamically, using Pascal's nor
mal pointer syntax:
var
MyFilePtr
"MagDiskFile;
begin
new (MyFilePtr) ;
Moreover. Borland has extended the
syntax of new so that it works with an
other keyword, constructor. Construc
tors (and their counterparts, destructors)
come from C ++. In that language, you
can write code that will automatically
execute at the beginning and the end of
an object's lifespan. An object typically
requires dynamic memory to fulfill its
mission; constructors and destructors are
convenient places in which to localize the
allocation and release of that memory.
Turbo Pascal 5 .S's extensions to new
are threefold: You can pass new a pointer
type rather than a pointer variable; you
can pass an optional second argument
that is a constructor; and you can return
the pointer value that new creates :
type MagDiskFilePtr =
"MagDiskFile;
var MyFilePtr : MagDiskFilePtr;
begin
MyFilePtr := new
(MagDiskFilePtr,Initialize
( "myfile", 1024));
The equivalent operations in Quick
Pascal are as follows :
var MyFile : MagDiskFile;
begin
new (MyFile);
MyFile. Initialize( "myfile",
1024);
So what's the big advantage? In this
case, there is none. But consider what
happens when you want to manipulate
more than one object of type MagDisk
File. In Turbo Pascal 5.5, MyFilePtr
refers to an object only indirectly. The
object that it points to is anonymous.
Therefore, you can dynamically allocate
and initialize a list of object instances
like this:
for i := 1 to FileCount do
FileList.Add (New
(MyFilePtr,Initialize
(FileName[i],1024)));
where FileList is an object that takes a
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pointer to an object of type File (or to any
of File's descendants) and adds it to a list
of such pointers.
In Quick Pascal, though, MyFile re
fers directly to an object. To create and
initialize three instances, you'd have to
do this:
var MyFilel, MyFile2, MyFileJ
MagDiskFile;
begin
New(MyFilel);
New(MyFile2);
New(MyFileJ);
MyFilel. Initialize( "myfilel",
1024);
MyFile2.Initialize("myfile2",
1024);
MyFileJ. Initialize( "myfileJ",
1024);
Turbo Pascal 5.5 also provides a par
allel extension to dispose. You can pass
dispose a destructor, so in a single call
you can activate an object's shutdown
method and then free its memory .
Another convenience that Turbo Pas
cal 5.5 provides has to do with how an
object accesses its own data. Here's what
Initialize would look like in Quick
Pascal:
procedure Initialize (InitName
string; InitBufsize
integer);
begin
Self.Name := InitName;
Self.Bufsize := InitBufsize;
Self.SetCreateDate;
end;
Initialize assigns values to the ob
ject's Name and Bufsize slots and calls
its SetCreateDate method. But in order
to gain access, Initialize, even though
it already belongs to the object, must
qualify everything with Self-which
simply affirms, "yes, go ahead and op
erate on this object." Turbo Pascal 5.5
makes Self implicit, so the equivalent
method is just:
procedure Initialize (InitName
string; InitBufsize
integer);
begin
Name := InitName;
Bufsize := InitBufsize;
SetCreateDate;
end;
It's a small thing, but once you've spent
some time with Turbo Pascal 5.5, it's an
noying to move to Quick Pascal and have
to type "Self' constantly.

Choose Your OOP
The release of these two excellent prod
ucts will do much to advance the cause of
OOP. I'd recommend either of them over
C ++ for a gentle introduction to what is
in many ways a bewildering subject. But
which one? For me, it's no contest: I'd
pick Borland's Turbo Pascal 5.5.
Points in Quick Pascal's favor include
excellent speed, graphics , a Windows
like environment, an integrated debug
ger, on-line help, and the object-oriented
extensions. Of these, the only feature
unique to Quick Pascal is the Windows
like environment. That doesn't weigh
heavily with me, though; since I don ' t
depend on a mouse for my daily work, T
find Turbo Pascal's keyboard-driven
windowing environment just as useful.
Turbo Pascal 5.5 matches or betters
Quick Pascal in all other respects. It's
faster-though you'll need a very big
program before either of these products
will make you wait long. Its on-line help
is better organized. Where Quick Pascal
just displays the interface part of, for
example, the Crt unit, Turbo Pascal 5.5
gives you a list of names of routines in
that unit. When you select a name, you
get another screen with the procedure
header and descriptive documentation .
Although the two integrated debug
gers match one another on a feature-by
featu re basis. Turbo Pascal 5 .5 also
comes with Borland's justly renowned
stand-alone debugger. Unlike either of
the integrated debuggers, the Turbo De
bugger can trace a mixture of source and
assembly code and can inspect complex
variables (e.g., unpack nested records
and follow chains of pointers). Borland
has now added a new OOP-related fea
ture-an object hierarchy inspector.
This tool displays and traverses a family
of objects. It can inspect data belonging
to an object and identify the object's
methods. It's very impressive and gives
Turbo Pascal 5.5 the feel of a Smalltalk
system.
Finally, although the two OOP dia
lects are roughly equivalent, Borland's
encompasses Microsoft's and adds sev
eral quite useful conveniences. The bat
tle isn't over. Object-oriented technol
ogy is on the march and will doubtless
soon appear in other forms. There's little
hope of mastering the complexities of
modern graphical environments without
the leverage that OOP provides. But
while there's no telling what surprises
the two companies may have in store, this
round goes to Borland. •
Jon Udell is a BYTE technical editor. He
can be reached on BIX as ''judell. "
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The Only Character
Recognition System

That Outperforms Ours
Nature's character recognition system can be
trained to read any language. Flagstaff Engineer
ing's SPOT OCR Text Reader is also trainable.
It has read text printed in thousands of typefaces
in over 130 different languages!
The SPOT OCR Text Reader works just like a
typist who reads a page, then uses a keyboard
to transfer the information on the page into a
computer file-except SPOT uses a scanner for
eyes and outputs the text directly into standard
text files. SPOT is also faster. It can read up to
35 characters per second on a 16MHz AT, and
up to 65 characters per second on a 25MHz
machine (that's 780 words per minute). SPOT
supports most major makes of scanners.
Using sophisticated statistical techniques,
SPOT recognizes characters like the brain does:
by examining their shape and context. Like
nature's original, SPOT is very flexible. It can
glance over an entire page or zoom in on a
few lines of text. SPOT can read newspapers,
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SPOT
~~~~~~~
SYNTACTIC PAITTRN OPTICAL TRANSLATOR

magazines, books, manuals, invoices, contracts,
government documents, columns, tables ... just
about any printed text. And SPOT keeps getting
better. The new Version 3.0 is faster, more
accurate, easier to use, and better documented
than its predecessors.
Since 1982, Flagstaff Engineering has provided
visionary data conversion solutions for thou
sands of companies worldwide. SPOT is already
increasing productivity and making life easier for
many publishers and researchers, accountants
and telemarketers, medical and legal offices,
archival and transcription services.
Wouldn't your business benefit from fast,
accurate, and low-cost OCR software? Give us
a call and let our application specialists explain
how you can save time and money with SPOT,
the OCR text-entry solution.

Join Flagstaff Engineering's
BIX conference: flageng
Circle 96 on Reader Service Card for
Helping People Read a World of Infonnation
S.P.O.T. 3.0 Version
97 for 9 Track 1ape
98for Disk Comersion Systems Up-Date 1120 Kaibab Lane • Flagstaff, AZ 86001
99 for DEALERS only
602-779-3341 • FAX 602-779-5998
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Jerry wages his annual
battle with taxes
and breaks in a new
Northgate computer
ell, I survived doing my in
come tax. It wasn't easy. Be
cause of trips and deadlines
and a touch of Chicago flu, I
found myself starting on Friday, April
14, with not all my income, cash, and
credit card expenditures entered into my
accounting system , much Jess posted off
into their proper ledger pages . Worse,
just about everything I did have entered
was on 8-inch disks-and I didn't have an
8-inch drive .
Of course, it was all my fault. For
years I have kept my accounts on the Go
lem, a big CompuPro Z80/8086/80286
machine running Concurrent CP/M.
The Golem has an integral 8-inch floppy
disk drive as well as a 360K-byte 5'A
inch DOS drive; you can easily see which
one I got into the habit of making backup
files on.
As it happens, the Golem was shipped
up north to CompuPro for a complete up
grade. He's getting an 80386 CPU card,
a new hard disk drive, and a number of
other features, and will be, in the words
of some of the kids who hang out around
here, "just awesome." I carefully copied
all the important files onto 8-inch disks
and sent the machine away. It took longer
to get him back than I'd figured, so there
I was.
Transferring the files wasn't much of a
problem. Barry Workman offers that ser
vice, and he's only half an hour away.
Then I had to recompile all my account
ing programs.
For some of them, those written in
CBASIC2 for CP/M, it was trivial. Just
compile (type CB86 FILENAME) and
link (LINK86 FILENAME), and you're

W
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Jerry Pournelle

COMPUTERS
VS. TAXES
done. There are various compiler toggles
I don't remember-one suppresses send
ing the listing file to the screen-but
none of that mattered. The programs re
compiled and ran flawlessly.
Others weren't so simple, since I had,
for unaccountable reasons, written them
in Microsoft BASCOM for CP/M, and
Microsoft QuickBASIC isn't quite com
patible with that. In particular, you'll
want to pay a lot of attention to any
IF . . . THEN statements with multiple
consequences. There were also a bunch
of odd errors: programs would compile,
but they had errors when run. I'd eventu
ally trace those down, but the error often
didn't relate at all to the error message.
In one case, I was trying to read in a file
as "D:Filename" while logged onto a
subdirectory in D. I should have got a
"Bad File Name" error, but instead I got
"String Space Corrupt." There were
others of that kind.
A warning to QuickBASIC 4.5 users:
if you get what you think are impossible
error messages, they probably are. Look
for something else entirely. It will prob
ably be silly.
I also noticed something else. CBA
SIC2 executable files are much smaller
than those produced by QuickBASIC
4.5. As an example, the CBASIC2 source
file for JOURNAL is 31K bytes; it's cer
tainly the most complicated program in
the entire accounting suite. The .EXE
file produced by CBASIC2 is only 36K
bytes long. ALLOC, a much simpler pro
gram that uses a small subset of the same
code as JOURNAL (it reads in a big com
posite journal file and allocates the en
tries to smaller files sorted by date), is
8.5K bytes in source code, but QuickBA
SIC 4.5 makes an .EXE file 65K bytes
long!
QuickBASIC 4.5 has .records (al
though I don't use them in the accounting
programs) and a few other such features,
but if I were going to write many more
programs in BASIC, I'd seriously con
sider ignoring both QuickBASIC 4.5 and

Turbo Basic and working in CBASIC2;
it's still a real contender, especially if
it's augmented by CBC Tools from Min
now Bear Computers.
On the other hand, I did get all my
files converted, except for some whose
source code I had foolishly never saved
off the Golem's hard disk . Actually, I do
have the code, but it's in one or another
box of 8-inch disks that are stored away;
it wasn't saved onto the disk that I
thought it was on .
The upshot was that I did not have the
code for my depreciation programs; all I
had was a memory of what they did .
Starting from scratch, I was able to re
create those programs in QuickBASIC
4 .5 in about 2 'h hours. Of course, I had
samples of the input and output to them
from my past years' tax returns; I wasn't
designing the program. Even so, it's an
impressive testimonial to the power of
the QuickBASIC 4.5 environment. I
know I couldn't have done it anywhere
near that quickly with CBASIC2, espe
cially late at night with fatigue poisons
slowing me down.

MaclnTax and TaxView
By working through the night, I was able
to get nearly all the accounting part of
my tax reports done. I still had a few
hours of work entering stuff, but since
April 15 fell on a Saturday this year, I
had until midnight April 17 to get the
things done. (I know about extensions.
All I can say is that I'm compulsive.)
I figured the hard part was over.
True, Monday morning's paper was
full of stories about people going mad
over the new tax code, but I wasn't wor
ried. I had a secret weapon: an unopened
box from Soft View. I've used SoftView's
MaclnTax for several years now, enough
so that I have enormous confidence that
no matter how complex your tax re
turns-and mine are very complex , what
with limited partnerships that make
small profits but require an amazing
continued
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amount of paperwork, and stuff like
that-MaclnTax will take care of it. I've
said often enough that it's worth getting a
Mac if all you do with it is run Macln
Tax; and I have a Mac complete with the
LaserWriter IINTX. MaclnTax not only
figures your tax returns, it also prints the
forms for you.
I didn 't even hurry. Consequently, it
wasn't until after dinner that I opened the
box-and discovered to my horror that
what I had wasn 't MaclnTax for the Mac

but Tax View for the IBM PC.
OK. My fault, of course. Soft View has
no obligation to send me their products
year after year. I know they work, and I
jolly well could just go buy a copy of
MaclnTax, and indeed I would have if I
hadn't had a big box prominently marked
" Jerry 's 1988 Tax Programs " put off in
the " Don't anyone ever touch this" area.
The point was, though, I hadn't, Egg
head and Priority One were closed, and
the deadlines were coming.

WHY DESIGN YOUR PRODUCT
ARO:U'ND ACOMPUTER?
Design the computer in.

Llttle Boardn'/286
Built-In vs. built-around. External systems mean
boxes, boards, backplanes, cables, and reliability prob
lems. Ampro's Little Boards give you a complete system
on a single board you can build right into your product.
Small size. Big power. Eliminate the bulk and
constraints of multi-board, backplane-based systems.
Embed a Little Board that requires just 2/3rds the
power and volumeofa 5 114" floppy drive. But with the
full power of a PC or AT®.
Fully compatible. Little Board/286 and Little
Board/PC are functionally identical to multi
board PCs and ATs. They run PC-DOS'" 2.0
to 3.X. They run DOS languages, compilers
and applications. You'll be standing on a
proven foundation of hardware and
software.
Ampro's Single Boanl Systems. It's all
there. Up to a Megabyte ofRAM. RS-232C and
Parallel ports. AT/PC-compatible controllers and bus
expansion. EGA/CGA/MDA and Hercules"'-

Llttle Board/PC
compatible video options. Even optional solid-state
disk. Plus SCSI support for hard disk, tape, optical
drives, bubble drives ... you name it And, low power
consumption( +5VDC, less than SW) and a wide
operating temperature range ( 0 to 60°C). Perfect for
standalone operation and harsh environments.
Anywhere that reliability is a critical consideration.
AvaUable worldwide. For information and the name
of your nearest U.S. or international Ampro
representative, call us at the number below. Or
write for Little Board Product information.

408-734-2800
Fax. 408-734-2939 TLX: 4940302

COMPUTERS, INCORPORATED
1130 MollDlaln View/Alviso Road
Swmywle, CA 94089

Repa: AuslnU1-81 3 720-3298; Auatria-43-222/45 45 01 ; Canada-(604) 438-0028: Denmarlc-45 3 66 20 20; Flnllnd-358 O 585-322; Fninc.--331
4502-1800; Germany, WHl- 49 89 611-6151; l•rHl- 972 3 49-18-95: llaly-39 6 811 -9408; Japan-81 3 257 -2630: Netherland•
010·411 85 20; Spaln-M34 3 204-2099; Sweden--46 8 55·00·85; Swttzertind-11 1 740-41-05: UnKed Klngdom--44 2 964-35511; USA-contact AMPRO

Trademarks: IBM. AT-IBM Corp.;Hercules-Hercules CompulerTechnology, Inc., Little Board-AmproComputers, Inc., DR-DOS-Oigilal Research, Inc.
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There was nothing for it but to try
Tax View.
TaxView is SoftView 's Windows im
plementation of MaclnTax. To get it run
ning, you must first install the run-time
portion of Microsoft Windows. Therein
lies the first rub: Windows isn't easy to
install.
First, you must prepare. If you use
DESQview , dump it. Get rid of every
TSR program you have . Later, you may
want to add them, but when you're first
insta lling Windows-even the run-rime
package-the last thing you need is com
plications . Make your system as vanilla
as possible .
Be warned. The instructions look as if
they're clear. They look as if they were
written for rank beginners. Alas, they
aren't really. For example, at one crucial
point , the system tells you what it thinks
it's looking at. In particular, it says it
thinks you have a Microsoft Mouse.
Well, I don't have a Microsoft Mouse in
Big Cheetah. I have a Logitech Mouse,
with a Microsoft Mouse emulator. I read
the screen report as saying that Windows
had tested the system and decided my
mouse was acceptable , and I told Win
dows to proceed .
It did proceed , for quite a long time.
and eventually locked the system so thor
oughly that I had to use the hardware re
set button. Next time, I told it I had a
Logitech Mouse . It accepted that and
trundled along. I forget what went wrong
that time.
I went through several more iterations.
In between I was, I fear, rather impolite
to SoftView's answering service. Even
tually, I got put through to a Soft View
technician . (I shamelessly pulled rank;
look, I was desperate.) After that, things
went swimmingly. In 7 minutes, I was
talked through the installation complex
ities-all of them due to Windows, not
TaxView-and was looking at a screen
nearly indistinguishable from the Macln
Tax I know and love.
There are a few other anomalies. A
few things don't work the same way in
TaxView as in MaclnTax ; once again,
it's entirely due to Windows. More im
portant, they do work. In about 2 hours, I
had the silly tax forms filled out and told
TaxView to print them on my (quite va
nilla) LaserJet Plus. There were no prob
lems at all. It does take quite a while be
fme printing begins-TaxView thinks to
itself for several minutes before sending
even the first byte to the printer-but
eventually out they came, page after
page of tax forms and schedules.
So, as I said, I survived my taxes. I'd
continued
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A debugging
tool tough enough to
handle the DOS
Nasties.
How Soft-ICE Works

Soft-ICE memory range break points help ynu
track down memory over-write problems
whether )'OU are doing the over-writing or
another program is over-writing you.

Soft-ICE uses the power of the 80386 to sur
round your program in a virtual machine.
This gives you complete control of the
DOS environment. while Soft-ICE runs
safely in protected mode. Soft-ICE uses the
80386 to provide real-time break points on
memory locations, memory ranges. execution,
I/ 0 ports, hardware & software interrupts.
With Soft-ICE you get all the speed and power of
a hardware-assisted debugger at a software price.

Hung program? No problem!

Don't want to switch debuggers?

Soft
Nasty over-write? No sweat!

You don't have to!

When the system hangs. you now have hope.
With Soft-ICE you can break out of hung
programs no matter how bad the system has
been trashed. And with Soft-ICE's back trace
ranges you can re-play the instructions that led
up to the. crash.

Soft-ICE can run stand-alone or it can add its
powerful break points to the debugger you already
use. Use your favorite debugger until you require
Soft-ICE. Simply pop up the Soft-ICE window to set
powerful real-time break points. When a break point
is reached, your debugger will be activated automatically.

Program too large? Not with Soft-ICE!
Solt-ICE runs entirely in extended memory. This means
you can debug even the largest DOS programs. And
sin<.:e your program runs at the same address whether
Soft-ICE is loaded or not you <.:an find those subtle
bugs that change when the scarring address of your
code changes.

System debugging? Soft-ICE is a natural!
Soft-ICE is ideal for full source level debugging ofTSRs.
interrupt service routines. self booting programs. DOS
loadable device drivers. real-time kernels. non-DOS O/Ss
and ROMs. Soft-ICE can even debug within DOS & BIOS.

MagicCV with Soft-ICE
Using Soft-ICE with CodeView gives you the features
necessary for professional level systems debugging.
MagicCV and Soft-ICE can work in concert with Code
View to provide the most powerful debugging platform
you will find anywhere.
"These may be the only two products I've seen in
the last two or three years that exceeded my wildest
expectations for power, compatibility and ease-of-use."
-Paul Mace
Paul Mace Software

New Soft-ICE 2.0 features
Soft-ICE
MagicCV
MagicCV for Windows

$386
$199
$199

Buy Soft-ICE & MagicCV(W)
-Save $86.
Buy MagicCV and MagicCVW
-Save $100.
-Save $186.
Buy All 3
I

30 day money-back guarantee
Visa. Mas1erCard and
AmEx accep1ed
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• Back Trace Ranges
• Symbolic & Source level debugging
• EMS 4.0 support with special EMS
debugging commands
• Windowed user interface

TM~-

Nu-Mega

t}-TECHNOLOGIES
CALL TODAY (603) 888-2386
or FAX (603) 888-2465

RUN CODEVIEW~·
'· ·' TM

INSK

MagicCV
CodeView is u great integrated debugger. but
it uses over 200K of conventional memory.
MagicCV uses advanced features of the
80386 Ill load CodeView and symbols in
extended memmr. This allows MagicCV to
run CodeView in l1•ss than HK of conven
tional memor)' <>n )'Our 80386 PC.
NEW-Version 2.0 includes EMS -1-.0 dri\'cr.
Attention Windows Developers!
Version a\'ailable t<ir CVW.

P.O. BOX 7607 • NASHUA. NH • 03060- 7607
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helps save time, money, and cut frustrations. Compare. evaluate. and find products.
New Discovery

FREE! Summer '89 Catalog
75 + New Products. Revised expanded

R:BASE Compiler
by M1rnr1m. Inc Cumplll'. tlt>hug R BASE .1ppltcdl1on~ lndudl:'~ ,1pphcat1an
gl•ner<lhlr C.111 MSC 01 MASM routines. AJh._.~ lJDF~ using R BA.SE com

descriptions make product

selection even easier.

mlmd~. Mu:m~uh

Mention "BV789"

C or MA::iM

Support~ rno~t

RBASf: S1,1s11;'m V ,,.-,cl R.BASE

for DOS CommiU1d~ Menu d11wn cl11bu90Jl.'1 pwvit.111~ M!parall! Kreens for
v1Lw1ng ~uuru.• .mcl outpul
S749

Assemblers
List Ours
150
150
100

MS MacroAsm
Turbo Assembll:!r/Debugger
Visible Computer 80286

109
115
89

C Lan ua e - Com ilers
499

AZTEC C86 - Commercial
High C-286 - by MctaWare
Instant C/16M
Lattice C - V3.4

595

Microsoft QuickC 2.0
Turbo C - by Borland
Turbo C Professional

795
450
450
99
150
250

Watcom C7 .0 • highly optimized

295

Microsoft C 5. l ~ w/CodeV1ew

Dbase & Tools

Call
559
719
289
Call
Call
Call
Call
279

·

Buzzwords Toolboxes
CLEAR+ for dBASE
Clipper Summer '87
dBASE IV
Dbase Online .. 6 pop-up references
dBMAN V
dBRIEF w/BRIEF

295
200

695
795
99
190
275

~~~s_-dssx~~ ~IT~tger

~~6

DBXL Interpreter
FoxBASE + - V2 . 1

199

395
395

Genifer • code generator
QuickSilver Diamond
R&R Relational Report Writer
Scrimmage by IDL ·screen menu
SoftCode w/dBASE templates
UI Programmer. Dev's Version 2.0
Ul Programmer . User· s Version 2 0

599
149
149

80
595
295

269
169
469
Call
89
179
Call

m
149
249

259
369
129
119
69
479
239

Debu

ers/Disassemblers
List

Periscope II · breakout switch
Periscope Ill· 10 MHz version
SoftProbe II TX - debug

Our~

175

139

1:~95

1259

395
100

359
89

195
195
195
150
150
149
195
245
185

Call
159
169
125
129
129
Call
185
129

225
399
I 00
295

209
379
Call

!!}9

139

295

229
469
169
Cull
Ctill

Sourcer

Editors
BRIEF
Edix

Epsilon - like EMACS
KEDIT - like XEDIT. V.4

Personal Rexx
MKSVI
Pl Editor
SPF/PC · V2.0
Vedit Plus

Text Screen Addons
AE WindCM1s
C ocape
C Wind™'' Toolkit
C Worthy w 'forms
Curses · by Aspen Scientific
Greenleaf DataWindOU1s
JAM by JYAC
Vitamin C • source. menus
Vl!rniont V1LW )'. • replaces WFD
with source

595
225
;395
790

95

Nole: Menllon lhis ad. Some prices are specials. Ask about
COD and POs. Formats 3" laptop now available, plus 200

others. UPS surface shipping $4/per normal Item. Prices
subject to change without notice.

Established 1983. We cany over 1.100 different products. Call today for complete technical
information and advice. our free catalog. literature. and so/id ualue.

~~~~~~1t
Telex: b71 ·5..14R
FAX- 749·201R

800-421-8006

HOURS
M·F H,JO • H 00
Sat I000 · 400

People are talking about us.·
When professional FORTRAN programmers develop or port
large programs they use Lahey's F77L-EM/32 and F77L-EM/16,
PC Magazine's 1988 Technical Excellence Award Winn ers.
F77L-EM/32 is a fast 32 -bit protected-mode compiler that
accesses up to 4 gigabytes of memory on 80386s. F77L-EM/16
gives 80286 users the power to create 15 megabyte programs.
These protected-mode FORTRANS include the features that
have made them, and our F77L and Lahey Personal
FORTRAN, market leaders: full ANSI 77 Standard, VAX and
IBM VS extensions, fast compi lation, comprehensive
diagnostics, and a powerful debugger.

Contact us to discuss our products and your needs. (800) 548-4778
Lahey Computer Systems, Inc. P.O. Box 6091, Incline Village, NV 89450
Tel: (702) 831-2500 FAX: (702) 831-8123 Tix: 9102401256

still rather use MaclnTax than TaxView,
but that's mostly due to the problem of
getting the Windows run-time package
installed. The real bottom line is that
Tax View gets the job done on time, even
if you started far later rhan you should
have.
Highly recommended, for the fourth
straight year. And I do apologize to the
receptionist at the answering service.

SIMNON
Last month I talked abour Extend, the
simulation program for the Mac. Even as
I wrote about it, I vaguely remembered
I'd been sent a program of rhe same sore
for rhe PC, but I couldn't recall what it
was. I was also in a hurry.
Yesterday, we were trying co clear off
rhe table in the Great Hall, and I ran
across SIMNON, an MS-DOS simula
tion program developed at the Depart
ment of Automatic Control, University of
Lund, Sweden, and distributed in the
U.S. by Engineering Software Concepts.
I hate cleaning up, and I like simulation
programs, so ...
Like Extend, SIMNON consists of a
box of tools for setting up, solving, and
graphing solutions to differential and
difference equations. You can build
models of a variety of situations, both or
derly and chaotic.
SIMNON's cover features the now
familiar butterfly graph of a Lorenz
"strange attractor." You needn't feel bad
if that term means nothing to you; it's
part of chaos theory. In the past dozen
years, the study of chaos has moved from
academically disreputable to intellec
tually respectable. No one is quite sure
what discipline it belongs to. It isn't
mathematics: mathematicians thrive on
rigorous proofs, the notion being that you
can count on the previous work to be ab
solutely sound, and chaos theory consists
in large part of computer programs. It' s
too theoretical to be engineering or com
puter science.
No matter. The study of chaos seems
to throw light on a number of academic
disciplines, from hydraulics to popula
tion biology. In essence, it's the mapping
and modeling of systems in which tiny
changes in the initial conditions can pro
duce wildly different and unpredictable
results. If you want to know more, a good
place to start is Chaos: Making a New
Science by James Gleick (Viking, 1987).
After you've read that book, get SIM
NON if you have a PC, or Extend if you
have a Mac, and you'll be ready to play
your own chaos simulation games.
Even without chaos theory, SIM NON
continued
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42.00
89.00
Test Drive
22.00
ADO••
Illustrator/Windows
409.00
Al.DUS
Pagemaker
499.00
Al.P'HA
Alpha/four
329.00
AM•RICAN SMALL llUSINESS
Design Cad
159.00
Design Cad 3D
209.00
APPLAUSE
Perfect Add1~on
29.00
APPLICATION TECHNIQUES
Pimz Plus
69.00
ASHTON-TATE
DBase IV
509.00
Framewol1c Ill
455.00
DBase Ill Plus
455.00
Mastergraphics
295.00
Multimate Advantage II
295.00
ASK SAM
Ask Sam
179.00
AUTODESK
Autosketch Enhanced
65.00
llAlllNER •LUE
Org Plus
55.00
•LOC PU•LISHING
Form tool
59.00
•LAISE
Turbo Tools
85.00
Turbo Power To ol s Plus
85.00
•ORLAND
Tulbo C
99.00
Turbo Pascal
99.00
Tulbo CPro
169.00
Turbo Pascal Pro
169.00
Q.uanro
165.00
S1dek1ck Plus
135.00
Turbo Assembler/Debugger
99.00
Paradox
439.00
•OURllAKI
1 Dir Plus
50.00
•RIDGEWAY
Fast Tra•
35.00
•RODERBUND
Print Shop
39.00
Memory Mate
45.00
BUM•LE•EE
DB Fast/DOS
60.00
BUTTONWARE
PC File DB
69.00
CAl.IFORNIA SCIENTIFIC
Brainmaker
79 .00
CSNTRAI. POINT
PC Tools Deluxe
79.00
Copy II PC
25.00
CHANNELMARK
Quick Schedule Plus
49.00
CHRONOS
Who-What-When
119.00
CLARION
Professional Developer
409.00
COMPUTER ASSOCIATES
Supercalc 5
319.00
SuperprojectExpert
455 .00
CONCENTRIC DATA
R&RReportWriter
109.00
CORE
Corefast
79.00
CROSSTAl.K
Crosstalk Mark 4
129.00
Remote 2
99.00
DAC
Lucid3D
62.00
OAC Easy Bonus Pack
119.00
DAC Easy Accounting
59.00
DATAEASE
Oataease 4.0
509.00
DATASTORM
Procomm Plus
52.00
DELRINA
Pertomi
155.00
DELTA TECHNOLOGY
Direct Access
55.00
DIGITAi. RESEARCH
GemArtline
289.00
Gem Draw Plus
179.00
DIGITALK
Smalltalk V286
145.00
DYNAMIC MICROPROCESSOR
PC Anywhere Ill
B0.00
ELECTRONIC ARTS
Mavis Beacon Teach es Typing
35.00
Delu•e Paint 11
69.00
EPYX
California Games
25.00
FIFTH GENE-TION
fas!badcPlus
109.00
FORMWORX
Formworx w/Fill & File
89.00
FOX
FoxbasePlus
199.00

c
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QODSll
GEN•RIC
Generic CADD Level 3
Gl•SON
Spinrite
GOLDEN •ow
VCacfle
HAVENTREE
Interactive Easy Flow

i••
DDS 4.01

39.00
169.00
52.00
45.00
115.00

125.00
Displaywrite IV
289.00
INDIVIDUAL
101 Macros for WordPerfect
45.00
INSET
Inset Plus
109.00
INSIGHT DEVELOPMENT
Laser Control
85.00
Print-A-Plot
109.00
INTUIT
Quicken
35.00
LASERGO
Go Script
155.00
Go Script Plus
285.00
LEARNING COMPANY
Reader Rabbit
25.00
LOTUS
Agenda
289.00
OtherProducts
Call
MATHSOFT
Mathcad
215.00
MECA
Managing Your Money
125.00
MERIDIAN
Carbon Copy Plus Special
129.00
MICROGRAFX
Windows Graph Plus
329.00
Designer
449.00
MICROLOGIC
Tornado
55.00
MICROLYTICS
Gofer
45.00
MICROPRO
Wordstar Professional 5.0
229.00
MICROPROSE
F19 Stealth Fighter
39.00
MICRORIM
RBase For DOS
499.00
MINDSCAPE
Balance of Power
30.00
MULTISOFT
Super PC Kwik
65.00
MICROSOFT
Qu ickbasic
67.00
QuickC
67.00
Windows 286
67.00
Windows 386
129.00
Excel
239.00
Macro Assembler
99.00
CCompiler
299.00
Word
229.00
Flight Simulator
35.00
MICROTEK
Softbytes 286
35.00
NANTUCKET
Clipper
429.00
NEW ENGLAND
Graph-In-The-Bo•
75.00
NOLO
Willmaker
35.00
NORTH EDGE
Timesfips Ill
115.00
NOVELL
AdvancedNet2.15
1959.00
Other Products
Call
OWL

Guide
169.00
PAPERBACK
VP Planner Plus
129.00
PATTON 6 PATTON
Flowcharting II Plus
139.00
PAUL MACE
Mace Utilities
55.00
PEACHTREE
Cmplte Accting W/Data Qury
235.00
PERSOFT
lze
265.00
Smartenn 240
209.00
PERSONICS
Ultravision
79.00
See More 1-2-3
49.00
PETER NORTON
Norton Utilities
59.00
Norton Commander
55.00
Norton Utilities Advanced
89.00
POLARIS
Packrat
265.00
PRECISION SOFTWARE
Superbase 4
499.00
PRIME SOLUTIONS
Disk Technician Advanced
119.00
PROXIMITY TECHNOLOGY
Choice Words
65.00

PUBTECH
file Organizer
QUAID
Copywrite
OUAl.ITAS
386 To The Max
QUARTERDECK
Desqview
QEMM3B6
REFERENCE
Grammatiklll
RIGHTSOFT
Rightwriter

145.00
55.00
60.00
79.00
37.00
52.00
52.00

RIX

Colori• VGA Paint
109.00
ROYKORE
Opus One
275.00
S-NA
AMI
99.00
SANTA CRUZ OPE-TIONS
SCO Operating System 286
405.00
SCITOR
Project Scheduler 4
429 .00
SIER-O~INE

Leisure Suit Larry #2
32.00
Kings Guest IV
32.00
Space Quest Ill
39.00
SIMON 6 SCHUSTER
Webster Prof Thesaurus
79.00
SOFTKLONE
Mirror Ill
55.00
SOFTLOGIC
Disk Optimizer
45.00
SOFTWARE DIRECTIONS
Print Q
89.00
SOFTWARE MASTERS
flash
49.00
SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
Harvard Graphics
299 .00
PFS I st Publisher
79.00
PFS 1st Choice
99.00
PFS 1St Graphics
89.00
Professional Write
145.00
SOLUTION SYSTEMS
Brief
169.00
SPECTRUM HOLOBYTE
Terris
24.00
Falcon-AT
32.00
STSC
Statgraphics
589.00
STO-GE DIMENSIONS
Speedstor
39.00
SU•LOGIC
Jet
32.00
Scenery Disks
Calf
SYMANTEC
O&A
229.00
Timeline
389.00
Grandview
189 .00
SYMSOFT
Hotshot Graphics
149.00
SYSTEMS COMPATIBILITY
Software Bridge
79 .00
THREE D GRAPHICS
Perspective Jr.
109.00
TIMEWORKS
Publish It'
125.00
~VELING SOFTWARE
Laplink Ill
85.00
Viewlink
89.00
TURBO POWER
Turbo BTree Filer
79.00
Turbo Professional
79.00
UNISON WORLD
Printmasterf>\us
32.00
VERSASOFT
DB Man V
139.00
WHITE CRANE
Broo~lyn Bridge
75.00
WISEWARE
Pnmettme
69.00
WOLFRAM RESEARCH
Mathematica 386
599.00
WORDPERFECT
Word Perfect
239.00
Word Perteet library
69.00
Word Perfect NetwOlt
355.00

WORDTliCH
Quicksilver Diamond
DBXL Diamond
XEROX
Ventura Publisher
Xero• Presents
XOR
NFL Challenge
XTREE
XtreePro
ZSOFT
Publishers Paintbrush

349.00
115.00
519.00
319.00
69.00
69.00
149.00

HARDWARE
ACER
Computers
AST R•SEARCH
5251/11 Enhanced
Six Pak Plus 64K
ATI
VGA Wonder 256
BELKIN/DATASPEC
Cables/Switchbo•es
CENTRAi. POINT
Copy II Option Deluxe
CURTIS
Ruby Plus
ELGAR
IPS 1100 Power Backup
EVER EX
Internal 2400 Modem
Computers
FIFTH GENERATION
Logical Connection 512K
HAYES
Smartmodem 2400
HEWLETT PACKARD
font Cartridges
IBC
AT Replacement Battery
INTEL
Above Board Plus 512K
Coprocessors
KENSINGTON
Masterpiece Plus
KEYTRONIC
KB101 Plus Keyboard

Call
599.00
129.00
335.00
Call
119.00
69.00
979.00
155.00
Call
579.00
459.00
Call
19.50
455.00
Calf
109.00
99.00

KYE

Genius Mouse
59.00
LOGITECH
Scanman PC
199.00
NewLogimouse
89.00
MICROSOFT
Bus or Serial Mouse w/Paint
109.00
MICROSPEED
fast Trap Serial
95.00
MOUSE SYSTEMS
Bus or Serial PC Mouse II
95.00
NEC HOME
Multisync 3D
759.00
ORCHID
Pro Designer VGA Plus
409.00
PANASONIC
KXP 1124 Printer
369.00
PARADISE
VGA Plus
295.00
POLAROID
EGA Palene
2399.00
PLUS
Handcard 40
709.00
P-CTICAI. PERIPHERALS
2400 External Modem
195.00
SEAGATE
Hard Disks
Calf
SUMMAGRAPHICS
Summasketch Plus 12'12
419.00
SYSGEN
Bridge File w/adaptor
289.00
TOSHIBA
Printers
Calf
TOUCH BASE
Wo~dport 2400 Modem
Wo~dport 2496 Fa< Modem
VIDEO 7
Vram VGA 256K

We ship to
APO&FPO
PO
Boxes

FAX YOUR
ORDER!
(818)
347
9977
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isn't for the fainthearted. The manual as
sumes you know what differential and
difference equations are; it also assumes
a general familiarity with programming.
There are even syntax diagrams in the
back of the book.
However, there are examples, and the
manual, while terse, is at least clear; it
has been a long time since I did any seri
ous mathematical work, and while I can't
say I understand everything in the man
ual, I was able to get started playing
around with a wide variety of simula
tions. I'm now working on a difference
equation model to predict the number of
grendels you might find on the mainland.
If you haven't read Legacy ofHeorot, that
won't make sense, but it's a situation you
might find in extraterrestrial biology.
For more on the fun-and the impor
tance-of simulation tools, see the
"Models of Doom" section in my June
column . .I won't say SIMNON on the PC
is as easy to use as Extend on the Mac,
but it will do the job if you'll take the
trouble to learn it. Recommended.
Last-minute reflection: SIMNON will
teach you a lot about nonlinear simula
tions, but I think $695 is severe overpric
ing; for that, you ought to get a whole
course on simulation.

More Chaos
Another program for studying chaotic
behavior is Chaos in the Classroom from
Dynamical Systems. CITC runs in color
and generates bifurcation diagrams. Bi
furcation diagrams are explained in
Gleick's book; they're fundamental to
the study of chaos. CITC has a lot of neat
demonstration programs. It's pretty
slow, but that's to be expected given the
nature of what it's modeling. The man
ual is meant for those dedicated to using
the program, but it does explain a bit of
what's going on. If you're seriously in
terested in chaos, this is another program
that's worth having.
The CITC package probably came
with a letter that has been lost. On that
score: Please, always make sure that
your name, address, and phone number
(if you've sent something you want re
viewed) are on everything you send me. I
have probably a hundred letters I can't
answer because the address was only on
the envelope. Envelopes get lost here. So,
alas, do cover letters.

Northgate 80386
I think I first heard of Northgate at the
1987 Comdex in Las Vegas. They were
in a booth over in Caesar's Palace, and
while they probably had clones, the inter
esting thing on display was the keyboard,
114
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which had a decent (but not superb) lay
out and an excellent feel. I recall making
some suggestions about key layout.
A few months later, I was startled to
find they'd listened to my advice and re
vised the keyboard. It still had a few
bugs, but then they fixed those. They've
been improving ever since, and as I re
ported last month, the Northgate Omni
Key/102 has become the standard key
board at Chaos Manor; my only problem
is that I don't have enough of them. What
with the Backspace key in the right place
and that great keyboard feel, I just hate
having to use anything else.
Anyway, I was talking with Northgate
president Art Lazere about keyboards,
and he pointed out that they sell com
puters, too; in particular, they sell a va
nilla 80386. "I think it's a shame that
people get touted onto fast 80286s," La
zere said. "The 80386 doesn't cost that
much more, and you get a lot more
machine."
Since that squares 100 percent with
my view, we got on famously. He sug
gested that I take one of his standard
80386 systems and give it a workout. I
thought of protesting that I have more
than enough machinery around here and
darned little time; but it really was a rea
sonable proposition.
I do most of my work on fairly ad
vanced equipment. I don't really need all
that speed and power, but I appreciate it.
Every now and then, I get a letter sug
gesting I ought to work with equipment
readers can afford. My general reply is
that I'm trying to stay ahead of the indus
try, and what's exotic today is vanilla
next year. Still, it's an argument I'm sen
sitive to. Then too, I keep vanilla XT and
AT clones as test-beds. I certainly ought
to have a standard 80386. "OK," I said.
There followed an odd comedy of
errors: the next thing I knew, I had a call
from BYTE in Peterborough. They said
that a chap in Orange County had re
ceived several boxes of computers with
my name on them shipped to his address.
He had no idea why, but could he have an
address or phone number? They'd come
Air Express, and he was worried that I
needed them for a deadline, which was in
fact true.
_
It took a while to get that sorted out.
What happened was that while I was on
the phone to Lazere, I mentioned a pro
gram called System Sleuth (see my May
column). Lazere jotted down the com
pany's name and address. Then he sent a
memo to his people instructing them to
ship me a standard 80386 from stock.
Guess what address was attached to the
memo?

Eventually, the Northgate 80386 ar
rived, just as Roberta and I were leaving
on one or another trip. When we got
back, the poor machine was buried under
more mail. Sigh. Finally I got it cleared
off and invited my son Alex over to piay
with it.
There's this about Alex: he carries a
Murphy field wherever he goes. If a com
puter can be crashed, he can crash it.
Sometimes, he only has to be in the same
room. Exhibitors at trade shows hate to
see him coming.
First thing was to unpack the system.
Northgate packs these machines very
well, indeed. Everything was in good
shape, despite the brief diversion to
Orange County.
The keyboard was Northgate's newest
model, advanced enough that I grabbed it
off for my own workstation; I'm using it
to write this now. I put my old Northgate
keyboard on the new machine, and we
fired it up.
So far, so good. The Northgate 80386
comes with MS-DOS 4.01. I'm not fa
miliar with it, but I figured it hardly mat
tered-DOS is DOS.
When we get in new machines, we
have standard procedures. First thing is
to install some essential programs: the
Norton Editor (for big editing jobs, I pre
fer BRIEF or Logitech's Point, but for
an all-around general utility, you just
can't beat the Norton Editor), Norton
Utilities, Mace Utilities Gold, Coretest,
Norton Commander, and Golden Bow's
Vopt.
The next thing is to set up the machine
environment the way I like it. We use the
Norton Editor to set the prompt (I use
'PROMPT $P $T$H$H$H$G '-note
the space-which displays the directory
path and the time in hours, minutes, and
seconds, but without the hundredths of
seconds), add DEVICE=ANSI.SYS into
the CONFIG.SYS file, and generally
make the display a bit more informative
and attractive. All that worked as ex
pected, which was a relief; the last time
I'd tried MS-DOS 4.01, the Norton Util
ities wouldn't work with it. Norton has
since revised the Utilities, and they work
fine.
Now it was Alex's turn.
I'm an admitted DESQview user; in
deed, one reason I like 80386 machines
so much is the way DESQview works
with them compared to 80286 machines.
The trick is to use QEMM-386 properly
so that a number of essential TSR pro
grams get loaded up above the 640K-byte
DOS barrier; with care, you can get
DESQview windows greater than 550K
continued
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DOS Compiler $99.95
TechKit $59.95
YID $59.95
DOS 3-Pack $199.95
(Compiler, TechKit & YID)

OS/2 Compiler $195.00
"Everything about this product
exudes quality.•. it is one of the
most complete and powerful devel
opment systems available today. "

Scott Robert Ladd
Computer Language
" ...TopSpeed"' is surely one of the
finest new products introduced to
date in the PC arena ...DDJ doesn't
give unqualified raves very often,
but there's no question about it in
this case; JPl's TopSpeed Modula-2
is first-rate. "

Kent Porter
Dr. Dobbs Journal
"JP/ Modula-2 looks like another
classic in the making. It generates
code as good as or better than lead
ing C compilers and the program
ming environment is a genuine
pleasure to use:·

Dick Pountain
BYTE Magazine
In England and Europe contact:
Jensen & Partners UK Ltd .• 63 Clerkenwell
Road, London ECIM 5NP. Phone: (01)253-4333.
DOS Compiler: £59.95, TechKit£34.95, VID
£34.95, DOS 3-Pack £119.95, OS/2 Compiler
£124.95.
Handling charges: In UK please phone for
VAT & P&P. In Europe, add £6 for up to 3
products, £2 for each add') product.

TopSpeed Modula-2 is a high-speed optimizing compiler
(3 ,000-5 ,000 lines/min. on a PC AT 8MHz), integrated
menu-driven environment with multi-window/multi-file edi
tor, automatic make, fast smart linker. All Modula-2 sources
to libraries included. BONUS: Complete high-speed win
dow management module included with source. 258-page
User's Manual and 190-page Language Tutorial.
OS/2 version now available: Runs in protected mode under OS/2 Standard or
Extended Edition 1.0 or 1.1. Generates standard .OBJ files and .DLLs.
Comes with fast, smart linker, built-in assembler. Modula-2 and assembly
source code for libraries included (and fully compatible with DOS version).
Full support of all OS/2 calls. Same integrated configurable environment as
the DOS version.
YID (Visual Interactive Debugger): An integrated multi-window symbolic
debugger for DOS. View source code as it executes. Single-step and trace
through multiple modules. Qualify breakpoints with expressions. Examine
& modify variables in symbolic form, including arrays, records & pointers.
Automatic trace of variables accessed. Includes symbolic disassembler,
execution profiler. 78-page manual. (DOS only)
The TechKit'" includes: Assembler source for start-up code and run-time library,
JPI TopSpeed Assembler (30,000 lines/min.), TSR module, communica
tions driver, PROM locator, dynamic overlays, and technical information.
72-page manual. (DOS only)
System Requirements: IBM PC or compatible, 384K available RAM, two
floppy drives (hard disk recommended).

To Order:
In the US, call:

1-800-543-5202
In Canada, call:

1-800-543-8452
Or mail us your order with
a check, money order, or
VISA/MC information. 30
day unconditional money
back guarantee.
Shipping & handling charges:
In Nmth America: add $5 for each product

~~:."'!.~:!~'.UJ$"i'.~ ::rdE'~~~~piler and $8 for each other product. 3-pack
s & his $36.00.

Jensen&
Partners
International
1101 San Antonio Rd.
Suite 301
Mountain View, CA 94043
Phone: (415)967-3200
1bpSpeed and TuchKit are trademarks of Jensen
& Partners International. Other brand and
product names are trademarks or n:gistered
trademarks of their IOSpeCtive holders.
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bytes and still have lots of files and buf
fers, a mouse driver, and either a WORM
(write once, read many times) drive or
CD-ROM. Alex has got this down to an
art. It's an art I don't quite understand ,
since much of it is based on undocu
mented features of QEMM-386 that he's
ferreted out somehow; but it's sure effec
tive on Big Cheetah.
There was only one problem: it didn't
work. QEMM-386 would not load prop
erly. Now what, I wondered. My suspi
cion was that MS-DOS 4.01 was at fault ,
but I couldn' t be sure. Alex went over to
Quarterdeck, while I sent E-mail to
Lazere.
That worked wonders: Lazere called
Quarterdeck while Alex was there, so I
got the whole story. It seems that North
gate's BIOS chips come from American
Megatrends. In assembling the North
gate BIOS, they left in some identifiers
that make the system believe it's a Com
paq Deskpro 386. QEMM-386 , mean
while, looks into the BIOS to see if it's
dealing with a Compaq. If it is, it knows
that certain memory areas are available;
only those areas are not available on the
Northgate 80386.
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"There's a simple remedy ," Alex told
me. "Use DEBUG on QEMM .SYS to
find the ASCII message 'COMPAQ .'
Change that to 'COMPAL' or 'COM
PAT' or anything else with exactly six
letters. Then everyth ing will work ."
It didn 't sound all that simple to me.
Sure, I could dig out the DEBUG man
uals and do the job, but then I'd have two
versions ofQEMM-386 floating around,
and sure as anything they'd get mixed up
and confused. Of course, an 80386 with
out DESQview is a crippled 80386, and I
did want to be fair. ...
Fortunately, there was another trip
coming up, so I didn't have to do any
thing at all. When I got back, there was a
package from Northgate: new ROMs,
which were now standard for future
Northgate 80386s . American Mega
trends had fixed the problem. All I had to
do was install these two chips in the ma
chine. I needed to look inside the ma
chine anyway, so that didn't figure to be
a problem.
The Northgate 80386 opens up like
most other AT machines. I noted that the
case is sturdy, and the motherboard con
struction is clean and neat. The boards

are thick; I've seen some clones with
boards so thin they wave in the breeze.
There are no extraneous jumper wires.
It's assembled inside and out with good
quality screws so that the heads don't get
munged up by my power screwdriver.
Everything is mounted properly , and the
drive cages are all sturdy. There are two
serial ports and one parallel port on the
motherboard. The solder joints look
clean, no telltale discolorations . The
power supply is 220 watts, more than
enough for an 80386. The fan is strong
and quiet. Definitely a solidly made ma
chine, quality materials throughout.
The BIOS ROMs were in the middle of
the motherboard, just underneath the
disk drive controller board. They were
labeled "high" and "low," while the
new ones were labeled " odd " and
"even."
It happens there was a note enclosed
with them explaining that "even = low ,"
but it had got mixed in with other papers
before I saw it. I wasn't worried. Pro
vided you get the chips installed properly
in their sockets, you can't hurt them by
swapping two ROM s. The machine
wouldn't work with them in the wrong

Circle 192 on Reader SerYice Card (DEALERS: 193)
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sockets, but nothing would be harmed .
I got out the chip extractor. Mine is
labeled "Burndy," and I probably got it
at Radio Shack. It sure beats using a
screwdriver. There was only one prob
lem. One of the chips came out smoothly
and easily, but the other is mounted ex
tremely close to one of the bus sockets.
It's so close that the chip extractor can't
get a proper grip, and for that matter, you
can't even get a screwdriver under the
end of the chip closest to the bus. Eventu
ally, I pulled the chip out, but in doing it
I broke off a pin.
Nothing for it now: either the new
BIOS chips worked, or this machine was
dead. I got out another chip tool, bent the
pins to the proper angle-all chips appar
ently come with the pins spread out too
far for insertion-and stuck them in. On
with the power switch.
The machine came right up. QEMM
386 loaded properly. All of Alex's
strange little tricks to pack high memory
worked fine. We were in business.

Video
The Northgate 80386 comes with a 16-bit
VGA board and a Princeton Graphic Sys-

terns' Ultra-14 monitor. The video is
fast, considerably faster than what I'm at
present getting from either Big Cheetah
or the Zenith Z-386. The colors are
bright. I somewhat prefer the Zenith
ZCM-1490 Flat Technology Monitor
which works quite well with the North
gate 80386's VGA board-but there's
really very little difference. It's hard to
complain about the video output of the
Northgate 80386.
I don't really have a way to measure it,
but compared to the Z-386 with an 8-bit
Video Seven VGA board or Big Cheetah
with a vanilla VGA, the Northgate 80386
is noticeably faster on graphics images.
Empire, which is all graphics, is almost
twice as fast on the Northgate 80386 as
on my other machines. So is Windows,
once you get that working.

TrackerMouse
One of the things I saw at Comdex in
Chicago was TrackerMouse from Penny
and Giles Computer Products. This isn't
really a mouse; it's a small trackball de
vice set onto a stand that includes, of all
things, a small solar-powered calculator.
Why a calculator in your mouse? Why

not? It costs little more to add it, and it's
often very convenient to have a calculator
handy.
However, the real feature of Tracker
Mouse is that it's small: the trackball is
more the size of an extra-large marble
than the orange-size things you generally
see. The case, calculator and all, is low
profile, standing not much higher off the
table than your keyboard.
The end of the TrackerMouse cable is a
9-pin plug suitable for AT serial ports,
but just in case you've got a machine with
DB-25 connectors, the company supplies
an adapter. All quite elegant.
Installing TrackerMouse is simple:
just plug it into a serial port and transfer
the software to your hard disk. The
driver goes in CONFIG.SYS. Tracker
Mouse is supposed to emulate a Micro
soft Mouse, and in general it does, but
see below.
Using TrackerMouse is an odd experi
ence. The buttons-two of them-are on
each side of this calculator-size box.
Thus, you tend to use your thumb for the
left button, middle finger for the right
button, and forefinger for manipulating
continued
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I don' t think I'm tempted to change to
TrackerMouse for everyday use. It does
get easier to use with practice, though,
and it takes less room than a normal ro
dent. If you're a mouse hater in a world
that's increasingly moving to mice, you
might want to investigate trackballs, and
this is a pretty good one.

dious. There are five 1.2-megabyte
disks; you insert the first one, log onto
the floppy disk drive, and type IN
STALL. After that, the program guides
you through screen after screen and disk
after disk. The whole process seems to
take forever.
I went through it the first time, letting
Windows think TrackerMouse was a
Microsoft Mouse. There didn't seem to
be any glitches until the installation was
over; then the program informed me that
it was improperly installed and died.
There were no other error messages, and
my only remedy was to start over.
I did. This time, I told the Windows
INSTALL program that I had a strange
mouse. The program asked for the disk
containing the MOUSE.SYS driver. I put
that in . Windows trundled awhile, then
asked for its own disks back and con
tinued with no problems . Ten minutes
later it was done, and it wouldn't work .
No error messages, just "It don't work,
Turkey!" (Actually, it says "Windows
Improperly Installed!," forces you to
click on " OK," and dies, but the effect is
the same.)
I now had a genuine quandary : was it
the mouse, the Northgate 80386, or MS
DOS 4.01 that was causing the problem?
It was si mpler to change mice than oper
ating systems. Since I ' d recently re 
ceived an update of Microsoft's MOU
SE.SYS (many previous versions do not
work with Windows), it seemed reason
able to install a Microsoft Mouse and
have done with it. Then I started the in
stallation process all over again.
Ten minutes later I was done, and this
time it worked. There was TaxView in
al 1its glory, and with the Northgate 's 16
bit VGA video driver, it was fast-blind
ingly fast compared to Big Cheetah with
his 8-bit VGA.
I make no doubt that the Logitech
Mouse would have worked as well (since
that's what I have on Big Cheetah); but
the Penny and Giles MOUSE.SYS needs
some revision before it will work with
Windows .

Compatibility

First Report

Back in the early days, you tested system
compatibility with Flight Simulator; if
that ran, almost anything would. Nowa
days, the acid test is Windows.
I didn't want to install full Microsoft
Windows on the Northgate 80386 be
cause I'm not sure I have the latest ver
sion; but I had something nearly as good:
TaxView with the Windows run-time
package.
Installing Windows, whether the real
thing or just the run-time package, is te

Next thing was to test the Northgate
80386 for speed. I'm not a big fan of
benchmarks, which I think are mislead
ing; but people do like numbers. The
Northgate 80386 has a Norton SI of 17,
meaning that it's supposed to be 17 times
as fast as a standard IBM PC XT. For the
hard disk drive, the Coretest throughput
index is 6.5, which compares favorably
with any machine I have except Big
Cheetah with his Distributed Processing

ITEMS DISCUSSED
Annals of Rome .................. $34. 95
The Software Tool works
19808 Nordhoff Place
Chatsworth, CA 91311
(818) 885-9000
Inquiry 1031.
APX-4200 ....... ... .. .. ... ...... .. . $4450
Maximum 'Storage, Inc.
5025 Centennial Blvd.
Colorado Springs, CO 80919
(719) 531-6888
Inquiry 1032.
Chaos in the Classroom ........ $49.95
site license ........ ......... ... ... .. $100
Dynamical Systems, Inc .
P.O. Box 35241
Tucson, AZ 85740
(602) 825-1331
Inquiry 1033.
DESQview/386 ..... .............$189 .90
Quarterdeck Office Systems
150 Pico Blvd.
Santa Monica. CA 90405
(213) 392-9851
Inquiry 1034.
Empire ..... .. ........ .............. $49 .95
Imerstel
P.O. Box 57825
Webster, TX 77598
(713) 486-4163
Inquiry 1035.

the "thumbball." I think I'd find it sim
pler to put both buttons on one side of the
TrackerMouse box, so that the thumb
would be used for guidance; but I'm not
sure.
I experimented with TrackerMouse
for about an hour, testing it with various
programs; eventually, I fired up Empire,
since it's completely mouse-driven. You
can play Empire without a mouse, but it's
sure not easy. Anyway, because it's
mouse-intensive, it's as good a way to
practice using a mouse as any.
I didn 't have any problems; indeed, it
was simple enough to use that I'm seri
ously thinking of stowing TrackerMouse
in the kit with my Zenith SupersPort 286
portable; I don't often need a mouse on
the road, but then I haven't really thought
about it much. TrackerMouse should
work just fine, once I transfer the driver
to a 3 V2-inch disk.
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MaclnTax .... ... ... ... ....... .. .. ... .$119
TaxView ...... .... ........... ......... $119
SoftView, Inc.
4820 Adohr Lane, Suite F
Camarillo, CA 93010
(805) 388-2626
Inquiry 1036.
Northgate 80386 .... ... ....... .... $4248
Northgate Computer Systems, Inc .
13895 Industrial Park Blvd.,
Suite 110
Plymouth, MN 55441
(800) 548-1993
Inquiry 1037.
QuickBASIC 4.5 ............ .... .. .. . $99
Microsoft Corp.
16011 Northeast 36th Way
P.O. Box 97017
Redmond , WA 98073
(800) 426-9400
(206) 882-8080
Inquiry 1038.
SIMNON .. .. ... .. .................... $695
Engineering Software Concepts
436 Palo Alto Ave.
Palo Alto, CA 94301
(415) 325-4321
Inquiry 1039.
Tracker Mouse .......... ... .......... $169
Penny and Giles Computer Products,
Ltd .
35 Reynolds St.
Attleboro , MA 02703
(508) 226-3008
Inquiry 1040.
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7

CONNER 40 Meq/ 110 Meg .. . .. " ..... 1572.34/995.80
GENOA 60 Meo int lapel ell. 11pe..... ...689.601 819.10
GENOA 150 Meg Int tape .. .................. 11178.BS
IOMEGA 20 + 20 External 8• .................. 1658.92
!OMEGA 8120X ............................ .992.80
!OMEGA 8220X, Exlernal 5'/• • •.•••••••. . •. .•. 1619.40
IRl'llN 20 Ml 40 M Internal Tape........399.10/ 539.20
MOUNTAIN 4440 in!./ t1L ............ . 385.80 I 557.75
MOUNTAIN 150M f ilesale ...... ......... .. .. . 1398.39
PLUS Passpon 20/ 40................ .479.10/ 579.88
PLUS 20 & 40 System Kil. .................. .489.75
PLUS PS2 MC Syslem Kit ....................585.58

INTEL
INTEL
INTEL
INTEL
INTEL
INTEL
INTEL

8087·2/ 8087-3................ $149.9111 112.20
80287-6/ ·8.................... 154.301 236.55
80287-10 ...................... ... . ... 236.55
80387·16/ 80387-20.. , ••••••••••. 399.691 465.65
80387·25/ 80387-SX .. .... ... .... 639.921 390.82
80387-33 ........................ . .. .575.20
BOC86·A.. . .. . . . .... . .. .. ..
. .. .395.50

WYSE
WYSE
WYSE
WYSE

50, Amber or Green .................. $373.40
60. Amber or Green ................ ... 300.16
851 30 Amber . ................ .375.90 I 294.10
99GT .. .. ... . . ... .. ................. 394.82

TITiflr,!

P LOTTERS, DIGITIZERS
& SCANNERS _
CALCOMP
1023 ....... .... $3745.38 12x 12 ••• ••... $358.12
1043 ••••••• •••.. 64n.15 12 • 18 .... . ...... 719.10
1044 " " ... " •• 9915.116 36. 48 ...... ... 3236.15
KURTA
12121S1 •••••••. S349.D6 36x48 ..........$2891.53
12'17 . . •.. . .... •499.35 4 Button Cursor .... 75.00

=N4<Jv~t/i:61'i:;: '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.':.~~~-~~llz~::

WELTEC S'i· Exlernal Floppy .................. 201.n

MINISCRIBE

I

SEAGATE 20 Meg .. $269.58 SEAGATE ST-251-0 .$369.50

~~~n ~~~eifo .: :~:rn SEAGATE ST-251-1 .. 399.23
STORAGE DIMENSION
AT-155E ••••••••. $1995.52 AT-6SDE •••••••• •$4580.80
AT-335E •..•..... .2n5.26

:r·1;1•1 •l;l l'I ::C•f.1;1 •b

PLUS DEVELOPMENT 20 Meg ............... .$539.28
PlUS OEVELOPMENT 40 Meg ............... .tITT.80
WESTERN DIGITAL 30 Meg ........ .... .. . .... 399.37

MOST ORDERS RECEIVED
BY 4:00 P.M. C.D.T.
SHIP SAME DAY

12x12 ..•..•..•.

~~~AS~fileH.......... S599.SO I

HEWLETI PACKARD
HP7440A .. .. ... $988.30
HP7475A ....... 1389.89
HP7550 ........ 2926.56
HP7570 .. LOWEST PRICE
HP7576-EXL ..... 4546.40
HP SCANJET • .• •SAVE

HOUSTON
INSTRUMENlS
HI DMP-52/DMP-52MP
HI DMP-56A
HI DMP-61
HI OMP-62
Image Maker

SHARP F0-220 •• • .$854.48 SHARP F0-330 ..• IN STOCK
SHARP F0-300 •.••• 1199.10 TOSHIBA 3010 .... $1199.44

8

TAXAN 720 .. ... ...... . .................... 272.311
MAGNAVOX 8762 .... . ....... . .... ...... .....289.05

m

W

VGA & EGA PRODUCTS

COMPLETE Fax 9600 ........................ $399!0
EVEREX 1200B ......... ............ .......... 17.IO
EVEREX 2400B ........... . . .... ... ... . .. ... . 184.15
EVEREX 2400 Ext/ 2400 PS/2 ...........1!l!l.ll0/ 2115.48
MEGAHERT1 2400B ................ . ......... 229.211

PACKARD BEU. 2400 lrll 24tlll Ell .... .........119.15/ laZI

~

HAYES 1200 ...... S271.6D 24006 .... ... .. .. $318.45
12006 ..... " .. " .269.20 2400f'S2 • " .... " .387.15
2400 ...... ... " " 416.D8

IJJ,'ftobotics

Courier 1200 ...... $174.10 1200 Ellemal ..... $129.10
Courier 2400 ....... 279.60 24008 ............ 199.70
12008 . .... .. . .... 10U5 9600 HST .... .. ... 645.20

BATTERY BACKUP & _SURGE
AMERICAN
AME-120WX •••••• 1929.45 AME·520EX ••• , ••. $449A8
AME-33DXT .. ...... 279.72 AME·800RT ........ 699.19
AME-45Cll\T ........ 395.82

DATASHIELD

500 wan ......... l560.D5 ssroo+ ...... ... S859JO
800 wan .......... 13U8 1200 wan ......... 994.75
S100 " ...... " .... 69J6 6 Oudet Surge.."" .27.85
DURANT TECHNOLOGIES
Sf'S.300 .... . .... 532.4.10 Bf>S.SSO ....... .. Sli86.D2
Sf'S.500 ........... m .11 BPS-1200 .......... 11ue

MH7. MEGAHERTZ c.oRf'ORATIOO

2400 1Dr ZEMlli ..... $187.10 12mfllrC!MWl SIJ..$2SUG
2400 for NEC •••••..•22UI 2400 1Dr lOOHIBA.•••• 113.74
TRIPPUTE
SC-450 .••••••••• . 1367.50 4 oudet. ........ . $ 44.25

er .'I in•1
·? :n· ..i3ffJ•l ;1!w,,

BC-1200 ......... .. 695.55 LC-1200 ........... 164.85
LC-1800 . . .. .

~11~:~ :1~ JD&fu8os:.~~e'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.':;.S3/g1i
INTELLICOM Long link •• " .......... "." " " 129.70
KENSINGION Maslerplece " " " • •••• • " • " ••• "99.99

LOGITECH C9 Serial/PS2 ..... " •• "." "." .. S89J5
LOGITECH eus •• " ... "." ..... " " ••••• " .. 94.9!1
1
1

~~~Wo'Wc~
~1~1te~~~rp~~i :::::::::: :::::: ~~
KEYTRONICS 101 .............................97.95

~foii~iF/r "If~~:. r~:"~'V~~l••1.·.·.·._._

~~tZ~~
~$~1s~~=~-~~~'. .5~~:: :~·~~~=
XT Power Supply 150 Witt .................... 59.DO

HIGH VOLUME BIDS INVITED
2840 Marta Avenue, Northbrook, IL 60062 FAX-A-BID (312) 291-1737

Open t~rms available to approved credit

f 800 ,I 233 • 4426
In Illinois

FAX

(312) 498·1426 (312) 291·1737

....,.,·JM

MICROSOFT MOUSE w/wlndows .. . ............138.37
MOUSE SYSTEMS (Serial Version) ............... 99.55
MOUSE SYSTEMS (Bus Version) ••••••••••••••• 1oa.n

If you find a better price '
call us before you buy.

WHY WAIT? CALL COMPUTER DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE™ NOW!
SPECIAL EXTENDED HOURS
Sales 7:30-7:30 CDT Mon-Fri.
9:00-3:30 CDT Sat.
Tech. Support 9:00-5:00 CDT Mon-Fri.

'

~mw:i~~~CJe~~.~Yi~ ~~ai•• iii:::·:.~::', ~~

Enlry·level 286 S1arter Kii, 4 Users ..•.••• ••• •. $429.90
Enlry-level 286 Starter Kil, 8 Users •.••••••••••. 899.89
NOVELL 286 Software V. 2.15 •••••••••••••••. 1939.65
NOVELL SFT NelWare V2.15 .............. . .. 2486.60
NOVELL NETPRO .......................... 1120.50

MSP5D .... .. ..... 304.10 Premiere 35 ....... 515.17

XT 1 driw ........ 1699.19 XT w/ 40 Meg ... . $1095. 74
XT w/20 Meg ..... 998.29 XT w/70 Meq ... .. 1395.36

SEAGATE

M-1709 .......... $384.47
HR40 .... . ....... 629.12

Ml 182 llrbo ..... .. NEW Ml 321 . ........ $479.28
Ml 172 ............ DKl1 Ml 390 ..........475.96

286. Mdl 1 •••..• S16'9.55 386-2DE. 4D Meg .$4565.12
286E ............... NEW 386-20E , 100 Meg .5564.22
386. 20 MHz. 130 . .5718.33 Port. II, Mdl 2 ••• .. 1858.10
386. 25 MHz. 60 .. 5683.tO Pon. II. Mdl 4 .••.• 2697.42
386S, Mdl 1 ••••• .2324.49 Pon. 111, Mdl 20 ... 3495.85
386S. Mdl 20 •••.. m3.12 Pon. Ill, Mdl 40 ..• 3999.35
386S, Mdl 40 ... , .3092.84 Pon. 386 Mdl 40 .. 5426.24
386,25 MHz. Mdl 110 .6995.95 Pon. 386 Mdl 100 .6689.74
386. 25 MHz. Mdl 300 . 8895.99

MIN-8425 ........ S239AO MIN-3085 .........muo
MIN-8438 ......... 299.85 MIN·6085 ... ...... 599.52
MIN·3053 ......... 469.52 MIN-9380 ........ 1859.58

Quicl<wriler Ill .... 1295.62
Pro Prinler 111 XL24E .831.62

brother

eo.

MOL Zl!ll •••••. . . $19UO MOL 2214 ........ $1921.311
MOL Zl12 ......... 1271.20 MOL 3216 ........ 2060.37
WORKSTATIONS
AST 105X ...................... . .. . .... All AST
AST 386SX Model 5/ Model 45 . . •.••. •• WORKS1J010NS
AST Br.M>.................... . ......... IN SlOCK
EARIHSIATION V40 or 286, Altnel or Elhemel . .. . .CALL

SOFTWARE

EPSON

llO., . ... CALL CDW" MOL 340C ...... IN STOCK
140....... FOR All MOL 390C ...... & READY
170....... .. AST
MOL 3150C . . . .. . 10 SHIP
3DOC. • •• • PRICING

MMC
~!~=~~
MEMBER

MICROCOMPUTER

- l~~ld

a
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CHAOS MANOR

seen any of those for months. I have good
reason to believe the early problems were
caused by the rapid growth of the com
pany. Meanwhile, let me repeat that I am
impressed with this machine's construc
tion. Of course, I expect any machine
sent to me will work-although some
haven"t-but I also have reports from
other people who have Northgate com
puters, and they're happy.
I still recommend that utter novices
will be better off going through a reliable

Technology controller and Priam hard
disk drive, which is a bit like comparing
a Chrysler LeBaron with a Ferrari.
I tend to use criteria like "slow,"
"good enough," and "wow!" ratherthan
numbers anyway; and I rate the North
gate 80386 as better than good enough on
CPU and disk speed and wow! on video
speed.
When Northgate first started shipping
machines, I had reports of some prob
lems with quality control; but I haven't

I

I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I
I

other Text

(g)

(d)
I

I
I

A/P

•---• Distribution

Invoice Information
Entered into
Computer System
General
Ledger

(d)

, . .. .............................. ,
I

I

•

Payment
Selections
(fl

A/P Voucher
Register
(e)

dealer rather than ordering by mail, but I
have to add that reiiable dealers aren't all
that easy to find; and there sure wasn't
any installation required for this system.
I just turned it on, and it came up in MS
DOS 4.01.
I'll hang onto the Northgate 80386 for
a while and let you know how it wears;
but my preliminary report is that I like
this machine a lot. The configuration I
have is the 80386 computer running at 16
MHz with 4 megabytes of RAM, two
serial ports, and one parallel port; a 70
megabyte hard disk drive with MS-DOS
4.01 installed to segment the drive into
5-megabyte and 65-megabyte logical
drives; two floppy disk drives, one 1.2
megabyte 5 1A-inch and one 720K-byte
3 1h-inch; a 16-bit VGA card; the Ultra
14 monitor; tons of documentation; and
the wonderful Northgate Omni Key/102
keyboard . This is a very good con
figuration.
If you ever run out of hard disk drive
space, there's room for a second drive in
side the case . The workmanship is supe
rior. Changing BIOS ROMs is close work
because of the way the sockets are situ
ated, but clearly I was able to do it all
right.
All in all. the Northgate 80386 looks
like one of the best deals in town . It
would certainly do as the only machine I
had if I were in another line of business.
More as we use it more.

Objects!!!

FLOW CHARTING II+
Flow Charting II+ will amaze you with its speed, power and simplicity.
• Update and print charts as fast as the situation changes
• See your revisions right away-no long wait for charts to be hand drawn
• Select 26 standard shapes; 10 text fonts
• Tutorial manual makes learning easy
• Runs on IBM or compatibles
• Produces excellent organizational charts!
•Only $229!

PAI ION &PAUON

Software

Corpor a tion

Excellence in charting the {I.ow of ideas

For more information, see your local retailer or call
1-800-525-0082, ext. 47 (outside Calif.) 408-629-5376 (Calif./lnt'I.)
81 Great Oaks Blvd., San Jose, CA 95119

The most exciting thing this month just
came in: a beta copy of Borland Interna
tional 's Turbo Pascal 5.5 . It has objects,
and Borland swears that by the time you
read this it will be shipping.
Objects, for those who have been hid
ing out in the North Woods for the past
year, are all the rage as programming
tools. The notion is that you build a com
plex structure-say, a window with
colors, graphics, text, and dialog boxes
and define it as an object, after which
you can manipulate it as you would any
other data structure in your program.
In the Turbo Pascal 5.5 implementa
tion, objects are similar to records, but
they can contain procedures. The new
compiler has syntax for object construc
tion and destruction (thus releasing all
their memory) and various ways to ma
nipulate the objects. I've had almost no
time to run this, but I like it enough al
ready that I am seriously contemplating
converting Mrs. Pournelle's Reading
Program to Turbo Pascal 5.5; it cer
tainly would be easier to modify and
maintain.
continued
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eal-Tlme Debugging for 386s and 286s
U ser Jeff Garbers, Crosstalk
Communications' Director of
Software Development, has been
debugging with Periscope® Model
IV and says, "The hardware
really makes Periscope shine,
especially when you've got
timing-related problems. I can
now track down changing
pointers and altered buffers on
my 386. I've been using it to
debug Crosstalk® Mk. 4 and
there's just no better way to do
it."
Periscope IV gives you the ability
to debug time-sensitive programs,
hardware-interrupt routines, and pro
grams with intermittent errors. You can
run your program at full speed while
tracking down unwanted memory
overwrites. You can use the information
captured in Periscope IV's real-time
trace buffer to see EXACTLY what the
system is doing, and to improve its
performance.

Periscope

manual, disk.
quick-reference
card, and 512K

Plus board that
provides write·
protected RAM

A New OWl'llllon.,,,_,..,. ......., .........
Compatible with virtually any 286 or 386 with an AT-style bus, Periscope IV
works on machines running up to 25MHz with any number of wait states.
Because it gets information directly from the CPU, instead of from the system
bus, Model IV is not sensitive to bus compatibility issues.
Periscope IV collects CPU information in its hardware trace buffer while
the CPU runs at full speed. Whether you tell Periscope IV to capture just
selected information or to capture everything, you can use its powerful trace
buffer commands to search for and display the execution history the way you
need to see it. And you can use the CPU cycle count information to get the last
bit of performance out of your code.
With Periscope IV you can set hardware breakpoints on memory accesses
(within the first 16MB), 1/0 ports, and data. You can also set breakpoints on
the occurrence of specific sequences of events, such as "watch for the routine
FOO to begin executing, then while it is, watch for the variable BAR to be
written." This capability, called sequential triggering, enables you to define
complex conditions, then stop your program and examine what has happened
when these conditions occur.
If you're developing a large application that needs all of the lower 640K, you
can use the optional Plus board to keep Periscope totally out of normal DOS
memory. The Plus board requires the use of a second slot.
The Periscope IV software is an extension of the software that comes with
all models of Periscope. So, along with Periscope IV's powerful hardware, you
get a full-function software debugger with source and symbol support for most
popular PC compilers and linkers, Microsoft® Windows support, PLINK
overlay support, dual monitor support, support for debugging device drivers
and TSRs as well as regular programs, DOS independence, crash recovery,
ease-of-use, and much more.
Prices on Periscope range from $145 for software-only Model 11-X to $2,995
for a 25MHz 386 hardware-assisted Model IV. Call 8001722-7006 for pricing
details, free information, to talk about your debugging needs, or to order your
Periscope.
Order lbur Periscope, Toll-Free,

Today!

for Periscope
Models I, III,
and IV.

800-722-7006

MAJOR CREDIT CARDS AND QUALIFIED
COMPANY PURCHASE ORDERS ACCEPTED

"No matter
what your debugging needs,
a single call to the Periscope
Company has always
sufficed..:•
Ross Creellberir

"&sl of 1988" (Devdoproent Tuols)
PC Magazine, January 17, 1989

Circk 219 on RlaMr Service Card (DEALERS: 220)
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Debug Your
Program

BEFORE
You Write It!
---·--
··oeep bugs", the kind that show up
after you ship the product, are usually the
result of logic flaws. Such bugs include
redundancies. contradictions. unique con
ditions without specified actions. etc.
Logic Gem. a proven programmer's
tool. helps you avoid these bugs in three
ways:
•

Catches logical errors before you
code the program. Saves hours of
debugging time.

•

Automatically produces written
documentation of your logic.
which assures good communica
tions between designer and coder.
(And helps remind you of the
logic from one work session to
the next.)

•

Automatically produces flawless
code for the ..guts" of your
program . .. in C. BASIC. Pascal,
FORTRAN. and dBASE.

Logic Gem works with whatever com
piler you arc using. The only change:
with Logic Gem you catch and correct the
logic bugs~ you write the program.

Jerry Pournelle says

(Chaos
Manor, BYTE, March 1989), "It has
already saved me several hours, and
I haven't had it a week. Highly rec
ommended."
A void hours and days of needless de
bugging time. Call 1-800-722- 7853 now
for details about Logic Gem. Or put
Logic Gem to work for you immedi
ately: Order a copy (it costs only $195)
and use it for 90 days at our risk. You can
return it for any reason within 90days for
a complete refund.

---·--
Sterling Castle, Inc.
702 Washington Street
Suite 174
Marina del Rey, CA 90292
1-800-722-7853
1-800-323-6406 (in CA)

•
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Prediction; object-oriented Pascal will
be the language development of the year.
Second prediction: the first prediction is
an understatement.

BigWORMs
The other important development I don't
have much room for is Maximum Stor
age's newest APX-4200 monster WORM
drive, which now stores some 380 mega
bytes on each side of a WORM disk car
tridge. The new drive reads all your old
WORM cartridges. Ifit sees that the car
tridge has been initialized in the old for
mat, it writes to it that way.
Because of all the traveling I've been
doing. I've had little chance to wring out
the new WORM. so th is won't be the last
report on it. I do want to emphasize that
in almost a year of working with Maxi
mum Storage WORM drives, I have yet
to lose one bit of data, and several times
they've really saved my bacon, like the
time when the Project X software com
pletely munged my hard disk drive file
allocation tables.
I haven't tested the new WORM soft
ware with MS-DOS 4.01; last time I
tried, it wouldn't work . I'm willing to bet
that by the time you read this. Maximum
Storage will have fixed that problem.
Meanwhile. I remain a real WORM en
thusiast, and it's sure nice to have 380
megabytes a side on those cartridges.
The doubled data density has also
speeded up the WORM something won
derful.
If you're in the software development
business and you don't have a WORM,
you really ought to rethink your situa
tion. WORMs are better than streaming
tape because WORM drives get used.
and this is especially true now that
QEMM.SYS can load the WORM
drivers into high memory (on an 80386)
so that the WORM drive is available in
every DESQview window.
Winding Down
Tomorrow I'm off to the Lowell Obser
vatory for the annual board meeting. I'll
get to see how they're using the big
80386 that Cheetah International assem
bled from parts donated by Maximum
Storage, Intel, Logitech, Priam, and
Cheetah itself. Then I catch a plane to
New York for a United Nations sympo
sium on the future. Given the excitement
over the Fleischmann and Pons cold
fusion experiments, that ought to be
quite a discussion.
As usual, there's a huge mound of
stuff I haven't been able to get at, includ
ing a pile of CD-ROMs we collected at
the annual Microsoft CD-ROM confer

ence. There are now hundreds of CD
ROMs available, with over a hundred of
general interest. For a good catalog of
what's available, contact the Bureau of
Electronic Publishing, P.O. Box 43131.
Upper Montclair. NJ 07043, (201) 746
3031. Despite the official-looking logo.
this outfit has less relationship with the
government than did my mad friend
Gary, who 40 years ago camped out on
the grounds of what would become the
UN and issued his Citizen of the World
passports (still accepted in India and
Ceylon. by the way; Gary wasn't that
mad). If you're interested in CD-ROM.
the "Bureau's" free product guide is
worth the "list price" of$4.95.
The computer book of the month is
Chris DeVoney's DOS Tips. Tricks, and
Traps (Que, 1988); it's one reference
work that can save you quite a lot of time
and trouble. The book of the month is
Parallel Universes by Fred Allen Wolf
(Simon and Schuster). Wolf is a physicist
who really takes seriously quantum
physics with i1s paradoxes and anoma
lies . Paris of the book are repetitious.
and some of ii is plain silly, but there's
more than enough substance to keep you
interested if you like far-out speculative
science. My own interest was in re
search: I'm working on Wrath of God. a
postapocalypse novel, and I needed some
arguments to make limited time travel
sound respectable . Wolf managed that .
The game of the month (other than
Empire, which promises to be the game
of the decade) is Annals of Rome. This is
a strategic-level game in which you play
the ruling faction of the Senate of Rome
and try to keep the Republic/Empire
alive through the centuries. It's frustrat
ing and you're eventually guaranteed to
lose, but the scope is magnificent, and
more often than you'd think, there's a
chilling resemblance to real history.
It's late, and I have to pack for Flag
staff. Arizona. and New York City on
one trip. Larry Niven says a dark suit is
always appropriate. I may have to test
that hypothesis. •

Jerry Pournelle holds a doctorate in psy
chology and is a science fiction writer
who also earns a comfortable living writ
ing about computers present and future.
Jerry welcomes readers' comments and
opinions. Send a self-addressed, stamped
envelope to Jerry Pournelle, clo BYTE.
One Phoenix Mill lane, Peterborough,
NH 03458. Please put your address on
the feller as well as on the envelope. Due
to tlze high volume ofletters. Jerry cannot
guarantee a personal reply. You can also
contact him on BIX as ''jerryp."

THE NEW STANDARD FOR
IDGH PERFORMANCE
STATISTICAL SOFTWARE

Apowerful, comprehemive, elegant, and super-fast statis
tical package for IBM (PC, AT, PS/2) and compatible
computers. I The C$ optimized user interface with fast
hierarchical menus incorporates elements of artificial inteUi·
gence; even complex analyses require only a few keystrokes
(batch procesmng is also supported). I r,ss features compre
hensive, state of the art implementatiom of: Basic statistics,
Multi-way frequency tables, Nonparametric statistics,
ExploratQry data analysis with analytic graphs, Multiple
regression metlwds, 'Pi.me series analysis with modeling and
forecasting (incl full ARIMA), General ANOVAIANCOVAI
MANOVA, Contrast analysis, Discriminant function
analysis, Factor analysis, Principal campcments, Mullidi·
mensWnal scaling, Item analysis/Reliability, Log-linear
analysis, Ctusler analysis, Non-linear estimation, Logil/
Probit analysis, Canonical analysis, Suroival and Failure
Time analysis (Censored data), Quality Control analysis,
and much more. I All statistical procedures are integrated
with fast data ~ management and instant, presentation
quality graphics (over 100 types); full support for all mono
and color graphics boards (incl. VGA) and over 100 plotters
and printers (inl:I. the HP and fustscript standards). I All
CS'l screen output is diijllayed via customized Scrollsheets™
(i.e., dynamic, usercontrolled, multi-layered tables with cells
expandable into pop-up windows); all numbers in a Scroll·
sheetTM can be instantly converted into a variety of
presentation quality graphs; contents of different Scroll
sheets™ can be instantly aggregated, combined, compared,
plotted, printed, or saved. I The flexibility of the C$ inpuV
output is practically unlimited: CS'l offers an intelligent
interface(read/write) to all conunon file fonnats(wtus, Sym
phony, dBII, dBllI +, DIF. SYLK, ... ) and special utilities to
easily ace~ data from incompatible programs; graphics can
be saved in files compatible with desktop publishing pro
grams (Aldus, Ventura). I C$ data files can be as large as
your operating system (DOS) allows; OS/2 version coming
soon. I CS'l precision exceeds the standards of all common
precision benchmarks. I Thchnical note: ~ C:SS user
inleifaai and all /JO were wrUten. in A.wnbler and bypas5
OOS; graphics and data management were written in
Assembler and C; the rompulational algorilhms were
written in Assembler and optimized Fortran. I $495 (plus
$5 shih); 14-0ay money back guarantee.
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il statSoft
2325East13tll Stnlt • 111111, OK 74104 • (1181583-4141
Fu: (1181583-4371

Overseas Offices: StatSolt of Europe (Hamburg, FRG). ph: 040/4200347. StatSolt UK (London, UK). ph: 0438/310056 or 316561, StatSoft Pacific (Melbourne. Australia), ph: 61~580
Available From: CORPORATE SOFTWARE and other Authorized Resprasentalives Worldwide: Benelux: L.emax BV 02968-94210; France: Conceplel 45669700: Sweden: AkademiData 696201 ;
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Aw • • .What the Heck!
EXTREMELY POWERFUL

VERY EASY TO USE

VERY LOW PRICED

DesignCAD 3-D version 2.0 is as powerful
as most CAO systems costing $50 00 •
S 10.000! Features like: Complex Extrusions
linear, scaler, and circular. Blending of Sur·
faces, Shading. Cross Sectioning. Complex
Sweeps and Trans lations. and Boolean opera
tions make DesignCAD 3-D one of the most
powerful 3·0 CAD systems available •.• at
any price! Engineers, Architects and Consu~
tants constantly tell us that they use CAD
systems costing thousands of dollars which
are not as powerful as DesignCAD 3-D.

Just because OesignCAD 3-0 is powerful doesn't
mean it is difficult to use. Single keystroke com
mands and side-bar menus which give short direc
tions on how to proceed m ake DesignCAD 3- D a
snap to use! While not required. DesignCAD 3-D
supports all popular digitizers and mice.
Many of the older. more cumbersome CAD systems
require weeks of training before a user can be
productive. DesignCAD 3·D users find they can be
producing useful drawings in a matter of minutes!
In a recent CAD contest only one contestant was
able to match our drawing time. The package sold
for $3000.00. The other CAD packages took up to
twice as long to perform the same drawing and
cost up to $5000.001
Still don't believe us? The goblet pictured below
required only 1 6 keystrokes and 3 commands to
create! The top, front, side, and isometric views
were created simultaneously ... in less than one
minute!

The first question asked by many people is,
''Wtry is DesignCAD 3-0 priced so low?" The
answer? After developing DesignCAD 3·0
version 2.0. we \l\ll!re unable to decide how
the product should be priced. We consulted
expens. We used the finest spreadsheets on
the market We took employee polls. Finally, in
the great American Tradition, we said, "Aw ...
What the Heck! Let's see the other guys
beat this price!" DesignCAD 3·D version 2 .0
sells for $399.

DesignCAD
3-D

only $399!
WHY BUY THIS ONE?
There is a very important reason to buy DesignCAD
3-D. PERFORMANCE. No other CAD system can
match our price/performance ratio. Many people
meke the serious mistake of thinking that it 1s neces
sary to spend thousands of dollars to obtain "a good
3-D CAD system." This is not true! We talk to people
everyday that are sadly disappointed with their
"expensive" CAD systems. Don't be one of them!
Call us and we will send you a complete set of
literature and a free slide show demo disk. Once
you compare DesignCAD 3 ·D version 2.0 with other
CAD systems \/Ill! know yoo will choose DesignCAD
3-D.

DON'T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT
Here is what other people have to say about Desig~
CAD 3-D:
" After you've worked with OesignCAO. the single
keystroke commands are simple to remember and
it becomes easy to " flick one key" to execute a com·
mand. An extremely ergonomically designed pro
gram."
HENRY LEVET. Lovin Er Daigle An:h11ecta • Now Orinns. LA
Designed a 65,000 SQ. II. nuralng homo usinp Deslf1nCAD

"Recently I worked with a firm that builds decks.
They purchased your product on my recommenda
tion. I sat down with them and in two hours they
were very proficient in DesignCAD. Now they are
more effective; and we can communicate • .• it's
wonderful to be able to do a block repeat 42 times
and there are 42 2x4' s to make the deck!"
J. T\JRNER. An:hotoel TAO Ltd.• Tho Woodlands. Texas

" Allows scientists and engineers to expend minimum
time learning and using CAD software so that their
time can be expended on the project at hand. It
also allows scientists and engineers to quickly
present to management all views of a subject (3·0)."
DR STEVENS. NASA SQtCo Scionu.VEngon-

HOW DO I GET ONE?
DesignCAD 3-D version 2 .0 is available from most retail computer stores, or you may order directly from us.
DesignCAD 3·D is available in a number of foreign languages from distributors throughout the world. All you
need to run DesignCAD 3·D is an IBM PC Compatible and 640K RAM. DesignCAD 3-0 suppons most graphics
cards. printers, plotters and digitizers. Free infonnation and a demo diskette are available by contacting us at:
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Small Business Computers. Inc.
327 South Miii atrfft
PYyor, Of(. 743at
918/825-4844
FAX: 01 ·91 a-825-8369
TELEX:910240030Z
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Ezra Shapiro

Is BIGGER BETTER?
Recent upgrades
raise the question:
When do bells
and whistles overwhelm
a product and its users?
have been railing against the com
puter industry's penchant for con
stant upgrades for many months;
we're caught in a spiral of bigger
and bigger products designed to solve
smaller and smaller problems. Spread
sheets, word processors, database man
agers, and such were tremendous boosts
to productivity and creativity when they
first appeared on microcomputers; any
of the later enhancements to the basic
concepts are trivial by comparison.
Generating an automatic table of con
tents or deriving an internal rate of return
with one command is all very fine, but
these niceties don't change our lives the
way our first personal computers did. Yet
each minor improvement, no matter how
inconsequential, is hailed as a major rev
olution, and we rush like check-writing
lemmings to jump on the bandwagon.
Simple programs have grown to in
clude the equivalent of indoor plumbing
and electric appliances, which we may or
may not need; few, if any, of us will ever
use all the bells anrl whistles of every
product we own. But as each of us re
quires different features, it all works out
for the best in the end. Or does it?
Here's a fact: Manufacturers abandon
old products when new versions coine
out. No way can you buy a copy of Super
Calc2, a nice introductory spreadsheet,
or WordStar 3.x, or any of the forerun
ners of today's megaprograms. If you
want a limited but comfortable set of fea
tures, you're forced to look into odder
and odder corners of the market. Laptop
owners trying to avoid the weight penalty

I

of hard disk drives are at peril, as are
users with meager needs and/or little in
terest in becoming power users.
I'm really dismayed by what all this
means for those people new to comput
ing. Those of us who have been around
for a while accept the welter of new func
tions with an occasional sigh, but we can
handle it. We're capable of ignoring un
necessary kitchen-sink features or decid
ing when an upgrade makes sense and
when to pass. However, the feature wars
have created programs that can be pretty
daunting to the neophyte. Yes, software
is easier to learn today than ever before,
but there's a lot more to learn.
So what are the repercussions? Is the
computer industry inadvertently setting
up barriers that block its own growth? Is
too much attention being paid to sophisti
cated doodads and not enough to simplic
ity and elegance? It's been so long since I
was a novice that I'm not sure anymore.
But I do notice that whenever an absolute
beginner asks me what programs to buy,

ILLUSTRATION: DANIS COLLE1T MUTCHLER © 1989

I keep wishing that some of the products
of a few years ago were still available.
Some companies (distressingly few)
solve this dilemma by providing down
scaled variants of their powerhouse prod
ucts or by developing junior-level pro
grams. These are good moves. I'd also
like to see some older products remain on
the shelves, even after they've been su
perseded by newer, hotter, and bigger
versions. We need more tiers of software
functionality. particularly at the simple,
user-friendly level. Without the software
equivalent of a welcome mat, the indus
try will risk turning away those making
their first tentative steps into computing.

Some Examples
More II for the Macintosh and WordStar
Professional 5.0 in the MS-DOS world
bring this phenomenon into sharp focus.
More II is a brilliant package, combining
outlining with presentation graphics and
word processing. I stand in awe of the
conJinued
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programming skills of the Winer broth
ers, Dave and Peter, who took the basic
idea of an outlining tool and refined it
into this amazing product.
But it has become so powerful, so
flexible, and so enormous that you can
spend weeks trying to figure out every
thing it can do. More II is the slickest tool
I've ever seen for creating and organizing
a slide show with graphics, whether you
output it as 35mm slides or project it as
computer screens. There are built-in tree
and bullet charts with draw-style graph
ics, editing capabilities, installable style
libraries, dissolves and wipes, and a
timed execution facility for unattended
presentations. On the text-handling side,
More II has added style sheets, a spelling
checker, true headers and footers, page
breaks, and a print-preview feature .
Also, More II no longer restricts out
line headlines to one line of text, effec
tively freeing you from the constraints of
the indented outline format. And, of
course, the program retains its predeces
sors' outline-manipulation features:
cloning, mark and gather, time stamp
ing, calculation, and so on. As I said, it's
wondrous stuff.
However, using More II to cobble up a
little outline, perhaps to organize your
thoughts before sitting down to write a
report, is like using low-yield nuclear
weapons to rid your house of termites.
The screen is awash with new teeny cryp
tic symbols. Endless menus lead to end
less submenus. Understanding the More
II library format and how to use it is an
afternoon in itself. The scope of this pro
gram has vastly outstripped the scale of
the job it was originally intended to do .
I wrote about WordStar Professional
5.0 in January, so I'll skip some of the
gory details. Suffice it to say that my old
standby now has the best print-preview
screens in MS-DOS, a variety of inter
faces (including pull-down menus), auto
matic reformatting, direct import of
spreadsheet and database files, win
dows, macros, a selection of new com
mands for font control on laser printers,
and much more. Although it is still iden
tifiable as a word processor, it's a far cry
from the familiar product I first began
using many years ago.
Both More II and WordStar Profes
sional 5.0 are excellent programs, highly
recommended . Yet after a few months
with each of them, I went back to the pre
vious versions, More I . I c and WordStar
4.0. I found I had little use for most ofthe
new stuff, and it got in the way more than
it helped. Further, both programs had
lost the indefinable feel that had charac
terized their ancestors.
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ITEMS DISCUSSED
BirdSongs! ...... ......... ..... ... . $45
Corrales Software
P.O. Box 2730
Corrales, NM 87048
(505) 897-4024

Inquiry 1021.
More II ... ... .......... ... ........ .$395
Symantec Corp.
10201 Torre Ave .
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 253-9600

Inquiry 1022.
Plain Paper Ink
Cartridge ..... ............. ... . $11 . 95
Diconix, Inc.
343 State St.
Rochester, NY 14650
(800) 848-9977

Inquiry 1023.
WordStar Professional 5.0 .... $495
MicroPro International Corp.
33 San Pablo Ave.
San Rafael , CA 94903
(4 15) 499-1200

Inquiry 1024.
Now, the good folks at Symmetry will
point out that Acta Advantage has every
thing I need in a Macintosh outliner, and
they're probably right. If it's command
set compatibility with old versions of
WordStar that I want, I have only to look
to Sprint, PC-Write, SideKick's Note
pad, or half a dozen other MS-DOS word
processing programs that can be config
ured to emulate the old classic.
But I don't merely want similar func
tionality to, or close emulation of, the
original programs, and there's more than
nostalgia to my complaint. The originals
had a cohesiveness-integration, if you
will-lacking in the new versions. It's
that sense of "rightness" that causes me
to favor one program over another. And
the new ones, no matter how spectacu
lar, don't have it.

On the Jet Stream
OK, I admit it, I feel a little dumb. It's
taken me over a year to discover a won
derful product, and I wish I'd known
about it when it began shipping in April
1988. It's one of those seemingly trivial
items that attract little attention but can
completely change the way you work.
What's this magic bullet that's got me so
excited? It's the Diconix Plain Paper Ink
Cartridge for portable ink-jet printers,
that's what.

The rap on low-cost ink-jet technology
has always been that you can't get good
print quality without special paper. As
ink-jet ink is still technically a liquid
when it hits the paper, it has been recom
mended that you use stock with high ab
sorption characteristics. Until the intro
duction of the Diconix cartridge, you had
only two choices: clay-coated paper,
which absorbs ink without much spread
ing at the edges of the dots, or ultra
cheap, highly absorbent paper that al
lows so much spreading that printouts
look like the lines on the eye chart below
the last one that you can read. Ordinary
paper was out of the question; unab
sorbed ink remaining on the surface
would smudge the instant you touched it.
I fell in love with Hewlett-Packard's
ThinkJet printer before it was officially
unveiled (and Hewlett-Packard insiders
were still calling it "Vesuvius"). It was
small and quiet. Also, it didn't shake the
table like a subway train passing under
the building at full throttle. But the paper
question kept me from adding a ThinkJet
to my printer collection.
When the Diconix I 50, a yet smaller
portable printer based on the same dis
posable-cartridge technology, was intro
duced, I continued to raise a skeptical
eyebrow. Clay-coated printer paper is
not exactly a common household item.
Last month, however, I decided to
take the plunge, seduced by advertise
ments calling the Diconix unit a "plain
paper printer." It arrived with one in k
cartridge and an ominous sample pack of
clay-coated paper. I used a few sheets,
and the output looked marvelous. When I
used plain paper, however, it was
Smudge City. Irritated, I began a long
series of phone calls.
What I eventually learned was that Di
conix has a cartridge filled with a quick
drying ink formulation that the company
calls "plain paper ink." This item is, of
course, not mentioned anywhere in the
materials provided with the printer. I or
dered a sample, and, wonder of wonders,
it worked.
It worked on every type of paper I
could find in my office. It even worked
on my personal letterhead, which is
bright white and slick, a rough test for
any printer. No smudging, period. So
far, I've encountered only one type of
stock that can't handle the ink: those
clear plastic labels designed for photo·
copiers. As of yesterday, the machine
gun daisy-wheel printer and the chain
s aw dot-matrix printer have be en
banished to their original cartons in the
back of the garage. I'm in printer heaven.
continued
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Introducing the ·
Smallest 80386 based
PC Compc;1tible Single
Board Computer
Only 4" x 6

11

Quark/PC® Il
• VGA® VidedColor LCD Controller
• SCSI Hard Disk Control
• Up to 4 Mbytes Memory and more
To order or enquire call us today.
Megatel Computer Corporation

(416) 745-7214 FAX (416) 745-8792
174 Turbine Drive, Weston, Ontario M9L 252
Distributors
Germany - Tech Team (06074) 98031 FAX (06074) 902.48
ltaly.SouthemEurope-NCSttalla(0331)256&4 FAX(0331)25l>-018
U.K. - Densltron (0959) 76331 FAX (0959) 71017
Austrolo - Asp Microcomputers (03) 500-0628 FAX (03) 50().9461
Denmark - lngenlorflrmoet (02) 440488 FAX (02) 440715
Rnland - Dlglpolnt (3580) 757 1711 FAX (3580) 757 0844
Norway - AD Elelclronlkk (09) 877110 FAX (09) 875990
Sweden- (040) <n 10 90 FAX (040) 13 90 38
QucrtllO•eQl-US.- O I F.aK.o.IFG.CO.Lld. \/GAiloreglll!l9d-.Ortcll8MC
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ti' DOS?
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From BYTEWEEKJFeb. 6, 1989
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· -·::;_~.

• ... Bolt Systems hos come out w ith a program
that does away with lhe dual- boot problem. And
al $49, MultiBoot will be on essential utility for any
OS/2 user ...
MultiBool is simple, foolproof, and it works flawlessly.
It's an example of a much -needed utility that fills
a niche, a niche that will widen as more users take UP.
OS/2. We recommend it.•

Not all DOS programs work in the 0812 compatibility box. MulliBoot
lets you install both systems in your computer. Multi Boot works with
DOS version 3.0--4.01 up. And 0812 versions 1.0 and 1.1
TO ORDER:
Send $49.95' + $3.00 shipping
or call 1·301-656-7133.
and handling (check or money
FAX: 1-301-907-8736 to order
by Visa/Mastercard. Specify
order) to:
3.5"
or 5.25" diskettes.
MultiBoot, Bolt Systems, Inc.
Ask about our volume discounts
4340 East-West Highway
Bethesda, Maryland 20814
'Maryland residents add 5% sales taK.
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These Diconix cartridges cost $11.95
a pop, produce about 500 pages in draft
quality mode, and work in the ThinkJet,
the Diconix 150 and 300, and the Gen
eral Computer WriteMove printer for
Macintosh users. Reproduction is not
quite as glorious as you'll obtain with
clay-coated paper or with a 24-pin near
letter-quality dot-matrix printer, but for
routine work, this arrangement can't be
beat.

For the Birds
The odd product of the month-possibly
of the year-is BirdSongs! from Corrales
Software. It's a Macintosh package, and
the name says it all. For $45, you get a
resource file of digitized birdcalls and
two programs with which to play them
a stand-alone application and a desk-ac
cessory version. BirdSongs! is designed
to let you play sounds in the background,
either with MultiFinder or without it.
When you adjust sliders to set maximum
and minimum intervals for playback and
choose an assortment of songs from the
menu, you can have a bunch of birds mer
rily twittering while you work .
Author Loren Cobb explains that the
sound-generation capabilities of the Mac
are ideally suited for reproducing high
frequency noises. A quick check with an
impartial panel of experts (my cats) cer
tifies the validity of this claim; these
judges responded to BirdSongs! with no
ticeable interest and ear-twitching. The
songs are quite attractive to human ears
as well. I heard none of the unpleasant
clicks and hissing that characterize many
other collections of digitized sounds; the
overall effect is delightful.
BirdSongs! contains the sounds of 17
North American birds, mostly ~brushes ,
wrens, and catbirds. If you're so minded,
you can build your own resource files for
the program using any digitized sounds;
simple instructions are included in the
short manual. Or for $15 each, Corrales
Software will sell you other sound files,
including Southwestern birds and ani
mals, birds and monkeys of Madagascar,
and (my favorite) arctic wolves. Just the
thing to perk up a dull day at the office.
Recommended if you fancy this sort of
thing.•

Eua Shapiro is a consulting editor for
BYTE. You can contact him on BIX as
"eua. " Because ofthe volume ofmail he
receives, Ezra, regretfully, cannot re
spond to each inquiry.
Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458.
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Mark Minasi

FIGURING OUT

CONFIG.SYS
The file that configures
your OS/2 system
has grown up
since its DOS days

Y

ou 're witnessing computer
journalism history. Up until
now, I did much of my work
under OS/2 but wrote my col
umns with a DOS-based text editor. This
month's column was produced entirely
underOS/2.
I'm writing it with the SideKick Note
pad. This isn't my editor of choice, but
I'm sure the Borland people would be the
first to say that it's not intended for writ
ing a 1500-word document. The speed is
not great, but Notepad seems to keep up
with my typing unless virtual memory is
activated-then it can take seconds for
what I've keyed to show on the screen.
This is just another example of some
thing I've said before: Avoid the virtual
memory feature of OS/2, if you can.
Here's how to tell if you've activated vir
tual memory: An action that should not
affect the disk drive causes the drive light
to go on. Consider the drive light your
"buy some more memory now" light.
Another oddity about Notepad is that it
uses a large monospace Courier font.
Courier is easy to read, but the 55 col
umns remind me of the 1981 IBM pro
grams that were all written to run on the
lowest common denominator of the time
-a 40-column screen.
This month, I'll finish the discussion
of building and setting up a Presentation
Manager-ready system.
In previous columns, I've discussed
how to assemble the hardware that you'll
need to run IBM's PM. Then I discussed
how to install OS/2 and what files are on
your disk once the installation has been
completed. In this column, I'll show you
ILLUSTRATION: YVONNE BUCHANAN© 1989

.
how to set up CONFIG.SYS.
Listing 1 shows a typical CON
FIG.SYS file under OS/2. Many of these
commands will look familiar to the
knowledgeable DOS user. PROTSHELL
tells the system where to find the user
shell program (COMMAND.COM un
der DOS, PM underOS/2 1.1).
SHELL does the same thing that it did
under DOS. In fact, it affects only the
DOS mode session (what used to be
called the compatibility box). As under
DOS, you may have to modify SHELL if
you face "out of environment space"
errors. Just add the/ e :nnn option, where
nnn is the size in bytes of space to allo
cate for environment strings, which are
short pieces of information put in an area
called the environment. The environ
ment is accessible from a program.
SET PATH and SET DPATH show
that, under OS/2, you can put your envi
ronment strings in CONFIG.SYS. For
example, to tell Microsoft Word that you
have a VGA display, you could put the

'

..

following line in your AUTOEXEC.BAT
file under DOS:
SETVGA=YES
The SET command places values in the
environment string space. In this case, of
course, the VGA= YES doesn't mean
anything to any other program but Word
(and, perhaps, some other Microsoft
programs).

Finding the Path
PATH and DPATH refer, as in DOS, to
the sequence of subdirectories searched
to find programs and data, respectively.
PROMPT is essentially the same as in
DOS. The fourth SET command, COM
SPEC, will also be familiar to the DOS
technician. COMSPEC gives the path of
the command-line interpreter. Under
DOS, the command-line interpreter is
COMMAND.COM. Under OS/2, it's
called CMD.EXE.
continued
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BBS Sysops
Are you looking for ways to im
prove your board? Something that
will set you apart from other boards
in your area? Are your subscribers
interested in Microcomputers?
Listen to this!

LIBPATH, an important new com
mand, tells OS/2 where to find its dy
namic link libraries. In the case of my
CONFIG.SYS, I have the usual OS/2
DLLs, which, you will recall from last
month, are placed in the \ OS2\ DLL sub
directory by the IBM installation pro
gram. The \ OS2\ DLL subdirectory
comes first on my LIBPATH. SideKick
requires DLLs, so LIBPATH must point
to the C:\SIDEKICK subdirectory.
Finally, I have some utilities-I've
mentioned ALIAS, a command-line edi
tor, for example-that require DLLs.
Those DLLs all go in my \XOS2 (extra
OS/2) subdirectory. There is no environ
ment string for LIBPATH, because
Microsoft doesn't want you confusing
the operating system by changing LIB
PATHs in midsession. Just imagine the
confusion if you inadvertently took, say,
the DLLs for the video driver off the
LIBPATH.
BUFFERS is the same as in DOS.
DISKCACHE creates and sizes a hard
disk drive cache, a function similar to
BUFFERS.

Announcing the Bulletin
Board EXcbange
The Bulletin Board Exchange al
lows you to become a publisher of
MicroBYTES Daily, an on-line news
service from BYTE. Bulletin Board
Exchange/MicroBYTES is a custom
package of news and features de
signed especially for local BBSes,
and is available only to sysops.
Every Monday through Friday
you get articles about developme.nts
in microcomputing, telecommunica
tions and selected new product an
nowicements. Get the latest news
about MS DOS machines, Macin
toshs, Unix workstations, Amigas,
Atari Sts, peripherals and software.
All the stories are reported, written,
and edited by the staff of BYTE
Magazine, BYTEweek and BIX, and
our world-wide network of reporters
and editors.

Allocating Memory to Resources
MAXWAIT and THREADS control the
multitasking environment. I discussed
MAXWAIT in my November 1988 col
umn. THREADS just sets the maximum
number of simultaneous threads of exe
cution. The IBM installation procedure
sets them at 128, but 64 will work just
fine. Strangely enough, even the mini
mum value, 32, seems to work, despite

Not only do you get a great re
source for your subscribers, but you
also get access to BIX which will cut
your cost of exchanging infonnation
and conducting BBS network busi
ness.

claims from several sources that 48 is the
practical minimum. Lowering the num
ber of threads frees up 2K bytes per
thread. Dropping THREADS to 64 will
recover l 28K bytes of RAM.
PROTECTONLY tells OS/2 whether
or not to create a DOS mode session.
PROTECTONLY =YES means don 't
run real-mode (DOS) programs (i.e.,
don't create a DOS mode session). Con
fused? Me, too. Just remember that
PROTECTONLY =YES means no DOS
mode session, and PROTECTONLY =
NO means go ahead and set one up. The
default is NO.
RMSIZE tells OS/2 how much mem
ory to allocate to the DOS mode session .
The default is 640K bytes.
MEMMAN and SWAPPATH control
the memory manager under OS/2.
MEMMAN's first parameter is either
SWAP or NOSWAP, which controls vir
tual memory. As you'd expect, NO
SWAP says, "Don't do virtual mem
SWAP, the default, allows virtual
memory to be activated when real mem
ory overflows.
The second parameter is either MOVE
or NOMOVE. It does for your RAM
what a product like Disk Optimizer or
Norton SpeedDisk does for your hard
disk drive: eliminates fragmentation.
Because OS/2 is a multitasking operating
system, it must allocate and deallocate
areas of memory to specific tasks as they
are created and destroyed. MEMMAN =
MOVE or NOMOVE is used to tell OS/2

ory."

All this is just $49 a quarter.
Listing 1: A typical CONFIG.SYSfile under OS/2.

Your one-year subscription to the
Bulletin Board Exchange (billed
quarterly) may be cancelled any time
without further charge; just notify us.
If you prefer, you may subscribe for
three months only, at just $69.

If you call BIX direct, you pay no
hourly telecommunications charge.
If you call using Tymnet, the rates
are only $2/hour on evenings and
weekends and $8/hour on weekdays.
You may also purchase unlimited
off-peak Tymnet for just $15 a
month.
Subscribe today.

EIX
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458

800-227-2983
In NH 603-924-7681
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SET PATH=C:\QS2;C:\OS2\SYSTEM;C:\;c:\xos2
SET DPATH=C:\OS2;C:\OS2\SYSTEH;C:\;
SET PROHPT=$1[$p]
SET COHSPEC=C:\OS2\CHD.EXE
PROTSHELL=C:\OS2\PHSHELL.EXE C:\OS2\0S2.INI C:\OS2\CMD.EXE
SHELL=C:\OS2\COHHAND.COH /P
LIBPATH=C:\OS2\DLL;C:\;C:\SIDEKICK;c:\xos2
BUFFERS=JO
DISKCACHE=128
MAXWAIT=l
THREADS=64
PROTECTONLY=NO
RHSIZE=640
HEHMAN=SWAP,MOVE
SWAPPATH=C:\OS2\SYSTEH 10000
BREAK=OFF
FCBS=16,8
COUNTRY=001,C:\OS2\SYSTEH\COUNTRY.SYS
DEVINFO=SCR,EGA,C:\OS2\VIOTBL.DCP
DEVICE=C:\052\EGA.SYS
DEVICE=C:\052\POINTDD.SYS
DEVICE=C:\OS2\HOUSEA04.SYS
DEVICE=C:\052\PMDD.SYS
DEVICE=C:\052\COMOl.SYS

continued

Now you can boldly go where no IBM compatible laptop to desktop file transfer system has
gone before.
With FastLynx, the new file transfer system from the developers of the highly acclaimed
Fastwire II. FastLynx conveniently and accurately copies files, directories, and complete disks at
warp speed (up to more than 500,000 baud in parallel mode or 200,000
baud in serial mode).
What's more, FastLynx offers a simple point
and-shoot split screen mode, a form mode to create
routine macros, and a command mode to write
batch files and execute advanced commands.
No matter what planet you're from, FastLynx is easy to use. Just
connect the cable, load the software, and you're ready to go. A convenient
upload feature even transfers FastLynx to remote systems without the
use of diskettes.
FastLynx. There's not a more impressive transfer system in the
The file transfer system
world. That is, this world.
Call 212-517-7775 Fax 212-249-8243
FUl Lynx. and F...Lod<.,. tra<lo1111rlai of the ~ C..-.tion. IBM ii a ~red trodemarll al l,..mational Bmi- Machines Corpomion.

Circk 246 on R«uhr Servke Card

that really moves.
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whether it's kosher to move memory
blocks in order to keep all the allocated
regions together and all the deallocated
regions together.
Imagine what a problem this must be
for the operating-system designer:
You've got to move memory blocks while
the programs are running without dam
aging these programs. That's like trying
to tune a car while it's traveling down the
highway. Most of us will use MEM
MAN =MOVE, although if you've got

lots of memory to burn and don't start
and stop many applications, you might
squeeze some extra performance from
your machine with NOMOVE.
SWAPPATH does two jobs. First, it
tells the swapper where to put the tempo
rary virtual memory storage files.
SWAPPATH =C:\ OS2\ SYSTEM j~st
names the subdirectory in which to put
the swap files. Under OS/2 1.1 only, it
also restricts the growth of the swap
files. Now you can tell the swapper to

' flASP is clearly
handS.OOWn winner
~erm:s of sheer power,
Oxl ~ity.

and speed.
-PC Magazine

togram in the
h Dimension . ..

'NIMATE!
develop your graphics applications
1'9C.11y in Grasp! Take advantage of:
¥4 animation &effects commands
: predefined fades
single-alrrnmand animation
a1l major graphics modes
·. ~n capture and graphics
rinling utilities

leave some room free with the second pa
rameter of the SWAPPATH command.
SWAPPATH =C:\ OS2\ SYSTEM I0000
tells OS/2 that it can use the disk for vir
tual storage, but that it must leave
10,000K bytes free at all times. If you
don't do that, the swapper's temporary
files can grow to fill the disk, as I've dis
cussed in previous columns.

Finishing Up
The remaining commands are fair ly
straightforward. BREAK and FCBS be
have exactly as under DOS. COUNTRY
is the same as under the later versions of
DOS-an international device-support
command. It tells OS/2 things like what
character is used to prefix currency
amounts, what format currency is re
ported in (e.g., in the U.S., it's floating
point with two decimal places), and col
lation sequence.
It also covers date format. For exam
ple, in the U.S., we report month/
day/year. Set the country for the United
Kingdom, and you get the more logical
day/month/year. Unlike other .SYS
files, COUNTRY .SYS needn't be in the
root directory. If you live in the U.S. or
English-speaking Canada, you needn't
even include the statement.
DEVINFO is another international
support command. It supports foreign
language character sets for the screen,
keyboard, or printer. The example here
is a support command for the screen.
Finally, there are the device drivers.
The first one, EGA.SYS, matters only
for the DOS mode session. The next
three-POINTDD.SYS, MOUSEA04
.SYS, and PMDD.SYS-supply mouse
support. The last one, COMOl.SYS,
drives the serial ports. And remember
not to put the COMO I .SYS driver before
the mouse drivers if you have a serial
mouse. If OS/2 sees the serial dri ver
first, it allocates all the serial ports to
COM-port status. By the time OS/2 sees
the serial mouse driver, the serial ports
are all taken, and it can't recognize the
mouse.
Believe it or not, that's a basic OS/2
CONFIG.SYS file. That will get you
started; you can dig into the IBM man
uals for more. •

Mark Minasi is a managing partner at
Moulton, Minasi & Company, a Colum
bia, Maryland, firm specializing in tech
nical seminars. He can be reached on
BIX as "mjminasi. "
Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458.
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Circle 217 on RMJder Service Card

Circk 1BB on &tuhr Sel'Vice Card 

DES~ew 2.2 and DESQview 386. The

multitaskingi windowing environments
that work with your favorite software.
DFSQvieW"' is the operating environment
that brings fY3/'1:" power to DOS.And it
lets you, with your trusty 8088, 8086,
80'286, or 80386 PC, leap into the next
generation in PC productivity. For not
much money. And without throwing
away your favorite software.

Introducing DESQview 2.2

background.Run 32-bit 386 programs, like
Paradox 386, and IBM Interleaf simultane
ously with your favorite DOS programs.
All with the speed and performance you
expect out of your 386. And with protec
tion against 'misbehaved' programs.

Promise and performance

And, of course, both DFSQviews have all
the features that made prior versions the
And now, DFSQview 2.2 adds capabilities,
popular choice in operating environments.
performance, and compatibility
The ability to multitask in 640K and
enhancements you've been asking for:
beyond. View programs in windows or
Like being able to fine tune DFSQview
full screen.Transfer data. Access DOS via
performance "on the fly." Run Lotus Expie$ DE5Qview lets you run your favorite programs in windows side-by-iide. menus. Dial your phone. And create key
and Metro. And the Intel Connection Co
stroke macros within and between programs.
PS/2s. For example, DESQview overhead on
Processor. Even use the DOS 4.0 shell with
DFSQview. Have DFSQview automatically install EMS 4.0 and 386 PCs can be as low as 1OK on
Our story gets better and better
EGA/VGA PCs. And DFSQview actually
Quattro, Sprint, Aldus PageMaker, Microsoft
Uthere's any doubt about our commitment to
increases memory 30K on CGA PCs; 20K on
Excel, Word Perfect, Dataease and as many as 80
your PC and PS/2 productivity, just look at our
monochrome and Hercules PCs. That's good
other programs. And using the DFSQview API,
acromplishments over the years. ~ think you
news for users of big desktop publishing, CAD
be able to dynamically link them.
will understand why GE, Forcl, Aetna,
and database programs.
Monsanto, and so many other major
More bang; less bytes
corporations use DFSQview.
Introducing
DESQview
386
While oth~p~ms get bigger, we've worked
And why PC Magazine twice gave DFSQview its
For users of 80386 PCs and PS/2s (or PCs with
to make DESQview smaller. And we've
Editor's Choice Award for 'The Best Alternative
succeeded in abig way on PCs and PS/'l:"s with 80386 add-in boards, such as the Intel Inboard
to fY3/2," why readers of lnfoWorld voted
386), there's DFSQview 386 (a combination of
extended, EMS 3.2 (AboveBoard), EEMS and
DFSQview ''Product of the Year" three times.
DESQview 2.2 and the new QEMM-386
EMS 4.0 memory-as well as on 386 PCs and
Quarterdeck Expanded Memory Why, by popular vote at Comdex Fall for two
years in a row, DFSQview was chosen ''Best PC
Manager, version 4.2).
Environment''
in PC Tech Journal's Systems
DESQview 386 gives you
Builder
Contest,
and just won their ''Professional
extraordinary power. Run text,
Solutions"
Award.
CGA, EGA, VGA, and Hercules
programs in windows and in the DESQview lets you have it all now.
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QEMM.

DESQview API Toolkit.
New Cand Pascal ·. ~
Break the
640K barrier Libraries, Debugger.·
for$59.95 Panel Designer. And mo
Your 80386 PC, IBM Personal System/2 Model
80, PC or AT with 80386 add-in boan:I, as well as
your IBM Personal System/2 Models 50 or 60
can all break through the lX)5 640K barrier. Now
you can have maximum use of your
memory-whether you have one megabyte or
32-with the Quarten:leck Expanded Memory
Manager. All without having to purchase special
expanded memory boan:ls.
QEMM uses hidden
features within your
existing memory to make
it compatible with the
Lotus-Intel-Microsoft
Expanded Memory
~
Specification (EMS) version 4.0.
Now you can run colossal spreadsheets,
databases, and CAD models designed for
expanded memory, using Lotus 1-2-3,Symphony,
Framework, Paradox, AutoCAD, Excel and
more.
And if you'd like to use these programs all
together-multitasking beyond 640K-QEMM
wor~ with our popular DF.5Qview multitasking
environment.
If you are one of the 12 million or so 8088,
8086 or 80286 PC users who feel left out, don't
despair. We have options that let you keep your
computer and favorite programs and give you
today what the newest PCs and operating
systems are promising for the future.
VJSit your dealer for more information on
barrier-breaking Quarten:leck products.

API Reference Manual
The key to the power of the DFSQview API, our
Reference Manual contains all you need to know
to write Assembly Language programs that take
full advantage of DFSQview's capabilities. And
there's an 'include' file with symbols and macros
to aid you in development

API CLibrary

Here are Clanguage interfaces for the entire set
of API functions., It supports the Lattice"' C,
Meta~are"' C, Microsofte C, and Turbo C
.
compil~ for all mem~ry models. Included with
the C Library package 1s the API ~eference
Manual and source code for ~e library.

API Pascal Library ll!Jrrr..._

The Pascal library provides interfaces for lllll(f
entire set of API functions. It supports Turbo
Pascal V4.0 and V5.0 compilers. Included are the
API Reference Manual, source code for the library,
and example programs.

API Debugger
The DF.5Qview API Debugger is an interactive
tool enabling the API programmer to trace and
single step through API calls from several
concurrently running DF.5Qview-specific
programs. Trace information is reported sym

bolically along with the program counter,
registers, and stack at the time of the call. Trace
conditions can be specified so that only calls of
interest are reported.

API Panel Designer
This interactive tool helps you design windows,
menus, help screens, error messages, and forms.
It includes an editor that lets you construct an
image of your panel using simple commands to
enter, edit, copy, and move text, as well as draw
lines and boxes. You can then define the charac
teristics of the window that will contain the
panel, such as its position, size, and title. Finally,
you can specify the locations and types of fields
in the panel.
The Panel Designer automatically generates
all the DF.5Qview API data streams necessary to
display and take input from your panel These
data streams may be grouped into panel libraries
and stored on disk or as part of your program.

More Tools are Coming
Quarten:leck is committed to adding tools as
needed by our users. To that end we have been
working with Ashton Tate and Buzzwords
International on dBASE ill and dBASEIV
translators. And in the wor~, we have BASIC
and lX)5 Extender libraries.

--- 
-

-=-~--="

Quarterdeck Office Systems, 150 Pico Blvd., Santa Monica, CA 90405 (213) ~9851
FAX: (213) 399-3802

For additional information, please use the following Reader Service numbers: DESQview: #234 QEMM: # 235 API Tools:# 236 API Conference:# 237
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ONE COMMUNICATIONS
PROGRAM THAT
MAKES ALL 0 FOUR
1

INCOMPATIBL:E
COMPUTER
SYSTEMS
COMPATIBLE?
I CALL THAT
UNLIKELY.
They call it
TERM.
TERM runs identically under DOS, UNIX, XENIX,
VMS, BTOS and MAC?
TERM is keystroke-for-keystroke compatible across all of our different
computer systems and offers features like automatically restartable file iransfers,
data compression and CRC error detection.

But, can it be customized?

IBRM's built-in saipt language is so sophisticited that it allows exact solutions
to be tailored to our specific needs. In faa, there are over 25 pre-built so:ip!S
provided for solving problems like unattended file lraDSfers, remote system polling,
and error logging.TERM script allows building customized menus, data entry
screens and pop-up windows designed for your unique applications.

And it talks to non·TERM systems?
Fluently.TERM comes wich nine protocols and thirteen terminal emulations...
that's enough to communicate with awide variety of different system.5.

TERM. Powerful Communications.
Features: ·
"' Alltomatically restartable fife transfers
,,, State-of -tll&-art L.emp1!1-Ziv-Welch data

oonµession
,,, Exact VT220, VT102, and VT100 Emulation
on All systems
"'
,,,
,_,
,,,
,,,

Fufty remappable keypad support
Full cOO< support
38.4K file transfers
KERMIT Protocol for mainframes
XMOOEM and YMODEM Protocols for
bullelin boards

1E!M is aY2ilable oow on Altai, Apple Madnt06h, Arir./Amc, AT&T. British Telecom, Bull, Bumiughs,
CO, Cekriry, Conregem Tedmol~. Counterpoint Sy.ttm!, ailiiJ:. DEC VAX, Fomw:, Gwfd, Hanis,
~on, Hewldi P:iclwd, Hoocywell, IBM, ICL, ICON, IMP, lniegrared Solution$, lntd, ~ l..anier,
~ Momco!Ulll, Mooirob, NCR Tower, Nixdotf Thtgon, Nonhtm Tclccan, Plexus, Prime, Pyl2mid,
Ridge Coolputer, Sequem, Sigma Dtsigns, Sun ~.Tandy, Unisys, VICIOC, Wang PC, 7.tnith and
Zl1og. find our how ezy it is to get your VMS, UNIX, XEN!X and MSOOS m:ichincs all togediet.

DEC Terminal Emulation?
Wait till you see it TERM's Vf220 emulator meets the needs of all of our
divifilons by providing exact Vf220 and VTI02 emulation on all terminals. ~'ve
goc full graphics character support even under Unix... not to mention Televideo,
SCO color console and the other emulations.
Cude 54 on Ruthr Service Card

Where did you find it?
I called: 801-268-3088

(DEALERS: 55)

All oolers shipped 2nd Imy Air

"' Remote PC execution
,,, Powelful sc¢1 language for customized
applications
,,, Wildcard file send/receive capabilily
,,, Auto-login, ci!tt'redial modem conlrof
"' Unlimited autolial directory
,,, Perfonns unattended file translers
,,, Remote mainlenance capability
,,, Onine User's Manual for instant ~
,,, Eleclronic maiVTELEXIFAX
,_, Easyfink/MCI Gateway

TERM
COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE
Call or write for complete infonnation

6~ CENTURY
SOFTWA R E
57.84 South 320 \\:bt, Suite C134 Salt Lake City, Utah 84107 (801) 268-~

EXPERT ADVICE

DOWN TO BUSINESS

•

Wayne Rash Jr.

DAWN OF
THE DEAD DISK
What do you do when
your hard disk
goes down and takes
your data with it?
f I asked you to name the element
of your computer system that is
worth the greatest amount of money
to your business, what would you
say? Most people would pick an expen
sive CPU or perhaps a network file
server. And they'd be wrong. In any
business that depends on a computer, the
most valuable component is the infonna
tion contained in the computer's storage,
not the hardware it.self. If you have your
business and accounting records on the
computer, the operation of your business
depends on your having access to the in
formation. This is compounded if your
product also exists on the computer, as it
well might if you have a consulting com
pany or programming shop.
Whether your company depends on a
mainframe or on a personal computer
doesn't matter. What does matter is that
mainframe users usually have a full
time staff assigned to keep the informa
tion safe and available. Businesses that
depend on personal computers usually
don't have such a staff. As a result, data
backups don't always happen, and when
they do happen, they may be defective or
stored improperly.
Without timely, complete backups,
your business may well depend on the
mechanical health of a $200 hard disk.
One day you may find that a thunder
storm the night before fried the electron
ics in your disk. Or you may find some
thing less dramatic, such as drive C
suddenly not being available any more.
Coping with the message "Invalid
drive specification" when you try to use
your hard disk is no fun. It's no fun even
if you have complete backups, but it's a

I
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lot less fun if you haven't been as faithful
as you should have been. Fortunately ,
help is available.
Depending on the nature of the prob
lem, you can send your hard disk to a
company that specializes in data recov
ery, or you can buy software and try to
do it yourself. Some problems, such as a
hard disk that's been fried by lightning or
dropped, or that seems to have suffered
some mechanical or electronic failure,
will require you to send the drive out.
Others, including scrambled directories
and file structures, can be done by you or
sent out. The choice there depends on
your skill and confidence.

Major Surgery
When something really awful happens
your computer catches fire or falls from
a window or something-you have little
hope of recovering the data yourself. In
times like these, you will need to call a
professional data recovery service that
can actually rebuild a hard disk to the ex

tent necessary to remove the information
that's on it. One of the clear leaders in
this field is Ontrack Data Recovery.
Ontrack has been known to extract
data from disks that have been in fires,
have had their electronics fried, or have
simply suffered from mistakes on the
part of their operators. Because it has a
clean room, Ontrack Data Recovery can
take your hard drive apart to repair it, if
necessary. Ontrack can even move the
hard disk platters from one drive to an
other to get the data off.
Of course, most failures are not quite
so catastrophic, and most of Ontrack's
business comes from problems with head
alignment and from failure in the elec
tronics. Ontrack says that it will turn a
data recovery job around in as few as
three days.
Workman & Associates, long a re
spected supplier of software for personal
computers, has recently expanded its ser
vices to- include data recovery. It takes
continued
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ITEMS DISCli'SSED
DOSutils ....................... $99.95
NetUtils ........................ $99. 95
Ontrack Computer Systems, Inc.
6321 Bury Dr., Suites 16-19
Eden Prairie, MN 55346
(800) 752-1333
(612) 937-1107
Inquiry 1101.
Mace Gold........................$149
Paul Mace Software, Inc.
400 Williamson Way
Ashland, OR 97520
(503) 488-0224
Inquiry 1105.

disks that are not physically damaged but
have lost their data through electronic or
operator problems.
Both Ontrack and Workman & Asso
ciates use a variety of commercial and
proprietary software tools to recover the
information from a disk. For competitive
reasons, neither company will reveal
what those tools are, but they do agree on

Norton Utilities Advanced
Edition 4.5 .......................$150
Peter Norton Computing, Inc.
2210 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 186
Santa Monica, CA 90403
(213) 319-2000
Inquiry 1104.

Workman & Associates
Initial estimate .................... $90
Recovery ...................... $45/hr.
Rush ........................... $65/hr.
1925 East Mountain St.
Pasadena, CA 91104
(818) 791-7979
Inquiry 1103.

Ontrack Data Recovery, Inc.
Initial estimate:
hard disk ....................... $200
floppy disk .................... $100
Recovery .................. $300- $800
(See Ontrack Computer Systems,
Inc.)
Inquiry 1102.
one item: Patience is the most important
part of the process.
While I couldn't find out exactly what
Ontrack and Workman & Associates do
to recover scrambled or lost data from
disks, I could at least get some ideas
about Ontrack. Ontrack Computer Sys
tems, the parent company of Ontrack
Data Recovery, sells a set of data recov-

ery and disk management tools called
DOSutils, which combines data recovery
with hard disk diagnosis, formatting, and
optimization.
Unfortunately, DOSutils was thrown
off by the hard disk and controller combi
nation I had in the Cheetah 386. This is
an ESDI controller with 4 megabytes of
cache from Distributed Processing Tech-
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With the ever-growing list of mass
storage vendors, how do you choose
the company that will best meet
your mass storage needs?
Consider this: Storage
Dimensions has specialized engi
neering and marketing teams dedi
cated to designing comprehensive
mass storage solutions for your
operating environment. Whether
it's DOS, NetWare• or Macintosh•
- hard disk or optical.
In fact, we design, build and
support the broadest range of
high-performance mass storage
subsystems in the industry.

A Complete Solution
From Start To Finish.
Many so-called storage subsystems
are really no more than a collection
of third party components thrown
together in a box. At Storage
Dimensions, we design our plug
and-play subsystems using a "total
systems" approach.
We start by developing our own
software, firmware and host adap
ters. Which lets us achieve the
highest performance and reliability
in the industry.
We also engi
neer and test all
components to

ensure they work
together in your appli
cation environment.
And we finish the job
with responsive service and
knowledgeable technical support.

What Makes A Total
Storage Solutions Company?
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~

Completely Integrated Solutions
H91-Quality Disk Drives
Software Supportfor Novell~ DOS & Macintosh"
ln·House Controller Design
All Components Tested as a System
Responsive, KnowledgeableTechnical Support
Comprehensive, Easy-To-Use Documentation
Full One-Year Systems-Level Warranty
Financially Strong Company
Support for AT"' Bus, Micro Channel'" & Macintosh

Total Storage Solutions.
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nology. It works well with the Cheetah
and its Priam drive, but OOSutils was
convinced that the drive had an average
seek time of less than I millisecond.
Meanwhile, the Disk Look utility re
f used to look at all.
Ontrack also makes a utility called
NetUtils for managers of Novell LANs.
While I didn't have the chance to wring
this package out, it offers many of the
utilities found in the DOS version . One
potential problem is that NetUtils is de
signed for standard IBM PC AT control
lers, while the Novell-branded file
server normally uses a SCSI disk inter
face. Still, this is about the only set of
disk utilities available for use with Net
Ware, so if you're a system administra
tor, you should check it out.

Norton Expands
One of the original sets of packaged util
ities for disk management was the Norton
Utilities. Over the years, this set of pro
grams has been improved and expanded.
Once, its most popular feature was its
ability to restore a file that had been
erased. It still does that, but now it will
restore a hard disk that has been for-

Complete
Subsystems For
DOS, NetWare
And Macintosh.

C

/,early,
there are many ways
to recover your data
if you need to.
matted, let you edit the file allocation
table or the directory, and do direct edit
ing on any other portion of the hard disk,
including the boot record.
The new version of Norton Advanced
Utilities is a powerful set of programs in
deed. Fortunately, it is accompanied by
a complete set of three manuals. It also
includes an excellent book on trouble
shooting and a slim volume that tells how
a hard disk works with MS-DOS. If any
thing is missing, it is explicit coverage
for types of DOS beyond those supplied
by IBM and Compaq. Fortunately, there
are very few differences among the types
of DOS, but there are some.
Unlike the software from Ontrack, the

Plus, our subsystems install
easily in minutes, are 100%
compatible with your operating
environment. and deliver excep
tional reliability.

Hard Disk And Optical
With Storage Dimensions'
extensive line of storage solutions,
Subsystem Families.
you get the performance and
CllplKlty lnr.rfllces
capacity you need, and the choices Product
Family
Applk.ilon Range
Supported
you want. No matter what your
SpeedStor PC/MS-DOS 120MB
ESOl,SCSI.
desktop application.
to2.6GB ST412, RLL
Our field-proven families of high LANStor N<Nell
115MB
ESO~ SCSI,
performance subsystems deliver a
NetWare
to2.6GB ST412, DCB
broad range of options-from
LaserStor Write-Once 786MB
SCSI
(DOS)
Optical
45 megabytes, to 2.6 gigabytes, in
PC/MS-OOS 732MB
both internal and external configura
(Mac)
&Mac
tions. With support for all popular
MacinStor- Apple
45to
SCSI
Macintosh
650MB
interfaces.

Norton Utilities were not thrown off by
the Cheetah 386 and its Priam disk and
ESDI controller. For some reason,
though, the package did seem temporar
ily confused by the existence of a second
hard disk in my Zenith Z-248, although I
was able to overcome the problem.
The Norton Utilities are designed to
allow easy access to any spot on your
hard disk. This is good in that you can
correct anything, but you do have to
know what you're doing. It's easy to
make a mistake, but that's the price you
pay for the power you need to recover
your data. The Norton Utilities also have
a solid selection of disk management
software that will reduce file fragmenta
tion, check for sectors that are going bad,
and the like.
Of course, these capabilities are also
in Mace Utilities, which have been
around nearly as long as Norton. Paul
Mace was the first to market a program
that would restore a hard disk that had
been formatted . This used to be a com
mon problem until the format programs
were changed to make it harder to do.
The Mace Utilities also include a data
continued
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Storage Needs In Line.
Call (408) 879-0300.
Don't trust your valuable data-or
your business-to an incomplete
storage solution. Call the company
that does it right from the start.

More In Store:

2145 Hamilton Avenue, San Jose, CA 95125

01989 Storage Dimensions.
SpeedStor, LANStor, LaserStor and MacinStor
;w trademarks of Storage Dimensions.
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DOWN TO BUSINESS
AVAILABLE
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Finally . . . a low cost, high speed
copier for 51/4 and 31/2 inch diskettes!
Attach a Victory V3000
Autoloader to your
IBM/PC or Apple/
Macintosh, enter one
or more copy jobs, and
walk away! The sys
tem automatically
copies 51/4 or 3~ inch
diskettes-up to 140
per hour. Switching
the copy drive takes
less than a minute.
Copy Formats
Flawlessly.

Victory's Auto-Dup"'
software copies differ
ent formats or you can

recovery program for dBASE files, and a
program that saves the contents of mem
ory to disk periodically, so that you can
even recover from a power outage.
The Mace Utilities disk management
software helps ensure against hard disk
failure by allowing sectors that are going
bad to be locked out before they actually
destroy data. In addition, there's a text
file data recovery program that works
with disks that DOS may not recognize .

build your own format.
Auto-Dui> tests the
quality ol each COt>Y·
sorting diskettes into
one of two output bins.
Do-It·Yourself

Servicing.

The Autoloader's
simple component de
sign and diagnostics for
checking drive align
ment and speed allow
you to maintain the
system without outside
service.

Call(800)421.0103.

And ask about Victory's
family of affordable Au
toloaders that support

Hard Drive Back-Up,
Serialization, and Cus

tom Label Printing.

~CTO!lf
ENTERPRISES
Technology, Inc

Victory Plaza
1011 E. 53~ Street
Austin. TX 78751-1728
(512) 450-0801
lnwnatiorrdy coll BFl: p,,;,, (33-11

45330137.

F'"'*1w1

(49-6074)

40980. Loadon (<U22) 882467.
Milo (:19-2) 33100535, 5'ockbokn
(46-8) 6269900. "' Madrid (34-1)
2S59!i03. or LO.u>PLAN: LmdDn

(44-11 2007733 ,. M<i>oume (61-3)
SZ54088.

Clearly, there are many ways to recover
your data if you need to. Unfortunately,
even the best of recovery services or re
covery software can't recover data that's
destroyed. "When it really heads for the
weeds," Motorola's Bill Lucas told me,
"a little software isn't going to stand in
the way of total destruction." He's right,
and there are still several ways for total
destruction to happen. A software devel
opment project gone amok is fairly com
mon, but so is the physical destruction of
the magnetic surface of the disk. When
these things happen, you 're out of luck.
The real solution, then, is the one that
the mainframe staffs already use. It's
called backup. If the information on your
computer is important to the operation of
your business, it should be backed up
daily, unless you can afford to lose a
day's work. The backup data should not
be stored in the office with the computer.
A backup is of little value if it burns in
the same fire that gets the computer.
Many companies simply send the daily
backup home with a trusted employee.
With the advent of networks and large
hard disks on microcomputers, floppy
disks have become less attractive as a
backup medium. A logical alternative is
a tape drive, which can be found inex
pensively. I'll be looking at tape backup
units soon. Meanwhile, you may have re
course if your hard disk suddenly disap
pears from view. The range of services
available makes it likely that someone
will find a way. Unfortunately, it won't
be cheap. But replacing your company's
information wouldn't be cheap, either. •
Wayne Rash Jr. is a consuhing editor for
BITE and a member of the professional
staff of American Management Systems,
Inc. (Arlington, ~). He consults with the
federal government on microcompurers
and communications. You can con/act
him on BIX as "waynerash," or in the
to. wayne conference.
Your questions and commenls are wel
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458.
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Circle 297 on Realhr Service Card

THE EXPANDED MEMORY BUILDER

Now you can build Expanded Memory that MS-DOS can use, from your unused extended memory,
free hard disk space or both. Eliminating the need for expensive expanded memory boards.
TC!Power lets you gain more
memory on your PC and portable computer for today's 1arger
programs. Don't let your
unused extended memory
or free hard disk space in
our computer go to waste.
et TC!Power convert it into
Expanded Memory that
MS DOS Cdn exploit.
This new and exciting product, TC!Power, will let you add
enormous amounts of memory
to your system, thereby optimizing the use of your machine's
hidden resources.
TC!Power breaks the 640kb
DOS barrier and eliminates the
out of memory and memory full
messages when running today's
bigger programs that use the
Lotus I Intel I Microsoft EMS
specifications like Lotus 123,

r

Circle 89 on &alkr Service Card

Symphony, Quattro, SideK.ick
Plus, Auto Cad and Harvard
Graphics.
TC!Power accomplishes the
task of building EMS memory
for computers with only 640K of
RAM by turning free hard disk
space into expanded memory.
Memory that DOS can use.
TC!Power also senses unused
extended memory on AT 286
and 386 compu ters and converts
this extended memory into useable expanded memory. If
needed, additional expanded
memory can be built from free
hard disk space and added to
the already converted memory.
TC!Power is easy to use and
easy to learn, designed for the
non-experienced and intermediate user. Its installation and
configuration program are com-

pletely automatic and menu
ariven with context sensitive
help always available at the
touch of a key.
As more and more programs
grow in size, expanded memory
will almost become a necessity.
TC!Power has been developed
to create all the expanded memory you will need at an affordable price, thereby eliminating
the need to purchase an
expanded memory board
costing $500.00 to $1,000.00
dollars or more.
-----------
A TAKE CHARGE!• PRODUCT

$"7i9.95 Plus $5.00 ~l1ippi11g

/ .
and Handling
Major Credit Cards Accepted
Tel 201-786-6878 I FAX 201-786-5868
All product n.1mes •rr lndtnmks of lhtir manuUClurrrs
copyrighl 1989 Compufix. All rigbls reserved.
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FLEXSCAN'" 90705, PC Hi-Res
That Looks Like a Million.
The FLEXSCAN 9070 Multiple Scan
monitor is of course compatible with
other multi-scans, but includes
improvements that will give you the
professional edge which is the mark
of a good investment.
You can extend your multi-scan range
from 20kHz to 50kHz in practical terms.
This means that, at the 48-50 kHz
range, you can make use of PC
CAD/CAE capabilities at a resolution
of up to 1024 dots x 768 lines.
The FLEXSCAN 9070 takes advantage
of non-interlace high resolution signal
as high as 1024 x 768 to provide you
with a flicker free display at much
brightness. You can also use the
9070 with IBM PS/2 or VGA
compatible boards at a high resolution
mode like 800 x 600 and 1024 x 768
(non-interlace).
The FLEXSCAN 9070 provides a
1024 dots X 768 lines Gf8Phics (Non- interlace)
16- inch screen, large enough for
AutoCAD
CAD/CAE and 3- D projections, yet
small enough to fit comfortably into
your home work space.
Also, for your convenience, all
controls and switches, including the
alternate video input, are located
within easy reach on the front panel.
elBM VGA(PS/2), 8514/A, PGC, EGA
The FLEXSCAN 9070 is compatible
compatible and CAD/CAE use.
with a wide range of IBM, Apple, and
e Apple Mac. Il and Superll.1ac Spectrum
compatible
other products, allow you to use
•Max. 1280 dots x 800 lines high resolution
all of today's popular programs---at
•1024 dots x 768 lines display on
a resolution that looks like a million.

FLEXSCAN"'

IMODELl9070S

Non- Interlace signal delivers flicker- free
high-res graphics
• 20kHz to SOkHz horizontal scan automatic
adjustment. SOHz to 80Hz vertical scan
automatic adjustment
e1s inch, 0.31mm dot pitch and newly
developed XF(Extended Field) Gun to
obtain both brightness and sharp focus.
•Front mounted controls including the input
signal select switch between 2 video input
• Selecting white or Amber displays colored
application in shades of f¥BY or amber
e Tilt -Swivel stand standard

NANAO®
Speclllcatlona ere llUbjact to change wttttout notice.

NANAO USA CORPORATION
23510 TELO AVE.,SUITE 5 TORRANCE, CA 90505
PHONE (213) 325-5202 FAX (213) 530-1679
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MACINATIONS
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Don Crabb

LEARN ON ME

The Mac provides
new ways to handle
engineering and
scientific cou rseware
ourseware (or computer soft
ware that helps you learn) used
to be called computer-aided in
struction (CAI) or computer
enhanced instruction (CEI). That's be
cause courseware used to mean mostly
drill and practice-learning by rote.
Pretty simple stuff, really. Even well-de
veloped CAI software, like the main
frame-based Plato system from the Uni
versity of Illinois, relied heavily on drill
and practice to drive home its lessons .
However, in the last couple of years,
what defines courseware has broadened
considerably, as techniques borrowed
from Al, multimedia, and learning re
search have been increasingly applied to
this field. The Macintosh has helped ac
celerate these changes, especially in sci
ence and engineering courseware, where
software that takes an exploratory ap
proach to teaching has emerged from col
leges and universities.
Almost from the beginning, the Mac
intosh has been a natural platform for the
development and use of computer course
ware. The Mac has always had the basic
capabilities that courseware demands: a
high-resolution screen and excellent
graphics primitives that permit a user in
terface with icons, windows, and scroll
bars; a mouse; and decent sound facili
ties. With the emergence of the modular
Mac II family, Apple has further im
proved its courseware platform. The
Macs in th is family provide color, as well
as bigger screens, more memory, faster
processors and FPUs, and better sound
than their compact cousins. These new
features, plus NuBus slots that let you
plug in peripheral cards suitable for data

C

ILLUSTRATION: KAREN STOLPER © 1989

acquisition and real-time control, make
them suitable for science and engineering
courseware.

The Medium Is the Message
Most Mac science and engineering
courseware is written strictly for the
Mac. In other words, the Mac forms a
single-medium learning platform for the
courseware student. Over the next few
years, however, you'll see a greater use
of multimedia-based science and engi
neering courseware. Such software will
incorporate visual and acoustic informa
tion from nontraditional sources like
videodisk (laser disk), videotape, inter
active video (CD-I), compact disk video
(CD-V), CD-ROM, and 35mm slides.
One of the strongest boosters of multi
media-based courseware has been Apple.
Almost from the start, Bill Atkinson and
others at Apple envisioned HyperCard as
having many uses in courseware author
ing and development. Because Hyper
Card and HyperTalk are reasonably easy

to learn and are bundled with every Mac,
there has been a considerable incentive
among potential science and engineering
courseware authors to take advantage of
them. With HyperCard l.2's CD-ROM
control facilities , science and engineer
ing courseware developed using Hyper
Card now has a suitable medium for the
storage of large files often needed by
simulations and analysis programs.
CD-ROM may also prove to be an ex
cellent medium for the distribution of
ambitious and large-scale courseware in
medicine, electrical engineering, and
biological sciences. Some courseware
has already been developed for these dis
ciplines, but one problem has always
been including enough descriptive data
to teach a detailed technical discipline.
CD-ROM could also solve the--Oata
and software-dissemination problem for
interdisciplinary science and engineer
ing courseware, where techniques from
these fields are applied to the analysis
continued
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and understanding of subject matter from
the humanities and social sciences .
Often, the knowledge base for good in
terdisciplinary software are lexicons or
concordances of millions of words or the
original texts themselves. Before CD
ROM, the solution was to build such
courseware around very small textual or
visual samples. Since a CD-ROM disk
has a capacity of over 650 megabytes,
science and engineering interdisciplin
ary courseware authors can create appli
cations based on the real data, not on
some sketchy samples or tiny extracts.
While the Mac is being used in junior
high schools and high schools, most of
the science and engineering courseware
already developed for the Mac is pitched
at the college student. Courseware under
development at most universities also
starts with the college student in mind.

Courseware Developers
Although some science and engineering
courseware is developed and sold by
commercial software vendors, most of
the courseware used in higher education
comes from within the schools. The rea
sons that both the developers and the con
sumers of this type of courseware come
from the same institutions are simple.
First, only the uni•1ersities truly know
their pedagogical needs, especially in
the technical disciplines. Second, home
grown software can be developed under
the auspices of federal grants (especially
from the National Science Foundation)
and local university grants, which pay
for the development costs. Once the soft
ware has been developed for a local uni
versity market, it's easy to sell to other
universities through mechanisms pro
vided by the Apple University Consor
tium (AUC) and Kinko's Academic

Mos,
courseware is developed
by the universities
that use it.
Courseware Exchange.
The AUC now consists of 30 institu
tions. Among its other functions, it
shares information and development ef
forts on courseware development and the
use of multimedia within courseware
units as an instructional aid. Information
about current AUC science and engineer
ing courseware developments can be
found in the quarterly journal Wheels for
the Mind, which is available to anyone in
terested in educational computing.
Wheels does a good job of chronicling
the individual courseware development
efforts at AUC schools, while also focus
ing on special courseware-related topics.
The Fall 1988 issue, for example, incor
porated articles on multimedia in educa
tion, hypertext in teaching, medical in
struct ion on the Mac, and software
engineering courseware.

Authoring Systems
As I mentioned earlier, much of the early
CAI software belonged in the drill-and
practice category before the introduction
of the Macintosh. Part of the reason was
that the programmers who created CAI
software were often not subject-matter or
pedagogy specialists. They got the job
by virtue of their programming exper-

REPRESENTATIVE COURSEWARE

Calculus ..... .. ... ........... .. $99.95
Physics .... ..... .... ...... .... .. $99 .95
Sensei/Broderbund Software
17 Paul Dr.
San Rafael , CA 94903
(4 15) 492-3200

Inquiry 1183.
DesignScope ............. ... .$249 .95
MathView Professional.. ..$249 .95
Brainpower, Inc.
30497 Canwood St. , Suite 20 1
Agoura Hills , CA 91301
(800) 345-0519
In Californ ia , (818) 707-1712

Inquiry 1185.

Mathematica
Mac Plus/SE version ... ........$495
Mac II version . .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. $795
Wolfram Research, Inc .
P.O . Box 6059
Champaign, IL 6 1826
(800) 441 -6284
Inquiry 1186.

Tarski 's World ... ..... ....... $ 16.50
Turing's World ......... .... .. ... $ 15
Kinko's Academic Courseware
Exchange
255 West Stanley Ave.
Ventura , CA 93001
(800) 235-691 9

Inquiry 1184.

tise. This scenario started to change a
year or so after the introduction of the
IBM PC (1981), when several software
vendors introduced computer course
ware authoring packages that did not re
quire specialized programming knowl
edge for their effective use. One of the
most popular of these early courseware
authoring programs was McGraw-Hill's
Course Authoring System, runn ing
under DOS.
On the Mac, the availability of author
ing systems like Telerobotic's Course
Builder has helped push the development
of science and engineering courseware.
Course Builder uses a flowchart meta
phor to allow scientists and engineers,
who may not be familiar with CAI teach
ing techniques or know much about
courseware creation, to create stand
alone courseware in their fields.
Course Builder is really a visual lan
guage (not unlike Mainstay's V J.P. lan
guage) that is incorporated into a full
blown system encompassing a graphics
editor, animation capabilities, sound
presentation tools, real-time calculation
abilities, and a true Mac interface for all
courseware created. Automatic branch
ing facilities make it easy for authors to
keep their lessons interesting without
getting sidetracked into CAI model test
ing. Course Builder also generates a
record for each st udent who uses a
created application , so you can track stu
dents' progress.
A companion product to Course Build
er, called Video Builder, allows the
courseware author to control full-motion
video or 35mm slide sources for display
on appropriate Mac II color screens, sep
arate video monitors, or slide projection
screens. Video Builder can control
videotape player/recorders, laser disk
players, or slide projectors to introduce
additional visual or sound elements into a
course created with Course Builder.
Video Builder is especially useful for
providing ancillary visual material to
support the main points of any course
ware lesson.
A good example of this might be a
courseware program that teaches stu
dents about the basic techniques for
VLSI design. While it's necessary for
students to master the symbols, electron
ic methods, and logical basis for VLSI
design (which your courseware would
presumably facilitate), you can add tre
mendously to the learning experience by
including video selections of the actual
fabrication of VLSI chips or a discussion
by professional VLSI engineers about the
practical problems of the field .
coruinued
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PS/2
PS/2
PS/2
PS/2
PS/2
PS/2

model
model
model
model
model
model

Step 286 - 12 & 16 MHz & 20 MHz
1 Meg RAM
Set up utility in ROM
SIP, CIC
for
Enhanced keyboard
your
1.2 MB floppy
DOSIMSIC
configuration

30/286 ............. 1949
50/30 meg .......•• .2695
70/60 meg ......... . 3895
80/40 meg ..•...•.. .4395
70/120 meg ......•. .5595
80/115 meg ..•.•.•..• Call

cam

Call for other models

Everex
Step 386-20 MHz & 16 MHz & 25 MHz
Up to 256K cache of very high speed RAM
2 Meg RAM, expandable to 16 Meg
SIP, CIC
Enhanced keyboard
1.2 MB floppy
DOS/~IC

CDmPAQ
386 S 40 meg .............. Call Call
386 20E - 40 meg ............. .4595
286E 40 meg . .... . ............ . Call
386 110 meg/25 MHz ............ 7395
386 60 meg/25 MHz ............ 5895
Portable Ill 40 meg/12 MHz .... . . .4095
CARD & MONllOR EXTRA

·am·.......

Mac-SE/20 Meg . .................. 2795
Mac-11/40 Meg . .................. .4249
Mac-SE-2 DR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2295
Call for 60 and 100 Meg
Lazer NT .. .• ......... ... . .. ..... . 3595

Lazer NTX . ..... .. ..•..•.•....... . . Call
CITIZEN
OKIDATA
EVE REX
GOLD STAR

Compaq SLT 286-20 ............. .. Call
SLT 286-40 . . ..• . •....•......... . Call
Toshiba nooo . .•
ca11
T1200F ...... .. . .
.. ... Call
n200Hs . ........
ea11
T1600 .•........
ca11
l3100E ......... .
0 .. .. ..Call
13200-40 Meo ......
ca11
T5100 • . ...... . .... .. .. . ...•..•. Call
Zenith Supersport
286-20 Meg ........... . . ........ 3195
286-40 Meg •..•.... .. ............ Call
8088-20 Meg . . ....•..... . ...•... . Call
Epson LT . ................... . .. . Call
NEC Lap-Top . . .... . ............. . Call
Mitsubishi 286-20 ... . ........... .2595
PRINCETON GRAPHICS
AMDEK
SONY
HAYES
ACER
SAMSUNG
HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS
CALCOMP

Toshiba .... .
·cSale!.......
a11 1 r .....

Macintosh

WE STOCK

lOSHIBA
NEC
WYSE
HITACHI

SOFTWARE SPECIALS

BOARDS

dBase IV .......... .455
Wordperfect ........ .239
Aldus Pagemaker .• .. .479
Ventura Publisher .. .. 495
Clipper ............ 415
Quatro ............. 145

Paradise VGA+ ..... . 285
Vega VGA ......... .299
Everex EVGA ... . ... .266
Everex EGA ......... 179
Tatung 16 bit ....... .265

cam

LAP-TOP

Call for other models

I

EVERef-

MONITORS

FAX MACHINES

Nee Multisync llA ... .525
Nee Multisync 3D .... 649
Nee Multisync Plus .. .899
Nee Multisync XL-19" 2295
Samsung EGA .•.... . 359
Goklstar VGA ...... . . 375

Sharp FO 220 ....... 875
Sharp UX 350 ...... 1249
Canon ............ . Call
Brother ............ Call
Richo ............. . Call
Murata ............ Call ·

~

N OVELL
Authorized
Dealer
8087-3 .•.. ' ' ......... 105
8087·2 .....•..•.... .. 145
80287-8 . .........•.• .235
80287-10 ••.•....•... .275
80387-16 . .....• •• ' .• .409
80387-20 ..• .•.. . •••• . 499
80387·25 ••••...•... .599

286
286
386
386

model 140X .......... .. 2350
model 80 ........ .. .... 1495
model 300c ... .. .... ... . Call
40 Meg ............... 3195

CARD & MONllOR EXTRA
CALL FOR OTHER MODELS

PC MOUSE
MICROSOFT MICE
LOGITECH
MITSUBISHI

IRWIN & ARCHIVE
TAPE BACK
TAXAN
MAGNOVOX

LASER PRINTERS

PRINTERS
EPSON
LX-SOM.ll-500 ... 1951315
L.0-850/1050 .... .5351735

OKIDATA
320/321 ....... .3591490
390/391 ....... .49111149

Intel

Coproceaon

AST
AST
AST
AST

HP Laser II ........ 1695
HP Desk Jet± ...... 695
Panasonic 4450 ..... 1549
Brother HL·8 ....... 1949
Nee LC 890 ....... . 3195
Pagelaser 12 ..... .$$$$$
Canon Laser ........ Call

TOSHIBA
321-SL/341-SL ... 4391595
351-SX 350 CPS .... .895

BROTHER
1709-9 PIN ........ .425
1724-24 PIN . ...... .595

MODEMS
Everex 1200 Int. .... .. 89
Everex 2400 Int ...... 159
Hayes 1200 B ....... 289

Mort In Stllck . •••• . Call

WE ACCEPT LC, CASHIER CHECKS, MONEY ORDERS, VISA, MC, AmEx
3% charge on VISA, MC & 5% on American Express

EXPORTS
Available

COMPUTERLANE

HOURS:
M-S 9-6
CORPORATE ACCOUNlS WELCOME
CALL FOR VOWME DISCOUNlS
CONSULTANlS CALL FOR PRICING
Cin:k 66 on /WuUr Servk1 Card

1-800-526-3482 'Outside
CA)
'
(818) 884 8644 (In CA)
(818) 884-8253 (FAX)

Prices subject to change without notice

22107 ROSCOE BLVD.
CANOGA PARK
1

h BLOCK W. OF TOPANGA

CA 91304

Compaq is a Registered Trademark of Compaq
IBM Is a Registered Trademark of International Business Machines
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MACINATIONS

Hardware and Software
Requirements
The minimum hardware and software re
quirements for courseware authoring
systems like Course Builder and Video
Builder aren't too demanding, and typi
cally a Mac Plus and a hard disk drive
will suffice. However, the actual learn
ing station requirements (i.e., the com
puter system where students use the sci
ence and engineering courseware) are
typically much greater.

Because you'll want to give students
the best sound and visual presentation
possible (especially critical in conveying
the complex symbolic content of many
science and engineering topics), a Mac
II, Ilx, or Hex with a large hard disk
drive and large-format color monitor is a
requirement. And, naturally, to really
develop courseware effectively for this
platform, courseware authors need the
same hardware .
If you decide to add full-motion video

ITEMS DISCUSSED
Course Builder ... ... ... ....... .. $395
color version . .. ...... .. ......... $695
Telerobotics International, Inc .
8410 Oak Ridge Hwy .
Knoxville, TN 37931
(615) 690-5600

Inquiry 1181.
Wheels for the Mind
I-year subscription (4 issues) . .. $12
Peter Olivieri , publisher
Apple Computer, Inc .
P.O . Box 1834
Escondido, CA 92025

Inquiry 1182.

This space

represents the
potential memory
available in
your Mac.
But this
is all you've
got.
Until now.

But now there's a way to take full advant.age of the
Macintosh operating syst.em's 8 megabyt.e capacity-without shelling out
megabucks for expensive memory chips.
IntroducingVIRTUAL-the virtual memory software for the Macintosh
II, Ilx, Hex and SE/30. By putting information normally stored in RAM on
your hard disk-and retrieving it transparently as required-VIRTUAL
allows you to run multiple ''memory hogs" con
currently under Multifinder. And at just $295 (or
$695 for the Macintosh II), VIRTUAL not only
helps with memory that's too full .. .it also helps
keep your checkbook from getting too empty.
1b order, call 415/324-0727.

I

MEGABYTES NOT MEGABUCKS

CONNECTlf

Connectix Corp.125 Constitution Dr. Menlo Park, CA 94025
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to your courseware, you ' ll need a com
patible videodisk or tape player (costing
upwards of $1000) for each student and
developer, plus a color monitor to view
the video (or a special National Televi
sion Systems Committee NuBus board
that allows NTSC video to appear on a
Mac II color monitor). For ambitious sci
ence and engineering courseware, these
kinds of hardware requirements can be a
severe burden to already-tight laboratory
budgets. That 's one reason why course
ware that takes this kind of multimedia
approach has been slower to develop and
get disseminated than courseware that
needs only a Mac.
The state of science and engineering
courseware art can be summarized by
two words: solid and growing. The Mac
has solidified the development of this
software with all the user-interface inno
vations for which Apple should be regu
larly applauded (even as I've groused at
the company for its failings in some other
areas).
The buzzwords for the next round of
science and engineering courseware de
velopment will probably be hypermedia
and multimedia. With more and more de
velopers using HyperCard, CD-ROM,
and laser disks, and the price of video pe
ripherals dropping, the garden-variety
science and engineering courseware that
will be popular in the 1990s will have a
very different look from the courseware
oftoday. •
Don Crabb is the director oflaboratories
and a senior lecturer for the compuJer
science department at the University of
Chicago. He can be reached on BIX as
"decrabb."
Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458.
Circk 276 on &oder S.nk1 CanJ 

Not onlx does Telebit
make the world's fastest modems,
we also endorse your checks.
If you're looking for a high-speed,
dial-up modem that endorses indus
try standards and more, check out
the TelebitQD T2500.
As well as transmitting data error
free at a lightning-fast 19,200 bps
with Telebit's PEP™modulation,
the T2500 also adds V.32 to its
modulation list. That means you can
automatically use the CCITT V.32
standard for synchronous or asyn
chronous connections.

So, for large-volume or interac
tive transmissions, you won't
find a better modem than
the Telebit T2500. It sup
ports all major modem
standards, and is ideal
for connecting micros to
LANs or mainframes.
Plus it easily handles inter
national transmissions. And
speaks fluently with more dial-up
modems than any other.
In addition to the
industry's highest data
rate, Telebit's multicar
rier PEP technology
makes hang-ups and
bad line problems a
thing of the past.
To find out more
about the world's
fastest modem, call
1-800-TELEBIT
today. Or write us at
1345 Shorebird Way,
Mountain View, CA
94043-1329. Phone:
(415) 969-3800.
Learn why no one
gets the message

!feklf~ like

.,

C 1989 Telebit is a registered
VT'"'
trademark and PEP is a
.1
trademark of Telebit Corp.
MNP is a registered trademark of Microcom, Inc. Other
product names are trademarks o[ their respective holders.

'J'El.EB.i

In Europe call Luxembourg +352-31-96-45
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Here's how three
LANs stack up against
the Open Systems
Interconnection model
he world of LANs is rife with
inconsistent terminology. Most
LAN vendors, however, pay at
least lip service to the Interna
tional Organization for Standardization
(ISO) Open Systems Interconnection
(OSI) reference model, the framework
within which international communica
tions standards are developed. Confor
mance to the OSI structure, and to the
standards within its layers, ensures con
nectivity between heterogeneous com
puting environments. We'll examine that
framework and see how some important
LANs stack up against it.
The OSI reference model consists of
seven layers, each of which communi
cates only with the layers directly above
and below it. The model describes only
each layer's basic capabilities, not the ex
act interface between those layers.
At the bottom is the physical layer,
layer I . It defines how the data bits get
onto the physical medium. It includes the
connector to that medium and the electri
cal signaling convention.
Above the physical layer is the data
link layer, which assures reliable data
transmissions. If it receives a packet that
contains an error, it requests another
transmission. While the data link layer
doesn't guarantee that a transmission
succeeds, it passes only correct packets
to the next higher level.
A set of data link layer protocols, the
IEEE 802 LAN standards comprise two
functions: Media Access Control (MAC)
and Logical Link Control (LLC). Each
802 LAN protocol-such as 802.3
(Ethernet), 802.4 (Token Bus), and
802.5 (Token Ring)-has its own MAC

T
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Mark L. Van Name and Bill Catchings

THE LAN ROAD

TO OSI
component, which determines whether
the LAN uses tokens or CSMA/CD logic
to manage packets. Above the MAC,
IEEE 802.2 defines the LLC, which is
the same for all the 802 MAC protocols.
LLC handles error control, acknowledg
ment, and flow control.
OSI's layer 3, the network layer, estab·
lishes, maintains, and terminates con
nections and routes packets through the
network. Since all nodes can communi
cate directly with all other nodes in a
LAN, no routing through intermediate
nodes is necessary. In a wide-area net
work, on the other hand, a packet may be
routed through many intermediate nodes
before it reaches its destination.
So far, the OSI model guarantees the
delivery of accurate packets but doesn't
ensure each packet's arrival. That's the
function of the transport layer, layer 4,
which also ensures that all data packets
are delivered in the right order. Because
LANs transmit one packet at a time, data
packets on a LAN can't get out of order
and are rarely lost, so a LAN's transport
layer has little to worry about.
OSI layer 5, the session layer, sets up
communication sessions between two
computers. Its functions include such
common network verbs as open, close,
read, and write. The next two layers give
the user the final network application.
The presentation layer, layer 6, provides
the services that a particular application
needs, such as the file command OPEN
FILE. Layer 7, the application layer, is
the application that the user sees, such as
a file server's remote file commands.
The OSI model, like many abstrac
tions, is reasonably elegant, but the real
world of LAN protocols is altogether dif
ferent. The figure shows how the proto
cols supported by three major microcom
puter LANs-AppleTalk, NetWare, and
LAN Manager-map to the OSI model.

AppleTalk
Apple's AppleTalk architecture is the
only one of these LAN environments that

has separate protocols that correspond to
all seven layers of the OSI model.
Apple currently provides two options
at the physical layer, LocalTalk and
EtherTalk (Apple's implementation of
Ethernet). At the data link layer, Apple
Talk has a Link Access Protocol (LAP)
for each option. LocalTalk is built into
the Mac.
Apple's equivalent to the OSI network
layer is its Datagram Delivery Protocol.
DDP manages "socket-to-socket" deliv
ery. (A socket address is the unique iden
tifier of a particular service on a given
node.) DDP sends and receives data
grams.
AppleTalk actually has several differ
ent components at the transport layer; we
have omitted some of them from the fig
ure for clarity. The Name Binding Proto
col (NBP, not shown) converts names to
socket addresses. Several different high
er-level protocols-including the Printer
Access Protocol (PAP), AppleTalk Ses
sion Protocol (ASP), and the AppleTalk
Data Stream Protocol (ADSP)-can call
NBP.
Another transport layer protocol, the
Routing Table Maintenance Protocol
(not shown), uses a table to route packets
over bridges between separate Apple
Tal k networks. Both it and the Echo Pro
tocol (also not shown) are accessible only
from another system. DDP uses the Echo
Protocol, which echoes packets to see ifa
node is accessible.
The AppleTalk transport protocol that
best fits the OSI model is the AppleTalk
Transaction Protocol. ATP guarantees
end-to-end packet delivery.
At the session layer, Apple is promot
ing ADSP for writing network applica
tions. It replaces the older ASP and ATP.
ADSP actually covers both the session
and transport layers.
ASP is a typical session protocol, with
the usual open, close, send, and receive
operations. AppleTalk now uses it only
for older applications and as the Session
continued
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The protocol stacks ofApple 's Apple Talk , Novell's Net Ware, and Microsoft 's LAN Manager mapped to the Ope• Systems Interconnection reference
model. LAN Manager and NetWare run on additional hardware platforms.

User and other
apphcahons

NETWORKS

NetWare

Protocol for the AppleTalk Filing Proto
col (AFP).
The other two transport protocols,
Zone Information Protocol (not shown)
and PAP, are specialized. ZIP helps
track the users in a particular subset, or
zone, of an AppleTalk LAN. PAP lets
AppleTalk interact with a LaserWriter.
AppleTalk's presentation- and appli
cation-level protocols work together to
provide a few basic network applications.
One network application, the AppleShare
Print Client, lets you print on a Laser
Writer. While the LaserWriter under
stands the PostScript language, APC is
the actual printing application.
Another Presentation Layer protocol,
the AppleTalk Filing Protocol, provides
the primitives necessary for remote file
services. On a Macintosh, AFP serves
only the AppleShare File Client at the ap
plication layer. However, AFP can also
talk to several other servers, including
the AppleShare File Server and Novell's
new NetWare for Macintosh.
Apple also is planning. two new net
work applications that will use ADSP: an
E-mail package and its CL/l distributed
database language.

In the MS-DOS world, the major LAN
packages don't map so nicely to the OSI
model. Consider, for example, NetWare,
Novell's network operating system,
which currently leads the DOS LAN
pack.
The lowest layer of NetWare's archi
tecture contains the hardware and device
drivers for many different physical net
works, including Ethernet, Token Ring,
and ARCnet. The device driver and hard
ware lie in the bottom of the data link
layer and extend into the physical layer.
The top half of the data link layer con
tains part of IPX (Internet Packet Ex
change), which is also NetWare's net
work layer protocol.
These two parts of the data link layer
need to communicate, and a fairly new
NetWare interface, the Open Link Inter
face, tells how device drivers should
communicate with higher-level protocol
stacks (i.e., any group of protocols that
spans multiple OSI layers). By obeying
OLI, a single device driver can work with
multiple protocol stacks; conversely, a
single protocol stack can work with many
device drivers.

By offering OLI, Novell hopes to get
other firms to develop for NetWare both
device driver and higher-level industry
standard protocol stacks like TCP/JP or
ISO's TP4 (Transport Class 4).
While part of IPX is in the data link
layer, its biggest role is at the network
layer. IPX handles internetwork packet
routing. Like other network layers, it
guarantees that the packets it hands up
ward are correct.
Sequenced Packet Exchange (SPX),
NetWare's transport layer protocol, en
sures that packets arrive and are in order.
SPX and IPX compose Novell's propri
etary protocol stack. Protocol stacks that
obey the OLI could substitute for this
combination.
Above this combination is another
NetWare interface (not shown in the fig
ure) that defines the interactions between
the transport layer and NetWare's higher
layers. NCP, the NetWare Core Protocol
that provides client/server services,
obeys that interface. NCP spans the ses
sion and presentation layers.
Finally, NetWare applications sit on
top of the whole stack. They include the
co111inued
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PCS8-81M
For IBM PC/AT compatible bus
• Serial Communication Co-processor with 8 channels per
card.
• Up to 2 Megabytes of dynamically allocated buffer
memory.
•• Upward
Baud rates
up to 57,800
compatible
withbaud.
the PCS&81.

MCSS.91M
For IBM Micro-Channel compatible bus
• Serial Communication Co-processor for Micro-channel
with 9 channels/cards.
• Up to 1 Megabyte of dynamically allocated buffer memory.
• Baud rates up to 57,600 baud.
• Upward compatible with PCSS-SI.
MCS&8T
For IBM Micro-Channel compatible bus
• Serial 110 card adds 6 channels to a Micro-Channel
machine.
• Compatible with the PCS5-8T, PCS&8TX, and the

PCS&STH.
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• Fastest programmer on the
market.
•Quick and lntefllgent pro
gramming algorithms.
• Supports megabit eproms.
• Programs largest variety of
chips.

•
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MODELROMX

• Emulates 2718-27010
eproms.
·
• 256 kblt to 1024 kblt
models.
...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
• Battery backed up, auto emulate on power-up.
• Low-cost, pays for Itself on first project.
• Free 19.2K Serial Communications Software Included.
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Our Printer Sharing Unit
Does Networking!
An lnt11t1rated Solution
Take our Master Switch•• , a sophisticated
sharing device, combine it with MasterNet •M
networking software for PCs, and you've
got an integrated solution for printer and
plotter sharing, file transfer, electronic mail,
and a lot more. Of course you can also
share modems, minis, and mainframes or
access the network remotely. Installation
and operation is very simple.
ve,.atlle
Or you can use the Master Switch to
link any computer or peripheral with a serial
or parallel interface. The switch accepts
over 20 commands for controlling the flow
of data. It may be operated automatically,
by command, or with interactive menus. Its
buffer is expandable to one megabyte and
holds up to 64 simultaneous jobs. The

Masterllnk •M utility diskette for PCs
comes with ei1ery unit and unleashes the
power of the switch with its memory-resident
access to the commands and menus.
Other Product•
We have a full line of connectivity solutions.
If you just want printer sharing, we've got

~) ROSE
\\!',

ELECTRONICS

it. We also have automatic switches, code
activated switches, buffers, converters,
cables, protocol converters, multiplexers,
line drivers, and other products.
Commitment to Excellence
At Rose Electronics, we're not satisfied
until you're satisfied. That's why we have
thousands of customers around the world
including large, medium, and small
businesses, factories, stores, educational
institutions, and Federal, state, and local
governments. We back our products with
full technical support, a one-year warranty,
and a thirty-day money-back guarantee.

Call now for literature or
more Information.

(800) 333-9343

---------- ~4 ~0U to.~~ ---------P.O.

Box 742571

•

Houston, Texas 77274 •

Circk 245 on IUaJer Service Card

Tel (713) 933-7673 •

FAX (713) 933-0044 • Telex 4948886
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basic file services that many users see as
an integral part of NetWare.

LAN Manager
The hottest newcomer in the PC LAN
world is Microsoft's OS/2 LAN Man
ager, an OEM software product that pro
vides the core functionality of 3Com's
3+0pen, IBM's LAN Server, and many
other network operating-system prod
ucts. LAN Manager supports several
protocol stacks.

The LAN Manager network operating
system sits at the presentation layer. It
supports an application layer that contains both LAN Manager built-in applications and applications that others de
velop. The SQL Server may be the most
important new application.
Underneath LAN Manager can sit any J
of several different protocol stacks. ·
While Microsoft offers only one today, it
will support two others. In addition,
LAN Manager licensees offer their own

Microcomputer News On-Line
In this fast paced industry, can you afford to wait a week or a
month for information that may affect you today?
MicroBYTES Daily is an electronic news service covering the
latest developments in the microcomputer industry. If it concerns
MS DOS machines, Macintosh, Unix workstations, Amigas,
Atari STs, peripherals, networks or software, you will find it in
MicroBYTES.
Fast and Easy
Read the items as they break or use the powerful search
command to quickly locate your information. Best of all you can
download the text and print it or use it in your favorite word
processor.
Whether you are a developer, marketer, or researcher, you
need reliable information and you can count on MicroBYTES.
Backed by the combined resources of BYTE magazine, BYTE
week, and BIX, MicroBYTES gives you access to our world
wide network of reponers and the integrity and experience of our
editorial staff.
In your position as a leader in new technology, you cannot
afford to be just one of the crowd. Get ahead with MicroBYTES.
Call now and subscribe today.

EllX

One Phoenix Mill Lane
Pererborough, NH 03458
800-227-2983
In NH 603-924-7681
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protocol stacks for LAN Manager.
Both NetWare and LAN Manager are
moving toward a modular, OSI-compli
ant model that provides clean interfaces
between layers so that they can plug in
popular protocol stacks, such as TCP/IP.
All the underlying LAN Manager protocol stacks must provide a NetBIOS in
terface between their session layer com
ponents and the LAN Manager software.
The one currently available protocol
stack uses IBM's NetBIOS E:tt~b~ed
User Interface (NetBEUI). 3Com· 3'nd
Madge Networks Limited jointly devel
oped this protocol stack, which also in
cludes an IEEE 802.2 LLC-compatible
portion of the data link layer.
Other underlying protocol stacks are
under development. 3Com, using code
from Retix, is building one that will sup
port ISO's TP4, with a TOP/NetBIOS
session-layer protocol as its NetBIOS in
terface to the presentation level. Excelan
is developing a TCP/IP stack that will
speak to the presentation layer via the
ARPA RFCI002 session-layer protocol,
which maps NetBIOS to TCP/IP.
Just as all these protocol stacks present
a NetBIOS interface at the top, they obey
another interface at the bottom. This in
terface, Microsoft and 3Com's Network
Driver Interface Specification, defines
the way device drivers communicate with
the higher-level protocol stacks. NDIS
essentially splits the data link layer be
tween the IEEE MAC and LLC layers.
The hardware on which LAN Manager
runs-which may be Token Ring, Ether
net, or a variety of other configura
tions-fills the data link layer's MAC
portion and the physical layer.

Clear Direction
The greatest benefit of the OSI model is
not the levels it defines, but that it argues
strongly for well-defined levels.
All three of these LAN architectures
are developing clean interfaces between
their levels. The reward is the ability to
plug in different protocol stacks while
retaining the controlling LAN operating
system and its features. As more people
need to link heterogeneous networks,
this ability will prove crucial to the suc
cess of LAN vendors and users alike. 1•

Mark L. Van Name and Bill Catchings are
independent computer consultants based
in Raleigh, North Carolina. You can
reach them on B/X clo "editors" and as
"wbc3, "respectively.
Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458.

Pack extra
power into your PC.
Make it CM?r into a '386.
DTK's new PEM-2CXJO dual-speed B'20 MHz 80386 motherboard gives
~u 100% PC/AT compatibility at speeds up to 27.3 MHz It also offers
some very elegant engineering, like eight expansion slots including two
for 32-bit memory expansion, two serial ports and one parallel port, a
DTK BIOS With built-in diagnostics, and the socket for an optional 80387
coprocessor.
DTK means value in PC-compatible motherboards, add-on and net
\".Urking cards, and bare bone systems, including
FCC Class B-certified 10 and 12 MHz '286 com
puters. WhiCh is why the two high-speed XT
clones named "Best Buys* in PC wortd's
AUgust, 1988 issue, both use DTK
motherboards.
The PEM-2CXJO is a good example-but
by no means the only example- of the
DTK difference. To get the full story on
_all our high-performance X1; '286 and
'386-based products, contact the DTK
office nearest~ for specifiCations
and pricing.
And find out ho.v to pack some
extra po.yer into ~ur PC.

I

I

~I

. ® Where price and performance meet.

DTK COMPUTER INC.
15711 E. valley Blvd ·City of lndustr1' CA 91744
Tel: 18181333-7533·Fax:18181333-5429
DTl computer Ille. Of Rol1da
7245 COflJQl3te center Dr., sutte B
Miami, R. 33126
Tel l305I m -74/IJ
Fax: l305I m~

DTl computer Ille. Of . . . .
300 COIU!NJuS Clrde, Raritan center
EdlSOn, NI mlll'IB
Tel. !2011 417-0300
Fax: !2011 417-0307

DTl computer Ille. Of TllXIS
10S35 W11Crest or.• suite 120
HoustOn, TX 77099
Tel: 17131 56IHi688
Fax: 17131 568-5688

DTl CllmpUtlr GmbH
wahlerslr 16
4IXll OUSseldOl'f 30
West Gennal1Y
Tel: Ot1'49·22Hi!i6031
Fax: Ot1-49-22Hi53753
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eaders searching for the right
LAN operating system face
three confusing choices. DOS
based systems are a common,
relatively inexpensive solution, but their
performance is limited, and their secur
ity and user-interface features lag behind
those of more modem products. Propri
etary network operating systems like
NetWare offer exceptional speed, but at
the expense of a server software config
uration compatible with any other ven
dor's. Now, OS/2-based LAN operating
systems promise a new alternative: per
formance coupled with support for com
mon protocols and a common develop
ment environment.
This roundup focuses on five LAN op
erating systems, representing all three
categories: Novell's SFI' NetWare 286,
3Com's 3+0pen LAN Manager and
3 +Share, and IBM's PC LAN Program
and OS/2 LAN Server. All these net
works support workstations running PC
DOS. 3+Sbare and PC LAN represent
the tried-and-true MS-NET-based envi
ronment; NetWare bas its own propri
etary multitasking operating system. Fi
nally, 3 +Open and LAN Server repre
sent the new wave ofOS/2-based network
operating systems.
We installed each operating system on
a dedicated 20-MHz IBM PS/2 Model 80
server cabled to six workstations, includ
ing five IBM PC AT.;;lass machines and
one 16-MHz Model 80. We used the
most popular networking hardware for
each operating system: Ethernet for
3+Share, NetWare, and 3+0pen, and
Token Ring for IBM's PC LAN and
LAN Server software.
Our evaluations included performance
testing and running through the key fea
tures of each program (see table I). We
also established a suite of common pro
cedures; these included installation, net
work management, configuration, mail,
print queue, accounting, and security
tasks . An overview of each product
follows .
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Battle of the
Network Stars
IBM's PC LAN 1.30
IBM's PC LAN is unique for a couple of
reasons. First, it doesn't support Ether
net-it runs only on IBM's Token Ring
or PC Network hardware. Also, PC LAN
allows peer-to-peer resource sharing;
any workstation on the network can act as
a server, making its disk drives or other
local resources available to any worksta
tion on the network. By contrast, server
based LAN software, such as NetWare,
allows resource sharing only from a cen
tral file server. (For purposes of testing,
we configured each LAN to be server
based.)
PC LAN workstations run PC-DOS
3.3 or 4.0. Each workstation has a spe
cial subdirectory, drivers for the Token
Ring adapter card mentioned in CON
FIG.SYS, and some additional lines in
the AUTOEXEC.BAT file. All worksta
.tions use the redirector, a 46K-byte TSR
program that ties itself into the standard
DOS INT 21H system requests. The re
director watches requests that application
programs make to DOS and determines
whether to send the request to the net
work or to handle it locally.
When you install PC LAN, you have
two choices. With Base Services, all net
work commands take the form NET
<command> <options>, and you enter
them from· the DOS command prompt.
This typically drives you to create a
tool chest of batch files to reduce
streams of NET commands to a single
file.
The alternative to Base Services, Ex
tended Services, replaces the NET com
mands with a menu-driven system that
issues the commands for you. Whereas
Base Services leaves most of the admin
istrative work in the hands of network
users, Extended Services lets you desig
nate a network administrator who has
sole control of the resources available on
the network. Extended Services also pro

vides some security; the administrator
can attach passwords to network-avail
able disks, directories, and printers.
PC LAN includes an installation disk
and a retinue of five file disks. The in
stallation utility first asks you to choose
between Base and Extended Services,
and then it asks whether the station
you're setting up will use the redirector
and whether you want it to be a receiver
(receive messages only) or a messenger
(send and receive messages). Finally,
you must indicate whether the station
will be a server.
Shared subdirectories and files are
calledfilesets, and under Extended Ser
vices the system automatically creates
names for them. PC LAN does this for
security reasons. For example, if you
create a fileset named ROOT that points
to the server's drive D. an U·n autborized
user who overbears that the company's
balance sheet is in the ROOT fileset can't
creep back to his or her machine and ac
cess ROOT with a NET USE command .
First, ROOT is probably known to the
network as something like IBMXOO 1;
second-and most important-Extended
Services automatically attaches a pass
word to the fileset.
During installation, we made a mis
take in assigning user names to filesets
and so had to delete some users. But we
discovered that deleting a user is much
more difficult than adding one. Not only
do you have to locate all the filesets that
the user has access to and remove those
accesses, but you must also locate all the
other users with access to the first user's
home directory and detach those connec
tions as well.
The Extended Services menus easily
automate the process of mapping filesets
to logical drives. Thus, you can select
fileset ROOT to appear on your system as
drive M, fileset DBASE to appear as
drive N, and so on. Extended Services
will even record the settings and auto
matically invoke them when you log on.
conJinued
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PC LAN includes an E-mail program
that's about as rudimentary as it gets.
Under Base Services, a message can be at
most about l 00 characters long, with no
provisions for attachments. Extended
Services adds an editing screen.
PC LAN's documentation is surpris
ingly slim, compared to the megavol
umes we received from some of the other
LAN vendors. A single three-ring binder
about the same size as IBM's PC-DOS
manual takes care of it all. Since we set
all the stations to run Extended Services,
we found ourselves referring to the docu
mentation only during installation. If you
decide that you'd prefer Base Services,
the manual includes a functional guide to
the NET commands; all you need to
know is what you want to do, and the
manual points you to the appropriate
command. Under Extended Services,
help is just an Fl key away.

IBM's OS/2 LAN

Server 1.00
LAN Server is a PC LAN-compatible
operating system that enjoys all the bene
fits of running on OS/2. The chemistry
between LAN Server and PC LAN is so
good that you can replace server software
on a PC LAN network with LAN Server
without having to reinstall any worksta
tion software; you need only inform
LAN Server that there are DOS-based
PC LAN stations out there. (IBM does,
however, recommend making some
modifications to the defaults for running
PC LAN workstations together with
LAN Server.)
LAN Server offers a few features that
PC LAN workstations can't use. For ex
ample, PC LAN workstations can't act
as network administrators. Other com
mands are unavailable to PC LAN users
because they require OS/2. These in
clude NET RUN and NET USE. NET
RUN lets you run programs remotely.
Programs that you activate via NET
RUN execute in the memory of the
server's machine, and you can redirect
the output of the program to a file. You
also can't execute NET USE in conjunc
tion with shared serial devices. Under
LAN Server, you can make a serial de
vice (a modem, for example) available to
the network. LAN Server doesn't spool
data sent to and from the device and its
user, but transfers it directly.
LAN Server also adds usage record
keeping. (The best you can do on PC
LAN is NET ERROR, which gives you a
156
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list of the most recent errors that have oc
curred at your station.) Not only can the
network administrator view error logs
which include the offending program,
the error number, and a full error mes-

IBM's

OS/2 LAN Server
operating system is PC
LAN-compatible.
sage-but the system keeps ongoing sta
tistics of the server's activities. Available
figures include the number of sessions
started, the number of files and print
jobs opened, and the total number of sys
tem errors. Finally, the administrator
can flag selected resources to record us
age in an audit trail file, so you can keep
track of who requested access to a certain
directory, whether the request was
granted, what time the request was
made, and the duration of usage.
While we were creating the user and
fileset configurations, we came across
one of LAN Server's faults. The menus
that an administrator must crawl through
to define users and shared resources are a
veritable maze-and without a mouse,
the process is maddening. Activating a
pull-down menu from the keyboard is a
confusing combination of Arrow and Re
turn keys that is guaranteed to generate
mistakes.
Our problem was that we had forced
some directories to become shareable
and also had specified that they be avail
able on user demand. It wasn't apparent
that the two might be mutually exclusive.
We were unable to deduce the connection
between the fileset names we had given
to the directories and the alias names that
should have appeared on the network. We
prowled every menu and pulled up every
help screen we could find. The manual
was no help. We finally stumbled onto
the answer; in a fit of frustration, we
stopped sharing the filesets, reattempted
to log onto one of the workstations, and
suddenly everything worked.
A similar situation occurred when we
tried to alter a user's profile. We were
unable to log on that user while updating
the user's information. However, even
after the administrator completed the
modifications and had logged off, the

user still couldn't log on. Eventually, the
situation cleared itself up, for no discern
ible reason.
The installation also revealed some
welcome advantages over PC LAN. For
example, under PC LAN, the system ad
ministrator governs file access on a user
by-user basis. For small setups, this is
fine, but it gets cumbersome when
you've got a multidepartmental system in
which one group of users needs access to
one database and another group needs
access to a different database.
PC LAN handles this situation by let
ting you model a new user's profile after
that of an existing user, so that when you
add a new user, you can give him or her
all the access privileges of an existing
user with a single keystroke. But it's up
to the administrator to remember who's
in what group. LAN Server lets you de
fine a conglomerate of users as a group
and give that group access privileges that
all members instantly inherit.
LAN Server's documentation is more
substantial than PC LAN's, and the on
line help is an improvement over that for
PC LAN. Not only is help context-sensi
tive, but if the help message isn't com
plete enough, you can go to an on-line
manual.

Novell's SFT NetWare
286 version 2 .15
The sheer number of manuals included
in the distinctive red Novell NetWare
packaging conveys the software's com
plexity and richness. The Guide to Man
uals runs 75 pages by itself, and a small
library of spiral-bound supplements de
tails the nuances of installing various in
terface cards.
With NetWare, Novell has taken a pro
prietary approach to networking. By not
basing its networking software on DOS,
Novell traditionally has been able to out
perform its rivals. Novell offers a prod
uct that does the job and does it well.
Perhaps the scariest thing about a net
work is its vulnerability. A disk crash on
a network server can shut down an entire
organization. Novell bas the best set of
features for protecting data. NetWare
automatically checks for bad data blocks
on your disk by comparing each block
written to disk against the same block in
memory. If the two blocks don't match,
NetWare takes the block from memory
and stores it to a special area of the disk.
It also saves the address of the defective
contiflllld
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Why Use The SL Sharing Device?
Saves Money By Sharing
When you can' t afford to buy a laser for each PC. using the SL™ is the
inexpensive way to let everyone share - not just yow- lasers, but printers,
plotters and modems a.s weU. You will get more efficient use of yow
~ripherals because greater access by more users reduces unproductive
idle time and the need to pw-chase more of these expensive devices.

• Ten Channels: four parallel and six serial, all can be
software configured as either input or output.
• Pop-up Menu: keyboard selection of printers,
macros and many other control functions.
• Automatic Switching: no software needed if always
sending data to only one printer.
• Interface Conversion: automatic parallel to serial,
serial to parallel, or serial to serial parameters.
• Simple Installation: just plug in the cables and run
the menu-driven installation software.
• Compatible With Minis Or Mainframes: any
RS-232-C asynchronous serial or parallel connection.
• User Upgradeable Memory: from 0 to 4MB buffer.
• 45 Day Money Back Satisfaction Guarantee

Increases Office Efficiency
An SL with memory improves PC productivity by allowing aU users to

simultancously send their print jobs and release their PCs to continue
working without being delayed by other users or slow priniers. M~ory in
the SL is a more sensible investment than additional memory in each
printer since SL memory is shared by all users and all peripherals.
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Smaller Buffers

All Parallel Ports
AS-SI 3 inputs to 1 output
automatic switch without
buffer for only $200.
XL 2 automatic inputs to 2
electronic switch selectable
outputs with from 256KB up
to 2MB buffer from $400.
CP 1 input to 1 output with
from 256KB _up to 4MB
buffer from $300:
EW 1 input to 2 software
. selectable outputs withfrom
256KB !JP to 4MB buffer
from$S%5.

Serial and Parallel Ports
MI l parallel or 1 serial
input to 1 parallel or I serial
output with from 256KB up
to 2MB buffer from $4%5.

CALL TOLL FREE TODAY
and talk to one of our friendly
and knowledgeable application
technicians for solutions to your
connectivity problems.

Buffalo Products
2805 19th Street SE
Salem OR 97302
Dealer Inquiries Welcome

Sales (800) 345-2356
FAX (503) 585-4505
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Table l: FeaJures ofjive LAN operating systems <• "" yes; 0 ""no).
IBM PC LAN
Program
1.30

Price

Minimum server requirements
Hardware
Software
Memory

$245 per user

IBMOS/2
LAN Server
1.00

Peer-to-peer resource sharing
Disk caching
E-mail
Disk diagnostics
Supports multiple file servers
Server can act as a workstation
Ad'ninistrator access from remote station
Traffic monitoring
Reports current log-ons
Reports shared resources
Error log
Audit trail
User chargeback accounting
Security

Passwords attached to users
Passwords attached to resources
Time restrictions
Station address restrictions
Network hardware supported
Ethernet
Token Ring
ARC net
Connectivity options
AppleTalk
LU6.2
SNA
DECnet
TCP/IP
X.25

81-190K

81-190K

•

•
•
••
•
•••
•
••

••
•••
•••
0

0
0

••
0
0

0

0

0

0
0

0

•
0

•

0

0

••
0
0
0

Novell
3Com 3+Share SFT NetWare 286
1.3.1
version 2.15

$1040 for server
$995 for 5 users
$595 for 5 users
$830 per OS/2 $2995 for unlimited $2495 for unlimited
users
users
workstation
$245perDOS
workstation•

80286 or 80386 80286 or 80386
DOS 3.3 or 4.0
OS/2EE 1.1
640K for extended
5Mb
services
350K for basic
services

DOS workstation memory used by
the netv«>rk operating system

3Com3+0pen
1.0

0

••
0
0
0

$4695forup
to 100 users

80286 or 80386
OS/21 .0
4Mb

80286 or 80386
DOS 3.1 or higher
640K

80286 or 80386

NBP: 25K
XNS: 100K
0

NBP: 25K
XNS: 100K

45-60K

l•I

•
•
l•I

0

0

•
•••
•••
•
•••
•••
•••
••
•
0

0

•1•1•
•
•
0
0

0

••
0
0

••
•••
••
•
0

1 Mb 1

0

•
••
•
•••
••
•••
•
••
•
••
•
•
0

0

0

Q2

"Requires IBM PC LAN~1 1024K bytes (1 megebyte) aal1acling a~ hard cisk drive 0t less; 2048K boftes (2 megrabyles) a attaching a 70-megabyte a larger hard cisk drive.
PTCPnP gei..-y IMli8ble from lhifd.party vendors.
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block to prevent further writes to that
area. For added insurance, NetWare
stores duplicate copies of the directory
table and the file allocation table (FAT) to
two different locations on disk.
The SFT (System Fault Tolerant) ver
sion of NetWare can maintain a duplicate
of the entire server disk. You can either
set up two disks on the same controller to
eliminate problems caused only by data
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corruption and disk errors, or you can
save to a second disk on a separate chan
nel (controller, interface cable, and
power supply) to provide greater secur
ity. Setting up two disk channels speeds
backup by enabling parallel transfers.
Disk reads also become more efficient,
since the fastest disk services a given
read request, and both disks can service
multiple read requests.

Even with all this protection, you can
still face sudden shutdowns. The biggest
problem occurs if the system fails when it
has written data to disk but before it has
updated the transaction in the applica
tion's underlying index. NetWare treats
an entire write sequence as a single
transaction, saving none of the data
unless the entire sequence is completed.
conlimlld
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Face it. Some companies are better con
nected than others. Success often depends
on who can deliver. Successful businesses
are turning to Thomas-Conrad for reliable
ARCNET networking products.

16-bit
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Interface

•GET 12 HOURS OF WORK IN AN 8
HOUR DAY. Our 16-bit interface gives
you up to a 50% increase in network
throughput.
• COAX, TWISTED-PAIR, FIBER
OPTICS - Whatever you want to work
with, we work with.
• DELIVERABLE HARDWARE - While
others are talking, Thomas-Conrad is
shipping.
To find out how you can connect with
ARCNET products that have the network
ing world talking, call Thomas-Conrad
today.
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CORPORATION
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Austin, Texas 78758, (512) 836-1935
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If NetWare can't detect a full transac
tion, it "rolls back" the data to its former
state.
Given NetWare's size and complexity,
installation is fairly painless. The docu
mentation clearly addresses planning
issues up front, and then it steps you
through menu selections and configura
tion options according to your require
ments. NetWare requires a dedicated

N

et»Ure
is a proprietary network
operating system that
requires a dedicated
server and a special.
server disk format.
server and uses its own proprietary for
mat on the server disk. You can still run
DOS, but NetWare acts as the host oper
ating system. A dedicated network oper
ating system offers additional security,
since users can't boot directly from the
server disk; they must pass through the
network to access server files. There is a
downside to this, though: If anything
goes wrong, you can't call on familiar
DOS utilities such as FDISK.
Novell strictly enforces the server-cli
ent model for network operations. A cen
tralized server retains network re
sources, while each of the client sites
accesses the server through the NetWare
shell. The shell intercepts all DOS calls
processed by interrupt 21H. It turns
local operations over to DOS and trans
lates network calls to the NetWare Core
Protocol (NCP) for the server to process.
The NetWare shell is surprisingly
compact, requiring only 45K to 60K
bytes of precious workstation RAM.
This is less than any of the other products
we reviewed-in fact, NetWare's is the
only shell to leave enough room in DOS
memory for RAM-hungry applications
like dBASE IV.
A series of menus and a set of com
mand-line utilities form the NetWare
User Interface. The SYSCON menu
drives the most common operations.
From this menu, the supervisor can add
new users, delete old ones, join users to a
group, modify file permissions, set log
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in restrictions and other security fea
tures, maintain the error log, track
group/user status, and even establish
charge rates for network services. The
entire user interface is logical and consis
tent. For instance, from the screen
display that lists network users, you press
the Insert or Delete key to add or delete
users, respectively. NetWare retains this
basic interface structure throughout each
configuration screen and menu option.
As a supervisor, or as a trustee with
parental rights in a directory, you can as
sign different file permissions (e.g.,
read, write, create, delete, open, mod
ify, search, or parental) to each user.
You can also assign attributes to individ
ual files(e.g., read/write, read only, and
shareable/nonshareable) that then apply
to all users, despite the permissions they
have within the directory. A trustee can
change file permissions within a direc
tory, allowing the supervisor to delegate
administrative responsibilities to other
users. The supervisor can still retain se
curity control by modifying the "Maxi
mum Rights Mask." The mask specifies
which permissions the trustee can as
sign. If the supervisor removes delete
permission from the Maximum Rights
Mask, the trustee can't let any other user
delete files, although he or she still re
tains that permission.
Special log-in features highlight
NetWare's security arsenal. You can sys
tematically purge inactive accounts by
setting an account expiration date. You
can also set password expiration dates to
force users to make periodic password
changes. Concurrent access restrictions
limit the number of stations a user can
log onto while still logged on somewhere
else. Station restrictions let the user log
onto only one specific station address.
You can also designate time blocks, lim
iting user access to certain time inter
vals. Other utilities-console monitor
ing, error logs, and usage statistics-help
track user activity. You can temporarily
disable suspicious accounts and set an ac
count to automatically disable itself after
a preset number of failed password at
tempts. A NetWare utility will evaluate
your security system, pointing out any
deficiencies that it finds (such as an ac
count without a password assigned to it).
Special utilities help the supervisor
face the arduous task of adding large
numbers of new users. This can be espe
cially trying when the administrator first
establishes the network. The MAKE
USER utility accepts a listing of names
and adds them to the network. The file
can also specify permissions and restric
tions, or you can set up one user with a

generic set of permissions and assign
equivalent security status to any other
user or group of users.
Administrators will quickJy appreci
ate NetWare'saccounting functions. You
can apply charges for time logged onto
the network or for server disk storage.
Rates can fluctuate according to the time
of day. Even if your organization doesn't
c_harge for network usage, the accounting
module creates an audit trail for tracking
user log-ons, session durations, and re
source use.

3Com's 3 +Open LAN
Manager 1.0
3Com has played the compatibility game
patiently. While Novell impressed users
with a fast, dedicated network operating
system, 3Com stuck with DOS and the
limited services of MS-NET, opting for
the standard despite its limitations. Now,
with the introduction of 3 +Open LAN
Manager, 3Com's time may have come.
All the pieces of 3+0pen have yet to
come together, although the overall
structure is in place.
Novell has stuck with its proprietary
IPX protocols, which have made it one of
the fastest LANs on the market. But
Novell doesn't directly support other
protocols, such as industry-standard
TCP/IP, within its architecture. 3Com
has introduced a protocol-switching shell
to support various combinations of proto
cols. This shell, which should be avail
able by press time, will let the company
build and dynamically install an assort
ment of compatible transport stacks.
3+0pen initially loads the NetBIOS
Protocol (NBP), a slimmed-down (25K
byte) version of the Xerox Network Stan
dard (IOOK bytes) with limited file and
print services. It loads XNS for other ser
vices like E-mail. However, when an ap
plication requires a different protocol,
such as TCP/IP or ISO TP/4, the resident
protocol manager swaps it in automati
cally. Since 3+0pen will directly sup
port multiple alternate transport stacks,
it won't require gateways or creative
kludges for internetwork communica
tions. Although 3Com is now shipping
the protocol-switching shell and NBP,
we didn't receive them in time for inclu
sion in this review. We performed our
tests using XNS.
As 3Com implements TCP/IP and
other alternative transport stacks and as
OS/2 catches on, 3+0pen should prosper.
contimad
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A cousin of LAN Server, 3+0pen is a
good choice for an OS/2-based server.
As other major vendors port to LAN
Manager, it should become a de facto
standard for OS/2 networks, and 3Com
should be in an enviable position.
Installation is simple. You need to
know a few basic facts, such as the
amount of server memory, the type of se
curity to implement, and whether you
want a dedicated server. From then on,
it's smooth sailing. The routine is fully
menu-driven, and the documentation
guides you along step by step. Worksta
tion installation is just as easy. An auto
mated program sets up your directories
and modifies your boot-up batch files.
3 +Open uses the familiar MS-NET
command structure. Workstation users
access server resources by entering the
NET SHARE command. The server re
source is then available to the worksta
tion as a logical drive or as an address
able resource name. This makes resource
sharing transparent to the client station.
Users simply map logical drives to server
directories. You can reference other
shared resources by a simple resource
name, so users never need to know com
plicated path names or cryptic system
labels.
Entering the NET command without
parameters generates a menu system at
an OS/2 workstation. DOS stations can
use only the command-line interface.
3Com bundles a menu-driven DOS ex
tender that can log users onto network
drives, but it's not a 3 +Open menuing
interface. This shouldn't be a problem,
though. The NET command structure is
easy to master, and the NET HELP com
mand delivers on-line assistance.
From the View menu, you can share
resources or monitor print and communi
cations device queues. The Message
menu lets you send and receive messages,
as well as review your message log. You
can set or change configuration options,
including passwords, from the Config
menu, and you can check statistics from
the Status menu.
The NET ADMIN command calls the
Administration menu. It retains the same
structure as the User menu but includes
additional options. The Accounts menu
lets you establish user accounts and set
permissions for shared resources. Statis
tics such as errors, session starts and dis
connects, files used, spooler status, and
password violations help the administra
tor monitor network activity.
If 3+0pen detects a problem, the
Alerter broadcasts a warning to the ad
ministrator. For instance, when we were
navigating through the network and tried
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too many unauthorized actions, the
server screen flashed "8 access denied
errors in the last 5 minutes-recommend
you view the server's audit trail." The
audit trail meticulously tracks all perti
nent network activity. Administrators
can use the information to properly con
figure the network and to identify prob
lem areas.
3 +Open recognizes two types of net

3

Com's
3 +Open LAN Manager
recognizes two types
ofnetwork security:
share-level
and user-level.

work security: share-level and user
level. Share-level security assigns a pass
word to a specified resource. The user
then shares the resource by issuing the
correct password, and all users who issue
the resource password have identical
permissions.
With the more sophisticated user-level
security, the user owns a unique pass
word. The administrator can then assign
resources to specific users or user
groups, giving users specific access per
missions for each resource. File permis
sions include read, write, create, delete,
change attributes, or change permis
sions. The change attributes permission
lets a user change file attributes (e.g.,
read-only, hidden, and system). These
file attributes take precedence over per
missions set by 3 +Open. Change per
missions permits the user to modify the
3+0pen access rights for the resource.
An optional product, 3 +Open Secure
($195), can force user password changes,
provide additional audit tracking, and
analyze audit information.
3Com's E-mail option, 3+0pen Mail
($1190), allows forwarding, filing, and
binary attachments. 3Com also bundles
the 3 +Name Service with 3 +Open
Mail. This lets remote hosts recognize
local network names. Large LANs can
become unmanageable without a func
tional naming service. If you're serious
about internetwork communication, this
function is essential.

3Com's 3+Share 1.3.l
3+Share, the MS-NET-based precursor
to 3+0pen, is a slower, less expensive
alternative that provides a migration path
to 3Com's OS/2 LAN product. To man
age the underlying DOS operations,
3+Share employs the Microsoft Redi
rector to evaluate system calls and route
network requests to the server. The pro
gram lets you use the server as a worksta
tion, but 3Com recommends a dedicated
server. A powerful naming service and a
suite of optional support programs make
3+Share a worthy product.
If you're installing the operating sys
tem on a network built around one of
3Com's proprietary servers, the docu
mentation is clear and logical; if not, the
documentation is poorly organized. We
got the system up and running through
trial and error. The operating system
comes in different versions, depending
on whether it's bundled with 3Com hard
ware. In its software-only incarnation,
the system doesn't include disks for
bringing up workstations. You may find
workarounds, but keep the technical
support number close by if you're new to
networks.
You control 3 +Share by issuing in
structions from the command line or by
accessing the 3 +Menus interface. The
menu options are clear and comprehen
sive, but if you don't like the menu struc
ture, you can customize it.
3 +Share recognizes three types of
users: network users, administrators,
and server-users. The network user can
use network resources, run applications,
and execute DOS commands. Adminis
trators can manage network activities,
establish users, and modify user restric
tions. The server-user can control only
devices attached to a specific server. The
3 +Name service stores all user names as
well as named resources on the network.
Each name follows the name:domain:
organization structure. Applications ref
erence users and servers by the three
part name.
Each new user receives a home direc
tory on the server disk. Not even an ad
ministrator can access a home directory ,
the user's root directory on the server .
Any user can share a subdirectory that he
or she owns by assigning a Sharename to
it. A user can then link a logical DOS
drive to the Sharename and access the di
rectory as if it were a local disk. Each
Sharename retains a set of access rights
that let the owner dictate the conditions of
continued

Tenninal emulation doesn't
have to be this way.
We've all been there. 'Dying to remember whether the "Do" key is
really <Ctrl-Fl>. Or was it <Alt-FI>? And the editing keypad
Can you be aboolutely sure you're about to p~ the "Select" key
and not the "Remove" key? The results can be disastrous.
That's why KEA developed the PowerStation. The PowerStation.
an exact VI'200 ]ayout keyboard bundled with VI'240 or VI'220
terminal emulation software, turns your IBM PC or compatible into
a key-by-key replica ofa DEC terminal-without m~y labels!
But what does that get you?
Peace of mind. The PowerStation keyboard takes the frustration
out ofswitching between a DEC terminal and a PC because
each key is right whereyou'd expect it to be. And our "Gold Key"
version makes ALLIN-1 and WPS a breeze.
Savings. If you think you can't afford both emulation software
and a keyboard, think again! The PowerStation can actually save
you money by eliminating the time you waste every day trans
lating between Vf and PC keystrokes. And with the PowerStation.
startup trainingrosts are virtually eliminated
Consistency. The PowerStation keyboard provides a consistent
interface for both vr emulation and regular PC applications. In
emulation mode you get the 105-key functionality ofa real DEC key
board and in PC mode you get asuper enhanced keyboard. And
you can use the PowerStation on virtually any PC! Move between
an XI; Al PS/2, AT&T PC and a DEC tenninal without missing
akeystoke.
PowerStation and ZSTEM are trademarks of KEA
Systems Ltd. All other brand and product names
are trademarks or registered trademarks of
their respective holders.

Ord.152 Oii RMllMr Saftu Card

The best in tenninal emulation software. With the PowerStation
keyboard you get the fastest. most precise, DEC terminal emulation
software available: 1SIE.M. You have the choice between two
popular software packages: zsrEM 240, our Vf24Wf340 graphics
emulator and ZSIBM 220, our Vf220 text emulatoc Both packages
will impress you with their speed and feature-by-feature accuracy.
Th top it off, the PowerStation gives you all this at asurprisingly
low price. But find out for yourself why Digital Review Labs says
"the PowerStation 240 is agodsend" Call us at 800-663-8702.

KEA Systems Ltd., 2150 West Broadway, Suite 412
Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6K 4L9
Tulephone: 604-732-7411 Fax: 604-732-0715
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We back up what

we don't selil .

POWER.saveN is the first generic lope backup and restore facility

for MS900S

compatible PC networks. Wherher 'PJr disks belong lo ...vorksrolions or servers -

POWERsove bocks them all up.
Big. Unattended, iisupports up lo 16 lope drives of mixed types, including 2.2
GB cassettes, for "on incredible 32.704 GB of dora ...without changing lopes""
using POWERstreomer IV"'. And if that's not enough, an operolor can feed
POWERsave up lo I 00 lopes in succession.
Fast. PC M:igozine benchmarks •... the POWERstreomer IV roughly lwice as
fosl as The VAST" Device (lrom Emerald Syslems"'I on all lests.••
Highly reliable. PC i'Algozine •...tried lo lormenl the software, with little
success:· Replicoled directories, tape cwerwrile protection, dual \l'Olidolion, and
other safeguarding feorures ore builr in.
Easy to use. Simple menu oplions allow
quick and selective restore by file, directory. or
volume.
Flexible. POWERsave supports Exobyre 2.2
GB 8mm cassettes, IBl'A 3480 HI/TC cartridges,
and 150 NS lopes, all with SCSI controllers; plus
tt:J, 125, or 150 NS lopes using QIC-36 or QIC
02 srandords.
By the way, we do bock up and sell one of the
~-~iv
nel\Norks shown here - POWERLan!

Call 1-800-825-LANS
Re5eller inquiries invited .

---

800 Lincoln c:.n- • 7800 H-10 w..

• San Almnlo, , _ 71230
l''T l'g,'':"t!::.=:-..!1.....--.o1
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sharing. A directory can have more than
one name, and each name can have a
unique combination of access rights. You
can further protect the directory by giv
ing it a password. Access rights include
private, public, read, write, read/write,
write/create, read/write/create, and
shareable. A single user controls a pri
vate directory, though he or she may
share it by giving it a password. A public
directory allows file reading but refuses
file writes or file creation.
Printing functions are similarly con
figured. The 3P SHARE command as
signs a printer Sharename and password.
You then link the printer to a port. Users
can change the priority of their print
jobs, which are sent to a queue; the ad
ministrator can change the priority of any
job . 3 +Remote PC ($295) enables
modem dial-ins, and 3+Route ($1500)
connects two 3 +Share networks by dial
up or direct connections. 3 +Net Con
nect ($1500) links dissimilar networks.
Other optional programs from 3Com in
clude disk mirroring ($1595), support
for OS/2 workstations ($995), and 3 +
for the Mac ($495).
The optional mail service is surpris
ingly strong. User functions include for
warding, filing, replying, and help .
Server functions route the mail across
the network as well as to and from other
networks. If the server can't deliver a
message, it returns the message to the
sender. The 3 + naming service enables
this efficient communication scheme.
3+Mail administrative functions allow
easy management of the mail system.
3 +Share lacks a strong administrative
module. It maintains a status log and re
ports rudimentary usage statistics, but it
falls well short of what NetWare offers.
Functions include 3 +Backup, which
supports an automatic backup routine
that triggers transfers to cartridge tape or
disk. You can run backup and restore op
erations from any workstation.

Network Testing
No single number, or even a set of num
bers, can describe operating-system per
formance across the vast spectrum of
possible network configurations. AJmost
every installation will have some hard
ware features that make it unique-the
type of servers, the number and type of
workstations, and bridges or gateways to
other networks can dramatically affect
network response time.
Our tests sought to determine the rela
tive throughput of each system on a com
mon test platform. The absolute numbers
that are given for each test are not meant
continuLd
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Remote Communications Made Easy
The Ql 1000 PC-on-a-board Series is the elegant. low-cost
alternative to standalone communication servers for Novell
NetWare and CBIS Network-OS network environments.
Instead of dedicating noisy, bulky standalone PCs to
specific network tasks, Ql 1000 Series computers-on -a
card install neatly inside the fileserver chassis - not
visible, but ready to process tasks upon demand.
Each user's processor, memory "and 1/0 are on an AT bus
based add-in board. Data travels at bus speed. That's as
fast as it'll go!
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• DIAL-IN MODEM SERVERS - dial into your
network from home or remote offices. Read your
E-mail, run diagnostics, conduct business
remotely.
• DIAL-OUT MODEM SERVERS - dial out from any
network node to receive information from on-line
bulletin boards like CompuServe and MCI.
• BATCH SERVERS - maximize network efficiency
by offloading work to an idle processor. Run
reports, compiles, long print jobs, database
consolidations in background mode.
• APPLICATION WORKSiTATlONS - run popular PC
network applications like WordPerfect and lctus
1-2-3 on low cost terminals. Each 8 MHz PC
processor has 7681< RAM.
By using CU. 1000 boards, you don't need a stack of money
ANO a stack of PCs to install remote communications and
high speed networking.

Call 1-lllJ0-648-2130 or (702} 883-7611 to order.
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to reflect performance in any other con
figuration; they serve only as a basis of
comparison from one system to another.
Our test lab setup included six work
stations and one server. Five of the work
stations were AT-based systems: two
12.5-MHz Dell machines, two 12-MHz
Everex ATs, and one 12-MHz Compaq
Deskpro. We used these machines to
create different network load conditions.

Our

tests

determine relative
throughput on a
common test platform.

Bring the power of the offlce com
puter to your home! Our buyer made
afan111Stlcdeali.iththedlstrlbutoron
U - XT·Tufbo Computers! Now
Cllll offer them to )'OU at HUGE SA V·
INGS!! Compute lntonnatlon qulcl<ly
rrtth this fllSt-ltandllng, affordable
tutbo machine!
• 512K memo<y expandable ID 640K.

• Two 360 KB 5- 11•· noppy mtves.
• 8088 nric:ro processor wilh hardware
& software seledable system clod< lor
' ·n MHz & 10 MHz. • 100% IBM compalible.
• ~-bit eicpansion slot>.
• 8087 malh CO-pl008SSOr SOCl<el.speaker.

• MS DOSIGW Basic.
• Mono/color graphics cant.

• Tilt swivel an"ber monllot.
•Turbo swild1 on Iron! panel.
• Key lod< lronl penet. • Zera weight
•One Y_ W.....,lyl
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'
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Item No. 8-1312-122672

Insured Shl¢iand.: $39.00

FOR FASTEST SERVICE
CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-950-9090 '
VISA
I
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DAllAAK INTERNATIONAL. INC.

t

fU07 SIW1gle C - P.-,. MiMelpols. WI 55CIO
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We made all our throughput measure
ments from the sixth workstation, a 16
MHz IBM PS/2 Model 80. For a server,
we chose a 20-MHz Model 80 set up with
a 110-megabyte ESDI hard disk drive and
8 megabytes of RAM . The setup couples
a popular, general-purpose server with
typical workstations.
In order to test these products on the
substtate upon which they'll most likely
be installed, we ran 3Com's and Novell's
products on thin-wire Ethernet cabling
using 3Com's EtherLink II and Ether
Link/MC network adapter cards. IBM's
two LAN products don't support Ether
net and would most likely be installed on
Token Ring hardware. We set up an IBM
Token Ring network using IBM's new
16-megabit-per-second network adapters
and an IBM concentrator (multiple ac
cess unit, or MAU) for these products.
We set up all the operating systems in
their default configurations and ran
scripts on the workstations to measure
throughput. Each workstation ran DOS.
There are four tests: file 1/0, a database
application, a DOS transfer, and Net
mos. All the tests consist of running a
script or program on the timing worksta
tion and taking readings with zero
through four workstations loading the
network. In addition, we ran each com
plete test with three types of load: again,
file 110, a database application, and a
DOS transfer. With these readings, we
were able to generate a matrix of results
showing how each operating system per
formed when running a given test under
a given load .
The file 110 test is a modirted version

of our file 1/0 system benchmark. It
creates a group of files on the server
drive, appends additional data to each
file in turn, and then performs a series of
random reads and writes (in a 3-to- I
ratio). The result is a series of fragment
ed files that model those created by ap
plications that randomly access a series
of small files.
Database applications typically need
random access to small chunks of very
large files. Our database test, a script for
the network version of Microrim's
R:base, does a series of seeks and single
column writes to a I-megabyte file. It
makes multiple writes to each column
that fits the seek criteria, so the read-to
write ratio is approximately l -to-1 and
little time is spent locking each column.
The DOS transfer test is a batch file
that copies a I -megabyte file on the
server, reads the file from the server to
local storage, and writes it back to the
server. It tests the network's effective
ness at moving large groups of data in re
sponse to DOS INT 21 H read and write
calls.
The final benchmark in the suite tests
throughput at the NetBIOS level. It's a
simple, workstation-to-workstation
transfer of a I-megabyte file using Net
BIOS calls. Since the test requires two
workstations, we ran it on two Dell 210s;
it's an exception to our running all tim
ing tests on the Model 80. We didn't use
the Model 80 to generate load, however,
so each load step remained linear.
Each loading script is a scaled-down
version of the equivalent timing test. Our
file 110 load script creates and appends
smaller files than the file 110 bench
mark. Similarly, the database applica
tion load does fewer writes than the data
base benchmark, and the DOS load
script moves IK-byte files. All the load
scripts are continuous loops.
Figure 1 shows the results for all tests.
With the exception of the database
benchmark, all values are in kilobits per
second. The database benchmark is
scaled in arbitrary write transactions per
second for consistency. To compile these
graphs, we averaged the results under the
three different types of loads without
weighting. Weights could be assigned
using this benchmark scheme to tailor
the results to less-general load condi
tions. Note that each test represents an
average of three complete runs.

Performance
No matter what security or compatibil ity
features a network operating system
may support, most customers will also
conlilllled

UNIX
XENIX
PC·DOS
Macintosh
NetBiosLAN

Sharing Information

Whatever your industry, your computers
need to share information with your
mainframe. Or, they need to exchange
data with other computers. In either
case, you need a total communications
solution. You need software, hardware
interfaces and modems that all work
together smoothly. You need CLEO!
CLEO software products allow your
computer to communicate with mini
computers and mainframes, and to
emulate their workstations. Since 1981,
CLEO has provided communications
between micros, minis, and mainframes
for the automotive, insurance, medical
and banking industries. Today over
78,000 CLEO users worldwide are
running on all major computer brands.
The greatest number of these users run
CLEO software on IBM Personal
Computers and NETBIOS LANs.

Complete
Software/Hardware Package

Call us today to discuss
your application.

Every CLEO package contains all the
software and hardware accessories
you'll need. Your selected CLEO SNA,
BSC, or Coax software is packaged with
1) an internal modem card for dial-up
applications, or 2) an interface card and
cable for use with your existing modem,
or 3) a Coax card for local connectivity.
There's no waiting for non-CLEO
add-ons. And, you get prompt, single
source service.

CLEO Software

2652 Eastrock Dr.
Rockford, IL 61109
FAX 815/397-6535
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USA: 1-800/233-2536
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demand that it respond to requests for
data without noticeable delay. If every
user is to have the illusion that his or her
area on the server is simply another local
drive, then the network needs to provide
data at local-disk speed.
We used a comparison with single
user drive performance as our through
put yardstick. The shaded area in each
figure (except figure la) represents per
formance below that of our PS/2 server
when taken off the network and run as a
stand-alone machine. Figure la, Net
BIOS test results, doesn't have a single
user equivalent.
The flat load response of our NetBIOS
test, which doesn't access the server
drive, led us to conclude that most of the
load delays shown by the other tests rep
resent a server bottleneck. Traffic on the
physical layer and the effectiveness ofthe

protocol stack had little to do with over
all throughput. Most of our tests mea
sured how well a given operating system
handled server disk access and the qual
ity of the software's network adapter
driver. In practice, these are the factors
most likely to degrade performance on
any server-based system. Some tests, like
file 1/0, also seemed sensitive to work
station caching.
Novell's NetWare had a spectacular
showing. Novell's disk optimizations in
clude a server cache made up of 4K-byte
buffers, limited in number only by avail
able memory. Directories are also
cached, making for rapid disk searches.
NetWare's disk format features larger
logical blocks than the 512-byte sectors
of DOS and OS/2, which enhances per
formance on large file transfers. The one
weak spot was NetWare's NetBIOS test

Figure 1: Results ofthe BYTE benchmarlc suite for five LAN (a)
operating systems. All graphs represeTll networlc throughpur;
200
higher numbers mean better performance. Part (a) slwws
the NetBIOS test results. The yellow-shaded areas in parts
(b) through (g) represent the levels ofperformance you could
expect from a singk-user system operating on the same fik
server. Points in the shaded areas mean response delays you
wouldn't see in a dedicaled system, and points above the
areas indicate better operation than a singk-u.ser machine.
All values are in kilobits per second except for the database
100
benchmark, which is in write transactions per second.

--

--

NetWare
3+0pen
3+Share

result, which was the lowest of the tested
packages. NetBIOS is the native session
protocol for the other systems, while IPX
is Novell's native session protocol. Its
NetBIOS is an emulation layered on top
of IPX, so it suffers when compared to
native NetBIOSes.
Only 3Com's 3+0pen came close to
NetWare's performance. We tested
3+0pen running under Microsoft's
server adaptation of OS/2, a special ver
sion normally bundled with the 3 +Open
package. The main performance differ
ence between this version and standard
edition Microsoft OS/2 is the inclusion of
a sophisticated caching utility. Unlike
the standard OS/2 cache, the server ad
aptation cache is write-behind, can be
configured for sizes of up to 14 mega
bytes, and employs scatter-gather algo
rithms to enhance performance. The sys
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tern used a 384K-byte cache on our
server. 3+0peo also buffers the server
disk with three 64K-byte buffers. All of
3+0pen's parameters can be adjusted to
further fine-tune performance.
Although 3 +Open turned in good
benchmark results, it outdid NetWare
only on our file 1/0 write test. 3Com says
that its new NBP protocol will substan
tially improve performance, and the
company claims especially good perfor
mance for 3+0pen OYer linked networks.
Its transport protocol, unlike Novell's
IPX, can send multiple packets before re
quiring receiver acknowledgment.
3 +Open proved to be a much more re
sponsive system than its older sibling,
3+Share. OS/2's multitasking capabil
ity and very high memory ceiling make it
much more effective than DOS at han
dling the strain put on a network server.

3+0pen, like NetWare, handles mul
tiple client requests as multiple pro
cesses. Because it can handle requests
concurrently, 3 +Open is able to intelli
gently buffer up requests that refer to ad
jacent areas on the disk. This enables it to
satisfy the largest number of requests
with the fewest disk accesses.
3+Share caches the server disk, di
rectories, and FAT. While performance
with the system set up in its default con
figuration was disappointing, 3+Share
is completely configurable and devotes
an entire manual to network tuning.
IBM's two entries, both running in a
Token Ring environment, showed sur
prisingly similar performance. While
the throughput levels are about where
we'd expect for PC LAN, LAN Server's
numbers are surprisingly weak.
Since it's sold as a stand-alone pack

(b)

(c)

20

5000

age, we ran LAN Server under IBM
OS/2 Extended Edition 1.1, not the
server-<>ptimized version packaged with
3 +Open. As a result, OS/2 's server
caching was limited to the 64K-byte
cache to which OS/2 defaults as part of
the installation. Though it wasn't part of
the formal benchmarks, we did tweak
the cache up to 384K bytes to see whether
it was the only factor limiting LAN
Server's performance. The server re
sponded with slightly better throughput,
but the numbers were still significantly
worse than those for 3+0pen. The rest
of LAN Server's disk buffer parameters
default to the same values as 3 +Open' s.
You should keep in mind that we tested
LAN Server with DOS workstations that
were running the PC LAN redirector
software. Any workstation contributions
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IBM Corp.
Armonk, NY 10504
Contact local representative .
Inquiry 1071.
Novell, Inc.
122 East 1700 South
P.O. Box 5900
Provo, UT 84601
(801 ) 379-5900

Inquiry 1072.
3Com Corp.
3165 Kifer Rd.
Santa Clara, CA 95052
(408) 562-6400
Inquiry 1073.

to performance were identical for PC
LAN and LAN Server. This is not like
the relationship between 3+0pen and
3+Share, because 3 + 0pen DOS work
stations aren't compatible with 3 +Share.
In testing the OS/2 networks, LAN
Server and 3+0pen, we ran into a few

performance oddities: We were able to
run tests repeatedly and get results vary
ing by as much as 40 percent from run to
run. Often the test results would fall
within a narrow window from a long
series of tests and then suddenly degrade
with no apparent changes to the config
uration. Microsoft representatives spec
ulate that the performance quirks may be
due to using up all the clear blocks in the
server cache.

Final Decision
Even with Extended Services, PC LAN
is fairly basic. It appears to have no fault
tolerant provisions and no auditing capa
bilities. If most of the systems in your
workplace are IBM PC XTs, then PC
LAN is worth a look. But most users in
this situation would probably find
3+Share more full-featured.
LAN Server has many of the features
that PC LAN lacks. Since LAN Server is
built on top of OS/2, it carries with it
advantages beyond performance: a com
mon set of application programmer inter
faces and an open, modular communi
cations architecture mean excellent
compatibility. If you've already got PC

LAN installed in your office, the easy
upgrade path to LAN Server (provided
you' ve got machines that can run OS/2)
bears scouting.
Clearly, the heavyweights here are
NetWare and 3+0pen. With Novell still
solidly entrenched at the top, 3Com has
now embarked on a new offensive . No
longer locked in the limited confines of
DOS, 3 +Open should evolve into an im
pressive product. Ultimately, for large
networks with numerous internetwork
bridges and gateways to other environ
ments, 3+0pen, with its planned sup
port for multiple transport stacks and ef
ficient naming conventions, will hold the
edge. But while we're impressed by the
promise of3 +Open, Net Ware still offers
the strongest product overall. It handles
network chores with ease, and its man
agement, accounting, and security fea
tures are well ahead of the pack. •
Steve Apiki and Stanford Diehl are testing
editors for the BYTE Lab. They can be
reached on BIX as "apilci " and "sdieh/. "
Rick Grehan is the director of the BYTE
Lab. He can be reached on BIX as
"rick_g~"
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Thread-Breakpoint- Watch- Register
Module-COii- Memory-Log-and Output
Otherunique features indude: run-time and
post-mortem debugging options; 0512 text
mode and Presentation Manager user inter
faces; andeven a graphical representation of
yourdata structures! All for $299.
Ca11w11f'reeB00-231-111z
lnCA800-552-8885.Fax415- 792-8901.
-

MULTISCOPE
DE

BUGGE~

From LOG/TECH Software
Circl6166 M llltlMT Serrb Qlnl (DEALERS: 167)

An offer from CDP for PC users who have alwa)'S
wanted to try CD-ROM, but never had the drive.
fur a limited time, we're offering a special NEC CO-ROM/Microsoft software
package that lets ~u take this aciring new technology out for aspin-at a price that
even the most prudent PC user will find affuidable.
This one-of·a·kind package includes:
•Your choice of NEC CD-ROM dritoes-Choose from a NEC internal or stand
alone unit.
•Micrmo/t Bookshelf-A comprehensive collection of IO renowned reference works
for writers on one disk. PWS:iou'U receive acoupon topun:hase Micrmoft'sSlal Pack
and Small &iness Consultam bundltd-for only $!00.
All for over $700 off the regular retail price!
"lbelievemorethaneverthatCD-ROMproductswill
be a major force in the expansion of the information
industry..."
Bill Gates, Chairman, Microsoft
When you use CD-ROM with your PC
you 'II be able to access-and speed
through-more information than you ever
dream!!d possible. What's more:
•A single 4.72 •CD is capable of holding
up to l,500 floppy disks (or ZS0,000 text
pages).

oCD-ROM is compatible with existing
IBM PC/XT/AT/386 and PSZ computers.
•Information encoded on a CD is
virtually indestructible.
Inexperienced users can't hann data.
•And most importantly, CD-ROM
is growing! Over ZS new titles are being
published every month!
A unique offer from CDP-the largest specialized supplier of CD-ROM
products in the U.S.
COP (Compact Disk Producrs, Inc.) discributes a complete range of CD-ROM,
WORM and Erasable optical memory drives and software. fur aver two years, we've
provided our customers with prompt service .. .expen advice ... and the most
competitive prices possible. Most importantly, we've established a commitment
to bringing this exciting, new technology to PC users like you. There's no better
time than right now to get in on CD-ROM. Here's what you'll get when you take
advantage ofour special offer:
•NEC CD-ROM Drive-Your unit comes complete with an interface card for
PC/XT/AT/386 compatibles (specify if you require a PSZ Microchannel card),
connection cable, MS.DOS Extensions and Instructions. Choose from the NEQi
CDR·77 stand-alone unit, or CDR-ID-an easy-ll>install, half-height internal dri'1!
GUARANil!E
I) ~ you U< uaoble ID imall a NEC .Jri,. puKl-t from aJI' in
al ,...;pt, .. di ..... .,.. • <DDtpl.r. ..fund. indodns ohtpp111

•Microsoft Bookshelf-A comprehensive reference collection for writers on a
single disk including: The \tUrld Almanac, Chicago Manual of~, Banlea's fumiliar
Quotations, Roget's 11: Electronic Thesauncs, American Heri111ge Dictionary, Business
lnfanmation Soinro, The U.S. Zip Code Dim:tDry, Houghton Mifflin SpeU Checker and
Usage Alert, and furm.s and Leurn. PWS you11 receive acoupon allowing you to
pilrchase the two following programs bundled for only $100!
•Microsoft Stat Pack-Databases on this disk include Siatistical Ab5tracts, Area
Wage Surveys, Business Statistics, agricukural and land management statistics from
the federal government, plus Microsoft Excel and Lotus 1-Z-3Spreadsheet files for
each sratistical table.
•Microsoft Small Business Consultant-The most popular publications ofthe
Small Business Administration and the accounting finn of
Delaine, Haskins & Sells on running a small business.
Find ti~ on writing a business plan, obtaining credit, personnel
issues, import-export regulations, and more.
•In addition, you can order Microsoft Programmer's
Library.Over 15,000 pages of Microsoft's technical reference
manuals, ooveringOS/Z, Windows, MS.DOS, C, Basic, MASM,
I Pascal roman and assorted hardware produces.
' Place your order now and receive lhese free gifts. Order your
NEC/Microooft package from CDP now and receive:
• A free subscription to CD-ROM End User magazine.
•A free CO.ROM quartz dock-valued at
$24.95 (dock offer available for mailed or faxed
aiders, only) NOCl: Free gift offer limited to first
500orders.
TO ORDER, CALL TOLL-FREE:
1-800-MEGABYTe (1-800-634·2298),
FAX YOUR ORDER TO
(212) 737-8289, OR RETIJRN THE
COUPON TO:
Compact Disk Products, Inc.
Z23 East 8Sth Street
New York, New York IOOZB
{For inquiries, call
(ZIZ) 737.&IOO.)

'°"' .,,....,..... .....,. wilhin JO do.,.

1l ~. br Juno JO, 1991,,... be!;... the NEC driv. you i=iv< io ~
'""'~co.ROM ..mnoq,, .. will prO¥id< you .nm .......

"""!*ililrdri. . . 50'tl.olthclioml f<lltllpeolthc .... dri...
l) All hadowor. ii badml br. ful 911.i., ................. ............
~=:.=t -.aJPwillr<placr .... ..,, tioxdwirc

..
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COMPACT
~-------DISK
·----------- ---------------- • PRODUCTS
Please send the package l've chtclced below.
------. .........
0 Microsoft Package "A'!....CompleteCD-ROM drive kit (internal or
external) plus Bookshelf (includes a coupon to purchase Sau Pack/Small
&iness Omsultant bundle for $100) for only $895!
0 Microsoft Package "B'!....Complete CD-ROM drive kit (internal
or external) plus &okshelfand Programmer's Libmry (includes acoupon
to purchase Stat Pack/Small Business Consultam bundle for $100) for onl:y
$1189!
Please send the following drive configuration with my order:
Stand-alone D Internal
NEC CDR-77 Stand-alone drive, select PC/XT/AT/386
Microchannel
(NEC CDR-80 Internal drive for PC/XT/AT/386 only)
Circh 59 011 llilalkr Se~ Qurl

Ple.e5Cnri me a ip!itcamlogofall your products.
Corporate I persona), check I money order enclosed
Charge my (ciidc one)

..

American Expi= Optima VISA
MasterCard Diner's Club

'~

.. I don't know any other computer
I could have used in a White House
briefing.''

CAMBRIDGE

Z88

When he visited the White House
recently, Jerry Pournelle used his 2 pound
Cambridge Z88 ultrlight portable compute
to document the event.
No larger than this magazine, the Z88 fits
easily into your briefcase or backpack and
runs 20 hours on 4 AA batteries.

The 1.88's silent keyboard can be used in the c:lmsroom,
meetings, libraries. 8 x 106 supertwist LCD display has
a page map that shoW!I the "shape" ol each page.

With built-in word processor, spreadsheet,
diary, calendar, calculator, clock and
alarms, the Z88 operates stand-alone and
can transfer files to a desktop PC or Mac
using optional cables and software.
Memory is expandable from 32KB
up to 1.SMB. Base unit price $549.
Link software, cables and memory sold
separately. Call us for more details and
a 21 day no obligation test drive.
West & Midwest
East Coast
Dealer inquiries call 207-761-3700
I.a.emit~
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800-366-0088 800-888-3723

Cambridge North America, 424 Cumberland Avenue, Portland, Maine 04101
CircU SI on Reader &l'vkt Card
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IBM's New

Speed King

· The Model 70-A21
is the fastest PS/2,
but it's slower than
its competition
Caroline Halliday

Y

ou'd think they're selling com
puters by the pound these days.
Almost all the recent crop of
25-MHz 80386-based personal
computers are large desktop or floor
standing units with a lot of expansion
slots and room for storage devices.
IBM's PS/2 Model 70-A21 is also a 25
MHz 80386-based personal computer,
but it is packaged into a small form factor
with only three expansion bus slots. At
first glance, the Model 70 may seem to
be an ideal machine if you don't need all
those expansion slots-but its compara
tive performance is not stellar.

Essential Features
The Model 70-A21 's system board mem
ory architecture includes an 82385 mem
ory cache controller with 64K bytes of
static RAM (SRAM). The system board
comes with 2 megabytes of SO-nanosec
ond RAM, expandable to 8 megabytes.
One 1.44-megabyte 3 ~-inch floppy disk
drive is standard, and there's room for a
second. The 120-megabyte ESDI hard
disk drive is similar to the hard disk drive
in the 20-MHz Model 70-121. A basic
Model 70-A21 costs $11,295.
The 101-key IBM Enhanced keyboard
comes with the system unit, but you must
purchase the display separately. As with
its siblings, this computer's VGA adapter
subsystem, serial port, parallel port, and
mouse port are integral parts of the sys-

tern board. The Micro Channel architec
ture (MCA) expansion bus includes two
32-bit slots and a 16-bit slot for PS/2 ex
pansion boards. The system I reviewed
had 8 megabytes of system board RAM
($1495 for each 2 megabytes beyond the
standard), the 25-MHz 80387 math co
processor ($2395), and the 8513 color
monitor ($750), for a total price of
$18,925. [Editor's note: After this review
was written, IBM announced thm it had
temporarily stopped production ofthe 70
A21 to correct an undisclosed problem on
the motherboard. Units made since
March have the revised motherboards.]

PS/2Uneage
The Model 70-A21 's styling is similar to
that of the other Model 70s and the
Model 50s. (I reviewed the previous

Model 70s in "Strengthening the Line
up," January BYTE.) From the front, the
desktop unit looks very small, occupy
ing over 35 percent less space than an
IBM PC AT, but it is almost as deep.
The power switch and floppy disk
drive are on the front of the unit. You can
install a second 3~-inch floppy disk
drive ($425) in the bay between them.
All connectors are on the rear panel, as is
the keylock for locking the case. The
keyboard locks via the password protec
tion facility supplied with all the PS/2s.
The keyboard and mouse port connec
tors are 6-pin mini-DIN connectors that
are physically similar but (unlike their
counterparts on the Model 30) not in
terchangeable. The display is connected
via a miniature DB-15 VGA connector
continiud
JULY 1989 • BYTE
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IBM PS /2 Model 70·A21

Company
IBM Corp.
900 King St.
Rye Brook, NY 10573
(800) 426-2468

Components
Processor: 25-MHz 32-bit 80386:
socket for optional 25-MHz 80387 math

coprocessor
Memory: 2 megabytes of 80-ns RAM.
expandable to 8 megabytes maximum on
the system board and 16 megabytes
maximum in the system: 82385 memory
cache controller with 64K·byte SAAM
zero-wait-state memory cache
Mass storage: One 1.44-megabyte 3V2
inch floppy disk drive (optional second
floppy disk drive); optional 120
megabyte hard disk drive
Display: VGA as integral part of system
board; optional 8513 color VGA monitor
Keyboard: 101-key IBM Enhanced
110 Interfaces: One female DB-25
parallel port; one male DB-25 serial port;
miniature DB-15 VGA connector; one
6-pin DIN mouse port; two 32-bit MCA
expansion slots and one 16-bit MCA slot
Size

5Y2 x 14% x 16'12 inches; 21 pounds

Software
Reference Diskette

Documentation
Quick reference guide
Prtce
Model 70-A21: $11,295
System as revi&N8d: $18,925

Inquiry 852.

rather than the CGA's and EGA's DB-9
connector. The extra pins are necessary,
in part, to enable the computer to iden
tify the type of monitor attached .

Inside Story
The Model 70-A21 's interior is similar
to that of the other Model 70s and the
Model 50; no cables are used. The power
supply runs from front to back on the
right side, and the system board lies in
the base of the unit. A platform arrange
ment above the system board supports
the disk drives. The hard disk drive is
mounted on the platform behind the flop
py disk drives. All disks are linked to the
system board via a printed circuit board
that effects the right angle connection.
The system board occupies the whole
bottom of the case to the left of the power
174
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supply. The processor, math copro
cessor, and cache controller are on a pig
gy back board under the floppy disk
drives. The main system RAM modules
are on the main system board. You need
to remove the drive support platform to
add system memory modules. You can
reach the math coprocessor socket
through a hole in the platform under the
second floppy disk drive (if installed).
Three MCA expansion slots are in the
left rear of the system board. The 16-bit
slot on the far left includes the video ex
tension portion of the bus, which allows
you to use video boards, such as IBM's
8514/A, in place of the VGA. The two
32-bit slots do not include this extension.

Banning DIP Switches
On the PC and AT, DIP switches and
jumpers set the interrupt levels and start
ing addresses for the expansion board.
The PS/2s attempt to rectify this annoy
ance with an automatic configuration
system, standard across the machines
and achieved through software rather
than just hardware. IBM thereby discour
ages third-party vendors from adding
any jumpers or switches to boards. (But it
breaks its own rule on the 8514/A video
board memory-expansion module.)
This configuration standard is called
Programmable Option Select. Each PS/2
expansion board has a unique ID, set in
software-writable latches, that POS uses.
When any option is added, taken out, or
even moved around in a PS/2, the sup·
plied Reference Diskette is used to reset
the configuration.
For most situations, the automatic
configuration utility on the Reference
Diskette is adequate. The utility deter
mines the type of adapter in a particular
slot, the adapter's desired interrupt level,
and the adapter's starting address. For
many adapters, alternate interrupts and
starting addresses are also specified.
The configuration utility sets the inter
rupt levels and starting addresses so as to
avoid conflicts, selecting alternates if
possible, or disabling an adapter board if
conflicts cannot be resolved. The current
configuration information is stored in
the battery-backed CMOS RAM, where
the operating system can access it.
In addition to the software-writable
latches on an adapter board, a board
manufacturer can supply a floppy disk
that includes adapter description files,
diagnostic tests, and power-on self test
error messages. These are added to the
Reference Diskette prior to configura
tion. The Reference Diskette includes
other configuration utilities that you use
for more specialized applications when

you don't want to use the settings from
the automatic configuration.
Also on the Reference Diskette is the
password protection utility, which offers
two levels of password protection:
power-on and keyboard. You must type
the correct password, which can be up to
seven characters long, before you can use
the computer. The keyboard password
program lets you lock the keyboard from
the DOS prompt until the password is
typed . You set the passwords initially via
a utility on the Reference Diskette.

Reading Reference
The Model 70-A2 l comes with a quick
reference manual and disk cache instruc
tions. The reference manual gives a basic
introduction to the Model 70, informa
tion on installing options into the com
puter, and some troubleshooting tips.
The instructions are clear and concise,
with adequate graphics. For example,
the instructions for installing the math
coprocessor start with checking the type
of coprocessor and turning off the com
puter and continue through orienting the
chip and reconfiguring the computer.

Measuring Up
As expected from the company that set
the standard, IBM's Model 70 is fully
software-compatible. I did not have any
problems with application software.
The BYTE benchmarks, with no disk
caching software installed, rated the 25
MHz Model 70-A2 l lower than the 20
MHz Compaq Deskpro 386/20, the Dell
System 310, and Advanced Logic Re
search's FlexCache 20386. This is due to
the Model 70's slower hard disk drive.
With a disk cache added, the various
machines perform more evenly. A good
disk-cache program operates out of
RAM most of the time, only accessing
the disk when a cache miss occurs. Argu
ably, the supplied disk cache compen
sates for a lower-performance disk drive.
If you are using DOS and typical applica
tion programs, the hard disk with disk
caching software installed won't present
a performance problem. But for applica
tions that access data randomly from the
disk, there is a performance penalty.
At the CPU level, the Model 70-A21 is
faster than the Compaq Deskpro 386/25,
even though both machines use the Intel
82385 as the memory cache controller
(not to be confused with the disk-caching
software). IBM's implementation is a
64K-byte, two-way associative cache;
Compaq's is a 32K-byte cache.
When a cache miss occurs on the
Model 70, 8 bytes, rather than 4, are
conJimud
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fetched from memory. When cache
misses occur one after another in groups,
this method improves the machine's per
fonnance. Typically, applications access
memory sequentially, which makes
using a cache worthwhile; however, once
a cache miss occurs, several more cache
misses are likely, making IBM's method
efficient. The ALR 25-MHz 25386 out
performed the Model 70 on all the CPU
tests because its proprietary cache con
troller has superior performance.
The Model 70's video performance,
while completely compatible with IBM's
own standard, is not as good as that of the
Compaq machine because of its 8-bit ar
chitecture. Compaq's 16-bit VGA archi
tecture gives it the edge here.
As expected, the disk UO tests show
the weakness of the Model 70's hard disk
drive. The results are similar to those of
the IBM PS/2 Model 80- ll l; however,
the index of 1.64 indicates a performance
only 1.64 times faster than the hard disk
drive in the 8-MHz AT. Pitted against
competitors, IBM's hard disk drives do
not fare well. For example, the 25-MHz
Compaq has a hard disk index of2.55.
The application-level benchmarks

show the effect of the hard disk drive and
graphics in typical applications. As ex
pected, the database results are the most
affected by the hard disk drive. The
Model 70 takes 50 percent longer to per
form the database tests than the Deskpro
386/25. In the scientific and engineering
tests, the superior memory architecture
shows when calculations are significant,
but its effect is tempered by the 8-bit
VGA when graphics are important.

Wrap-Up
The 25-MHz Model 70 offers full soft
ware compatibility with the AT class of
machines and a fast speed. It is hard
ware-<:ompatible with the PS/2 family,
incorporating 32-bit MCA expansion
slots. The MCA expansion bus and the
3 ~-inch floppy disk standard may be a
barrier to some purchasers, but the IBM
label may be important to others.
Machines comparable to the Model
70-A2l, such as Compaq's Deskpro
386/25 ($11,447) and ALR's FlexCache
25386 ($9499), are larger, but they in
corporate other features (e.g. , faster
hard disk drives and VGA boards) that
enable them to perform substantially

faster. In fact, some 20-MHz machines
perform the BYTE benchmarks faster
than the Model 70-A21. This shortcom
ing is mostly attributable to a slower hard
disk drive and an 8-bit VGA system.
However, the hard disk performance can
be improved to acceptable standards with
the supplied disk-caching software.
With the disk caching, the Model 70
A2 l is a reasonably fast machine, and
you can have up to 8 megabytes of mem
ory on the system board before needing
one of its three expansion slots. If you
need more than three expansion slots
along with the speed, opt for a Compaq
Deskpro 386 or an ALR 80386 com
puter. Otherwise, this, or one of the
slower, lower-priced versions of the
Model 70 (the Models 70-E61 and-121),
may fit your needs cost-effectively. •

Caroline Halliday is an electrical engi
neer and freelance wriler living in the
Chicago area. Her recent books are: I BM
PS/2 Technical Guide with James A.
Shields (Howard W. Sams and Co. ,
1988) and Using OS/2 with Mark Minasi
and David P. Gobel (Que Corp., 1989).
She can be reached on BIX clo "edilers."

Quality In...
Quality Out
No matter how well acquainted you are
with making important personal
computing decisions-decisions that
may involve hundreds of thousands of
dollars-the value of those decisions is
only as good as the value of your
information. Without quality
information-it's hard to make quality
decisions.
BYTEweek, McGraw-Hill's new weekly
newsletter for professionals in the personal computer
industry, is devoted to giving you that quality
information through it.s timely and compact one-stop
news format And BYTEweek interprets this news with
in-depth commentary and analysis.
Subscribe to BYTEweek for quality information.
Remember, quality in . . . quality out

Take advantage of the special one-year
charter subscription rate or $395 ($495
outside the U.S. and Canada}-a savings
of $100 off the regular rate. Your
subscription includes 50 issues plUB a
free three-month subscription to BlX-a
$49 value.
Don't miss this opportunity! In the
U.S., call BYTEweek's toll-free number:
1-800-258-5485, in N.H. and outside the
U.S.. call: 1-603-924-9281.
BYTEweek offers a money-back guarantee If
you're not 1"1mpletely satisfied.

News and Analysis for Professionals ill the
Personal Computing Industry
One Phoenix Mill Lane. Petert>orough. NH 03458
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IF YOU LIKED OUR AD,
YOU'LL LOVE THE BOOK.
Qn the front gatefold of this

like what you see, we have a 28

magazine, you'll find a 4-page

page catalog you'll like even

ad about our 386™ systems, 286

more. Just send the card below,
and we'll send you a free copy.

systems, laser printers, and low
direct-from-the-manufac
turer prices. And if you

-
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DELL

Or call (800} 426-5150. In

( OMl'll l f R

Canada, call (800) 387-5752.

< ORl'Ol.:1\1 ION

~ 1988 DEU. COMPUTER CORPORATION. l86

is• 1ndcrrurt.ofln1d Corporation.

GET OUR FREE 28-PAGE CATALOG
OF DELL COMPUTER SYSTEMS.

GET OUR FREE 28-PAGE CATALOG
OF DELL COMPUTER SYSTEMS.

This nc:w catalog is the best place to shop for high perfonn·
ance 386 and 286 systems. We also offer a full line ofsoft·

This nc:w catalog is the best place to shop for high perform·
ance 386 and 286 systems.We also offer a full line ofsoft·
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Color
by Numbers

Tektronix takes the cost
of PostScript-compatible
color output to a new low
Kent Quirk

I

f you're working with color images
on your PC and need to get color
hard copy, you have few options.
Plotters are generally limited to
drawings. Dot-matrix printers offer
limited colors and mediocre resolution.
Film recorders support many colors and
are flexible, but they require additional
processing to get a full-size image and
usually require special driver software.
A more attractive alternative may be
color thermal-transfer printers. The
Tektronix Phaser CP is the newest and
lowest-cost entry in this field.
The Phaser CP takes the impact of
full-size, high-resolution, color hard
copy and adds to it the power of a Post
Script-compatible page description lan
guage. The result is a color thermal-wax
transfer printer that generates brilliant
color hard copy from a wide variety of
applications (see figure 1). And at
$12,995, it's several thousand dollars
cheaper than its nearest competitor, the
QMS Color Script 100 Model 20.
An AppleTalk-compatible version of
the Phaser for the Macintosh should be
available by the time you read this. The
$15,995 Phaser CPS supports Color
PostScript only. It includes a separate
controller box with a 40-megabyte hard
disk drive and ports to support the Laser
Writer and Phaser CP driver cards.
The Tektronix Phaser CP's print en
gine is a hefty 95-pound unit that resem
bles an old-style Xerox copier. Opening
the front panel reveals lots of green han-

dies and levers; the paper path is unusu
ally complicated, compared to current
single-color laser printers.
The printer mechanism is based on a
Kyocera thermal print head, which
doesn't move. The head prints a com
plete horizontal line at once, and the
paper moves past it at a constant vertical
speed. The printer boasts 3<XHtot-per
inch resolution along both axes.
Between the print head and the paper
is a film ribbon that's composed of alter
nating bands of yellow, magenta, and
cyan wax on a transparent plastic sub
strate. The print head melts the wax,
transferring it from the plastic ribbon to a
special coated paper. Each band of color
on the ribbon is the width of a page; the
ribbon and the paper move together past
the print head, once for each color
printed. Tektronix also sells four-color
or all-black ribbons.
Because printing a single color image
requires three or four passes past the
print head (depending on the thermal
transfer ribbon used), the printer clamps
the paper tightly to ensure accurate posi
tioning. Unfortunately, the clamping

process takes up space on both ends of
the page, leaving a usable area of just 8Y. 0
by 8% inches on an 8~- by 11-inch page.
Thus, you must use legal-size paper to
print a full page of text.

Phaser Driver
The Phaser CP actually comprises two
components: the CP printer ($6000) and
the Phaser Card ($6995). The add-in
card contains a 12-MHz 68020 processor
with 8 megabytes of RAM, and it has
connectors to drive Tektronix color and
monochrome laser printers, when they
become available. Tektronix says that fu
ture printers will be able to use this card
without modifications. It supports a wide
variety of interfaces. You can set up the
system to emulate (in hardware) any
COM or parallel port.
The first 3 megabytes of RAM is lo
cated on the main card; another 5 mega
bytes is on a full-length daughtercard.
You can add another 3 megabytes of
RAM to the daughtercard, for a total of
11 megabytes. Tektronix says this addi
tional memory improves printing time
continued
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Tektronix Phaser CP

Company
Tektronix, Inc.
Graphics Printing and Imaging Division
P.O. Box 1000
Wilsonville, OR 97070
(800) 835-6100
Features
Compatible with PostScript and HPGL:
supports 35 standard PostScript fonts:
prints letter- or legal-size documents
(English and metric sizes) on
transparencies or thermal paper
Size
12~ by 22 by 211,4 inches: 95 pounds
(paper cassette adds 13 inches to
width)

Hardware Needed
IBM PC or AT with an 8-bit slot, a floppy
disk drive, and a hard disk drive

Documentation
Printer manual; Phaser Card manual;
Symbol and Dingbats font reference
cards; Phaser Interpreter reference
manual available
Price
Phaser Card: $6995
Phaser CP printer: $6000
Complete pack.age: $12,995

Inquiry 851.

and increases bit-map space for images.
Tektronix went out of its way to ac
quire rights to all the same type families
that Adobe uses. The fonts are adjusted
to look good at all point sizes. Although
the character widths are identical to Ado

be's, there are tiny but noticeable differ
ences in character outlines, particularly
in the shape of serifs. This may be the re
sult of the difference in printing technol
ogy. The Phaser CP also supports Post
Script downloadable (Type 3) fonts.
The Phaser CP comes with plenty of
documentation, including user's guides
for the printer and the Phaser Card. A
reference manual is available for $45.
Most PostScript printers include infor
mation about statusdict, the dictionary of
printer-specific operators for the lan
guage, and the limitations imposed by
the implementation. That's even more
critical in this case, because this is not
name-brand Postscript-although the
language implementation is fully com
patible with Adobe PostScript version
49, including the color extensions.
Tektronix has implemented several
extensions to the PostScript language
without affecting the base operators.
Most of the implementation limits are the
same as those on the Apple LaserWriter,
with a few extensions (like total number
of path segments) that Tektronix thought
were too limiting. I did not discover any
PostScript compatibility problems in
testing with output from various Post
script application drivers, nor when I
wrote PostScript code. Since the Post
Script interpreter resides on the host sys
tem disk, any compatibility problems
that might occur could be fixed with a
software release.
The software for the Phaser Card is
enormous. It comes on 15 360K-byte
5 \4-inch disks or eight 720K-byte 3 ~
inch disks. The setup software is courte
ous enough not to modify your AU
TOEXEC.BAT file unless you give it
permission. Once you've downloaded

Figure 1: This sample OUlpUI from the Phaser CP shows the primer's color quality
and n!solUlion. To ensun! accurate n!production, I created this sample image using
PostScript and then used a PostScript program to bn!ak down the image inlo its cyan,
magenta, yellow, and black components and to print each separation. The resulting
image, printed here without additionaLprocessing, appears at the same resolution as
the original and maintains color consistency with it.
178
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the software to the Phaser Card, it
doesn't use any system RAM, although it
does take up nearly 3 megabytes of disk
space.
On my 20-MHz AST Premium/386
running DOS 3.3, the Phaser Card con
sistently refused to load properly at ini
tial power-on. It emitted an error mes
sage and aborted. Tektronix was unable
to explain this behavior. However, the
card loaded properly when the system
was rebooted, taking approximately 28
seconds to download 2.3 megabytes of
software. You can also set up the soft
ware to emulate the Hewlett-Packard
Graphics Language (HPGL).

Performance
With a three-color ribbon installed, the
print engine can generate about one
legal-size page every 50 seconds. It
prints each color layer individually and
then backs up and reprints on the next
color for the same page. According to
Tektronix, a four-color ribbon should
print a legal page in about 70 seconds,
and a black ribbon should print the page
in about 30 seconds.
Despite the 68020 processor, the Post
Script interpreter is fairly slow compared
to some of the newer laser printers. Even
ignoring the speed of the actual print en
gine (which is also very slow, compared
to laser engines), image generation takes
a long time. A Mandelbrot set routine
(which is calculation-intensive) ran for I
hour on a QMS PS-810 Plus laser printer
and would have run for over 16 hours on
the Phaser CP if I had let it finish. On the
other hand, bit-map generation continues
in the Phaser Card while the print engine
is printing, so the effective throughput
on multipage jobs is fairly good.
The Phaser Card has an application
specific IC designed to implement color
halftoning at high speed in hardware.
Images where this is used seemed to
print quickly, although I didn't use any
objective color benchmarks to test this.
I did run the benchmark tests that
Steve Apiki and Stan Diehl used in
"PostScript Printers Come of Age"
(September 1988 BYTE). When com
pared to the QMS Color Script l 00
Model 30, the large text file took signifi
cantly less time on the Phaser CP; the
time for the other files was roughly com
parable (see table I).

True Resolution
The Phaser CP advertises 300-dpi "posi
tional resolution," but the size of those
dots can vary with the medium used and
the density of the print. As a test of
printer resolution, I printed I-pixel verti
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cal lines over a range of different colors
and spacings using the standard three
color ribbon.
At 300 lines per inch, the dots merged
(as they should). At 100 lpi, they were
clearly separated. At 150 lpi, however,
they were separated for the first quarter
inch of vertical distance and then blurred
together as the print head heated up. The
black area was particularly bad, because
the yellow wax seems to melt at a lower
temperature than the others. It therefore
bleeds more, and the 150-lpi area ends up
as a rather sick-looking shade of brown.
When printed on a transparency, the dots
spread even more, but this improved the
appearance nearly everywhere.
Although the resolution is the same as
that of a laser printer, the difference in
printing technology is noticeable. Jag
gies are obvious on diagonal lines, lend
ing a low-resolution appearance, particu
larly at smaller point sizes.

Not for Everyone
The Phaser CP should prove popular in
the presentation departments of large
companies, in the graphic arts industry,
or as an output device for three-dimen-

Table 1: PostScript printer benchmark tests. In the large-text-file benchmark,
the Phaser CP was significantly faster than the more-expensive Color Script
JOO Model 30. Times are in seconds.
Benchmark

PhaaerCP

OMS Color Scrtpt 100
Model30

Large text file

640

Small text file

380

1582
362

PostScript graphics file

285

297

sional mechanical renderings. Other
users will find that both the Phaser CP's
purchase price and its cost per page are
too high for most applications. Printing
costs range from 38 cents per page using
a three-color ribbon on thermal paper to
$1.50 per page for color transparencies
using a four-color ribbon. Compare this
to an average cost ofjust 8 cents per page
for a monochrome laser printer.
Although the images are stunningly
bright, the resolution isn't good enough
to use them as color originals for four
color work, nor should you count on the
Phaser CP to generate accurate colors for
printing proofs. However, those who

need a color printer for presentation
graphics should strongly consider this
one, particularly in a workgroup situa
tion. The image quality is terrific, the
PostScript compatibility is high, and as
this review went to press, its price made
it an excellent buy. But competition in
this market is heating up. If you can af
ford to wait, prices should continue to
tumble as QMS and other vendors intro
duce competitive products. •

Kent Quirk is president of Tote/ Systems,
a software development company in
Westford, Massachusetts. You can reach
him on BIX as "kquirk. "

Industrial Control Systems
Intelligent Termlnals

01sk1ess

For the IBM
PC, XT. AT. PS/2
and PC DOS• or :MS DOS•

REAL-TIME
MULTI-TASKING
KERNEL

SOUD STATE DISKETIE AND DRIVE EMULATORS

New Dual Disk Models
1

• NEW PCE/2 Dual disk model-up to 1.2MB of read only
EPROM memory or 770K of EPROM as the primary "boot"
diskette with a secondary diskette with up to 770K of
SRAM of read/write memory.

for protected mode 80386
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No royalties
C language support
Preemptive scheduler
Time slicing available
Configuration Builder
List Manager
20 us task switch
at 16 MHz (no waits)

sy:st:•;rns;.ol't'!f~~~",

• NEW PS/2 Dual disk model-up to 1.44MB of read only
EPROM memory as the primary "boot" diskette and a
secondary diskette with 128K of SRAM read/write memory.

• Intertask messages
• Message exchanges
• Dynamic operations
- task create/delete
- task priorities
- memory allocation
• Event Manager
• Semaphore Manager

ROMDISK PCE

'MODEL STAlllAlll FEATURES

• In-board and Interchangeable Cassette models using
EPROM. Flash EPROM and SRAM technology.
• On-board EPROM programmer-simply copy a diskette to
program the EPROMs.

• TINo Autoboot modes. a Fiie (read) and a Programming mode
automatic disk drive designation set-up during booting.

Source Code Included
Manual only
AMX 386

$75 US
$3995 US

(shipping/handling a.tra)

Also available for 8086. 80286.

8080, Z80. 68000.

• Flash EPROM models are electrically eraseable. SRAM models
are battery backed. EPROM models are ultraviolet eraseable.

KADAK Products Ltd.
206 - 184 7 W. Broadway
Vancouver, B.C.• Canada
V6J 1V5
~l Telephone: (604) 734-2796
-... Fax:
(604) 734-8114

• List prices with memory ICs from $295. OEM prices and
models available OEM with or without memory ICs.
'

CURTIS, INC.

2137 NDlth F.itvlew Ave.• St. P•ul, MN 55113

6121631-9512

l'--2..--1
~~ )

Fax 6121631-9508

• IBM PC, XT, AT. PS/2 and PC DOS•• b'Mitmartu of IBM : MS DOS ts a trldlm;1rk of MkTmaft

Circk 80 on llMMkr Servke Card
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MicroWay Means Nume·rics!
MicroWay is your best source for the
sohware and hardware you need to get true 32
bit performance from your 386. These include
32-bit tools, such as NOP Fortran, C, and Pas
cal, and the 32-bit applications that were
developed with them (see last paragraph).
These products run in protected mode under
Unix, Xenix, or Phar Lap extended MS-DOS.
Starting with release 1.4VM, NOP Fortran, C
and Pascal not only access 4 gigabytes of
memory, but run with Phar lap's new VMM
extension which provides 386 protected mode
virtual memory. Now you can run a program
with a 30- MB array on a 2 MB system simply
by having 30 MB of space on your hard disk.
MicroWay also offers transputer based
parallel processing boards and languages that
run in an XT, AT, or 386. Each of the T800 RISC
processors on these boards packs the power

32-Blt Compilers and Tools
NOP Fortran·388™, NOP C-386™, and NOP
Pascal-386™ CQmpilers generate globally op
timized, mainframe qualiry code. Each runs in
386 protected mode under Unix, Xenix or Phar
Lap extended MS-DOS. The memory model
employed uses 2 segments, each of which can
be up to 4 gigabytes. They generate code for
the 80287, 80387, mW3167 or mW1167 and
include high speed EGA graphics extensions
written in C that perform BASIC-like sa-een
operations. NOP Fortran-386™ is a full im·
plementation of FORTRAN-n with Berkeley
4.2 and Fortran-66 extensions. NOP c-386'"'
is a full implementation of AT& T's PCC with MS
and ANSI extensions. NOP Pascal·386"" is a
full implementation of ANSI/IEEE Pascal, with
extensions from C and Berkeley 4.2 Pascal.
NDPFortran/CtPascal·386/DOS each $595
NOP FortranfC/Pascal·3861VM •. ..... $695
NOP FortranfC/Paacal-386/UNIX.•• • ... $795
Phar Lap 386NMM extensions are supported
by the VM releases of NOP Fortran, C, and
Pascal, making it possible to compile and run
programs as large as the free space on your
hard disk.
Phar Lap Virtual Memory Manager .. $295
Phar Lap Development Tools ...... $495
NDPWlndows™-NDPWindowsincludes80
functions that let you aeate, store, and recall
menus and windows. It works with NOP C-386
and drives all the popular graphics adapters
.•........•... Library: $125, C Source: $250
NOP Plot™ - Calcomp compatible plot pack
age that is callable from NOP Fortran. It in
cludes drivers for popular plotters and printers.
WorkswithCGA, MDA, EGA and VGA ... $325
NDPIFFT™ - Includes 40 fast running, hand
coded algorithms for single and double dimen
sioned FFTs which take advantage of the 32-bit
addressing of the 386 or your hard disk. Call
able from NOP Fortran with mW1167 and
80387 support .. . . . . . . .. . . . ....... .. $250
387FFT for 16-bit compilers .. . ....... .. $250
NOP lo HALO '88 Graphics Interface 
Enables you to call graphics routines in HALO
'88 from NOP Fortran, C or Pascal . • . . ... $100

Micro
vvay
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Dr. Robert Atwell, leading defense scientist,
calwlates that NOP Fortran-386 is saving him
$12,000 per month in rentals of VAX
hardware and software while doubling his
productivity!
Fred Ziegler of Aspen Tech in Cambridge,
Mass. reports, ·1ported900,000 lines of
Fortran source in two weeks without a single
problem!" Aspen Tech's Chemical Modeling
System is in use on mainframes worldwide
and is probably the largest application to ever
run on an Intel processor.
Dr. Jerry Ginsberg of Georgia Tech reports,
"My problems run a factor of six faster using
NOP Fortran-386 on an mWt 167 equipped
386120 than they do on my MicroVAX II.·

of a 20 MHz 38611167. Our best selling board,
the Ouadputer2™, has four T800s and boasts
40 MIPS/6 mega Hops of processor throughput.
MicroWay manufactures Weitek 1167 and
3167 coprocessor cards that run with the
80386. Both cards include an 80387 socket.
The 1167 is 2 to 4 times faster than the 80387.
The 3167 runs 30% faster than the 1167 in
double precision. The key to achieving this
speed increase is our NOP Fortran or C and
the new 32-bit applications that otter Weitek
support. Either processor provides a dramatic
increase in throughput for graphics intensive
applications. These include VersaCad and
Hoops 30 graphics, ANVIL 5000 CAD/CAM,
SRAC and Swanson Analysis finite element
packages, Mathematica and a host of other
packages that were recendy ported to the 386
using our NOP Fortran and NOP C. Please call
(508) 746-7341 for more lnfonnatlon.

386 Your AT

Parallel Processing
Vldeoputer'"' - The highest performance
graphics card on the market. Uses a T800 and
Tl 34010 in conjunction with a 130 MHz Brook
Tree DAC. Includes one MB of system RAM,
one meg of video RAM and a library of graphics
primitives. Runs standalone or in conjunction
with a transputer network and drives 32 and 64
KHz analog monitors .... . ... . ....... . $4995
Monopuler- The world's most popular PC
transputer development product now extends
the memory available for developing transputer
applications from 2 to 16 MB. The board fea
tures a OMA bus interface for fast 1/0.
Monoputer with T414 (0 MB) ....... $995
Monopuler with T800 (0 MB) .•.... $1495
Quadpuler'"'- This board for the AT or 386
can be purchased with 2, 3 or 4 transputers and
1 or 4 MB of memory per transputer. Two or
more Ouadputers can be linked together to
build networks of up to 100 or more transputers
providing mainframe power ....... from $3495
Unkpuler,.. Uses four lnmos C004
programmable cross bar switches. It allows the
user to dynamically change the topology of the
processors in a network. Using this board, it is
possible to get 100% linkage among eight
Ouadputers and design larger, custom
topologies . ......... . .......... .. . . . CALL
Transputer Compliers and Appllcatlons
These Parallel languages are designed for use
with Monoputer2 and Ouadputer2.
Logical Systems Parallel C . ... . . .. $595
3L Parallel C or 3L Parallel Fortran .. $895
COSMOSIM - Finite element analysis .CALL
ParaSoft: Parallel Environment .... $500
Performance Monitor ... $500
C Source Level Debugger $500
TSOOINAG™ (See NOP/NAG) ... . .. $2750
387BASIC™ - Our 16-bit MS compatible
compiler introduces numeric register variables
to produce the fastest running 80x87 code on
the market. .. ..... ..•... , .... . .. . .. . $249

NUMERICS HOTLINE
(508) 746-7341

386f387Turbo™AT- This board plugs into
your 80286 socket, allowing your IBM AT to run
32-bit protected-mode code written for the
80386. Includes an 80387 socket. The most
cost-ettective AT upgrade!
3861387 Turbo ATl16MHz . . . . . . . ... $495
386/387 Turbo A T/25 MHz . .. .. ... . $695

Weltek-Based Coprocessor Boards
mW1167™and mW3167'"'coprocessor
boards are built at MicroWay using Weitek
components. Each includes an 80387 socket.
mW1167·16 .. . ... . .. . .. .. . .... . . $895
mW1167·20 . . ... . ...... . . .. .. .. $1095
mW1167 Microchannel-16120 .. . . . CALL
3167·20 . . ... .. ..... . .. . . .. . ... . $995
3167·25 . .. . . ........ . ......... $1295
3167-33 ..•.. • •...• . ........•.• $1695
mW3167180387 Board . ... .. ...... $150

Intel Coprocessors and RAM
8087 .•.. . .• $84
8087-2 ...... $120
80287·10 . . .. $220
80287·8 ... $195
80387·16 .. $350
80387·16SX . . $310
80387·20 . . $400
80387·25 .. . . $500
80C287 A (CMOS) ................ $280
287Turbo-12 (for AT compatibles) . . .. $350
RAMpak™- one meg 32-bit memory module
lor Compaq 386 20125 . . . ....... . .. $495
RAMpak™-fourmeg . . .. . . . . .. . . $1995
256K 80ns DRAM . ......... . .... $8.00
256K 100ns DRAM .. . .... . ...... $6.50
256K SIMMs 100ns . ...... . ..... . .. $99
1 meg SIMMs 100ns . . ....... . ... . $300
(All of our Intel coprocessors include 87Test.)

Multi-User Accelerators
MicroWay's ATS™ and AT16™ intelligent
serial controllers run 8 to 16 terminals under
Unix or Xenix without bogging down your AT,
80386orPS/2PC. AT8:$895 AT16:$1295

12 MHz PC Accelerators
FastCACHE-286 12 MHz . ... . ... ... $299
SuperCACHE·28612 MHz . . . . .. . . . $399
FastCACHE-286 9 MHz . ... . ...... . $199

World Leader in PC Numefics
Corporate Headquarters :

P.O. Box 79, Kingston, MA 02364 USA (508) 746 - 7341

32 Htgh St.. Kingston-Upon - Thames, W C 01- 541- 5466
USA FAX 508-746 -4678 Germany 069 - 75-2023
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EMS
with a Cache
The Elite 16 Plus
HyperCache boosts
EMS 4. 0 performance
Jeff Holtzman

he Elite 16 Plus HyperCache is
an EMS 4.0 board with a twist.
It provides capabilities similar to
those of other boards, such as
the Intel Above Board Plus and AST Re
search's RAMpage Plus/286, but it dis
tinguishes itself with an on-board 16K
or 32K-byte memory cache that gives it a
performance edge. It ' s also a cost-effec
tive way to bring modem memory design
techniques to older 8-MHz 80286-based
systems. And in systems with faster bus
speeds, the board 's memory cache lets
you use slower, less-expensive DRAMs.
You can configure the HyperCache
with up to 16 megabytes of memory on
the card; it includes one parallel and one
serial port and a 16K-byte RAM cache.
The board boasts switchless installation,
full EMS 4.0 compatibility, and an ex
treme ly versatile memory-allocat ion
scheme. Options include an extra 16K
byte RAM cache ($189) and a second
serial port ($50). A Micro Channel ar
chitecture version of the board should be
available by the time you read this.
As with other EMS boards, you can al
locate memory on the HyperCac he
among conventional, extended, and ex
panded memory . You can allocate ex
tended memory 16K bytes at a time,
which is more efficient than the 512K
and 128K-byte increments that the Intel
Above Board Plus and AST RAMpage
Plus/286 use, respectively. The Hyper
Cache can also backfill conventional
memory and swap that memory in 16K

byte pages according to the EMS 4.0
speci fication .
The HyperCache has only a single
EMS alternate-mapping register set, an
optional feature of EMS 4 .0 that lets you
swap entire memory-mapped contexts
with a few UO instructions. Like paged
conventional memory, alternate-map
ping registers also let operating environ
ments such as Windows and OmniView
operate more efficiently . By contrast, the
RAMpage has 32 alternate mapping reg
isters; the Above Board Plus has none.
To set up the Intel Above Board Plus
and AST RAMpage Plus/286, you must
run a utility that programs an on-board
EEPROM . To set up the HyperCache,
your machine just loads the AUTO
RAM.SYS driver during boot-up (a$158
EEPROM -based setup is available for
running OS/2 and Unix environments).
Arguments to AUTORAM .SYS let

you specify operating parameters, in
cluding memory allocation and ranges of
memory to include and exclude for EMS
page mapping. In addition, several pa
rameters let you specify operational.as
pects of the board, including DRAM
speed, number of wait states, bus timing,
and whether you want 8- or 16-bit access
to EMS memory above AOOOO.

Installation Decisions
Before installing the HyperCache , you
must decide what you want to do with
motherboard memory. The HyperCache
can backfill from as low as the 128K- ·
byte boundary (20000h). It's best to dis
able as much motherboard memory as
possible, since the HyperCache won't
cache it. You also can't swap system
memory, because the motherboard lacks
EMS 4.0 mapping hardware .
continued
JULYl989•BYTE
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EZ-DOS
Bink the stmnglebold Clll your PC.
Ellte 18 Plus HyperCache

Digital Reaeardl & 2001 Sales have
developed EZ-DOS • an enba'Ad
replacement for your c:unmt DOS.

Now you can me the aopbi8ticalioa of
EZ-DOS instC*I of aaiepdng the
limitalicJOs of another DOS.
1be main featuaa of BZ-DOS me:

• DOS compatibility
• Maldple S12 meglbyle plltitiOlll
~ quit ctisecting yom bard disb
• Paaawold proleClioa of files and

dilec:todes
• Pull ICleeD tat editor
• On-line HELP for command sy111a

• COmmand hi8tory
• UM 4.0 Bxlmded IDCIDOI)' ddwr
• Mena ba8cd imtalJadClll that WcDs
with all compatibles

Company
Profit Systems, Inc.
30150 Telegraph Ad.
Birmingham, Ml 48010
(313) 647-5010
Featunt8
EMS 4.0 board with 16K· or 32K·byte
cache: 512K bytes to 16 megabytes of
RAM allocatable among conventional,

expanded, and extended memory;
includes serial and parallel port;
switchless setup
Size

Full-length
Hardware Needed
IBM PC AT or compatible with 16-bit
expansion slot
Documentation
Instruction guide

Price

With 512K bytes of RAM: $895
W~h

2 megabytes of RAM: $1895

As reviewed: $2084
Inquiry 853.
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A 11Ue gnp.ic, wiDdowiDg
opentiog environment - GJ!M/3
Destlop is our user inted'acc.

• Inexpensive - compue COlt8
BZ-DOS 4.1 Deluxe•••••••••• $79.00
plas Tme BASIC.••••.•...... $99.00
plas aerial Mouse.••.••••••• $139.00
plm T.BASIC & Mouse•• $15'.00

2001 Sales, Inc.
1~80

Hubor Blvd., Ste. D
Fountain Valley, CA 92708.
Tel: (714) S31~Sl
Pax: (714) 531-8546
Dealer. DIRIUor & OEM 1ncP1* Wllao!M.
VISA and Muter Cll'd .,.,...._
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Memory modules are available in
256K·byte and 1-megabyte sizes; you in
stall them in pairs (512K bytes or 2
megabytes), which you can intermix.
You can install up to seven HyperCache
boards in one system; a miniature rotary
switch determines the board's ID and 1/0
port address range. The software handles
multiple boards automatically; it also
maps out bad blocks, detected at boot
time, in 16K-byte increments.
The board should operate in most sys
tems, regardless of bus speed or timing,
but you may need to tweak several pa
rameters in the driver software to opti
mize performance, especially if the ma
chine's bus doesn't adhere strictly to
IBM timing .standards. The instruction
guide is insufficient for doing this; it says
to call the company for assistance.
In the default configuration, the board
backfills conventional memory to 640K
bytes, if necessary, and allocates the rest
to expanded memory. If you want ex
tended memory, you must specify the
amount to the driver. Even with all mem
ory allocated as extended memory, the
version of the software that I tested left
the EMS driver, needlessly, in memory.
Another annoyance is that the driver
consumes about 20K bytes more of con
ventional memory than either the AST or
the Intel drivers. Also, a bug in the soft

ware driver prevented Lotus 1·2-3 from
executing properly out of swappable con
ventional memory; Profit Systems
should have this fixed by the time this re
view reaches print.
Overall, the board is well built. It uses
single in-line memory modules (SIMMs)
with pin connections rather than edge
card connections. The modules extend
out from the board into the next expan
sion slot; however, a half-length card
will still fit in the adjacent slot.

Performance
I tested a HyperCache with 2 megabytes
of JOO-nanosecond DRAM (main mem
ory) and 32K bytes of 45-ns static RAM
(cache memory) in an 8-MHz IBM PC
AT with a 20·megabyte hard disk drive
and a Hercules Graphics Card Plus.
Profit Systems built the HyperCache
around the IDT7174 cache-tag RAM
chip from Integrated Device Technol
ogy. This chip supports a direct-mapped
cache in which multiple locations in
main memory correspond to a single lo
cation in the cache. When the upper bits
of the address bus equal the value in the
tag RAM, a cache hit occurs, and the
CPU can read the desired data with zero
wait states. Otherwise, the board runs
with one wait state. (For more on cache
memory, see "Caching in on Memory
Systems" by Brett Glass, March BYTE.)
Profit Systems says that the board can
run with zero wait states (during cache
hits) in buses running as fast as 12 MHz,
and with one wait state in 12- to 20-MHz
buses, no matter what the speed of the
board's DRAMs. But this means only
that the board itself will generate zero or
one additional wait state; if you have a
system bus that's designed, say, for two
wait-state operation, the bus delay will at
least partially negate the gain in perfor
mance from the HyperCache.
I ran BYTE's CPU benchmarks and
several high-level tests on the AT's
motherboard memory by itself, and on
the backfill memory provided by an AST
RAMpage Plus/286, an Intel Above
Board Plus, and an Elite 16 Plus Hyper
Cache with a 32K-byte cache. The re
sults appear in table I.
To test the memory bOards, I disabled
the AT's upper 256K bytes of memory so
each board could backfill memory. To
ensure that the tests ran in expansion
memory, I wrote EATMEM.EXE, a pro
gram that allocates a specified block of
memory and executes the DOS TSR
function, and used it to eat up memory to
a point just above the 384K-byte bound
ary; this ensured that the tests ran just
contin~d
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"Howdid I find out
about the number one
selling 286 laptop?
My competition was
killing me with it:'
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ZENnHINNOVATESAGAIK
Today's leading286 battefHJOWered portable* gives you the edge
you need to be numberone on the road.
Turning miles into dollars.That's business as usual with SupersPort 286:"' Another
Zenith Data Systems innovation to let you work the way you want...where you want
With the lightweight SupersPort 286, hard-driving AT desktop performance is
yours. Anywhere your business takes you.To crunch the numbers. And the competition.
And we mean crunch. SupersPort 286 is loaded with unrelenting speed and power
to tackle huge spreadsheets, files and databases. It even lets you extend your productivity
through Zenith's Intelligent Power Management System,"' which puts power usage in your
control. For more than four hours
of non-stop battery life.
SupersPort 286 also
features a dazzling backlit
Supertwist LCD screen for
superior readability. It also
has one of the widest viewing
angles of any portable, and can
be used in virtually all lighting
conditions.
So put Zenith Data Systems'
SupersPort 286 in the driver's
seat And start letting your com
petition know who's number
one on the road.
For the name of your
nearest Zenith Data Systems
authorized dealer, call
1-800-842-9000, ext. 1.

-

--...----ii----1

'*''*[data
systems

THE OUALfTY GOES IN BERJRE THE NAME GOES ON®

Graphicssimulale Microsoft• Windows. a product of Microsoft Corporation. Microsoft" Window is included
with all hard disk models of Zenith Data Systems' advanced desklopsystems.

*Sou'°': Dataquest

C 1989,Ze nith Da ta Systems
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Rack &Desk
PC/AT Chassis
Integrand's new Chassis/System is not
another IBM mechanical and electrical
clone. An entirely fresh packaging design
approach has been taken using modular
construction. At present over 40 optional
stock modules allow you to customize our
standard chassis to nearly any requirement
Integrand offers high quality, advanced
design hardware along with applications
and technical support all at prices competi
tive with imports. Why settle for less?

EMS WITH A CACHE

Table 1: Benchmark tests using the standard IBM PC ATconfiguration, the
Intel Above Board Plus, the ASTRAMpage Plus/286, and the Profit Elite
16 Plus HyperCache. I tested the HyperCache using a 32K-byte cache.
All times are in seconds.

Low-level tests
Matrix
Move(byte)
Move (word odd)
Move (word even)
Sieve
Sort
High-level tests
AutoSketch redraw
VP-Planner recalc
WordStar scroll

IBM
PCAT

Intel
Above Board
Plus

AST
RAM page
Plus/286

Profit
Elite 16 Plus
HyperCache

11 .7
80.4
80.4
40.3
73.7
84 .4

11 .6
80.4
80.5
40.3
73.4
84.6

11 .7
80.5
80.5
40.3
73.4
84.6

9.7
80.6
80.6
36.3
56.3
62.4

42.2

42.3
7.6
28.0

42.2
7.6
28.1

33.4
6.4
24.3

7.7
28.1

Fa a ful descripliOn ol al lhe benctvnarlcs. see "lnlrOdueing the New BYTE Benchmarl<s.• JtM>e 1988 BYTE

Accepts PC, XT. AT Motherboards
and Passive Backplanes
Doesn't Look Uke IBM
Rugged, Modular Construction
Excellent Air Flow & Cooling
Optional Card Cage Fan
Designed to meet FCC
204 Watt Supply, UL Recognized
145W & 85W also available
Reasonably Priced

from the expansion-board memory.
As shown in the table, the Hyper
Cache had the fastest times in the low
level benchmarks. (It lost its edge on the
byte and odd-aligned string-move tests
because of the way the motherboard
hardware converts 16-bit memory ac
cesses into 8-bit accesses.)
The high-level tests consisted of re
drawing a vector graphics screen in Au
toSketch 1.04 Standard Edition, recalcu
lating a IOOK-byte spreadsheet under
VP-Planner 1.0, and scrolling a 30K
byte file in WordStar 5.0. Here again,
the HyperCache performed 15 percent to
20 percent faster than the other boards.
Not shown in the table are the effects
of running a 16K-byte cache versus the
optional 32K-byte cache. The low-level
benchmarks ran about the same because
they're small programs; most fit within
a 16K-byte cache. However, the applica
tion benchmarks ran 6 percent to 12 per
cent slower with the 16K-byte cache.

Investment Potential

Call or write for descriptive brochure and prices;

8620 Roosevelt Ave. • Visalia, CA 93291

209/651-1203

TELEX 5106012830 (INTEGRAND UD)
FAX 209/651-1353

We accept Bank Americard/VISA and MasterCard
IBM. PC, XT. AT lrademaru al International Buainess Mee/lines.
Dmes and compMr boards not included.
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A 2-megabyte HyperCache costs $1895;
comparable setups from AST and Intel
cost $1940 and $2095, respectively. Not
only is the Profit HyperCache cheaper, it
provides better performance. But you get
the most from the HyperCache on ma
chines with an 8-MHz bus; relative per
formance increases diminish as the ma
chine's bus speed increases.
For example, I installed the board on
an AST Premium/286 and changed the
bus speed from 6 to 8 to 10 MHz. Mov
ing from a 6- to an 8-MHz bus, the rela
tive increase in bus speed and board per

formance was about 30 percent. But
moving from an 8- to a 10-MHz bus, the
10 percent increase in board perfor
mance doesn't keep up with the 25 per
cent increase in bus speed. The board
must insert more wait states because the
bus is faster than its 100-ns memory.
On systems with faster buses, the
board's attraction is that it lets you save
money by using slower DRAMs. For ex
ample, if your machine requires 80-ns
DRAMs, the HyperCache's memory
cache should let you use 120-ns DRAMs
while maintaining nearly the same per
formance as with the 80-ns chips.
In tenns of future upgrades, the Hy
perCache has a big advantage over the
Above Board Plus because it uses more
economical SIMMs . It also holds 16
megabytes of RAM in I 'h slots, while
the RAMpage and Above Board require
two and four slots, respectively. The
RAMpage does have more alternate
mapping registers, an advanrage where
efficient multitasking is important, but
the HyperCache has more-flexible mem
ory allocation, which is important if you
want to conserve memory while running
Windows with HIM EM .SYS.
If you're looking for a memory up
grade or for a way to increase the perfor
mance of an older AT-class machine, th is
board is an excellent buy. •
Jeff Holtzman owns Publishing Con
cepts, a firm in Ann Arbor, Michigan ,
that specialius in evaluation, verifica
tion , and documentation ofhigh-technol
ogy products. You can reach him on BJX
as "jho/Jzman. "
Circk 113 on Relukr Suvk~ Cord 
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Reach for ultimate portabilitf>;;~~~
.

120 ~of power,~ and sec~
in a revolutionary, removable hard drive.

A

t last, the Disk Pack gives
you everything you've al
ways wished for in a data
storage system. The speed and high
storage capacity of a hard drive. The
ease and convenience of a floppy disk
ette. And the safety of a tape backup.
All wrapped up in a state-of-the-art
rugged unit, about the size of a paper
back book. Designed lo make your life
a lot simpler and more secure.

True portability is here
Just picture this: With the Disk Pack
you carry your whole work environ
ment with you, wherever you go. All
your files, all your data stay orga
nized and configured just the way you
created them. Between
your office and remote
sites. Or home. Or an
other department You
can even mail a Disk
Pack. It's that
rugged.
TIM Dis/I Pacllftws

you from tbecmutrainls
offixed computers. Your wbole
won environmmI f1Js in /be palm ofyour band.

Total security for your data
Simply slide out a Disk Pack module
and lock away your entire business
customer base and payroll figures in
a drawer or safe. Sarne for lawyer,

banker or accountant sensitive data
and Uncle Sam confidential informa
tion. All fully secured in asnap.

system and between systems. Link
modules up for a whopping Half
GByte + of on-line data. Store them
for unlimited off-line data. And do
lightning-fast data backups.
That's not all. The Disk Pack turns a
shared computer into your fully per
sonal machine within seconds. It's
ideal for space grabbing applications
such as color graphics, CAD, or
music. One Disk Pack module does
the job of
I00 diskettes.
Ten times
faster. And with
a lot les.s hassle.
And thanks lo
the Disk Pack's
.
•
Tbe fJi/ii Paclt is ideal for
umque archi dalasecurily. /J:Jcllitaway
lecture, you 'II and forget abou/ accidental or
use it equally
illlen/ional data loss.
well on any Mac, Apple, PC-compati
ble or PS/2 computer. It's that advanced.

Gel full data portability and SICllrlly on
lbe compllUr ofyour cboiC8. Madntosb,
PC-Compatible or PS/2.

Blazing speed
Rock-solid reliability
Limitl~ expansion

Breakthrough technology makes the
Disk Pack four to five times more
reliable than other removable prod
ucts. Access times as low as 13 ms
make it one of the fastest hard drives
on the market The Disk Pack doesn\
limit you to a single storage capacity
either. You can interchange 20-, 40-,
80- or 120-MByte modules in your

For more information call

1-800-322-4744

!ID1sK PACK®

'fbe new slatu/mrJ in dala storage technology
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WHETHER
REPORI
Whether you're a software developer writing new applications for
ihe IBM or Mac, or a PC user securing proprietary data tiles,
software and data protection has never had a brighter silver
lining. For a number of very good reasons.
Beginning with the 'whether-expert' Rainbow Tuchnologies.
And ending with Hs Software Sentinel family of hardware keys.
Starring five models that fit virtually any software program or
data file you need to pl'Qtect.
There's the best-selling SentinelPro for the IBM PC/XT/AT, PS/2
and compatibles, and even the AtariST. Known worldwide for its
virtually unbreakable security. And its ASIC technology. And its
invisible operation. Aclose relation, the Sentinel-C stands at-the
ready for custom configurations and mtJ.ltiple software packages.
In the Apple market, security-minded Mac software developers
tum to Eve. For completely transparent operation and world
class security of the protected software. Just by plqgging Eve into
the Mac ADB connector.
PC users wanting a low cost, user-friendly solution to the prob~
Jem of securing sensitive data can call on the DataSentry. Using
a proprietaft Rainbow algorithm or DES, the DataSentry
encrypts data tiles on individual PCs, protects modem transmis
sions and secures data on local area networks.
Rainbow's latest protection strategy is the SentinelShell- tbat
lets users place a 'shell' around existing, off-the-shelf programs.
Because access can be limited to those issued a key, libraries,
universities and corporatiQAS can very simply guard theil!
software investments.
Whatever your whether, Rainbow Tuchnologies has the software
and data protection products that make the difference, For more
information, call 714-261-0228 in the U.S., or contact Rainbow
Tuchnologies Ltd. in the United Kingdom for the distributor
nearest you. Whethercasters are standiqg by.
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•Runs under DOS, OS/2
an d Xe n ix • Algo r ith m
technique (Never a fixed
response) • External
parallel port installation
•Minimal implem entation
effort • High er level lan
guage interfaces included
• 100 limes faster than fixed
response devices (I ms)
• ASIC design for reliability

T y

R

SentinelPro TM

•Protects multiplepaclcrtfle$
with one device • 126 bgtes
ofnon-volatile memorv pro
grammed before shipment
of the sof/wll1'6 •Rainbow
supplies a unique adapter
for programm'fng the unit
• High e r level language
interfaces included •Runs
under DOS, OS/2 and Xenix
•External parallel port
instaJJation

Sentine/-C'"

•For the Macintosh SE and
II • Complies with Apple
Deskto p Bus Interface
requirements •Rainbow
ass igned developer pass
words to prevent tampering
by other developers or
sophisticated "hackers" • 7
locks per key, usable indi
vidually or in combination,
on one or up lo seven app/i
ailions

Eve TM

• Completely user-installabla
•Po cket -sized ext ernol
device •Menu-driven, user
friendly interface • Single- or
multi-user securilg llJIS'fem
• Audit trail, log-on T"denti
fiers and automoliC' encrgp
l ionldecryptlon o f entire
directories • Secu res data
transmitted l>y modems
• Prevents rectllJerg of data
by ulilitg programs

Sentine/She//TM
• Runs /lllder DOS on IBM
PCs o'nd compatibles
• Prolec/5 without requirmg
ai;cess lo the sou rce code
• Completely transparent to
the end user • User-friendly
software • Pr>cket-size key
attaches quickly to an y
standard PC parallel port
• ASIC design for reliability

18011-A Mitchell South, Irvine, CA 92714 • (714) 261-0228 • TELEX: 386078 • FAX: (714) 261-0260
Rainbow Technologies, Ltd., Shirley Lodge, 470 London Rd., Slough, Berkshire, SLJ 8QY, U.L, 1l:l: 0~3-41 Sl2, Fax: 0753-436!0
o 1989 Rainbow Technologies. AU product names are trademarks ¢their n:spec:tiw 11W1ufllctnrm.
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Breaking the
Memory Barrier
with 386 VMM
Phar Lap transparently
adds virtual memory
to extended-DOS
programs
Martin Heller

T

he 386IVMM ads say "Think
Big." And indeed, thinking big
is what this 80386-based virtual
memory manager is for. If you
want to build large applications with
megabytes of code and megabytes of
data, and you don't care that they run
only on pricey 80386-based computers,
Phar Lap's 386IVMM will help you do
the job.
B)' itself, the developer's version of
386iVMM is a mere $295. But that's the
least of your costs. You will also need
Phar Lap's 386jASM/UNK ($495); a
Phar Lap-compatible compiler, like
MetaWare's 80386 High C ($895) or
MicroWay's NDP FORTRAN-386
($595); and Phar Lap's 386IDEBUG
symbolic debugger ($195). All this just
lets you develop code. To distribute pro
grams with 386IVMM, you can buy out
the royalties for $10,000 or pay $20 to
$50 per copy, depending on quantity.

What It Does
Phar Lap's extended-DOS environment

puts the 80386 CPU into flat memory
mode (i.e., it uses the 32-bit capabilities
of the 80386 chip to address large
amounts of memory). With 386jVMM,
the extended-DOS environment also in
cludes demand-paged virtual memory,
another 80386 capability that operating
systems such as Unix and Xenix exploit.
If your program is running with

386jVMM, then, instead of hitting a
wall at 640K bytes of conventional mem
ory (as it would under DOS) or at the end
of extended memory (as it would under
normal extended DOS), the programjust
starts swapping 4K-byte chunks of mem
ory (i.e., pages) to and from your hard
disk until you run out of disk space or
reach the maximum virtual memory size
of 4 gigabytes. When your program tries
to use a piece ofcode or data that is paged
out to disk, it causes a page faull, and
386IVMM restores the necessary page.
Of course, another piece of memory has
to be written to disk to make room. You
can instruct 386IVMM to swap out the
least-frequently used page (that's the
default) or a page that was not used re
cently. You control the details of the
swapping mechanism by means of com
mand-line switches.
Most of this technical detail is not im
portant. From a user's J?<>int of view, a
program built with 3861VMM uses up
all the memory in the machine and goes
to the hard disk if it needs more. It does it
efficiently and without much fuss.

A Lengthy Process
You don't test a system like this by timing
the Sieve of Eratosthenes. I tested it by
experimenting with MicroEMACS, a
freely distributed programmer's editor.
The DOS incarnation of this program
can't read a file that's bigger than avail
able RAM. Under extended DOS with
386IVMM, that limitation goes away,
theoretically without changing any code.
After about 60 sleep-deprived hours,
three telephone calls, and a half-dozen
BIX messages, I had MicroEMACS 3.9
running under 386IVMM. And yes,
without ever writing any code to handle
virtual memory, I got the program to
read and edit multimegabyte text files.
What took all the time and effort was
getting the program to compile under
MetaWare's High C Compiler, link with
the MetaWare library, and operate prop
erly in Phar Lap's protected-mode envi

ronment. Once I'd ported MicroEMACS
to the Phar Lap environment, adding vir
tual memory took only a few minutes.
To begin with, I spent time reading the
manuals: The three binders from Phar
Lap along with the MetaWare manual
make up a formidable library. Then I had
to install six disks from Phar Lap and six
disks from MetaWare. And, of course, I
configured and validated everything.
One somewhat unusual aspect of the
installation involved modifying the
MetaWare initialization code (INIT
. ASM) to recognize the Phar Lap mem
ory management scheme, reassembling
it with the Phar Lap assembler, and using
the Phar Lap librarian to put the new
module back into the MetaWare library.
At this point, you'd think that all I had
left to do was to compile MicroEMACS
with MetaWare's High C Compiler and
link with Phar Lap's 386ILINK. Not so.
If you have a program that uses only
K&R C and has no machine, system, or
compiler dependencies, you might get
away with just compiling and linking.
But I picked a real-world program that
directly accesses video RAM, calls the
IBM PC BIOS, and calls DOS. I also
tripped on a few good C "gotchas," like
the size of an int. It was, shall I say,
educational.

A Few Snap
MetaWare's High C Compiler .has to be
the fussiest C compiler I've ever used.
The original philosophy of C was that it
should be a loose language. For fussy ex
amination of your code, you would use a
lint utility.
MetaWare doesn't subscribe to this
theory. The company has made its C
compiler more like a Pascal compiler-it
makes few allowances. Even on per
fectly good code, the High C Compiler
tends to generate pages of warnings.
MicroEMACS is already full ofcondi
tional code geared to different compilers
and environments. To adapt the editor
co111inued
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386 IVMM

I

contains the system-dependent code for
the IBM PC architecture, you have

Company
Phar Lap Software, Inc.
60 Aberdeen Ave.
Cambridge, MA 02138
(617) 661-1510

Format
One 360K-byte floppy disk

Hardware Needed
80386-based PC

Software Needed
DOS 3.x or higher; 386IASM/LINK;
386IDEBUG; Phar Lap-compatible
compiler (MetaWare 80386 High C,
NOP FORTRAN-386, or NOP C-386)

Price
Developer's version: $295
Run-time version: $20 to $50 per copy,
depending on volume, or a $10,000
one-time fee for unlimited distribution

Inquiry 881.

for High C and the Phar Lap 386IVMM
environment, I started out in the file
ESTRUCT.H:

MSDOS & HIGHC
/* M. Heller: for
BYTE review */
#include <msdos.cf>
/* DOS calls, interrupts,
and registers */
#include <system.cf>
/* c_unlink, etc. */
#include <string.h>
#define movmem{a,b,c)\
memcpy(b, a, c)
#define int86(a,b,c)\
callint(a)
#define bdos{a,b,c)\
Registers.AX.LH.H=a;\
Registers.DX.R=b;\
Registers.AX.LH.L=c;\
calldos()
#define intdos{a,b)\
calldos()
#define NULLFP\
(int (*) () )0
#define unllnk{a)\
c_unllnk(a)
#end if
#if

MS-DOS C mavens will note that High
C's definitions for access to the 80x86
registers are different from most. But
what appears in ESTRUCT.H is only the
good news. The bad news shows up in
side C routines as conditional code. For
instance, in the file IBMPC.C, which
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#if HIGHC
short int _far *scadd;
struct overlay (int off;
short seg;};
short int _far *scptr[NROW];
short unsigned int sline[NCOL];
#else
long scadd;
/* address of screen ram
*/
int *scptr[NROW];
/* pointer to screen lines */
unsigned int sline[NCOL];
/* screen line image
*/
#end if
Note the keyword _far rather than far
in the definitions of scadd and scptr for
High C. Also note that these are short in
tegers; that's necessary because Meta
Ware's int type is 4 bytes long. You're
looking at the result of quite a bit of coal
mining in the manuals and help files,
with assistance from the folks at Phar
Lap. Here's more of the code to directly
address the screen:
#if HIGHC
((struct overlay *)&scadd)->
seg=Oxlc;
({struct overlay *)&scadd)->
off=O;
#end if
This code initializes scadd to a magic
screen-segment selector provided in the
Phar Lap environment. It took more spe
lunking to find out about that selector.
After straightening this out, I still had
trouble getting MicroEMACS to write to
the screen. Recall that in ESTRUCT.H, I
defined movmem to use the memcpy
macro. Unfortunately, MetaWare's li
brary code for memcpy uses a REPE
MOVDS block-move instruction, which
ignores our carefully set _far segment
selector. Instead of writing to the screen,
MicroEMACS wrote over parts of itself.
The solution to this problem would have
been to write a _far version of memcpy.
Despite the massive 32-bit address
space for which the MetaWare compiler
generates code, the memory model has
one code segment and one data segment.
Meta Ware quaintly refers to the memory
model as the small model, although it's
clearly anything but small. Neverthe
less, MetaWare provides libraries only
for the small model. To get memcpy to
work across segments, you'd need the
equivalent of a large-model version of the
routine. I abandoned the idea of doing a
memory-to-memory copy; I simply

looped through each line, poking charac
ters individually to the screen.
But the overwriting of my program's
code took me by surprise. I've grown
used to debugging my C code under OS/2
using the large model in protected mode.
In the OS/2 protected-mode environ
ment, code segments are read-only, and
that's what I expected in the Phar Lap en
vironment. Unfortunately for me, Phar
Lap chose not to write-protect the code
segments "to be more compatible with
DOS." The company did help me find
the problem, though-the key was to use
the watchpoint command in Phar Lap's
386jDEBUG product.
This debugger is similar to Micro
soft's SYMDEB. It's a symbolic debug
ger that displays assembly code made
somewhat more readable by the insertion
of variable and function names from
your source code. The Phar Lap watch
point is better than Microsoft's, because
it takes advantage of the 80386 hardware
debug registers. That means that you can
set watchpoints without slowing down
the execution of your code. However,
386IDEBUG is definitely not a source
level debugger. If I hadn't been able to
read assembly language, I wouldn •t have
found the problem. I never thought that
I'd miss Code View-but I did.
Finally, I had to convert all the key
board and screen BIOS calls to conform
to Meta Ware's unique register structure.
Here's one example:
ibmmove{row, col)

(
#if HIGHC
Reg1sters.AX.LH.H=2;
Registers.DX.LH.L=col;
Registers.DX.LH.H=row;
Registers.BX.LH.H=O;
#else
rg.h.ah = 2;
/* set cursor position
function code */
rg.h.dl = col;
rg.h.dh = row;
rg.h.bh = O;
/* set screen page number */
#endif
int86(0x10, &rg, &rg};

}
Ugly, isn't it? There's a whole lot more
of this, unfortunately. ljust wasn't clever
enough to come up with a macro that
would make this conversion transparent.

The 386jVMM Solution
I expected to add calls to Phar Lap's
3861 VMM to activate and control it. I
continued
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Get money back on OS/2
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Ri!tit now IBM and its lllsiness panners
are offering thoosands of dollars in rebates on over
110 available applications. IBM is also offering up
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migrate applications from
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BREAKING THE MEMORY BARRIER WITH 386jVMM

was pleasantly surprised. All I had to do
was load 3861VMM along with the pro
gram-everything else was transparent.
Here is the one-line batch file I used to
run the virtual memory version of
MicroEMACS:

VMMDRV.EXP, the virtual memory
driver. It's that simple-once you've got
a protected-mode MicroEMACS to work
with.
Phar Lap's 386IVMM works as ad
vertised. You may have some trouble get
ting your code converted to 80386 pro-

runJ86 -vmfile vmmdrv memacs %1 %2

%J %4 %5 %6 %7 %8 %9
All the magic is in runJ86 and vmmdrv.
The runJ86 environment puts the 80386
into 32-bit protected mode, launches a
32-bit application, and handles the
switching between protected and real
modes that's required when the applica
tion requests DOS services. In this case,
the application is MicroEMACS (i.e.,
runJ86 loads and executes a file called
MEMACS.EXP). The .EXP extension
characterizes protected-mode programs
that were built by Phar Lap's 386ILINK
and that can run only in the runJ86
environment.
If you were to type runJ86 memacs,
you would run a protected-mode Mi
croEMACS without virtual memory. If
you then add the command-line ar
gument -vmfile vmmdrv, you activate

T

heremay

be people with a need
to solve 20-megabyte
financial models.
tected mode, but once you've done that,
adding virtual memory is a snap.
Who will benefit from 386IVMM?
Anyone who has programs bigger than 1
or 2 megabytes destined to run on 80386
based computers under DOS. The first
program to ship with 386jVMM was

Mathematica 386-certainly a good can
didate since it needs at least 2 megabytes
of RAM to run and 4 megabytes to run
well; with more RAM, it can solve large
problems.
I know of many engineering and scien
tific programs that have been too large
for PCs up until recently. Programs spe
cialized for reentry physics, hydrody
namics, solid modeling, and chemical
process simulation are a few that spring
to mind. Some of these are being ported
to Xenix, others to OS/2, and some to
DOS extenders like Phar Lap's. These
large programs intended for vertical
markets are the prime candidates for the
VMM treatment.
But who knows what tomorrow will
bring? While I can't imagine needing
virtual memory to solve a spreadsheet,
there may be people out there with a real
need to solve 20-megabyte financial
models. Anyone care to build a global
economic model on a PC? •
Martin Heller develops software and
writes about technical computer applica
tions. He holds a Ph.D. in physics. He
can be reached on BIX as "mheller. "

Protect the one you love.
Yours is not just any computer. It's your
friend. Your confidant Your business partner.
You wouldn't be without it.
But it can happen in a flash. A sudden
storm, distant ditch digger, motor, or even
a toy metallic balloon can send data-killing,
component-killing electric surges and sags
smack into your computer. Even knock it
out altogether.
It's a matter of time before this happens
to you. So protect your friend with Emerson's

new low-cost SWIOOO Uninterruptible PQ\o\ler
System. Only 2!A in. high, it fits smartly right
under your PC's monitor for less than $700.
In a brownout or blackout, a battery will
instantly take over giving you ten minutes or
more to shut down your computer.

Ba~~ the l!115Ml5Fl5DN
Emerson dealer - ~ ~
nearest you.
Computers Wont Run Right
Before it's too late.

On The Wrong Fuel.

·Um ii I per cusl<>111t•r. Offer expires Scplember :!O. l!ll!!l. Dealer: for reimbursement. forw-drd copy ul sales sli1~ UPS serial Nu.. and noslom<•r nanw.
address and phone numlK!r lo: Markclin11 Services. Emerson ('umputer Power. J:llMI S. Slandard Sln.>el. Sanla Amo. CA !l:!ill5.
• l!lt9 f.menun t:Jtoc•nc ("o.
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We'll never try to sellyou a laser printer:

We will, however, try to sell you on file on a PostScript typesetter
a laser printer language.
from acompletely different manThe PostScript' language from ufacturer. And that's good to
Adobe Systems.
know, since more than 25 different
You see, there are two kinds
O.E.M:s have adopted the Adobe
of printers and typesetters
PostScript language.
in the world. Those that
#/a
On the other hand,
support PostScript. And
~
when you print afile on a
those that do not.
~~ printer that doesn't support
The ones that do-at
PostScript, that's virtually
last count there were 46- . ._ _.., the only place you can print it.
are completely compatible. That
Forever.
means, when you print afile on a
Since there are so many differPostScript printer from one manu- ent PostScript printers and type
facturer, you can print the same
setters, you can pick the one that

meets your specific needs. For
paper handling options. Printing
speeds. Choice of resolutions.
And black &white or color output.
And only Adobe PostScript
gives you absolute freedom to
select the best hardware and more
than 3,000 software programs for
virtually every application, plat
form and budget.
Isn't it time you bought into the
PostScript language?

look for the~~ on COITlJlUlers. pmters and othwproducts that support POSISaiptsoltwal9 from Adobe Sys1ems: tt's )'Oii guarantee of quaily and compatibility.
Adobe. the Adobe logo and~ 11111 regislered tnlden&ks and the PoslSaip( logo isa tradellliWkof AdobeSysterm Incorporated. Cll989AdobeSystems lnoorporated. 1'J rights AlSelVed.
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We'll take yom stats
and
yoatbe
most valuable player
in ~m league.

Marcll 14, 1989

Data analysis software
from SPSs• gives your PC
a winning advantage.
It doesn't matter which field you play
hardball in.With the right equipment
and ability, you can be a hero.
You get that ability wtth SPSS.
Whether your equipment runs on
MS-DOS!" PC-DOS111 or OS/2!" So you
turn raw data into useful facts. And your
self into a smarter decision maker.
Wtth SPSS and tts options, you can
interface directly wtth data from your
database, spreadsheet or other appli

cation software.Then manipulate tt in
countless ways. From data entry to
advanced statistics, mapping, fore
casting, graphics and more.
111111 #1 lty die fins.
When the readers of PC Week chose
the top statistical software for "user
satisfaction" (1215/88), their choice was
SPSS. And no wonder.
SPSS is designed not only for your
computer's operating system, but also
for its operator. With menu and help
systems, plus an on-line statistical
glossary. So you're always in control.
For market research, sales analysis,

qualtty control and more.
And you can always count on the
training, support and ongoing upgrades
of SPSS.The team that's come through
for over 1million users since 1968.
Find out how SPSS can make you
first in your micro league by calling

(312) 329-3315
We'll give you the numbers to really
stand out in your field.

SNSi11C.
Best in the final analysis.

444 North Michigan lwnue • Chicago, Mlinois 60611

SPSS lntemational BV: !Wlingen W!s180, P.O. Box 115, 4200 AC Gorinchem, The Ne!he!tands
SPSS is• registered trademarlc of SPSS Inc. PC-DOS and OS/2 are trldemarlcs of International Business Machines Corporation. MS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
Not all options are available on all operating systems.
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SOFrWARE REVIEW

Powerful
Portable
3-D Graphics
HOOPS provides
the tools, you supply
the imagination
Bradley Dyck Kliewer

t the heart of every CAD pro
gram there's a database of geo
metric objects, a display man
ager, and an event manager.
That's HOOPS 2.03 in a nutshell.
HOOPS (Hierarchical Object-Oriented
Picture System) is a library that provides
support for three-dimensional imaging
to C or FORTRAN programs.
HOOPS can add three-dimensional
objects to a database. It can display the
contents of the database in one or more
viewports, from any point of view, using
orthographic or perspective projection,
as a wireframe or shaded solid; and it can
determine what database object a point
ing action (such as a mouse-click) indi
cates. Because versions of the HOOPS
library exist for DOS, Phar Lap's DOS
Extender, the Macintosh operating sys
tem, Unix, and VMS, a HOOPS applica
tion developed under any of these
operating systems will port readily to
any other.
Several HOOPS-based three-dimen
sional CAD programs are in the works.
That's not surprising; developers ofcom
mercial CAD software desperately need
the portability that HOOPS confers. But
HOOPS appeals to a larger audience,
too. All sorts of applications could prof
itably use three-dimensional imaging.
For example, you might create a graphi
cal front end to an automotive database,
using HOOPS routines to manipulate a
three-dimensional representation of the
parts.

A

HOOPS requires a powerful system to
run properly. Space is tight on a 640K
byte DOS machine. Working on an IBM
AT with an Intel Inboard 386 and Mi
crosoft C 5.1, running under DOS, I
frequently ran out of memory. When I
added a powerful graphics copro
cessor-the 3D Engine from Nth Graph
ics-the situation improved greatly. In
that configuration, HOOPS executes on
the 3D Engine's transputer, leaving
plenty of space for programs. I also tried
HOOPS on a Sun386i, with good results.
Ithaca Software acknowledges that
workstations are the natural domain of
HOOPS and intends to support all suffi
ciently powerful platforms. The 640K
byte DOS machine just barely makes the
grade; in fact, the company may not con
tinue to support it. But that same 80286
or 80386-based machine with extended
memory, a graphics coprocessor, and
DOS-Extender or Unix makes a fine
HOOPS platform.

A Tree-Structured
Graphical Database
The graphical entities that HOOPS
works with are polylines (multisegment
lines described by a series ofthree-coor
dinate points), polygons (closed, copla
nar polylines), pixel arrays, and text
strings. The program organizes all
graphical data as a hierarchical data
base. Entities belong to named segments;
segments can nest. It's like a hierarchical
file system. The root is known as I (as in
Unix) and has the alias ?home. HOOPS
maps the display to a special segment
called ?picture. Here's part of a seg
ment tree you might define to represent
a car:
?picture/car
?picture/car/ rf_wheel
?picture/car/rf_wheel/ hubcap
?picture/car/lf_wheel
?picture/car/lf_wheel/hubcap
comin~d
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HOOPS2.03

Company
Ithaca Software
902 West Seneca St.
Ithaca. New York 14850
{607) 273-3690

Hardware Needed
IBM PC or compatible with 80286
(640K bytes of RAM) or 80386 {640K
bytes of RAM under DOS, 1 megabyte
of RAM under DOS-Ex1ender, and 3
megabytes under OS/2). and 80x87 or
Weitek coprocessor; Mac II with 2
megabytes of RAM; Sun-3, -4, or 386i;
DEC VAXstation; Silicon Graphics 4D
Series (including Personal Iris); Sony
News; Apollo Domain; and HP 9000
Software Needed
IBM PC and compatible: DOS, OSl2,
DOS-Extender, Microsoft C 5.1 or Meta
Ware High C, Microsoft FORTRAN 4.0
Mac II: Finder 6.0, MPW C 3.0
Sun: SunOS 3.5 (Sun-3) or 4.0 (Sun-4
and 386i), cc
DEC: VMS or Ultrix, VAX C or cc, VAX
FORTRAN or f77
Silicon Graphics: Unix, cc, or f77
Sony: Unix, cc, or f77
Apollo: Unix (SR 10). cc, or f77
Hewlett Packard: Unix. cc. or 177
Price
IBM PC compatible {DOS and OSl2)
version: $495
IBM PC compatible
{DOS-Ex1ender) version: $575
Mac II version: $575
Sun386i version: $1150
For all other systems: $3450

Inquiry 886.

You can navigate a structure like this
with the Open_Segment and Close_seg
ment routines. While a segment is open,
you can modify the geometry contained
within it or change the a11ributes that tell
HOOPS how to display that geometry.
You might build the body and the right
front wheel of your hypothetical car as
follows:
HC_Open-5egment
("?picture/car");
insert_part (body);
HC-5et_Color("lines=black,
faces=mulberry");
HC_Open....Segment ("rf_wheel");
insert_part (wheel);
HC-5et_Color("lines=white,
faces=midnite blue");
HC....Set_Visibility( "off");
HC_Close-5egment ();
HC_Close-5egment ();
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The HC_ names are HOOPS routines;
in FORTRAN, they'd begin with HF_.
The insert_part function represents a
user-written routine that might read in or
fabricate the necessary three-dimension
al data, then call HOOPS routines to in
sert that data into the current segment.
When this code fragment executes,
HOOPS adds two graphical objects-the
body and the wheel-to the database,
then displays the database . Because the
wheel's visibility attribute is turned off,
only the body appears. Note that the sec
ond call to Open_Segment need only sup
ply a partial name, because ?picture/
car is the current segment (analogous to
the current directory in a file system).
Believe it or not, you're looking at a
nearly complete HOOPS program. All
you need to do to make something hap
pen is to open segments and add geome
try. You don '1 have to ask HOOPS to
draw this scene; that happens automati
cally whenever you change the database.
All HOOPS attributes have default
values, so you'll get the standard colors,
line width, camera location, and so on.
Because HOOPS uses descriptive path
names and function names, and because
the parameters to functions are mainly
textual, HOOPS programs are easy to
read-though al I the lengthy names can
be tedious to type. The names of the
colors (e.g., mulberry or midnite blue)
are a whimsical touch-they ' re from the
Crayola 64 crayon set. You can rename
these, or you can create your own color
maps using your choice of techniques:
HLS (hue, lightness, saturation), HSV
(hue, saturation, value), HIC (hue, in
tensity, chromaticity). or RGB (red,
green, blue).

Organizing the Picture
Maintaining the hierarchical database
takes effort, but it's worth the trouble. A
child segment inherits the attributes of its
parent, and those attributes control its
color, scale, orientation, and rendering.
This scheme gives the HOOPS program
mer enormous leverage. You can modify
an entire scene by changing attributes in
the root segment, or you can change se
lected parts of a scene by operating on
subsidiary segments. For example, you
could create an exploded view of the car
by translating the coordinates of the
wheel segments. The hubcap belonging
to each wheel segment would inherit the
new coordinates.
What seems very different from a
user's perspective-viewports, menus,
buttons-look alike to HOOPS. They're
just segments with associated windows.
Any segment under ?picture can belong

to one or more windows. A menu seg
ment's window might occupy a portion
of the display and contain subsidiary seg
ments (representing buttons) with win
dow coordinates relative to the menu's
window. So, you could move or even re
scale the entire menu by modifying its
top segment; the same concept applies to
segments containing windows that dis
play database geometry. This uniform
handling of different kinds of objects is a
great strength of HOOPS.
HOOPS assigns a key (i.e., a long inte
ger) to every segment and to every object
within a segment. Routines that insert
objects come in two flavors. For exam
ple, there's Insert_Polygon and also
Klnsert_Polygon. The non-K routines
simply insert things; the K routines in
sert and return a key. Why two versions?
You use the former when your applica
tion doesn't need to explicitly track ob
jects, and the latter when it does. Of
course, if you let HOOPS track things for
you , that doesn't mean you can't query
the database. You can use HOOPS search
routines to traverse the database and re
turn the keys of segments or objects that
match a search specification composed
of a segment name (which can contain
wild cards) and a list of object types.
The wild-card facility makes the
search mechanism extremely powerful ;
for example, the string "/ ... *hubcap"
specifies all the hubcap segments. You
can then apply a filter so that HOOPS
will find only, say, the polygons in those
segments. Additional routines use the
keys of the found objects to extract their
geometric data. When you can't predict
an application's pattern of database ac
cess, it's probably best to let HOOPS
manage the keys, and to ask HOOPS (by
way of the search routines) to locate ob
jects when you need them. If you know
your application will be using particular
segments or objects intensively, you
might want to handle the keys explicitly
so you always have immediate access.
I've mentioned the special segment
?picture, which HOOPS associates
with the display. Think of it like video
RAM on a PC-whatever you write to it
appears on the screen. Although you can
insert geometry into segments within
?picture, as I illustrated above, there is
a more elegant solution. HOOPS pro
vides two other special segments: ?In
clude Library and ?Style Library.
These aren't visible, but you can estab
lish links between them and ?picture in
a manner analogous to Unix file linkage.
Multiple views show this technique to
good advantage. You wouldn't want to
continued

You know
exactly what
your company
wants in a
color printer.
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replicate segments within ?picture to
show front, top, side, and isometric
views. Better to manipulate geometry
and attributes off-screen in ?Include
Library and ?Style Library. You can
then reserve ?picture for menus and
view windows. The segment that defines
each viewport need only refer to geome
try in ?Include Library and attributes
(e.g., orientation and projection) in
?Style Library.

The HOOPS Repertoire
HOOPS provides more than 150 func
tions; the manual categorizes them as
geometry, attributes, segments, input,
and system routines. You've already seen
examples drawn from the first three cate
gories (i.e., routines that insert geome
try, control its presentation, and navigate
the structured database).
The geometry routines insert or re
trieve the basic HOOPS entities: lines,
polylines, polygons, pixel arrays, and
text strings. The HOOPS programmer
must build more complex geometry from
these primitives. For example, to add a
spline or a cylinder to the database, you
have to compute the component line seg
ments or polygons and insert them indi
vidually. There's no way to add direct
database support for new user-defined
primitives. Such extensibility, while
clearly desirable , would require that
users solve the rendering problems asso
ciated with those new primitives. By re
stricting the core set of primitives to
those that HOOPS itself can render,
users can rest assured that more complex
objects they construct from those primi
tives will render properly.
Although the database is not, strictly
speaking, extensible at the lowest level,
HOOPS does provide one "back door"
function called Set_User_Value, which
embeds a single long integer within a
segment. You might use that value to
store a pointer to your data-or code, for
that matter. It's your responsibility to
access the data or activate the code;
HOOPS just provides a slot into which
you can place the hook. The mechanism
offers a convenient way to link graphical
data managed by HOOPS with nongraph
ical data specific to an application.
Attribute-related routines control the
orientation and presentation of objects.
HOOPS can scale a segment, rotate it
about its own axis or another axis, or
translate it to new coordinates. For spe
cial applications, you can add your own
transformation matrices to the pipeline
of matrices through which HOOPS data
passes enroute to the screen.
You can render an image as a wire
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frame or a solid. In the latter case, you
can vary the location and color of one or
several distant sources of light. The in
terplay of colored lights on colored sur
faces yields fascinating effects. View
control is very flexible. HOOPS provides
reasonable defaults for the camera (loca
tion of the viewpoint within a scene),
target (location at which the camera
points), field of view (the camera's lens),
and method of projection; you can vary
these attributes as required. Depending
on the effect you want, the camera can
dolly (slide left, right, up, down, in, or
out); pan (rotate with respect to a fixed
target); orbit (move around a fixed tar
get); or zoom .
To simplify the modification of a seg
ment's attributes, HOOPS provides quick
versions of several functions; these ver
sions automatically open and close the
named segment. Suppose you want to
switch from an orthographic to a per
spective projection. The long version
looks like this:
HC_Open__Begment (" ?Style
Library I car_style");
HC-5et_Camer8-.Projection
("perspective");
HC_Close_segment ();
The quick version does the same thing in
one line:
HC_QSet_Camere_Projection
("?Style Library/car_style",
"perspective");
The most basic and useful input function
is Get_Selection; it waits for a mouse
click and returns the segment associated
with the location of the click. That's all
you need to implement a menu system
with mouse-sensitive buttons. Show_
Selection_Item tells you which piece
of geometry within a segment the user in
dicated. Other functions acquire individ
ual keys or text strings from the key
board. These high-level input functions
are implemented in terms of low-level
ones that manage input devices and event
queues.
The system-related routines are a
mixed bag of extras. There are functions
that define error handlers, parse strings,
examine environment variables, and in
quire about the characteristics and status
of devices.

On the Output Side
Output to the screen is the default, of
course. But for hard copy, the system
provides another special segment called
?hardcopy. To print the display, you

open ?hardcopy, force a display update,
then close and delete the segment. That
takes about eight lines of code. Curi
ously, the only place to find this infor
mation is in the installation manual
under the PostScript and Hewlett-Pack
ard Graphics Language (HPGL) driver
descriptions. A sample print routine
would be a welcome addition to the other
wise excellent tutorial. And although
HOOPS's support of PostScript and
HPGL gives it a broad base of support,
the library could use a driver for the HP
LaserJet and perhaps a few other plotters
or dot-matrix printers.
A significant new feature in version
2.03 is Set_Metafile. Metafiles are
ASCII dumps of the contents of seg
ments; you can store metafiles to disk
and read them back. And since metafiles
work with segments, you can save as
much or as little data as you need by se
lecting a segment at the appropriate level
in the tree structure. Metafiles have sev
eral optional attributes that control the
information saved. Normally HOOPS
saves just geometry and attribute data,
but you can store the entire state of the
system if required-including things like
color maps and aliases . You can store just
the names of included segments or its
names and contents, as well.
The ASCII format works nicely for re
viewing (or even editing) the database,
and of course, it makes metafiles readily
portable. It does consume a lot of disk
space, though; according to the com
pany, a forthcoming version of HOOPS
will support a binary metafile format
that will alleviate that problem. HOOPS
automatically converts the name of a
metafile to something that will work
with the host operating system, retaining
the original name within the metafile.
For example, a Unix-like name, such as
test.hps.file . 1, might turn into
TEST.HPS under DOS.

Learning the Ropes
HOOPS comes with a 50-page tutorial.
Using clear and concise exampl~s. the tu
torial shows you how to build a simple
application that creates a cylinder, dis
plays it in two viewports, and presents a
menu that enables the user to rotate and
zoom the image. One of the installation
disks contains the complete source code
for the tutorial application, along with
the code for GEOS, a more ambitious
program. GEOS can retrieve and display
more complex images. These are stored
on disk in an ASCII format that GEOS
can interpret. They include some of the
three-dimensional CAD standards-a
continued
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Who says fine art is out of reach?
The HP PaintJet color printer pro
duces brilliant color for a price any
business can afford.
So now there's no limit to what
you can create

with your business communica
tions. Surprise your audience with
thousands of colors. Beamed up
on an overhead. Or tucked neatly
into a report. Persuading people
up to 85% more effectively than
black and white.
The PaintJet works with all your
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software. Just hook it up to your
IBM-compatible or Macintosh
computer and start painting.

Fbr only $1395 (add $125 for the
Macintosh interface).
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dealer and a free sample output
The HP Paint.Jet It's what artists
are starving for.
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POWERFUL PORTABLE

3-D GRAPHICS

Volkswagen beetle, a wine glass, and a
teapot. GEOS gives a great demonstra
tion of HOOPS's features: You can pan,
rotate, or zoom an image; resize the win
dow that contains it; change its color
using red, green, and blue sliders; and
move the light sources that surround it.
I felt comfortable with HOOPS after a
few hours. I did take some wrong turns
when first working with the hierarchical
database. You need to understand its ar
chitecture well, because everything else
flows from it. In short order, though, I
enhanced the tutorial, adding a new ob
ject (a box) and several features (save,
load, and print). I discovered how easy it
is to make significant structural changes
in an object-oriented environment.
I also ported my modified tutorial to a
Sun386i. After recompiling the code, it
ran without problems. I even loaded
metafiles that I had created on my AT.
Performance on the Sun386i was roughly
comparable to my AT with a 3D Engine
aboard. Of course, the $7000 30 Engine
from Nth Graphics is an expensive way
to cram HOOPS into a 640K-byte DOS
environment. Ifyou have or are willing to
acquire Phar Lap's DOS-Extender and
the Meta Ware High C Compiler, the 32
bit DOS version of HOOPS is a good bet
for PC compatibles. Since HOOPS sup
ports EGA and VGA output, you won't
need a graphics coprocessor. Still, you'll
want one (HOOPS supports, among
others, the Pixelworks Clipper and VMI
Cobra) to see the program at its best. Of
course, HOOPS is most comfortable on
high-end Sun, Apollo, and Silicon
Graphics workstations. Any way you
look at it, serious HOOPS development
requires serious hardware.
Developers of custom CAD applica
tions for manufacturers, scientists, and
engineers will appreciate the power and
portability of HOOPS. Such applications
often require real-time data analysis. I'd
rather add graphics to an existing analyt
ical application, by way of HOOPS, than
try to integrate the analysis into a"stand
alone graphics or CAD program.
HOOPS will help move three-dimension
al graphics outside traditional CAD mar
kets. Ifyour application requires or could
benefit from three-dimensional imaging
and must run on a variety of platforms,
take a close look at HOOPS. '•

Bradley Dyck Kliewer is the author of
EGA/VGA: A Programmer's Reference
Guide (McGraw-Hill, 1988) and owner
of DK Micro Consullanls, a microcom
pUler consufling business in Blooming
ton, Indiana. He can be reached on BIX
as "bkliewer. "
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. e Phenomenal VGAWONDER does it all ac IBM Hardware level
compatibility with automatic monitor detect and no dip switches or
jumpers to set. A Har CARD for the 286/386 POWER USER with AUID
BUS DETECT for 8 or 16 bit sl<XS, running with a 16 bit dacapath with
1: 1 interleave. 100% IBM HARDWARE LEVEL COMPATIBILITY means
that All software and operating systems designed for IBM systems will
run. 1024 WILL BE DISPLAYED IN COLOR ON STANDARD MUCTl
FREQUENCY MONIIDRS. Although these features are expected from
ATI they are Nar AVAILABLE from other manufacturers. EGA on all
monitors including RGB & 1TL means a perfect card for
networks. MOUSE ON BOARD! ATI built the mouse right
in to this one, why not? No extra dwge! VGAWONDER
is available in both 512K and 256K \t:r.1ions. Ask your
dealer for more information.



Technology you can Trust.
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AFFORDABLE
COtf.JECTIVITV

A VERSATILE LAN-ALTERNATIVE FOR $395
1

to connect any combination of
computers, printers, and plotters for:

• printer sharing
• plotter sharing
• buffering of data
• LAN printer expansion

THREE MODELS TO MEET
YOUR APPLICATIONS
The Print Master® II 804 Series
is BayTech's newest intelligent con
troller with four ports and a 256KB
dynamically allocated buffer.
Available in your choice of four
serial ports (RS-232C or RS-422A),
four parallel ports, or two serial and
two parallel ports, the 804 Series
offers affordable connectivity.
The 804 Series provides a cost
effective solution for users who want
to maximize their resources. Each
four port model allows you
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Models with serial ports allow
you to also connect modems or any
other RS-232C device for computer
to-computer communication and
modem sharing.
The 804 Series allows simul
taneous data input from computers,
output of print data and full duplex
communication between pairs of
computers.

LAN APPLICATIONS
The 804 Series is ideally suited
for expanding the printing capabilities
of a LAN system. By acting

as a printer server, it can off-load
network traffic and provide port
expansion and extra buffering.
BayTech products are covered by
a one-year warranty and are sup
ported toll-free by a team of applica
tion engineers.
Call us today to learn how the
new Print Master® II 804 Series can
become your connectivity solution.

BayTech
Boy Technical Associates, Inc.
Doto Communications Products Division
200 N. Second Street, P.O. Box 387
Boy St. Louis, MS 39520 USA
FAX: 601-467-4551
Telex: 910-333-1618 BA YTECH
Phone: 601-467-8231 or toll-free

800-523-2702
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APPLICATION REVIEW

Text Retrieval
with a Twist
Folio Views advances
text management
technology with a new
indexing scheme
Dennis Allen

I

n some ways, Folio Views 1.0 is a
whole new ball game; in other ways,
it's nothing new. It's a synthesis of
several applications for DOS ma
chines-text retrieval, hypertext linking,
word processing, directory management,
and electronic publishing. None of those
applications is particularly new, but
you've never seen them together before.
Folio Views is more than just a mar
riage of old ideas. It takes text manage
ment technology a step further. Through
a proprietary scheme called "under
head," Folio Views indexes every word
of your text files and compresses the
lot-text and index-into as little as half
the space of the original ASCII file. (Its
index limit is 10 million unique words,
but I can't imagine generating a database
that uses that many.)
Folio Views also lets you organize
your text in views, which you can quickly
recall. You can conduct amazingly fast
searches and even change the database on
the fly without reindexing it.

View Processing
Using logical views to recall text makes
sense. If you've ever had to go through
several documents, you know what I
mean. For example, say you've accumu
lated a couple megabytes of informa
tion-mail, internal memos, proposals,
and so forth-and you keep all your mail
in one directory (or file), memos in an-
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nunerical data analysi s procedures , statistical or otheruise . Careless
application of these techniques to great piles of lnconprehensible data can
lead to sane real problens .
This is a uay you can steer clear of these kinds of problens and see to it
that uhen aukward explanations are called for in such cases , sonebody else Is
naking then . (''Uell, sir , according tony financial forecasts, ue uere
expecilng a profit of six tri 11 ion dollars fron the neu electric shoelaces 11e
lntrod~ced . this quarter . But there seens to be a bug or sonething. . . "J.

Folio Views helps you find the right search word by displaying its index and
highlighting the first match in its list as you type each letter. The program also lets
you use wild cards.
other, and so on. Just finding all the ref
erences to, for instance, red-striped wid
gets in those files is like trying to find a
needle without knowing whether to look
in the barn or the haystack.
Folio Views lets you keep information
physically intact. It also lets you group
just the pieces of information about those
red-striped widgets. You might have a
paragraph from a memo, three para
graphs from a proposal, and the bodies of
two letters in the view. By pressing the
Enter key, you can see the complete
source of any one of the view entries in a
separate window, and you can have as
many as 10 windows open at once.
Each logical piece of information in a
view is called a folio. Typically, each
paragraph in a document constitutes a

folio. However, you can define a folio to
be any amount of information, provided
you have EMS memory installed in your
system (you're limited to up to 10,000
characters without EMS memory).
Markers show where each folio be
gins, and you can jump from one marker
to the next with a single keystroke. You
can also jump to the next page (screen) or
go directly to any folio you specify. And
you can scroll through the text using the
cursor keys. Just don't be in a hurry,
though. The way Folio Views handles
screen updates is atrocious.
Folio Views' slow scrolling is its big
gest weakness. Speed is critical when
you're dealing with huge amounts of
text, and scrolling in the program is just
continued
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TEXT RETRIEVAL WITH A TWIST

Folio Views 1.0
Company
Folio Corp.
2155 North Freedom Blvd., Suite 200
Provo, Utah 84604
(801) 375-3700

Hardware Needed
IBM PC or compatible with 512K bytes
of RAM and a hard disk drive

Software Needed
MS·DOS 2.0 or higher

Documentation
User's manual; quick reference guide

Price
$495

Inquiry 885.

too slow on my IO-MHz AT clone. The
company acknowledges the problem,
however, and promises a remedy.

Fast Searches
Folio Views' real strength lies in its text
searches. They're fast enough to offset
the scrolling problem, and you can do
searches from any view-including the
full view of the database. Because of its
unique index, most searches are instan
taneous, even on databases many mega
bytes in size.
Searches can be as simple as a single
word-any word. The program does not
use so-called "stop words" to shorten its
index. Typically, a text-retrieval pro
gram that does indexing will not index
words such as the and other frequently
used articles of speech; it's too costly in
both disk space and CPU time.
But Folio Views adds a new-and very
efficient-twist to how it indexes text
(see the text box "The Trouble with
Indexing" on page 204). If you do a
search of the in a IO-megabyte text file,
the program completes the search almost
instantly.
I tested that idea on just such a file. I
used the text from all BYTE issues in
1988, totaling about 9.6 megabytes in
ASCII and about 6 megabytes in Folio
Views' compressed format. I typed the
on the search line; by the time I released
the Enter key, the program had com
pleted its search-9824 folios contained
the word the. Another tap of the Enter
key, and 2 seconds later I was looking at
a view containing four folios (all that fit
on the screen) with the highlighted in 32
places.
That was too easy. So for grins, I tried
a little Boolean logic. I did a search for
202
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all folios that did not contain the, and just
as quickly I got my answer-8060 folios.
Of course, you can do more compli
cated searches using full Boolean logic
with nesting, wild cards, exact phrases,
and proximity matching. About the only
kind of search you can't do with Folio
Views is one using fuzzy logic. However,
if you're not quite sure ofa word, the pro
gram helps by displaying its word list
(the index), highlighting the first match
in its list as you type each letter (see
photo). You can also use wild cards (*
and?), just as you would in DOS.
The search engine gives highest prior
ity to NOT operations, followed by OR
and AND, respectively. You can get
around that order, though, by nesting ex
pressions in parentheses, forcing the
search engine to evaluate whatever is in
side the parentheses first.
Generally, the search engine keeps up
with your typing. As you type, it builds a
search tree on-screen to verify search
criteria and to display the number of
finds. I found it difficult to choke the
search engine with even the most compli
cated Boolean searches using nesting
several layers deep. What does slow
things down, however, is a search using
wild cards. Still, the longest wait I had
was for the following search:
(???86 intel/intel's ibm(pc/pcs)
compaq/compaq'sA(amd/("second
source"1)

That search located every folio with the
mention of 80x86 chips that also in
cluded the companies Intel, IBM, and
Compaq but contained no reference to
AMO or the phrase "second source."
(The spaces represent logical AND, the
slashes represent logical OR, and the
caret represents logical NOT.) Because
I'm not a fast typist (Folio Views pro
cesses the search as you type), my wait
was only a couple of seconds. A faster
typist might have waited 5 seconds.
One of the best things about doing
searches in Folio Views is that you don't
have to do them twice. Every search re
sults in a view, and to retain that view,
you just name it. The additional views al
ways use text in the existing database,
conserving space on your hard disk. You
can even confine your searches within
specific views.

Links and Dynamic Data
You can create explicit links to views
from anywhere in the database and even
set up menus to make selecting views
easy. You can also use links to create hy
pertext-like jumps. An attorney, for ex

ample, could use a link to directly tie a
reference in a brief to the text of the cited
court case.
Each link is represented by a token.
Viewing the linked view is just a matter
of moving the cursor to the link token and
pressing Enter. Links are particularly
useful for footnotes. You can have up to
200 million links in a database.
Perhaps even more important than Fo
lio Views' links is its ability to be modi
fied. Most other text-retrieval software
usually requires you to import all the
data just as though you were starting
anew once you've appended or changed
the original ASCU data file. At the very
least, you have to wait for the software to
completely reindex the database, which
could take hours.
Because of the way Folio Views orga
nizes its index, you can easily add, de
lete, or edit a database from within it. It
even has its own built-in word processor
that, while it's no WordPerfect, is ade
quate for making minor corrections or
annotations to the database.
You can also do cut-and-paste imports
and exports of the database. You can di
rect output to your printer or a file in
either ASCII format or one that includes
the program's folio markers and attri
bute codes.
If you don't want your database
changed, Folio Views lets you lock a
database with passwords so that an end
user can only view information and not
change it.

Electronic Publishing Perils
My trials using Folio Views included
creating databases of two years' worth of
BYTE text (about 20 megabytes), one
month of the Washington Post down
loaded from The Source (about 6 mega
bytes), the King James Bible (about 4.5
megabytes), about 1.2 megabytes of BIX
conference messages, and all my E-mail
on file (about 1.9 megabytes).
I learned that electronic publishing is
not necessarily easy. Unfortunately, Fo
lio Views does not make a database auto
matically. First, I had to insert folio
markers (Control-E) in appropriate
places in the text. For example, I figured
I'd just tell my word processor to go
through the 20 megabytes of BYTE text
and insert a folio marker wherever two
hard carriage returns occurred. But it
wasn't that easy. Paragraphs in some ar
ticles were separated by only one car
riage return and an indentation of one or
more spaces or tabs. I also had to strip
out some of the editing codes that BYTE
uses.
continued
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THE OTHER DOS

• Full DOS application support
• large disk partitions 
greater than 32 megabytes
• LIM 4.0 expanded memory
support
• Graphical icon-based user
interface
• Fully executable from ROM
• Quick and easy installation
• Password protection for
files and directories
• Full screen text editor
• Multiple command line recall
• Built-in help for utilities
• Backed by the Digital
Research commitment to
quality service and support

You don't have t.o look t.oo closely t.o see
how DR DOS stacks up against the compe
tition. With an added set of features and
capabilities, DR DOS gives you proven capa
bility and flexibility in a superior alternative
for any system. Whether you use a hand-held
computer, a lapt.op, a diskless workstation,

• Full DOS application support
• Large disk partitions - greater
than 32 megabytes (DOS 4 only)
• LIM 4.0 expanded memory
support (DOS 4 only)
• Graphical character-based
user interface (DOS 4 only)

a portable or a powerful full-sized system
with specialized applications, DR DOS gives
you everything you need t.o make the right
choice. Obviously.
For more information: Systems
Integrators and OEMs call Digital
Research at 800-443-4200.

l!ID DIGITAL RESEARCH ®

DR DOS™
THE BESTCHOICE.
Digital Research and the Digital Research logo are registell!d trademarks, and DR DOS is a trademark of Digital Research Inc. Copyright© 1989, Digital Research Inc. All righls reserved.
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The Trouble with Indexing
!though Folio Views is not the first
program to try to manage large
text files, it does it with a new twist in
indexing technology. Most developers
recognize the inverted index as the best
and fastest form of indexing. But an in
verted index has some serious limita
tions: namely, that the index is typically
30 percent to 100 percent the size of the
original text file, and changing the text
file requires the time-consuming chore
of reindexing the entire file.
Here's how an inverted index works.
Say you wanted to build an inverted in
dex for a 100-word text file. You would
extract all the unique words and alpha
betize them. Then you would use that
list of words, which would be nearly as
big as the text file itself, as the basis of
the index. Beside each word, you would
write the location of each occurrence of
the word in the text. That's typically
done by counting how many bytes from
the top of the file each occurrence sits.
What you end up with is a list of words
and, beside each word, a string of num
bers that represent the locations for
every time the word appears in the text.
That seems simple, but what if you
change, say , the fiftieth word in the
text? You have to update the locations of
every word that follows it. That may not
be so hard with a 100-word file, but if

A

Now none of this is particularly diffi
cult-I used XyWrite' s macro language
to automate the process. But when you ' re
dealing with 20 megabytes of text, the
process takes a long , long time. My sys
tem ran constantly for days while I pre
pared all the files. I wish Folio Views did
some of this work for you. For example,
the Create program , which converts the
ASCII files to a database, should have an
option to insert folio markers on the fly
based on parameters that you set.
After I had prepared all the data, I ran
the Create program, which does two
things: First it compresses the text, and
then it indexes it. You can convert a sin
gle file into a Folio Views database or set
up a parameter file that gives the Create
program a list of files and existing Folio
Views databases to convert into one big
database.
All this works well, provided there are
no errors or extraneous characters in
your parameter file . I set up a parameter
file that listed the BYTE text files (each
204
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you have several megabytes, it becomes
a difficult chore. That's why some text
retrieval programs reindex the entire
file after an update or don't allow up
dates at all.
Folio Views uses what its developers
call " sparse inversion." Rather than
storing a list of precise byte offsets to
point to word occurrences, it stores a list
of the folios that contain the word. For
example, even if the word "the" ap
pears 20 times in a folio, the program
stores a single pointer for that folio .
When a search brings up a folio, the
program highlights the search words or
phrases. To save more space, it uses a
proprietary method for compressing the
folio pointers.
All the indexing is done during the
second of two passes over the text.
During the first pass, Folio Views com
presses the text, again using a propri
etary method. The program's develop
ers say that they steered away from the
space-efficient Huffman encoding in
favor of a scheme that could decompress
more quickly .
Together , the text compression ,
pointer list compression, and sparse in
version give Folio Views its speed.
Those techniques also give it the ability
to store a complete database in as little
as half the space of the original file .

file contained one issue). The problem I
had was that XyWrite embedded an in
visible (null) character at the beginning
of the file that the Create program inter
preted as a delimiter. I didn't know that
at first. I just got an error message saying
that I needed to specify an output file,
which I had in fact done.
Even when I loaded the parameter pro
gram into the Folio Views word proces
sor, the extraneous character causing the
problem did not appear. Later, when I
had removed that character, I had a simi
lar problem with the end-of-file marker
placed by XyWrite. This time I got an
"Unable to open" message. Surely the
error checking can be made more precise.
It would have helped if the program
had told me how much disk space I
needed to do a conversion. For the BYTE
text, which the program compressed into
about 13 megabytes (including the in
dex), I thought 17 megabytes of free disk
space would be enough. I was wrong .
After the Create program ran for about 4

hours, it aborted with an "Insufficient
disk space" message. Eventually, I was
successful, and my 10-MHz Hyundai
286c took 51h hours to create the BYTE
text database. The process made me want
an 80386 system. Creating a smaller
database is quicker; I converted my 1.2
megabyte file in less than 9 minutes.
Even if you're not interested in creat
ing your own Folio Views database , you
may still come face to face with Folio
Views. Several l.arge publishing houses
plan to publish text databases in the Folio
Views format using a run-time version of
the program called Preview. Preview
gives you all the search capability , but
not the customization, of Folio Views .
Preview is also distributed with Novell's
NetWare.
If you want to publish electronically,
Folio sells Views Publish, which is a
developer's kit for putting Folio Views
databases together. If you just want to
distribute your database internally , you
can use Folio Views ' Chop and Load pro
grams. Chop breaks a dat~base into
floppy disk-size pieces , and Load puts it
together again.
Folio Views comes with one database ,
America, that will probably help you set
tle some bets in the office. It contains
The Constitution, the Declaration of In
dependence , and several important Su
preme Court case rulings .

The Big View
Folio Views has its faults, the biggest of
which is the slow text scrolling. I'd like
to see the error trapping improved, too.
And while I'm making out a wish list, I'd
like the Create program to provide an es
timate of how much time it will take to
make a database and how much disk
space it will need. Moreover, it would be
nice to have some of the creation process
automated.
Yet even with those shortcomings, I've
found Folio Views very useful. It's made
organizing large amounts of information
practical for me. Because of the com
pression, I didn't have to buy another
hard disk drive. Because of the speed, I
don't have to take a coffee break when I
initiate a search. The good far outweighs
the bad.
I see Folio Views as a breakthrough
product. Its indexing and compression
techniques have pushed that technology
to the point of being truly useful. If
you've been looking for a way to manage
large amounts of text , this is it. •

Dennis Allen is a BYTE senior technical
editor. He can be reached on BIX as
"dallen. "
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Ours only wins in three of th6n.
1. How fast does it install.

We have no competition In this category. LANLlnk sX installs
In about fifteen minutes. and it doesn't take a technician to do it.
Since LANLlnk SX uses St:andard parallel or RS-232 serial ports.
installing a network means little more than connecting the cable
and loading the software.
With hardware LANs, installation can easily take two daysone to set it up and one to tweak it. And it also takes someone
who really knows what he's doing. 'That Is, someone expensive.

2• How fast does it transmit.

Okay, this is the category we don't win: the hardware LANs
are generally a little quicker. At. least. they are under optimal condi
tions, which is how they rate themselves.
But LANLlnk SX is pretty quick. too. At. half a megabit per secorxl.
it5 way out ahead of any other software LAN. and righ,t at the heels
of the hardware types. Which. of course, are far more expensive.

3. How fast does it maintain.

The real cost of a network is not so much the initial price as It is
the contirJuing outlay f'or maintenance-adapting it to changing needs.
'That's something LANLlnk SX does practically on Its own. '

Running under PC-MOS/388" or Pt:-DOS, It turns your.Server PC
Into a multi-tasking controller, driving a truly expandable'LAN that
is easily and quickly upgradable.
A hardware LAN, on the other hand, becomes obsolete as new
technology is introduced. And. to keep the network up and running
as applications change. you need the attentions of a technician, on
a continuing basis. A very well-paid technician.

4 • How fast can you pay for it.

Now we've arrived at the bottom line. where LANLlnk 5X is
toughest to beat You can Install a five-user LANUnk network for
about the same cost as the LAN board In a board-driven network.
On top of that. factor in what you save on installation and malnte·
nance time. and the difference is pretty dramatic.
lANUnk SX i? available immediately. and it comes with a money
back. guarantee. Its price of $595 includes a server and a satellite
module plus the network operating
system Additional satellites are avail
able for $125.

""'-J...JU.:.U.L.U.Jlll
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For complete details on the fast
est software-driven network avail·
- - ,=.;;;; =

able. call 800·451-LINK.
==::: ~ : .· .E:::E.
lANUnk SX. Because three out
.
.
.
of four ain't bad ..··.··
. . .
THE SOFlWAfilf UNK
3577 Parkway Lane. Norcross. GA 30092 (404) 448-5465 FAX (464) 263-6474
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FOR COMPUTER & ACCESSORIES

CAll TOll FREE: 1 ·800·882-2802
FOR FAX, TYPEWRITERS & DICTATION EQUIPT.

CAll TOll FREE: 1·800·223·7323
IN N.Y. STATE CALL: 1·212-947-5290
HOURS: Mon. Tru. Thurs. 9AM Tiii &PM, Fri. 9AM THI 1:30PM, Sun. 9:30AM THI SPM, Closed On Sat.

DESKTOPS

PRINTERS

EPSON

Equity L
1OM Hz, 640K, 2-3.5 720K Drives,
Supertwlst Backlit Display

w/Free Laptlnk

1044.95
Equity LT w/20MB Hard Drlve . 1487.00"

DESKPRO 286, 12MHz, 1.2 Floppy Drive,
Seegate 40MB Hod ll<1ve (4-0ms)2085.00
CoMPAO SLT/288 Portablew/40MB Hard
Drive . ............. ,,, .. , ....• CALL

-~
LQ-510.

24 Pin, Narrow carriage, 180 CP
Draft, 60 CPS NLQ, Advanced

Smartpark Paper Handling

si!!:'!~. ~ls ~~?.~~:!~oo

CALL

Sport< 1.flo!>py Drive, & 1·20MB H.D.1789.95

New LX-810 . CALL
L0-850 . , , • , CALL
L0-1050 .• , . CALL
FX·850 ,,,, 339,75

1200 Modem f/Oatavlew ... . . ... 149.75

MITSUBISHI
2HL w/20MB Hard Drive . .. . . .2359.75
21BL w/40MB Hard Drtve . .... •2888.75

TOSHIBA

ZENITH
1114-1 .... 1439.00 1114-2 .•• . 2145.00
Su~ 288 Model 20 w/20MB Herd
Oriwl . . .. . ...... . ........... 2"5.75
288 w/40MB Hald Oriwl .••.... 3367.75
388 w/40MB Hald Drtve ....... 41119.75

NEC
PROSPEED 388 .......... , , •.. CAU
ULTRAUGHT 2MB ........... .. CAU
Muldapaad HD ............... 1889.75

SHARP

~2 w/&IOK, 2-Floppy Drtves & Becklll

Monitor . . . . •. . .. . . ..... • . . .. . 819.75

•Price after mfr. rebate
UpTo$200

AST PREMIUM 286

UF-140 . .. . . CALL
UF-2SO . IN STOCK

U~· 150 . IN

STOCK
UF-260 .IN STOCK

1597.75

NEC

NDIAST8RAV02H8MHz, 1.2Flop
py, 40M8 Hard Drive (40ms) . , . 1229.75

EPSON

EOUnY 1 + , 1-360!< Floppy Drive, 1·20MB
Hard Drive ... ,. ...... ., ....... CALL

Laptop Accessories
WORLD POOT 2400 Modem/Fax .CALL
New! DICONIX 150 Plus Printer .. CALL

~~WN
WORD PROCESSORS

FAX 630 . ..

FaxPhone 15 CAU
FaxPhone 25 CALL
FAX 270 .... CALL
FAX <SO .... CALL

'4Rlco'H

FAX-25E .... CAU
FAX-ME .... CAU

705 .••. CAU

FAX·35 ..... CAU
FAX·75E .... CAU

MURATA

TYPEWRITERS
XL-1500 . ,,, CALL
XD-5600 .• , . CALL

XL-4600 ,,,. CALL
XD-7600 .•• . CALL

WP & Typerwrlter Acc•H.
PWP 51art·Rlle Ktt.. ............ 39.85
Typrwriler Start·Rlle Kit ••• , ..••.. 39.ts
Printwheels ., .••••• , .... .... .. 10,IS
Mulli Slllke Fiim ........... . Dz. 74.95
Correctable Fiim .••..•....•• Dz. 34.95
Lift-Off Co"9Cllng Cusette ... Dz. 44.95

N£WI M-900 ................. .CALL
M-1200 .. . . 599.90 M·1600 •••• 699.90

Cover-Up Correcting CUMtte . Dz. 41.ts

PANASONIC

CoronaCalc .•. .. •.•. . • . . • . .•.. 44.ts
Sheet Feeder f/PWP-5000 •.. , .. 139.BO

KX·F 60 .... CALL KX·F 100 .. .CALL
KX·F 120 ... CALL KX·F 220 .• .CALL
KX·F 320 .. .. .. .. .
.. ...... CALL

TOSHIBA
3300 . . . . . . 959.80

Price Break
3700 .. . .. 1198.90

Model 30100SANYCi , . . .. 758.90
515H . .. IN STOCK

SF·200 . IN STOCK

Data-Disks ........... , ..... k

34.85

Panasonic

KX-W1000 \'Vord Proc:ellOr .. • . .• CALL
KX-W1500 Word Proceaaor .. IN STOCK
KX·W1510 WP w/Sheelleeder ...• CALL
KX· R430 . ..• CALL KX·R440 .•. . CALL
KX·RSOO Word Proceaor TypewrtlerCALL
Accessories .. .. ......•.......• CALL

BROTHER
FAX 200. , .......... . ........ .CAU
FAX 210 w/Answering Machine .. . CAU

FAX PAPER

eY.r • Jr98 •. ..• 48.15 ein • x184' .•. 59.90
81k• x328 '. . • . . .••• • •• , •••••.• 74.95
FAX Cleaning Kit ..
. .... 29.95

2200 ............... ,, .. SSl.00
PS200 ., ................ 4tt.H
P5300 ....... ,. ..... ,, .. 949.H
P9.. .. ................ .. CALL
LC-880 Poallettpt LAMr ,, .:IOlt.00

OKIDATA
OKIDATA 393 .. . . . ... ... ... , 1011.00

STAR
NX· 1000 . .. 11t,90 NX· 1000C .. 11t.OO
NX-1000 Rainbow . •...••..... .221.00

PRINTER SALEI

DICONIX 300 Wide Prlnler . .... .401.75
NEWI H.P. Deskjel Plus . . .. .. , .. CALL
H.P. LuerJet II wlToner .... .. ... CALL
APPLE lmagewrller II . ......... 431.00

WP-80 Word Processor... , ...... CALL
WP·75 Word Proc"8<J< ...••••••. CALL
WP-80 Word Proc- .•. • •••••. CAU
AX-26 ...... CAU AX·28 ...... CAU

Accessories ............. , , ,. .. CAU

INTEL 8 0 2 J P . : t e l. . •• 209.00
NEWI INTEL Above Board Pluo •. 315,00
INTEL 388PC Piggyback w/1MB .357,00
AST Rampage Plus .••....•..•. 3n.7S
Laser Conneclion Jetscripl. .••. 1135.75
NEW! Logi1ech Mouse .•...•••. . 14.ta
NEW! Logi1ech Scanman •.• . .•• 111.00
DFI HS-3000 Scanner .......... 1'7.79
HP Pro Collection .•.. _••...•.• 2Sl.OO
IQ Engineering Canridge ••••.•• 375.0D
MICROSOFT Mach 20 ...... " . 315.75
MICROSOFT Mouse ............ ti.IS
PLUS 20MB Cord .. . .. ......... CALL
TOSHIBA 3V1"720K DflWI w/Kll ., . 88,00

!~~~!:lv~:'~u~. '. . ~ctn~~

NEWI PARADISE VGA Pluo 18 .. 2tl.90
PARADISE VGA Profeaslonll . , • . •CALL
Newl HERCULES VGA Card .. , . 171.00
ATI VGA Wonder 258K . . ••. .••• 2n.oo
NEWI NEC Mulllsync llA Monllor • . CALL
NEC Mullloync 3D . ............ est.75
SEIKO 1430 Monitor . • . .. ••.. . . HI. 75
SONY 1302 Monllor W/Sland •••• 133.50
PRINCETON Ultraoync .• , .•.•. ,412.00

Modems/Fax Cards
Newt HAYES Personal Modlm . , 135.00
EVEREX 12008 Modem ......... CAU
us Robollco 9600 ............. 179.75
COMPLETE PC Fu 4600 ••••.• 235.00
QUADRAM JI Fax Internal 4800 . 114.75

PRINTER RIBBONS
NEC P7/P3 Ribbon .............. 4.t l
OKIDATA 292 Ribbon .....• . •.•. . 5.l t
EPSON Orignal EX-800/1000 Color15.31

DISKETTES

~

EXECUTIVE MD·2D .......... .. I .75
EXECUTIVE MD2·HD ., .. ,, .... . 14.tl
EXECUTIVE MF/DD .• ,, ••• ,., •. 11.49

Dictation

iui;
OLYMPUS Pe•rlcorder

PWP·2000 .. CALL PWP-3000 •• CALL
PWP-5000 .. CALL PWP·100C ,. CALL
PWP-7000LT Laplop ............ CALL

i=AXPHONE

FaxPhone 8.CALL
FaxPhone 20 CAU
FAX 225 .... CALL
FAX 350 .... CAU

NEC
NEC
NEC
NEC
NEC

320 ... .... 3st.OO 390 ...... . 489.H

COMPATIBLES
IBM·XT Compatlble, 1-380 Floppy Drive,
1·20MB Hard Drlva .. , ..•..• ... 709.95
IBM·AT Compallble, 12MHz, 512K, 1.2
Floppy Drive, Seagate 40MB Hard Drive
(28mo) . .. . ..... . . .. .... . .. , 1219.00
VENDEX Headalart II .•.••••••.. CALL

FO.OOO •••• . CALL
FQ.<120 ..... CALL
F0-700 • • , • • CALL

canon

TOSHIBA

(Sold In Store Only)
NEWI Expre11wrlter 301 .•••••••. CALL

SHARP
F0-220 .•• , . CAU
Fo.330 .... . CALL
F0-550 .• ,,. CALL

KX·P 1181 . 175.75 KX·P 1191.214.75
KX·P 1124 .......... .. ........ CALL
PANASONIC Luer Prinlor . . • ' . 12n.oo

10 MHz, 512K, 1.2 Floppy Drive,
Seagate 40MB Hard Drive (40ms)

FAX MACHINES TYPEWRITERS
PANAF~ & Word Proo=
m

L0-950 . , , , . CAU
L0-2550 ,, . 121.75
FX-1050 ••• 449.ts

PANASONIC

(aolcl In 8tore Onlvl

T· 1000 ••••• CALL T-1200F/FB . CALL
T·1200HB ...... . . .. . . ..... ... . CALL
NEWI T·1600 •..• . •.•.•.•.•... . CALL
NEWI T-5200 .............. ... . CALL
T-3200fT-5100 . ....... . ........ CALL

EX-800 ..... CALL

HARDWARE SOFTWARE

L·200 ., •• , 129.80 5-907 ,,,,,, 35.80
S·911 ...... 51.90 S-930 ...... l t.90
T-1010 Transcriber . . •• ,,. ,., • . 111.90
S·804 . . ..• 119.95 S-810 . •••• 189.95
T-100 • . .•• 289.95 T·2020 ,.,, 229.90

PANASONIC
RN-15 ... . . 129.90 RN-36 .•... 179.90
RN-89 . ..•.. 79,90 RN-105 •. . .. 29.90
RN·115 .... . 39.90 RN·125 . . ..• 53.90
RR·900 •... 179.90 RR-970 .... 249.90
RR·980 ....... ,, ..... , ... , ... 279.90

SANYO

TR~100 .•. CALL

TRC-5880 ., . 79.90
TRC-2550 ............. . ...... 149.90
TRC-5200 .. 229.90 TRC-5020 .. 11'.tO
TRC-4300 .. 227.90 TRC-4030 .. 175.90
TRC-8000A.227.90 TRC-8010A . 1t5.90
TR~700 .. 239.90 TRC-8070 .• 115.90
TRC-9100 .. 2st.90 TRC-9010 .. 1tl.90

SONY
M·100B . .. . 219.90 M·740 . .. .. . 35.90
M·750V .. , .. 49.tO TCM-SOOOEV .311.IO
BM·12 .. .... CALL BM·17 ,, ,. .. CALL
BM-560 .... . CALL Bl-500 ..... . CALL
BM·75 .. .... CALL BM-80 . ,. ,, . CALL
BM-815T . .. .CALL BM-820 . .... CALL

NORELCO
585 ..... ... 99.90
NT-lie • . . , . 134.85
NT·VI ...•. 219.90
MC-Ill • •. , . 184.15
2595 ........ . ... "
205 ....... 287.90
510 .. " ... 31111.90
MC{IOOO ••. 2tt.90
2505 .... .. 3tl.90

592 .... " . 111.10
NT·V ... , , . 1tt,t5
NT-VII .. , • . 247.90
MC-IV .. , , . 1tt.t5
.......... 119.90
505 .... ". 319.90
805 ....... 829.90
MC-4000 .•. 379.90
2510 ...... 334.ts

WORDPERFECT ,. . ... .. .... , . 224.95
APPLAUSE Perieel Add\lion .• • , • •28.75
AVERY List & Mall . ............ 37.95
NEWI SAMNA AMI .. ........... CALL
NOTA BENE 3.0 .. ........... . 235.00
XV Wrtle w/AI A Corte ......... 214.75
WORDSTAR Legal .. .. ........249.95
WORDSTAR Pro 5.5 .. ......... 114.71
GRAMMATIK Ill ................ 41.99
LASER Go .. ................. 159.75
MATH CA00 .,, .............. 197.00
AOOBE Fonls ............... .. CAU
BITSREAM Fonls ............. .CAU
GENERIC Doi Plot ............. 25.75
PER: FORM by Delo!fna .••• • • • • 139.00
MICROORAFX Deslgnw .• , •• , •• 425.00
XEROX Prof. Ex1enslon . •••• , , . 374.00
ALDUS Pagemakar ............ 445.00
HARVARD Graphics ........... 286.75
LASER Torq .. .. .. ............ . CALL
ZENOORAPH Pixie .,,.,,.,,, •. 107.H
PFS Flral Publisher . .. .. . ,. .... . It.DO
PROCOM Plus .. ........... , .. . 42,95
NEW! LUCID 3D ............... 59.00
IMPRESS .. . , .............. , •• 79.95
LOTUS 1·2-3 ................. .CALL
LOTUS Agenda ............... 247,75
Q & A ....................... . CllLL
ASK Sam . ...... ,, ........... 185.00
D'Bue IV ........ " ....... " .. CALL
GENIFER by Bytel. ,,., ••••• , , . 18t.t5
DATAEASE 4.0 ...............479.00
FOXBASE Plus ............... 117,75
PARADOX 3.0 .. ...............CAU
FRAMEWORK lll .............. 3M.OO
INTUIT Quicken ., ............ . .31.95
DAC Euy Accounting 3.0 ... . .. .57,00
BPI Genenil Accounting ..... ,. .. CAU
ONE Write Plus ............... 125.00
NOLO Wiii Maker. ............. 30.ts
BACK 11. .. .. ................. 51.75
FASTBACK Pluo ., ••• , .• ,,,,, .. 97.00
SPINRITE .• , • , .. , ... , .. , •• , •.. 41.t l
388 MAX ...... . ............. .54.75
TRAVELING Soltware Viewllnk ..• 85.75
NORTON Advanced Utll/lles .••• . . 71.95
BORLAND Turbo Pascal. • • •• , , .. 13.50
BORLAND Turbo C Pro .• . . , •• . 157.00
BLOCK Personal Lawer . . •.••• , . 34.95
DESKVIEW . . .............. .. 75.00
TOPS tor DOS ........... , .... 103.95

TEL'E PHONES

Panasonic
Footu.. Telophanoa
KX·T 2335 .. 32 .90 KX·T 2365 . . 55.90

Multl-UnePhonea
II. ... 4tl.90
.......... .. CAU
P~ . . . .. 799.90 P~RE , , , 881.90
NEW! PC-7 Zoom Copier . , , , , , . 939.90
Black Canrldgae ... . .. . .. . .... . 79.15
8'hx11 Paper (5000 ahoela) . •••• . 49.50

CALCULATORS
& DATABANKS
rs~ HEWL.ETT

HP·10~~nas~~~.~~-~'?

. 31.45
HP· 12C Financial. .............. 58.90
HP-148 Business .••••••••••••. . 11.90
HP-178 Business . ... .. .. ..••• . . 75.IO
HP· 19B Business Consultant n.. 125.90
HP-205 Scientific . .. . .. . . . .• , , •. 39.90
HP·22S Algebraic Sclenttftc .•• , •• 43.90
HP·27S Scienlillc . . ....... , •• , .. 74 .15
HP·28S Advanced Sclenlillc .,,, . 182.90
HP·32S RPN Sclenlillc ., ..... , .. 52.ts
HP-41CV .. 119.90 HP-41CX ,. lit.ts
HP-4~S APN Scientific . • ••••••.. U .IO
HP tnlrared Printer.m ···· " ·'°

mmHww

ORGANISER 11-XP . , .. . .. •• . • , . 198.90

SHARP

OZ·7000 trlZARO . , • , , . • , • .IN STOCK
WIZARD Acceaortes . •••••••••.. CALL
EL..S230 Auto Dialer .• . • , •..••.. 39.80
EL~H Dial Master . ..•••••. . 53.80

CASIO

SF-4000 32K Dig ii al Diary .. . ..••. 89.90
SF-1000 a.o.s.s. 32K Digi1al D1ary111.90
SF-7500 8.0.S.S. 64K Dig~al Olary111.90
SF-8000 a.o.s.s. 64K Digital Dlary20l.90
FC.1000 F1nanclal Consuttant .••. CALL

KJC.T 3122 .• 58.90 KX·T 3145 . . 17.90
KX·T 3155 . . 75,90 KX·T 3170 . 139.to
INTEGAATED PHONES
KX·T 2365 .. 12.80 KX·T 2830 . 105.90
KX·T 2429 . 135.90 KX·T 2430 . 101.90
VA-8045 ..... .... . . . .. .. .. , .. 149.90
An•wert"g MachtnH Speclala
KX·T 1412 .. 59.tO KX-T 1418 . .88.90
KJC.T 1423 .• 15.90 KX·T 1424 .. 69.10
KX·T 1427 LCD wmme Announce109.90
KX·T 1600 . •89,90 KX·T 1720.109.90
CORDLESS PHONES
KX·T 3000 . 111.tO KX·T 3807 .. 59,90
KX·T 3823 .. 70.80 KX·T 3824 .. 19.90
KX·T 3832 .. 83.90 KX·T 3880 . 125.90
KX·T 3900 w12·Keypeds ........ 123.90
KX-T 4200 w/Answering Machine . 145.90

Freedom PhoN
FF-1700 Cotd4ea "TOtl llafed"109.90

BuslneH Key Systems
PANASONIC
2 Line lnlegrwted lnlen:om Syotom
VA-9200 Syslem {1·9210, 2-9230)389.90
VA-9210 Electronic ControHer . .•• 124.IO
VA 9230 2 Line phone w/Speaker124.90
VA-614 4-Llne Sy1tem
VA-81410 Key Service Unit . .• ,, . CAU
VA.a1421 Phone wJSpeakerphone.CALL
VA-61422 Speakerphone w/LCO . .CALL
VA-81423 Speakerphone w/BLF .• .CALL
VA-208 2-Llne Syelem
VA-20810 Key Syotarn Unll .. , ... . CALL
VA-20821 Phone w/Speaker . •••• . CALL
KX·Tl18 fl.Line Syatem
KX·T81810 Conlrol Untt ......... CAU
KX·T81820 Phone w/Speaker. . . . .CALL
KX·T81&30 Speakerphone w/LCD .CALL

FREEDOM PHONE
FS-2411 6-line Service Unit. .... . .CALL
F$«l0 Basic Statlon . . , •••••••• •CAU
FS-900 Ellecutlve Stallon .. .. ....CAU

VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS, OPTIMA It DISCOVER CARDS ACCEPTE.D
OUR GUARANTEE: DefactNe goods wlft be replaced or repaJred If re1urnad within 10 Days Jn original packing, mklt condlUon, b'ank warranty card, detahd le11ar or explanation & copy of Invoice. No return privtlege on aoftware.
II found defective, We wlll advise customer how to consull manufacturer for WlllTantee service. For Cultomer Servtce: Pleue Call (212) 947-5295. Not Responsible for 'typographical errors. We raeerve the right to limit quantlUes.
TO OROER by MAIL: Plaue eend money order or cet11fled check for UPS shfpmen1 on most Items. Personal check delays your order by 15 days.
Shipping Ii H1ndllng: Handling Charge; 2% plus 5.95. Shipping Charge; 0.65 per lb. Estimate minimum shipping 5.95. Tot.II ch111Q8 at time of ordor. Shipping & Handling charges are not refundable.
INGUIAE - u l NEXT DAY AIR or 2nd DAY AIR Shipmen!, N.Y, Sblo Roalclenta odd TAX.

~'S'Cu,,7 ~E
PHOTO & SUPPLY CORP.

MAIL ORDER1 Dept BY,120 We•t 31•t Street, N.Y.,N.Y. 10001(Tel.1·212·947·12801
MANHATTAN STORE: 120 WHt 31•t. Street, N.Y.,N.Y. 10001(Tel.1·212·11414-3182)
SCARSDALE, NY STORE1 411 Centr•I Ave. (Scar8dale Pll1zal SCARSDALE,N.Y. 10538 (Tel. 1·814-723-1331)
N. Y.C. Consumer Affairs Ucense Number: 800193
Circle 109 on R.ealhr Service Canl
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APPLICATION REVIEW

The Flying
Spreadsheet
Put WingZ on your
numbers for presentation
graphics, customization,
and high speed
Don Crabb

T

hink of WingZ as a presentation
spreadsheet for the Macintosh.

Sure, it does what all the other
spreadsheets do, but it also pro
vides flexible, presentation-quality
charts based on your worksheets.
WingZ is also fast. It can speed
through recalculation so quickly that it's
liable to give Microsoft's Excel and Ash
ton-Tate's Full Impact a serious run for
the money.
WingZ runs on the Mac Plus, SE, or
SE/30, or members of the Mac II family .
The program comes with a getting
started video (VHS format) called
"Learn to Fly." The package also in
cludes two manuals: a user's manual,
which includes a tutorial (tutorial files
are also included on a separate disk), and
a reference manual. If you've used a
Macintosh spreadsheet program before,
you won't have any problem learning to
useWingZ.
But WingZ is different from the other
major spreadsheet programs. It is really
an integrated program that consists of a
basic worksheet, a presentation work
sheet, and a custom worksheet.

Three Faces of a Worksheet
The basic worksheet includes the kind of
powerful number-crunching features
that you find in other Macintosh spread
sheet programs, such as Excel, or in
spreadsheets for the PC. To help you

build financial, budgetary, or analytical
models, WingZ includes more than 140
arithmetic, logical, database, algebraic,
financial, statistical, trigonometric, and
other functions that you ca11 incorporate
into any cell formula.
The basic worksheet also includes the
usual flat-file database commands that
let you use the program as a rudimentary
column (representing fields) and row
(representing records) database. Besides
numbers, WingZ commands can manip
ulate worksheet text, logical values,
dates, and times. Like other spreadsheet
programs, it includes automatic recalcu
lation when formulas change, but you can
also switch this feature off to make it eas
ier to edit a large worksheet.
WingZ ' s basic worksheet includes
multisheet capability. You can link as
many sheets together as you want (within
the limits of available memory) to help
organize information better or to distrib
ute your analysis into logically separate
sheets. Updating one sheet automatically
updates those sheets that are linked, so
they always maintain their parallel
structures.
The presentation worksheet includes a
graphics layer that sits on top of the basic
open worksheets. It includes two- and
three-dimensional color charts, a draw
ing environment for customizing those
charts and creating others from scratch,
and presentation aids for creating on-line
slide shows, reports, overhead foils, and
35mm slides. You can create an interac
tive worksheet with WingZ for building
demos for novices.
The program includes five drawing
tools for annotating existing charts and
creating new ones: line, arc, rectangle,
oval, and polygon. Besides these tools, it
includes many fill patterns, 24-bit color
support (for more than 16 million
colors), multiple line widths, arrow
heads, and borders.
Charts in the presentation layer are
linked dynamically to a cell or a range of
cells in a corresponding worksheet.

When you update the worksheet, you
also update the charts. WingZ ha~ 20
different built-in chart types, including
bar, line, pie, combination three-dimen
sional, and scatterplots.
The custom worksheet gives you the
ability to customize the program to suit
your work. WingZ is built on a scripting
language called HyperScript, and the
basic scripts that define the preset user
interface are included with the package.
You can alter these scripts to work like
any other spreadsheet on the market or to
create a custom application. This cus
tomization capability sets WingZ apart
from the likes of Excel, Full Impact, Tra
peze, and MacCalc.
The program can also record scripts
directly, akin to the way that Excel
records macros. Once a script is re
corded, you can edit it just like any pro
gramming language.
The worksheet screen looks a lot like
most other Mac spreadsheets, dominated
by the ever-present Macintosh menu bar.
Below the menu bar, you'll find the title
bar for the worksheet that's open, an en
try bar that shows the contents of the
current cell, a tool box on the left side
that holds the drawing and graphics
tools, some special quick-scroll naviga
tion arrows, the worksheet grid, and the
usual horizontal and vertical scroll bars.
For the most part, it's pretty standard
stuff.
The graphics layer (whc:n invoked) sits
on top of the worksheet grid, as does the
editing window for HyperScript. You
can also have on-line help windows open
while the worksheet remains active.

Programming in HyperScript
HyperScript is a complete worksheet
based programming language. It in
cludes complex data structures, such as
matrices and records; functional ab
straction, such as user-defined func
tions; HyperTalk-style ON-handlers,
messages, and objects; loops (WHILE
continued
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perScript's similarity to Pascal and
HyperTalk will help experienced pro
grammers get started, but the differ
ences will have to be learned-some
thing that's not easy if you're a regular
Pascal and HyperTalk coder.
Nonetheless, HyperScript is power
ful, and it provides more computing ca
pability than the macro language of Ex
cel or the Full Talk language of Full
Impact. In many ways, HyperScript
breaks new programming ground for the
Mac by providing the tools to create a
self-modifying application.

WingZ

Company
lnformix Software, Inc.
16011 College Blvd.
Lenexa, KS 66219
(800} 331-1763
Format
Two SOOK-byte 3V2-inch floppy disks
Hardware Needed
Mac Plus, SE, or SE/30, or Mac II family

Documentation
User's manual, reference manual, quick
reference card, and videompe tutorial

Snazzy Graphics

Price
$399

Inquiry 882.

and FOR constructions); selection
structures, such as IF . .. THEN and
CASE; assignment statements; regular
expressions; and local and global
variables.
·
To support the HyperScript language,
WingZ provides an editing window, the
ability to record script commands by
watching the actions that take place on
the screen (like the macro recorder in
Excel), and a script compiler that does
extensive syntax and error checking.
HyperScript looks something like a
cross between Pascal and HyperTalk, al
though it also has some extensions for
handling WingZ objects. But Hyper
Script is not for the faint-hearted. Even
with its handy recording function, build
ing a WingZ application requires pre
vious experience at program design,
algorithm construction, and coding. Hy

There's no doubt you can create snazzy
graphics using WingZ. Even someone
with zero artistic capability, like me, can
pump Qut basic graphical information,
even dazzling charts, ofjust about every
variety. The three-dimensional graphics
types will remind you of those available
in Wolfram's Mathematica (see "Sym
bolic Math on the Mac" by Peter
Wayner, January BYTE).
Creating charts and linking them to a
worksheet is simple-much simpler, in
fact, than doing so in Excel. WingZ
charts are not separate documents like
those in Excel, so the graphics envi
ronment is always available as a layer that
can be placed on top of any worksheet.
The program is not as handy, how
ever, for producing general-purpose pre
sentations. It's not as powerful as More
II, Cricket Presents, Persuasion, or
PowerPoint when it comes to making
presentations, since it lacks many of
their organizational capabilities. For ex
ample, while More II is based on the
proven More outliner, WirigZ lacks such
an outliner (although you could conceiv
ably create one using HyperScript).

Table 1: Benchmark test results. WingZ performs notably faster than
Microsoft's Excel.

Maese•
Savage
Recalc
Scroll right
Load file
Save file
Budget recalc

Mac112

WlngZ1.0

Excel 1.5

WlngZ1.0

Excel 1.5

3.1
3.5
30.5
3.3
2.0
37.3

14.1
7.1
63.8
14.8
18.3
68.6

1.9
1.4
15.3
1.6
0.9
18.4

6.9
3.2
39.2
6.8
9.9
29.9

'Standard Mac SE with 1 megabyte of RAM, a 20-megabyte Apple internal hard disk drive, minimal System,
Finder (no MultiFinder). minimal fonts, cdevs. and tNITs; no RAM cache.
•Standard Mac II with 8 megabytes of RAM , a 40-megabyte Apple internal hard disk drive, minimal System,
Finder (no MultiFinder), 8 lonts, 7 cdevs, and no INITs.
Note: Each test was repeated 10 times; the results reported are the means. Tlllll!S are in seconds.

Given that WingZ's presentation capabil
ities are built into an already first-rate
spreadsheet, the compromises made to
keep the program small enough to be fast
and reasonably priced are good ones. If
your presentation needs are basic or pri
marily consist of charts, WingZ does the
job nicely.

Top-Gun Performance
To give WingZ a fair shake, I used it as
my everyday spreadsheet, converting my
Excel worksheets for use in the program
and creating new ones using the pro
gram. I kept careful track of the calcula
tions WingZ made, to verify its accu
racy. None of the checking I did (using a
hand calculator) revealed any calculation
errors.
Two things struck me while using
WingZ: First, it's easy to use for basic
worksheet calculations and for charting,
but the HyperScript language is not as
easy to master as I thought it would be.
Second, the program's Go menu is too
condensed-it contains too many sub
menus . A better strategy would have
been to add one more menu-bar listing,
perhaps splitting out the important Select
command (with its list of 22 subcom
mands).
Besides general-usage tests, I ran a
series of benchmark tests on WingZ to
establish its basic performance level. I
ran the same tests on a copy of Excel 1.5
for comparative purposes. I used a Mac
SE with 1 megabyte of RAM and a 20
megabyte hard disk drive, and a Mac II
with 8 megabytes of RAM and a 40
megabyte hard disk drive.
In addition to the standard BYTE
spreadsheet benchmark tests, I also
timed the recalculation of my depart
mental budget. That worksheet keeps
track of my laboratory operating and cap
ital costs, costs for graduate student sti
pends, and related instructional costs for
my department. The model consists of a
sheet that is 24 columns by 250 rows.
The worksheet contains mixed calcula
tions, with the bulk consisting of multi
plication and addition.
Given all that WingZ can do, I ex
pected sluggish performance, at least on
the Mac SE. As the benchmark results
indicate (see table 1), nothing could be
further from the truth. These tests cor
roborate what my daily usage tests al
ready told me-that WingZ is substan
tially faste;: at everything it does than
Excel. Even on mundane tasks, such as
horizontal and vertical scrolling, WingZ
is much faster than Excel. In fact, WingZ
is so much faster than Excel at the
continued
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Have you seen the latest versions of these PC data
bases yet?
Open them up and you may wonder if they weren't
put together on the principle of "no pain, no gain~'
Not to mention what it's going to cost in time and
money for learning, conversion, training and support.

Open R:BASE® and you can start taking care of busi
ness immediately, without learning a single command.
You'll be using the business database manage
ment system that's so powerful that it topped all the
major industry ratings in 1988 (even beating dBASE
IV) and walked away with top honors from Datapro
for four years running.
'
And you'll quickly find that managing your busi
ness data is easier than ever before. You can do it
yourself with menus, or have R:BASE wrtte complete
programs for you. Then customize your applications
with an English-based language made for managing
data, not for twiddling bits. And use our true compiler
to create even faster solutions.
NOTE TD SPEEDDEMONSANDVARS: The
R:BASECompiler is shipping now.

You can share data with software like dBASE, Lotus
and Excel. And just "plug-and-play" on any of the
popular networks (3 users free, 6-Pack and Unlimited
add-ons available).
R:BASE is providing over 600,000 end-users world
wide with the information they need in large businesses
and small. On stand-alone PCs and
$19.95
in networks sharing data with minis 1iial Pack
and mainframes. In insurance and
real estate companies, factories and
universities, government offices
an<\~eb=front down the street. 4i1;:·~

fJ;ll4SE

MICRORIM
CALL 1-800-624-0810 TODAY. DEPT. BY0789
r ~send me the fully-lunclional' R:MSETrial Pack on 51.14• no'PPY"disks for just$19.95I

I
I
I
I
I
I
Miaorim. R:Bl\SE and R:Bl\SE compiler are uademarl<s of Miaorim. Inc.
Olher products and services mentioned are not. @Miaorim. Inc. 1989

Circle 178 on llMltlerService Card (DEALERS: 179)

plus $3.50 shipping. D Check payable to Microrim enclosed D Visa D Mastercard
CardNumber _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Expires _ _ __

Name
Company

Phone (

)

Shipping Address
City/State/Zip
Mail to: Microrim, Inc., AITN: NMC, P.O. Box 97022, Redmond, WA. 98073-9722. '
•ooes ewiylhing R:BASE does with 50 or flll"1lr records
B'lll7119

I
I
I

I
I
I
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GURU

THE ONLY
COMPLETE UNIX
DRIVER TUTORIAL

TM

Whether you write UNIX Drivers
or just want a better understanding of them,
Driver Guru is for you!
De-mystifies UNIX Drivers forever!
Provides expert assistance in driver modification
Hypertext Environment
For the experienced UNIX
For the programmer new
programmer:
to UNIX:
• Detailed source code
• Years of experience at
your fingertips
written in "C"
• Complete explanation of • Broad explanation of
kemal interaction
UNIX driver theory
• Hypertext access
• Segmented for quick and
to specific information
complete education

Driver Guru • $ 149.95 U.S.
CALL TODAY

USA 1-800-433-9711 FAX 206-627-5934
UK 05436-71699 FAX 05436-75093

Empirical Research
P.O. Box 583 • Tacoma, WA 98401 • (206) 627-8511
A Public Corporation (OTC)
Requires Dos 2.0orhigher

UNIX is a registered lr.ldcmarlt of AT&T

SHOOT TO THRILL!

.C ount DislcV
Computer Dart
Gun Game
Relieve stress and
have hours of fun
with your computer!

~
fi9• .9 5

INCLUDES:
~45 Caliber Dart Gun
"6 Soft Darts (Suction Type)
"5.25" Game Disk With:
Bullseye Darts
Championship Darts
Baseball Game
Count Disk Target
Executive Decision-maker
Boss Panic Screen
And FREE membership to
the Count Disk Club

1·800-344-1'996
~

~
~

miiiiil
210

Supports: IBM, & CompatlbJes,CGA, EGA, VGA and Hercules
*To order call our toll-free order line or send $19.95 + $3.00 (S & HJ Check or
Money Order to Count Disk, 2601-38 South Military Trail, Suite 164, West Palm
Beach, FL 33415. Florida residents add 6% sales tax. Dealer inquiries welcome
at (407) 241-6050.
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basics-opening and closing files, saving
files, copying and deleting blocks of
cells, and scrolling-that it makes Excel
seem downright pokey.
WingZ is also faster than Excel at the
not-so-mundane stuff, such as sorting,
file importing and exporting, updating
linked charts, updating the worksheet
display when recalculating, and the like.
Although I had never thought of Excel as
having performance handicaps, WingZ
reminded me ofjust how irritating it is to
wait for any software to finish a task. In
fact, I found the speed improvement rea
son enough to convert all my personal
Excel worksheets over to WingZ and
keep them there.

Adding Up
Is WingZ the best Madntosh spread
sheet? That's hard to say. If all you need
is a spreadsheet, without fancy presenta
tion graphics or programming capabili
ties, then you are better off with a prod
uct like MacCalc, which costs under
$200. If you need to build complicated
display models, you might want to con
sider Trapeze. But if you are a potential
Excel or Full Impact user, then WingZ
deserves to be on your short list.
For my money , WingZ is superior to
current versions of Full Impact and Ex
cel. It's significantly faster than Excel,
and it offers more features than either
Excel or Full Impact. It also includes ex
cellent presentation-graphics capabilities
that neither of the other programs can
touch. Indeed, to get the k ind of presen
tation capabilities that WingZ has, you
must export your Excel or Full Impact
graphics into a desktop presentation pro
gram, which will cost you an additional
$200 to $400. WingZ also breaks new
ground with its HyperScript program
ming environment.
At $399, WingZ is only $4 more than
the list prices ($395) for Excel and Full
Impact. And when you add up all the
pluses-speed, lots of worksheet func
tions, great graphics, fancy program
ming capabilities , and competitive
price-WingZ is a bargain ..•

Editor's note: At press time, Microsoft
announced an upgrade to Excel that it
says will have improved speed perfor
mance and " presentation-quality
output."

Don Crabb is the director oflaboratories
and a senior lecturer for the computer
science department at the University of
Chicago. He is also a consulting editor
for BYTE. He can be reached on BIX as
"decrabb."
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SPREADSHEETS

CAD &ENGINEERING

PROJECT MANAGER

UTILITIES

DESKTOP PUBLISHING

Autosketch Enhanced .••.. $61
DesignCad 20 3.0 •.•.•.•• 219
Easy Cad 2.05 ...... . .... 119
Generic Cad Level 3 .••.•• : 159
MathCad 2.0 ••....•...•. 245

Super Project Plus ....•.• $255
Timeline Pro Ver. 3.0 ..•.•• 364
Total Harvard Manager 3.01 369

COMMUNICATION
PROGRAMS

Grammatik Ill •.......... .$49
Microsoft Word 5.0 .. .. In Stock
Multimate Advantage II .. •. 285
PFS Professional Write 2.1 •• 119
Right Writer .............. 55
SPF/PC 2.0 ... .. .. . •.. •. 165
Will Maker 3.0 ...... .. .... 37
Word Perfect 5.0 ......... 225
Word Perfect Library 2.0 ..•. 65
Wordstar Pro 5.5 ....•.... 229
Word star 2000 Plus •..•.•. 273
Xywrite Ill Plus ...•••••.•• 216

Allways ................ $85
Battery Watch .••......... 25
CopyllPC ............... 23
Copywrite ............... 55
Core Fast ................ 65
Desqview 2.2 ...• . ••..••.. 79
Direct Access .......... ... 49
Disk Manager . . ..... . ..... 59
Disk Technician Advanced .. 1OB
Fastback Plus 2.01 ........ 104
Fasttrax ................. 25
Formtools ............... 56
Formworx ............... 85
Gopher .................. 39
H-TEST ........... .... .. 69
Mace Gold ...... ...... ... 81
Microsoft Windows 286 .•••• 63
Microsoft Windows 386 ••.. 129
Norton Advanced 4.5 ..•.••• 83
Norton Commander 2.0 .•.•. 45
Norton Utilities 4.5 ...•.. •.• 49
Org Plus Adv ............. 79
PC Tools Deluxe 5.0 . . ..... . 44
QDOSll ••.......•••••.. .49
QEMM386 .............. 39
Sidekick Plus ...•.... .... 125
Sideways . ... ... . . ...... .39
SoftwareCarousel .. ..•••.. 43
Spinrite .. ............... 49
XTree .......... ......... 35
XTreePro ................ 64

Adobe Illustrator Window •. $409
Bitstreain Fonts . . .....••. 119
Pagemaker Ver. 3.0 ••.•.•. 459
PFS:First Publisher 2.0 .. ... 73
Ventura Publisher 2.0 ..• •.• 509
Ventura Pro EXT ••.••••••• 377

Brooklyn Bridge Universal .. $75
Carbon Copy Plus •..•...• 106
Crosstalk XVI ... ..... ..... 99
Desklink .... . ....... .... 99
Lap Link3 ............... 79
PC Anywhere Ill ........... 69
Pro Com. Plus ............ 44
Relay Gold .............. 149

Clarion Personal Developer $95
Clarion Pro Developer ..•.. 379
Clipper ....... .. ....... .429
DBase IV ............... 469
GRAPHICS
DBase IV Developers Ed ... 819
DB·Xl Diamond 1.4 ......• 145 PFS First G(aphics •••. . •.• $87
Data Perfect. ...•..•• ••.• 283 Grasp ................. .82
Fox Base Plus 2.1 . .....•.• 199 Harvard Graphics 2.12 .•... 269
Genifer ................. 189 Mapmaster .. ..•........ 219
Paradox 3.0 ............. 469 Printmaster Plus .....•...• 29
PFS:Professional File 2.0 ... 165 Printshop ................ 36
Powerbase 2.3 ........ ... 169 Printshop Companion ••.••• 29
Q&A3.0 ................ 215 Show Partner Fx ...•..•.. 199
INTEGRATED
Revelation Advanced ..•• .. 469
RBase Compiler Ver. 1.0 . .. . 580 Enable DA ............. $389
RBase For DOS 2.1 ....... 463 PFS First Choice •. .• ... •. •. 89
Reflex .................. 95 Microsoft Works . ...•.•..• 95
Relate &Report ....... .... 99 Smart Software ....•..... 469
VP Info .....•............ 63 . Symphony 2.0 ........... 410
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WORD PROCESSING

LANGUAGES
Brainmaker ............. $79
Microsoft C5.1 ••...••... 299
Microsoft Fortran ........ 295
Microsoft Macro Assembler .. 99
Microsoft Quick Basic 4.5 .•. 65
MicrosoftQuickC2.0 ...... 65
Borland
Turbo C2.0 ............. 95
Turbo CProfessional •.••• 165
Turbo Pascal 5.0 ......... 99
Turbo Prolog 2.0 ......... 90
Turbo Prolog Toolbox ••.•.. 59
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EDUCATION/GAMES
688 Attack Sub .......... $33
Chuck Yeager Flight Simulator 35
Gunship ................. 35
Leisure Sult Larry II .. . ..... 28
Kings Quest IV •••.......•. 30
Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing 30
Microsoft Flight Simulator 3.0 35
Typing Tutor IV ............ 30
Where in the World •. . ..•.. 29
Many More Titles Available •• Call

ACCOUNTING
Bedford Accounting .•.• . • $145
Check Write Plus .... •. .. . . 30
Dae Easy Acct, Ver 3.0 •..... 59
Dae Easy Light ..•...•..... 42
Dollars &$ense ... ... ..... 99
ManagingYourMoney5.0 .• 119
Peachtree Busihess Acct. ... 149
Peachtree W/PDQ . . ...... 220
Quicken ................. 30

DOS
MS·DOS 3.3 .......... . $102
MS·DOS4.01 •.• . ••• , ••• . 115
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ACCESSORIES

VIDEO BOARDS

BOARDS

PRINTERS

LAPTOP COMPUTERS

Curtis Ruby Plus •.•.....•• 69
Emerson Surge Protector •.•. 69
Keytronics KB101 ..•.....•. 99
Logical Connection 256K ... 479
Mach Ill Joystick .. .. . . . . . . 30
Masterpiece . .... ......... 85
NTC 101 Keyboard ......... 89
Targus laptop Bags .. . ...• Call
150 Watt Power Supply .... . 69

AST VGA Plus .......... $349
ATI EGA Wonder 800 •..•• . 239
ATI VGA Wonder .•.••••.• 285
Everex Viewpoint 256K ... . 249
Orchid Designer 800 ... . .. 232
Orchid Pro Deslgnerw/256K 299
Paradise Autoswitch EGA 480 169
Paradise VGA Plus .... ••.. 259
Paradise VGA Pro ..•..... 449
Vega Fastwrite . ..... ..... 349
Vega V·RAM ... . .. ... ... 509

ASTRampage 286 Plus.512K $529
ASTSixpacPlusw/64K .••. 129
ATI Wonder VGA ......... 433
Copy II PC Deluxe Board .. .. 109
Everex RAM 3000 ......... 89
Everex 2MB Above Board .... 61
Everex 1/0 ............... 65
Intel Inboard 386 PC •. •.•. 799
lnte1Above286. Plusw/512K . . 419
Intel Connection Co-Processor 739
OrchidTiny Extra Turbo .•.• Call

Epson
All Models ............. Call

Toshiba T-1000 •.••.•.•.• $699
Toshiba T·1200FB •...•.•. 1579
ToshibaT-1600 .......... 3359
Toshiba T·3100E . . .•.. ••. 2839
All Other Models .....•.•. Call

HARD DRIVES
Bernoulli B120X .••••• . . $1049
Bernoulli carts . •••••. In Stock
Core Hard Drives .•..•.... Call
MiniSl:ribe .•..•.••..• Special
Seagate 20 MB w/Cont .•..• 259
Seagate 30 MB w/Cont ..... 279
Seagate 251-1 40MB 28 Mil. 409
Seagate PS/2/25,30 20MB •. 339
Seagate ST 125 w/Cont .... 319
Seagate ST 138 w/Cont ... .369
Seagate ST 251 .. ....... . 369
Seagate ST4096 ......... 585

CO-PROCESSOR
INTEL
80287 ... .. .......... $161
80287-8 ........... ... .229
80287-10 .............. 259
80387-16 .. .... ........ 399
80387-20 . ' . ' . ' ' . ' .... ' 439
8087-2 ' ••... . . ' ... ' ... 139
8087-3 .....••.•••...... 95
Emerson
UPS
UPS 200 ............. $289
UPS PC ET 700 WATI ....• 499

MICE/SCANNERS
Complete Hand Scanner 400 $143
Data Copy 730 GS ....... . 930
DFI Scanner •...•. . ....•. 189
Logitech Bus NEW ...... .. 79
Logitech Scanman Hi-Res .. 189
Microsoft Bus w/Paintbrush 105
PC Mouse II w/Paint .. ..•••• 79

COMPUTERS

AST
Bravos ............... 889
Model 140 ............ 2739
Model 140X ........... 2409
ARC
Pro Turbo 88 ........... 739
Pro Turbo 286 w/512 .... 1209
ProTurbo286, 1 MB .... 1319
386 Skyscraper .••.•.•. 2729
Hyundai (18 Month Warranty)
Super 16TE wNideo Card •• 699
Super 16X 3.5 Floppy w/Microsoft
Works and Video Gard ..... 669
Super-286c,640K, 1Floppy 859
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Lotus 1·2·3 ............ $305
Lucid3D ................ 78
Microsoft Excel . ..... .... 224
Plan Perfect. ............ 189
Quattro ................ 162
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Twin Advanced ............ 69
VP Planner Plus ..•....... 125
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NEC
P5200 ....... . . . . $519
P5300 ...... . .... . 669
3550 Spinwriter . .. .. 399
OKIDATA
OKI 182 Turbo ..... 235
OKI 320 ......... 355
OKI 321 ......... 499
OKI 391 ......... 669
PANASONIC
1124 . ............ 339
1180·1 .••........ 189
1191-1 .. . ' . ' ... - .. 254
STAR MICRONICS
NX1000 . ......... 179
NX1000 Color . ..... 238

MONITORS
Monochrome
Samsung White •.....•.•• 95
Samtron Amber ••....••.• 89
CGA
Samtron RGB SC 452 •••. $235
Magnavox 8762 RGB ....• 255
EGA
Samtron 14"EGA •....... 369
Magnavox CM 9053 ...... 370
VGA
NEC Multisync 2A ..•..•. 529
Seiko 1430 . . ... ...•.... 599
Zenith Flat ZCM 14 . . ..... 629
Multisync
Mitsubishi Diamondscan .. 509
NEC Mullisync 3D .••.•.. 679

HARD CARDS
Plus Hardcard 20 MB ....• $529
Plus Hardcard 40 MB •....• 669

DIGITIZERS
KurtaTabletslS/One12x12 .. $295
Summa Graphics 12 x 12 . . 349

NEC LC 890 ........... $3195
Panasonic4450 ..••.••.• 1399
Personal Laser Printer .... 1549
Personal Laser Plus •....• 1699

•We do not guarantee

•No charge for

Visa or MasterCard

1·800-421-3135. 1·602-246-2222
2727 W. Glendale Ave., Phx, AZ 85051
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FLOPPY DRIVES
Teac sw· 360K . •.•..• .• .• $79
Toshlba3W' 1.44MB .•.•.. 129
Toshiba 31ii" 720K . . •..•. . 109

~ CALLFOR
flYiTEMS NOT SHOWN

LASER PRINTERS

•All st11pmcnts insured at co ex tr a
•All prices arc sub1ect to c~1tlngf>
wiH1aut no!rce

MODEMS
Everex 300/1200 •••.•••.. $69
Everex 2400 INT .......... 139
Everex 2400 MNP INT . •. .. 159
Everex 2400 MNP EXT .••.. 189
Hayes 1200 ............. 289
Hayes 2400 ............. 435
U.S. Robotics
1200 Internal w/Software .. 130
2400E •...•.. .. ....... 335
9600 HST ............. 609
Sportster 1200 INT •.••.... 79
Sportster 2400 INT ..•... 133
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hat is distributed process
ing? Surprisingly, there are
many answers to this ques
tion. Everything from shared
databases to process migration claims a
foothold in this field. This popularity in
dicates that the advantages of the team
work inherent in distributed processing
are significant, but what are they?
Bear with me. Let's assume a friend of
ours has a pizza party every Tuesday
night. A group of varying size gets to
gether to make and eat pizza and to talk.
If four people show up, one person can
probably make the pizza without much
trouble, but if 10 people come, we'll
need several pizzas. If one person makes
them all, it takes a while. It works better
if several people go to the kitchen and di
vide up the tasks: rolling the dough, cut
ting the toppings, grating the cheese.
Sometimes the real fun is in the kitchen,
so everyone's out there, cutting and
chopping and talking.
Believe it or not, this is distributed
processing. When th~re's only a little
work to do, one person, or processor, can
handle it fairly easily. But when the work
multiplies, the more hands, or proces
sors, the merrier. In fact, you may find
that some people, and processors, are
better at some tasks than others. The
benefits add up quickly in terms of cost
effectiveness, more efficient use of re
sources, and quicker response times.
The term "distributed processing"
covers client/server systems with distrib
uted transactions; systems that distribute
various processes across a network for
execution; parallel processing systems,
which distribute various processes
among their own processors; and distrib
uted applications. Common usage dic
tates that all these definitions apply.
Our special In Depth coverage of dis
tributed processing begins with "Take

W

Your Pick" by Gilbert Wai. In addition to
providing a look at what is-and isn't
distributed processing, he looks in detail
at the client/server architecture. In con
trast to the loosely coupled LAN envi
ronment used for most distributed sys
tems, the text box "The Opposite Tack"
by Michael L. Smith and George White
delves into a major concern of tightly
coupled multiprocessor systems-cache
coherency.
Then, in "A Transparent Environ
ment," Bruce J. Walker and Gerald J.
Popek detail the concept of transparency in
a distributed system. This approach lets
you use the resources of other machines on
the network without concern for caring
where they are. You don't even need to
know that you're on a network. How is this
done? It's a fascinating subject.
The remote procedure call provides
another means of initiating distributed
processes on remote machines. In "Re
mote Control," Carl Manson and Ken
Thurber discuss how RPCs work in
theory and in practice.
And in "The Paperless Office," Dean
Hough looks at a new-to microcom
puters-distributed application: docu
ment image processing. DIP itself is not
new; it has been available on traditional
workstations for some time. However,
this capability on a PC-based LAN is in
deed innovative and is likely to have a
strong impact on office automation.
If it sounds like anything goes in dis
tributed processing, I think it does. Any
time you have simultaneous, coordinated
work or resource sharing, you have dis
tributed the processing you are trying to
accomplish. In doing so, you have made
your system more effective, more effi
cient, and probably quicker. Anything
goes, indeed. Anchovies, anyone?

-Jane Morrill Tazelaar
Senior Technical Editor, In Depth
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OOPS. Using sophisticated Object-Oriented Programming, Matrix Layout
gives you the power to build complete applications faster than you thought
possible. And that's just the beginning.

CASE. Layouts Computer Aided Software Engineering functions Jet you

design programs using an intuitive flowchart model. Then, Layout can
automatically tum your flowchart into source code or even an .EXE file.
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Hypertext. Layout puts all the features ofHypercard" on your PC and in your
programs. Use Layout'sgraphical user interface to create documents with action
links to related documents in any file. Or to create hyper/ink applications.

Plus, your favorite programming langbage(s). Using Layouts tools, you
can cut your coding time up to 70 percent, and still produce ready-to-run
progroms in your choice oflanguages.

A Great Pro~ ·
Should ContainAll
Presenting Matrix Layout, the first full
software development system for the PC to
promise you all the above. And deliver.
Sit down to Layout's intuitive user inter
face and in minutes you'll be using advanced
OOPS (Object-Oriented Programming
System) and CASE technology to build your
program. Simply draw a flowchart indicating
the windows, buttons, menus, text, and
graphics you want.

A Cut Above OtherTools.

Layout also provides flowchart elements
for Hypertext data base capabilities, math
funcaons, variable management, conditional
branching and looping. And, its open archi
tecture allows you to build your own Black
Box elements - to create exactly the
program you want.
When your flowchart is ready, Layout uses

artificial intelli~ence technology to auto
matically tum tt into code - Turbo Pascal,
Turbo C, Microsoft C, QuickBasic or Lattice
C. Or create a ready-to-run .EXE file right
from within Layout.
It's so efficient, your programs will run
incredibly fast, even on a standard 256K PC.
Plus, they'll include Layout's automatic
mouse support and device independence.
All The Above And More.
• Matrix Helpmaker helps you create context
sensitive help and complete on-line docu
mentation for your programs.
• Matrix Paint offers a full set of graphics

LAYOUT

•

tools, scanner support, and clip-art files to

make your pro~ look erofessional.
• Fmally, Matro: Desktop gives you a simple,
visual way to organize files and disks.
For A Lot Below.
Layout delivers all the above for just $149.95
-a lot below what you'd expect. Especially
when you throw in free customer support,
no copy protection, and a 30-day, money
back guarantee.
Video Tape Offer. Still not convinced?
Call for a copy of our Matrix Layout VHS
demonstration video at 1-800-533-5644 (just
$9.95 for shipping and handling, credited
against your purchase). In Massachussetts,
call (617) 567-0037.
Any way you look at it, Matrix Layout is
the ultimate PC programmer's tool. And
that's the bottom line.

Matrix Software Technology Corporation• One Massachussetts Technology Center• Harborside Drive• Boston, MA 02128 • (617) 567-0037
Matrix Software/UK• Plymouth, England• CT752-796-363 •Matrix Software/Belgium• Geldenaaksebaan 476 • 3030 Leuven • 016202064
The lollowing are registered and unregistered trademarks of the companies listed: Matrix Layout, Matrix Paint, Matrix Helpmaker, Matrix Desk.top.
Matrix Software Technology Corporation: Macintosh, Hypen:anl. Apple Computer, Inc.
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DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING

Take Your Pick
From client/servers to transparency to parallel processing,
distributed processing uses a variety ofmethods to share resources
Gilbert Wai
ot long ago, the
choices you had
in configuring a
computer system
were limited. The speeds of
the processors, the intercon
nections possible between dif
ferent machines, and the ca
pabilities of the software all
contributed to a finite range
of flexibility.
Now, with the 68030 and
80386 processors operating at
25 MHz and above, LANs
available in many locations,
and more open and accessible
software, you can use almost
any combination of software
and hardware you want to
create an optimum environ
ment. Information that used
to exist in one person's word
processing, spreadsheet, and
database applications can now
be shared among an entire
workgroup. The value of this
information increases with its
availability.
Once restricted to the realm of main
frames and minicomputers, distributed
processing has now become available in
the microcomputer world. as well, with
midrange systems linked to personal
computers and LANs of personal com
puters. One major source of confusion,
however, seems to be exactly what con
stitutes a distributed processing system.

N

ILWSTRATION: ROBERT TINNEY© 1989

What Is Distributed Processing?
One school of thought considers the
client/server model (which uses Struc
tured Query Language [SQL] and trans
actions from a variety of users) to be a
form of distributed processing. Another
insists that distributed processing applies
only to those systems that attempt to dis
tribute the various tasks or processes of a
program across a network to the systems

best suited for them. Still an
other group considers a paral
lel-processing system to be
distributed, because it distrib
utes various parts of a pro
gram among its own different
processors. And then there
are the distributed applica
tions and databases.
One approach that holds
great promise for distributed
processing is transparency,
the ability to access the re
sources of other machines
without knowing where they
are (see "A Transparent Envi
ronment" by Bruce J. Walker
and Gerald J. Popek on page
225). In a truly transparent
environment, you don't even
know you're on a network.
You can run some parts of an
application on one machine
while other parts execute on
other machines, which might
be of different architectures.
Besides the user-interface ad
vantages of this approach, it also lets you
spread the workload among processors.
A similar approach is achieved with
the remote procedure call (see "Remote
Control" by Carl Manson and Ken Thur
ber on page 235). It is a self-defining
term: An RPC calls a procedure that re
sides on a remote machine. It also lets
you use a variety of processors that may
continued
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The Opposite Tack
Michael L. Smith and George White
n LAN-based distributed processing,
you tie processors together to share
not to increase speed. How
ever, multiprocessing systems connect
processors using a high-speed bus to en
hance system performance. But, like
LAN systems, multiprocessing systems
must overcome obstacles to achieve
transparent operation. Some of the ob
stacles are the same-process schedul
ing and load leveling, for example .
Others are unique to proces&>rS that share
a common bus and common memory.
For example, the Zenith Z- 1000,
which is based on an architecture de
signed by Corollary, connects up to six
Intel 80386 processors with a 32-bit
high-speed bus called the C-bus. In ad
dition, the bus connects the processors
to system memory. The Z-1000 also
contains a standard IBM PC AT bus that
lets you use standard AT cards for 1/0.

Iresources,

Preventing Bus Overload
Each processor on the Z-1000 has a
64K-byte memory cache. With chips

CPU

rated between 15 and 25 nanoseconds,
cache memory is significantly faster
than system memory. Thus, each pro
cessor can quickly access its most fie
quently used data. Without the caches,
the processors would saturate the bus
with memory accesses.
The system's ability to keep the vari
ous cache memories in sync is critically
important to data integrity. The Z-1000
depends on cache coherency to allow
the various caches to work in tandem
when collecting and dispensing fre
quently accessed data from the system
memory. Cache coherency provides
each processor with an identical view .of
memory. Since a data value can exist in
more than one cache, the system must be
able to tell when duplicate data in one
cache is modified and to invalidate the
stale data in all other caches.
The most common cache-coherency
scheme is called write-through. Under
this scheme, if a data value changes in
one cache, the new value is immediately
written to main memory (see figure A).

CPU

Cache

Write

System
memory

Figure A: With a typical write-through coherency scheme, data can be read
many times from the processor cache, but data can only be written across the
bus to the system memory.

be geographically separate to perform
the various tasks of a single application,
often concurrently.
Distributed applications are emerging
as well. The higher speed and lower cost
of today's microprocessors enable tradi216
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tional workstation applications to be
come both PC-based and distributed. For
example, document image processing
(DIP) was traditionally available only on
much larger machines, often dedicated to
the application. It is now available in dis-

Thus, main memory always has the cor
rect value. If the data also exists in an
other cache, that cache must access
main memory to get the updated value.
Write-through maintains coherency,
but it requires a bus transfer every time
a value changes. This can bog down the
entire system.
To keep bus access to a minimum, the
Z-1000 uses a different scheme, called
write-back. With write-back, a proces
sor reads or writes to its own cache as
much as possible, accessing the system
memory only when necessary. The dif
ferent cache controllers monitor the sys
tem bus to ensure that duplicated data
always has the correct value.
To implement the write-back scheme
in the Z-1000, each line in a cache has a
tag that contains the high-order address
for the data location and a set of access
bits. The access bits mark the data in the
cache as either shared, exclusive, modi
fied, or invalid.
When a processor requests data that
is not present in its own cache, it puts a
request onto the system bus. If no other
processor has a copy of the data, the
processor moves it from system memory
into its cache and marks it as exclusive.
If the processor later writes over the ex
clusive data, it marks the data as modi
fied. Because the processor is accessing
its own cache, it can write the data any
number of times without using the sys
tem bus (see figure B). Thus, the bus
doesn't become saturated as you add
more processors.
The individual cache controllers con
stantly monitor the system bus. When
another processor tries to access a data
item marked as modified, the owning
cache controller intercepts the memory
request and places the valid data on the
bus (see figure C). The data is then
marked as shared.
Processors cannot write to data that is
marked as sh~red. A processor can
write only to data marked as exclusive.
Consequently, when a processor needs
to write to shared data, it first tells all

tributed form on PCs attached to a LAN
(see "The Paperless Office" by Dean
Hough on page 241).
Then there are some people who cate
gorize parallel processing as a form of
distributed processing. And who's to say
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CPU

CPU

CPU

Write

other caches to mark their copies of the
data as invalid. After this operation, the
data is marked as exclusive, allowing
the write to proceed. After the write,
the data is marked as modified.
Io general, the use of status bits com
bined with the automatic monitoring of
the bus for applicable addresses ensures
that duplicated data items are kept in
sync without using the system bus ex
cessively.

Cache
Read

-

System
memory

Processor Scheduling
Io addition to keeping data syochro
oiud, a multiprocessing system must be
able to divide the workload among the
processors. To keep this function trans
parent to users and applications, it must
be done by the operating system.
The Z-1000 uses The Santa Cruz Op
erations' (SCO) Xenix operating sys
tem, which is compatible with AT&T' s
Unix System V. Corollary modified the
kernel to use multiple processors. On
the Z-1000, any processor can run the
Xenix kernel.
The individual processors schedule
themselves from a common run list,
which is a modified version of the usual
Xenix run list. It contains an added field
that indicates which processes must run
on the base processor connected to the
AT bus and which can run on the other
processors.
Load balancing on the Z-1000 is es
sentially automatic. When a processor
finishes a task, it searches the common
run list and schedules itself to execute
the process with the highest priority.
Implementing this scheme involves
locking the run list and other common
data structures to serialize access to
them, but these details are transparent
to the processes.

Figure B: Using a write-back cache, data can be written any number oftimes
so long as no other cache contains a copy ofthe data. The system bus is never

used in this situation.

CPU

CPU

Cache

Cache

Read
Stale value

___... _
System
memory

Figure C: Ifa processor requests data stored in another cache, the owning
cache detects the request and satisfies it ITy placing the data on the bus.

The C-bus cache-coherency system and
the modifications to the operating-sys
tem kernel that detect and utilize the
multiple processors are transparent to
both users and applications. The cache

system gets around the problem of hav
ing multiple processors use the same
bus, while the kernel modifications
handle scheduling and load balancing.
Together, they create on the Z-1000 a
transparent, tightly coupled distributed
processing environment.

they ' re wrong? The two bear some
marked similarities. Both must distrib
ute tasks among various processors, co
ordinate any necessary interaction be
tween them, handle errors that didn't
occur with a single processor in control,

and level loads among the available pro
cessors. The difference, ofcourse, is ob
vious: In a parallel-processing machine,
all the processors are in close geographic
proximity; over a distributed network,
they are much more likely to be remote

MultiproceMiog Transparency

Michael L. Smith is director ofadvanced
systems for Zenith Data Systems in
Glenview, Illinois. George White is

president of Corollary, Inc., in Irvine,
California. You can reach them on BIX
c/o "editors. "
from each other, physically as well as
logically. In other respects, though, par
allel proeessing does resemble distrib
uted processing.
The client/server architecture also
conrinued
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ception being parallel processing) is the
network, usually a LAN. LANs are con
sidered loosely coupled systems, since
the individual processors are located in
separate machines and communicate at
relatively low speeds. Parallel process
ing, on the other hand, is considered
tightly coupled because it usually refers
to multiple processors in a single ma
chine, communicating over a bus at high
speeds. Coordinating multiple proces
sors in a single machine is a different
challenge (see the text box "The Oppo
site Tack" by Michael L. Smith and
George White on page 216).
The LAN is the means by which distri
bution takes place, regardless of what
you're distributing. For example, the
file-server option provides one LAN ap
proach to distributed processing. PC
LANs allow you to store data on a central
PC server (see figure 1). You can control
and manipulate data locally without the
duplication of effort and resources found
·in replicated systems: You can put files
LANs
on a disk to be shared, or you can share ·
The basic element of all but one of these databases between workstations. And
distributed processing designs (the ex you can access files on remote file

embodies a model for distributed pro
cessing, the one I will discuss. The client
machines contain the user interface,
while the server machine holds the data
base. Requests for data traverse the net
work from client to server, and only the
appropriate data makes the return trip.
With all these new options, designing
an arc;hitecture for distributed process
ing has become a complex and often con
fusing undertaking. In choosing a dis
tributed processing configuration, you
need to keep two major factors in mind:
the cost-effectiveness and the respon
siveness of the solution. Sharing com
puter resources can have a huge impact
on the cost-effectiveness of a system. It's
also important to take full advantage of
new technology. For example, using so
phisticated workstations simply as dumb
terminals is a waste of their capabilities.
But as a part of a distributed processing
system, their processing power can be
more fully utilized.

servers as easily as you can access infor
mation on your own machine.
While the file-server option lets you
share information without duplicating
data or applications, it can create heavy
network traffic. Furthermore, each ac
cess to a large file can potentially lock a
block of the file, slowing the system
down considerably under heavy use and
making large amounts of information
temporarily unavailable to other users.

Client/Server Model
One common way to employ distributed
processing is with a client/server archi
tecture, which splits the application pro
cessing into two components: client and
server. The relational database, for ex
ample, takes advantage of this model. In
this case, the user interface resides on the
client machines, PCs or workstations,
and includes screen display, reports, and
data requests. The server machine stores
and manipulates the actual data and pro
vides security, locking functions, trans
action logging, and recovery capabili
ties. Data requests in the form of SQL
continued

Ring topology
Star topology

Workstation

Workstation

Workstation

Server

Workstation

Workstation

Workstation

Workstation

Workstation

Workstation

Workstation

Server

Linear topology
Workstation

Workstation

Workstation

Workstation

Server

Workstation

Figure 1: Three common LAN topologies. The file-server option lets you store data on a central PC server. You can share disk
files or whole databases and access remote files as easily as local ones.
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commands travel across the network
from the client machine to the server,
and only the records matching the re
quest criteria are sent back.
Although the client/server model
seems like an updated version of a PC
LAN, its advantages are numerous. Each
server can support more users with this
model, since the client machines manage
the user interface. Database information
is locked for shorter periods of time.
More users can obtain concurrent access
to data. More sophisticated locking
mechanisms are available. And a number
of users can share the data without ham
pering system performance; this is a def
inite improvement over file sharing.
In addition, with the increasing con
nectivity available among so many ma
chines and operating systems, you can
choose as client systems the software and
hardware environments you are most
comfortable with-say an IBM PC. Then
you connect these client machines to a
more powerful server system, such as a
Client

Unix system. No matter where the data
is, you can access it without having to
learn the server environment.

File Sharing vs. Client/Server
Both the file-sharing and client/server
models provide distributed processing
capabilities by allowing client machines
to share information. In the file-sharing
model, PCs can share application soft
ware and databases stored on a LAN file
server (see figure 2). One DOS computer
can handle both the application-tool pro
cess and the database-engine process on
a LAN operating system. A client com
puter specifies a file system on the server
and can then use its resources as if it were
a local file system. Thus, you can access
remote files as if they were local.
The client/server model splits the pro
cess between the front end, which han
dles the user interface and interaction,
and the back end, which processes your
requests . Only SQL queries and com
mands are sent across the network to the

File server

Application
tool
process

Employee
database

Database
engine
process

Salaries table
Block 1
Block 2
Block 3
Block 4
Block n

Figure 2: The file-sharing model. Client machines can share application software
and databases stored on the LAN file server as if they were local. The server sends
entire files back over the network to the client machine.

Client

Database server
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execute
command

II
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!
Database Q)
(.)
engine
~
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~
z
~

~
$

.E

Database
engine
process

Employee
database

Figure 3: The client/server model. The front end handles the user interface
and interaction, and the back end processes requests. The server sends only
the appropriate data back over the network to the client machine.

server. The back end on the server pro
cesses the request, selects the data that
matches the selection criteria, and sends
only the appropriate data back over the
network to the client machine (see figure
3). SQL lets you manipulate entire sets of
data at once instead of one record at a
time, speeding up the process.
To see how the client/server and file
sharing methods differ in practice, as
sume you are using file sharing and you
want to find all employees with salaries
over $25,000. The employee-records
database is stored on another computer
on the network. The application process
on the client machine requests the file
server to send the appropriate database
table across the network. The client ma
chine receives the table, checks to see
which records meet the selection criteria,
and then keeps the appropriate records.
If you were using a client/server archi
tecture, the database server would send
across the network only the information
that fulfills the request; it wouldn't send
the entire file. This form of distributed
processing minimizes network traffic
and doesn't unnecessarily prevent other
users from accessing data.

Distributed Database Technology
Distributed database technology takes
you a step further. With distributed data
bases, you can access data that is located
among a number of physically separate
servers (see figure4). The key advantage
of this technology is that it provides you
with a global view of the data.
For example, a regional office could
view and update its own local records,
while the corporate office could access
data from all regions to monitor activi
ties. You could make a request like "How
many software packages were sold in
March?" and the answer might correlate
information from the western region, lo
cated on a remote machine, with data
from the eastern region, located on an
other remote machine. All you see is the
final result; you don't have to know
where the information came from. Any
updates you add are immediately avail
able throughout the network, so you can't
have out-of-date or duplicate data.
Problems with implementing distrib
uted database technology do exist. The
technology is still evolving, and all the
components of a completely distributed
database are not yet in place. A few pro
prietary systems offer distributed capa
bilities, but according to a definition put
forth by Chris Date, executive vice presi
dent of the Codd & Date consulting
group, no relational DBMS based on
continued
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industry standards provides a complete
distributed package. ·
Developing a distributed database ap
plication requires extensive planning to
anticipate the many complex possibili
ties. The potential for a large number of
transactions traveling over wide-area
networks means that you must consider
the capacity of the communications lines
and the possible impact on system speed.

Under Unix
istributed transaction processing
under Unix has generated a great
D
deal of interest. Unix has wide appeal
because of its ability to migrate applica
tions across hardware environments and
to utilize development skills across
them. Since you can handle a large
amount of the processing locally, re
sponse time is better, and the bandwidth
for a higher-quality user interface is
available.
Despite the interest, however, there
are three major barriers to distributed
transaction systems under Unix: its lack
of applications development tools, the
constraints of its file system, and cur
rent distributed database technology.
The constraints of the Unix file sys
tem that impact transaction processing
are its limited ability to provide sus
tained performance with many concur
rent users, its inability to guarantee data
integrity (i.e. , in the event of a system
failure, you can lose data) , and its
limited database capacity (i.e., file
sizes are limited by the capacity of indi
vidual disk drives).
One of the companies tackling these
problems is lnformix Software of Men
lo Park, California. In the Informix ar
chitecture, two procedures handle the
processing: A database tool provides
the user interface, and a database en

gine manages the data. They can exist
on the same processor, on different pro
cessors in the same machine, or in dif
ferent machines.
One problem to overcome is Unix's
lack of applications development tools.
lnformix-4GL is a fourth-generation
language that includes nonprocedural
syntax to speed up development and
maintenance, procedural syntax for
flexibility and control, and a source
level debugger. Fourth-generation lan
guages provide significant improve
ment in programmer productivity over
conventional languages.
The constraints of the Unix file sys
tem are dealt with by an on-line transac
tion processing (OLTP) database en
gine, Informix-Turbo, which balances
system resource allocation among
multiple users. Through direct 1/0, it
provides virtually unlimited database
capacity. You can add disk space, and
tables can exceed the capacity of an in
dividual disk drive. In the event of a sys
tem failure, the database is automati
cally restored to its last state.
In the near future, lnformix plans to
release the first phase of its distributed
database, which will enable you to per
form multisite reads and single-site up
dates, including remote queries and
multitable joins across the network.

Distributed Transaction Systems
Transaction processing involves many
on-line users who are simultaneously
accessing and updating a common data
base. The database plays an essential
role. Traditionally, transaction process
ing applications have been centralized
using proprietary hardware solutions.
The demanding requirements of transac
tion systems could be handled only by
certain proprietary hardware environ
ments. Now, however, such systems have
migrated into the minicomputer and
microcomputer worlds (see the text box
"Under Unix" at left) .
Several approaches or models for pro
viding distributed transaction processing
exist. The simplest model uses replicated
applications. Although these are not
truly distributed applications, they pro
vide similar benefits : A single large
transaction-processing application is
broken down into smaller, independent
applications. For example, the benefit of
a point-of-sale system with a single com
puter in each store is that the systems are
easily deployable and scaled to local pro-
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Figure 4: A distributed database. You can access data dispersed among several physically remote servers. This technology
provides you with a global view ofthe data.
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cessing requirements .
The next model uses a front-end pro
cessing system that handles a subset of
the processing. Then the transaction is
sent to the main system. For example, in
a system responsible for credit-card au
thorization, the front-end system does a
quick check for lost or stolen cards before
routing the transaction to the main sys
tem. This approach is more flexible than
a single central system and lets the main
system handle more transactions.
The third model employs peer-to-peer
applications. Again, it breaks a large
problem into smaller tasks. The differ
ence is that, here, the individual applica
tions work together. An example would
be an inventory-control system in which
each warehouse has its own inventory
levels but also has access to data at other
warehouses. Inventory information can
be shared. This model lets transactions
process locally for speed while retaining
access to remote information.
For distributed transaction systems to
be possible, the distributed database
must be able to run on all the machines
you have in your environment. In addi
tion, the distributed database is more
complex to manage than the central data
base. However, the biggest barrier to de
ploying distributed technology is prob
ably the perceived loss of control by the
owners of the data. Once the data is no
longer in a single room, people believe
that they lose control of it. Distrust ofthe
system, uneasiness about the lack of con
trol over the data, and the possibility of
data contamination may be the strongest
deterrents to implementation. Recent
computer virus scares have done nothing
to assuage these fears.
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Options Up, Limitations Down
Improved options for distributed pro
cessing continue to develop. The wide
range of server machines and choices for
data location have increased the flexibil~
ity of the client/server options available.
The ability to offload processing to low
cost machines and the improved re
sponse time of various distributed pro
cessing models have made anticipated
cost advantages a reality.
As distributed processing evolves, it
will continue to take advantage of the
technology available today while reduc
ing the limitations with every advance. •
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DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING

A Transparent

Envirorunent
You never need to krww-or worry about-where your programs execute,
where your data is, or even whether you 're on a network
Bruce J. Walker and Gerald J. Popek
n today's mixed com
puting environment,
transparent access to
resources of other ma
chines has become increas
ingly desirable . With a high
degree of transparency, you
can take advantage of a dis
tributed and heterogeneous
environment without making
significant changes to your
existing software. You can
run some existing applica
tions so that parts ofthem exe
cute on one machine while
other parts execute on other
machines of possibly differ
ent architectures. For exam
ple, a display-oriented func
tion could execute on the
machine that has the display,
while the data-acquisition
portion of the same applica
tion executes near where the
data is stored.
Transparency can allow in
herently parallel tasks to take
advantage of multiple CPUs without los
ing the autonomy of each. In an environ
ment where you see the same view of sys
tem resources regardless of the machine
you're working on, you can make pro
cesses execute on less-loaded CPUs and
even relocate them during execution,
without modifying the application. You
can also grow or shrink the underlying
computing environment without disrupt-

I
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ing ongoing activity. You simply add or
remove processors or storage. In addi
tion, you can use specialized machines
for particular tasks without building spe
cialized communications software.

What Is Transparency?
Transparency is a widely used term with
many facets. The first, access transpar
ency (which applies to files, devices,

processes, and interprocess
commu nications entities),
means you can use the same
system calls regardless of the
resource's location.
Device transparency is a
subset of access transparency
but is distinguished from it
because some companies
claim access transparency
when only the data file access
is transparent. Process trans
parency is also a subset of ac
cess transparency, but it takes
the concept far beyond the re
mote-mount distributed file
system products available
today.
The next two facets deal
with naming your resources,
particularly the files. Loca
tion transparency means that
the name of the CPU where
the resource resides is not em
bedded in the path name; this
means that the resource can
be moved without changing
its name. Name transparency means that
the same name used on different CPUs
will access the same resource. In other
words, within a distributed environment,
each resource must have a globally
unique name that is accessible from all
the CPUs.
Performance transparency means that
the overhead· referencing involved in
colllituled
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remote resources is so small when com
pared to local access that you can ignore
it. These six transparency components
combine to make up network transparen
cy, a concept embodied in the LOCUS
Distributed System Architecture.

Network Transparency
What does a transparent environment
look like, and how does transparency
make that environment more productive?
Here are the characteristics of transpar
ency and the benefits that each of them
provides.
Hidden underlying network. First, as
much as possible, the existence of a net
work and the division of resources be
tween processing nodes should be hidden
from you. This operates in the same way
that virtual memory relieves you from
dealing with the boundary between pri
mary and secondary storage.
LANs make this radical departure
from traditional networking possible
with their high capacity, low delay, low
error rate, and low cost. Each of these at
tributes plays a role in facilitating trans
parency. High capacity helps avoid queu
ing delays and frees you from needing to
know where data is stored. Low delay
allows intimate interactions between
nodes.
High bandwidth alone can allow the
time required for large data transfers to
approach local disk-access times. Most
other types of interaction can't be pipe
lined, so you can consider them transpar
ent only if the round-trip delay is suitably
small.
A low error rate is always desirable,
and it's important in hiding the network,
reducing delay, and simplifying network
interactions, thereby reducing transpar
ency's CPU-cycle overhead.
The low cost of LANs is important in
two ways. First, it reduces the cost of
transparency. Second, it frees you from
trying to maximize bandwidth utiliza
tion. As a result, you can achieve lower
delays and provide more performance
transparency.
Hiding the network and providing a
seamless interface to a collection of dis
tributed resources is the key to a more
productive environment, just as data in
dependence is the key in the database
world. Hiding the way in which the data
is organized allows a simpler interface
and lets you rearrange the data as your
needs change without disrupting existing
programs. Regardless of initial perfor
mance considerations, data indepen
dence is now widely accepted.
Network transparency will follow a
similar pattern. Where data is stored and
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where programs are executed will be of
little day-to-day concern. However, it
will be useful to have tools that let you
look "under the covers" to see and con
trol the details of resource location and
execution, especially if transparency is
not complete.
The virtual memory analogy also ap
plies. Few new systems are built without

ond, encoding the name of the storage
site makes it difficult to replicate the re
source so that you can use the replicas to
attain performance improvements or
higher availability.
Consistent file-access semantics. Pre
serving file access, modification, and
synchronization semantics in the face of
processes executing on several different
machines simultaneously is also impor
tant to transparent environment. It is
not often achieved today.
Sun's Network File System (NFS)
doesn't meet this goal, partly because,
when it was created, there was no re
mote-process capability. Thus, since
processes on different machines couldn't
cooperate, synchronizing their accesses
to a file wasn't important. To provide
synchronization, you must keep the state
at the storage site, and NFS is specifi
cally designed to be stateless.
IBM's Distributed Services (DS) and
the Transparent Computing Facility
(TCF) both retain the state at the storage
site to provide file-access synchroniza
tion, mask machine boundaries, and pro
vide an environment closer to that of the
single machine.
Process transparency. Process trans
parency is key to overall network trans
parency. Each process should see all the
other processes as if they were executing
on the same CPU. Th is implies that there
must be a cluster-wide unique process
naming space. It also implies that the un
derlying system can reliably send signals
to and get process status from processes
executing on any CPU.
A parent process shouldn't have to
know where its descendants are execut
ing and shouldn't need any extra code to
deal with remote processes. This means
that a process created on a remote ma
chine must inherit all the same objects
that those created on the local machine
inherit-open files and offsets, open
pipes and terminals, current working di- .
rectory, process ID, process group, and
so on. These objects must have the same
effects when used remotely as they would
have had locally.
With such an environment, you could
take software written with only a single
machine in mind and run part of it on one
CPU and the rest on another, even ifthe
architectures differ.
Device transparency. Device transpar
ency implies several design constraints.
First, devices should have globally
unique names, like files. This would
mean that a device could be accessed by
the same name, no matter which ma
chine it is actually attached to and no

a

AsmMCh
as possible, the location
ofyour data, the
allocation ofresources,
and even the existence
ofa network should be
hidden from you.
it, and you rarely have reason to deal
with detailed control of the virtual mem
ory mechanism. Network transparency
may well end up the same way.
Single user name space. A key compo
nent to attaining a network-transparent
environment is to present the same view
of all resources to each machine. Thus,
account names and numbers must be
globally unique. Benefits include simpli
fying administration and access protec
tion and providing a simpler view for
users and programs.
Name transparency. A globally
unique file-naming space ensures that a
given path name on any machine will
translate to the same data. This require
ment means consistent naming for user
data files, commands, and system data
files. Thus, you can treat CPUs as inter
changeable resources and attain better
availability, more parallelism, and easier
load balancing. Without the guarantee of
a consistent view from each machine,
you can only attain these objectives in
limited circumstances or with case-spe
cific specialized adaptations.
Location transparency. Resources
don't have a site's location built into their
names. Embedding the site defeats trans
parency in two ways. First, you can't
transparently relocate the data. As with
data independence in databases, you
should not expose the underlying layout
in a way that prevents changing it. Sec
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Transparency Today
he Transparent Computing Facility
(TCF) clustering service for IBM's
AIX operating system is an interesting
example of network transparency today.
It contains most of the important char
acteristics of transparency in a distrib
uted system. TCF is primarily a set of
enabling code that is included in the ker
nel of each computer in the cluster. As
such, each machine is a full-function
Unix system and yet can cooperate with
other systems, even those with different
architectures, to provide a multima
chine single-system image.

T

A Global Hierarchy
A cluster-wide file-system hierarchy is
the key to allowing users and processes
to execute on any CPU as if it were the
local CPU. To achieve it, the kernels
at each site keep the local tables of
mounted file systems identical to one
another. Anything mounted at any site
becomes visible to all the other sites.
The global file-system hierarchy pro
vides name transparency; each file has
a globally unique name, so no matter
which site calls that name, it leads to the
same data.
To achieve location transparency in
TCF, only the global mount table (a ker
nel data structure) records the location
of files. Because the kernels all agree
where file systems are mounted, TCF
can expand path names efficiently with
out needing explicit location informa
tion.
The global hierarchy also extends to
the root-file system. An independent
root-file system for each machine would
violate name transparency since you
couldn't guarantee that the same name
would access the same data on different
machines. A single root stored at one
site would work, but performance trans
parency and availability would be likely
to suffer.
File replication lets you have one logi
cal root, while a copy of the root exists
at each cluster site. Then, TCF must en
sure that all the copies are kept up-to
date. It should also guarantee that any
open request receives the latest version
of the file, whether or not it has been
propagated to all sites yet. In addition,
TCF must synchronize file access:
After a process writes a byte to a given
file on one machine, any subsequent
read from other machines should see the
new byte.
228
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File Replication
The TCF replication scheme differs for
system and user files. For example, the
root-file system must contain, for each
command, binaries for each machine
type. Replicating 370 binaries on an
IBM PS/2 disk seems unnecessary, so,
for each file in a system-replicated file
system, you can mark what machine
type, subtype, or set of machine types
should store the file. For user-replicated
file systems, you typically specify pre
cisely which mach.ine or machines will
store the file.
TCF replication differs substantially
from shadow disks (where you simulta
neously write the same data to two disks
on one machine), primarily in that rep
lication can be controlled on a file basis.
Also, different copies exist on different
CPUs and may be physically quite far
apart. Each machine that agrees to store
a file in a given file system has a disk
structure for it. The various file-system
structures need not all be the same size;
not all files will be stored at each eligi
ble site.
To avoid the possibility of conflicting
updates during network partitioning or
a sequence of failures, TCF designates
one storage site as primary for a file sys
tem, and all updating occurs on that
copy. The system then propagates the
changes to the other copies.
You can use these copies for read ac
cess as long as they are current and no
one is modifying the file. The operating
system is responsible for maintaining
copies and ensuring that an open request
always receives the current copy; it sub
stitutes another copy if the storage site
crashes or for any reason leaves the
cluster.

Hidden Directories
The root-file system must store a binary
for each command and each machine
type. However, if only one machine
type has a binary, the system will run
the command transparently on that
type, regardless of which machine in
voked the command.
When there is more than one binary
type for a given command, how do you
store the various representations? Users
and programs expect to reference com
mands by specific names. Thus, the
TCF implementation stores a slightly
modified directory in the name hierar
chy where you would expect to find a

binary load module. Inside these "hid
den" directories are the binaries, with
names like "i370" and "i386."
If you attempt to execute or open a
hidden directory, the kernel will "slide
through" to the appropriate component.
You can treat the hidden directory like a
regular directory through an escape
mechanism, so you can replace load
modules in it or look at its complete
contents .

Tokens for Synchronization
To synchronize file access in a single
system-image manner, TCF uses two
token schemes. The first uses file or
data tokens. Multiple reading sites or a
single writing site can hold a token at
any time, and you can keep caches of re
mote data at sites holding a token. Fair
ness strategies exist to ensure that sites
receive a given token in the requt:sting
order.
.
File-offset tokens support the remote
execs and forks. In Unix, a child pro
cess shares file offsets with its parent;
thus, ifthe parent reads a byte and then
the child issues a read, the child sees the
bytes following those that the parent has
read. With parents and children on dif
ferent CPUs, you still need to maintain
these semantics; the offset token accom
plishes this.
The token mechanisms also synchro
nize cluster-wide named and unnamed
pipes. In some Unix implementations,
pipes are a special form of file, using
file information structures (i-nodes)
and disk data blocks. Providing simul
taneous and synchronized read/write
access around the cluster is natural.
Pipe semantics dictate that readers
read in the order that writers write, and
writers can't get too far ahead of read
ers. Also, readers naturally wait in the
kernel read call for writers to write.
Dealing with remote waiting and re
mote wake-ups requires an extra mech
anism. Remote wfilting also occurs
when you use remote devices; it is sup
ported similarly.

Remote Process Support
The kernel provides remote-tasking
support, which is transparent to pro
cesses and users. You don't need to
change application code to take advan
tage of it. The exec system call can exe
cute the requested code on a CPU other
than the one that made the call.
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The remote process inherits the en
tire state that a local exec inherits. That
state includes process identification
(ID); process group; parent process
group; user ID; current working direc
tory; signal and environment informa
tion; and open files, devices, and pipes,
and the current offsets into each. A ker
nel-to-kernel protocol transfers the re
quired information, so neither process
is aware of the network.
Keeping the process and process
group IDs the same is essential for
transparency. Without it, signaling and
general control would be either cumber
some or impossible. TCF supports glob
ally unique process IDs, and it doesn't
change them when migration occurs but
still permits each site to allocate them
rapidly without a global agreement
protocol.
To do this, TCF uses some of the
high-order bits in the process ID for the
ID of the site that created the process.
That ID then stays with the process even
after a remote exec. Examining an ID
tells you only where a process originat
ed, not where it is currently executing.
Knowing the current execution site is
important in guaranteeing signal deliv
ery, so part of the remote-process cre
ation protocol maintains process and
process-group tracking information.

Process Migration
If you try to invoke a load module that
will run only on a hardware architecture
different from the one you have, the ker
nel will choose the right type of CPU as
the execution site and migrate the task.
You can set up a profile to help the sys
tem choose an appropriate machine if
you wish, or you can just leave it up to
the system. For explicit control, TCF
provides a new remote exec call with all
the functions of exec plus an extra site
argument.
TCF also includes a remote system
call (rfork) that is the same as fork ex
cept for an additional site parameter.
Remote fork shares much of the code of
remote exec. However, rfork must
also provide a copy of the process data
space. You don't need a copy of the text,
since the child process will just "page
fault" the image as needed, either from
a local copy or across the network. The
rfork capability lets you take a parallel
task and spread it across several CPUs.
You can also move a process in the

middle of execution and continue to run
it on another CPU . Migration uses
much of the same code that rfor k does;
the difference is that the new process
keeps the ID of the old process, and the
old process image is destroyed. When
TCF transfers control, it takes special
care to ensure that signals are seen only
once-not lost and not duplicated .
Migration can be initiated in one of
two ways. A process can issue the mi
grate system call or the new SIG
MIGRATE signal. SIGMIGRATE
takes a site number as an added argu
ment (via a killJ system call, which
has all the protection rules of kill).
The operating system services the sig
nal, so the migration can proceed with
out the process's knowledge.
The standard command shells have
been enhanced to include a built-in mi
grate command so you can use this tool
for dynamic load balancing. Migration
can be useful if you have to take a given
CPU down for service.

Graceful Addition of CPUs
To make adding or deleting CPUs as
transparent as possible, the kernels in
the cluster run a distributed protocol
when any of them notices a change in the
topology. This protocol determines
which machines exist in the cluster and
the locations of available file systems.
During most of the reconfiguration pro
tocol, normal activity can proceed.
Executing the algorithm or protocol
cleans up after resources that are no
longer available, handles resource sub
stitution, and cleans up after processes
that have left the cluster. That dynamic
reconfiguration doesn't require any
user or operator intervention. The act of
taking a CPU to multiuser mode causes
it to join the cluster. The new CPU, its
devices, and its mounted file systems
become available to the rest of the clus
ter, and their CPUs, devices, and
mounted file systems become available
to the local machine.

the event of a failure, it keeps no hot
shadows (where you simultaneously up
date the same data on two disks on two
different machines) of files that would
permit updating to continue if the stor
age site were to fail. It also includes no
process checkpointing to restart a pro
cess that didn't complete due to proces
sor failure. Adding support for hot
shadows will be easier due to the al
ready existing file replication. Adding
process checkpointing is an extension of
the process-migration facility.
The second exception involves CPU
specific accouriting files . These files,
stored outside the kernel, help to main
tain system operability even when the
CPU is unable to join the cluster. While
a special form of symbolic link is used
to minimize the effect of this change,
it's visibly different from normal
operations.
Another problem lies with the / tmp
directory, typically used in Unix for
transient temporary storage and occa
sionally for exchanging user informa
tion. A copy of / tmp should reside on
each site for performance and availabil
ity. In TCF, / tmp is a local file system,
although each / tmp does have another
globally unique name. You can become
confused if you use the local name.
Device names are handled the same
way. Each device has a globally unique
name. In addition, you can use the local
name / dev /ttyOO, for example, to refer
to a local terminal.
Another general class of exceptions
involves some interprocess-communi
cations mechanisms. The semaphore,
message queues, and shared-memory
mechanism of Unix System V are not
supported cluster-wide, so processes on
different CPUs cannot communicate via
these mechanisms. This is an example
of incomplete implementation of trans
parency, and it can be addressed within
the framework of the overall architec
ture.

Most Objectives Provided
Exceptions to Transparency
TCF includes some exceptions to trans
parency, however. While the environ
ment provides a high level of transpar
ency, it doesn't completely meet a few
of the ideal characteristics.
The first exception concerns error
transparency. While TCF will substi
tute a replicated copy of an open file in

TCF, which will be available soon from
IBM for 370-class machines and PS/2
386 machines, provides most of tran
sparency's objectives: the global file
system hierarchy, transparent file
access, file replication, remote pipes
and signals, and transparent heteroge
neous process execution. The excep
tions are few and largely unnoticed.
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matter which machine you access it
from. While necessary for complete
transparency, this is not always as im
portant as the globally unique names for
data files and directories; access to de
vices is more stylized and accomplished
with fewer commands.
Second, the functions you can apply to
devices should be uniformly available
from all machines. Uniform access in
cludes not only open, read, and write,
but also the catch-all Unix system call
for manipulating devices, ioctl.
There are several different classes of
devices in Unix, and uniform access is
more practical for some of them than for
others. For terminal devices that are buf
fered through kernel data structures, it is
critical and feasible. For memory
mapped screen manipulation, however,
it is considerably harder to get good per
formance. For block-mode devices,
which are implemented by way of the
kernel file J/O buffer cache, providing
device transparency is reasonably
straightforward.
You can provide device transparency
for so-called raw mode devices like mag
netic tape, but the performance degrada

tion can be significant. It may prompt
you to use process transparency and run
the process on the machine local to the
device.
User transparency. Uniform access to
devices is important in accessing the ter
minals of users attached to other CPUs.
Current loosely coupled systems use spe
cialized programs and a variety of Unix
daemons to determine where other users
are logged in.
For example, in Berkeley Unix, the
rwho daemon broadcasts information
about who is logged on locally and col
lects information about who is logged
onto other machines; the talk daemon
supports a conversation with a remote
user; the rsh, rlogin, and telnet dae
mons provide a command interpreter on
a remote machine; and so on.
None of these fragile application-spe
cific daemons should be necessary in a
transparent environment. The standard
single-machine utilities should operate
correctly.
"Under the covers" access. Some
times, it's worthwhile to move a process
ing component to the data rather than
move the data to the process. Semanti

cally, such an action should have no ef
fect on the execution of the application,
but it may be useful nonetheless. You can
improve both availability and perfor
mance by, for example, anticipating site
failures and taking advantage of repli
cated data.
Control of process-execution sites.
Processes need some criteria to know
where to execute. You should at least be
able to specify where to run a process.
However, the method shouldn't require
altering existing software to use it.
One alternative would have you supply
information external to the specified
program: an ordered list of machines to
try to execute on, or criteria like the
least-busy site, the machine nearest the
data, or the one without a communica
tions bottleneck.
In another situation, you could attach
information to the program so that par
ticular processing units could act as cycle
servers for particular programs. What is
important is that the underlying machine
allows you to start processes on specific
machines.
Process relocation during execution.
To fully attain the goal of load balanc-

Howto think of theNewDigiCHANNEL PC/Xi
Intelligent .· ti-Channel Communications Board.
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ing, you need to be able to do more than
just start a task on a given machine . You
also need to be able to change the execu
tion site of all or part of the task during
execution. This is a rigorous test of how
transparent the environment is. If, in
general, you can move a process from
processor to processor and still accom
plish the same task unaware of the
change, then CPUs really are just inter
changeable resources, and the environ
ment is network-transparent.
But this functionality is important for
more reasons than just to prove how
transparent the environment is. You can
use process migration to spread loads
evenly and improve availability. A user,
system administrator, program, or load
leveling daemon should be able to direct
a process to change its execution site. In
addition, the process itself may want to
move during the execution, either to get
closer to the data or a device or to spread
the load.
You can also increase availability if
you move processes offa CPU before you
take it down for maintenance. However,
this may not always be successful, be
cause the process may need other re

sources on the CPU in question.
While process migration may seem
like an ambitious requirement, it's not a
significant extension to remote execution
if the required context is maintained. It
appears more difficult than it is, because
the common remote-job facilities typi
cally in use don't extend easily.
Process creation on other CPUs. Pro
cess migration and transparent remote
execution help you run processes on a
collection of CPUs, but the standard
Unix way of setting up parallel activity is
to use the fork mechanism. (The Unix
fork creates another process that is
largely identical to the one that issues it.)
With remote execution and migration,
implementing remote forking is
straightforward.
You need various criteria to determine
the execution site. You could either
choose a site at random or base your de
cision on load, as in the multiprocessor
environment. The user's environment
might also provide hints. In any case,
given that communication is more expen
sive in this network environment than in
the multiprocessor ·environment, you
need a way to explicitly state which CPU

you want fork to create a process on.
Thus, even ifthe underlying system can't
perfectly spread out a highly parallel
function, the program or compiler can.
Cost benefits, particularly with local
resources. One way to assess whether
network transparency would be valuable
to you is to use the yardstick frequently
applied to multiprocessor systems. As
you add processing elements, what frac
tion of an additional processor is per
forming useful work? In addition, the
cost of having network-transparency ca
pabilities in the system should be low for
a single-site operation.
Resource addition without disrupting
ongoing work. The system should be able
to use added resources automatically.
Similarly, you should be able to create
file replicas during normal operation and
use them immediately. Adding printers
and tape drives should also be transpar
ent. Adding users should simply require
integrating them into the whole cluster,
subject only to protection and resource
management controls. Installing a soft
ware package once should make it avail
able everywhere. You should need to
continued

HowtothinkoftheNewDigiCHANNEL PC/Xe
IntelligentMulti-ChannelCommunicatioru; Board

Think of the DigiCHANNEL PC/Xe as the cutting
edge of economy. You asked for an intelligent multi-<:hannel
communications board to fit applications that don't need a
host of "extra" features, and we listened.
An 8MHz ~186 proces.50r gives you speed and power that
basic boards can't match, yet its cost
is surprisingly... well .. . basic. You can
choose between 4or 8asynchronous
channels, and you'll find that its

64K of RAM is plenty for such straight forward multi-user
and multi-<:hannel applications as data collection and
office automation.
Best of all, the DigiCHANNEL PC/Xe is engineered and
built to the same impressive standards as our DigiCHANNEL
PC/Xi. So, no matter how simple
or complex your system, you can trust
us to get you up and running. And keep
you there.

Call 1-800-344-4273. In Minnesota, (612) 922-~55.
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Six eas~
ays to boost
your BASIC
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So who cares that BYTE mapazlne calls
PRoBAs a "Supercharger for Qu1ckBASIC" or
that PC Tech Journal says that PROBAS is a
"high-quality, hiph-quantity package"? Who
buYs a product tust because Jerry Poumelle
said "Anyone doing serious QuickBASIC pro
gramming would do well to get [PROBA&]"? And
who cares that Wayne Hammerly calls PROBA&
"The greatest thing since sliced bread"?

PROREF provides on-line help for the routines
in the PROBAs library. This hypertext manual
links directly to the QB AdviS()i' in QuickBASIC
4.5 so that the PROBA& reference becomes an
integral part of your QuickBASIC on-line man
ual. Includes information and examples on
PROBA& routines and helpfUI hints on program
ming in BASIC. Jusl $60.001

Who?-Only those who want to write better,
faster, slicker programs and save hundreds of
programming hours in the process. With all of
that hoopla out of the way, we are formally
announcing the momentous release of
PRoBAs Version 3 .1, now with over 400
assembly routines to make BASIC programs
faster and more powerful than you ever
dreamed with features like:

n
lrRO~REENTll

• A 1,000-page two-volume manual
• Full mouse support
. • Extended and EMS memory support
• Full.fealured windowinp
• Moll8able, resizable windows
• Screen sn~hots (text & graphics)
• Virtual screens in memory
• Uqtitning-fast file VO
• Critical error handling
• String, array, and pointer sorts
• Seari:h directories and archives
Create dazzling screens in text, CGA, EGA,
VGA, and Hercliles graphics modes with win
dows that can overlay one another and be
moved and resized on the fly. Store megabytes
of string, data, or screen snapshots in extended
or EMS memory. Draw complex text or graphic
screens to memory and snap them on in an
eyeblink. The PROBAS file VO routines allow
you to read or write huge chunks of data at a
cllp, far faster than with BASIC.

PROBAB also has over 300 olher essential ser

:vt.. Including handy strftlg, date, time, di~

10r,y, ,and array manfpulatiOn routines; string,
Stnen, and data compression routines: valu
equTpment and Input routines; and faster
Ql1ls for many BASIC commands.

~er

-

Management

PROSc:AEEN is afull-featured screen generator/
editor that will save you more design and cod
ing time than you ever thought possible.
PRoScREEN treats screens like a word pro
cessor treats text to provide complete control
over characters, colors, and placement. Design
input screens with up to 130 fields, 19 pre
defined and 2 user-defined masks. Save
screens to screen files or .OBJ files and use the
tight BASIC/Assembly code that comes with
PRoScREEN to access the screens. There's no
kludgy code generator here! Access hundreds
of input screens with less than 25k of total code.
Just $99.001

Mathematics
Library
PROMATH is a collection of over 150 high-level
routines that provide mathematical ftiiictions
and operations for programmers who often
work In mathematics, science, or engineering.
Complex variables, real and complex matriQf:lS,
real and complex 1rigonometric and hyperbolic
functions and their fnverses, solution of linear
equations, integration, differential equations,
Fast Fourier transforms, graphics suPPort. and
many other useful routines ant provided. ·
For years Fortran has been the language of
choice for scientific and engineering apptica·
tions, but it lacks many of the useful features of
QuickBASIC. PROllATH contains most of the
Fortran mathematical and numeric functions
and allows you to easily translate Fortran code
to BASIC or WritB ·new programs in BASIC,
while retaining Fotfrans numerical prowess.
Tiie PRollATH manual is over 200 pages and
amMdes a com• description of each rou
trrie: lncludl119 811Y algorithm and the mathe
iiiiiij
ufa ·the routine uses, stiown In
s. ·
otation. For QuickBASIC 4 and
$ only. Just $99.001

TooLl<rr
The TooLKrr is a collection of high-level BASlej
and assembly modules that use the routlnes.)11
the PRoBAs library to save you even more
hours of grunt work. Why spend hundreds ol
hours re-inventing the wheel when you'can just
plug in TOOLKrr modules like:
• Super-fast B-Tree indexing
• Ring, Bar, Pop-Up. Pull-Dawn menus
• Scroll-bar tag windows
• Dialog boxes with radio buttons
• Two mini-editors with word wrap
• BCD math routines
• Julian date & calendar routines
• Patch .EXE files
• Protected memory storage area
The TooLKrr now supports EGA and VGA
graphics modes for menus, windows, editors,
calendars, and more. Complete with BASIC
source code and an all-new comprehensive
manual. The TooLl<rr requires the PR08As
library and helps conserve your greatest asset
of all-time! Just $99.001

TELECOMM

TooLKrr
The PR08As TELEColnl TOOLKrr Is a collec
tion of high-level communications modules that
you plug into your code to provide popular file

transfer protocols, terminal emulations, login
scripts and baud rates up to 115,200 baud. You
get:
• Xmodem1Modem7/Xmodem-1k

• Ymodem (&Ingle and batch)
• CRC-16 aiid Checksum
• VT52, VT100, ANSI, BBS etc.
• Auto Dialer & data base
• Documented BASIC source
Why use clumsy SHELL.s to complex tennlnal
pR?fJrams when,you can plugjp~hcommuni
cations routines you need lntQ_ your code?
Implement Just the feat\J18S and _qgmmands
you want. Requires PROBA&o f!Ullt.$15.:11111
Our thirty-day, mon~~8SSUl88
you the ~h8st quality and ~techn~
port staff 18 always ready to ~

n'!A~~!~!
9309 JASMINE COURT• LAUAEL,.MD 20707

(800) 343·7484
lfil:'L, ORDERS: (a01) 953-2·191 FAX: t30' ) 72li·8147
BBS: (301) 958-7738
Add $5.00 per item ($8.00Canada) for shipping per order.
Europe: $39.00for 1st ltem'pjus S5.00foreach·addlllonll
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perform software-maintenance activities
only once; the system should propagate
any changes to all replicas.
Resource removal without loss of ser
vice. Removing resources can be either a
planned or an unplanned event. With
error transparency, you shouldn't notice
in either case, except perhaps for degrad
ed performance. Several interesting, but
not absolute, degrees oferror transparen
cy exist.
First, activities that don't involve the
lost resource shouldn't be disrupted.
Second, the system should automatically
substitute equivalent resources. File sub
stitution should be possible if copies
exist, and process transparency should
allow CPU substitution. However, these
substitutions may be difficult in ongoing
operations.
For example, ifa file was partially up
dated and some of the changes were
cached, losing the site with the cache
may preclude a simple substitution and
require more extensive checkpoint/re
start facilities. Similarly, if a process is
partway through execution on a CPU that
fails, the process can be restarted from
the beginning on another CPU. But, in
general, that won't be completely trans
parent to other processes and users who
may have already seen partial results.

A Significant Step Forward
Designing a system to provide this col
lection of characteristics and require
ments is an ambitious endeavor, but the
result would be a significant step forward
in Unix functionality and in distributed
computing. "Single-system image" may
be a buzzword, but it's certainly descrip
tive of the goal of network transparency.
IBM's TCF implementation of the LO
CUS Distributed System Architecture
demonstrates that most of the transparen
cy requirements outlined are feasible,
even while maintaining single-machine
Unix semantics (see the text box "Trans
parency Today" on page 228).
Transparency as a concept has many
degrees and dimensions. Single-machine
Unix users who have struggled with
limited cross-machine services gener
ally are excited by it and find the trans
parent environment greatly superior. We
expect that interactive terminal-intensive
tasks will naturally run near the key
board and screen, while back-end ma
chines will get file- and CPU-intensive
assignments.
System administration will be much
easier than for n individual machines.
However, more is involved in managing a
transparency cluster than a single ma
chine because of the opportunities to im

prove performance and availability by
relocating or replicating data and by allo
cating CPUs. The ease with which you
can run tasks in parallel on different
CPUs will probably result in a flurry of
engineering and scientific applications.
Due to the high level of transparency,
you should be able to smoothly expand
the environment by adding front-end ter
minal machines, file-server-type ma
chines, cycle-server machines, or com
binations of these without disturbing the
existing installation and with immediate
integration. We expect that a high level of
transparency will open many doors. •
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Unleash the
BASIC Power
of Hypertext!
Our latest BASIC-booster includes the first
hypertext engine designed to be called from
BASIC. With the PRoBAs HvPERHELP
TooLKrr you can use the hypertext enP.ine to
put one or more manuals on-line with full
hypertext search facilities. Imagine having one
or more manuals on-line with all of the fan
tastic hypertext abilities in the QuickBASIC 4.5
compiler and then some:
• Choose single- or multi-window display
• Specify window colors and placement
• Move and resize windows with mouse or keys
• Sophisticated mouse and keyboard interface
• Up ID 40 bookmarks ID llllMI between hypellinks
In less than a dozen lines of code you can pop-up
aintext~sensitive help at any time. Your users can
then jump to related help, examples, or just browse
the manual(s) in one or more windows that they can
move or resize at will. The text will automatically wrap
within the window ID stay fully visible!

Create HyperCard Applications
Use the HvPERHELP engine to create full

blown hypercard applications. Create sophisti
cated multi-window, multi-thread hypercard
stacks. Mix cards and manuals for total data
integration. Moving from link-to-link or card
to-card is instantaneous and the speed will
amaze you.
Adding hypertext to your applications takes
less than about a dozen lines of BASIC code.
Converting ASCII text to hypertext is just as
easy-just put delimiters around keywords,
hvPerlinks, and items you want to display in
boldface.

Multiple Help Subsystems
The hypertext engine is just a part of the
HYPERHELP TooLKrr. There is a wide selec
tion of help subsystems with various displays,
user interfaces, and memory requirements to
suit almost any need. Want a small, window
oriented, keyword help system? It's in there!
Need a Terminate & Stay Resident help sys
tem? It's in there! How about a lightbar index
ing system that then pops-up the selected
text? It's in there!
The HYPERHELP TooLKrr gets it's blinding
speed by using the low-level routine in our
PROBAs Professional Basic Programming
Library. HYPERHELP requires the PRoBAS
Library. See our ad on the opposite page for
information on PRoBAS, shipping rates, and
our thirty-day money-back guarantee.
Special Introductory Prlce--for a short
time this powerful hypertext engine and collec
tion of help subsystems is available for just
$99.00!
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#l In A Series.

Ask The Doctor

Your Most Important Questions
About PC Data Security.
scaJating inst.ances of PC dat.a theft and misuse affecting both government and industry
have shown the need for an effective yet easy-to-use dat.a security product. U.S. Public law
100-235 now mandates that government agencies prot.ect sensitive dat.a files.
ln response, Dr. Alan K. Jennings, Ph.D., inventor and co-founder of
Rainbow Technologies, has designed the DataSentryT~ an external
hardware key that provides data file security without the problems
associat.ed with internal hanlWdre and software-based prot.ection.
ln this first ofa series ofinformational bulletins, Dr. Jennings answers
some ofthe more frequently asked questions on PC data securityand the
DataSentry system from Rainbow Tuchnologies.
Q. What is the Dat.aSently

Q. What is the disadvantage of

S)'Slmt?

password-Only software
protection?
A. The main disadvant.age of
~rd-0nly protection is that
users find it difficult t.o
remember a ~rd wdess it is
sometlting quite familiar t.o tltem 
like tlteir spouse's name, tlteir
dog or tlte street tltey live on. It
was recently estimated that
about 75%of ARPANEI'
~rds could be discovered by
trying tltese three choices.
Choosing a less familiar name
requires that it be written down.
This, of course, is a security risk.
As a result, pasmwrd-0nly
protection is fairly ~ t.o defeat.

A. The DataSentry protection

DataaQ

Sentey·

• Completely user-installable
•Pocket-sized external
device •Menu-driven, user
friendly interface• Single- or
multi-user security system
•Audit trail, log-on identi
fiers and automatic encryp
tion/decryption of entire
directories • Secures data
transmitted by modems
• Prevents recovery of data
by utility programs

Dealer Inquiries Welcome.

S)Stem consists of a combination
of a hardWclre encryption device 
Personal Access Key  and
associated software that runs on
an IBM or compatible PC having
a parallel printer port and a
floppy disk drive. The DataSentiy
provides three types of security:
mandatory use of tlte access key
t.o open a file, encryption and
pasmwrd protection.

Q. What is iIL'lide the
Pmional ~Key?

A. Inside each pocket-simd
Personal Access Key is a pro
prietary cust.om-designed
integrated circuit, often referred
t.o as an Application Specific
Integrated Urcuit (ASIC). This
ASIC was designed by engineers
at Rainbow Tuchnologies speci
fically for tlte DataSentry S)Stem.
The full capabilities of tlte ASIC
are known only t.o Rainbow. In
operation, tlte proprietary ASIC
implements a special function
called an algoritltm, chaien from
many tltousands of pamble
algorithms when tlte key is being
manufactured at tlte Rainbow
fact.ory.

Q. What is the ad\lllntage
of exrernal hardware keys ewer
intAmal secmiey boaml?
A. Some protection S)Stems
depend on circuit boards being
installed inside Ute PC. In
addition t.o oijection t.o tlte
expense of installation and
training, many users are reluctant
t.o open tlteir PCB. IBM PS/2s and
laptop PQ; do not accept tlte
standard add-in boards. As a
result, nearly all PC users have a
strong preference t.o tlte addition
of low-cost external hardWclre t.o
achi~ Ute desired protection.

Q. ls the D~ (Data Enayption
Standard) gowemmentfipeeifled
algorithm available wi1h the
DataSenlly S)'Stem?
A. Yes. The m:s algoritltm as
defined by U.S. goverrunent
standard FlPS 46 is implemented
in tlte DataSentry S)Stem.

Q. Can the Dat.aSently system
be med on local area neavorlls?
A. Yes. It can be used on I.ANS
as long as Ute aut.omatically
protected files are stored on a
local computer. It does not
matter if tlte application is stored
on tlte local PC, on a shared file
serYer or on any other PC.
Q. Can a Dat.aSently S)'Stem be
med to secure mainframe data
mes?
A. Yes. The mainframe could
send files t.o Ute PC for
encrypting or decrypting.

Q. What are some of the new
spedal feaWres of the
Dat.aSently S)'Stem?
A. Audit trail, log-On identifiers,
and aut.omatic encryption/de
cryption or entire direct.ories.
7b mnsull Dr. Jellllings and the
DataSenlly sales st4 about
your penonal data security
questions, call Rainbow
7echnoWgies today.

RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES
18011-A Mitchell South, Irvine, CA 92714 • (714) 261-0228 • TELEX: 386078 • FAX: (714) 261-0260
Rainbow Technologies, Ud., Shirley Lodge, 470 London Rd., Slough, Berkshire, SL3 8QY, U.K., Tel: 0753-41512, Fax: 0753-43610
o 1989 Rainbow Technologies. All product names are trademarks of their respective manufacturers.
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Remote Control
Distributing computing tasks over a multivendor network
is a lot easier if you know your RPCs
Carl Manson and Ken Thurber
he basic limitation
of all single-pro
cessor systems is
that they execute
only one instruction at a time.
There are a couple of ways
around this limitation. One is
parallel processing. Parallel
processors can achieve super
computing speeds at near mi
crocomputing prices by com
bining varying numbers of
tightly coupled CPUs.
The network offers another
way around the one-instruc
tion limitation: distributed
processing. On a network,
you can integrate multiple,
loosly coupled processors into
a single computing environ
ment by using remote proce
dure calls.

T

Spreading the Work
Around
As the name implies, a re
mote procedure call (RPC)
invokes a procedure on a machine that is
remote from where the call originates. In
its basic form, an RPC identifies the pro
cedure to be executed, the machine it is
to be executed on, and any arguments re
quired. The application of this RPC
model results in a client/server arrange
ment where the client is the application
that issued the call and the server is the
processor that handles the call.
ILLUSTRATION: ROBERT TINNEY © 1989

An early implementation of the RPC
model, Courier, was developed by Xerox
as part of the Xerox Network System.
Courier is defined as a three-layer proto
col that uses virtual circuits for commu
nication (see figure 1). At the top layer,
the Courier protocol consists of a mes
sage stream that includes the call and re
turn information. The bottom layer con
sists of a block stream for data transfer.

The middle layer-the object
stream-defines the data
types that can be used in
transferring information. The
idea behind Courier was to
allow distributed systems to
use the higher-level abstrac
tions it provides.
Using RPCs, Courier made
it possible to distribute the
processing of a job over the
network. However, it lacked a
way to match processing re
quests to processors-the
Courier model required that
you specify the server as part
of the call. Other issues not
addressed by Courier: load
balancing, resource naming,
reliability, error handling,
process blocking, and data
translation.
Currently, the two RPC
implementations receiving a
lot of attention are Sun Micro
systems' RPC, which is part
of the Network File System
(NFS), and Apollo Computer's RPC,
which is a component of its Network
Computing System (NCS).

RPCs in the Sun
The Sun RPC mechanism is relatively
simple (see figure 2). Like Courier, it
executes a process on a remote machine
as if the process were being executed
continued
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locally. A major difference, however, is
the requirement that the Sun RPC system
work in multivendor environments. This
led to the inclusion of a data-translation
mechanism called the External Data
Representation (XDR) protocol.
The Sun RPC is a library of routines
you can use to develop distributed appli
cations. It consists of three layers. The
highest is a set of routines that perform
network functions such as determining
how many users are logged onto a remote
machine. The lowest layer involves di
rect network manipulation.
You use the middle layer of routines to
construct the higher-level functions.
These are the routines that actually in
voke remote procedures.
For example, callrpc (), the simplest
RPC in the library, requires eight pa
rameters that illustrate the Sun RPC
model. The first parameter is the name
of the remote machine that will handle
the call. The next three are the program,
version, and procedure numbers. The
fifth parameter is an XDR routine that is
used to convert the arguments being
passed to an intermediate data represen
tation defined by the XDR protocol. This
is followed by the actual arguments to the
remote procedure. The last two param
eters, an XDR routine and the return ar
guments, are for the return call. Thus,
with the exception of the data conversion
that ensures processor independence, the
Sun RPC uses the same model used by
Xerox for its Courier protocol.

The NFS Idea
Based on the Sun RPC, NFS provides
transparent file access among computers
of different architectures over one or

more networks. NFS keeps different file
structures and operating systems trans
parent to users. Access techniques also
remain invisible to users. In addition,
file access performance with NFS is
comparable to local file access.
NFS is an open approach to solving the
problems inherent in networking in to
day's heterogeneous world of computers.
Important design goals include machine
and operating-system independence,
simple crash recovery, transparent file
access, and good performance. Sun also
wanted NFS to provide a Unix-like way
of making remote files available to local
programs without having to modify, or
even recompile, them. To achieve these
goals, Sun designed the NFS protocols
independently of the operating system
and transport network. Thus, NFS is not
a network operating system but an inde
pendent network service.

Implementing NFS
NFS extends the standard Unix mount
command, allowing system administra
tors and network users to mount remote
files and directories on their machines
for local use. Under NFS, you can mount
files immediately when you bring a net
work server or computer on-line, or later
as you need them. Access to these files
follows the same operating-system pro
cedures as local file retrieval. With
Unix, for example, you locate a file with
the cat command plus the appropriate
path name to the file. As long as the cli
ent and server share the same network,
this doesn't change under NFS, regard
less of the file's location. NFS automati
cally determines whether a request for a
file should take place locally or over the

Message stream

Layer 1
(highest)

{call, reject, return, abort}
Object stream

Layer 2

{predefined: Boolean, cardinal, long cardinal,
integer, long integer, string, unspecified}
{constructed: enumeration, array, sequence,
record, choice, procedure, error}

Layer3
(lowest)

Block s~ream

network. For performance reasons, NFS
is integrated with the kernel of Sun's op
erating system.
NFS perceives machines on a network
as being servers, clients, or both. Any
system with a disk can function as both a
server and a client. Diskless nodes oper
ate only as clients, and dedicated servers
only as servers.
Because NFS is used with multiple op
erating systems, servers on the network
are stateless. They do not maintain tables
relating to each file being served. Each
file request is shipped across the network
with exactly the parameters (such as
read/write privileges) that are attached to
it locally. This makes for simple recov
ery in the event of a system or network
crash. For example, the system doesn't
have to reconstruct file-locking tables.

The NFS Protocol
NFS starts with a remote-execution sys
tem protocol. This defines the operations
available (the remote procedures), the ar
guments passed to them, and the results
returned. The principal operation in the
protocol is START, which initiates a re
mote program. The START procedure
takes the name of the command and its
arguments, the working directory (in
cluding the name of the server providing
it), a list of environment variables with
their values, and port numbers for the
standard input, output, and error chan
nels. START returns the status of the ini
tial execution in both machine-readable
and human-readable form.
When START concludes, the remote
program executes. Its standard input is
read from, and standard output written
to, the indicated network ports (with an
optional third network port for standard
error). The WAIT operation waits for the
command to terminate, and it returns the
exit status, also in both machine-read
able and human-readable form.
NFS protocol procedures use this
mechanism to provide the basic function
ality of the Unix file-system routines.
For example, under NFS you can use
Unix functions such as read, write,
create, and mkdir even if the server is
running some other operating system.
In addition to the protocol procedures
themselves, the NFS design also deals
with the problems inherent in both the
server and the client side of a transparent
distributed processing network.

Servicing NFS Requests
Figure 1: The protocol layers ofXNS Courier show the built-in data types supported
by the remote procedure call (RPC) mechanism.
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Because servers are stateless under NFS,
any modified data must be committed to
stable storage before the system returns
the results of an NFS service request.
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The implication for Unix-based servers
is that NFS requests that modify the file
system must flush all modified data to
disk before returning. For example,
when NFS performs a write operation,
the server must flush not only the data
block but also any modified indirect
blocks and the block containing the sys
tem file descriptor (the i-node).
Another modification to Unix neces
sary to make the server work properly is
the addition ofa generation number in the
i-node and a unique file-system ID for
the file system on the server. These extra
numbers make it possible for the server
to use the i-node number, the i-node-gen
eration number, and the file-system ID
together as the network ID for a file. The
i-node-generation number is necessary
because the server may hand out a net
work ID with an i-node number for a file
that is later removed and the i-node re
used. When the original network ID
comes back, the server must be able to
tell that this i-node number now refers to
a different file. The generation number
has to be incremented every time the i
node is freed.

Client Worries
The client side provides the transparent
interface to the NFS functions. To en
sure transparent access to remote files,
NFS uses a method of locating remote
files that does not change the structure of
path names. Some Unix-based remote
file-access schemes use host:path to
name remote files. This "late binding"
does not allow true transparent access
since it requires the modification of
existing programs that parse path names.
Sun's solution is to perform the host
name lookup and file-address binding
once per file system. The NFS mount
command accomplishes this by allowing
you to attach a remote file system to a di
rectory. The advantage to this system is
that you deal with host names only once,
at mount time. It also allows the server to
limit access to file systems by checking
client credentials. The disadvantage is
that remote files are not available to the
client until a mount is done.
Transparent access to different types
of file systems mounted on a single ma
chine is provided by different file-system
interfaces in the kernel. Each file-system
type requires two sets of interface opera
tions. The virtual file-system (VFS) in
terface defines the procedures that oper
ate on the file system as a whole. The
virtual node (v-node) interface defines
the procedures that qperate on an indi
vidual file within that file-system type;
The VFS interface's structure con

tains the operations that can be done on
the file system as a whole. Likewise, the
v-node interface's structure contains the
operations that can be done on a file or
directory within the file system. There is
one VFS structure in the kernel for each
mounted file system and one v-node
structure for each active file or direc- ·
tory. This use of abstract data types
allows the kernel to treat all file systems
and nodes the same way without having
to know the details of the underlying file
system. The v-node and VFS interfaces
ensure that programs that parse Unix
path names will be able to find remote
files on many different file systems.

Locks and Open Files
Being stateless, NFS does not support re
mote record and file locking. It contains
separate lock managers that handle file
and record locking. Lock managers are
provided at both the client and the server.
Lock requests from the client are for
warded to the server lock manager using
RPC routines . The network status moni
tor service then notifies the lock manag
ers of any change in status of either the
server or the client.
If the status monitor detects the failure

of a client, it notifies the server, which
then releases the failed client's lock. If
the status monitor detects the failure and
recovery of a server, the client-lock man
ager retransmits any client-lock requests.
In addition to record and file locking,
NFS attempts to obey Unix file-system
semantics without modifying the server
or the NFS protocol. In some cases, this
is difficult. For example, Unix allows
the removal of open files. A process can
open a file, remove its directory entry'
and still read and write to the file. This
procedure defines temporary files.
Of course, not all operating systems or
file systems support the removal of open
files. To provide this capability, NFS
checks the client VFS during a removal
operation. If the file is open, NFS re
names the remote file instead of remov
ing it. This makes the file "sort of' in
visible to the client and still allows
reading and writing to the file. The new
name is not removed until its v-node be
comes inactive. NFS calls this the
"three-quarter solution" because, if the
client crashes between the rename opera
tion and the remove operation, a garbage
file is left on the server.
continued

Client
Server
Client
program

Service
process
callrpc()
Execute
request

Call
service
Execute
service
Return
answer
Request
completed

Return

Client
program
continues

Service
process

Figure 2: A typical call using the Sun RPC shows the flow ofcontrol from the client
to the server and back again.
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that stand in for the applications calling a than once without side effects, you can
subroutine. The client application in eliminate the overhead required to guard
vokes remote procedures using standard against this.
The RPC Runtime environment in
calling conventions, as if the procedures
were part of the local program. The cli cludes conversion routines for changing
ent stub acts as the "local representative" byte order and converting floating-point
of the procedures, organizing the data representations. You can use the source
into a format that can be meaningfully code provided for these routines to create
transmitted to the server. The stub then run-time procedures that handle data
uses the Apollo RPC Runtime library ·conversion between different machines.
System-level support for RPC opera
routines to communicate with the server.
Within the server, a similar chain of tions is also provided. In most cases, you
events occurs. The RPC Runtime rou don't use RPC Runtime calls directly.
tines pass the request to a server stub that Instead, you create an interface defini
stands in for the calling program and in tion in the Network Interface Definition
vokes the requested procedure. After Language. The NIDL compiler automat
execution, the server stub passes return ically generates the stub code, including
information to the RPC Runtime rou RPC calls, for both the server and client
tines, which in turn communicate with from a single interface definition. This
layered design simplifies and isolates the
the client (see figure 3).
The RPC Runtime library is an inte operations required to make a remote
gral part of Apollo's RPC strategy. It procedure call work.
provides the system calls required to im
·RPC Runtime is as independent of
plement both calling clients and called particular network layer protocols as
servers. These calls provide the mecha possible. It is written in portable C and
nisms for transferring requests from the uses the Berkeley Unix socket abstrac
clients to the servers and transmitting tion, which masks the details of various
and receiving responses.
protocol families so you can write proto
col-independent networking code.
Characteristics of RPC Runtime
Networking facilities designed to
The Apollo RPC Runtime system con move long byte streams reliably, such as
tains most of the facilities required to im TCP/IP, are not suited to handling the
plement distributed processing. It in way an RPC system exchanges messages
cludes error-handling capabilities and is because the cost of setting up and main
robust in the face of lost, duplicated, or taining a connection using such facilities
long-delayed messages , messages arriv is quite high. RPC Runtime implements
ing out of order, and server crashes. RPC exactly the reliability it needs on top of a
The Apollo Approach
Runtime ensures that no call ever exe connectionless network service such as
Apollo's approach to RPCs is to provide cutes more than once. Because the error the User Datagram Protocol. Because
a set of routines that look like standard, handling is built into RPC Runtime, the they lack sophisticated handshaking pro
stand-alone subroutines to client applica application can call for only as much tocols, datagram services have less over
tions. These stand-in routines are called error correction as is needed. For exam head than connection-oriented services
stubs . Likewise, servers also use stubs ple, if you can execute a subroutine more and are thus ideal for RPC systems.
Less overhead, however, also means
less reliability in error recovery. RPC
Runtime makes up for this by providing
its own error checking and recovery pro
Client
cedures on top of the datagram service.
Procedures
This approach has the additional advan
Call I
Interface
tage of reliably handling those systems
+I Return
Return I
tI Call
embedded microprocessors, for in
stance-that supply a less-than-reliable
Client stub
Server stub
service when connected to a network.
The protocol that RPC Runtime im
Call ~
plements on top of a datagram service is
Return
Return
Call
lightweight yet robust in the face of prob
:+--
lems with messages. The user is not re
RPC Runtime
RPC Runtime
quired to switch to a standard transport
,.___
layer like TCP/IP in order to achieve reli
Network
able network service.
messages

However, NFS does not preserve all
the Unix open-file semantics because in
teractions between two clients using the
same remote file cannot be controlled on
a single client. For example, if one client
opens a file and another client removes
that file, the first client's read request
will fail even though the file is still open.
Another sm1rce of difficulty for NFS
is time skew. Time skew between two cli
ents or between a client and a server can
cause the time associated with a file to be
inconsistent. For example , the Unix
command ranlib , which converts ar
chives into libraries, saves the current
time in a library entry. The Unix dy
namic linker ld checks the modify time
of the library against the time saved in
the library. When ranlib is run on a re
mote file, the modify time comes from
the server, while the current time saved
in the library comes from the client. If
the server's time is far ahead of the cli
ent's, it appears told as ifthe library is
out of date. This problem can be handled
by taking the network-status-monitor ap
proach with file and record locking .
Time requests would then be imple
mented as remote procedure calls.
NFS is a good example of a distributed
processing application that uses RPCs. It
remains dependent, however, on clients
mounting remote file systems. Apollo
Computer ' s RPC-based system auto
mates the selection of servers to a greater
degree than NFS .

.

•

f

Client process

i

t

Server process

Programming RPC Runtime
Figure 3: The Apollo RPCfacility uses stubs on both the client and server side
to stand in for the called procedure and the calling application, respectively.

The NIDL compiler automatically gen
erates the stub procedures that stand in
continued
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About ViewLink...
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product of the late DOS era
... a visionary solution - a
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productivity."
Jeff An~, INFOWORLD
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applications."
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what the critics are saying
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how much more efficiently
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directory or subdirectory
structures.
Think of how much
quicker you could get things
done if you could load both
the file you want to work
with and its program at the
same time-with a single
keystroke.
Visualize how much more effective you could be if
you could search an entire hard disk for related
files--and group them together automatically.
That's the powerful idea behind ViewLink. A new
easy-to-use method in connecting you with your soft
ware and data. It works with over 50 of today's most
popular software applications. And it's only $149.95.
From Traveling Software, the people who brought
you LapLink, DeskLink and Battery Watch.
Available at your local computer store today.
For more infonnation about ViewLink, call 1-800
343-8080 or in Washington state 206-483-8088.
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18702 North Creek Parkway • Bothell, WA 98011
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for the remote procedure on the call side,
and for the caller's procedure on the
server side (see figure 4). You describe
the stub routines in an interface specifi
cation (written in NIDL) that describes
the procedures that can be called remote
ly, as well as the numbers and types of
their arguments.
NIDL contains constructs for describ
ing the data types, functions, and proce
dures associated with a remote interface.
It is a·declarative language and contains
no executable constructs. It comes in two
flavors: NIDL/C with a C-like syntax,
and NIDL/Pascal with a syntax like the
Pascal/Modula-2 family oflanguages.
All RPC Runtime calls are tagged
with a description of how the calling ma
chine represents basic data such as inte
gers, characters, and floating-point
numbers. The representation of aggre
gates does not differ across machine
types because aggregates are defined by
the stubs (which actually pack the com
ponents ofthe aggregates), not the under
lying machine architecture. All stubs are
thus capable ofconverting data to the ap
propriate type. The compiler also lets
you write separate procedures to handle

pointers. Thus, you can pass complex
data structures between machines.
The NIDL compiler generates stubs
that can employ the following data types:
signed and unsigned integers, single- and
double-precision floating-point num
bers, characters, strings, fixed- and
varying-length arrays, enumerations,
sets, records, discriminated unions, and
simple pointers. The compiler supports
three types of binding for the RPC and
the remote procedure to be executed: ex
plicit, implicit, and automatic.
Explicit binding means that the NIDL
specification states exactly which server
to use whenever the application is run. In
implicit binding, the client defines the
server in a variable before making any
remote procedure calls, thus deferring
binding to run time. Automatic binding
is provided as a service of the location
broker. The binding options available
allow greater flexibility than systems
that use explicit binding exclusively.

The Location Broker
To be truly distributed, an application
should not contain hard-coded informa
tion about its execution environment. For

High-level
description
' ••

"'t·

System
Independent

example, if you add an array processor to
a network, you shouldn't have to modify
applications to have them recognize and
use the new machine. The Apollo NCS
uses a location broker to automatically
match tasks to servers. Servers register
their capabilities with the location bro
ker, and clients query the location broker
at run time to determine which servers to
use for particular RPC calls.
The location broker maintains a repli
cated database that contains the identities
and locations of server objects available
on the network. Client programs can ac
cess different resources through the loca
tion broker without knowing the location
of each object beforehand. The location
broker provides a forwarding facility and
invocation facility. Forwarding provides
an address to the objects on a server. In
vocation can start the server if it is not
running at the time the location broker
receives a request for the object.
Other location-broker components in
clude a client agent, called by programs
that want to use location-broker facili
ties; local brokers, which manage infor
mation about resources on the local host;
replicated global brokers, which manage
information about resources available to
all clients; and administrative tools that
update the location broker.
The location broker is a large step to
ward providing transparent distributed
processing on a network. Using a broker,
applications can dynamically bind to re
sources in the network without any
changes in their source or object code.

Distributed Applications
RP.C

Sttib
source

Rurltimtv
$ource.·.,
cocfJl

code
Client
system

Server
system

RPC

Although networks can never achieve the
raw processing speed of a tightly coupled
parallel processor, distributed process
ing using RPCs offers many of the ad
vantages of parallel processing.
Presently, there is not a lot ofcommer
cial work in the area of building a distrib
uted processing network to perform a
particular function. This area is wide
open for applications development. With
the availability of distributed processing
tools based on RPCs, you will see the de
velopment of such applications. •

Runtime
Application

Stub

Stub

Remote
subroutines

Figure 4: The NIDL compiler generates complementary stubs that are used on both
the client and the server side. The declarations produced by the NJDL are used
by native compilers on both the client and server to produce the actual stub code.
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DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING

The
Paperless Office
Distributed PC-based document image processing
may change the way you do business
Dean Hough
or years you've
heard how com
puter ~echnology
was going to create
an office environment where
paper would be obsolete. It
appears, however, that com
puters have had the opposite
effect: Offices now create
more paper than ever before.
The difficulties in creating a
paperless office are in getting
real-world documents into
and out of a computer system,
and in working with them
once they have been acquired.
One solution is document
image processing.
DIP is the storage, manage
ment, and retrieval of images
on a computer system. Once
the exclusive domain of large
dedicated systems, it is
emerging as a bona fide per
sonal computer-based office
automation application. It
may change the way you do
business.

F

Elements of a DIP System
DIP systems consist of page scanners,
database managers, and mass storage de
vices that capture and manage original
documents as images. You use standard
or high-resolution displays to view these
images, and laser printers to generate
hard copy. Specialized DIP functions are
ILLUSTRATION: ROBERT TINNEY© 1989

controlled by dedicated image-process
ing hardware and software.
DIP is most useful when you integrate
it into a LAN that provides access to
shared laser printers, scanners, optical
disks, and databases. Such a distributed
environment lets your DIP system auto
mate and manage the flow of documents
electronically. If you're on the network,
you can access thousands of documents

without ever leaving your own
machine. Further, the same
document can be viewed si
mu lta neou sly at different
workstations. You can also in
tegrate DIP with applications
such as fax, forms, and desk
top publishing to help manage
the distribution and output of
graphics information.
The computers on your DIP
system must perform some or
all of the following functions:
image compression and ex
pansion, scanning, printing,
retrieving, and scaling and
rotating. The machines that
function as print and scan
servers should be specialized
to speed these processes. Spe
cialized hardware can handle
image compression and ma
nipulation. Finally, the sys
tems you use as DIP worksta
tions to retrie:ve and view
images require a retrieval en
gine and may need enhanced
graphics capabilities.
The ideal DIP network configuration
contains many elements (see figure 1). A
file server stores the database application
and image data. A DIP server provides
image compression and decompression,
and 1/0 via the attached scanner and
printer. The workstations, running
either DOS or Windows, have either a
continued
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hardware or software retrieval capabil
ity, which includes image decompression
and manipulation.

The Software Side
As usual, DIP hardware technology has
progressed faster than the software,
which must catch up before DIP can gain
wide acceptance. Fortunately, the neces
sary software pieces are beginning to fall
into place.
The increasing acceptance of Win
dows marks a long overdue shift from
character-based applications to a stan
dard graphics interface. This is particu
larly important to a graphics-intensive

Magnetic

application such as DIP. Windows repre
sents a major step toward integrated
image-processing systems, but it has
some limitations.
The major obstacle in using standard
Windows as the front end to a DIP appli
cation is that it lacks free-form image ca
pabilities. This is illustrated by the ab
sence of Windows support for scanners.
Existing Windows applications deal pri
marily with structured data such as
fonts, patterns, and vector graphics.
This is fine for standard word process
ing, database, and spreadsheet applica
tions, but not for graphics-intensive
ones. Structured graphics definitions

D

D

~

LAN

Optical

DOS, Windows
workstations

~

General-purpose
workstation; fax,
word processing,
etc.

Fax

~.

·II VGA Ir]
=

Scanner

DIP server

File server

0

~

~
General-purpose
workstation;
forms, desktop
publishing, etc.

~
Image-retrieval
workstation

II
0

VGA

=

Jr]

~

General-purpose
workstation;
sreadsheet,
database, etc.

Figure 1: An idealized distributed document-image-processing system provides
specialized imaging services, such as scanning and image manipulation,
in addition to standard network services.

Listing 1: These code fragments contrast how you display large raster images
using the standard Windows' graphics device interface and an extended GD/.
STANDARD GDI

EXTENDED GDI

get window
do {
create compatible bitmap
read into map
create memory DC
select bitmap
stretch blt DC to window
deselect bitmap
delete bitmap
delete memory DC
while(not end of image)
return

get window
DISPLAYIMAGE
return

can't handle handwriting, photographs,
and free-form drawings. By contrast,
raster representation can describe all
types of image and graphics information,
since it makes no assumptions about
image content.

Opening Windows
For DIP applications, one solution is to
extend Windows so it can work more eas
ily with raster images. You can accom
plish this by providing extensions to the
graphics device interface (GDI) that
forms the foundation of Windows.
The Windows GDI provides the font
and graphics resources that enable appli
cations to display and print structured
data. GDI functions operate on a device
context that can be a memory bit map or a
display window. Due to memory limita
tions and performance considerations
under Windows, device contexts are usu
ally limited to less than 64K bytes. This
limitation creates problems. For exam
ple, when displaying a 300-dot-per-inch
scanned page, many iterations of stan
dard GDI operations are required to pro
cess the entire I -megabyte image. In
fact, it takes standard GDI commands
about 21/2 minutes to read, scale, and
display a I-megabyte image on a 20-MHz
80386 machine. By extending the GDI_to
handle large raster images, the same ma
chine displays the image in about 2 sec
onds (see listing 1).
A part of the speed improvement
comes when you compress the scanned
image using the same CCITT standard
compression techniques used in fax com
munication. Compression is a necessary
component of DIP systems because raster
images are bigger than structured graph
ics definitions. For example, compress
ing a CCITT Group 4 two-dimensional
image results in about a 15-to-l savings
in disk storage space. The image, there
fore, can be read from a disk or a network
15 times faster than an uncompressed
image.
You can also use extended GDI calls
with page scanners and printers. A single
call can scan a page, compress it, format
it, and write it to disk. If specialized
hardware is available, the compression,
formatting, and disk operations can take
place concurrently with scanning and
printing. Concurrency lets scanners and
printers that are controlled by library ex
tensions operate at "rated speed." For
example, an HP LaserJet printer can
print images at 8 pages per minute with
out any delays between pages.
Because image files can be formatted
in a variety of ways with a variety of file
continued
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Automation For The 90's From The Heartland
CORPORATE COMPUTERS OF IOWA provides the
nation's most aggressive prices on all TOSHIBA®,
EPSON®, NEC® and PANASONIC® printers, FAX
machines, laptops and cellular phones.

TOSHIBA LAPTOPS
MODEL
T-1000
T-1200F
T-1200FB
T-1200H
T-1200HB
T-1600
T-3100E
T-5100
T-5200

Call one of our account executives today and exper
ience the performance and quality you'd expect from
the "Heartland."

RETAIL
$1249.00
$2099.00
$2399.00
$3499.00
$3699.00
$4999.00
$4299.00
$7199.00
$9499.00

CCI PRICE
$ 760.00
$1299.00
$1485.00
$2159.00
$2275.00
$3000.00
$2599.00
$4300.00
$5700.00

FREE box of 3.5 Diskettes with every Toshiba
EPSON PRINTERS
MODEL
LX-800
FX-850
FX-1050
LQ-500
LQ-850
LQ-950
LQ -1050
LQ-2550

RETAIL
$ 299.00
$ 549.00
$ 799.00
$ 529.00
$ 859.00
$ 949.00
$1199.00
$1499.00

CCI PRICE
$167.00
$339.00
$449.00
$299.00
$519.00
$589.00
$699.00
$925.00

Corporate Computers of Iowa offers a
"FREF' 6 foot cable with every Epson Printer
Purchased!!
CCI STATE OF THE ART
COMMUNICATIONS PRODUCTS

CORPORATE COMPUTERS
OFIOWA
386 PERFORMANCE
AT THE NATIONS LOWEST
286 PRICING!!!
CCI AT 286/20 MHZ
80286 Processor Running 14" Multisynch Monitor
At 20tJO
EVGA Graphics Card
Phoenix Bios/ Digital
1 - Parallel - 2 Serial 
Speed Display
Game Port
80287 Math Co-Processor 101 Key AT Keyboard
Socket
w/ Dust Cover
8 Expansion Slots
DOS 4.01 w/ GW Basic
1 Meg RAM
Surge Suppressor
(Expandable to 8 Megs) 1 Year Parts and
1.2 Meg Floppy
Labor Warranty
1.44 Meg Floppy
30 Day Money Back
BO Meg Seagate ST-40%
Guarantee
(28MS)
2nd Year Warranty
WD Controller
$49.95

MODEL
Cobra Porta Fax
GE XR 3500 Cellular Phone
NEC M3700 ES Cellular
Phone
Mitsubishi Model BOO
Transportable
Mobira P-30 Hand Held
Phone
NEC 9100 Hand Held Phone
Panasonic UF-150 Fax
Panasonic UF-260 Fax

386 25MHz

Tower

$3399.00
286 12 MHz

CORPORATE COMPUTERS OF IOWA PRICE

$2,799.00
1 Year On Site Service Contract $79.00
Coipo"•"

Compulcq o f •-

•

l'olitics

CALL FOR PRICING

RETAIL CCI PRICE
$1295.00 $ 875.00
$ 795.00 $ 625.00
$ 895.00

$ 649.00

$1495.00

$ 975.00

$1395.00
$1495.00
$1795.00
$2795.00

$ 935.00
$1110.00
$ 980.00
$1499.00
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KoFax Delivers

F

ounded in 1985 , KoFax Image
Products in Irvine, California,
brings personal computer-based solu
tions to bear on the problems of creating
document-image-processing systems .
Its latest solution is an integrated series
of products that you can use to create
customized DIP applications.
The KoFax 9200 Document Image
Processing Series consists of a number
of hardware and software products that
enable you to create a DIP system of any
size or complexity. The heart of the
9200 Series is the developer's toolkit. It
includes device-independent DOS and
Windows libraries that support vital
DIP functions such as image retrieval,
display, and manipulation; document
scanning and printing; and file com
pression and decompression. Also in
cluded are support for 4GL and object
oriented development environments ,
and a DIP application.
The KoFax library extensions use
storage filters to import and export
files . These aid the library extensions in
HP LaserJet

decoding file data into raster informa
tion. The storage filter module allows
the graphics device interface (GDI) ex
tension to utilize the concurrency fea,
tures built into the libraries.

Printer Driver Emulations
Another component of the developer's
toolkit is the GDI printer driver emula
tion. Installed like a standard Windows
printer driver, this ·emulation provides
many important benefits, one of which
is a significant increase in printing
performance.
For example, printing with the HP
LaserJet under Windows requires many
steps (see figure A). First, the printer
driver translates GDI printer functions
into equivalent HP PCL (printer-control
language) commands. These are trans
mitted via a serial or parallel connec
tion to the printer where the PCL for
matter creates the raster image for
printing. The laser engine then prints
·· . \.: · · . ;, .
the raster image.
KoFax eliminates much of .tIJ:!s-:6Vf.fr,','.'
KoFax GDI printer

head. The KoFax driver creates a raster
image of the page inside the computer.
It then transmits the raster image direct
ly to the laser-printer engine, which
produces the page. Pages are printed in
about half the time it normally takes
with a LaserJet. All Windows applica
tions benefit from this accelerated
image-printing approach .
Another benefit of the printer driver
emulation is not so apparent. You can
route the raster produced by the driver
not only to the printer but to a fax board
or disk (as an image file) as well. Thus,
all Windows applications gain the abil
ity to transmit directly to fax machines.
A third feature of the emulation ap
plies to forms and database applica
tions. The driver can print text aver an
image background with no performance
degradation. Thus, a complex form con
taining graphics can be spooled out to
disk as a raster image file and merged
later with text from a database applica
tion. The forms production effort is re
duced to processing the limited amount
of character data required to fill in the
blanks of a form template .

Engines That Can
Windows
application

Windows
application

GDI

GDI

HP-PCL
printer driver

KoFax
printer driver

Parallel
port
Formatter

Video
Formatter

Raster
Laser
printer
engine

Laser
printer
engine

Figure A: Using the standard Windows LaserJet driver, a raster image must be
translated into HP printer-control language commands, transmitted to the
printer, and re-created by the formatter before it can be printed. .The KoFax
emulator eliminates the PCL coding and decoding by sending the raster image
directly to the laser engine.
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Complementing the developer's toolkit
are the hardware and software products
that provide the image-processing en
gines required by the library exten
sions. The basic hardware engine is the
KF 9100 Image Retrieval Engine .
Available on both IBM PC AT and
Micro Channel boards, the 9100 pro
vides basic functions such as expand',
scale , and rotate . In a distributed en
vironment, it also retrieves and decom
presses images from the network for
display on its host computer. The func
tions of the 9100 are also available from
the KF 910 Software Image Retrieval
engine, which is a low-cost solution for
occasional network viewing.
The most important hardware com
ponent of the 9200 Series is the KoFax
9200 Multifunction Document Proces
sor (see figure B). It provides many vi
tal services to a distributed DIP system.
(It can also act as a complete single-sta
tion system.) Like the 9100, it comes in
both AT and Micro Channel flavors and
performs basic image manipulation .
using custom application-specific IC
chips. The Advanced Micro Devices
Am95C71 performs compression .and
decompression. Finally, the 9200 pro
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I
Scale/zoom/
rotate
gate array
Am95C71
Compression/
expansion
processor

Scanner
video
interface

Multitasking
executive

1/0
gate array

0

0Q)
c:
c:

Printer
video
interface

I
16-bit bus
interface

0
(.)

~

I

Figure B: The block diagram ofthe KoFax 9200 Multifunction Document Processor shows how both the image
manipulation functions and the 110 ports can access images stored in the on-board memory cache.
vides direct support for both a scanner
and a printer. It is the basic 1/0 server
for a DIP system.

Development options
Appllcatlo ns
layer

A Custom Fix
The components of the 9200 Series
work together to give you access to all
the specialized functions required by a
DIP application (see figure C). At the
lowest level, you find the hardware and
software DIP engines that handle all
scanning, printing, retrieval, and
image-manipulation functions. Above
the engines are the image libraries and
drivers provided by the developer 's
toolkit.
You access the components of the
Image Library Layer in many different
ways. You can write a C application to
use the KoFax libraries directly through
dynamic link library calls. You can also
have any Windows application use the
KoFax printer drivers directly for print
ing or fax transmission. Or, you can de
v.elop at the Windows Application Sup
port Layer, where you have two options.
First, you could use 4GL development
tools to develop a Windows application
with DIP capabilities. Second, by direct
calls to the KoFax libraries, you could
use an existing Windows application,
such as Excel, to access the QuickApp
high-level image application module
using dyaamic data exchanges.
The KoFax 9200 Series gives you the
hardware and software tools you need to
create powei:ful DIP applications. In a
network environment, it also gives you
the means to create a paperless office.

Windows applications

I

Third-party 4GL /DBMS
application software
development tools

I

QuickApp
high-level
application module

I
Collection of Windows
development tools

~
KoFax Windows
printer driver
emulation

Image-specific
applications
written in C

I

Compress/expand
Scale
Rotate

Libra ry
layer

Windows/DOS libraries
with fax support

I
KF-910
image-retrieval
engine

Appllcatlo nsupport
layer

KF-9100
image-retrieval engine
AT/MCA
Compress/expand
Scale
Rotate

Engine layer
KF-9200
document processor
AT/MCA
Compress/expand
Scale
Rotate
Scan
Print

Figure C: The KoFax 9200 Document1mage Processing Series uses a layered
approach in delivering DIP solutions. You have two options to systems
development: You can write an application that accesses the image libraries
directly, or you can employ a Windows-based front end.
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Circle 144 on Reader Service Card

Industrial Rack
PC/AT Chassis
SETTLE FOR THE BEST
From The Leading
Manufacturer of
PC Based Chassis
BEST IN
• Quality - Product Reliability
• Delivery Time - Off The Shelf

Delivery
• Price - OEM Pricing
• Support - Application and

Technical Support
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headers, GDI extensions must be able to
generate and interpret different types of
file formats. File filters allow you to
display different types of images, such as
scanned documents, fax pages, and ras
ter images that are generated by other
applications .
In addition to extending Windows' im
aging functions, you can also extend the
standard GDI printer functions to speed

Pc-based
DIP in a distributed
environment is not
limited by technological
barriers, but by lack of
creative development.
up printing and to directly support de
vices like fax machines.

Image-Processing Engines

• Rack & Table Top Available
• Supports PC, XT, AT Motherboards
and Passive Backplanes
• 250 Watt Power Supply, 1101220
Volt Operation
• High Output Cooling Fans
• Rugged, All Steel Chassis
• Special Designs are Available/

Industrial Computer Products
For more Information call or write:

(619)279-3642
FAX (619)541-1138
4837 Mercury Street
San Diego, CA 92111

The Leading Manufacturer
of PC Based Chassis...
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Library extensions to 'the GDI require
either a hardware or a software image
processing engine. Hardware accelera
tors for decompressing and scaling
images are naturally faster than any soft
ware solution. They are also naturally
more expensive. By working in the back
ground, they allow concurrent image
processing to overlap disk 110 and screen
paints.
Image compression coupled with con
current image processing provides sig
nificant performance improvements to
the Windows environment. This is true
for standard Windows applications as
well as DIP applications. Hardware re
trieval engines are often used with high
resolution (1664 by 1200 pixels) displays
on image-retrieval workstations.
Software solutions provide the same
image-processing features as hardware
accelerators do. They are cheaper, but
they lack the concurrency and perfor
mance of hardware. However, because
not everyone on a network requires rapid
image retrieval, the software solution is a
cost-effective way to let all network users
access an image database.

Developing DIP Applications
To make a DIP system useful, you need
to develop a tailored DIP application that

meets your requirements and the specifi
cations of your system. DIP vendors pro
vide a significant amount of application
support to assist you in adding imaging to
existing applications. This support takes
two forms: direct support using high
level image library routines, or remote
support using a high-level application
module with Dynamic Data Exchange
(ODE).
High-level applications can use image
script language commands to invoke
image operations. For example, a com
mand such as DISPLAY JMG might
pop up a window on the screen and
display a specified image within it.
These superimposed images appear as
child windows from within the applica
tion. You could move this window
around and manipulate the images with
in it. Image manipulation capabilities in
clude panning, scrolling, rotating, and
zooming up or down within the image
window.
Existing Windows applications with
DOE command capability can use the ex
tended GDI to access and display image
information. For example, you can use
the macro, database, and DOE capabili
ties of Microsoft Excel to build custom
imaging procedures. Thus, Excel can act
as a simple applications builder. You can
use Excel' s macro language to issue com
mands directly to Windows extensions,
or you can use its DOE capability to issue
commands to a higher-level application
module .
Windows development packages, such
as Bridge from Softbridge, generate cus
tom image applications quickly. DBMS
based development packages, such as
SQL Windows and SQLBase from Gupta
Technologies, provide a relational data
base foundation to manage image filing.
You can construct powerful storage and
retrieval systems with a multiuser net
worked version of SQLBase.

DIP on the Horizon
Microcomputer-based DIP in a distrib
uted environment holds great potential
for the world of office automation. It is
no longer limited by technological barri
ers, but by the paucity of creative devel
opment for tailored applications.
The release of developer toolkits and
libraries, however, herald the arrival of
sophisticated personal computer-based
DIP applications and, with them, the ful
fillment of the paperless office. •

Dean Hough is vice president ofengineer
ing at KoFax Image Products. He holds a
BSEE from San Diego State University
and can be reached on BIX clo "editors. "
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In early 1987 we were one of the first to ship an Intel 386TM based personal computer.
Now we're ready to dazzle you with speed again: the NetSetn1 325 and NetSetTM 333 per..
sonal computers, based on Intel 386TM 25 MHz and 33 MHz microprocessors. Designed for
optimum performance of CAD/CAM, UNIX, XENIX, and network
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representative call me.
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DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING

Distributed Processing
Roundup
The list below contains the names
and manufacturers ofsome products
that distribute processing over
different architectures, operating
systems, or networks. The focus is
on products that provide distributed
processing services to personal
computer and workstation users. A
listing ofdistributed database
applications is planned as part ofthe
September In Depth.

Network Computing
System ................. .. ... from $500

Network software that implements
transparent distri~uted processing
using RPCs, a descriptive compiler,
and a location broker. Supports
Ultrix, VAX/VMS, and SunOS, and
Pascal and C compilers.
Apollo Computer, Inc.
330 Billerica Rd.
Chelmsford, MA 01824
(508) 256-6600
Inquiry 1190.

NetWare RPC ......... .... from $950

Lets you develop distributed
applications for NetWare implementa
tions. It consists ofthe RPC
Compiler, which produces client and
server source code, and the
Network Library, which manages the
execution ofRPCs. NetWare RPC
supports Microsoft C and Turbo C,
produces International Standards
Organil.ation- compatible code, and
supports DOS and OS/2 (OS/2
support with Microsoft C 5.1 only).

,,,,,,,,
TI1e PCN·002b

~~
MICTRO(USAllNC

LU
HEADQUARTER

5830 E WASHINGTON BLVD.
CITY OF COMMERCB, CA 90040
TEL:(213) 724-064.1
FAX:(213) 724-5'53
EAST COAST OFFICE

3117 WEST CENTRALST.
NATICK. MA 01700
TEL:(508) 820-1l02

601 West 112 Ave.

New York, NY 10025
(212) 865-5030
MCA is a trademark of IBM
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Novell, Inc.
Novell Development Products Div.
6034 West Courtyard Dr., Suite 220
Austin, TX 78730
(512) 346-8380
Inquiry 1188.
Netwise RPC Tool ...... . from $1250

Supplies C and Ada tools to develop
RPC applications. The Netwise RPC
Tool supports.many architectures
(including PC, PS/2 , Sun, and ~X),
operating systems (including DOS,
OS/2, Unix, and VAX/VMS), and
networks and protocols (including
1CP/IP, Touch OSI, NetWare, LAN
Manager, and DECnet).
Netwise, Inc.
2477 55th St.
Boulder, CO 80301
(303) 442-8280
Inquiry 1189.

Network File System
(bundled with SunOS)

Allows remote file access over a
network. NFS supports many
architectures, operating systems,
and networks.
Sun Microsystems
2550 Garcia Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 960-1300
Inquir y 1191.
PCILIB .... ............. ........... $995

An applications programming
interface used to create distributed
DOS and Unix applications.
PC/LIB works in conjunction with
other Locus connectivity products
such as PC-Interface and Merge 386.
Locus Computing Corp.
9800 La Cienega Blvd.
Inglewood, CA 90301
(213) 670-6500
Inquiry 1192.
TCF for AIX ............... from $400

Creates a transparent distributed
processing environment using 1CF
LAN under AIX (IBM's Unix).
Provides load leveling, shared
resources, parallel processing,
redundancy, data integrity, and a
global file system.
IBM Corp.
Old Orchard Rd.
Armonk, NY 10504
(914) 765-1900
Inquiry 1193.

C DEBUGGER $89.95

C COMPILER $89.95

The most advanced C compiler
Zortech's Debugger is the most
money can buy. No junk- just
sophisticated source level debugger now
pure performance.
available. Because it is fully compatible
Magazines are too
with Codeview you can use it to debug
Zortech or Microsoft programs.
c.Q\\-\ rOR embarrassed to
print our optimized
Single step through source in one
D
9 95
benchmark results 
window while watching the variables
$"\,i\: ·
they don't want to upset
(inc. automatics) change value in
the big guys!
another window. You can even alter
The 600 page manual comes with a great
variables dynamically while the program
introductory section and lots of solid tech
executes.
nical data and examples. Fully compatible
Much better than Codeview, and full of
with Codeview and the new Zortech
advanced features like dual monitor, EMS
C Debugger. You get over 400 functions
memory and Mouse support. Call for data
and the Flash Graphics package with
sheet.
drivers for Hercules, CGA, EGA and VGA
- the fastest graphics library available!
Context Sensitive Help, an advanced
editor/environment, make, touch, five
memory models, linker & librarian. Library
Learn C Now! When you buy our C
Source only $89.95- Call for data sheet.
Course the first lesson you learn is in
economics. You will save yourself or your
company hundreds of dollars in seminar
tuition fees.
ZC/TC/MSC TOOLKITS

C++ COMPILER
$149.95
This is the world's only true C++ compiler
for MS-DOS machines - there is no choice.
Not to be confused with 'translators' which
are slow, expensive, inefficient and not
real C++ compilers.
More people use Zortech's C-t + than any
other C+ + on any operating system.
Zortech strives to ensure full compatibility
withAT&TC+ +.
Zortech C+ + contains all the features of
Zortech C including the C compiler itself
at no extra cost. Everything is in one neat
package. Compatible with Codeview and
the new Zortech Debugger. C++ Library
Source only $149.95 - Call for data sheet.
.....

C VIDEO $299.95

You get ten one hour tapes containing 36
lessons ranging from the beginners
introduction through to more advanced
teatures.
Great for learning C! Any compiler and
any operating system. Complete with 365
page workbook (addi
tional copies available
at $29.95) and free
Zortech C compiler 
Call for data sheet.

TECHNICAL
HOTLINES
All our products are covered by
an extensive FREE technical
supP.,ort hotline which is open
five days a week from 9.00 till
5.00(EST)
USA HOTLINE
617-646-6703
Fax: 617-648-9340
OUTSIDE USA
44-423-501552 (England)
Fax: 44-423-530746 (England)

from $49.95
Please state Which compiler you have.
COMMS - $99.95
Full Communications library with support for
up to 8 ports, Xmodem, Kermit, ANSI, Vf52,
vr100. up to 38.400 baud, etc. 120 page
manual.
BTREE - $79.95
A database function library for C, c;omplete
with example program and over 50 functions.
Easy to use with 92 page manual.
WINDOWS - $69.95
Enhance your application with easy to use
multiple text windows. Full demo program
includlng·90 page manual.
PROSCREEN - $69.95
Generates Csource code for your application
from screens that you draw. Too many
features to list.

NEW!
C++ VIDEO
AVAILABLE

NOW!
Please request full data sheets.
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1988 WINNER

WINNER

C++ TOOLS $99.95
Zortech's toolkit of base C++ classes
covering a wide range of common
programming tasks such as bit vectors,
singly and doubly linked lists, dynamic
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Graphical user interfaces make computers easy to use;
keeping them all straight is the hard part
Frank Hayes and Nick Baran
he world of graphical user interfaces (GUls)
seemed pretty simple in 1984, when Apple in
troduced the Macintosh. Back then, the geneal
ogy was straightforward: Researchers at
Xerox's Palo Alto Research Center begat the
Xerox Star; Steve Jobs visited PARC, saw the Star, went back to
Apple, and begat the Mac.
But five years later, the begats have become bewildering.
The Mac begat Windows-or was it just a cousin? Windows be
gat Presentation Manager-which doesn't look much like the
Mac at all, thanks to IBM, which begat Systems Application
Architecture (SAA). MIT begat X Window, which crossbred
with PM and NewWave to give birth to Motif. Tandy begat
DeskMate, Japan, Inc., begat BTRON, Steve Jobs-back again
for a second try-begat NextStep, and Apple has filed a paterni
ty suit against Microsoft. What a mess.
But though there seem to be dozens of GU Is today, it's clear
that they all still share similarities that reach below the surface.

Just One of the GUls
Tum on a Macintosh, and you'll come face to face with the
original definition of a GUI for desktop computers. The Mac
defined the parts we've come to associate with a GUI:
• a pointing device, typically a mouse
• on-screen menus that can appear or disappear under
pointing-device control
• windows that graphically display what the computer is
· doing
• icons that represent files, directories, and so on
• dialog boxes, buttons, sliders, check boxes, and a plethora
of other graphical widgets that let you tell the computer
what to do and how to do it
Of course, today's GUis come in many varieties-not every
thing that's called a GUI has all these features. For example,
some GUls don't use icons. On others, the icons are optional or
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available only sometimes. Some require a mouse, while others
will let you work from the keyboard.
GUls are more similar beneath the surface. Although there
are some hybrids, most GUls consist of three major compo
nents: a windowing system, an imaging model, and an applica
tion program interface (API): (See figure 1.)
The windowing system is a set of programming tools and
commands for building the windows, menus, and dialog boxes
that appear on the screen. It controls how windows are created,
sized, and moved on-screen, and how the user moves from one
window to another, among other functions.
One example of a windowing system is X Window. X Win
dow is not a complete GUI-it's just the windowing system
shared by a group of different GUis. Because all the X Window
GUis share the same windowing system, they can also share
programming tools for developing applications. (By contrast,
Microsoft Windows, for example, is a complete GUI with its
own windowing system, imaging model, and APL)
The imaging model defines how fonts and graphics are actu
ally created on-screen. For example, the typeface and size of
text in a word processor or desktop publishing program is spec
ified through the imaging model; so are the lines and curves of
a CAD program. Postscript may be the best-known imaging
model, familiar from laser printers; Display Postscript is a
screen version of the Postscript imaging model. The Macintosh
imaging model is QuickDraw, and Microsoft's PM for OS/2
uses an imaging model called GPI (for Graphic Programming
Interface).
Some GUis support more than one imaging model. For ex
ample, while Sun's NeWS (for Network Extensible Window
System) is similar to the Postscript imaging model, it can also
tum the screen over to a complete graphics imaging system
(such as PHIGS or GKS) for controlling a CAD program.
The API is a set of programming-language function calls
it's how the programmer specifies which windows, menus,
scroll bars, and icons will appear on the screen. Both PM and
continued
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Figure 1: Graphical user interfaces tend to fall into a few camps: those based on IBM's Systems Application Architecture
(primarily Windows and Presentation Manager), Unix systems generally built around X Window, and Mac-like systems
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Microsoft Windows have their own APis. DECwindows uses an
API called XUI (for X User Interface), which includes function
calls for the X Window System. Open Look is the new API for
Sun's operating system. NextStep uses its own API (defined by
a library of objects called kits) and its own windowing system
(the window server).
On top of these three elements-windowing system, imaging
model, and API-some systems also have tools for creating in
terfaces and developing integrated applications. Hewlett-Pack
ard's NewWave, for example, is not a user interface, but a
method for integrating applications and objects from multiple
applications-it's a development tool for application program
mers. Similarly, NextStep includes a set of tools for object-ori
ented programming.
Another characteristic that varies widely is the level of inte
gration between the GUI and the operating system. Some GUis
are tightly bound to the system-turn on a Mac, an Amiga, or a
NeXT computer, and the GUI appears automatically. By con
trast, you must specifically choose Microsoft Windows and
most of the X Window GUis that run under Unix-which could
be a hindrance for Unix-based systems trying to appeal to a
mass market.
Some GUls provide access to a conventional command-line
interface that lets you, for example, pass arguments to applica
tions or view the text of a file without using the mouse, menus,
and icons. NextStep has a console window that lets you get at
the command line, whereas the Mac makes you use a desktop
accessory to examine files, manipulate them, and so on.
With the similarities and differences defined, it's easier to
break the GUI family tree into a few large groups: those based
on the distinctive look of IBM's SAA; those built upon X Win
dow and the Macintosh and its apparent offshoots; and a few
hard-to-define hybrids and special cases.
We 'II begin by going back to the Mac.

A GUI for the Rest of Us
The idea of a standard user interface, regardless of the machine
the user is facing, was part of the dream that built the Macin
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tosh. Ironically, the Mac has become one of the most isolated of
GUI-based machines, largely because of Apple's litigiousness.
Any company that even looked like it might be copying the Mac
was threatened with a lawsuit. (See the text box "Of Mice,
Menus, and Lawyers" on page 256). The result is that, while
the whole world has followed the Macintosh in its use of GUls,
most of that world has gone its own way.
The Mac GUI (see photo 1) was the first widely available
mouse-and-menu interface. It established several conventions
that have reached beyond GUis, including the "point and
shoot" approach to menus. Before the Mac, you'd look at .a
menu and choose a key to type. After the Mac, your selections
were limited to contextually correct answers-you simply
couldn't choose something meaningless. Point-and-shoot inter
faces-whether graphical or character-based-eliminated
"wrong" answers, since it's impossible to select a choice that
isn't available.
Although its stylistic guidelines are certainly heavily docu
mented, the Mac interface really specifies just three distinct
operating systems: the single-tasking Mac Finder, the multi
tasking MultiFinder, and Apple's own Finder clone for the
Apple IIGS, ProDOS-16.
The Mac GUI combines all the functions of an API, window
ing system, and imaging model in its ROM Toolbox, Quick
Draw graphics primitives, and Finder, and these pieces are
tightly integrated. The stark efficiency of the QuickDraw imag
ing model allows the Mac GUI to have reasonable perfor
mance, even with a relatively slow microprocessor like the
68000.

The Big Blue Look
IBM's SAA is both more and less than a GUI. SAA is actually a
whole family of user interfaces that IBM defined two years ago.
SAA interfaces include everything from ground-level charac
ter-only systems up to high-powered graphical workstations,
and they span machines from PCs up to mainframes running
IBM's MYS and VM operating systems. SAA is a complete sys
tem architecture, and as a result it covers things that most user
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that tend to be tightly integrated and distinctive. In this figure, a dotted line indicates some overlap between the objects on
either side ofit. An asterisk indicates that the technology is proprietary or that the company has no specific name for it.
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interfaces don't-including a standard for networking called
the Systems Network Architecture (SNA), and one for database
queries, the Structured Query Language (SQL). It also speci
fies, but doesn't rigorously define, the user interface. An SAA
user interface isn't necessarily a GUI, complete with mouse
and graphics. Remember, SAA is a standard for everything
from glass teletypes on up, so SAA GUis are really just a subset
of SAA user interfaces.
SAA seeks to let any terminal handle any SAA application.
Thus, while all SAA applications use the same style of drop
down menus, character-only systems will display only charac
ters-and send only characters back to the application-while
mouse-based graphics systems will let the user point and click.
However, SAA does create a least-common-denominator situa
tion: The application software ultimately has to choose what the
minimum configuration for the SAA terminal is going to be.
Fortunately, SAA applications that use terminals are much
more likely to involve transaction processing-things like air
line ticket reservation systems-rather than CAD systems or
paint programs.
The PC-level GUls that implement SAA are Windows for
MS-DOS systems (see photo 2) and PM for OS/2 (see photo 3).
Several GUis based on X Window, including CXI, Motif, and
PM/X (discussed below), have an SAA/Windows/PM look and
feel designed to let users adapt easily from DOS-based systems
to Unix-based systems. (In its original version, Windows was
much more Mac-like in its appearance, but between a threat
ened lawsuit by Apple in 1985 and IBM's definition of SAA in
1987, it has come to look and act like the rest of its close breth
ren.)
The critical and most distinctive element of SAA GUis is the
fact that they don't depend on a mouse at all. You can do any
thing in an SAA GUI without a mouse, and, in fact, the system
leans heavily on keyboard equivalents, including function keys .
(You can gauge the pervasiveness of SAA 's influence in the PC
world by counting the number of DOS applications that now use
the Fl key as the Help key.)
A characteristic element of the mouse-independent nature of

Amiga OS

Application
Environment
Services

Virtual
Device
Interface
TOS

SAA GUis is the menu bar, which in SAA-speak is called the
Action Bar. While the Mac interface requires a mouse-click to
pull down a menu, you can do it in an SAA GUI by pressing a
key instead.
Another characteristic of SAA GUis is the style of windows
they use. Unlike the Mac window, the size and shape of which
you change by dragging the box in the lower right corner, an
SAA window can be stretched by any of its borders. And under
OS/2, there's an added feature: You can "minimize" a window
down to an icon, and the program running in the window will
continue to run. (You can also minimize a window under
Microsoft Windows, but since Windows is not a multitasking
operating system, the program in the window suspends opera
tion until you "maximize" it again.)
While the DOS-based Windows and OS/2's PM share the
SAA look and feel, each has its own API, imaging model, and
windowing system. Although these parts are similar, they are
not directly compatible, and porting an application from Win
dows to PM is not necessarily an easy task.
The emergence ofpowerful 80386 machines and the increas
ing acceptance of Unix as an operating system for them has led
to a curious convergence between PM and Unix-based GUls.

The Unix Brand: X
X Window user interfaces are a wide-ranging group-but un
derneath it all, X is X. The current version, Xl l , has become
the most popular windowing system for Unix workstations, for
two reasons. First, software that's written for the X Window
System can (at least in theory) use any X Window display. The
application program sends calls to the X Window library,
which packages the display requests as X packets and sends
them along to the X Window server, which decodes the X pack
ets and displays them on the screen.
If that sounds a little complicated, it's because of X Win
dow's second advantage: Since X Window is designed to work
with networks, the software (called a client application) and the
display may be on different computers. For example, the
continued
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A GUI Gallery
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Photo 1: The familiar
Macintosh interface, with its
windows, icons, and pul/
down menus, launched a
thousand graphical user
interfaces-which promptly
took offin their own
directions.

Photo 5: The Common X
Interface (CXI), developed by
Hewlett-Packard and
Microsoft, features a
Presentation Manager look on
an X Window platform.

display can be on a workstation, while the application itself can
be running on a mainframe or supercomputer. That's why the
display requests have to be put into packets, so they can go zip
ping along the network as quickly as possible.
Exactly how those packets will be displayed on a workstation
depends on the set of widgets, or predesigned window elements,
the workstation uses. A radically different set of widgets could
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Photo 2: In its original
incarnation, Microsoft
Windows looked more like
the Macintosh interface;
a threatened lawsuit from

Apple, as well as IBM 's
solidification ofits Systems
Application Architecture,
forced a shift to what is now
the standard SAA look.

Photo 6: Open Windows,
from Sun Microsystems,
features the Open Look
interface, which provides

several enhancements to the
classic windows, icons, and
pull-down menus interface.

make the same program appear different on two separate work
stations. But even if the look is different, the behavior of the
program will be the same. For example, one workstation might
have windows with a Close box in the upper left corner, while
another might include it in a pop-up submenu. They'll look dif
ferent-but whether you click on the Close box or select Close,
the window will still close.
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Photo 3: OS/2 's Presentation
Manager is heir to the
Microsoft Windows look and
feel, although application
developers have found that
some similarities are only

skin deep. Currently, several
developers ofgraphical user
interfaces for Unix systems
are licensing the PM look/or
X Window-based interfaces.

Photo 4: DECwindows,
Digital Equipment Corp. 's
graphical user interface, was
recently licensed by SCO for
its integrated Open Desktop
product.

Photo 7: Motif, the graphical
user interface designed by the
Open Software Foundation,
combines DEC's XU/ and
HP's X Widgets with a

Presentation Manager look
and NewWave's three
dimensional windows on an X
Window platform.

Photo 8: NextStep, the user
interface for Steve Jobs 's
NeXT machine, includes a set
oftools for object-oriented
programming.

Because X Window is so widespread on Unix workstations,
hybrids have cropped up-on some systems, not all display op
erations are routed through it. For example, Sun's Open Win
dows system runs on NeWS in parallel with X Window; some
display functions go through X Window, while others are han
dled by NeWS.
Currently, the "look" of X Window GUls is divided into

several camps: Hewlett-Packard uses an API called HP X Wid
gets. DEC based its DECwindows interface (see photo 4) on its
XUI. Recently, Hewlett-Packard and Microsoft developed the
Common X Interface (CXI) (see photo 5), with the look and
feel of PM but working within an X Window environment. The
Open Windows system from Sun Microsystems (see photo 6)
continued
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Of Mice, Menus , and Lawyers
n 1985, Apple Computer threatened
action against Digital Research,
Iforlegal
its GEM operating environment, and
Microsoft, for Windows. It claimed that
the products infringed on Apple's copy
right for the visual display of the Macin
tosh. Both companies signed agree
ments with Apple to resolve the disputes
out of court.
According to the Apple-Microsoft
agreement, Apple was willing to toler
ate Windows 1.0 and several other pro
grams (such as Excel) as long as Micro
soft acknowledged that the displays of
those programs were "derivative works
of the visual displays generated by
Apple's Lisa and Macintosh graphic
user interface programs."
Then, in March 1988, Apple Com
puter filed a lawsuit against Microsoft
and Hewlett-Packard, claiming that
Microsoft Windows 2.03 and Hewlett
Packard 's NewWave (which runs on top

of Windows) infringed on the Macin
tosh's copyrighted visual display. Al
though versions 1.0 and 2.0 of Windows
are not all that different (version 2.0 has
overlapping windows, fatter screen bor
ders, minimum/maximum icons for siz
ing windows, and mnemonic keyboar4
selections in menus and dialog boxes) ,
Apple apparently thought that the pro
gram was beginning to look too much
like the Mac interface.
Microsoft-mindful of its role as a
major provider of Mac software-re
sponded that the latest versions of Win
dows were covered by the 1985 agree
ment. Hewlett-Packard, which sells
very little software for the Mac, went
further, filing a countersuit against
Apple. According to the Hewlett-Pack
ard suit, the Macintosh copyrights were
invalid because Apple didn't originate
its displays but copied them from the
work of windowing-interface pioneers

uses Sun's Open Look interface (see "Face to Face with Open
Look" by Tony Roeber, December 1988 BYTE).
Now, however, there is some movement toward a consensus,
thanks in part to the Open Software Foundation. Last year, the
OSF asked major software developers to submit GUI technol
ogies for consideration as part of a standard operating environ
ment for Unix. To most people's surprise, the OSF chose
pieces from three companies-DEC, Hewlett-Packard, and
Microsoft. Motif, as the OSF GUI is called, looks like PM,
uses parts of the DEC and Hewlett-Packard APls (as well as the
three-dimensional windows from Hewlett-Packard's New
Wave), and is based on X Window (see photo 7). The imaging
model for Motif has not yet been selected.
Following the announcement of Motif, many companies an
nounced support for the OSF standard and began tweaking
their GUI software to be compatible with it. Hewlett-Packard
and Microsoft are working on a version of PM for Unix
(PM/X), with pieces similar to CXI and Motif. (While CXI
merely looks like PM but is still based on X Window, PM/X
will have its own windowing system. The idea is that PM/X will
make it easy for application developers who have created appli
cations under OS/2 to port those programs to Unix.)
Then, in February , The Santa Cruz Operation (SCO), which
supplies Xenix, announced Open Desktop. This is a complete
user interface for 80386-based Unix systems that incorporates
the Motif GUI, DOS compatibility, SQL database facilities,
and network support. Even IBM has announced support for
Motif, despite the fact that it had earlier licensed the NextStep
interface from NeXT. Although it's unlikely that IBM will sup
port two different and incompatible user interfaces on its Unix
platform, it could use some ofthe NextStep technology, such as
the development toolkit and object-oriented programming fea
tures. Or IBM may have just been hedging its bets when it li
censed NextStep, in case OSF failed to come up with an ac
cepted standard interface.
Yet another GUI for X Window is X.Desktop, from IXI,
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such as Xerox's Smalltalk and Star in
terfaces. The suit also claimed that
Apple had coerced Microsoft into sign
ing the 1985 agreement and was trying
to illegally prevent competition in the
market for window-and-icon user
interfaces.
While many observers thought that
Apple could not win the suit, the judge
in the case surprised them: In March,
he ruled that version 2. 03 of Windows
was not covered by the 1985 agreement.
(A ruling that it was covered would have
ended the case in Microsoft's favor.)
At this writing, the case is headed for
trial to determine whether or not Win
dows and NewWave infringe on Apple's
copyrights. While an out-of-court set
tlement is again a possibility, some in
dustry observers are concerned that a
victory for Apple could spell trouble for
other user interfaces and developers of
software for those interfaces.

Ltd. , of Cambridge, England (see the text box "Managing the
X Window Desktop" by Dick Fountain, page 356, January
BYTE). X.Desktop incorporates its own API, although the
company is working on implementations that use the Motif and
Open Look APis.
The multitude of SAA GUis for Unix points up one of the
major problems in trying to sort out GUis-these things don't
belong to simple categories . For example, CXI and Motif are X
Window GUis with an SAA look and feel. From the program
mer's point of view, they belong to theX camp; from the user's
standpoint, they've clearly got the PM look and feel.
Because X Window works on networks, it makes distributed
computing a real possibility with mouse-and-menu GUis. Un
fortunately , anything that is graphics-intensive requires a lot of
information to pass along a network, which can really slow
down response time. X Window users complain that when you
move the mouse, you have to wait several seconds for its on
screen pointer to catch up. On the other hand, X Window is the
only GUI system that really does work in a multiuser, multi
computer, networked environment. For now, if you want to run
windowing software on a Cray supercomputer and see the re
sult on your personal desktop machine, X marks the spot.

The Mac-Like GUis
Although the Macintosh essentially stands on an island in the
GUI world, there are at least two other Mac-like GUis. One is
the original version of GEM from Digital Research (which sur
vives on the Atari ST). Another is the user interface for Intu
ition, the operating system for the Commodore Amiga.
GEM was originally intended to be highly Mac-like, and so
it was; so much so that in 1985, Apple threatened to sue Digital
Research for copyright infringement. Digital Research re
sponded by removing the offending features (including overlap
ping and movable windows) from the PC version of GEM, but
the Atari ST version still has a Mac-like GUI. However, the ST
lacks many of the Mac Desktop's niceties of implementation,
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such as long filenames, the ability to remove things from the
Trashcan, proportional typefaces, and automatic saving of the
desktop.
While the Amiga's Intuition wasn 'tthreatened with an Apple
lawsuit when it first appeared, it too shared many Mac-like
characteristics. But Intuition added a feature that Apple didn't
include until several years later: It was the first widely used
multitasking GUI. Unlike X Window and SAA, Intuition isn't
really designed for remote applications-it's a single-user
multitasking system. But if the Finder is the father of desktop
computer GUis, Intuition is arguably the father of MultiFinder.

The Next Wave
NextStep (see photo 8) represents the high end of GUis for sin
gle-user computers. NextStep itself is a huge piece of the oper
ating system of the NeXT computer, including a number of util
ities that would probably be viewed as applications on most
systems. More than any other GUI, NextStep resembles the
Mac in its ambition-it wants to change the world. But it also
scrupulously avoids being too Mac-like. Unlike the Mac, where
a file-selector box can display the files of only one directory at a
time, the NeXT GUI can display files in multiple hierarchical
pop-ups. It's sort of an improved version of the Mac file-selec
tor box.
NextStep does have application icons; in fact, you can drag
an icon out of a window and onto the desktop for convenient
use. The idea is to keep regular-use items handy.
The other way NextStep resembles the Mac philosophically
is in its rejection of anyone else's standards. In the Unix world,
the windowing standard is X Window-but NextStep doesn't
use X Window. In fact, nothing in the networking world works
with NextStep except NextStep-in many ways, it is designed
for a powerful single-user PC running Unix rather than for a
fully networked machine.
Another hard-to-classify system is Hewlett-Packard's New
Wave, which the company likes to call a "software applications
environment." Currently built upon Windows, NewWave fea
tures an Object Management Facility that lets you incorporate
pieces from different types of applications-word processor,
spreadsheet, graphics program, whatever-into NewWave doc
uments. A task manager, called the Agent, acts as a kind of
supermacro processor to let you automate repetitive tasks in
volving a number of different applications . As such, NewWave
is part GUI, part "super-application." Hewlett-Packard is de
veloping one version of NewWave that will run on top of PM
and another that will run on Unix using the Motif GUI.

Windows of Opportunity
In the months and years to come, you can expect to see even
more interesting things popping up in the windows on your
screens: extremely high-resolution images, multimedia appli
cations, full-motion video, and new ways of interacting with
data. Programs like NextStep and NewWave point the way to
the future, where intelligent interfaces may not only help you to
automate everyday tasks, but may even anticipate your actions
and thereby increase productivity.
The real question is no longer the one the Macintosh raised in
1984-whether to use a GUI. Today the issue is what sort of
GUI: which elements are most important, and which you can
sacrifice in favor of things like better network performance or
low cost. •
Frank Hayes is an associate news editor and Nick Baran is a
senior technical editor for BYTE. They can be reached on BIX
as "frankhayes " and "nickbaran. "
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Real-time Clock & CMOS config. RAM

All Color Graphics & Monochrome
Monitors
Parallel & Serial Ports
Mono, CGA, Hercules & EGA
Adapters
All Keyboards & the 8042 Controller

Join the ranks of XEROX, NCR, CDC, SONY, PRIME, ... who have
bundled SuperSoft's diagnostics with their microcomputers at no risk
because of our 30 day money back guarantee.
Service Diagnostics for PC, PC/XT, and compatibles only . ..•.• .. . • . • . $169
Alignment Diskette for PC, PC/XT and compatibles (48 tpl drl\188) . • •.••. $ 50
Wrap-around Plug for PC, PC/XT and compatibles (parallel and serial) . . $ 30
Service Diagnostics for AT and compatibles only . •.•••• • ••• • •••••• • •. $169
Alignment Diskette for AT and compatibles (96 tpl drl\188) .• .•••.••..•. $ 50
Wrap-around Plug for AT (serial) . ................................ . $ 15
ROM POST for PC, PC/XT and compatibles only . ... . •••.••• . .•..••. $245
ROM POST for AT and compatibles only . ................ .. ........ $245
Service Dlagnoatlcs: The KIT (Includes all of the abow-1181/e $502). $495
Service Diagnostics for 386 or V2, V30, or Harris, etc. (please specify) ••. $195
Diagnostics II Is the solution to the service problems of users of all
CP/M-80, CP/M-66 and MS.DOS computers .• ••••••••••.•••••..••. $125
ROM POST for PS/2 and compatibles only .• • •• . • . .•••••••••••.••.. $245
Alignment Diskette for PS/2 and compatibles (3.5 Inch) ........... . .. . $ 50

FIRST JN SOFTWIRE TECkNbLOGY P.O. Box 611328. San Jose, CA 95161·1328 (408) 745-0234 ™8x 210385

SUPERSOFT is a registered trademark of SuperSott, Inc.; CDC of Control Data Corp.; IBM PC. AT & XT of
International Business Machines Corp.; MS·DOS of MicroSoft Corp.; NEC of NEC Information Systems, Inc.,
PRIME of PRIME INC.: Sony of Sony Corp.
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Digitizers
18"x 24" thru 9'x9'x9'
All our digitizers come complete with RS
232 output format, power supply, two-way
communications, a stylus, optional one but
ton and four button cursors, a five function
menu, and are IBM-PC compatible. So no
matter what your size requirements are,
we've got you covered; (at low cost too!).

~ ----- ~
I

.

!

We'll cover your digitizer needs with twelve
different active areas to choose from. From
the GP-7 Gratbar Mark II, ("Flexible, Precise,
and Elegant .. .", PC Magazine), all the way
through the 60'' x 72" GP-8, and of course the
user adjustable active volume, (up to 9 ft.
cube), of the GP-8-3D. And you can digitize on
any work surface.

OEM versions available. Directly supported by
AutoCAD, ProDesign II, Generic CADD, CAD
VANCE, CADKEY, Easy Digit, etc. Also, com
patible with Lotus Measure.
For more information contact:
Skip Cleveland (203) 255-1526

We've got your size.
SAC
®SCIENCE
ACCESSORIES
CORPORATION

970 Kings Highway West, P.O. Box 550
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Southport, CT 06490

(203) 255-1526 •Telex 964300

FAX (203)254-7271
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THEQSIM
SIMULATION
TOOLKIT
Qsim lets you simulate the behavior ofeverything
from atomic particles to galaxies
Roy E. Kimbrell, Linda Correll, and Robert Bass

m

ith the right simulation tools, you can create a
model of the universe or of the computer used
to model the universe. You can answer ques
tions that would be impractical or impossible to
answer otherwise. With the right tools, simula
tion can be enlightening. With the wrong tools, it can be
exasperating.
Some of the tools that modelers have developed are as spe
cialized as a surgeon's, others as general as a hammer. The
kind that you might use depends on what kind of model you're
making. Some of these
models describe and predict
the behavior of the atmo
sphere, or fluids , or plasmas,
or the earth during seismic
activity. The stresses and
strains on a structure, such as
a bridge withstanding traffic
and wind, require a special
purpose program called a fi
nite-element model and often
use a lot of computer power to
complete the simulation. Sim
ulations that use sets of partial
differential equations to de
scribe the models use custom
programs on high-powered
machines such as the Cray.
Engineers use models of com
plex VLSI circuits to design
and develop the chips. They
use special-purpose pro
grams and, perhaps, special
purpose machines to run
them.
But we designed our own
toolkit, Qsim, for using per
ILLUSTRATION: CAROL O'MALIA © 1989

sonal computers to model systems and LANs. Here, we will
provide the Qsim Toolkit, with which you can also model fac
tories, highways, banks, fast-food restaurants, mail rooms,
magazine offices, and many other human endeavors.
Two manufacturers that make general-purpose modeling
toolkits for the IBM PC are Pritsker & Associates (makers of
Slam) and CACI (makers of Simscript). You can expect to pay
$1500 for Slam or (gasp!) $8600 for Simscript. Either will give
you a good start on creating many kinds of models. The docu
mentation and training offered with either package might be
just what you need.
By developing Qsim, we
found we had better control
over the modeling process be
cause of our intimate under
standing of the operations of
the model. Model develop
ment became easier because
we used a common program
ming language, C. Also, we
were able to model many dif
ficult processes because we
could modify and add to the
tools in the toolkit.
The Qsim tools are for
creating queuing system
models, but you can combine
them with various modeling
techniques to create other
kinds of system models. Ex
amples of queuing systems are
everywhere. In the customer
line for bank tellers, the cus
tomers are the entities, the
line is the queue (the structure
holding the entities awaiting
continued
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service), and the tellers provide the service. Mathematical
models of simple queuing systems can describe the lengths of
the queues, the waiting time in the queues, and other details
quite well. But whenever a few complications enter the picture,
the mathematical models fail miserably, and a more direct
modeling method is needed. You have to build a simulation of
the system with model parts: queues, services, and entities.
With the simulated system, you want to find the average behav
ior and the amount of variation in the system.
You may want to specify both the rate of arrival of entities
and the time to service an entity as random variables with spec
ified distributions (time variables that have a probability associ
ated with each possible value). For example, the time you have
to wait in line at McDonald's for lunch on Wednesdays will
vary from zero (if no one else is in line at the counter) to several
minutes (if you came in behind a crowd). There is an average
wait at McDonald ' s on Wednesdays, and the probability of hav
ing to wait a longer time decreases the longer you wait.
The relationship between the length of time and its associ- ·
ated probability is a distribution. The interval between cus
tomer arrivals might be modeled by an exponential distribu
tion. In a normal distribution, the values near the mean are
more probable than those far from the mean. Both the mean and
the standard deviation describe the particular normal distribu
tion. Modelers use random distributions to describe the arrival
rates of entities, the time to service an entity, and other features
of a model.

The Model as an Interpreter
A model developed using the Qsim Toolkit is like an inter
preter-similar to a BASIC, APL, or Pascal interpreter. Com
piling a program results in machine language instructions that
the computer performs to take on the programmer's design.
But a program interpreter only models the design. It actually
executes many machine language instructions while interpret
ing (modeling) each program command.
A system is to its model as a compiled program is to its inter
preted counterpart. In order to answer questions about through
put and saturation of an Ethernet network at different work
loads, we could build a network, run traffic over it, and mea
sure the various details. This is similar to a compiled program.
But if we build a model of a network that simulates its actions,
we have something similar to an interpreted program. A model
built using the Toolkit is interpreted. The scheduler, the create,
the queue, and other tools perform the native functions. The
data produced by the model approximates the data produced by
the real system, just as the interpreted program approximates
the actions of a compiled program.

Building a Model
To build a model, first you identify the basic processes in the
system, and then you select the tools for modeling each process.
You identify which processes create entities, which ones hold
entities waiting for service, which ones service the entities, and
which ones make decisions about what to do with the entities.
You will have to design tools to model the processes that don't
fit into these categories. For example, in modeling the low
level contention-backoff mechanisms in the Ethernet protocols,
we had to add a tool we called a trigger. <:We've seen other
kinds of tools used to good effect, such as gates, collectors, and
event detectors. Their names hint at their functions.)
When designing a new tool, try to keep it simple. Ifyou can,
break it down into several tools. This will simplify your de
sign, make it easier to build the model, and, in the process,
ensure that you really understand what you are trying to model.
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You will also need one or more processes to terminate the
entities you create unless you intend them to circulate through
your network for the whole simulation. You may also need a
process to stop the simulation. However, this service can be
performed by a termination process, which counts the number
of entities it terminates and then stops the simulation at a
threshold. If you have indefinitely circulating entities, use a
service routine to count them and terminate at an appropriate
time. This service need not take any time; it just counts.

A Simple Example
Figure 1 illustrates a simple computer system. The system con
sists of a host computer, two operator workstations, and an ana
lyst workstation connected by a LAN. (In this example, the
transmission medium is not important, although the actual sys
tem modeled was an Ethernet LAN.)
The host receives messages from an outside source and per
forms an automated analysis of the messages. After the analy
sis is complete, the host sends the messages to one of the opera
tors. The operator verifies the message and checks for sanity. If
a message is garbled or contains questionable information, the
operator flags it for review by the analyst. If the message ap
pears to be in order, the operator sends it to the database and
processing of the message is complete.
The analyst attempts to restore garbled messages, complete
incomplete messages, and verify questionable data. If the mes
sage is hopeless, the analyst may terminate the message. Other
wise, it corrects the message and resends it to an operator for
processing and entry into the database.
To make this example interesting, we've assumed that 40
percent of the messages need to be sent to the analyst, and, after
analysis, 85 percent ofthose terminate. The other 15 percent go
back to operators. We've also assumed that the host releases a
message every 15 minutes, and each message spends 20 to 30
minutes with an operator. The analyst may take less time to
process a message than the operator does, but the analyzed
message might have to sit waiting to get the operator's attention.
If a message has to go to the analyst first, the whole process can
take an additional 45 minutes. The system administrator wants
to know how long a message is in the system.
A run of the simulation for an 8-hour day using 27 messages
showed that each message was in the system for an average of 62
minutes. The average wait to get to an operator was 29 minutes,
and the average wait to get to the analyst was 8 minutes. Some
messages went back and forth between the operators and the
analyst-a typical problem in any bureaucracy.
We conducted the simulation using a model constructed with
the Qsim Toolkit. This kit contains C language functions and
data structures, and macros to help define them. A little "glue"
code binds the model together. The functions and data struc
tures are in five basic device groups: creates, queues, deci
sions, services, and terminates. The packets of data passed
from one device to another are called entities. Figure 2 dia
grams this example.
We selected three different random-number distributions for
this model. Messages come in about every 15 minutes using an
exponential distribution, a good choice for any kind of arrival
distribution, such as customers, messages, and jobs. The opera
tors take from 20 to 30 minutes using a uniform distribution,
which delivers equally probable numbers falling into its range .
Finally, the analyst needs about 45 minutes using a normal dis
tribution, which produces random numbers grouped about a
mean (average). After a simulated 8 hours, the scheduler stops
the simulation and prints the results (see listing 1). The simula
tion takes between 3 and 4 seconds to run on an IBM PC.
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~ used Qsim to
model an Ethernet LAN with
a host computer, two
operator workstations, and
an analyst workstation.
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The Scheduler
The scheduler operates behind the scenes and coordinates the
activities of all the devices; it actually transfers entities among
some devices. The scheduler has two parts: the event calendar
and the engine. The various devices place data on the calendar
by calling a Toolkit library function. The records placed on the
calendar contain a pointer to a function, an optional pointer to
an entity, and a time. When that simulated time arrives, the
engine calls the function and passes an entity, if there is one.
Here is how it all works: The initialization device places

Terminate

Figure 2: The simulation
model is a queue system:
Entities (messages) are
created by the host every 15
minutes or so and wait in
the operator queue until one
ofthe operator servers is
free. After waiting from 20 to
30 minutes in the service,
the entity enters a decision.
The decision sends 60
percent to the terminate
device and 40 percent to the
analyst. The analyst queue
holds each entity until the
analyst service is free. After a
random time (average 45
· minutes), the entity enters the
second decision, which
sends 85 percent to the
terminate device and 15
percent back to the operator
queue to await a free
server.

calls to the create device in the model and a call to the stop
function on the event calendar. Then, initialization calls
the engine, which takes the next record from the event calendar
and calls the function indicated by the pointer in the record,
handing over any entity that is pointed to in the record. Suppose
this is a call to create. The create device allocates memory for
an entity and calls the operator queue, handing over the entity.
The operator queue puts the entity on its own internal queue
and calls the operator service. The service looks at a local static
continued
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String and Variable Construction
Using an ANSI C Preprocessor
efore ANSI C, C programmers used peculiarities of their
particular C preprocessors to facilitate code writing. A
B
generation of C programmers established these tricks as an un
written set of rules.
Two special features of the preprocessor seemed most vul
nerable to this abuse: parameter substitution in strings, and
comment elimination.

...

Parameter Substitution in Strings
The expansion of baker ( foo) by
#define baker(X)

11

.......
....
...
"""'

X/**/Y

The statement able(foo,bar) would expand to foobar. Sup
pose you wanted t~ create a debug statement to print the values
of a couple of variables. Further suppose that the variables you
are printing all start with dog but end in a unique string. You
might write the preprocessor statement like this:
#define debug( first, second)\
printf( "first= %f, second= %d\n" ,dog/** / first,
dog/**/second)

X11

might be either 11 x11 or 11 foo 11 depending on the implementation
·of the preprocessor. In the first case, the preprocessor protects
strings from parameter substitution. In the second, the substitu
tion is made.
The ANSI X3Jl I committee specified the # operator to ac
complish the equivalent of substituting parameters into strings
within the macro's body. With this, the programmer can build
up strings consisting of substituted parameters and explicit
strings. The preprocessor looks for a parameter name follow
ing a #. When it finds one, it creates a string consisting of the
substitution argument. When all strings have been created,
those separated only by white space are joined. For example,
#define fubar( able, baker) \
#able 11 and 11 #baker 11 or 11 #able #baker\
11
or 11 #able#baker
would expand fubar(foo,bar) to
11

#define able(X,Y)

foo" 11 and 11 "bar" " or 11 "foo bar"
"foobar"

11

or 11

But, depending on how your preprocessor works, debug ( 1, 2) ;
might expand to
printf( "1 = %f, 2 = %d\n" ,dog1,dog2) ;
or
printf( "first= %f, second = %d\n", dogl, dog2) ;
or, if comments are removed before parameter substitution, it
might expand to
printf( "first = %f, second = %d \ n", dogfirst,
dogsecond).
The ##operator is used to join parameters with other text or
with parameters in the macro's body. It is a concatenation oper
ator. For example, #define fubar(X, Y) X ## Y expands fu
bar( foo, bar) to foobar; #define snafu(Y) printf("%d\
n 11 , rhythm....##Y) expandssnafu(aces) toprintf("%d\n",
rhythm....aces); and #define seoret(Y) printf("%d\n", Y
## _o_Qline) expands secret(pal) to printf("%d\n",
paLo...mine) .

which, after string concatenation, becomes

ANSI Standard C Compilers
"foo and bar or foo bar or foobar"
(The· # and the parameter name can be separated by white
space, as in# able.)

Comment Eliminatlon
When the preprocessor eliminates comments after parameter
substitution but before passing the program text on to the com
piler, programmers can use tin; comment delimiters / * and * /
to create variable names. / ** / is a signal to other programmers
that parameter concatenation is intended. Take, for example,
the statement
variable to see if it's busy. (Since the service has two servers,
the busy variable is really an array of two.) The variable con
tains the time at which the server expects to be free. If the cur
rent time is earlier than the scheduled time, the server is as
sumed to be busy. But if a server is free, the service calculates a
service time and sets the server's variable. It then places a call
to the first decision on the event calendar. The time in the call
record is the time the service expects to be done with the entity.
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We use the latest versions of Lattice C, Microsoft QuickC, and
Borland Turbo Con an IBM PC. At the present, the only one of
the three that can successfully support these operators is Bor
land Turbo C.
Microsoft claims QuickC supports the full draft ANSI stan
dard, but a bug prevents the preprocessor from properly ex;
panding the## operator. Perhaps this will be fixed soon. How
ever, the standard is quickly nearing approval. When this
happens, there will be a mad rush to issue compilers meeting
the full standard.
Until that time, ·it is well to be aware of the new things in the
draft standard and to attempt to write code using them.
The service also places a pointer to the entity in the record.
Then it returns the service time to the queue.
If the service rejects the entity because it's busy, it returns a
-1 . If the service accepts the entity, queue removes it from the
queue and places a call (back to itself, but without an attached
entity) on the event calendar. The time in the call is the current
time plus the service time. When the service time has passed,
the queue can try to pass another entity off the top of its queue

FEATURE
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Listing 1: The output from Qsim Toolkit.
Total time in system =
1670.2085, count = 27
Average time in system =
61.8596
Max time in system =
1)2.1292
Min time in system =
20.1056
SERVICES:
nameltotalltotal busylutilizationl
----------1-----1----------1-----------1
s_operatorl JOI 745 .J597I
1. 58441
s_analystl
41 158.J46JI
O.J280j
QUEUES:
namelmax....lenlcur_lenltotal_waitlcountlavg_waitl
----------1-------1----- --1--- -------1-----1--------1
q_operatorl
51
ol 871.88221 Joi 29.06271
q_analystl
21
21
46.47401
61 7. 74571

to the service.
The queue now returns to the create device, which computes
the next time it should create an entity, places a call to itself on
the event calendar with that time, and then returns control to
the engine. The engine takes the "soonest" record off the event
calendar and calls the function pointed to. Eventually, it will
call the first decision and pass the entity stored there by the ser
vice. The first decision will generate a random number be
tween 0 and 1. If this number is less than 0.65, it will call the
terminate passing the entity. Otherwise, it calls the analyst's
queue. The analyst's queue, the analyst's service, and the sec
ond decision all behave as previously described. The terminate
device tallies the counts and times associated with the entity.
Eventually, the engine will call the stop function placed on
the event calendar by initialization. The stop function will
print statistics and exit, thereby ending the simulation.

The Qsim Toolkit
We designed the Toolkit with two principles in mind:
• All the programming should be in ANSI C (or as close to
the proposed standard as we can make it), thereby
obviating the need for a special preprocessor to create
modeling code or the need for a "simulation" language
such as Simscript or Slam.
• The programming should be as simple as possible.
We tested the simulation Toolkit by coding both simple and
complex models in Slam and with a combination of Qsim and
Turbo C. The results were somewhat different because of the
different random-number-generation techniques.
However, we ran all the models for extended periods to as
sure ourselves that the statistical results were valid. Averages
and standard deviations, for example, approached the same
values for the same model in both Slam and C. Finally, using
mathematical techniques, we computed the results of the sim
plest models and found the Toolkit to give the proper values.

Coding the Example
Listing 2 contains the macros that generate the code describing
the devices. The three DEFINE macros declare function proto
types and allocate storage for queue and service structures. The
queue structure holds the top of a queue, as well as performance
data such as maximum and minimum numbers in the queue.
The service structure holds performance data only. The type of

Listing 2: The macros that are used to define function
prototypes and allocate storage to queues and service
structures. (The #s and ##s internal to the define
statements are ANSI C extensions to the Cpreprocessor
directives. See the text box "String and Variable
Construction Using an ANSI C Preprocessor. ")
#define DEFINE_CREATE(c__name)
void c__name(); \
#define DEFINE_QUEUE(q__name) \ .
void q_name(ENTITY *);\
QUEUE....STRUCT q__name ## _qs{#q__name};
#define DEFINE_SERVICE(s__name) \
systime_t s__name(ENTITY *);\
SERV....DATA s__name ## _s={#s__name};
#define SCHEDULE(name, entity, time) \
schedule(name, (ENTITY *)(entity), \
(systime_t)(time));
#define CREATE(c__name, create_time, feature, \
create_freq, next_device)\
void c__name () {\
extern systime_t now;\
next_device(create((systime_t)create_time, \
(double)feature));\
SCHEDULE(c__name, 0, now+create_freq);\
}
#define QUEUE(q_name, next_device)
void q__name(ENTITY *entity){\
systime_t srvtime;\
ENTITY * top; \
if (entity) nq(&q__name ## _q,entity);\
if ((top = topq(&q__name ## _q)) &&\
srvtime=next_device(top)) >= O){\
dq(&q__name ## _q);\
SCHEDULE(q__name, O, srvtime);\
}\
/* increment counters (if desired) */\
}
#define SERVICE(s__name, number_servers, \
service_time, next_device)\
double s__name(ENTITY *entity){\
static systime_t srvtime[number_servers],
wait_ time;\
extern systime_t now;\
unsigned short i;\
for (i=O; i<number_servers; i++) \
if (srvtime[i] <=now)
break;\
if (i == number_servers) return -1;\
/* note : service_time may be a function call
wait_time = service_time;\
srvtime[i] =now+ wait_time;\
SCHEDULE(next_device, entity, srvtime[i]);\
/* increment counters */\
q__name ## _s.total++;\
q__name ## _s.tota1-busy += wait_time;\
q__name ## _s.srvtime = srvtime[i);\
return srvtime[i];\

*/\

}

data in these structures is up to the modeler.
The SCHEDULE macro is just an easier way of calling the
schedule function. The casts are necessary when constants
(such as 0) are used as parameters.
CREATE calls the ereate ( ) library function to make a new
entity. It then passes an entity pointer to the device named in
continued
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Listing 3: A simple example ofQsim 's decision devices,
terminate devices, and the stop function.

QUEUE(q_analyst,analyst)
SERVICE(analyst,1,normal(45.0,10.0),deaision-2)

void deaision....l(ENTITY *entity){
if (drand() < .6) term(entity);
else q_analyst(entity);
}

void deaision-2(ENTITY *entity){
if (drand() < .85) term(entity);
else q_operator(entity);

void term(ENTITY *entity){
/* inarement aounters then ••• */
free(entity);

statia systime_t total-time, m8JL.time, min....time
=FLT__MAX;
statia unsigned aount;

}

}

void stop(void){
/* aompute and print statistias then ••• */
exit(O);
}

Listing 4: The C language source code using the Qsim

Toolkit for the example in figure 1.
#inalude
#inalude
#inalude
#inalude

<stdio.h>
"sim.h"
"sim...lib.h"
<float.h>

DEFINE._CREATE(messages);
DEFINE._QUEUE(q_operator);
DEFINE._QUEUE(q_analyst);
QUEUE._STRUCT
*q_array(]•{&q_operator_q,&q_analyst_q,NULL};
DEFINE.-5ERVICE(operator);
DEFINE.-5ERVICE(analyst);
SERV_DATA *s_array[]={&operator_s,&an~st_s,NULL};
void
void
void
void

deaision_!(ENTITY *);
deaision-2(ENTITY *);
term(ENTITY *);
stop(void);

void main(int aa,ahar **av)
SCliEDULE(messages,0,0);
SCHEDULE(stop,0,8*60.0*10);
engine();
}

CREATE(messages,now,O,expon(15.0),q_operator)
QUEUE(q_operator,operator)
SERVICE(operator,2,unfrm(20.0,JO.O),deaision_!)
void deaision....l(ENTITY *entity){
if (drand() < .6) term(entity);
else q_analyst(entity);
}

the macro's parameter list. Finally, it schedules a call to itself.
Notice that the function makes no provision for rejecting the
entity. The device must be a service with a short service time, a
service with plenty of servers, or a queue. If the device is not a
queue, there is room here for a subtle bug when it rejects enti
ties and the create doesn't test for it.
QUEUE defines a function that accepts a pointer to an en264
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void term(ENTITY *entity){
systime_t tis;
aount++;
tis = now - entity->time;
total-time += tis;
if (m8JL.time < tis) m8JL.time
if (min....time > tis) min....time
free( entity);

= tis;
= tis;

}

void stop(void){
int i;
printf("Total time in system = %f, aount =
%d\n",tota1-time,aount);
printf("Average time in system =
%f\n",tota1-time/aount);
printf("Max time in system • Jf\n",m8JL.time);
printf("Min time in system = %f\n",min....time);
printf("\nSERVICES: nameltotalltotal busyltotal
lutilizationl\n\----------- ----1-----1
--- -------1------ ----- J\n");
for (i•O;s_array[i];i++)
printf("%15.s\t%ld\t%f\t%f\n",
s_array[i]->name,
s_array[i]->total,
s_array(i]->tota1-busy,
(s_array(i)->srvtime)
? s_array[i]->tota1-busy/s_array[1)->srvtime
: 0

);

printf("QUEUES\n");namejm8JL.lenlaur_lenltotal waitl\
aountlaverage_waitl\n---------------1-------1
-------1----------1-----1------------J\n");
for (i=O;q_array[i];i++)
printf("%15.s\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%f\t%d\t%f\n",
q_array[i]->name,
q_array[i]->m8JL.len,
q_array[i)->aur_len,
q_array[i]->tota1-wait,
q_array[i]->aount,
(q_array[i)->aount)
? q_array(i]->tota1-wait/q_array[i]->aount
: 0

);

exit(O);
}

tity. When an entity pointer exists, QUEUE calls nq ( ) to place
the pointer on its queue. Then, if an entity pointer is on the top
of its queue, it calls the service SJlame, passing on the entity
pointer. The service returns a positive number (or 0) when it
has accepted the entity. QUEUE removes it from the queue and
schedules a call to itself with a null entity pointer. When this
call to itself is made, the queue attempts to pass another entity
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off the top of its queue to the service. The call is scheduled even
if no entity is presently on the queue, because an entity may arrive
before the service is ready to accept another. The nq ( ) and dq ( )
functions maintain some counters in the queue's QUEUE_
STRUCT, but you may want to add to the QUEUE macro.
SERVICE accepts an entity pointer. This function allocates
a static array of counters for the service times. DEFINE
-5ERVICE could include this array in the SERVJ>ATA struc
ture in the same way that DEFINE_QUEUE builds its queue
structures. It's a matter of preference. The now variable con
tains the virtual simulation time and is updated by the engine.
The service function looks at the time remaining in all the slots
in the srvtime array; if all servers are still busy, the service
function rejects the entity. Otherwise, it computes a wai t_time
(the time the server will be free again) and schedules a call on
the next device. The SCHEDULE call contains a pointer to the
entity. When the engine calls the device, it passes this pointer.
Listing 3 is a simple example of decision devices, terminate
devices, and the stop function. We used these macros in coding
the example shown in listing 4.
We didn't use macros to define the decision and terminate
devices and the stop function because these definitions seem to
vary from model to model. These devices could make their
choices based on anything in the model-on counts, calculated
values, or events-not just on random numbers. The stop func
tion only needs to display the simulation statistics.
In the example in listing 4, the engine calls decision_!(),
passing an entity pointer. Sixty percent of the time, deci
sion_!() calls term(); 40 percent of the time, it calls q_
analyst. In both cases, control over the entity is passed. This
is an example of a simple decision. In other models, the deci
sion could be made based on a value carried by the entity (per
haps in feature) or based on something else in the model-the
number of entities in a queue, for example.
The terminate' s main job is to update counters that keep
track of the number of entities successfully traversing the
model and the time they take doing so. It is also responsible for
freeing the memory allocated to the entities. The term() func
tion could, if desired, call stop() when a certain number of
entitieflmive. The stop, whether called by term() or by the
engine, prints the statistics and exits.
While analyzing your system and identifying the various
processes, you will also decide how each process passes the en
tities on to the next process. In the same way, the tools will pass
entities from one to another. In listing 2, we list the code for
CREATE, QUEUE, and SERVICE macros and show a sample
decision. In each of these, there is a next_device specified.
The names here are used to connect one device to another.
Suppose you want to model a workstation that spools print
jobs to a queue and a printer server. The workstation is mod
eled by the CREATE and the QUEUE, the printer server by the
SERVICE. You would connect a CREATE named c_worksta
tion_l to a QUEUE named q_workstation_l to a SERVICE
named s_printer_server. The code would look like this:
CREATE(C_workstation_1,0,0,normal(10,5),
q_workstation_l);
QUEUE(q_workstation_l,s_printer_server);
SERVICE(s_printer_server,1,unfrm(l0,15),
terminate_!) ;
Here, the distributions (normal and unfrm) describe how often
a new entity is to be created or how long it will take to service
the entity. The terminate_! is another device used-in this
case, to terminate the entity and free the allocated memory.

You can give it other uses. Some of the tools are macros; others
are C code. All assume the presence of a background scheduier
activating tools and, perhaps, passing entities to them.

Coding a Model
When coding your own model, place the tools in the following
order:

•Includes. Be sure to #include "sim.h" and "sinLlib.h".
Sim.h contains the macros that #define some of the tools, as
well as type definitions for various data structures. Sim_lib .h
contains function prototypes for the scheduler, for some of the
queuing primitives (nq, dq, and topq), for the random number
generator (drand), and for some distributions (expon, normal,
unfrm, and so on).
• Prototypes. These are C language function prototypes. How
ever, there are macros to help write the create, queue, and ser
vice prototypes. You will need to write your own prototypes for
decision, terminate, and stop functions.
• Service data array. If you use our style of coding, the follow
ing will work:
SERv_DATA *s_array []={&service name_s, &service
name_s, . . . , NULL} ;
Each service collects data on the number of entities it pro
cesses and the time it takes to process them. When the DEFINE
_SERVICE macro creates a prototype service function, it also
creates a data structure to hold this data. The s_array holds
pointers to these structures (the reason for the _s at the end of
each service name). At the end of the simulation, the stop rou
tine prints out the data from the service data structures. The
NULL at the end of the list of service names controls looping.
• Queue data array. Like the service data array, the queue data
array holds data about the number of entities on the queues and
how long they stay there. The definition and syntax is similar to
that of the service data array:
QUEUE_STRUCT *q_array [ ] ={&queue name_q, &queue
name_q, ... NULL};

• Main function. The main function just schedules starts for all
the create devices, schedules a call to the stop function if you
want the simulation stopped at a specific time, and then calls
engine() to start the simulation. It should look like this:
void main( ) {
SCHEDULE(create....name,O,start_time);
SCHEDULE(create....name,O,start_time);

%
%
%
SCHEDULE(stop,O,stop time);

}
The create....names are the names of the creates declared in
the prototypes above. The start_times are the times you want
each create to start producing entities; if you want this to take
place at the beginning of the simulation, use zero. Stop is the
name of the stop function. (A stop function is any function that
exits the program without returning to the calling function.)
• Create, queue, service, decision, terminate, stop, and other
functions. The create, queue, and service functions are created
by using the macros. When invoked, these macros define entire
continued
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functions. The functions differ as their parameters differ. For
example, create functions differ in their names, their start
times, their frequency of creates, and the device to which they
pass their created entities.
If decision devices are used, these functions will form an in
terconnected network. Place the macro calls and other function
definitions in whatever order you please. (If you faithfully use
prototype definitions of the functions, the order isn't important
to C.) We usually start at one side of our picture of the system
and continue across the picture to the other side. (Grouping
functions by type makes it difficult to debug the model because
its form is not as clear.)

Extending the Toolkit
The Toolkit has primitives for queuing system models. But
what about other kinds of models? Can the Toolkit be extended
to enable it to build others? In general, it can, though for some
complex models the tools are specific to the particular model.
But general-purpose techniques tend to be slow.
Aside from these exceptions, models are generally based on
systems of mathematical equations. Often the model can be
stated briefly, in less than a page of code. Other aspects of the
model (such as routines for computing special mathematical
functions, input routines, and display routines) may add many
more pages of code to the model. The equations are difficult or
impossible to solve exactly (otherwise, there would be no need
for the model), and their solutions are approximated by using
iteration. Systems of equations might model something as sim
ple as the inventory in a store or as complex as a chemical
reaction.
A mathematical model and a queuing model can interact
through an event and a reaction. An event occurs in a queuing
system when something in the system causes one or more vari
ables to change value. A reaction is a decision made on the basis
of the value of a variable.

Some Examples
The inventory level for an item in a store decrements when a
customer buys one. The event is the change in the quantity in
stock; the reaction is the decision to order more stock. This de
cision is usually based on an inventory threshold: The reaction
occurs when the inventory level falls below the threshold. The
same thing happens in a fast-food restaurant: The cook makes
more hamburgers when the ready level falls below a threshold.
The threshold may depend on the time of day or the season.
Customers might change lines (queues) based on the number
in each queue or on the perceived service rate of each server.
The events are the service variables or queue-length variables;
the reaction is the jockeying from one line to another.
The number in a queue could cause the service rate to
change. For example, in a crowded hospital, the arrival of more
patients in dire need than the hospital can support might cause
the decision to release patients who are nearly well.
The completion of a disk operation in a computer system
might be modeled as an event and a reaction.

Some Methods of Modeling
All these examples 1have in common the change of state of a
variable and a possible reaction to this change. Code to change
these variables can be placed anywhere in the model. In the
case of the inventory model previously mentioned, the inven
tory variables might be changed in a service module. The reac
tion to the change might also be in the same module.
One way for it to occur elsewhere is by writing a special ser
vice module. To model an inventory control person, you could
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write a module that periodically checks the inventory levels.
You could then schedule an initial call to this module by" calling
the scheduler and passing the module's name during initializa
tion. The module could schedule subsequent calls to itself.
When called, the module would check the inventory levels and
take appropriate action. In this situation, there is no direct con
nection between the event (the decrement of the inventory level)
and the reaction (the ordering of more items), except through
the value of the inventory variable.
In the inventory model, the variable changes by discrete
amounts. In other models, the changes are continuous and can
be complex. For example, in models of kinetic systems (e.g.,
solar systems and economic systems), there are several interde
pendent variables. Models of these continuously variable sys
tems are usually stated in a few mathematical equations,
though the equations are such that exact solutions are difficult
or impossible. The SCoP modeling system (produced by the
National Biomedical Simulation Resource of Duke University
Medical Center in Durham, North Carolina) can be used to
create continuous models of many kinds of systems, although
it, too, has its limitations.
One way to solve complex systems of equations is to assign
values to the variables and then iteratively increment the inde
pendent variable (or variables) by a small amount or feed back
the results of the first computation into the second. The values
assumed by the dependent variables eventually approximate the
solutions. These can be plotted against the independent vari
ables to show their relationship. These methods are used by
SCoP and Borland's Eureka. The SCoP package contains ex
amples of continuous models and their methods of solution.
You can make the changes in the independent variables
(which drive the continuous model) using the independent ser
vice model described above. But the increments to the indepen
dent variables usually must be quite small (to keep the model
sane). A variable that takes on values from 0 to 1 might be incre
mented by 0.001. Calling the service module to make each in
crement is inefficient. It is a good idea to call the service mod
ule the first time, let it iterate a fixed number of times or until it
reaches an intermediate threshold, and then have it schedule the
next call to itself. On the next call, it will iterate a maximum
number of times or until it reaches ·a threshold. And so on.
Most models use only a few tools. But models of factory op
erations typically combine continuous-event, discrete-event,
and queuing systems. For example, in a brewery, the concen
tration of alcohol in the beer or wine depends on both biological
and chemical factors. The time to reach a threshold concentra
tion would be modeled by a system of equations. Ot.ctors
of the brewing operation cause the beer or wine to b
ed to
various tanks and processes. These factors might also be mod
eled by systems of equations. The factory model will contain
discrete variables: the inventory of bottles, carloads of raw
product, and so forth. Finally, the model will have queuing ele
ments: the conveyer system for the bottles, the cases of product,
and the staging of the brewing process itself. All these elements
must be integrated in a complete model. The elements are inte
grated through the events (variable changes through thresholds)
and responses (reactions to the crossing of a threshold). •
Editor's note: The source code for Qsim is available in a variety
offormats. See page 5 for further details.
Roy E. Kimbrell is a computer systems scientist, and Linda
Correll and Robert Bass are assistant programmer/analysts at
the Planning Research Corp. in Bellevue, Washington. They
can be reached on BIX c/o "editors."
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THE LIGHT
AT THE END
OF THE LAN
A new standard
lets optical LANs
move more data
more efficiently
he era of the LAN is now here.
Ethernet, ARCnet, and Token
Ring adapters are available for
virtually every type of com
puter. You can walk into a computer
store and walk out with a complete, easy
to-use kit that will interconnect an entire
room (or building) full of machines.
Still, some users require more speed and
reliability than current LAN standards
provide. The Fiber Distributed Data In
terface (FDDI) standard addresses these
needs.
Most current LAN standards (see
table 1) have data rates in the range from
1 to 20 megabits per second. ARCnet,
sporting a low clock rate but dependable
and efficient, runs at 2.5 Mbps. Ethernet
operates at 3 or 10 Mbps, Token Ring at
4 or 16 Mbps. But these speeds are not
always fast enough.
Diskless Unix workstations, for in
stance, can slow to a crawl when they
swap blocks of virtual memory to mass
storage across a LAN. Database applica
tions often "lock" areas of a file to pre
serve internal consistency; ifa LAN isn't
fast enough, every user may have to wait
for a transaction to complete. A few
channels of digitized audio and video
even with the best compression and de
compression techniques-can strain a
network to the breaking point. The band
width of a single ESDI hard disk drive,
which can retrieve data at 10 to 15 Mbps,
can swamp most current LANs.
The need for faster LANs was antici
pated in the early 1980s, when ANSI as
sembled the X3T9.5 working group to
develop higher-speed LAN standards.
The first standard to come out of this

T

group was the Locally Distributed Data
Interface. LDDI was a broadband system
that could span only 1 kilometer and con
nect only seven nodes, making it unsuit
able for many applications where LANs
are used today.
In 1986, ANSI published a draft of the
most recent standard: FDDI. It supports
up to 500 nodes distributed over a loop of
up to 100 kilometers in circumference,
and it runs over optical fiber at a signal
ing rate of 125 million baud, delivering
100 Mbps of data. (See the text box
"Why Fiber?" on page 271.) The topol
ogy is a token-passing ring similar to the
IEEE 802.5 Token Ring (see my column
in the January BYTE). While the FDDI
standard makes use of lessons learned in
the development of the Token Ring stan
dard, the signaling schemes and token
passing protocols are different.

FDDI and the OSI Model
Figure 1 shows the components of the
FDDI standard, as well as the relation
ship of those components to the Interna
tional Standards Organization's Open

Systems Interconnection (OSI) model.
The Physical Medium Dependent
(PMD) standard specifies the character
istics of the fiber-optic medium, the con
nectors used to attach the medium to
each station, the wavelength used for
transmission, the power requirements
for the transmitters, and methods for op
tically bypassing inactive nodes.
The Physical (PHY) standard defines
the 125-MHz clock speed, the clocking
scheme, the data-encoding scheme, and
the control symbols used in the network.
The Media Access Control (MAC)
standard handles token passing, frame
formation, addressing, error detection
and recovery, and bandwidth allocation
among the nodes.
Finally, the Station Management
(SMT) standard handles station insertion
and removal, ring configuration, error
logging, and other network management
services. Strictly speaking, SMT falls
outside the OSI model; however, it is the
"glue" that helps all the other layers play
together.
continued

Table 1: How the Fiber Distributed Data Interface standard stacks up against
two other popular LAN standards: Token Ring and Ethernet.

Medium

FOOi

Token Ring

Ethernet

Fiber

Twisted-pair
or fiber
4/16 Mbps
50%

Coaxial
cable
3/10 Mbps
50%
500-m separation

500

300 mto
medium-access
unit
Varies with
configuration
260

Dual-ring
Token
passing

Single-ring
Token
passing

Bus
CSMA/CD protocol

Data rate
Encoding
efficiency
Maximum
station

100 Mbps
80%

Maximum
coverage
Maximum
nodes
Topology
Access

100km

2km

2.5km
1024
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Perhaps this is the reason that SMT
has been the slowest area of the standard
to come together. It has the most global
effect on how FDDI systems work. No
link-level protocol is specified by FDDI.
Most systems will probably use the IEEE
802.2 link-layer-control protocols or
their equivalent.

The Physical Layer
According to the PMD standard, FDDI
nodes transmit light at a wavelength of
1300 nanometers. FDDI uses multimode
fiber. Single-mode fiber, while it has
lower loss per unit distance, is more ex
pensive and very tricky to couple. The
core of the fiber can be either 62.5 or 85

OSI layers
Link Layer Control (LLC)
Data link
Media Access Control (MAC)
Station
Management
(SMT)

Physical Sublayer (PHY)
Physical

Scope
of
FDDI

Physical Medium Dependent
Sublayer (PMD)

Figure I: The four key documents ofthe Fiber Distributed Data Interface
specification include PMD, PHY, MAC, and SMT. FDD/ does not specify a standard
LLC protocol, but the IEEE 802. 2 protocol is a likely candidate.

microns thick; the outer cladding must be
125 microns thick. When assembled
properly, an FDDI fiber link has a worst
case bit error rate of 1 in 1 billion.
FDDI nodes can include an optical by
pass switch, which lets light pass through
up to three consecutive inactive nodes
unhindered. While FDDI has redundant
loops that let data be routed around a dis
abled node, a bypass switch reduces the
need to rely on these loops.
The standard FDDI connector is a du
plex plug with incoming and outgoing fi
bers. A node can have either one or two
of these connectors. Ifit has two connec
tors, it's called a Class A node. One fiber
on each connector is used for normal op
eration; the other one is part of a backup
ring that routes traffic around disabled
nodes (see figure 2).
The backup ring runs in the opposite
direction from the main ring; in the ini
tial standard, it doesn't normally carry
data (although proposals to let it do so
are being considered). Its two main pur
poses are to aid in ring configuration and
to route data around faults (see figure 3).
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Figure 2: A Fiber Distributed Data Interface network may consist ofClass A or Class B nodes, or a mixture ofthe two types.
Class B nodes must connect to the network through a wiring concentrator; Class A nodes can connect directly to the main ring
and have provisions to reroute traffic around faults. Since Class B nodes attach only to the primary ring, they may not be
able to continue working when certain kinds offaults occur.
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Token Ring and Ethernet both use
Manchester encoding for data; in these
schemes, it takes 2 transition times, or
baud, to represent a single bit. FDDI is
more efficient. It uses 5 baud to represent
every 4 bits (see the text box "Group En
coding and FDDI" on page 272). The
clock speed at each node is 125 MHz, re
sulting in a data rate of 100 Mbps.
Unlike the IEEE 802.5 Token Ring,
where the active monitor provides the
clock signal for the entire ring, FDDI
uses a distributed clocking scheme.
When a station repeats data, it reclocks it
with an accuracy of ± 50 parts per mil
lion. Every bit is decoded, checked, and
reencoded at every station. An elasticity
buffer-a first-in/first-out buffer that
can compensate for differences between
the input and output clock speeds-ab
sorbs the jitter that may result from sig
nal distortion in the multimode fiber.
And a smoother adds "idle" bytes be
tween frames to make sure that they are
separated by a gap of at least 6 bytes.
(This gap increases the chances that a

Why Fiber?

F

iber-optic media are desirable for
use in high-speed LANs. Fiber has
high bandwidth (hundreds or even thou
sands of megabits per second), and it
can carry signals for long distances
without repeaters. Noise levels are up to
a million times lower than those for co
axial cable, and fiber is difficult (al
though not impossible, as some believe)
to tap.
Many of fiber's unique advantages
are due to the facts that it's not metallic
and it won't conduct electricity. Fiber is
not affected by electromagnetic radia
tion, nor does it generate any-thus, no
shielding is required to meet FCC re
quirements. You can't get a shock from
an optical fiber, nor can it cause ground
loops. (Most LANs must have isolation
transformers to meet UL requirements;
fiber-optic LANs don't need them.)
Lightning won't send a deadly charge

down a fiber to cripple all the stations
on a network at one stroke. In addition,
fiber can't corrode, which means that
it's likely to last a long time in harsh
environments.
The highest-performance fibers are
made of glass and are no thicker than a
human hair. However, the more com
mon and economical varieties used in
the Fiber Distributed Data Interface are
about 10 times thicker. It's easier to
handle and manufacture thicker fibers,
but they have lower bandwidth and
greater signal loss per unit distance.
Plastic fibers are more robust, but
they are lower in performance than their
glass counterparts. However, all varie
ties of fiber outperform conductive
media by a wide margin, and they all
are smaller and lighter than the coaxial
cable or twisted-pair medium that they
replace.

continued
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Group Encoding and FDDI
encoding schemes
Ethernet and Token Ring, it
Itakesnusedthe2byManchester
bauds-or potential transi
tions-to represent a single bit (see the
text box "Encoding" on page 366 of the

January BYTE). Thus, a 10-megabit
per-second Ethernet must send 20-MHz
signals over the wire, and a 16-Mbps
Token Ring must send 32-MHz signals.
If the Fiber Distributed Data Interface

Table A: The Fiber Distributed Data Interface standard group codes.
Some ofthe symbols in the second column, either alone or in
combination, can violate the run-length constraints; this occurs only
when something has gone wrong.
Symbol

Encoded bits

0

1

1

0 1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
A
B

0
0 0
1 0 0
1 0 1
0
0
0
1
0
1

0
0

0
1
0

node will be able to receive two consecu
tive frames addressed to it.)

The MAC Layer
The MAC layer of FDDI is very similar
to that of the IEEE 802.5 Token Ring.
Figure 4 shows the FDDI frame format,
and figure 5 shows an FDDI token. Un
like the Token Ring, FDDI manipulates
data as 4-bit symbols (i.e., nibbles) or as
bytes, rather than as individual bits. This
technique makes it easier to change parts
of a frame, like an error indicator, on the
fly. More can be done in parallel.
Another difference is that the token
isn't changed into a frame on the fly. An
FDDI node that wishes to transmit cap
tures the token and sets up to transmit a
frame. Because it never has to receive
and transmit at the same time, an FDDI
node can have a single half-duplex data
path internally, instead of two paths, as a
Token Ring node must.
FDDI also builds in a feature that is
optional in most Token Ring systems:
early token release. In ETR, a transmit
ting station can send a token before the
data it sends can circulate completely
around the ring and return. This feature
greatly reduces ring latency, especially
in large rings. FDDI frames, unlike
272
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Symbol

c
D
E
F
Q(Quiet)
I (Idle)
H(Halt)

J (Start 1)
K(Start2)
T (Terminate)
A (Reset)
S(Set)

Encoded bits

0
0 1
0
1
1 0
0 0 0 0
1

1

0
0
1

0

1

0 0

0 0
1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 1
0 1
0
1
0 0
0 0

Token Ring frames, have a fixed maxi
mum size of 4500 bytes. This ceiling
prevents a station from monopolizing the
network.
Another difference is the presence of
fragments on the ring. An FDDI station
often repeats the beginning of a token or
frame (i.e., sends it on to the next sta
tion) and then decides that it wants to
capture the token or strip the frame from
the ring. By the time the station makes
this decision, it's too late to "catch" the
data that has already been repeated. The
downstream nodes must recognize and
strip fragments of tokens and frames
from the ring.
Neither the FDDI frame nor the FDDI
token contains an AC (access control)
field, as do their Token Ring equiva
lents. No token has a specific priority
(although use of the token may be re
stricted, as I'll show shortly), and there
is no reservation process. Instead of arbi
trating for ring access as the token circu
lates, FDDI stations share ring band
width via the Timed Token Protocol.

The Timed Token Protocol
FDDI divides the bandwidth of the ring
into two pools: synchronous bandwidth,
devoted to communications that must

standard used the same scheme, the
fiber would need a bandwidth of 200
MHz to carry FDDI's 100 Mbps.
To make the best use of lower-cost
fiber, FDDI uses group encoding in
stead. Group encoding is to Manchester
encoding what run-length-limited en
coding is to modified-frequency-modu
lation encoding in the world of hard disk
drives (see the text box "RLL Encod
ing" on page 296 of the February
BYTE). Like RLL, FDDI's 4b/5b group
code gets more use out of the same
bandwidth by allowing fewer transitions
but limiting run lengths; no more than 3
bauds without a transition are allowed.
The 4b/5b designation means that every
4 bits are represented by 5 bauds; some
special groups of bauds are used to
carry control information. The FDDI
group codes are shown in table A.
This encoding scheme has sufficient
symmetry between ones and zeros that
the average value of the signal varies by
less than 10 percent while the ring is
functioning normally. This makes it
easier to design the analog circuitry that
recovers the data from the fiber.
happen at certain regular intervals, and

asynchronous bandwidth, devoted to
other communications. The allocation is
performed by limiting the amount of
time during which any station can hold
the token and attempting to cause the
token to return to each station within a
certain amount of time (the target token
rotation time, or TTRT).
As the ring is configured, each node
asks for the amount of synchronous
bandwidth it needs by specifying the
minimum TTRT it will require to meet
its needs for synchronous transmission.
The node requiring the shortest TTRT
wins the bidding. From this point on,
time is divided between the nodes in such
a way that
l . each node knows how long it can
safely hold the token before
passing it on;
2. the sum of these maximum
holding times is less than or equal
to the TTRT; and
3. the token is guaranteed not to take
more than twice the TTRT to
return to any node on the ring.
Each node may transmit a certain
continued
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amount of synchronous data whenever it
receives the token. Then, if there's time
to keep the token longer without causing
the TTRT to be exceeded, the node may
transmit asynchronous traffic. Finally,
when there is no more data to transmit,
or when the token must be sent on its way
to meet the TTRT, the token is passed to
the next node. This strategy has the ef
fect of making sure that every node gets
its share of the synchronous bandwidth,
while allowing the remaining time to be
taken up by asynchronous transmissions.
All synchronous transmissions get top
priority in FDDI, but asynchronous
transmissions, which share the band
width that remains, are grouped into

eight priority levels. Each level is associ
ated with a time value inversely related to
its importance. If the node can hold the
token for at least the specified length of
time, frames at that priority level can be
transmitted. The result: Asynchronous
bandwidth is fairly allocated to each
level as needed.
FDDI adds one final twist to the proto
col to support high-speed transactions
between stations on the ring-a host and
a disk drive, for instance. An FDDI
token can be marked as restricted. In
such a case, only certain nodes can use it
for asynchronous transmissions (any
node can still µse it for synchronous
transmissions). By temporarily devoting

1-~sbytes---------- :S 4500 bytes _ _ _ _ _ _ _..,.

I

Preamble

SD

FC

DA

I SA I +~ IFCS

ED

FS

Preamble-At least 6 bytes of "I" (Idle) symbols
Start dell miter (SD)-A "J" symbol followed by a "K" symbol
Frame control (FC)-Two symbols (1 byte) Identifying frame type
Destination address (DA)-A 16- or 48-blt group or node address
Source address (SA)-A 16- or 48-blt source address
Information (lnfo)-lnformatlon conveyed by the frame
Frame check sequence (FCS)-A 32-bit cyclic redundancy check for the frame
End dell miter (ED)-A "T" symbol
Frame status (FS)-Three symbols, each "R" for Oor "S" for 1, as follows:
• Error Indicator
• Address-recognized Indicator
• Frame-<:opied indicator

Figure 4: The Fiber Distributed Data Interface frame format.

SD

FC

ED

Start delimiter (SD)-A "J" symbol followed by a "K" symbol
Frame control (FC)-ldentifies "restricted" tokens
End delimiter (ED)-A "T" symbol

Figure 5: The Fiber Distributed Data Interface token format.

Table 2: The Fiber Distributed Data Interface standard, while well on the way
to approval, is not entirely complete. In particular, some aspects ofthe Station
Management protocol need to be fleshed out, and other sections are still up
for approval. (Table courtesy ofAMD)

X3T9.5 (FOOi)
ANSI
ISO
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PMD

PHY

MAC

SMT

Approved
Second public
review
Letter ballot

Approved
Published

Approved
Published

In committee
Not forwarded

Approved

Approved

Not forwarded
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all the asynchronous bandwidth of the
ring to one key exchange, FDDI can ex
pedite that exchange and keep certain
systems (e.g., distributed databases)
running smoothly.

FDDI Today and Tommorrow
The FDDI standard, while well on the
way to approval, is not entirely complete.
Table 2 shows the status of the parts of
the standard as of January.
FDDI's creators expected that it would
be used in one of three ways: as a front
end network, to connect workstations to
file servers; as a back-end network, to
connect peripherals to machines in com
puter rooms; or as a backbone, to con
nect computers over a campus-size area.
All these are useful and desirable appli
cations, but adoption may be initially
limited by cost, typically $8000 or more
per station. (To put things in perspective,
it helps to remember that Ethernet was
equally expensive when it was first
developed.)
FDDI will probably appear first in
large corporate and campus networks,
. but I hope it will only be a matter of time
before FDDI adapters are as inexpensive
and readily available as Ethernet and
ARCnet are today.
1
•
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OBJECT-ORIENTED
MAC WINDOWS

Programming with
Macintosh windows
is a little less painful
it you insulate with an
object-oriented layer

The Macintosh operating system is
event-driven: Anytime you press a key,
click the mouse button, or insert a new
disk, the system records the activity in an
event record data structure and places the
record in a queue (the event queue). As
you'll see, the system also records other,
less-obvious activities on the event
queue. Fundamentally, Macintosh pro
grams remove records from the event
queue and use them to determine which
code to dispatch. For example, pressing
a key might cause the program to vector
to a routine that reads the character and
displays it on the screen.
Three events that bear directly on the
window's behavior but are generated in
ternally by the Mac's Window Manager
are activate, deactivate, and update. The
frontmost window on the Mac screen is
known as the active window. It looks dif
ferent from other windows on the screen:
Among other things, its title bar is high
lighted with horizontal stripes.
•
Most applications that allow multiple
windows treat the active window spe
cially. For example, a word processor
will usually display any characters you
type in the active window. Since keeping
track of the active window is important,
the Mac uses two events to orchestrate its
maintenance. Whenever you activate a
window, the Mac's Window Manager
generates a deactivate event for the cur
rently active window and an activate
event for the newly active window.
Whenever you move, resize, or hide a
window, the action may reveal parts of
other windows. To maintain the illusion
that you're really looking at a desktop
with pieces of paper on it, the newly re
vealed windows need to be redisplayed.
To this end, the Window Manager gener
ates an update event for each window that
should be redrawn.

acintosh windows are won
derful to use, but program
ming them can be downright
painful. Although the Mac
intosh Toolbox provides a wealth of
powerful programming goodies, its
complexity makes it hard to use.
I was writing a medium-size program
that required more than one or two kinds
of windows. With each new type of win
dow I added, I found myself repeating
the same cryptic incantations, modify
ing the same bloated procedures, and
slowly going nuts. So the following in
vention was born out of necessity.

M

A Layer of Insulation
I put a layer of code between myself and
the Mac window system, code that makes
it possible to add and modify window be
havior without complex, nonmodular
fiddling about. The code supports a
roughly objected-oriented style of pro
gramming: You define various window
types, create windows that instantiate
those types, and send the windows mes
sages to get them to perform. This is a
simple idea that requires some delicacy
of execution. To appreciate some of the
subtleties, you need to understand the
Mac window system.
If you do some digging, you'll find
that a Macintosh window is a data struc
ture containing a GrafPort, the win
dow's size, its position on the screen,
visibility, and other important data
fields. There's also a pointer-size field
called the refcon (reference constant)
for use by programmers.

Keeping to the Guidelines
The Macintosh user guidelines specify
that clicking on a deactivated window
should activate it; clicking and dragging

on a window's title bar should move the
window; and clicking on the close box,
zoom box, and resize box should produce
the appropriate responses. Much of a
program's event-handling code involves
managing windows. And most of the
time, the code will do the same thing for
every window.
On occasion, however, the program
might need to do something other than
the default behavior. For example, when
a window is activated or deactivated, the
program may need to update certain
global variables that track the currently
active window. It's frustrating to have to
rewrite the code for each program even
though the code to handle typical behav
ior is common to almost every applica
tion. You end up distributing this code
among nonwindow events such as menu
selection and key presses. Worse, minor
variations on the usual behavior require
that you modify this code, and these
modifications are typically nonmodular.

I Did It My Way
One solution to the problem would be to
just write a new window system from
scratch, but it would be a shame to junk
all the existing Toolbox code. My solu
tion is less revolutionary: First, separate
each window operation-activating, up
dating, moving, and so on-into its own
function. Second, collect these functions
in a single place, called a 'WindowType.
A 'WindowType is a data structure con
taining an array of pointers to functions,
one for each window operation. A 'Win
dowType is associated with every win
dow created by the program. When your
program performs an operation on a win
dow, this system retrieves the appropri
ate function from the 'WindowType and
invokes the function. Listing 1 gives you
some idea of what it's like to use my win
dow package.
To conform to object-oriented pro
gramming terminology, I call the indi
vidual functions that perform window
continued
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operations "methods," and the process
of selecting a function "sending a mes
sage." You actually select the function
by calling the send_window function

with WindowPtr (a pointer to a window)
and a message (an integer) as arguments.
Since I included the ANSI C facility for a
variable number of arguments (see list-

Listing 1: An example ofhow to use my utilities. This program creates a new
WindowType with new facilities; it does little else. (Listing 3 is ofwindow.h.)
#include "window.h"
WindowType qcw_struct;
WindowType *quit_on__close_window
int do_free(), do_draw();

= &qcw_struct;

main()
{

InitGraf(&thePort);
InitFonts();
InitWindows();
FlushEvents(everyEvent, O);
InitCursor();
init_windows(O);
new_window_type(quit_on_close_window, 0, standarcL.window);
put....111ethod(quit_on__close_window, Free, do_free);
put...Jllethod(quit_on__close_window, Draw, do_draw);
test() ;
int do_free()

{
ExitToShell();
int do_draw()
{
MoveTo(O, O) ;
LineTo(thePort->portRect.right,
thePort->portRect.bottom);
test()
{
Rect r;
SetRect(&r, 40, 40, 200, 150);
ShowWindow(create_window(quit_on__close_window, &r, "Test", O));
for (;;)
handle_event();
handle_event()
{

EventRecord event;
int doKeyDown(), doMenuBar();
SystemTask();
if (GetNextEvent(everyEvent, &event))
handle_window_event(&event, doKeyDown, doMenuBar);
doKeyDown(event)
EventRecord *event;
{

J
doMenuBar(event)
EventRecord *event;
{
}
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ing 2), you can pass any additional argu
ments of any type to send_window. It re
trieves the WindowType data structure
and uses the message (index) to select the
function. Send_window then calls the
function with the WindowPtr and the re
maining arguments (see listings 3 and4).

Built-in Messages
My window package has 13 defined mes
sages that take care of all the operations
you'll usually perform on windows. You
can define as many additional messages
as you wish. The 13 I've defined are as
follows:
• Init: Sent when a window is
created. The default
implementation does nothing.
• Activate: Sent when an activate
event occurs.
• Deactivate: Sent when a
deactivate event occurs.
• Update: Sent when an update event
occurs. In the default
implementation, this calls the
Macintosh BeginUpdate
procedure, sends a Draw message to
the window, and then calls the
EndUpdate procedure.
• Grow: Sent when the mouse is
pressed in the window's grow box.
• Move: Sent when the mouse is
pressed in the window's title bar.
• Close: Sent when the mouse is
pressed in the window's close box.
• ZoomOut: Sent when the mouse is
pressed in the window's zoom box
and the window is in its initial state.
• Zoomin: As above, but when the
window has already been zoomed
out.
• Content: Sent when the mouse is
pressed in the content region of an
active window.
• InactiveContent: As above, but
for an inactive window. In the
default implementation, this merely
brings the window to the front,
activating it.
• Draw: Sent when the window's
contents should be redrawn. This
does nothing in the default
implementation.
• Free: Sent when the window
should be destroyed. In the default
implementation, this just releases
storage for the window.
Note that a single event can result in
more than one message. This provides
you with finer control over window be
havior. For example, a mouse-click in
the content region of an active window
can result in a variety of behaviors, de
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pending on what the window is being
used for. But a click in the content region
of an inactive window will nearly always
result in the activation of that window.
Since I've separated these two behaviors
into separate messages, if you want to
change one behavior, you needn't worry
about reimplementing the other as well.

New Windows and Types
My window package has two window
types defined: vanilla_window and
standard_window. The first is just a
rectangle on the screen: You can't move,
close, grow, or zoom it, but it will handle
activate, deactivate, and update events
correctly. The second is the usual Mac
intosh document window, with a title bar
and close, zoom, and grow boxes. Its
methods implement the behaviors usu
ally associated with mouse-clicks in
those areas.
You create a new window by calling
create_window, which returns a Win
dowPtr. The function takes four argu
ments: a window type, the window's
title, the rectangle to be occupied by the
window, and the number of bytes for the
window's refcon (I'll discuss this last
argument later). Using create_window
is far simpler than using the Mac's New
Window procedure with its bewildering
eight arguments. The simplification is
achieved by containing some of the infor
mation required by NewWindow, such as
whether the window has a close box, in
the WindowType. Also, create_window
does not display the window, and it al
ways puts the new window in the back of
the window list.
The vanilla_window and standard_
window types are useful starting places,
but neither is fully functional because
they lack a method for the Draw message.
It's necessary to create a new Window
Type in order to do anything really use
ful. If you create a new type that inherits
from an old type, you need only define
the differences in the types' behaviors.
For example, to create a WindowType
that has the facility to actually draw, you
create a new type that inherits from
standard_window and add a method for
the Draw message. To do this, you call
the new_window_type procedure with
three arguments: a pointer to the storage
for the new WindowType, an integer de
noting the number of bytes of local stor
age to reserve for each window, and a
pointer to the old WindowType.
New methods are then added by call
ing the put_rnethod function with the
WindowType, the message name, and the
new method. Say that rny_draw_func is a
function for drawing on a window, and

my_window_type is a pointer to a Win
dowType. The following two lines will
then create the new WindowType and in
stall the drawing function:
new_window_type(my_window_type,
0, standard_window) ;

put_method(my_window_type,Draw,
my_draw_func);

Event Dispatching
The main loop of a typical Macintosh
program removes the front event from
continued

Listing 2: This include file provides the ANSI C variable argument
functionality to development systems that don 't have it.
/* varargs.h */
/* This file defines the ANSI C standard
macros for variadic functions. Put it in the
same directory subtree as the Lightspeed C application. */
typedef char *va_list;
# define va_dcl int ve._alist;
# define va_start(list) list = (char *) &va_alist
# define ve._end(list)
#define ve._arg(list,mode) ((mode *)(list+= sizeof(mode)))[-1]

Listing 3: The file window. h defines the structures and lists the global
functions ofmy package. You must reference it in any files that use my
routines.
/* window.h */
#ifndef _window_
#define _window_
#include <WindowMgr.h>
#include <EventMgr.h>
#define zoomDocProc 8
#define zoomNoGrow 12
typedef int (*intfuncp)();
typedef struct {
int defProcID;
Boolean closable, growable;
int min.._width, min_height;
int inst_vars_size;
intfuncp *method;
} WindowType;
typedef struct {
WindowType *type;
char inst_vars;
} WindowData;
typedef WindowData **WindowDataHandle;
extern WindowType *vanilla_window, *standard_window;
#define WITH_PORT(x) {GrafPtr _sp; GetPort(&....sp); SetPort(x);
#define END_PORT
SetPort(_sp);}
#define W_DATA_HANDLE(w) ((WindowDataHandle)((WindowPeek) w)->refCon)
((*W_DATA..JiANDLE(w))->type)
#define W_TYPE(w)
#define W_REFCONP(type,w) \
((type*) (&((*W_DATA..._HANDLE(w))->inst_vars)\
+ W_TYPE(w)->inst_var_size))
#define W_REFCON (type·, w) (*W_REFCONP (type, w))
#define W_INST_VARP(type,w,offset) \
((type*) (&((*W_DATA..._HANDLE(w))->inst_vars) +offset))
#define W_INST_VAR(type,w,offset) (*W_INST_VARP(type,w,offset))
continued
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/******** f'unctions **************/
void init_windows(int);
/* number of user-defined messages */
WindowPtr create_window(WindowType•, Hect•, char*, int);
/* type, rect, title, refConSize */
void free_window(WindowPtr);
int send_window(WindowPtr, int, .•• );
/* window, message, args */
int vsend_window(Windowptr, int, char*);
/* window, msg, args */
int send_window_event(WindowPtr, EventRecord*);
Boolean handle_window_event(EventRecord*, intf'uncp, intf'uncp);
/* event, key proc, menu proc */
int new_window_type(WindowType*, int, WindowType*);
void put_method(WindowType*, int, intf'uncp);
/* window type, message, method */
void add_grow(WindowType*);
void add_close(WindowType•);
void add_zoom(WindowType*);
#define N-5YS_MESSAGES lJ
enum {Init = -N-5YS_MESSAGES, Activate, Deactivate, Update, Draw, Move,
Grow, Content, InactiveContent, Close, Free, Zoomin, ZoomOut};
#end if

Listing 4: Functions from my Macintosh window package.
#include
#include
#include
#include

<WindowMgr.h>
<EventMgr.h>
<varargs .h>
"window.h"

#define
#define
#define
#define

W_MESSAGE...OFFSET N_SYS_MESSAGES
SCREEN_MARGIN 5
DEFAULT_MIN_WIDTH 5
DEFAULT_MIN_HEIGHT 5

#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

COPY(type,old,new) BlockMove((old), (new), sizeof(type))
MENU_BAR_HEIGHT 20
NULL OL
SCREEN_WIDTH (screenBits.bounds.right - screenBits.bounds.left)
SCREEN_HEIGHT (screenBits.bounds.bottom - screenBits.bounds.top)

int w_init(), w_activate(), w_deactivate(), w_update(),
w_move(), w_grow(),
w_content(), w_close(), w_f'ree(), w_inactive_content(),
w_draw(), w_zoom_in(), w_zoom_out();
intf'uncp basic_methods[)

In Depth

= {w_init,
w_activate,
w_deactivate,
w_update,
w_draw,
w_move,
w_grow,
w_content,
w_inactive_content,
w_close,
w_free,
w_zoom_in,
w_zoom_out};

WindowType vanille._window_struct, standard_window_struct;
WindowType *vanille._window = &vanille._window_struct;
WindowType •standard_window = &standard_window_struct;
static int last_window_message, n_messages;
continued
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the event queue and dispatches on the
event type. Most events involve windows
in some way, but key presses and menu
selections do not. For event dispatching,
I have a single function, handle_win
dow_event. It takes three arguments: a
pointer to the event, pointers to the func
tion to be called when a key is pressed,
and the function to be called for menu
selections.
You might wonder why key presses
and menu selections are involved in win
dow events. Conceptually they aren't, of
course, but their presence is strongly
suggested by the structure of the event
dispatch code. You could divide han
dle_window_event into two functions,
one that merely checks to see if the event
involves a window and another that actu
ally does the dispatch, but you'd be du
plicating code and doing a little extra
work. Not my style.
The program in listing 1, which just
puts a standard window on the screen,
should now be comprehensible. It first
calls init_windows to set things up.
This function takes one argument, the
number of user-defined messages. In this
case, there are none. I then define a new
WindowType that behaves just like stan
dard_window, except for the addition of
a Free message (for exiting the program)
and a Draw message. The test routine
uses create_window to create a window
and displays it with the Toolbox proce
dure ShowWindow. It then enters the
event-dispatching loop, using handle_
window_event to take care of all the
work. The key press and menu functions
do nothing.
In my description of the system, I've
glossed over several important imple
mentation decisions. How, for instance,
is a WindowType associated with a win
dow?
One method is to define a new data
structure that has a window and type in
formation embedded in it. This is prob
ably not a good idea. The Mac has many
procedures that expect pointers to win
dows as arguments, and using them
might become complicated, requiring at
least casts and possibly glue routines.
Also, embedding a window in another
structure would make it difficult to ex
tend the window system to handle dialog
boxes, which already have a window em
bedded inside them.
An alternative, the method I have
adopted, uses the refcon field of the
Macintosh WindowData structure. Re
call that this pointer-size field is avail
able for programmer use. I use it to hold
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a handle to a structure, called a window
data record, that contains the Window
Type.

Since I've used the refcon, you won't
be able to if you use my routines, but
that's why I have included room for an
other refcon in the WindowData struc
ture. I've even improved somewhat on
the original by allowing this refcon to
be of any size: You specify the number of
bytes you want as the fourth argument to
create_window.
The WindowData structure also has
room for data that is local to each win
dow. The size of this local area is given
as an argument to new_window_type.

Inheritance
Another important implementation issue
involves inheritance. In some object-ori
ented languages, like Smalltalk, the
methods that type A inherits from type B
are stored only in B, and the inheritance
chain is searched when a message is sent.
This is a reasonable space/time trade-off
for a system with many messages, which
is an unlikely situation with my window
system. So I chose the simpler and faster

/********************************************************************/
void init_windows(n_msgs)
int n_msgs;
{
last_window_message = n_msgs-1;
n_messages = N_BYS_MESSAGES + n_msgs;
new_window_type(vanilla_window, O, NULL);
new_window_type(standard_window, O, vanilla_window);
add_grow(standard_window);
add_close(standard_window);
add_zoom(standard_window);
WindowPtr create_window(type, rect, title, refcon_size)
WindowType *type;
Rect *rect;
char *title;
int refcon_size;
{
WindowPtr w;
WindowDataHandle wd;
wd

= (WindowDataHandle)

NewHandle(sizeof(WindowType*)

+ type->inst_vars_size + refcon_size);

(*wd)->type = type;
CtoPstr(title);
w = NewWindow(NULL, rect, title, FALSE, type->defProcID, -lL,
type->closable, (long) wd);

continued

continued

Turbo Pascal Tools to Help You Program Faster and Easier
AMulti-User B-Tree Toolkit

''A Superbly Crafted Toolbox"

Write powerful network
compatible databases faster
and easier using B-Tree
Filer5.0. You'llhavethe
fastest, safest, most flexible
databases - no rigid struc
ture, no TSR hassles, no running
out offiles. And they're compatible with
Novell, 3Com, MS-NET, and others.
You get: • Fixed and variable length
records • Two billion records per
data base • Up to 100 indexes per file
• Flexible record locking • Fail-safe
mode with journaling •Units for sort
ing, browsing, reindexing, and network
control.
B-Tree Filer includes full source
code, documentation, technical support,
and you pay NO royalties.

Turbo Professional 5.0
is a library ofmore than
600 state-of-the-art
routines optimized for
Turbo Pascal 5.0. It
includes complete
source code, compre
hensive documentation, and powerful
and useful demo programs.
You get: • TSR management
•Menusandwindows •BCD •Large
arrays and more. #""' Roatr'tre.r/ Complete
mouse support • Window-oriented text
editor • Scrolling data entry screens
• Versatile pick lists • On-line reference
guide, and more.

8-Tree Filer 5.0 is only $125. (single user)
With network support, only $175.
Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back within
30 days. Turbo Pascal 4.0 or 5.0 is required.
Shipping and taxes prepaid in U.S. and Canada.
Elsewhere add $15 per unil For more information
call (408) 438-8608.

Circle 287 on Reader Service Card

M Turbo Professional...a superbly crafted
toolbox... f makes] the hard stuffso easy. 9

Kent Porter, Dr. Dobb's Journal, 4/88

Turbo Professional 5.0 is only$125.

Analytical Tools to Help You
Write Better Programs
You'll write better Turbo
Pascal 5.0 programs easier
and faster using the power
ful analytical tools ofTurbo
Analyst5.0. Yougetan
integrated development envi
ronment with: •File Browser •Mouse
support • Hotkey access to the compiler,
debugger and the analytical tools.
The tools include: Pascal for
matter, Program structure analyzer, Pro
gram lister, three Execution profilers,
and Unit disassembler.
MTurbo Analyst...avaluable tool for every
Turbo Pascal programmer. The Program
Structure Analyzer...a timesaver.
The integrated environment...impressive. ,,
NamirShammas, Turbo Tech Report, 7188

Turbo Analyst 5.0 is only $99.
Call toll-free for cre~it card orders.

1-800-333-41 60
TurboPower Software P.O. Box 66747 Scotts Valley, CA 95066-0747
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alternative-having new_window_type
copy the methods. The semantics of the
two schemes are subtly different; in my
system, unlike in Smalltalk, a changed
method in a parent type will not propa
gate to the already-created children of
that type.
For the sake of simplicity and speed, I
implemented messages as integers. The
hashed-string method used by Smalltalk
requires additional code to do the hash
ing and searching. It cannot compete in
speed with my scheme, which is a simple
array index. To its credit, the hashed
string approach allows new messages to
be added incrementally, while the inte
ger scheme does not, and it saves space
when objects of different types use very
different messages.

PtoCstr(title);
vsend_window(w, Init, NULL);
return(w);
void free_window(window)
WindowPtr window;
{
DisposHandle((WindowDataHandle) GetWRefCon(window));
D1sposeW1ndow(w1ndow);
Boolean handle_window_event(event, keyProc," menuProc)
EventRecord *event;
int (*keyProc)(), (*menuProc)();
{
WindowPtr window;
switch (event->what) {
case keyDown: return(keyProc? (*keyProc)(event): FALSE);
case activateEvt:
case updat eEvt:
return((Boolean) send_window_event((WindowPtr)
event->message, event));
case mouseDown:
switch (FindWindow(event->where, &window))
case inMenuBar:
return(menuProc ? (*menuProc)(event) : FALSE);

The Bad News

continued

I'd like to be able to say that my window
method provides a simple, efficient, and
fully modular way of adding different
pieces of functionality to Macintosh win
dows, but that is not entirely true. Al
though it's easy enough to create a type
that provides one feature, things begin to
continued

How to make 2plus 2equal I.
Get the DSDP-402 communication
board, from Qua tech. Along·with
two independent parallel ports,
it,has two optional serial port '
modules that can support any
combin~tion of RS-232, RS-422,
or RS-485 at the same time.
The DSDP-402's parallel ports
offer the convenience (If connect
ing two printers to your PC-AT
workstation or file server.
The serial ports have selectable
and sharable interrupts.
And all ports are
address

selectable, so
they won't interfere
with existing serial or
parallel hardware.
All on one board, all in one slot.
For order info, call:

1-800-553-1170.
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Incredible
Value!

Don't
take our
word for it,
take theirs ...
"Do you know what the underground bargain C compiler of this year is? It's
the Mix Power C compiler. For under $25 with shipping, it is one heck of a
good compiler.''
Victor Schneider
Dr. Dobb's Journal, June 88 (Letter to the editor)

"Overall, Power C's performance is remarkable for the price. Quite
compatible with the Microsoft C and Turbo C "standards", Power C is a
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Stephen Davis
PC Magazine, September 13, 88 (Review)

"Power C is an unbelievable product for $19.95, and is very competitive with
Turbo C, Microsoft C, and Microsoft's new Quick C in bothfeatures and
performance. It is excellent for the beginner who wants to learn C, or for the
experienced programmer who wants to develop professional applications. The
manual alone is worth the price of this package, and the generous library
source code and assembler offer adds to the value of it. If you have any
desire to program in C, or want a more powerful C compiler, get a copy of
Power Cl"
Michael Cortese
Computer Shopper, August 88 (Review)

"The Ctrace debugger is where Mix really shines. It is magnificent. It's not
only better than the stripped down debugger Microsoft includes with Quick C,
it's better than the full debugger Microsoft provides with its high-end
compiler (Codeview).''
David Weinberger
Computer Shopper, November 88 (Review)
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Power CLinker, Power CLibraries (450 functions), the Power
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L IEEE floating point
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WORDPERFECT DREAMER®

case inSysWindow:
SystemClick(event, window); return(TRUE);
case inDesk: return(TRUE);
default: return(send_window_event(window, event));
over 80 single-keystroke commands for WordPerfect
5.0, plus 30 additional user macros. "One ofthe more in
nova6ve products at Comdex!Spring'BB~-lnfoWorld.
Also for Lotus 1-2-3, Enable, etc.
$199.95

int send_window(window, message, va_alist)
WindowPtr window;
int message;
va_dcl
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default: return(FALSE);

va_list args;
int result;
va_start(args);
result= vsend_window(window, message, args);
va__end(args);
return(result);

Great for VARs-for use in POS, machine control, proc
ess control, custom applications. Many models to choose
from. Custom options available.
$199.95

int vsend_window(window, message, args)
WindowPtr window;
int message;
char *args;

WINNING WORDPERFECT 5.0

{

Ml~

WindowType *type = W_TYPE(window);
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This best-selling 20·1esson interactive tutorial includes a
disk containing lesson demo files.

$29.95
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Extend the life of your PC and components. No additional
powersupply needed. Available with one or two fan units.
FanCards are quietl Patent pending.
from $79

BANX®

Stacks vertically and horizontally. Holds over 75 3.5"
disks. Easy access via slide out drawers. Four color
coded dividers included. Security lock and key. Manufac
tured from high quality plastic.
$29.95
Dealer/Distributor/OEM Inquiries Welcome/

T. S. MICROTECH, INC.
12565 Crenshaw Blvd. Hawthorne, CA 90250
(213) 644-0859 •FAX (213) 644-0567
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return(*type->method[message+W_MESSAGE._OFFSETJ)(window, args);
int send_window_event(window, event)
WindowPtr window;
EventRecord *event;

{
switch(event->what)
case activateEvt:
if {event->modifiers & activeFlag)
vsend_window(window, Activate, (char*) event);
else
vsend_window(window, Deactivate, (char*) event);
return(TRUE);
case updateEvt:
vsend_window(window, Update, (char*) event);
return(TRUE);
case mouseDown:
switch(FindWindow(event->where, &window)) {
case inDrag:
vsend_window(window, Move, (char*) event); return(TRUE);
case inGrow:
vsend_window(window, Grow, (char*) event); return(TRUE);
case inGoAway:
vsend_window(window, Close, (char*) event); return(TRUE);
case inZoomin:
vsend_window(window, Zoomin, (char*) event);
return(TRUE);
case inZoomOut:
vsend_window(window, ZoomOut, {char*) event);
return( TRUE);
case inContent:
if (window== FrontWindow())
vsend_window(window, Content, (char*) event);
else
vsend_window(window, InactiveContent, (char*) event);
return( TRUE);
continued
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How can Imanage and
maintain different code,
documentation and
software products?

CV
:MKS Make and :MKS RCS
manage projects from the
simplest to the most complex
with unsurpassed
efficiency!

It is easy to see why business leaders have
chosen this MKS "dynamic duo." MKS RCS and
MKS Make provide all the features needed by
anyone, from the smallest to the largest user.
MKS RCS manages multiple versions of text
files such as program source code, manuscripts,
and catalogs. MKS Make automates the building
of programs and supports a wide range of industry
standard compilers, librarians, and linkers.

MKS RCS
Portability  the easy transfer of
development files among DOS, OS/2,
Xenix, & UNIX environments
Preve ntion  programmers no
longer overwrite each other's work
Complete  maintains a timesaving history of changes includ
ing date, time, author, reason for
update and more.

Retrofit Your Proiects
The MKS advantage can be obtained
by incorporating RCS and Make into
existing projects. You eliminate miss
ed deadlines by building a history and
version base from files already devel
oped. The complete reference and tutorial
guides included in the packages allow you to
immediately incorporate these valuable tools
into demanding development environments.

lnteroperability 
exlensions for compilers
like Turbo C, MCS,
and Watcom C.
Efficiency 
automatic manage
ment of updates for
the user

Critical LAN Tools
In geographically separated software development
environments, multiple authors can change the same
source code or document file. With MKS RCS, changes
made by multiple authors are sorted out and merged in
separate change paths. MKS RCS also provides security
over IBM PC networks, Novell NetWare, PC NFS, and
other networking software systems. A project leader can
even have a portion of the development team pursue an inde
pendent development stream, with that stream reintegrated at a
later time.

MKS RCS & MKS Make
The Unbeatable Software Manage ment Team

The Development Manager' s Team

Products

For the managers of software development, MKS RCS and
MKS Make generate the needed reports to keep multi-program
mer projects on target. File versions may be retrieved by date,
release number or user-assigned name. With the MKS manage
ment team, there is no system degradation in handling the most
complex tasks.
30·day money·back guarantee

MKS RCS
MKS Make
Combined both packages

List Price fer DOS

List Price fer OS/2

$189
$149
$299

$395
$249
$575

For attractive lAN, Site and cambinatian pricing please call fer details.

1-800-265-2797 (continental U.5. calls only)
1-519-884-2251 (outside continental
1-519-884-8861 (FAX)

u.s.1

35 King Street North, Waterloo, Ontario N2J 2W9 Canada
MKS. MKS Make, MKS Toolkit Kom Shell.and MS RCS an: trademarks ofMonice Kem Syscems Inc. UNIX is a 1rademark of AT&T.
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Power, price, and performance
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HANDS

ON

SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED

default:
return( FALSE);
default:
return(FALSE);

/************************ Window Types ***********************/
int new_window_type(wt, inst_vars_size, inherit_from)
WindowType *wt, *inherit_from;
int inst_vars_size;
{

intfuncp *methods;
int i;
methods = (intfuncp*) NewPtr(n_messages*sizeof(intfuncp));
if (inherit_from == NULL) {
wt->defProcID = noGrowDocProc;
wt->closable = FALSE;
wt->growable = FALSE;
wt->min_width = DEFAULT_MIN_WIDTH;
wt->min_height = DEFAULT_MIN_HEIGHT;
wt->inst_vars_size = inst_vars_size;
wt->method = methods;
for (i = O; i < n_messages; i++)
wt->method[i] = basic_methods[i];
return(O);
else {
BlockMove(inherit_from, wt, sizeof(WindowType));
BlockMove(inherit_from->method, methods,
n_messages*sizeot(intfuncp));
,
/* must do this after BlockMove, so that it is not overwritten
by inherit_from's method array */
·
wt->method = methods;
wt->inst_vars_size = inherit_from->inst_vars_size +
inst_vars_size;
return(inherit_from->inst_vars_size);
}
void put_method(wt, message, method)
WindowType *wt;
int message;
intfuncp method;
{
wt->method[message+W_MESSAGE...OFFSET]

= method;

}

void add_grow(type)
WindowType *type;
{
if (ltype->growable)
type->growable = TRUE;
switch (type->defProcID)
case noGrowDocProc: type->defProcID = documentProc; break;
case zoomNoGrow: type->defProcID = zoomDocProc; break;
default: fatal("add_grow: can't add to this doc type");

void add_close(type)
WindowType *type;
{
type->closable = TRUE;
void add_zoom(type)
WindowType *type;

continued

get messy when you start trying to com
bine types with different features . The
different types tend to step on each
other's toes.
Some of the problems can be remedied
with a little effort, and some are inher
ently challenging, but none are mere
idiosyncrasies of the Mac or of window
systems-they are endemic to the object
oriented style of programming. A mod
est attempt to prettify a programming
interface can generate some serious re
search problems, demonstrating once
again that programming is sometimes
like picking your way through a mine
field.
The least problematic interaction be
tween window types involves messages.
I've explained why I chose to implement
messages as simple integers, but using
integers does make it difficult to com
bine messages.
Another interaction occurs between
types' local storage areas. My save_
window type inherits from vanilla_
window, which itself uses no local stor
age, so the save_window methods as
sume that their local storage begins at
offset 0 of the window's local storage
area. But if there is some other type that
also has local storage beginning at offset
0, how could the two types ever be used
together? The problem is similar to that
of messages, though more difficult to
solve.
The final and most challenging prob
lem concerns the methods themselves.
Sometimes the only modification that's
required for a method to be suitable for
use with a new type is to perform some
action after, or before, the original
method. The only way to combine meth
ods in my system is to copy and modify
the source code, or to invoke methods
from within other methods. It would be
better ifl could say, "Use the same meth
od you usually would, but run this piece
of code afterward." But to implement
such an idea would require a great deal of
work, and it would inevitably be messy to
use.
The Flavors system, an object-ori
ented programming facility that runs on
Symbolics Lisp machines, attempts to
get around this problem. Flavors allows
you to define methods that go before,
after, or around other methods, and it
provides a protocol that allows the pass
ing of arguments and return values.
But Flavors is somewhat messy and
complex, and subtle interaction bugs can
still occur. It seems that the combining
of methods remains an open research
problem.
continued on page 339
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A Directory of Products and Services

THE BUYER'S MART is amonthly advertising section which enables readers
to easily locate suppliers by product category. As a unique feature, each
BUYER'S MART ad includes a Reader Service number to assist interested
readers in requesting information from participating advertisers.
RATES: 1x-$525 3x-$500 Sx-$475 12x~25
Prepayment must accompany each insertion. VIWMC Accepted.
AD FORMAT: Each ad will be designed and typeset by BYTE. Advertisers must

-~

furnish typewritten copy. Ads can include headline (23 characters maximum),
descriptive text (250 characters is recommended, but up to 350 characters can
be accommodated), plus company name, address and telephone number. Do
not send logos or camera-ready artwork.
DEADLINE: Ad copy is due approximately 2 months prior to issue date. For ex
ample: November issue <;loses on September 8. Send your copy and payment
to THE BUYER'S MART, BYTE Magazine, 1 Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough,
NH 03458. For more Information call Brian Higgins at 603-924-3754.
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ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES

COMPUTER CLOCK $39

CUT RIBBON COSTS!

In IOWA 319-987-2878

, Inquiry 576.

COMPANION AND EXTENDER
Place a keyboard and monitor up to 800' from your CPU
wHh EXTENDER and COMPANION producta. Keep a
aacond Keyboard/Monitor at the CPU with COM·
PANION. Suppor18 MDA, CGA, EGA, VGA, PS2. Uses
single'-'' cable.
Prices start at $149.00 for EXTENDER and $219.00 for
COMPANION 25 ft. unit complete.
.

CYBEX CORPORATION
2800-H Bob Wallace, Hunt8Vllle, AL 35805
205-534-4011
tntemetlonal Fax # 205·837·9212

Inquiry 577.

11

BAR CODE

•ii

Iii 1 .--P-R-l-NT-BA_R_C_O_D_ES_/_B_IG_T_EX_T-\ .
FROM YOUR PROGRAM
Add bar codas and big graphics tex1 to your program.
Print from ANY MS-DOS language. ear codas: UPC,
EAN, 2 ol 5, MSI, Coda 39. Epson, Oki, IBM dct matrix
tex1 up to V.". LesarJet up to 2". Font cartridges not,.
quired. $179-$239. 30-day $$ back.

Worthlnaton Data Solutions

eoo 432-9174 (24 hr.)
Talus Engineering, Inc.
Inquiry 581.

BORG INDUSfRIES

525 MAIN ST. , JANESVILLE, IA 60647

1-800-553·2404

I

Clock/calendar for PS/2 & PC/XT compatibles,
automatically enters time & date without wasting
valuable 110 slot. Inserts transparently between a
28-pln ROM & Its socket. Even worke In BIOS or
HD controller ROM. 10-yr. lithium battery. Software
included. 3<Hlay money.back guarantee. All orders
shipped within 1 business day.
Time-Master part #111TM $39.00 + $2.50 S&H

Re-ink your printer ribbons quickly and easily. Do all
cartridge ribbons with just one lnkerl For crisp, black
professional print since 1982. You can choose from 3
models: Manual E-Zee Inker - $39.50
Electric E-Zee Inker - $89.50
Ink Master (Electric) - $189.00
1000'• ol sat/Bflod users in 5 years. Mom>y-back guarantee.

Ii
II

Cruz, CA 95060
In CA: (408) 458-9938

417-A lngiills St, Santa

(800) 345-4220

RIBBONS• RIBBONS• RIBBONS
Fast, Professional, Friendly Service. Over
1,100 Printer & Typewriter Ribbons Avail
able. One Call For All Your Ribbon Needs!

-THESATISFACTION
RIBBONGUARANTEED/
SOURCE

• ,,_,

~

U.S.

(800) 354-7744

So. Cal.

Battery-operated, handheld reader with 84K static RAM,
2X18 LCD display, 32-key kllyboard, Raal.:nme-Clock.

--- .

Worthington Data Solutlona

San Diego

4tM Ingalls SL , Sar& Cruz, CA 95060

(800) 45M688 (619) 25M800

Inquiry 582.

Wend or laser scanner. Program prompts and dlla
checking thru Its awn keyboard. Easy data transfer by
R8-232 port or PC, PS/2 keyboard. Direct from USA
manufacturer. 30-day $$ back.

(800) 345-4220

tn CA: (408) 458-8938

•

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

FREE CATALOG

A complltl eourct for computer tuppll• It tow pr1c11, Fut Service
Clll, wrtt1 or clrde Inquiry card for t FREE CATALOG.
Liu )OUt VISA, MC or COD to order the following bulk dllklllM

5.25" OS/DD (Min 50)
5.25" OS/HD (Min 50)
3.5" OS/DD (Min 30)

260
620
990

GAAN COMPUTER SUPPLIES
186 B Eaot Sunnyoaks M ., Campbell, CA 95006
(BOD) 523-1238, In cant. (408) 370-11747

Inquiry 578.

PAINT BAA CODES AND BIG TEXT

NATURAL LANGUAGE C LIBRARY
Increase your market sharal Use JAKE to add a natural
language front and to your application. JAKE translates
English queries and commands Into C function calls
and data structures. JAKE offera contex1-seneltlve
semantic ptoceaalng; Interfaces easily; <84K mem.
JAKE $495. INTERACTIVE DEMO $10

On EPSON, IBM, OKI dot matrix or LaserJet. Design srtt for·
mat/size on ONE eu,i screen. 1-120 llalds/label. 13 blXI sizes
to 1' - readable at 60 ft. AIM, MIL-5TD, 2 of 5, 128,
UPC/EAN, Code 39. File Input, FAST--$279. Logos, Product
Symbols. Olher menu-driven bar code programs from $49.

ENGLISH KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS, INC.

Worthington Data Solutions

•

5525 Scotts Valley Dr. #22, Scotia valley, CA 95068

I~

417-A Ingalls SL , Sanla Cruz, CA 95060

(408) 438-6922

(800) 345-4220

In CA: (408) 458-9938

• L
_.,.

Inquiry 583.

HI-Tech Noise Kiiier
SONEX Acouatlcal Treatment
Isolates, dampens and absorbs annoying
noise. Proven effective In thousands of com
puter, industrial and audio applications. Cali or
write for more information.

lllbruck

Nano LISP

$99.99

An MS-DOS Common LISP Interpreter that sup
ports most Common LISP operations and strictly
adheres to the standard. Numerous advanced and
extra features, excellent debugging facilities, sam
ple Al programs, fully.indexed manual, free
technical support.

Microcomputer Systems Consultants

5155 E. River Road N.E., Suite 413, Mlnnoapotls, MN 55421

P.O. Box 6646, Santa Barbara, CA 93160

(612) 521·3555

(805) 967-2270

I

..

BAR CODE READERS
For PC, XT, AT, & PS/2, all clones, and any RS-232
terminal. Acta like 2nd keyboard, bar codes read
as keyed data. With steel wand-$399. Works with
DOS, Xenix, Novell, Alloy, -ALL software. Lasers,
magstripe, & slot badge readers. One-year warran
ty. 3<Hlay $ back. Direct from USA manufacturer.

Worthington Data Solutions
417-A Ingalls SL , Santa Cruz, CA 95060

(800) 345-4220

In CA: (408) 458-9938

Inquiry 579.

•
REFILL LASER PRINTER & COPIER CARTRIDGES
Donl thrDr _ , lhal used laser prtnter or copier cartridge. Refill
It and saw owr 15%, H'a easy. Fol use with Canon EP & EPS car·
trldgea, HP LaserJet & LaserJet II, Apple l.aserwrlter & Laserwrlter
JI, Canon LPB, li'JC, and m11ny othlllS. Alla kits for Canon Copiers.
COMPLETE REFILL KIT
$29.95
Includes tontrr, felt pad, and Instructions.
VIDEO lllPE PROGRAM
$46.00
Shows dlaaaembly, deaning, and nHmnUlac:lure.

MORACK INC.

muLISP"' 87 for MS-DOS
Fast, compact, efficient LISP programming environ
ment. muLISP programs run 2 to 3 times laster &
take V. to 'I> the space of other LISPs. 450 Com
mon LISP functions, multi-window editing & debug
ging, flavors, graphics primitives, lessons & help,
demo programs, comprehensive manual.

Soft Warehouse, Inc.

8647 W. 87th St., Hickory Hiiis, IL 60457

3615 Harding Ave., Suite 505. Honolulu, HI Q6818

For order or information 312) 598-0580

(808) 734-5801

Inquiry 580.
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Inquiry 584.
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I

30-dey $ back.

BAR CODE SOLUTIONS

=~=~~:::a::,:::,o~:~8'~:::: ~a:~·I ?a~~

mlnal, and are carried around taking inventory, entering road
Hies and clocl<lng tlma. Our bar c:OOe label printing software
0

e=~~a:,u;~~:~:~~~-~ u~ ~:ir:..: =~~~i:h
near1y f1V8r/ computer In the world.

International Technologies & Systems Corp.
~

(714) 990·1880

North Bony St., Braa, CA 92621

FAX: 714 990-2503

TU 6502824734 llCI

Inquiry 585.

I

I
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BAR CODE

BAR CODE
DATA INPUT DEVICES

BAR CODE SOFTWARE SOWTIONS

TPS Electronics

•

WHEN EASE-OF-USE COUNTS

I~

Reading bar codes should be as easy as a ''quick
Hick of the wrist." But many bar code readers require
you to nick and nick and Flick and FLICK until the
bar code label is finally read. PERCON designed bar
code readers that really are as easy as a ''quick flick
of the wrist:•

PERCON

2190 W. 11th Ave., Eugene. OR 97402

Phone: (BOO) 873-7266

FAX: (503) 344-1399

5G Corporation

4131 Splcewood Springs Rosd A-4, Austin TIC 78759

415·856-6833 Telex 371-9097 TPS PLA
FAX: 415-856·3843

FAX: (508) 339-2257

O t a ltQgtar.d ~ Qes9'1, tne.

I

servers also available. Send for catalog.

4047 Transport, Palo Alto, CA g4303

in Forbes Blvd., Manslield, MA 02048

•

Provides the complete computer system and software
prerequisites needed for a fast, productive DOSbasl!d
CD-ROM development environment. AMI 80386 25MHz,
4 MB RAM; 338MB Wren; Hitachi CDR-3500 w/audlo;
800 MB WORM, AUM-1381A VGA. Other high perfor
mance, capacity, and reliability developer platforms/Ille

readers connect on the keyboard cable & are transparent to
aH software. UPC & 39 print programs, magnetic encode1"9,
& portable readers are also available.

Integrated Software Design, Inc.

Inquiry 586.

CD-ROM BUILDERS OMNIBUS

Bar Coda, Magnetic Stripe Readers & SmartCerd En
coder/Reader for mlcmcompute1S & IBrmlnels, Including IBM
PS/2 & oths~ DEC, Macintosh, AT&T, CT, Wyse, Wang. All

ISO has software solutions thal allaN you to use bar
codes for most anything. Like identifying products.
Labeling packages. Or 8\llln managing assets and
paperwork. You'll be able to speed and simplify data
collection. Track products dock~o-stock. Streamline ln
venlory control. And more.

TEL: (508) 339-4928

CD-ROM

FAX 512/345-9575

800/333-4131

Inquiry 588.

Inquiry 594.

VARIANT MICROSYSTEMS

CD-ROM Drives & Titles

BAR CODE READERS DELIVER

Largest selection for PC & Mac.
Microsoft Programmers Library & Drive $995
Compu18r Ubrery $695 • Public Domain S/W $99.

WAND/LASER/MAGNETIC CARD CONNECTIVITY
• i<eyboard wedges (lntemal/Extemal) for IBM PCIXT/AT. PS/2

OrlY88 from $699. HundnKJ1 of titles from $29.

and portables.
• RS232 wedges for WYSE, Link, Klmtron terminals
• Bar code and label printing software
• Full two-year warranty

MCNISA/AMEX, Money-back Guarantee.
Call or write for free 100-page catalog.

Get It ell from "The Bureau"

• 31>-Day Money-Back Guarantee
• Exten1lw VAR/Dealer Dlacounta
31>!0 Oe La Cruz Blvd., SuKe200/Santa Clara, CA ~ l(>IOll) 9!0-tea:I

Bureau of Electronic Publish/no
121 Norwood Ave., Upper Montclair, NJ
(201) 746-3031

FAX: ~t5-623-1 372

Inquiry 589.

!17043

Inquiry 595.
-

-

•

- - -

CAD/CAM
PERCON: THE BAR CODE SPECIALISTS

PHOTO PLOTTING

If you hlll/e questions about bar code technology,
it's nice to know an experienced, fliendly bar code
specialist is only a phone call away. Wont to know
where to start or where to find hard·to-find bar code
accessorieS? Call PERCON for answers.

from your Smartwork Edit ma or any RS-274 Gerber
Photo Plot file. Rasier type Photoplottlng supplied on
.WT" thick Kodak Ultrallne film. Plot data accepted by
modem, 5V• ", 3Vo1" MS-DOS format disks or ~rack mag
tape. Gerber plot Ille B"x10" plots start from $15.00.
Call for dBlafls.

Analyze foods, meals, and recipes for any number of
persons based on the complete USDA food nutrient
database. 4700+ foods, 80+ nutrients. See graphs,
printed reports, summaries. Other 1111as and CD-ROM
publishing services available.

KEPRO CIRCUIT SYSTEMS

CD-ROM Publisher
421 Hazel Lane, Suite 104
Hopkins. MN 55343

PERCON
2190 W. 11th Ave., Eugene, OR 97402

Phone: (BOO) 873-7266

FAX: {503) 344-1399

Food/Analyst CD-ROM

Hopkins Technology

Fenton, MO

1-800-325-387811-314-343-1630 in MO.

(612) 931·9376

Inquiry 590.

Compuserve 74017,614

Inquiry 596.

...
5-YR. WARRANTY AT PERCON
PERCON decoders are now covered by a five·
year limited warranty. Thal means you wonl
spend one cent replacing your PERCON bar
code decoder for five full years. That's reliability
you can count on!

PERCON
2190 W. 11th Ave., Eugene, OR 97402

Phone: (800) 873-7266

P·C·B ARTWORK MADE EASY!
Create and Revl.. Printed-Circuit-Artwork
on your IBM or Compatible
• Help Screens
• Dip & Sip Library
• Printer and Plotter Artwork
• Supports Mice
• Auto-Router available
• ICON Menua
Requirements: IBM or Compatible PC, 384K RAM, DOS
3.0 or later. PCBoards: $99.00
DEMO: $10.00

512-346·7887

Inquiry 597.
-

CALENDAR SCHEDULING

15127 N.E. 24th, Suite 333, Redmond, WA 98052

206-451-8966

PC-CAL

• Versatile Calendar and Event Scheduler
• Personal and Group Scheduling • Familiar
Displays • Simple Setup and Operation • Side
by-Side Viewing • Repeating Appointments
• Copy, Move, Modify • Available for DOS, OS2,
Xenix, HP3000 • Many useful Display and
Printed Reports • DOS & OS2 for $95

BRADFORD BUSINESS SYSTEMS
25301 Cabot Rd. #201, Laguna Hiiis, CA 92653

FAX: 859-4508

(714) 859-4428

Inquiry 592.

BAR CODING SOURCE CODE
UPC, EAN, CODE 39, 2 of 5, and Codabar. Ready
to run programs with source codes. Toolkit for 'C'
programmers. Do barcodes from your own pro
grams. Supports HP W and Epson printers. In
cludes disk, manual, and symbology documenta
tion. No royalties. 3D-day money-back guarantee.
SymBCG - $79.00 Complete

Symbologlc
17019 Jeanette /lfle., P.O. Box 47498, Cerritos, CA 90703
(CA res. add $4.81 tax)
(213) 926-2823

Inquiry 587.

Software Mart, Inc.

(205) 933-1122

-

Seagull Scientific Systems

Transportable $845. Visa or MasterCard .

4131 Splcewood Springs Road 1-3, Austin, TX 78759

Inquiry 591.

PC BAR CODE SPECIALISTS

CD-ROM Developer's Lab

:~~~~ap"~~C::~~~.s~~~~~=~:~c:0':,8.=:n,~
~~~·1C'~~:~r~~~~~~l~s~~!:~gJt~~~~~11 fo:l:fo~
1
0
~:Jt~_!·M~~:: so~~~:=1~.<~~~·o~~~P~~c: ~': ~s~

PCBoards

2110 14th Ave. South, Birmingham, AL 35205

FAX: (5031 344-1399

Bar code readers designed for fast, reliable, cost
effective data entry. Looks just Ilks keyboard datal
Choose from stainless steel wand or laser Interface.
Also, powerful Ber Code and Text printing software.
Great warranty. Dealer Inquiries welcome.

...

COMPUTER INSURANCE
INSURES YOUR COMPUTER
SAFEWARE provides full replacement of hardware,
media and purchased software. As little as $39 a
:;ear provides comprehensive coverage. Blanket
coverage; no list of equipment needed. One call
does It all. Call B am- 10 pm ET. (Sat. 9 to 5)

TOLL FREE 1-800-848-3469
(Local 814-262·0559)

SAFEWARE, The Insurance Agency Inc.

Inquiry 598.

CASE

CROSS ASSEMBLERS

FINITE STATE PROGRAM COMPILERS

CROSS ASSEMBLERS

State programs develop quicker, run faster and use less
memory than sequential programs. A few ksy.ltrokes can
replace hundreds of Instructions. The Compedltor, a
CASE software development tool, forms source state
programs In: Ada, BASIC, C, FORTRAN and Pascal.
FOR IBM DOS.
Price $200 pe' lang. (With Primer and Debugger)
Sampler $50.00 (With all manuals & credit)
AYECO
5025 Nassau Circle, Orlando
INCORPORATED FL 32808
(407) 295-0930

Inquiry 593.

Universal Linker, Librarian
Targets for 36 Microprocessors
Hosts: PC/MS DOS, micro VAX, VAX 8000

ENERTEC, INC.
BOX 1312, 811 W. Fifth St.
Lansdale, PA 19446

Tel: 215-362-0966

Fax: 215-362-2404

Inquiry 599.
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CROSS ASSEMBLERS

DATA CONVERSION

68000 CROSS ASSEMBLER

MEDIA CONVERSION/DATA TRANSLATION

DATA/DISK CONVERSION
IBM PC •to• RLEHP
COPY

More than just a straight dump or ASCII l ransterl
Ward Proceulng, DBMS, and Spreadaheet data on Dlakl

Assembles 68000/68010 code on a
PC Compatible
• Very High Speed-2MB source code
assembled per minute • Macros
•$-Records

IBM PC to HP File Copy allows IBM PCs, PS/2, com
patibles to read, write Illes written by Hewlett-Packard
Serles 70, BO, 200, 300, 1000, 9000's. We offer custom
work using our file copy utilities and program translators.
Call for estimate, catalog, date sheet.

:.~rr:~~:"M'~t::iM~:~~~Y~:~~c:t!::::sP~~~~~o~~

l'fpeeettere, and El1c1ronlc Publl1hlng systems.
IBM PS/2 & Macintosh euppOfted
#1 In the translatlon Industry!

Knowledge Based Systems, Inc.

CompuData Translators, Inc.

Z746 Longmire • College Station • Texas • 77840
Phone: (409) 696-7979 • Fax: (409) 696-7277
BBS: (4091 696·7055

Oswego Software

3325 Wilshir11 Blvd., Suite 1202, Los Angeles, CA 90010

(213) 387-44n

Inquiry 600.

507 North Adams St.
Oswego, Illinois 60543

1-800-825-8251

3121554-3567

Fax 312/554·3573
Telex 858-757

Inquiry 612.

Inquiry 606.

DATA/DISK CONVERSION

Professional Serles

CONVERSION SERVICES

RESULTS

PseudoCode releases Its PseudoSam professional
Serles of cross assemblers. Most popular processors.
Macros, Conditional Assembly, and Include Flies. Vir
tually unlimited size. For IBM PCs, MS-DOS 2.0 or
greater. With manual for $50.00. (Ml res. 4% tax).
Simulators and disassemblers also available. Shipping
$5, Canada $10, Foreign $15. Visa/MC.

Convert any 9-track magnetic tape to or from over
1000 formats including 3¥2", 5V• ·: 8" disk formats &
v.ord processors. Disk-lo-disk ccnversions also
available. Call for more info. Introducing OCR Scan
ning Services.

You Can Depend Onl
• Data Conversion
• Disk Duplication
• Optical Scanning

Plvar Computing Services, Inc.

9~0~1!!?e~!~!••~~r~~J.!.1 ~~~6

KORE Inc. 61&-88M444

6910 Patterson, Caledon ia, Ml 49318

165 Arlington Hgts. Rd., Dept. #B
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089 (312) 459-6010

619-693-1697

30-Day satfSfactlon guaranteed or pv~hase price n1fundsd.

Inquiry 601 .

Inquiry 613.

Inquiry 607.

DEMOS/TUTORIALS

"
FANTASTIC SIMULATORS

INSTANT REPLAY Ill

DISK CONVERSIONS

Fof the 80411, 8051, BOBO, BOBS, & ZBO famlllee. Full function
slm ula11on Including ALL MODES of Interrupts. Built-In
d1sassemblar. Better than e•penalve l.C.E.'a.

Build Demos, Tutorials, Prototypes, Presentations, Music,
n med Keyboard Macros. and Menu Systems. Includes
Screen Maker, l<f¥troke1Time Editor. Program Memorizer,
and Animator. R ec~ Grear Review..! Simply the BEST. Not
copy protected. No royalties. 60·daYsatisfaction money
back guar. IBM and Compalb. $149.95 U.S.ChK/Cr. Crd.
Demo Disketle $5.00.

Media transfer to or from: IBM, Xerox, DEC, Wang,
Lanier, CPT, Mlcom , NBI, CT, also WP, WS,
MS/WAD, DW4, MM, Samna, DEC DX, MAS 11,
Xerox-Writer, ASCII.

CROSS ASSEMBLERS
We support the 8048. BO ~, BOBOIBOB5, 8098 & zeo families.

FREE TEST CONVERSION

Juat S75 each.

CONVERSION SPECIALISTS

Lear Com Company

NOSTRADAMUS, INC.

531 Main St., Ste. 835, El Segundo, CA 90245

2440 Kipling St.ISie. 206, Lakewood, CO 80215

(213) 545-6551

303-232-2226

Inquiry 602.

P.O. Box 9252
(801)
Salt Lake City, Utah 84109

(213) 322-6319

272-0671

Inquiry 614.

Inquiry 608.

DISASSEMBLERS

Over 1000 formals from Mlol, Micro Mainframe, Wo(d Pro·
cessors, & Typ95attars.
TAPE Conversions as low as $23.00 MB
DISK Conversions as low u $1 5.00 per Disk
Call or write lODAY for a cost-saving quotailon.

MICROCOMPUTER TOOLS CO.
Phone (800) 443-0n9

CREATIVE DATA SERVICES

In CA (415) 825-4200

1210 W. Latimer Ave., Campbell, CA 95008
(408) 866·6060

912 Hastings Dr. , Concord , CA 94518
D

Inquiry 603.

680XO Cross Assemblers

ND.N, ~quallty6BOXD~lhatuae )QJl'IBM PC or ccm

palille. Al wir1lan111upport up to 32 Char labels, INCW OE filel, PRH namea,
~ Hsi output, IOl'led symbol tab1ee. man>J common dlrecllwt, prinled
manualL Buie Y81111ona craate ~ li*lng -..n11lon1 Include 1, llbtarian
&11Nrat, c.taa'8ellhef S-reoorde 0tl1lloaceblemodulell llnlced_,ereata
ot bln8ty Nu. Minimum requlremenm n 320K, DOS 2.XX, & Hi\'4 ~ OSOO,

snc:orm

Bute 88000/0801Q-S49.95
Batie 88020--$lll.9S
Unkll'lg 68000/8801G-489.85
Unklng 88020/68801-$129.85
Linking 88030l88881-$149S5
ChecQ, VISA, MC accep'8cl, MN f'91ktents +OIMI u.JH l&lt.

No P01 or COOi pltu e.

RAVEN Computer Systems
8o.w. 12116, St. Paul, MN 551 12

•Accurately reconstruct, stUdy & modlty l64K+J programs with
a minimum of input or editing ol output.
• Assembly language output Is MASM 5.x-compatible.
• Exhaustive flow-trace di,tlnguishea code from data.
• Best formats for each . Commetnled BIOS calls/DOS tune·
lions. SEGMENT/PROC/olher vil81 pseudo-ops.

PC-DISnDATs (SY.:1

d~k

& manual) S165

PRO/AM SOFTWARE
220 Cardigan Road, Centervllla, OH 45459
(513) 435-4480 (9 A. M ~5P.M. EST M-F)

Inquiry 615.

Inquiry 609.

FROM MACs TO MAINFRAMES •••
Our 12 conversion systems
support over 1000 formats

DISK INTERCHANGE
SERVICE COMPANY
2 Park Drive • Westford, MA 01886

(508) 692-0050

(612) 638-0385

Inquiry 604.

80x86 .EXEi.COM to .ASM

DISK & TAPE CONVERSIONS
AUTOMATICALLY
SAVE TIME AND MONEY

CROSS ASSEMBLERS
Macros, PC Compatible, Relocatable, Cond ~
tionals, Fast, Reliable ... ... .... .from $150
also: Disassemblers
EPROM Programmer Board

SOFT·X·PLORE
See "BYTE's May '68 Issue pg. 78." Disassemble 500
kb{") program at 10,000/mln. (") in any Ille, ROM/RAM
memory up to S0386 Instruction set(' ). SOFT·X·plore:
• Is for M.SIDOS 2.0+ systems
• uses 20 algorithms and seven passes (")
• only $99.95 plus S&H w/30-day guarantee.
To order call (800) 446-4658 or Info (203) 953·0236

Or wrlle:

RJSWANTEK INC.

178 Brookside Rd., Newington, CT 06111
• best on the market

MCNISA accepted

Inquiry 616.

Inquiry 610.

DISK COMPATIBILITY
6800-Famlly Development Software
Our C Compliers for the 6800, 6801, 6809, &
68HC11 feature a complete implementation (ex
cluding bit fields) of C as described by K&R and
yield 30- 70% less code than other compilers. Our
Assemblers feature macros and conditional
assembly. Linker & Terminal Emulator Included.

Wlntek Corporation
1801 South St. , Lafayette, IN 47904

(BOO) 742-6809 or (317) 742-8428

Inquiry 605.
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THE #1 CHOICE
In disk & tape conversion
for many leading corporations, government agencies,
law flnns, and companies In """'Y lndustry-worl.W.lde.
Free teat • Satlalactlon guarenteed
Call the helplul conversion experts . •.

G~~o~~~ N~n~J1!!!'!~.~M~ !~C.
(612) 588-7571

Inquiry 611 .

IBM PCs USE Mac DISKS
MatchMaker lets you plug any Macintosh exter
nal flgppy drive Into an IBM PC. Half-size card and
software lets you copy to/from, view directory, In
itialize, or delete files on the Mac diskette. Works
with PCs, XTs, ATs, and compatibles. The easy way
to mo11e information/
$149.00 Vlsa/MC/COD/Chk.

Micro Solutions Computer Products
132 W. Lincoln Hwy., DeKalb, IL 60115

Inquiry 617.

815n56-3411
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DISK DRIVES

FLOW CHARTS

..-------------------------------.
PS/2 DRIVES FOR PCs ATs
CompatlKIUPC .•• , ••.• .• ••..•.•.• . $279
CompatiKIUAT •. ••.••••••• . ••. • •• . $219
Built-In floppy controllers-no problem.
Supports multiple drives and formats. Lets your
computer use IBM PS/2 1.4M diskettes plus morel
Call for further information or to place an order.
VISAIMCICODICHECK.

Micro Solutions Computer Products
132 W. Lincoln Hwy., DeKalb. IL 60115

Flowchart/State Diagram for Engineers

GRAPHICS LIBRARIES

Dtow flowchW O< dltigrams with this MeclJraw.llke pro.
gram on l/DUr IBM PCllQIPS2 or compatible. Ali fl<Mchart sym
bols are prebullt and can be stretched to any size. Add your
0M1 symbols to the symbol llbrary. Ellipses, cuMtS with end
ing arrowheads, cut/paste, enlarge/reduce, drag, zoom out,
undo.. etc. Output to most printers, plotters, and desktop
publishing software. Complete with Logitech Mouse for $89.
See our larger ad every other month.

Very Fast 20130 Autoscaling Graphics for Mlcrosoh
languages. 3D Lines Use Color. Fast Polygon Fill.
Solld/Wlreframe. Color/Bllnklng Text. X>f, Bar, Smith
Contour & 3D Fishnet Graphs. Supports
CGNEGA/VGA/Herc & Dot MatrixllAser/Plotters @ Full
Resolution. Print Screen. Port. $140 NO ROYALTIES.
FORTRAN Source + $30.

Daytron Electronics Inc.

P.O. Box 551, Del Mar, CA 92014-0551

610 S. Sherman #104, Richardson, TX 75081

B15n5&-3411

...

GRAPHICS LIBRARIES

.. <

CHIRP TECHNICAL SERVICES

214.e69-2137

(619) 6:f2-9510

Inquiry 618.

DISK DUPLICATION

HARD DRIVE REPAIR

SOFTWARE PRODUCTION

1
t

FLOW CHARTING II+ HELPS YOUI

HARD DRIVE REPAIR

Precise flowcharting Is fast and simple with Flow Charting
It+ . Draw, edit and print perfect charts: bold end normal tonb,

• Disk dupllcetlon
• Warehousing
• All formats
• Drop shipping
• EVERLOCK copy
• Fulfillment
protection
• 48-hour delivery
• Label/sleeve printing • Consultation &
• Full packaging
guidance
services Star-Byte, Inc.
2880 Be111ey Rd ., Hattleld, PA 19440
215-997-2470
800-243-1515

28 shapea-95 sizea; fast entry of arrows, bypasses & con
nectors; Fast Insert Une; shrink screen dlsplays 2CKk:olumn
chart; 40-C01umn edit screen for detail work, much morel

WE WILL REPAIR YOUR HARD DRIVE AT A
FRACTION OF THE COST OF REPLACING IT.
FAST TURNAROUNDlll CALL FOR DETAILS.

PATTON &' PATTON

H & W micro, Inc.

Bl Gl9al Oaks Biii<!., San Jose. CA 95119

526-C FOREST PARKWAY
FOREST PARK, GA 30050

1·800·525-0082 Ext. 42 (Outside CA}
408·629·5376 Ext. 42 (CA/lnt'I)

(404) 366-1600

See our •d on page 120.

Inquiry 619.

Inquiry 629.

Inquiry 624.

DUPLICATION SERVICES
WINDOWS FLOWCHARTER $79

SOFTWARE DUPLICATION

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

800-222-0490

NJ 201-462-7628

MEGASoft
P.O. Box

710, Freehold, NJ

oms

(616) 983·2352

Inquiry 630.

•
NSChart creates Nassl-Shneiderman (structured)
flowcharts lrom a simple POL. Key words define
structures & text strings appear In the chart. Easy
to create, 9Y9n easier to revisel Automatic chart sit·
Ing, text centering . Translators from many
languages available. For Mac and IBM PC.

ea~r~ e,:c~o".::':. ~u~=~~~~' ~ID~~

~IC, PAS~L, C, Data Fiie Processing, Data Struc

tures & Operating System Concepts.

AMERICAN INST. for COMPUTER SCIENCES

P.O. Box S2544, San Diego, CA 92138

TOLL FREE 1·800·872-AICS

1·800-637-4888

......

ENTERTAINMENT

Ideal cost...tlac:tlw computer can be used ID perform data
acqulsHlon and control using a dumb terminal or craete
dste flies on a PC. Features 16 chan. AID, 64 digital I/Cl
lines, 4 time'*»unters and 4 serial polls. Opllons 4 chan.
DIA. clock, CMOS. Forth OS. and networking.

\
·

E·PAC 1000 + $249.00

SILTRONIX, INC.

1704-BY 11th /we. So., Birmingham, AL 35205

621 .

Equipment Monitor And Control

STRUCTURED FLOW CHART

B.Sc. DEGREE IN PROGRAMMING

P.O. Box 2042, Carbondale, IL 62901

Phone: 618-529-4525

Tame Your Fortran Codel

BEAT THE LOTTERY

ADYANTAG~·

PnMtn ID b• llw most successful number
Mlectlontylletn...,~ lofl.Dno.5v.• $39.85 + S2Slh. (AddS1 for
)

Fax: 618-457·0110

Inquiry 631.

FORTRAN TOOLS
1

~:l<~aln~~ :.0rtran

GAIL HaNARD'S SMART lucK COMPUTER &tsreMs

COMPUTER WHEEL•. An abllolut• MUST for IMtf't serioue lollary pllr)'er.
sv.• . m.ss + 12 a1t1. (Add S3 tor 31h•.)

E·PAC 2000 + $449.00

EMAC INC.

Inquiry 626.

$23.4 MHllon Florida J.ckpot Just 'ltbn With Computer Wheelll

COMPUTER

2603 Willa Or., St. Joseph, Mi 49085

Inquiry 625.

The American lnstitule for Computer Sciences offers
an In-depth correspondence cour.1e which allows you

with

DUNE SYSTEMS

RFF ELECTRONICS

EDUCATION

I' Inquiry

• 74154 TIL + CMOS • 8000 Nat. + Slgnetlcs
• 14/4000 CMOS
• 9000 TIL
• 14-24 Pin Chips
• .3" + .e• IC Widths
Test&'ldentlfies owr 650 digital chips wtth ANY type
of output In seconds. Also l8sts popular RAM chips. IBM
compatlble wrslon $259. C128 + C64 wr.1lon $159.

1053 Banyan Court, Lowland, CO 60538
(303) 663-5767

Inquiry 620.

10

CHIP CHECKER

RFFlow Is a drawing tool designed specifically for
flowcharts. Easy to learn, easy to use. 75 shapes
automatically adjust in size. Move, copy, or delete
groups ol objects. 7 levels of zoom. Use mouse or
keyboard. On·line user's manual. Supports Win
dows printers, plotters, and fonts. $5 trlal disc.
RFFlow requires Microso~ Windows.

• One-Stop Shopping • Technical Support
• Custom Packaging • Drop Shipping
• Copy Protection
• Fast Turnaround
• Competitive Pricing

PRETTY

I

FREE CATALOG

source more readable, portable, and

Protect your computer power lrom black-outs, brown·
outs, audio/Video hash and surges! Complete line of low
cost Emergency PoNer Supply units, Line Conditioners
and Surge Suppfllssors prevent damage and loss of
valuable data. Prevent error.1, malfunctions and lalse
printouts! Send for money-seving catalog today.

~~8 ~~ ~~~kl~~:~Es~~~~ls, changes ~

OUTLINE graphically highlights IF end DO nesting.
PREP

suppons conditional compilation, include

files.

......

Plus lour more. MS-DOS. AH for $129.

INDUS-TOOL

SMART WCK COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Qulbus Enterprises, Inc.

Dept. 86, P.O. Box 1519, White Plains, NY 10602
1·800·876-G.P..l·L (4245)

730 W. Lake St., Chicago, IL 60606

(217} 356-8878

Phone 312-648·2191

106 N. Draper ""9., Champaign, IL 61821

•

GRAPHICS
PC CARDS/BREADBOARDS

RAINDROP™

NEMESIS"' Go Master®
Go1 a game of strategic elegance, has been a way of
life In tile Orient for owr lour thousand yeBlll. Many con·
sider Go to be the secret of the Japanese business
man's success. 'While chess Is a game of war, Go is
a game of market shafll"[President of Nikko Hotels).
"II you are Interested In Go, buy this progrem."
Game of the Month J. Pournelle BYTE 7/87
Toyogo, Inc. The Leader In Computer Go.
76 Bedford St. #34-Y, Lexington. MA 02173, (617) 661-0486

•
•
•
•
•
•

FAST, compact PrtScm Utlllty for end user.1 AND
developers. Hardcopy es fast as 10 secs. Average binary
size • B kbyte. 12 video graphic stendards. Scale, rotate,
colorize and more. 'CALe from user-written programs.
Complete ~ & 24-pln dot·matrix, Inkjet, and laserjet
library $39.95+$3 s/h.

ADB-1, 8 bit ND, digital osc. software ._ .. $99
S bit fast ND, SCH, GAIN 1,10,100 . ... . . $199
12 bit ND, SCH, SIH, GAIN 1,10,100 ••• . $279
01024, 24 TIL 1/0, S255 PPI. ••••.•.••. $S9
Driver, 21-(50V, 300mA) OC outputs •••. . $99
Printer Port or RS232 Breadboard •• ••• • $129

JB COMPU·TRONIX

RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES

P.O. Box 27717, Lakewood, CO 80227

8106 St. David Ct., Springfield, VA 22153
(703) 440-0064

(303} 987·3239

JULY1989 •BYTE
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Inquiry 633.

Inquiry 628.

Inquiry 623.
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....:. ...11-....L
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Inquiry 632.

Inquiry 627.

Inquiry 622.
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INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

AWARD BIOS UPDATE!

STOCK-MASTER 4.0
Cornrnal'Clel grade Inventory m1nagamant

PC/XT Version 3.1
Now Supports 1.44 Mb 3.5" Floppies
288/386 Version 3.04
Revised Drive Tables, EGA & VGA Support
Authorized AWARD Distributor

• Supports all 1fftware at
transaction types
• Trend Analysis
• Quality Control
• Multiple Locations
• Purchase Order Tracking
• Open Order Reporting
• Serialllot # Tl'acking

1-800-423-3400 or (412) 782-0384

KOMPUTERWERK, INC.

MAC DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

1

': ~~~r13i:~Us Reporting
•
•
•
•
•
•

MAC PROGRAMMING TOOLS

Prolessional Programmeis Extender: Standard
Mac interface, lists, printing, graphics, tiling.
Extender GraphPac: Quality color graphs. Line,
bar, semi-log, customizable symbols.

Activity History Analysis
8111 of Materials
Purchase Order Writing
Order Entry
Materlal Requirements
On Line Inquiry

INVENTION Software
(313) 996-8108

Applied Micro Buelnen Systems, Inc.

851 Parkview Blvd., Pittsburgh, PA 15215

1n-F Rlveralde Ave., Newport Beach, CA 92663

714·759-0582

Inquiry 646.

Inquiry 640.

Inquiry 634.

MAILING LIST PROGRAMS

*

YOURS FREEi

dFELLER Inventory

Apple • Service Parts
• Accessories • Systems •
BUY
SELL
TRADE
11
PRE-OWNED Electronics, Inc.

Business lnve(l!ory programs written in modifiable dBASE
source

*

code.

dFELLER Inventory $150.00
Requires dBASE II or Iii, PC-DOSICPM
dFELLER Plus $200.00
wllh Hletory and Purchase Orders
Requires dBASE Iii or dBASE Ill Plus (For Stockrooms)

30 Clematis Avenue, Waltham, MA 02154
800-274-5343
FAX 617-891-3556

Call 800-368-5806 !or a FREE GUIDE

Feller Associates

550 CR PPA, Boule 3, Ishpeming, Ml 49849
(906) 486·6024

Service Centers and Dealers welcome

Group 1 Software, Inc.

6404 Ivy LJ!ne, Dept. BIT-7, Greenbelt, MD 20770-1400

Inquiry 647.

Inquiry 641 .

Inquiry 635.

to Manage Your Mallfng List" Arcllat" & AccuMan• are
two pc7M1r1ul programs for your IBM or compatlble PC:
• Duplicate Recognition
• Postal Discount Presorts
• label Design & Printing
• Carrier Route and Zip:t-4 Insertion
• Pddreas Correction
• dBasee Compatible

" Haw



LANS

MEMORY CHIPS

Try the 181 truly low-coat LAN
Connect 2 or 3 PCs, XTs, Ns
Uses eerlal porte: and 5-wire cable
Runs at 115K baud
Runs In background, totally transparent
Share any device, any file, any time
Needs only 14K of ram

41256-15-12-10 ........... . COii 51000 ~ Meg) ... ..... C.11

HARDWARE/ADD-ONS
The Wor1d'll First Hlghtst Density Module!

MEMORY CHIPS

• 18 Meg on lhe smallest .surface

• Organization: 2x1024Kx9 bit
• Package: OIL 64 pin Jodee-Standard

: i·;~~~:~ri~~~?i~·:;b~~~~~i"~~~~~fo'

0

• Suitable for extension ot basic memory

11

•

Englnee~ take notice. This produel can be
manufactured on large scale.
For mo/8 lnform•tlon please writs or cs//:

1

TarmoTrol Corp.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Skeptical? We make believers!

Information

Modes

P.O. Drawer F, Denton, TX 76202
817-387-3339

1888 Century Park East. Suite 1900, L.A.. CA 90067
Tel: 213·284·3242

ESSKAY

HARDWAR8COPROCESSOR
DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR
DSP produels for the IBM PC/Xf/AT based on the
Tl TMS32010 and TMS320C25 up to 12 MIPS oper·
atlon. Designed for applications In communications,
instrumentation, speech, and numeric processing.
Offered with 12 bit 110 KHz A/D and DIA and con
tlnuous-to-<lisk data acquisition & playback option.
From $650.

DALANCO SPRY
89 Westland Ave., Rochester,

NY 14618

1716\ 473-3610

Inquiry 637.

718·353·3353

Inquiry 648.

Inquiry 642.

Inquiry 636.

4184-15 .. ••...•••••..•. .call 51258 1or Compaq 386 .C•ll
4184-12 . ... .. .......... cau 8087·3-2 ............ , ca11
41128 PlglJY Back for 111" •• •CIJI 80287.&.a.10 .......... C.ll
41484-12 (64Klc4) .... . .. • C.11 80361 ........ ' ...... Clll
4t4256 (2S6Klc4) .....•• . C.11 N~ .. .. •..• .•• C.11
2764,Vl2S.:zm8.:17512 .•• call Mouse . ••.•••.•••••. . C.11
Prtcn • ub}«f ro chano•

LAPTOP COMPUTERS

LAPTOP SPECIALS
TOSHIBA • Zenith • NEC • SHARP LAPlOPS
• Hard drives for Tandy 1400 LT & Toshiba 1100+
•AFFORDABLE 5V•" or 3V2" DRIVE UNITS for
LAPlOPS & DESKTOPS • DICONIX PRINTERS •
788 card tor TIOOO • 2400 BAUD MODEMS for Lap
tops • Fast reliable and friendly selVice. For l..aN Prl<>
Ing call
World wide sales

COMPUTER OPTIONS UNLIMITED

201-469-7678 fl Days, 9 am- 10 pm Eastern time)

Inquiry 643.

MEMORY

~rc,

64-15 P $1.25 ONE MEG, ZIP
256-15 P $5.95 SIP AVAILABLE
256-12 - $6.95 INTEL CPU IN STOCK

MODEM ~,m:~,
VOICE CARD
(714) 730-1121

$69
$199

ITC
FAX: 1714) 730-3837

PRICES SUBJECT 10 CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
MasterCard
VISA

Inquiry 649.

MONITOR INTERFACE
Laptop Connection

SC/FOJC".PARALLEL COPROCESSOR

PC/XTIAT/386 plug.In boerd with Forth software. 10 MIPS
opera!lon, up IO 50 MIPS burst. 64K IO 1M byte memory.
Uses Harris RTX 2000• RISC reel-time CPU with 1-cyc/e
multiply, 1-cycle 14-prlortty Interrupts, Mt> 2~rd stacks,

three 16-blt timer/counters, 16-bit l/o bus. Ideal for real-time

control, signal and Image processing, and multlple board

• Lap IO

Lap~r:; ;-o!~E Fiie ......~~k ~·~. PC IO PC

• Super Easy IO UH
• No Installation Required
• Breaks lh• " Bildg•Unk" Prlee Baffler• 115 K Baud

$55 w/unlversal cable, $45 w/o cable
See Jan. 89 lssue--"What's New" Column-p.94
PLUS •.. . Quality Cables et FAIR Prices:

operation . From $2,295.
• Null Modem (6) ... .512
Optional SC/FOX Single Board Computer version for
Ext (6') ....... fl2
stand-alone operation. Eurocard slza with software, start •• Kbd
Par Print (6') ... ... 110
ing at $1,495.
MANY MORE CABLES AIJAILABLE.

SILICON COMPOSERS INC.
210 California Ave., Suite K,

(415) 322-8763

~alo Alto, CA 94306

Inquiry 638.

• Centronlca (8) ..... 112
• Mon EXI (6') . ...... 512
• Serial (8/ ........ .510
Mac & PC
(VISA MC)

Thompson Computing~ F N. ll!ntu Park Rd. , Ste. 306.
Nswbury Park, CA 91320, (805) 498-7853 FAX (805) 499-8104

Inquiry 644.

68000/68020/68881

TIOOO

T1200
T1800

Benery AdapcaPAK (12\1)

PX25T

PX3T

SCSI Interface Card

X25

13100 13100a
10120 T5100
PBO

PBO+

A8CI

ABO+

M24BI
M241C
5232'1"

M24EC & M24ES 
-
SZ12E - 
-
D232E - 

-

SCSIE - 

PRODUCT R&D Corporation

Phone URDA, Inc.

1194 Pacific St., Suite 201, San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

1-800-338-0517

(805) 546-9713 or 800·234-5584

Inquiry 639.
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TOSHIBA
PERIPHERALS
Vehlde Battery Adapter
Suitt-In 2400bp9 Modam
lntemal 2400bps Modarn
Single COMMS PUrt Card
Dual COMMS PUrt Csrd

B YT E • JULY 1989

Inquiry 645.

NETWORK TECHNOLOGIES INC.
800·RGB-TECH or 216-543·1648
MCNISA/AMEX
19145 Ellzabeth St., Aurora, OH 44202

Inquiry 650.

LAPTOP PERIPHERALS
COMPLETE DEVELOPMENT AND EDUCA·
TIONAL TRAINING SYSTEM for the 68000, 68020,
68881 chips - includes the chips, power supply,
serial interface with software, 68000/68020 cross
assembler (hosted on a PC). documentation,
schematic, Operating System, cables. Special
Price - $1100.00

DRIVE MULTIPLE MONITORS
with one PC using our VOPEX video port ex
panders. Featuring no loss of resolution or color,
presentations are more dramatic. We have a
VOPEX for PC, PS/2, MAC II & workstations. Units
are available lrom 2 to 10 output ports.

MUSIC

LAPTOP PS/2 PC/XT/AT
MIDI-Serial 1/0 $119.95

MIOIATOll", Music Interface with Serial 1/0, MIOI In, MIDI
Out, & Real-Tlme clock. Use any PC compatible Rs-232 Pon
without ext. power, card slot, system mods. Software avail.
Add $500 S&H USA. MC. VISA, COD, Chock (10 days), TX
res. add 7.5% tax.

KEE• Key Electronic Enterprises• KEE

9112 Hwy. BO W., Suite 221-B, Fort \Vorth, TX 76116
Order 1·800-KEE·MIDI
Tech (817) 560-1912

I

NETWORKING

PROGRAMMERS TOOLS

NETWORK BUSINESS SYSTEMS

Have Same 'C' Source tor UNIX and DOS
D-ISAM-Unlx standard Indexed file management library for
UNIX DOS and NElWORKS. Manages all tocking. UNIX/
DOS source S595 (for both), DOS !lbs" $145.
W'-Character windowing with COLORS, Uno GraphIce,
Betit and m0<8. '!bu notd not modify DOS code ID WDl1< WELL
on any UNIX tonnlnol. UNIX/DOS source $295 (for both),
DOS !lbs" S95.

~

Eliminator •••.••••••.•.•••••• •$99.
D C B Eliminator • ••••..••.••.•••• • .••. $99.
ELS Utilities .. .......... . . .. .. ....... . $59.
Netcrack (lose paesworn?) . . . . . . • •.•••• . $99.
Getdisk (get BIOS drives) • . ...•..••••••. $59.
BIOS Tools (patch drive !bis) ...••••••••. $99.

'C' DOCUMENTATION TOOLS
• CCALL $59 Crea1es graphfc.ln>e at calla<.tollad struclutBS.

and flies-vs-procedure

•

table-ot~ontents

~~~: ~~~gm:i~~~:~d':.t~~ foresch pm

• C.LIST $39 US1, at11on-dlagram, reformm programs
• C.AEF $49 locallgloballparame1er cross reference

• SPECIAL $149 All 4 plus Integrated C.DOC verelon

BYTE DESIGNS

NETWORK BUSINESS SYSTEMS

SOFTWARE BLACKSMITHS INC.

P.O. Box F195-78. Blolno. WA 98230

1215 Woodhollow Drive, Suite 1104, Houston, TX T10fi1
{713) 783-4457

Inquiry 651.

PROGRAMMERS TOOLS

1·800-663-8547 or (604) 278-5200

6084

St. Ives Way, Mississauga, ONT Canada l..SN-4M1

(416) 858-4466

"(DOS lbs avaHalff lor Mlcroaoft 0t Borland 'C' compliers}

Inquiry 657.

Inquiry 662.

PUBLIC DOMAIN
MP SERVER

llP SERVER - Soltwata Toolbox enabling ID croato any purpoae
-·With MP SERVER p<ogrammer can C18818 .........
u communiadlon server; fUe server or any other server that can
&lmultaneously support up to 100 stations In a single netv.ork. MP

SERI/ER includes a "requests recolver" process (that stonlS sta·

~;~~~~~:~~~~e q:=;::au~~·n~~fu8e~' ~':e'sx;
8

(that transmits result to stations).

Shany Computers Ltd.
~.f~~)~~~i~~ 9~ 1Smllansky

11..

Async Executive"' & Tutorial

$3.00 SOFTWARE FOR IBM PC

1nsanup1 dl'Mn tranemlt & receive. Supports up IO eight por1a. But
tered OCI to 64K.. 50 to 192008PS. XON/XOFF. MEIDCE. Modem
control1. Transfer characters or blockl. MllUaec:ond timing. Untwr
sal language B I O S / D O S - - XMOOEM
wte:RC. 200+ page comprehensive manual. Sample programs In
clude e sp~r written In C. For IBM PCIXTIAT & all compalibln.
Software Oewloper'a Kit: $1595. Addttlonal drtver1 H0.00
Shipping $5, Canada $10. lntemaUonal $15
CA reeldenta must add eale1 tu . CheckalMO only.

Hundreds to choose from, word processors,
databases, spreadsheets, games, lotto, com·
munlcatlons, business, music, bible, art, education,
language and useful utilities for making your com
puter easier to leam. Most programs have
documentation on the disk.
Free 125·page catalog.

BEST BITS & BYTES

CIRRUS SOFTWARE, INC.

~:~~l(~':i!~~'J:

P.O. Box 8245, 0ept.a Van Nuys. CA 91409

P.O. Box 51924. Ospt. B., Palo Alto, CA 94303

(912) (53) 621905

In CA: (818) 784-9503

14151 949-1470

Inquiry 652.

Inquiry 658.

MP MASTER
MP MASTER - End uaer uli/lty, used for submitting progn11ms to
ntnW .vallable . . . while ~ aecutlon (e.g. compllalion. prin
ting Ile...) user can UH IOcal •ion for Cl her tasks (e.g. wont pro
cttsalng, editing etc. ..}. UMr can 1ut>mlt 10 al1111e a DOS batch fife,
DOS EXE or COM flle or any lncemal 005 command(•• DIR). MP
MASTER enables aleo lO 1191 all available alll\'8s In network and for
each lta hardware contiguraUon, eo a ueer can select a sllMt ac
cording 10 Its pertorm1nc11.

Shany Computers Ltd.
Rechter Building, 4 Smllanaky at., Natanya, Israel 42304

Toi: (912) (53) 333931
(912) (53) 621905

Fax: (972) (53) 342418

Inquiry 653.

800-245-BYTE

Inquiry 663.

$1 per DISK SALE

I

W.00.... APPLICATION RlooRAllMINQ ENVMIONllENT IW'PEJ
WAPE is an INTERACTIVE CODE GENERAlOR for owr
450 MS-Windows S)'Slem calls. Sal of LIBRARY FUNC·
TIONS tor windows, menus, dialog boxes, li5t boxes. and
clip board. Provides lyplcal function TEMPLATES. Allows
IMPORT of CODE lrom other tiles. Windows Applicalion
Oevelopment Tools can be Invoked tram within WAPE.
Context-sensitive ONLINE HELP ava"abla

Outllae. Form Lottors. lmagoPrlnt. Sld.....,r1ter. PC.Prompt.
Best Utllltlos.

INTERSOFT INC.

BRIGHT FUTURES INCORPORATED

20 TOP IBM PC PD/SW DISKS
(360K) ONLY $20 + $3 S&H
OubeCalc. EDRAW, Au1oManu, Math Tutor. PC.DOS Holp,
Baker's Dozen, Languages, EZ~rm , PC.Style, PackOilk,
Pc.stock, KldGames, BR Games, Home Inventory, PC.

5285 S.W. Meadows Rd. , Lake Oswego, OR 97035

P.O. Box 1030, East Windsor. CT 06088
FREE CATALOG ($1.25 per disk)

(503) 639·3555

Inquiry 664.

Inquiry 659.

OBJECT ORIENTED TOOLS
TURBO PLUS $149.95

FREE CATALOG

TRIPLE your productivity with Complete CN
Tho only C object-oriented development utility with
precompiler, foundation classes (source code Included),
make, Integrated debugger, documentation generator.
profller, streamliner, and lull technical suppon.
Introductory Price: $269

Programming tool• for Turbo Pases/ 5D 5<nHm Painter.
Code GttnBrator, VO Field~. Dynamic Menus,
Progmmming Unit Libraries, Sample Programs,
280-Page 11/ustratod Manus/. 6().()11y Satisfaction
Guaranf'HI Brochures & Demo Dls.kenes avail.
Highly Fncrabl• Rr.'fawsl IBM & Competbl••·

PUBLIC DOMAIN/SHAREWARE

Complete Computer Corporation

Nostradamus Inc.

OBJECT·ORIENTED TOOLKIT

111 West 571h St .. NY, NY 10019

PD. 8C11t 9252, Salt Laka City, UT IUUJ9

212-582-2635

(BDt) 2'124J671

Inquiry 654.

• 400 IBM PC & compatibles disks •

200 Amiga dlsks • 125 Atari ST disks
PC disks as low as $1.25 each, Amiga & ST as low as $1.60
eachl Rent or buy. Froe shipping/ Coll toll free, write or ck·
clo reeder oervice for FREE BIG CIQ'ALOG with lull dllCffp
tlona. Please specify computer---48-hr. turnaround!

Computer Solutions

I

P.O. Box 354-0epl. B. Meson, Michigan 48854
1-800-874-9375 (M-F 10-8 EST) 1-517-828-2943

Inquiry 665.

Inquiry 660.

PROGRAMMERS TOOLS

HYPERINTERFACE™

Get INSIDE/

Menu Creator• - A program generator for menu
driven user interface. Excellent for complex menu
systems. $99.95. Advanced Ubrary - Extended
copabilily for data entry and advanced text-<llsptay con
tro) from your programs. $99Jl5, FORTRAN, Pascal, C,
BASIC supported. HYPERMATH" -An application of
Menu Creator• and the Advanced library. FREE

The best PC software performance tool Is noN better than
ewJr with source llne timing, caller timing and atblltary tMtnt
timing-all with microsecond accuracy and without source
mOdlflcallon. The expanded DOS analyals mode Identifies

Avanpro Corp.
P.O. Box 969, Pacific Palisades, C'A 90272

(213) 454-3B66

bot11anoctts. 1125
Cati today for 1 l!ve brochura and the 1111•81 1181 ol oupponed
compliers. ~ay gu.,.,,tee. VISA/MCICOO
ti()

Paradigm Systems
P.O. Box 152, Miiford, MA 01757
(800) 537-5043
In MA: (508) 478-0499

TLIB™ 4.12 Version Control
"TLIB" is a great system" - PC Tech Joums/ 3/88.
Full·featured configuration mgmt for software profes·

slonols. All versions of )OIJr code lnstan11y available. Very
compact, only changes are stored. Check-In/out locks,
revision merge, branching, more. Mainframe deltas for

Panaophlc, ADii, IBM, Unlsyo. Only $99.95 + S&H,
or 5-station LAN $299.95 + S&H. MS.DOS VISA/MC

BURTON SYSTEMS SOFTWARE
Inquiry 656.

CLIP ART
GRAPHICS
LASER FONTS
CAD
ELECTRONICS

•
•
•
•
•

GAMES
TRAVEL
AIJDIONIDEO
SECURITY
EDUCATION

I

For FREE CATALOG write to:
CWI Information Services
P.O. BOX 4851, Anaheim. CA 92803
BOO-m·5636
24 HOURS!
Or telephone (714) 879-7917

Inquiry 666.

Inquiry 655.

P.O. Box 4156, Cary, NC 27519

•
•
•
•
•

(919) 858-0475

FREE BUYER'S GUIDE

RENT SOFTWARE $1/DISK

compatibles. We have serviced the professional pro
grammer since 1984 by offering sound advice and low
prices. Coll or write today to receive )OU' FREE com

Rent Public Domain and User Supported Software
tor $1 per diskfull or we'll copy. IBM (31h" also),
Apple, C-64, Sanyo 550 and Mac. Sampler $3.
VISA/MC. 24-hr. info/order line. (619) 941-3244 or
send #10 SASE (specify computer) Money-Back
Guarantee!

Programmer's Connection Is an Independent dealer
representing more than 300 manufacturers with over
800 software products for IBM personol computers end

prehensive Buyer's Guide.

Programmer's Connection
7249 Whipple M. NW
North Canton, OH 44720

Inquiry 661.

US 800-336-1166

Canoda 800-225-1166
lntematlonol 21&-494-3781

FutureSystems

Box 3040 (T), Vista, CA 92083
10-S PST MonrSat. (619) 941·9761

office:

Inquiry 667.

JULY1989 •BYTE

293

-·

-...
_-!,.,.

:**

EVERLOCK COPY PROTECTION

No Shipping Charges USA
OlslaJ: $1.50 (51') -

U .50 (S%)

~::=~·~LC~~fE~ES!i~W::Urce chan

$5.00 111/n Orrl•r

Shut daNn Debug Tracing &

Applications, Utilities, Games for PCs
Send $3.00 for 4 MOS, INC. Programs PLUS
Shareware & Public Domain Catalog
Programs are: Label printer, Text editor, Menu
System & DOS Shell, & Graphics.

dBASE BUSINESS TOOLS
• GENERAL LEOGER
• ORDER ENTRY
• JOB COSTING
• BI LL OF MATLS
• PAYROLL

ea

Dlaassem~&rs

Install to Floppy, Hard Disk, or LAN
~=~o~~li~::~~ogrem Install-Count, Expire

*
* No damaged media or 1/0 plugs

$99 ea.

For IBM end clones. $195 & up. Free tnfo,

MOS, INC.

305

Eut Franklin, Richmond, MO

(800) 227•0644

668.

Inquiry

FAX:

64085

4876-B Santa Monica PNB.
San Diego, CA 92107

1:m :::~~

674.

Inquiry

II
PUBLIC DOMAIN

• Completely Menu Driven
• Defeats all Hardware/Software Copiers

Highest
Quality

1000's

OF SELECTIONS

• No Source Code Changes

• No Damaged Media
• Full Hard Disk Support

PD SOFTWAREHOUSE

• Unllmlted Metering
• FREE Demo Disk
STOPCOPY" $32500

CALL FOR A
FREE CATALOG
Inquiry

...

5 Bradley Street, Suite 106. 'Providence, Rt 02908
(401) 274-5485 Call now !or FREE terminal/demo program.
Fix # 401-272-1273

675.

Inquiry

BIT-LOCK® SECURITY

I

toll-free 800 669-2669 ext 348

.,

Inquiry

'L

FREE IBM SOFTWARE

Heads-down data entry with two-pass verification
for the IBM PS/2-PCIX17AT & compatibles. Features
include: Auto dup/sklp, verify bypass, range checks,
table lookups, a complete edit language. Fully
menu driven . Price $3g5
Call for our free 30-day trtal period.

COMPUTER KEYES
21929 Makah Rd., Woodway, WA 98020
Tel: 206/778-6443 USA: 800/35S.0203 Fax: 206/776-7210

3167 E. Otero Circle, Littleton, CO 80122
(303) 1122-a41on10-1aa3

we take vlaa/mastercard/amex

•

676.

:~·......----------.

...,.

MILPBB-MIXED-INTEGER LP

I• th• Perfect Security Lock.
Pasaword ii a softMtre program providing security lot )0'.11' PC. Passv.ord
ls Easy to undtf8t&nd and Simple to lnatan, requires no refonnattlng. The
bO!M limit option secure1 )'OUr hard disk. Pauworcl pror.id8S lof' up to 100
users with the 6Up8JVl&or controllll'IQ access IO protected dQclorlea.
Password Is menu«tven with pop.up windows and help ecreena. The pro
gram prCYldes an aLldlt trait of users, and a ac:reen bianklng fnlure.
PASSWORD SH.00 US
Yl11 1 MfC, Amil

~~~TJ:L. ~~A~~H.P~~~~\'6'~sHO~HEfRCH,
SECTOR SYSTEMS COMPANY, INC.

·I

Inquiry

677.

J\" II=.'

$1 IBM SOFTWARE
For your free 32-page Master Edition
catalog featuring the best of IBM Shareware
from just $1 each, call or write today!

8

•Nowupgrades ll'l!lllable
SOFTGUARD SYSTEMS , INC.
110Lekewayft.~11i4 :·~-~r.'~··CA...,..

672.

FREE SOFTWARE CATALOG
Low as $1.20/disk
Over 1000 quality IBM software
On 5.25" and 3.5" format
From outside U.S.A., except Canada,
please send US $2.00 refundable with order.
For fast service, write to

SC>FTSHC>PPE
P.O. BOX

Inquiry

294

Ann Arbcr, Ml 48105
(313) 783-8721

709,

673.
BYTE • JULY 1989

(408) 773-9680

-

~I

Inquiry

678.

682.

..

C~cuit Analysis • Root Locus • Thermal Analysis • Plot·
ler Drivers • Engineering Graphics • Signal Processing
• Active/Passive Filter Design • Transfer Function/FFT
Analysis • Logic Simulation • Microstrip Design •
PC/MSDOS • Macintosll • VISA/MC
BV Engineering Professional Software
2023 Chicago Ave., Suite B-13, Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 781-0252

Inquiry

683.

•'

SOFTWARE/ ACCOUNTING
PC TIME CLOCK

Digital Control Intro
$200
Dlgltal Filter Tutor
$450
Kalman Fitter Tutor
$925
Praellcal hands-on training courses that run on tl1e
IBM PC. Ideal alternative to text books, seminars,
and university courses. FREE demo disk available.

Chase Technologies

Engineering Tutorlal Software

AutoTime Is an Employee Management System that
allows you to turn any PC Into an Eleelronic Time
Clock, AutoTime provides TIme & Attendance, Job
Cosiing, Payroll Interface, and Labor Distribution
reporting. NetWork compatible. Prices start at $495.
Other Business Products: Network FAX, Absence
Call-In, db·EDI.
1617 Klngman Ave., San Jose, CA 95128
(408) 998-2917
Inquiry

..

679.

•

J

FREE APPLICATION GUIDE & CATALOG

DISKETTE lntlt>duces iau to Suporl.ock"-lnvtslble copy pro
tectlon for IBM·PC (and compatibles) and Macintosh.
: ~~:,~~"!:ns
: ~~~;:O~e changes

SOFSOURCE
Box 828, East Lansing, Ml 48826

I

Affordable Engineering Software

T ~~ =~ 8~ :: :!::~nm=:~r~rd~~~:

1-800-338-2118

problem/branch llet-.

SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING

COPY PROTECTION
8

an-p-

nla LO, download/reload, report Q8n9ral0!> and HMHlvity lnatysls.

Inquiry

r - - - - - - - -..... ·r - - - - -""I'- - - - .
FREE CATALOG

play and odttlng,

Eastern Software Products, Inc.
P.O. Box 15328. AJe•andrla, VA 22309
(703} 360-7600

2704-85 Garry Street, Winnipeg MB Canada R3C 4JS
PH: (204) 958·2798
FAX (204) 943-3702

671.

A genera).purpose system for sdvtng m1JCBd.i"'8ger llnear ·prognuns
with up ta BOO consiralnce and 4000 general i nteger or noolnteger
variables. Bulld MILP88 lnCo )'OUrown programs with compllecl 1Urt>o
Pascal units. MILPSS teadal'Writea lotus worksheet& Ute
1·2~phony es a matrix genenltol' or post processor. Otherfea·
tures Include lnteractlYe and ~ operaUon, eereadsheet LP dis

I

$149 with m1nua\ and 9087 1upport. $299 wHh Turbo Pascal units.

Nasdec lnternatlonal Inc.

qept. B-6, 416 Ocean Avenue, Marblehead, MA 01945
(617) 639-2625

...
I

PC Security "Password"
With All the COmpulllr Securlly llllk, PASSWORD

FREE CATALOG also contains SHAREWARE. ,5V•
and 31h-lnch. All categories. ENGINEERING, c,;:AD,
DESKTOP PUBLISHING,
LANGUAGES,
l!JTILITIES, BUSINESS, GRAPHICS, SPREAD·

Inquiry

681.

DATA ENTRY SYSTEM

Piracy SURVIVAL 5 YEARS proves elfectlvenesa of
powerlul multllayered security. Rapid decryption
algorithms. Reliable/small port-transparent security
device. PARALLEL or SERIA~ port. Complemented by
economical KEY-LOK" and multlfeatured COMPU·
LOCK" Including countdown, tlmeoUI, data encryption,
and multlproduct protection.

MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS

SOFTWARE of the MONTH CLUB

Inquiry

m~~~ha:'.bs~~:~~~~~r-=~Q~i;~~a~~t~~h~~~~
Software lnterDhase, Inc.

STOPCOPY PLUS" $4500'

SOFTWARE/ BUSINESS

FREE SOFTWARE

670.

transfer, and more. All Interrupt driven. Easy ·to use!

!bur V.lueble
Sohwllrw lnveltment

.

We send you 15-20 new IBM programs a month on 5
disks-FREEi You pay only $5. shipping/handling. An·
nual membership reg . $29.95. Join today tor only $9.95
and we'll send you over 30 programs on 10 disks as a
bonus- FREEi No gimmicks-no catches!

Inquiry

QulckWlndowa Adv.need user..Jnter1ace library eupporta

14105 Hefit11119 la., Sllilf Spring, MO 20ll06

Inquiry

(619) 223-3344

680.

;:~d=· 9~:;~~sd~~:C:~~~~~: ~:~S:n~7~1:!;8:i For
8
8
c~~k~,:~H~em~::1m~ x~:~ ~~go~c:3!: 111!

BBi COMPUTER SYSTEMS® (301) 871-1094
FAX: (301) 480-7545

1-800-548-7360
669.

S&H

Save time, money, & brain cells!

Quite
Simply

The Bfff
llllyll>
ProlKI

• Multiple l.Jlyerlng

+

SOFTWARE/BASIC

THE ULTIMATE COPY PROTECTION

SHAREWARE

• PURCH ORO/INVN10RY
• ACCOUNTS RECVABLE
• JOB ESTIMATING
• SAlES ANAlYSIS
•ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

dATAMAR SYSTEMS Cred. Card-Check-COD

Az-Tech Software, Inc.

218 Quinlan, 11304; Kerrville, TX 78028
Inquiry

SOFTWARE / ACCOUNTING

SECURITY

PUBLIC DOMAIN

22338 Lull S1reet, Canoga Park, CA 91304
(818) 716-0816
Inquiry

684.

•........ 1

I
SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING

SOFTWARE/FORECAST

SOURCE CODE SOFTWARE

FORECASTING

Mechanical, ctvll, Ellctrlcal, Aarospar:e EnglnHrlng

PC/SIBYL™

CADpacs

The classic collection of business forecasting sollware.
Fully revised & expanded: • 19 forecasting models
• Fasler • Easler to use • Full S1a!i~ics • By Spyros
Makr1dakls, lmematlonally recognized fcracastet Two<flsk
set now $495 plus $25 postage & handling; or $20 lor
demo disk (cradlted toward purchase).

All programs supplied with aourcecode In BASIC, Cor FOR·

TRAN. Written by professionals and educators from leading
Industries and unlYersltles. Educetlonal discounts available.
Send for Free catalog.

Kern International, Inc.

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS
Software Development Tools
For CAD and Graphics Programmers

:=J~~

• MAJ'RIXpac:

:~

:~~

General 20 & 30 graphic and utlll1y libraries for C. Each CAD
pac Includes complete C 1oun:e code, pnigrammers' m'"1ual,
and sample programs. $36 each CAOpac + $2 s'h.

100 Weymouth St., Dept. 81, Rockland, MA 02370

APPLIED DECISION SYSTEMS

De'1'ek, Inc.

(617) 871-4982

._~~~---c-a.11:~1&~1.;..<..;n8~&-1-~75~8~0~~~~~1 1

P.O. Bax 1711, KBnmOfe, NY 14217

33 Hayden M ., Laxlng10n, MA 02!73

Inquiry 685.

Inquiry 691.

Design Technology

Inquiry 696.

SOFTWARE/FORTRAN
EXPAND & EXTEND LIBS

Technlcal Report Graphics

GPSS/PC" Is an IBM personal computer lmplemenla·
lion al the popular mainframe simulation language
GPSS. Graphics, animation and an extremely Interac
tive environment allow a tolally new view of your slmula·
lions. Simulate complex real-world systems with the
most Interactive and visual yet economical simulation
taltwara.

122 FORTRAN callable routines. EXPAND allows DOS
compliers access to UM/EMS 3.2 or 4D expanded
memory. EXTEND provides CGA, EGA, VGA, Hercules,
HP, Tektronix, AutoC.AD DXF graphics, access to
BIOS/DOS functions plus additional utilities. EXPAND
$119, EXTEND $149, both $218.

Edtt data and graphlcs with EDTECH for $65
- Dalabase. worksheet-style data editing
- Technical X'f plots from data for reports
- Graphics editing on screen, drawing, text
- 180x180 dOIS/lnch output, 24i)ln ptr req'd
- Log axes, Greak, symbols, Latus Imp/ax

MINUTEMAN Software

DESIGN DECISIONS, INC.

SIMULATION WITH GPSS/PC"'

00. Box 171 /Y, Stow, Massachusens. U.S.A.

DIGITAL ANALYTICS

P.O. Box 31430, Houston, TX 77231
(7'13) 721-2069

PO Bax 12884, Plnsburgh, PA 15241

(412) 941-4525

(508) 897·5662 ext. 540 (800) 223·1430 ext. 540

Inquiry 686.

Inquiry 692.

Inquiry 697.

SOFTWARE/GEOLOGICAL
Circuit Analysls -

GEOLOGICAL CATALOG

SPICE

Non-linear DC & Transient; linear AC.
•Version 3B1 with BSIM, GaAs, JFET,
MOSFET, BJT, diode, etc. models, screen
graphics, Improved speed and convergence.
• PC Version 2G6 available at $95.
Cell, write. or check Inquiry # for more Info.

Geological software for log plotting, griddlngol:ontour
lng, hydrology, digitizing, 3-D solid modelling, syn
thetlc seismogram, fracture analysis. Image process
ing, scout ticket manager, owr 50 programs In
catalog. Macintosh tool Please call, or write, for Free
CatalogI

RockWare, Inc.

Northern Valley Software
28327 Rothrock Dr., Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90274

4251 Kipling St.. Sult• 595. Wheat Ridge.

co 80033 USA

(303) 423-5645 Fax (303) 423-6171

(213) 541-3677

TllrboGeometry Ubrary
O..r 150 2&3 dimensional routines. Includes lntersedlons.

Transformations. E'quedons, HlddenUnes, Parspectlw. CuMa.
ArHs, Yolumeo, Cllpplnao.,;lanes, Vectors. Distance,

~~g;,l~MM~ 1'1.,rbo ~.~~s.,gg_s 2ri;~~

'°"""'
COde. $149.95 + 5.00 S&H. Foreign add ~00. VISA.
MC, Chk, PO. 30-Day gu11111n18e.
Disk Software, Inc.

2116 E. Arapaho Rd., #4m, Richardson, TX 75061
1-800-635-77&0
(214) 423-7288
fiAX: 214-423-4465

Inquiry 698.

Inquiry 687.

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS
PC TECHNICAL GRAPHICS

FREE ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
Persona/ Engineering Is a monthly magazine sent
free of charge (USA only) to scientists/engineers
who use PCs for technical applications. Topics
each month Include Instrumentation • Data
Acq/Control • Dnlgn Automation. To receive a
free sample Issue and qualification form either cir
cle below or send request on letterhead to:

TEKMAA Is a graphics library for lhe EGA or Tacmar
Graphics Master. Similar to PLCJf.10, Includes WINDOW,
VIEWPORT, AXIS. Support for HP, HI plolters. Curve
fitting, complete plotting program. Log, semHog, multi·
axis. 3-D, contours. Jerry Fouma!le (Aug 86 Syfe): "As
good as any I hsve aver seen..:· Demo disks, lltereture
evsllable.

Personal Engineering Communications

21115 Devonshire St. #329, Chatsworth, CA 91311
(818) 407·1059

Advanced Syatema Consultants

Box 300, Brookline, MA 02146

Inquiry 688.

radlollnk-Proflle

e

v9m~un,~~l1.
v!-!~~~alla
Fax (09) 246-1749

QulckGeometry Library

':)

Inqu iry 689.

ECA·2 ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
Full nonlinear. Interactive, analog circuit simulallon with
bulll4n, raal~lme graphics.
• 2 to 50 Umea laster than SPICE.
• Worst-case, Monte-Carlo.
• PC, DC, Transient, Fourier, Temperature.
• NON wtth multiple plots!
ECA-2 2.40 IBM PC or MAC J775 FREE DEMO.

Tatum Labs, Inc.

3917 Research Park Dr., B-1, Ann Arbor, Ml 48108

313-663-8810

Inquiry 690.

•
•

Supports all Video & Device Standards.
10 CuNes w~h up to 8000 points each.

Only $95

Call Today 800-284-3381

Edmond Software, Inc.

5900 Mosteller Dr. #1125, Oklahoma City, OK 73112

PEN PLOTTER EMULATOR

TIONAL !I-SPLINES W/OFFSET (NURBs): INTERSECTION
("""" oplnasl). ROWE. SCALE. TRANSLAJE, MIAAOA, OFF
SET, BREAK, TRIM ; ENDPOINTS, JmGENTs, CURIWURE;
OXFl/o: 1181& IBM PCcompMS.OOS2+. $199.oo + no S&H;
Incl C aoun:e. manual, support, 30-clay guarantee.

FPLOT turns your dot matrix or laser printer into an
HP pen plotter. Fast hi-res output. No jagged lines.
Vary line width, color. Worl<S with Autocad, Drallx,
etc. Supports NEC P5/P6, IBM Proprinter. Epson
LO/FX, Toshiba, HP l.aserjel. Hercules/CGA/EGA/
VGA for preview. $64 check/m.o.

Bulldlng Block Software

FPLOT CORPORATION

~~~ "i:~~~~"~~rrp~~~=~~h:tt

I

• Logarithmic, Tlma/Date & Linear Axes.
• Easy Curve Flttlng and Data Smoothing.

Inquiry 699.

Inquiry 693.

A software package for line-of-sight radio systems.
Will calculate antennae heights. reflection points,
diversity heights and avallablllty. Plots profile to
&Ct98n ; Epson, OKI, NEC and Laser printers;
HP/GL and DM/PL plotters. US $450 Inclusive of
Airman.

TECHNICAL GRAPHICS - - ·
- - - FROM ANY LANGUAGE

P.O. Box 1373, Somerville, MA 02144
(617) 628-5217

-·

Inquiry 694.

Linear~ScaJl~ • G~s with error bars • AU10 PLOT •
1

8

1

9

ScaJi:;;• F~lI ~1~ B.ul~~ ~m:'!'31-~~ 1~=

• Curve fitting • Statistlcs • CGA, EGA & Hercules Compali
b'8. 40 pen p6ottera supported.

BV Engineering Professional Software

2023 Chicago hie., Suite 013, Rlwrslde, CA 92MI
VISA/MC
(714) 781-0252

Inquiry 695.

212-418-8469

Inquiry 700.

PROFESSIONAL GRAPHICS FOR
SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS
PC/MS-DOS • Macintosh
FREE 48-page Catalog

=

24-18 Steinway St., Suite Ql5, Aslcrla. NY 11103

POPULAR HGRAPH
SCIENTIFIC 20 & 30 graphic rou1lnes for IBM PC, \l\X,
SUN and Madntcsh. F'<Mer1ul, easy ID use. Multiple torQ.
device and machine Independent. Uses max resofutlon.
Links with FORTRAN. Pascal, C, Modula-2 and
QulckBaslc. $119.00
Custom
software
development.
UGraph-the graphics edl10r available nowf

Heartland Software, Inc.
234 S. Franklin, Ames. IA 50010

(515) 292-8216

Inquiry 701 .

JULY 1989 •BYTE
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SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS
GRAPHICS PRINTER SUPPORT
AT L.ASTl Use the PrtSc key to make quality scaled
B&W or color reproductions of your display on any
dol matrix, inkjet, or laser printer. GRAFPLUS sup
ports all versions of PC or MS-DOS with IBM ~ncl.
EGA, \/GA), 78cmar, and Hercules graphics boards.

SOFTWAR8LANGUAGES

SOFTWARE/PACKAGING

FORTRAN for Macintosh

HARD 10 FIND COMPUTER SUPPLIES FOR
SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS & POWER USERS

Language Systems FORTRAN Is a ful~featured FOR
TRAN T7 complier integrated w/Mf'W. Full ANSI FOR
TRAN 77 plus VAX-type extensions. SANE numerical
calculatioos & data types incl. COMPLEX"16. 68000,
68020 and 68881 object code. ArrS!fS greater than 32K.
Link with Pascal, C, MacApp. $359 w/Mf'W via air.
MCNISA/Check. MAC+, SE, Mac II. HD roq.

$49.95.

Jewell Technologies, Inc.

• II
i.

Anthropomorphic Systems, Limited

Language Systems Corp.

4740 44th Ave. SN, Seattle, WA 98116

378-B E. Saint Chartes Rd., Lombard, IL 60148

441 Cartlsle Drive, Herndon, VA 22070

800-628-2828 x527 (206) 937-1081

~

(703) 478-0181

1·800-DEAL-NOW

,.

Inquiry 708.

Inquiry 702.

SAVE

Arabic Software & Manuals

We aleo h&YB 'fyYek S Mallera • 8\ndars • Vlny\ Pages

We a1W a complete 90ftwat'9 packaging eervlce.

Hice & Associates

9303 Cincinnati-Columbus Rd., West Ch11ter, OH 45069
513-777-0133

TLX 23490 MYCOMP EM, FAX 00971 (2) 342871

Inquiry 703.

Inquiry 709.

Inquiry 715.

SOFTWARE/MATHEMATICS

SOFTWARE/PRINTING

MATH EDITING FOR THE PC

STANDARD GRAPHICS
NOVA XGLIB: Optimized. WlndOW/lllewport, area, splines,
flgu"' fill , bordeni, text (scale, rotate, align), bitmaps, bitblt,

x'
I

keyboard, mouse, image capture. Over 150 !unctions. $75.

PC_VDI: Outline fillable taxt, lncludas Segmentallon. Free
Demo Dl1k. 1395,
Both products ANSI CGI competlllle, dnveni for printer, plot·
ter, HP laser. CGA/EGANGA. For moat "C" compliers, MS

PRINTER GENIUS
Powertul memory.resident printer management • Con

= E'"
[x''°{"l]
+(I !Fds)
k•O
k
It.
Voi±fJX

trol printer features from menus or within documents
• Print spool-lo-disk flies or memory • Background print
• Fiie & directory browse• Ed~ small text• and more.. •
• User friendly pop.up screens • 92-page manual •
Preset for all prlntera • Completely flexible • PC
MS-DOS • $89 + $4 S/H • VISA/MC

• MsthEdit constructs math eqvstlons to be ln11rted Into
WordPerfect snd msnuscrlpt documonn.
• U5er.frlendly lntar1acs-no new word proussor nHds
to be /earned.
• MsthEdfl-$149

FORTRAN, QulokBASIC. Demos, manual.

NOVA INC.

P.O. BOX 88978, Schaumburg, IL 60168

312-882-4111

Inquiry 704.

K-TALK

50 McMlllen ltte., Suice 100

COllllUPllCAJ"tOIQ

(614) 284·3535

Nor Software Inc.

527 3rd Ave. . Sutte 150, New York, NY 10016

ColumbUI, Ohio 43201

(212) 213-9118

Inquiry 710.

Inquiry 716.

SOFTWARE/INVESTMENT

SOFTWARE/SCANNERS

MATHEMATICIANS-ENGINEERS

Comparw l;H9r 1,300 Mutual Fundl with Buslneaa Week'• Mu1ual
Fund Soofeboard and )(JUr IBM PC°' compa2ible. Uae 1lmp• menu
commands to search and tort on OY9f 25 Jntormatlon fl'eld11. No ad
ditional software required. Data tran1por11 easlly lO Lotus 1-2-3.
Semch, lCllal, avarege, rank, dilpmy and print 18portl--al the louch
ot. keyl
Only Ml.IS each lor en Equity or F\xed Income Dl1k81111
1181.15 per IUbacrlptlDn flQr either the Equity or Flud Income version
1218.ID lot 1 1ubKtipt1on ta both _..,.1on1 (• lllYlng1 of UGI)
Order now or 18calw mor9 lnformatk>n by calling 1400-553-3575
(In llllnol1, call 1-312-250-9292)

Optlcal Character Recognition

Have you ever seen functions of a complex
variable? Would you like to really understand
differential operators like div, grad and curl?
How about a peek into the fourth dimension?
Call or write for Information on our latest PC
and Macintosh software.

Lascaux Graphics

orwrt1•••:Buslness Week Diskettes

3220 Steuben Ave., Bronx, NY 10467

...

Inquiry 705.

Inquiry 711.

OPTIONS

FUTURES

I

MARKET QUOTATION MONITOR
85-page book covers satellite and radio data reception of

llnanclal news end quotes tor your PC, $19 (lncluiles demo
dilkette). Free lnformallva catalog ol
• Data recelvum and kits

'

Essex Publlshlng Co.
1

DATA ACQUISITION I ANALYSIS ON PCs

6400 Homs SI., 112, Emeryville, CA 94608 (415) 653'J3117

1-800-233-9604

111 E. Drake Rd, Suite 7041, Fort Collins, CO 60525

Inquiry 706.

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC
• Free appllcatJon lllllanoe. Tel us abotrt pir CSP, PfOC11S8 contrct, ND

MIX BOOKSHELF

DATArx

Inquiry 717.

COMPLETE MUSIC SELECTION

• Education • Interfaces • ~Ices
Write for free catalog or call for free consultation.

$2 Shipping & Handling

P.O. Box 391, Cedar Grove, NJ 07009
(201) 783-6940

Songwriters, arrangers, teachers and musicians. Explore
the options of a MIDI set-up. All computers supported
with the largest &election of software and hardware for
various appllcatlons.

• R8COldlng/Sequenclng • Sound Edltor1
• Publishing • Cables • Computer-Aided Composition

• Quote proce1&lng and display aoftwa!'ll
• Daacrambllng software utlllllea

303-223-2120

'.1
p

SOFTWARE/MUSIC
Turn Your PC Into A

1

Stop retyping: PC·OCR• software will convert typed or
ptirted pages into editable text files for your \\Old processoc
Worl<s with HP Scan.Jet, Panasonic and most other scan
ners. Supplied with 18 popUar fonts. User trainable: you
can leach PC-OCR'" to read virtually any typestyle. ind.
foreign fonts. Proportional text. matrix plinler output. Xerox
copies OK. $385. Checi<NISAIMC/AmExpCOD

....__~~~~-<M21_2_1_&s_4_~_42_9~~~~w
~~ •~

P.O. Box 621, Elk Grove, IL 60009

STOCKS

SAVE

We do disk labels (5V• • & 3'h)
• Batter • FasWr • Cheaper •
we apaciallze fn dlak labels ... Let's Talk

TEL 00971 (2) 335030 Box n96 Abu Dhabi, U.A.E

301 593-0683

SAVE

Becauee

MY COMPUTER

MICROCOMPATIBLES

301 Prelucfe Dr., Dept. B, Sliver Spring, MD 20901 USA

SAVE

LET'S TALK LABELS

We are the largest shippers of the abCl\19 etc.
at the cheapest prices ever to any part of
the worldlll
HURRYI Call Us Now and ask for our free listl

var/Illy of compllsra, graphics bds., plotters and prlntem.

312-629-5160

Inquiry 714.

lU: ARABS In America/Canada/Europe/Australla/Etc.

FORTRAN PROGRAMMER?
Now you can call 2·D and 3-0 graphlca routines within your
FORTRAN program.
GRAFMATIC: screen routines $135.
PL.OrMATIC: plotter driver
135.
PRINTMATIC: printer driver
135.
For the IBM PC, XT, /fJ & ccmpatlblea. We support e

•

~ blndenl & slipcases like IBM's. Vinyl binders, bax8s, end
toldelll In many slms. Disk pagea. OIN8iapes, & labels. Low
quantity Imprinting. Bulk disks. Ewrythlng you need to bring
your software to mar1<BI. Disk and binder mailers. Much moral
Lew Pncesl Fast seMce. Call a 
for a FREE CATALOG.

Inquiry 712.

or°"needs.Ourexp1rtenglneerlngllatlwlll pro.tklll)OUwith•~
moluti::lntoftl)O'll'ne.:l•tllldbldget.
•ND & IEEE 488boeldl ham~ SclentH\:: Salllllona Mel Nll

·-..

llorlll lns!Nmenl8.
• An6l)9ll &oftwate Inducting PRSME fitClOA FFT s~ne lbwy,
FOURIER PERSPECTNE I ~ lnear ~ 1n111y911.
W'd Galdtn.

""""-""""·~-~

Sdentl~ 2 & 30 11'Jtllca.
See ''WMl't .._.. pege BO. BYTE Jut)', 1988
LOW PAICfS S IJ aftol1 OIWiAN1E'ED

ALLIGATOR TECHNOLOGIES
PO Be>< 9106, Fourakl \laJJeof, CA 92709
Tel. (714) 950-9984
FAX . (714) BS0-9187
MO. AWGATOR

Inquiry 718.

SOFTWARE/LANGUAGES
FORTH with DRUMA FORTH·83

The ENTER·talner

c11p Mum & u11111y
300 Songs 6 Sound Effects • FUN & Educlllonall

Break the 84K banlar wtltlout •P••dlmpaoe pen11tty.
w.n d••lgned, attracUwty priced. '83 llllndard.
• 1Mb+ automated memory management
•On-line documentation, MCll/block files
• Many powerful and useful features
• Other products: windows. modules, profiler

• IBM PC/XT/AT & all compatibles
Wrtta or call for FREE example dl1katta.

POI Music Software

DRUMAINC.
6448 Hwy. 290 East E103, lluatln, TX

Orders: 512·323·0403

296

78723

88oard: 512-323·2402

Inquiry 7fJ7.

BYTE • JULY 1989

I

By far the blggeat & best collecllon on the market for DOS
machines. Play Ilka a jukebox through ~ur PC speaker or
clip & dlstrfbute In ~ur own programs. BASIC source code
Included-no royalties required. lnh>packed 172-page
manual. s.2s• or 3.5" disks. Requires BMIC 2.0 or later.
$29.95+$3.50 S&H MCN1SA1Mo. Money.Back Guarantee!

P.O. Box 16655, Boulder CO 80308
(800) 727-4140 In Colorado (303) 440-4140

Inquiry 713.

POWERFUL EQN SOLVER
RISK-FREE $99 OFFER Wrth Top 10 WoJtf Processor!
" Simple to dlffenlntfate or Integrate." SCI.Solt
Gnlph ICfOle slngularttln • Non Unoar • Coupled (singular! dilf
eqn • Arrt OR!er any number • I - {singular) /mgr.ls • New
lundionsllloorithms.'sotullons • Frt 60th ooler CUMlS to imporled 
• COMPLEl<ireal roots • Programming • C oradelin~loos • 1,1 dig/I

• More . ''Dov. !"8'40,..... EET'""". MS006, 64<»(8,
graphlat can! • CURVE"
C4LL 1004Y , 800-848-5353.)(100

VISA/MC/COD/Check

Curve Svstems lnternatlonal
11693 San

Inquiry 719.

.. 1

V"ic::ente SNd., Suite 350. L.A., CA 90049

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC

Chaos/Nonlinear Dynamics

POWER FFT

DS:I $250.00
DS:ll $350.00
CHAOS IN THE CLASSROOM $49.95

High performance FFT routine library for the IBM~PC For·
ward/Inverse FFT, Prfma Factor, 11nd Ganeral·N single end
double precision f.p. routines. Over 6000 efficient lengths up
Jo 64K points. Complex 1024 FFT In .1425 on Compeq 20MHz
3861387 or .840s on Compaq 12MHz 286/SMHz 287. Also i n~
eludes integer FFT to 18K points. Complex 1024 In .060/.144s •
on Compaq 20MHz 386112MHz 286. Multldlmenslon and real
transforms, all routines. Use with most C, FORTRAN, Pascal,
Basic products.

DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS, INC.

SOFFTEC

• Ordinary and Deley Differenti al Equation Solvers • Bifurcation
Diagrams• 2· and 3-D Plotting, Sequential Magnification,
PolncarS Sections• Next Maximum, 1·D & Circle Maps
•Phase Portraits with Multiple Initial Conditions • Spedral
Analysis, Fractal Dimensions, Lyapunov Exponenls

P.O. Box 35241, Tucson, 1\1. 85740, 602-825-1331

ses 1;11.:~ct~~p~7~~

P.O. Box 2363, Westford, MA 01886

Inquiry 720.

Inquiry 726.

Linear, Log, Weibull , Normal, Lognormal Axes
• 60,000 data • Curve fitting • 20 symbols •
Transformations • CGA/EGA/HP Plotters.
Send for our 32-page catalog of engineering/
scientific software.

manuals, lndudlng Tutotlal, Function Pages, and Example Programs.
Includes Real and Coomplex Linear Algebra, Eigensystems. Oifferen·
tlal Equations, Quadrature, Smoothing, Filtering and Prediction,
MultlVarlate Statistics, Munl-Dimensional Optimlzallon, Linear Pro
gramming, Curve Fitting and lnterpolallons, etc. $295 object only
and $395 with C source code.

Software Consultlng Group
P.O. Box 3298, Santa Clara, CA 95055

EIGENWARE TECHNOLOGIES
13090 La Viste Or., Saratoga, CA 95071J

The BASS System™
Why use up 8 meg and 640K just to run a data
step on your PC? Now you can run your data step
code and statistical procs with asystem that takes
only 1 meg and 400K (and costs only $399)! Free
information:

BASS Institute, Inc.
P.O. Box 349, Chapel Hill, NC 27514
(919) 933·7096 or BB: (919) 968·6755 (N,8,1)

Inquiry 732.

SP·4 Plotting Program

C SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY

Extensive library of matrix, mathematical, and statlsttcal routines.
Developed and documented for use by technical specialists and
C programmers in 1958arch, education, engineering, and scientific
applications. Over 550 functions, superior documentatlon-four

STATISTICS

Go with SOLO
Statistics and graphics for the PC. Quick and easy
to use. All the popular statistics plus the latest In
graphics. For business professionals for occasional
use, researchers for basic statistics, or students.
Satisfaction guaranteed! $149 complete with
graphics. Call today. VISA or MC.

BMDP Statlstlcal Software, Inc.
1440 Sepulveda Blvd., Suite 316, Los Angeles, CA 90025

(408) 446-1008

(408) 857-1184

Inquiry 721.

(213) 479.7799 .

Inquiry 727.

Inquiry 733.

ORDINARY/PARTIAL
DIFFERENTIAL EQN
SOLVER

about the special computer product or service
that you provide belongs In print.

FOR THE IBM PC & COMPATIBLES

can help you reach computer professionals and
produce valuable Inquiries for your company!

YOUR SALES MESSAGE

THE BUYER'S MART

MICROCOMPATIBLES INC.

Call Brian Higgins for more information

301 Prelude Dr., Sliver Spring, MD 20901

Inquiry 722.

NEW RELEASE NOW AVAILABLE. Even better
graphics, expanded on-line help, and much more.
Still only $590. Quantity and Academic Discounts
available. $20 Demo. Call toll-free for more Infor
mation . t>:X./VISA/MC.

1 ·800-STATAPC
Computing Resource Center
Inquiry 734.

Inquiry 728.

'

-

10801 National Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90064
(213) 470-4341

603-924-3754

(301) 593-0683

STATA

..

SOFTWARE/SECURITY

o'1r:' =

CodeSafe'" Virus Protection System
=~fb-O~~~i~:ssl~~~·~~= ~~~:kl, ttrf

OUR C4TALOG WILL SAVE YOU TIME AND MONEY/
It describes (I) GRAPH, a $79 scientific plotting pro·
gram; (Ii) MINSO, a powerful $179 package for curve
fitting and modal dl!Y91opment; (iii) LAPLACE, a slmula·
tlon program employing numerical Inversion of trans
forms ($249); and (Iv) RSTRIP for exponential stripping
($249). Call today for our free 16-page catalog with
detailed technlca application notes.

Qike other products) • Detects conuptlon of Boot MClor. and
su,.
port:e a!I PCJMS-OOS machines • DOS 2D to 4.0 • Mono, Htte. CGA, EGA
• lndueles both sv.· and 3VJ• dltkl • Ttlntpa1ent to UMt • Wtmlng wi~
dcMI: will open, with options If apl'Obl1moccurs • Memory resident approx.

10 to 20 K, depending on !he number of files.

TOLL·FREE TECH SUPPORT • 30-D•y Mon.,,.eaek Guarantee
Visa and Muter CstrJ acctpttld

NOT COPY-PROTECTED SIUI

ChrlsWare, Inc.

MlcroMath Scientific Software

15415 N. Eden Dr., Eden Prairie, MN 55346

Salt Lake City, Utah 84121-3144
For orders or catalogs call: (BOO) 942-MATH

24·HOUR SERVICE TOLL·FREE 1·800-325-8448
In Minnesota or International Call Collect (612) 9411-1116

CREATIVE RESEARCH SYSTEMS
15 Lone Oak Ctr., Dept. B, Petaluma, CA 94952

707-765-1001

Inquiry 735.

Inquiry 729.

Inquiry 723.

THE SURVEY SYSTEM
An easy-to-use package designed specifically for
questionnaire data. Produces banner format cross
tabs & ielated tables, statistics Qnd. iegrassion) & bar
charts. Codes and reports answers to open-end
questions. All reports are camera-ready for profes·
sional presentations. CRT interviewing option.

SOFTWARE/SORT
Scientific/Engineering/Graphics Libraries
Turbo Pascal, Turbo C, Microsoft C
Send for FREE catalogue of software tools for Scientists and
Engineers. Includes: Scientific subroutine libraries, device
Independent graphics libraries (including EGA, HP plotter
and Laserjet support), scientific charting libraries, 3-D plot·
ting library, data acquisition libraries, menu-driven process
control software. Versions available for a variety of populaf

Quinn-Curtis

OPT-TECH SORT/MERGE

STATISTICS CATALOG!

Extremely fast Sort/Merge/Select utility. Run as an
MS-DOS command or CALL as a subroutine. Sup
ports most languages and file types induding Btrieve
and dBASE. Unlimited file sizes, multiple keys and
much more! MS·DOS $149. XENIX $249.

Call for the catalog full of profasalonal programs for general
statistics, analy&is of variance, regreaalon, questionnaire
anal)'!ls and quality control. Thoroughly tested and easy to
use, the programs come with compl819 documentation. Pro
grams available for PC or Apple II. Cail Joli free now for your
free catalog,

(702) 588-3737

HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMICS

1191 Chestnut St., Unit 2-5, Newton, MA 02184

Opt-Tech Data Processing

9010 Reseda Blvd. , Suite 222
Northrldge, CA 91324

(617) 965-5660

P.O. Box 67B - Zephyr Cove, NV 89448

(800) 451·3030 (818) 993-8536 (CA)

languages.

Inquiry 736.

Inquiry 730.

Inquiry 724.

STATISTICS
DlalSEARCH data transfer

by

SX STATISTIX

phone; prestores search

strategies for your literature and data searches on DIALOG ,
BAS, STN , or other data bases. Cuts down on-line time.
Olalsearch saves your results automatically, eliminating the

PC Magazine Editors Cholcel
• Easy to learn and use • Fast Free Support

risk of losing your data.

• Money-Back Guarantee
At $179 SX outperforms higher priced programs!
If you value your time and money,
call today for FREE SX demo disk

The unique user Interface allows even novices to perform on·
line searches without special training. For $85 on IBM PC

Sv.'', IBM 3•h", CPM 5v..'', and Apple MacintDsh disks. :JO.day

$ back. VISA/MC/P.O.

Scientific LOGICS Inc.

612-631-2852

21910 Alcazar /we.• Cupertino, CA 95014

Analytical Software
Inquiry 731.

(408) 446-3575 Compuserve 74017,6643

Inquiry 725.

Bax 13204, R<MJ11~ MN ss113

SIR/DBMS DEMO KIT (7.5 Mb) $49.95
Since 1976, SIR/DBMS has PIONEERED Adw.nced DBMS
Technology DESIGNED to handle the changing complffxities of
SclentHlc. Englnffrtng, and Re11arch Databaae Management.

SIR/DBMS is also OESIGNED to Provide THE BEST DIRECT In
terfaces to SAS, SPSS, BMOP, & SYSTAT. SIR/DBMS offers True

Applicalion Level Portablllty from PCs thru Supercomputers!

MAYBE YOU SHOULD TRY SIR/DBMS??
Order Now/ Ref Buyer's Mart Spec/al Offer/

SIR, A Division of Inter Systems Inc.
312-480-9270 (IL)

703-642-1600 (VA)

Inquiry 737.
JULY 1989 •BYTE
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UTILlllES

UTILITIES

STATISTICS
MINITAB's a PC of cake!
MINITAB's Intuitive commands are e9Sf to use e.nd
remember. Features descriptive stallstlcs, regres
sion, time series, chi-square, hi-res graphics, much
more. PC version Incl. LOTUS Interface, data editor,
network pricing. Call for FREE brochure.

$79.95!!

COPY AT TO PC-BRIDGE-IT 3.5

"CPYA1'2PC" REUAllLY writes 360l<ll l'oppiea on t2 MB d<Ms, ..,;ng a
slot ID< aaecond hanl disl< or tape back<1p
Only S19llO + SIH
"BRIDGE.fl 3..1" b a DEVICE DRIVER aupporllng 311" 721JKBnMM8
d<Ms ~r PCOCOO wilhout upgrading DOSIBIOS. Oti~ '39ll0 + SIH
BRIDGE.fl 3..1 BUNDLED Wrllt INTERNAL U•MBDRIVE !J

"'*

$129ll0 + SIH

Vl!WMCICOO

Order the RED Utiltties now! Programs include:
Disk cache speeds hard and floppy disks. Printer
spooler. Batch fila compiler speeds batch files.
Path command for data files. Wild card excep
tions. Sort directories. Over 10 more programs.
IBM PC. Visa/MC. Send for free catalog.

UPS BIR

MICROBRIDGE COMPUTERS

Mlnltab, Inc.
3081 Enterprise Dr., Stale College, PA 16801

(814) 238-3280

655 Sky Wat Suite 113, San Carlos, CA 94070
1-415-593-8777(CA)
1-514-84!HIB18 (CANADA)

The Wenham Software Company

1-415-593-16111 (FAX)
1-800-523-8777

5 Burley St., Wenham, MA 01984

(508) 774-7036

Inquiry 749.

Inquiry 744.

Inquiry 738.

WORD PROCESSING
PC-REFERENCE

NCSS

Professional, easy to use, menu-<lrlven statlstlcel
system. Used by over 5,000 researchers.
1

: ~:~ ~~~s~\: (~~:~D~i~9

: ~~ ~b::,~~~~s:;t-$49
• 5.5 Survlvsl Analysls-$59
• 5.6 Forecastlng-$69
We accept checks, PCs, Visa, MC. Add $3 alh.

NCSS·B

801·548-0445

865 East 400 North, Kaysville. UT 84037

FARSI I GREEK I ARABIC I RUSSIAN

The bast computer publlcatlons on~lne index. Find
articles by k~rd, date lntervel, author, title, publlca
tlon, type (article, review, etc.) or any combination. Our
packing method gets more Info Into smaller filee. Writ·
tan In optimized C and assembler for speed and com
pactness. Byte, PC Mag, Personal Computing, PC Com·
putlng, PCTJ, more-get just Iha ones you want. As low
as $49.95 per year.
Nova Software
Box 37464 • Albuquerque, NM 87178
(505) 836-8400

Hebrew, all European, ScandlnllYtan, plue either Hindi, Pun
Jabl, Bengali, Gujarati, Tamil, Thal, Korean, Viet, or IPA. FIA~
featured multi-language word processor supports on-scrven
foreign characters and NLO printing with no hardware

modifications. lncludee Font Editor. $355 dot matrix; $150
edd'l for laser: $19 demo. SIH In U.S. lncl'd. Req. PC, 840K,
graphics. 30·day Guuan!ee. MCIVISA/AMEX

GAMMA PRODUCflONS, INC.
710 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 609, Santa Monica, CA 90401
213/394-8822 Tix: 5106008273 Gamma Pro SNM

Inquiry 750.

Inquiry 745.

Inquiry 739.

Recover deleted files fast!

DuangJan

The only statistical software encompassing
Forecasting & Time Serles Analyala
Quality and Productivity Improvement
General Statlatlcal Analyala
f'N1llable on both DOS and 0512 operating systems.
Cell today for more Information

Disk Explorer OOH includes automatic file recovsry. You
type in the deleted file's name. Disk Explorer fnds and
restores it. Disk Explorer also sh<™l whats really on disk;
view, change or create formats. change a file's stalus,
change data in any sectoc MS-DOS $75 U.S. Check/Credi!
card welcome.

Biiinguai word processor for English and: Armenian,
Bengal!, Burmese, Euro/l..atln/Afrtcen, Greek, Gujarati,
Hindi, Khmer, Lao. Punjabi, Russian, Sinhalese, Tamil,
Telugu , Thal, Ukranlan, Viet, . .. Only $109+$5 s/h
(foreign + $12 s/h). Font editor Included. For any IBM
compatibles with dot-matrix & LaserJet pri nter. Demo
$9+$1 a/h.

Scientific Computing Associates

45 Charles St. E. 3rd Fl.
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4Y 1S2
(416) 961·8243

SCA STATISTICAL SYSTEM

4513 Uncoln Ave., Suite 108, Lisle, IL 60532, USA
Phone: (312) 960-1698
FAX: (312) 960-1815

QUAID SOFTWARE LIMITED

,
11

MegaChomp Company
3436 Cottman Ave., Phlladelphle, PA 19149-1606

(215) 331·2748

FAX: (215) 331·4188

Inquiry 751.

Inquiry 740.

ARABISE YOUR PCI

StatPac Gold"'

StatPac Gold is the award-winning statistics and
forecasting package that delivers. It's last, ftexibte,
easy lo use and dependable Ttrne-tested and loaded
with features. You be the judge. Get the facts! Call
for your FREE brochure.

1·800-328-4907

Walonlck Associates, Inc.
6500 Nicollet Ave. S., Minneapolis, MN 55423
(612) 866·9022

Inquiry 741.

PC-Write 3.0 - Shareware

The ARABKIT paokage converts your PC to a fully blllnguel
Arabk:/lJ!tin syslem. Run popular software (Lotus 1-2-3, dBase
111+ •.etc.) In English AND/OR

Fast, lull featured word processor for IBM PC. Now edit&
large files & multiple columns. Also spell check, mallmBfllO,
n-ng, ASCII, and macros. Essy-lo-use, optional menus.
Supports 500 printers Incl. lassrs. Software, guide and
tutorial on disk: $19. Reglstratlon with manual, aupport
newsletter and 2 free updalas: $99.
Bo-day money-back guarantae. VISA/MC.

Arabic,with on screen Arabic

~=ag:AL~A~~rdl~"~la~~e~~~i~~har~~

proceasor.

EGA verslon-$299 MONO version (Inc Mono cerd)-$349
Add 151\b \OIT If ordering In U.K

ROCKETFIELD COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Quicksoft
1-800-88B-808B
219 First Ave. N., #224-BYTC, Seattle, WA 98109

86 Birch Hell Lane, Manchester M13 OXZ, U.K.
Tel: 061·224 4032 FAX: 061·256-3279

Inquiry 746.

Inquiry 752.

UTILITIES
ALL FORMAT DISK UTILITY
This unique disk utllty for the IBM-PC will
eutomatlcally adept to any disk format. Once
adapted, you can vary all the disk parameters to
adjust to all DOS flle formats. It Is a simple matter
to then Edit, Copy the Allen disk or even transfer files
to MS-OOS disks. Price US$45, Includes C source.

AME Computing Systems
16 Leyte Drive, Surrey Downs, Australia 5126

DATABASE UTILITIES
NORTAK Software Ltd. now offers a menu-<lriven
ASSIST-Ilks file utlllty for dBASE, Clipper, and Fox
BASE. Self-contained (.EXE Ille), fast and simple
to use.
SINGLE VERSIOM-$35; :WERSION PACKAGE-$60.
To order call:

SHOSHIN Systems Inc.

USA 1-800-267-0755

Info Only

(618) 251-1008

Canada

1-8-00·267-8856

613-235-2310

VISA and MC accepted

Inquiry 742.

Inquiry 747.

I
I

YOUR

SALES
MESSAGE

about the
· special computer product
or service that you
provide belongs in print.

THE BUYER'S MART
BETTER PRINTER CONTROL
PRINTSELECTOR provides a menu of printer func
tions & embeds printer control Inside documents.
ft 's better because menu-controlled menu
generators allow you to customize embedded con
trols and menus for your printer and your needs.
MSOOS 5.25" Cllly •

SSOOO.WIO SIH+65111 monlerorrece!Ye lnlo:

lax In CA

Brook King Systems
10084-7 Larwln /We., ChalSwOrth, CA 91311
(818) 882-8451

Inquiry 743.
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LOGGER®
Logger, for IBM-PC and compatibles, tracks and
reports: User, Time on, Time off, Directories used, Pro
grams used, Program start/end time, and calculates

totals. Tracks directories/flies: Opened, Created,
Renamed, Deleted. Completely transparent. Ratalls
for $74.95 wtth quantity discounts available.

System Automation Software, Inc.
8555 16th St., Sliver Spring, MD 20910
1-800-321·3267 or 1·301·565· 8080

Inquiry 748.

can help you reach
computer professionals
and produce valuable inquiries
for your company!
Call

Brian Higgins
for more information

603-924-3754
Inquiry 753.

I

• Network up to 50 serial ports over asingle pair ol telephone wires in any topology ...
transparent to all software. Bull! In menus and help screens.
•Access any PC, printer, modem, plotter, or minicomputer from your keyboard!!
• Choose print destination from within spread sheet or word processor with POP UP
communications utility. lrcludes backgr!U"d PRll!T SPOCl.ll«l and X/YlllOdel,
•Uses existing lelephone wires In most offices. Easy lo Install, lraln and use.
•Add stand-alone BusOrivers, one at a time, at any point along the network, or use
standard telephone splitters to add separate addressable ports to a single jack!
•SPECS: Distributed, packet-switched, lull-duplex, asynchronous, RS-232 data
network. Supports 50 devices, independent speeds up to 38, ~00 BPS (all devices may
be simultaneously engaged in lull-duplex conversation).

s350 :~~Driver II MCOI
s2·95
(508] 898-2500
(1 per port)

Amla.boob g,ive-s you the urnn. ........ 111111 ftlllWD information you
need to design PC-compatible systems faster and better. And you have con
trol of your design from the ground up - our firmware and software pro
ducts include 11111:1 .-el Plus all the utilities you need.
Do hardware design? Dldlr lllalt•'a 1M DRAM SuperSpec is the first of a
series of hardware books you won't want to miss. And a PC Bus timing book
is on the way! Start by getting these books:
AT lilaKlt: an AT Blas with source code you can modify. With setup
& debug. 380 pages with disk, $199
XT lilaKlt: Includes a debug. 270 pages with disk, $99
111111 Wll*lnl Sl,,._.11 for XT BlosKlt: Includes ASIC setup, turbo
speeds, 60 pages with disk, $49
lM DRAM s.,.l'Splc: Design your memory to all mfg's specs at once!
Lots of timing diagrams & tables, $79
Prlllltlt: Puts anything In Eprom or SRAM; DOS, your code, data,
you name itl With source on disk, $179
SyaKlt: Here's a debug/monitor you can use even with a brand X
Blos. Includes source, of course. $69
XT·AT H11ll•k: The famous pocket-sized book jam-packed with
hardware &software info. $9.95 ea. or 5 or more for $5 each.
Soflwafe tools: .You need MSC &MASM 5.1 for modifying the Kit products.
i Mention this ad when you order and get a f,. XT·AT
•IAI._. . . H11llllllk llr Cllliaur I fOlllrl Hurry before we come to our
senses and change our minds.

=:El

Annabooks

12145 Alta Carmel Ct Suite 250-262
San Diego, California 92128

=

(619) 271 ·9526 Money-back guarantee

Each In
Six-Packs

CONVERT 720K 3.5" DISKETTES TO 1.44M
You may already know that the difference between low and high
density 3.5" floppies is in the plastic case. The 1.44 meg high density
diskettes have a hole In the case not found in tile 720K low density
diskettes.
A low density 3.5" diskette can be formatted and used as a high
density diskette after a small hole is placed In the plastic case. This
hole should not be drilled because drllllng may leave small particles
that can corrupt the media.
We have developed a precision device that will place a clean hole
in the proper location every time. Our diskette puncher Is made in
America of all steel and aluminum, no plastic. The punch mechanism
is a combination of cold drawn tempered steel and hollow ground
chrome steel that will make many clean, money saving punches.
SAVE MONEY. The high density 3.5" disks typically cost about
3 times what the low density disks cost. By buying the cheaper disks
and converting them to high density, you can save 60% to 70% on
floppies.
For more information on this money saving technique, see the
related article in the April issue of Computer Shopper (page 322).

-----TOORDERI-----·
ORDER TOLL FREE

1-800-446-5212 24 HOURS

VISA AND MASTERCARD ACCEPTED (no surcharge)
DISKETTE PUNCHER
$39.95
SHIPPING & HANDLING
$3.50

OUTSIDE U.S.A., APO/FPO, $10.00 SHIPPING
ARKANSAS RESIDENTS ADD S'Mi STATE SALES TAX

Or Send Your Order To: S & S Computer Products
P.O. Box 1486
Little Rock, Arkansas 72203

------24 HOURsi••llliiiill••
UNCONDmoiw. llONEY·BACK GUARANTEE.
IF, FDR ANY REASON, YOU ARE NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED WITH THE DISKETTE PUNCHER,

YOU MAY RETURN IT WITHIN TEN DAYS FOR A FULL REFUND.
(Tan-day money-back guarantee does not include return frelghl, or 1hlpplng and h1ndllng.)

Many low cost modems are faulty or very error prone •••• Not ours!!!
PERFORMANCE "I have recently had a lot of trouble getting 2400
BAUD MODEMS to work... this one is working perfectly ."R.T.,Moreno
Valley CA. SUPPORT "I get the impression that your company,
indeed, bends over backwards to provide service to its custdmer."
M.F., Selma CA. SUPERIOR TECHNOLOGY •.•The phone connection
is the main source of data errors. DYNAMIC IMPEDANCE STABILIZ·
ATION1M, DIS1M (invented by CompuCom) improves signal quality and
reduces these errors by up to 95% compared to a standard modem.
Model 2400 (without DIS) at $95 outperforms the low cost alternatives,
the 24DIS at $119 outperforms the challengers, regardless of cost. IBM
internal, Hayes compatible, made in USA, 6 COM ports, internal
speaker, five year warranty, Easy Com software, dealers inquire. If you
aren't totally satisfied, return within thirty days for a full refund I
March '89 p102 BYTE MAGAZINE
"Real dea/•••worked flne...qulte a bargain~·

CALL (408) 732-4500

(800) ?28-6648

This is the fastest floppy
interface tape drive around!

60MB TAPE DRIVES
Add 510
for Shipping

$

279

40MB Tape Sll
60MB Tape 530

External model now available for only
Works on PC, XT, AT's and 100%
compatibles. Connects to the internal
floppy (8:) connector or the optional
adapter card ($77). Comes complete with

$99 extra!

installation instructions and data compression software that allows up to
IOOMB data storage on a 40MB tape 
I SOMB on a 60M B tape.

UNINTERRUPTABLE
POWER SUPPLY
$
250 Watt Model
As Low As
Add S23 shippi•& in

279

Limited Time Only! Fantastic Prices Now On

LOW COST HARD DRIVES
For IBM and Tandy

$259
s399
5
399 s479 s599 s599 $699
5.lMB
95ms
ST·506
MFM XT Kit
32.7MB
65m1
ST·238
Jlll XT Kit

Add 510
ro...h1pp1n1.

~.~ . l

$149
$289

l8 m• Opeloul

1

42.8MB

40msST·l51
MFMXTKlt

80.2MB
llms ST-4096
MFM Bare

40~i.Pa!'lt 4~'1'.tslt~~~

lllms Optional
We provide !he best low cost, high quality, fast access
bnrd ·drh'C$ r r your IBM, 100% compatible or
Ta.ndy computer. Our XT and SCSI kits are com
I plc1e witb dri~ comroller, cables and installation
Lns1ruC01io1U, We ll!co nl ~ bra.rut new genuine Seagate
drl\'C!< so you can be assured of long trouble-free
dd"" life. Data transfer rates as fast as 500KB per
~ e c:a:nd MFM, 800KB RLL and !MB using SCSI.

2UMB
6!!ms
ST-225
MFM XT Kit

84.9MB
281111 ST-296N
SCSI Kit

Save on 32MB & 49MB Hard Cards
32.7MB
48ms
RLL

$329

49.IMB
40ms
RLL

s4g9

These units are completely assembled with brand new drives
and come read y to install. For IBM XT's, 100% compatibles
and Tandy IOOO/ IOOOA, SL, SX, TL, TX. Please specify the
exact make and model of your computer. One year parts and
labor warranty.

Hurry!

SupflY

Umued

120 Volt

300 Walt

120 Volt

500 Walt

120 Volt

600 Watt

120 Volt

1200 W att

120 Volt

1600 Watt

120 Volt

Protects Against
• Brownouts.
• Blackouts.
• Overvoltage.
• Overload.
• Spills/ Surges
• EMI

122.7MB
llm1ST·lol4R
RLL Bare

We provide software to park the heads (some drives
self-park). Tandy 1000 requires OMA and ROM
1.01+. Not for EX/ HX . Please specify the computer
brand and model when ordering. ST 506, 4096 and
4144R are full size 5\11", ST 157R is 3'h". All others
are half height 5\14. Sizes listed are after formatting.
One year parts and labor warranty. Satisfattion guar
anteed or your money back, less shipping.

250 Watt

lht lower 41 sla1es.

279
399
499
639
1099
1444*

$

230 t1olt uni!$ alw n•il•blt.
•Shlpptd motor rreight coiled.
Specify exact input voltattt.

28mt Optional

65.5MB

Mli

Total
Power
Protection!

'3

Features
• Two Audible Alarms.
• LED Displays.
• Optional Network Port.
• Transfer Times As Fast
As I Millisecond (De
pends on Model).

Save on Low Cost Floppys!
Select the drive or drives you want, pick the enclosure and approprialc

cable a nd we wm assemble and test at no additional cost 10 you. All
drives are brand new, not factory seconds, and carry a full one year

pans and labor warranty. Add $5 shipping and handling per drive.
360K 5.25" TEAC 558 bare .... ......... .............. ..... 5 79
720K 5.25" TEAC 55F bare ..... . . ......... ........... . . . .. .. 85
J.2M 5.25"TEAC 55FGH bare ......... .. ..... ......... ..... 15
360K 3.5" TEAC 358 bare .. .. .. ........ . . .... .... .. . . .. ... . 119
720K 3.5" TEAC 35F bare . .. . .. .......... . .. . . .... . ...... ... &5
l.44M 3.5" TEAC 35FGH bare ........ . ........ . ............ IS
5.25" mounting bracket for 3.5" drives . . . . ...... . .. .. ......... . 18
(Includes rails, signal & power adapter. Specify beigcorblaet f,..,.,plate)
Oual 3.5" external case/ power supply. Use with one or
two 3.5" drives (horizontal) ... . . . . . . .... . . . . . .. ...... ...... . $49
Dual 5.25" same as above except vertical . .... . . ... ..... .. . . . . . 59
IBM external floppycableforC/ 0. 0837 required ....... ..... . 39
(Add 510 for brushed Stainless Steel cover)

SOFTWARE SPECTACULAR! SENSATIONAL SAVINGS!
This list is only a small portion of our inventory! Call us for your software needs!
Quicken ........... ., .............................. S JI

MS-DOS® BUSINESS
SOFTWARE

Riahiwriter •...•••..••• • •••••••••••••.••••••••• . ••••• S2

Allways ........................................... S92
Borland Quattro (1-2-3 Clone) ......................... 169
Borland Sprint: The Work Pr0tessor •••••••••• • •• , •• , •• 138
DAC Easy Accounting (all veBion 3) .................... 61
DAC Easy Bonus Pack ............................... 123
DAC Easy Payroll .................................... 61
dBU< Ill Plus ....................................... 439
dllase IV ........................................... 499

Ventura Publisher 2.0 ............................... . S29
WordPerfect S.O ....................... , ............. 2SS

Copy II PC Oplion Board Deluxe .....................$116
Fas1back Plus . ...................................... I IS
Grammatik Ill ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , .54

Laplink Plus .........................................84

Chess Maslcr 2100 ...........,. .. , ................... $32
F-19 S1ealth Fighier. ............ , .....................43
Kina• Qu..1 I, II, Ill or IV ............................. 31

Microsoft Macro Assembler S. I • , • ._ ••••••••••••••••••••• i9
Microsoft Quick. BASIC Compl1er •••••••• • •••• • ••••• . •. 67
Microsoft Quick ..C. Compiler ., ........................ 67
Mic.rosoft Windows 286 ••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••67
Microsoft Windows 386 ••••..•••••••••••••••••••••••• l33
Nonon Utilities 4.S Advanced , .. , • , ........... , ........ 79

PC Tool• DeluxcS.O ................................. .4S

1

Procomm Plus ••••••• , •••• , ••••.•••••• , •• , ••••••••••• 46
Sideways ...... . ..................... , ••••••••••••••.• 42
X Tree Pro • •.••••••••• , ••.•••••••••••• , •• , •••••••• . •69

I

Desqview 386 ............. . ....... . .......... , ...... 116
Formtool . . . . ............. .. ..... ... ........... .. . . . . SS

Leisure Suit Larry ••••••• ,, • , ••• , •••• , •••••••• , •••• , •• 26
Leisure Suit Larry 11 •••••••••••••••••••.••••••.••.•••• JO
Mana1ing Your Money ...• . ••••••••••••••• . • , •••.•.•• 129
Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing .... , ..................... 33

Framework Ill .• , .••••• , •.•••• • •..•..•.. , .••.••••. , .J99
Generic Cadd , Level f •••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••• • •••• 28
Generic Cadd, Level 2 •••. , •..•..••.••••...••••••••••.• SS
Harvard Graphic! •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• . • , 299

Microsoft Flight Simulator .•• , ••• , ..... , ............. , • 37
Reader Rabbil , •••. , ••• , •• , , ••• , • , , ••• , , , ••••. , , •••• , 26
Test Drive ••••• , ••.•.•• , ... , , •• , , • , , .. , , , , , , • , • ,. , ••• 22

I>esqview • , ••••• , •••••••••••• , . •• ••• , •• , •• , • , , , •• , •.. 79

1-2-J 2.01 ......................... ., ........ • .319
Multiplan ................. . ....................... . 134
Pagemaker 3.0 .. ..... . ............................. ,S29

LOIUS

Peachtree Complete Sy!tem JI .......... . .............. 174
pfs: First Choice •••••••• , •• , • ••••••••••••••• , ••••••••• 99
pfs: First Publisher .••••••.••.••••••••••••••••••••••••• 83
pfs: P rofcssionat File with Report .............. , .. . ... , 169
pfs: Professional Plan ........ . ........................ 62
1

~~~~~°.!;i:~~d:e':~ ~.:::
~r,
1 0
~~;1 i~~ ft!~~~~~~:~~ :: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::ill
:: : : : : : ::: : : : :: ::: : : : : : :: : : :

QAA ............................................. 229

\clone
BYTE•

OTHER MS-DOS SOFTWARE

Ma1h Blasler Plus .................................... 2g

Typing Tutor IV ......... ... .......................... 31

Where in Europe is Carmen San Diego? .•••• , ••••• , • • , •• ,28
Where in U.S.A. is Carmen San Diego? •••• ,,,,.,,, •••• , .28
Where in World is Carmen San Diego? , • , ••••••••••••••• 25

MS-DOS LANGUAGES/UTILITIES
Au10Ske1ch ........................... , ....... , .... S SJ

Borland Sidekick P lus .......... ,, •• • •• , .• , ••••• , ..... 138

Borland Turbo BASIC ................................69

Borland Turbo C ....• , .••••••••.• • • •.•••..•••••• , ••• 104

Borland Turbo PASCAL with 8087/BCD ............ ,. .103

Carbon Copy " (need two copies) .............. , ....... II 9

Copy II PC .......................................... 21

BOOKS
T1keadv.nta1eof our vo1umediacounts and save 1 bundle I l ay
any J booll.land earn an addftlonalSJ dlKount. Buy 4and deduct
M . Buy 5, deduct 55, etc.
Using 1-2-3, Special Edition ••••• , .......................$19

dBase Ill Plus Handbook .............................. 17
dBase IV Handbook ............................... ., . 16

Managing Your Hard Disk . ............................ l6
MS-DOS Users Guide 3rd Edition ........... . .......... 17
Running MS-DOS .•••••••••••• . ••••.••.•• . ••••••••••. 17
Using Au10Cad .•• , ••. , •.••• ,., .•• , •••••••• , ••••••••• , 21
Using Managing Your Money ................. . .
IS
Using Parado:t .••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••. 17
04 . . . . . .

Using Q .t A......................................... 16
Using WordPerfcc1 4.2 ................................ 16
Using WordPerfect S ••• ............................... 19

mo· .1' -s·oo-527-0347ADR9

Res. U.S. Pai. orr:
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WordStar Pro Release S •••••••••••••• , •••• , ••••••••• •248
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.Call from

'

anywhere in the lo~er 48 states and Hawaii•

Clone 286 With

Clone 286 With

Clone 286 With

LOW PRICE

MEDIUM SPEED

HIGH SP EED

12MHz, 40MB HARD DRIVE,
EGA MONITOR

16MHz, 65MB HARD DRIVE,
VGA MONITOR

$1299

$1969

lOMHz, 30MB HARD DRIVE,
MONOCHROME MONITOR

$2429

Standard Features of All Clone 286 Computers:
• 640K/ I MB RAM Standard(seechart).
• 1:1 Interleave, 2 Floppy/2 Hard Disk
Controller (798 Kb/s RLL, 535 Kb/s
MFM.
• 360K, l.2M or l.44M (3.5'') Floppy
Drive (your choice).
• IOI Key Enhanced Keyboard (ClickTactile Option add $20).
• I Parallel, I Serial, I Joystick Port.
• 200 Watt Power Supply.
• On-Board Clock / Calendar with
Battery Backup.

CLONE
VALl ' E CHART

• FCC Certified.
• System Reset Switch Located on the
Front Panel.
• Setup in ROM.
• 80287 Math Coprocessor Socket.
• CPU Speed Switchable.
• Fully Expandable.
• Novell Compatible.
•One Year Parts and Labor Warranty.
•PC-Write - QModem - ExpressCalc
AutoMenu - HomeBase - Money
Master - Findex - Clone Utilities.

HERC
MONO

VGA
MONO

CCA
COLOR

EGA
COLOR

VGA
COLOR

Sl4S9
1559
1659
1959

,1719
1119
1919
2219

·SIS79
197'
2079
2379

Sll69
1969
2069
2369

$2029
1129
2229
2529

12MH&
640K
RAM
IWAIT
STATE

32MB RLL 65ms
42MB MFM 40ms
65MB RLL40ms
l22MB RLL 21ms

Sll99
1399
1499
1799

Sl579
1679
1779

12MHi·
IMB
RAM
OWAIT

SIU9
1549
1649
1949

Sl729
1129
1929
2229

$1609
1709

~TATE

32MB RLL 65ms
42MBMFM40ms
65MB RLL 40ms
lllMB RLL llms
32MB RLL 65ms
42MBMFM40ma
65MB RLL 40ms
lllMB RLL llms

Sl649

rMHzl
A~:i I
OWAITI
STATE1

Sl929
2029
2129
2419

Sll09
1909
2089
2309

2079

1749
1169
2149

1809
1109
I
I
I
I

Sl069
2169
1269
2569

I
I
I
I

m29
2329
2429
2729

ADD-ONs & ACCESSORIES
Autoawitching Hercules graphlcs/colorgraphics
video card w/printer pon, smooth scroll . •• . $ 49
Generic EGA card . 640 x 350 resolution .... 159
Generic VGA card. 640 x 480 resolution .••• 259
Math coprocessors. All types, speeds In stock.
Printer switch box, 2-position . 25 or 36 pin •• 29
Printer switch box, 4-posltlon. 25 or 36 pin •• 39
25 pin cable, 1O'. Molded ends. MM or MF • • • 16
38 pin cable, 10'. Molded ands. MM or MF ••• 20
Vertical CPU stand. Add $9 for wheel3 ...•• _ 24
AST Rampage 2MB EEMS memory board for

I
I
I
I

Ala. Comes with 512K RAM • ••• , •••••• ••. $439
Mas1erplece Plus power director . Includes
modem protection ... .......... . .......... 119
The Complete Fax 9600 .. •.••.•.• , •..•..•• 449
The Complete Answering Machine Board •• 227
The Complete Hand Scanner (400 CPI) • ••• 182
The Complete Hall-page Scanner • , ••••••• 195
Logltech ScanMan (400 DPI) .............. 219

PRINTERS
Star NX-10001Ucps, NLO , . . ... ........ , $179
Ster NX-1000 Rainbow, as abovew/color • •• 239
Siar NX-15 120/30 cps NLO, wide •. •••• •••• 319
Siar ND-15 180/45 cps •• ••••••• , •••••••••• 389
Siar NR-10 240/BO cps NLO ••••••••••••••• 349
Star NA-15 as above with wide carriage ••• • 449
Siar NB-15 300/100 cps NLO .•••• •• • ••••• • 759
Star NB24-10 21sn2 cps LO •• , • • , ••• , •• , • 469
Star NB24-15 as above with wide carriage •• 579
Siar NX-2400 170/57 cps LO 24, pin •• •• •••• 359
Panasonic KX-P1124, 80/192 cps, 24 pin ••• 359
Panasonic KX-P11911, 80col/120cps • •• •• • 269
Panasonic KX-P1180i, 80 col/144 cps •••••• 219
Panasonic KX-P10921, 80col/240cps •••••• 329
IBM parallel printer cable, molded ends ••••• 12

NO ORPHANED CUSTOMERS
We have been supplying customers with high quality hardware and
software since 1980. Sound engineering, high performance, quality
construction, outstanding warranties and a reputation for doing the
right thing have been our way of doing business since Day One. As the
manufacturer of Clone Computers, we stand behind each computer
sold with a 100% commitment to our customer's satisfaction. Price,
Performance, Value ... Clone is the clear choice for serious computer
users. Remember ... YOUR BEST FRIEND MAY BE A CLON E.

~ •

(ncepl 50f'lwuc).

SERVING
YOU
SINCE
1980

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT FOR CLONE COMPUTERS
MODEMS & RODENTS
Loglmouse with software, Bus or Serial •••• $ 75
HJ-REZ Logimouse with software, Bus • ••.• • 94
Loglmouse with First Publlaher ..•. ••••••.• 108
Hl-REZ Logimouse with First Publisher,
CAOO and Paint Show Plus ............. . . 177
Microsoft Mouse w/sftwr, Bus or Serial •••• 108
Microsoft Mousa with Windows 286 ..• ••.•• 149
C+H Mach Ill Joystick ..... ................ 32
C•H Fllghl Stick ••••••• •••••••••••••••••••• 50
1200 Baud internal modem with software . •.• 59
2400 Baud internal modem with software . .• • 99

Gt:ARANTEED
One JHr puts.nd labor. JO
day money b•ck 1u.r.nttr

Buy with Confidence! Our Guarantee Removes.
All the Risk from Your Buying Decision!
receipt of your Clone to sec if you and it arc going to be compatible. If you arc
not satisfied with your Clo ne for a ny reason within that time. you may return it
for a full refund , less s hipping charges. Just don't write in lhe manuals and
damage or lose anything th at was in the origi nal container, which also must be
returned. You can void yo ur warranty by failing to exercise normal care when
hooking up or ope ra.ting your Clone. Co mplete warra nty details arc available
o n request.

Slandard Fealurn:
• 80811 @ 4. 77 - IOM H1 Turbo-speed
Mainboard .
• 640K RAM s1.ir.ndard.
• 8087 Socke1.
• ISO Watt Power Supply.
• 360K Flappy Drive with
Disk Controller.
• Herculesfl Compa1ible
Video Card.
• HiR ello lut ion TTI. Monitor
•

•

11

~~~~~~e,r~~?n~:r ~~;2

I-Serial Pora (2nd Optional at
S29).
• Game-Joystick Pori.
• Clock Calendar with
batter) backup.

•

• 8 Slot!io.

: ~u~%·~tf~~a~1li:>s.

. . ..

~1'(~-=-~~;.~:mJ:~r,,.~~~~~~~::;i;:iru';~~==:-.::~1.ebank.

- Circle 56 on ~ader ServU:e Card

• LED's for Powc-r. Turbo
and Hard Disk Accni..
• One Year Parts and b1bur

•PC-Write - QModcm
ExpressCalc - Homcl:la!i.c
MoncyMaslcr - Findcx
Clone Utililics - Au10Mcnu .

For information or lechnical assistance call 214-637-5400
1

I

;;

TURBO CLONE

CLONE COMPUTERS• 2544 W. Commerce St.• Box 223957 1
Danas, Texas 15222-3951 • Telex: 882161 • Fax: 214-634-8303

~
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The Clone G uaran1ec is simple and s1raightforward. You have JO days artcr

Warran!) .

Clone
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pert No

7400....................
7402................ ·•·
7404.
...
7405....................
7406....................
7407 ..... ............. .
7408............
7410....................
7411 ......... ..........
7414 ... .................
7416....................
7417....................
7420........... ....
7427.....
...
7430...
7432....................
7438..
....
7442......... ...........
7445 .... .. ............
7446.....
7447....................
7448....................
7473....

~:

.;1

1-9

10+

part No

SALE
.29
SALE
.35
.39
SALE
.35
SALE
SALE
SALE
SALE
SALE
.29
SALE
SALE
.39
SALE
SALE
SALE
.89
.89
1.95
.39

.15
.19
.15
.25
.29
25
.25
.15
.19
25
.19
.19
.19
.13
.15
.29
.25

7474.................... SALE
7475.................... .49
7476...... .............. .45
7483......... ......... .69
7485.
SALE
7486.. ............ .. .... SALE
7489.
.. .. 1.95
7490.
.......
.49
7493................ .... .45
7495.... ................ SALE
74107 .............. .... SALE
74121 .................. SALE
74123.. .. .............. SALE
74125.................. SALE
74147.................. SALE
74150..... ............. SALE
74151... ........ ....... SALE
74154 .................. 1.35
74161 ...... .............69
74173.................. SALE
74174 ...... ............ SALE
74175... ............... SALE
74193. ................ . .79

29
.59
.79
.79
1.85
.29

1-9

eart No
price
81SS-2 ... ...
.... 3.49
81C55 .. ....
.. .. 3.95
8156
.. ..... 2.95
8205.................. .9'4e
8.99

Z80.............................. 1.19
Z80A............................. 1.29
Z80A-CTC.... .... ............ 1.65
Z80A-DART. ...4'9&- 3 .95
Z80A-PIO............'hBG- 1.49
Z80A-510/0... .. &95- 2.9S
Z808
..... ...... .. 2.7S
Z808-CTC......... ..&9§- 3.25
Z808-PIO.
... . 3.95
Z868181.. ... ......... 8,!l!;- 6.95
80005ERIE5
&Dl.•.._ .•.. - .. ~3."9
IOC:i l.. -· - - ~ 8 95

UPD70108·5 l5MHz) V20 Chlp ....... $6.49$5.95
UPD70108·8
8MHz) V20 Chl p ....... '9,49$7.95
UPD70108·10 10MHz) V20 Chip .. ~ $10.95
UPD70116·8
BMHz) V30 Chip ....... $!hlli$7.95
UPD70 116· 10 10MHz) V30 Chip .. m,95- $15 .49

~;~~¥,

etttJ ~ms e.cninu.,d

llO)J 5iRl55 conllnll!!d

Replace the 8086 or 8088 In Your IBM PC end
Part No Increase Its Speed by up to 30%
price

1Dt

25
.39
.35
.59
.45
29
1.85
.39
.35
.29
.13
25
.35
.35
1.49
1.1 0
.13
1.25
.59
.59
.35
.35
.69

6-Xl.5

..

+%

~~~J1. ::.:.·.. :: : ii:2il · ·· ~:~~
~~~~ - ...... ~ ·····U~

8228 ...
... .... . -hQO
1.49
8237-S
... 3.95
8243 .. .
..... 1.75
8250A ............... 4'G6
3.95
82508 (For IBM) .. 1>96
4.9S
82S1A
..... 1.69
8253 .. ..
.. ....... . 1.89
8253-5 ..
....... 1.9S
82CS3-5
..... 3.95
82S4
............ 3 .9S
8255A-5 ... ..... ............. ...2.9S
82CS5A-5 .....
.. 3.49
8259-5
.. 2.25
8272 ...
.. 3,91;
2.95
8274............. .... .. "'95
4.9S
8279-5 .. . . .. 3,91;
2.7S
8282 .......... ... ...
.. .... ... 3.49
8284 ................
..... . 1.75

1.~

{ll)llj
·-· ~ 15~
9!!S!Al-SASK: ..•..• .2".$

Btl&l't\_·- ··-·-··R:iS I 43
u~ ·· - ·------ ·· C'!9 1 !I~

OOll5.'.·L.- ·- ·· -·- ·· 359
808715~'11<1
~ l14-g5

80S7-i f1W H ··-··· {14~5
eoa7·. 21 e ·-~l.-- · - · ·

8008 l!ilr.t-UJ __ 4;i:&
ea98-:? 1st.fo11:1 • ~
g11~ .. . ---·· ·····- ~

8155.. -······

a:n 95
l-19
~t;5

385

... .2.•9

...::::.:: sALE

::::::::::: sALE

.15
.15
.15
.19
.19
.49
.49
.18
.15
.15
.19
29
.15
.19
.19
•15
.19
.25
.39
.79
25
.19
25
.29
.49
.49
.19
29
29
.3S
.39
.29
.39

.19
.19
.19
.19
.25
125
.49
.2S
.7S
25
25

!p r kq
...................3,91; 3.49
...............2,66 2.25
.. e:;i; 2.59

7.75
... ...... ................ 1.95
2.95

74L5139. ........ SALE 29
74L515L
.. .. SALE .29
.... SALE .25
74L5153.
74L5154. .......... .. 1.19 1.09
74L5157..
.45
.35
74L5161 .. ........... SALE .29
74L5163.. ........... SALE .35
74L5164.. ........... SALE .35
74LS165...
.75 .65
74L5166...
.69
74LS173..... .. ...... SALE .35
74LS174.... ..... SALE .29
74LS175 .. .. ......... SALE .29
74LS191 ............. SALE .39
74LS192
.59
.69
74LS193.......
.69
.59
74L5194 .... . .... :: sALE .45
74LS221... ... .... ... SALE .49
74LS240. .......... SALE .45
74LS241. .. .. .. ...... SALE .49
74 LS244. ............ SALE .49
74LS245 ..
SALE .59
74L5257. .......... SALE .29
74LS259.
.99 .89
74L5273.....
.89 .79
74LS279.
.49
.39
74L5367. .. .. .. ... ... SALE .29
74LS373. ............ SALE .59
74LS374. ............SALE .49
74 L5393.
SALE .69
74L5541 .. ........... SALE .99
74L5590.. ...... ..... 5.9S S .8S
74LS688 .. .. .... .... 2.39 2.29

. ·::~ :~;

... :·::: sALE
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.19
.19
.25
.19
.2S
.29

CD40S1 ...... .......
CD40S2...
CD40S3
CD4060.. .
CD4066....
CD4069

.59
.59
.59
.65
.29
.19

.3S
.49

CD4072.
CD4073.... .
CD4081 .
CD4093 ........ .... .... ... ....
CD4094. ......
CD4503

.22
.22
.22
.3S
.89
.39

.65
.S9
.S9
.6S
.6S
.29
.29

CD4S20. ..
CD4S22.
CD4528 ... ..
CD4S38
CD4S43....
CD4584...
CD458S

.7S
.79
.69
.79
.79
.49
.69

~~ gg:g~~:~~
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.4S

:~~
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2817A
2864A

2048x8 3SOns SV Read/Wrlle ..
.. .... ... . 7.95
8192x8 250ns SV Read/WrlteJPin 1. NoA 'BJ13.95

2864A-30 8192x8 300ns SV Reed/Write !P1n 1 No R18112.95

286SA
5illl l

TMS1516
TMS153 1

::t2~ ~: ~~w W;.])
.!1'1.1•1>~ IOC.q l~l ill , lll ~ t:4

8192x8 ~ SV Read/Write...... .... ..... .... 12.9S
~·6. ~ I~!~, 5•1 Jb,oo CH1
1 •9

mrn:ii

1048x8
4096x8
4096x8
8191 x8
1048x8
156x8
1014X8
1048x0
1048"8
1048"8
4096xB
4096x8
4096x8
4096x0
8191x8
819ZX8
8191x8
8191X8
16,384XB
16,384XB
16)84 XB
16,384XB
16,3B4xB
o1,7611x8
31.768"8
31,76BxB
31,768"8
31.768"8
65.536xB
65,5J6xll

68764
68766-3 5

131 A71xll
8191x8
B191x8

TMSZSJ ZA
TMS~

TMS171 6
1701A
1708
1716
1716· 1
17~ 1 6

1731
1731A·10

1731A-ZS
17C31
1764-10
1764-15
1764A-15
17C64-IS
17 118·10
17 118·15
17 118A-15
17118A·10
17C110·15
17156-15

m~1Ut

Z7CZ 56·Z5
Z7C51Z·Z5
Z7C IOZ4

'J ts
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745188'
. 1.49
745189 ... ..................... 1.49
745240....
.... 1.39
745244.
SALE
.7S
745287' ........ ........... .1.49
745288'
1.49
745373..
.99
745374 ....... ..... SALE
.99
745387' .....
1.29
745472" ......
2.49
745S71 '...... ............2.49

·~; .... ~

J II& I~
.\lli8 I~

~ l1 ~
_ _ t~!S Z~ ~l
_

IOCllS Sbi lri: C-'lli!m'i _ _ _ J 1

EPROMS
CD4001.. ..
CD4002........ .
CD4007
CD4011 .
CD4012
CD4013
CD401S
CD4016
CD4017 ...... .
CD4018 .. .... .
CD4020..
CD4021 ....... ..
CD4024 ...... .
CD4027 ...... .
CD4028.
CD4029.. .
CD4030
CD4040
CD4042 .. .
CD4043 .. .
CD4046 ....... ... ..
CD4047..... .
CD4049..... .
CD40SO.. .

80387· 16 l16MHzl....395.95
80387-20 20MHz ....4S9.9S
80387-25 (2SMHz)... .569.9S
82284 (8MHz) .... 9'4e 7.95
82288 (8MHz) ... .M§ 7.9S
DATA ACQUl5mDN
ADC0804LCN ......... .. .. 3.2S
ADC0808CCN....1>96 S.49
ADC08D9CCN............ 3.69
ADC1205CCJ-1 ..... .... 18.49
DAC0808LCN... .H6 1.49
AY-3-10150..... .......... . 4.9S
AY-5-1013A................ 1.9S

TANTALUM CAPACITORS

: : ::l~

i~1~~s5,.~r~@3~~~

TM2.2/35 2.2 f

1~

6SS1... .... ..... .... .. ... 2.96 2.69
6SC802 (CMOS~14.7S
6800
......... -l,% 1.49
6802.
2.95
6808 .... ... .......... ...... .... 1.9S
6810 .................. .. "20 .99
6820
2.75
6821... ......... .. ... ... HO 1.49
68821.. ..
.... -l,% 1.75
.. .. .:!A!l 2.9S
6840
6845.. ....... ..... ..... ..e:;i; 2.49
6850..... .... .. .. .....->.% 1.49
6852.. .. ..... ....
. ,.e .59
MC68000L8.
.9,9& 9.49
MC6BOOOL 10.....+!,96 10.95
MC6801OL1 O.....aa.QO 34.9S
MC68020RC 12B........ 89.95
MC68701 ...... .. .... ........ 17 .95
MC68705P35...... ..... ... 9.95
MC68705U3L ....9.49
MC68705U35 ...9.49
MC68450L 10.. ...4M6 39.9S
MC68881RC t6A.. .....129.95
MC68881 RC20A......169.95

comm:odote ·
WO 1770.
.!Hl6 7 .49
513052P ........... .. "20 .99
6504A.... .
.... 1.19
6510.......
.. .... 14.95
6526.......
.... .. 14.95
6526A.
15 .95
6545· 1..
... ..3,91; 2.9S
6560.
... 
8.9S
6S67...
.. ............. 24.95
6S72............. .. ...
7.9S
6581 (12V).......... ....... 12.95
6582 (9V) .......... -IMO 9.95
8502..
....... ........ 7.95
8564.. .......... ... .... .4,96 2.95
8566............ .. ...... 9,9& 7.95
8701 ...
9.9S
8722...................
8.9S
•825100PLA"" ........
1S.9S
90122S·01 ............ ..... 1S.9S
901226·01 .............. ... 1S.9S
901227-02................ 4.9S
901227-03.... ............. 1S.9S
901229-0S........... . . , S.9S
901460-03........
1.9S
901486-06....
2.95

TRANSISTORS AND DIODES
PN2222 ..........13
2N2222A..... .. .29
2N3055......... .65
2N3904..
.12

PN2907..........13
2N4401 ...........12
1N270............ .25
lN751.............15

1N4004.......... .12
1N4148.......... .07
t N4735..... ......29
C10681.......... .49

SWITCHES
JMT123 SPDT.On·On 1.19
MPC121 SPDT,tnal-0\ 1.19

206-8 SPST.16·pinDIP 1.25
MS102SPST. Momenta .39

D-SUB CONNECTORS
DB25P Male, 25-pln
.69 DB25S Female, 25·pin .75

I

LEDS
XC556R Tl ll', Red .. .........13
XC556G r1;11•, Green...... .17

Soldert•ll Sl•ndard (Gold

XC556YT1~'.

Yellow....17
XC556C T1J1C, Clear/Red .17

IC SOCKETS

Wire Wrap (Gold) level #2

8LP ......
.1 1
14LP... ......................... .1 2
16LP.. .
.13
24LP .... .. ........ ... .. .. .... .. .. .25
28LP...
.27
40LP........................ ... ... .29
&

8WW.. .
14WW..
16WW....
24WW ... ......
.. ... .
28WW.. .. .. .
40WW... .......................

part No

part No

74HCOO.
74HC02.
74HC04.. ... ..
74HCOB...... .
74HC10.. ... ..

;:~gg~ :

'302:
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;.;) *.
Price

: SALE
74HC240.. ... ..... .. SALE

:~

.S9
74HC244...
.79
74HC245.. ........ . SALE .69
74HC253... .. ... .. .. SALE .39

;:~g~: : .: : SALE

;:~gm ·

74HC32.....
SALE
74HC74.. ... .... .. .. . SALE
74HC7S..... .... .... . SALE
74HC76.. ... ........ SALE
74HC85.....
74HC86.. ...
74HC123..
.. SALE
74HC12S..
74HC132....
... SALE
74HC138..
74HC139.
74HC154 .
74HC163.
74HC174 .

-SALE :~

74HC373... ................ ... .69
74HC374....... .. SALE .59
74HC595
.. .......... 1 .29
74HC688.... ... ..... SALE 1.2S
74HC943.... ........ SALE 7.95
74HC4040.. ..
SALE .79
74HC4049.. .... SALE .25
74HC4050.
SALE .25
74HC4060........ SALE .69
SALE .99
74HC4511.....
74HC4S14..... ... ... .......... 1.79
74HC4538........... SALE .99
74HC4543.... ...... . SALE .99

.·sAi"E

!}•!•

74HCTOO.... ...... SALE
74HCT02.. ......... SALE
74HCT04.. ........ .. SALE
74HCT08.. .......... S4LE

~:~rn~

74HCT139 ..
74HCT157 ....
74HCT174 ...
74HCT175 .. .. .. ...SALE
74HCT240 .........SALE
74HCT244 ......... SALE
74HCT245 .........SALE
74HCT373
.SALE
.SALE

... . . : :

SALE
74HCT74.. .. ....... SALE
74HCT86.. . ....... .. SALE
74HCT138.

TLD71CP..

TLil 1~ ......_

TLiJ1<CN. • ......
T L081~

OBiCI' "

Tl,OR<aJ •..
L~WltL. ...

LMJOi'N 

L~l300r~
L~l3CllJ(
L~t)1Ct~

.t

9
l9
llil

.29
.19
.25
.2S
.S9
.49
.49
.4S
.45

LM1489N
... .45
D514C89N (CM05) .... 1.19
LM1496N ..................... .69
LM1871N ..................... 1.95
LM1872N ..................... 1.95
ULN2003A ................... .75
XR2206 .... ....... ..... ....... . 3.9S
XR2211 ............. ...... 2.95
XR2240.
1.49
26L529...................... 2.25
26LS31
.99
26L532....... .................99
26LS33... ......... ... ... ..... 1.49
ULN2803A.................... 1.19
LM2901 N ..................... .25
LM2907N ..................... 1.29
LM2917N (8 pin) ......... 1.79
MC3470P .................... 1 .19
MC3479P ...
3.9S
MC3486P ..................... 1.19
MC3487P ......
.99
UDN3613M ......... .......... .39
LM3900N ... .................. .49
LM3905N ..................... 1. 19
LM3909N ..................... .89
LM3914N ........... .......... 1.79
NESS32 ... .. ....... ...... .... . .69

~ ~:o s5r1t:M34iii<.~si: :: 1:~~

JJ!l

·····-······- ·· .59
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_:;/)

····---····· -

_-~
,g
~

·····-- ····· - ..i.s
l<IO!tiN I CMO~l .- 1 . I ~

5

7812K lLM340K-12l .... 1.29
781SK LM340K-1S ... . 1.29
780ST (LM340T-S) ... ... .4S
7812T lLM340T-12) ... .45
781ST LM340T- 15) .....45
790SK (LM320K-5) .... .. 1.35
790ST (LM320T-S) .......49
7S113 ...... ..................... 1.19
7S150 ....... ........ ...... .... . 1.19
7S154 ............... ......... .. 1.1 9
75174 ...... .................. ... 2.95
7S175 ..................... .. .. 2 .9S
75176
.... 2.29
75451 .................... ........39
754S2 ...... ... - ...... ........ .39
75492 ........ ....................79
MC 14S406P ....... .. ........ 2.9S

PARTIAL LISTING • OVER AOOO COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES IN STOCK! • CALL -1:.C:IR QUANTITY 01,SCOUNlS
~Mf$

.S9
.65
.69
1.19
1.39
1.89

Tin) & HHder Plu; Socket• Alto Avall•ble

-74HC Hf~S~~lliF. ·..

74C/CMOS

65~36xll

35V... .59

SOOQ, 1K, 2K, SK, 10K , 20K, SOK , 100K, 200K, 1MEG
43PXX 3/4 Well ,15Tum .99 l63PXX 112 Wall, H um .89

·No specs available

74C174 Sale .39
74C175Sale .S9
74C192 Sale .99
74C194Sale .49
74C221.......... 1.79
74C240 Sale .75
74C244........ 1.79
74C373Sale1.49
74C374 Sale 1.49
74C911 ........ 6.95
74C912..........7.95
74C915Sale 1.19
74C917 Sa~ 3.95
74C920 Sale 3.95
74C921 Sale 2.95
74C922........ 3.95
74C923........ 3 .95
74C925........ S.49
74C926........ 5.95

TM10/3S 10 1

Values available (insert ohms into space marked ·xx"):

..Nole: 825100PU\ =
U17(C·64)

74COO Sale .19
74C02 Sale .19
74CM Sale .19
74C08 Sale .19
74C10 Sale .15
74C14............ .49
74C32 Sale .19
74C74........... .49
74C85............ 1.49
74C86 Sale .19
74C69...Sale ~95
74C90............99
74C151 Sale1.49
74C154 Sale 2.75
74C157 Sale 125
74C160 Sa!e .49
74C161 Sale .49
74C162Sale .49
74C173........... .59

i~~:~~g~ ~:~~: $ ~~~ ::~

35V....2S

POTENTIOMETERS

Low Prollle

Eunc t[Qn

::::::::: sALE
~;/r\.:~. 6:~ :": taS1 J~ROM~ ·
74500.. .
.. SALE
74504.
.. SALE
74532. ................ SALE
74574. ................ SALE
745112 .. .. ......... SALE
745124 .. . ............ SALE
745138.
....... SALE
745153.
.. ..SALE
745163. ............. .SALE
745174....
. SALE
745175...
. SALE

gg~~::g ~&~H'.).J~~:~;

STATIC RAMS

'.·} ,:.;i'c-:':· ~.\~:,:;w74ts::.:;.· ,.. ' :" '

74L500....
.. SALE
74L502 ... ........ SALE
74L503... ......... SALE
74L504.. ............. SALE
74L505.. ............ SALE
74LS06......
.59
74LS07...
.59
74L508
.28
74L509.....
74L510.... ... ... SALE
74LS11
.29
74L$14 :: : sALE
74L520 .. ............ SALE
74L521... .. .. ....... SALE
74LS27.. . .... ... ... SALE
74L530..... ... ...... SALE
74LS32... ... .... .. SALE
74LS38...... .. .... .. . SALE
74LS42.. .
.49
74LS47..
.89
74LS73 ..
74LS74 .... ......... SALE
74LS75.. .... . ...... SALE
74L576...
.39
74LS83....
.59
74LS85.
.59
74LS86.
.29
74LS90. :: :: sALE
74LS93 .... ........... SALE
74LS123.. ...... ..... SALE
.49
74L5125..
74L5132.. .
74L5138...
.49

Part No
price
8286 .... .................. .. . 2.29
8741 ................. 9,9& 9.49
8742
.......4+.96 14.95
8748 (2SV) .................. 7.95
8748H (HMOS)(21V) .. 9.9S
8749............... .. .......... 9.95
87S1H (3.5·12MHz) .. 36.95
8755 .... ................. .. .. ... 13.9S
80286-10 (1 OMHz)LCC 49.95
80287-3 (5MHzl ....... 109.95
80287-8 (8MHz .... ... 209.95

-

--

Now Available.••Jameco"s NEW
Summer Sizzler Flyer # 139 with 48 pages of
Computer Peripherals,. Components & More!

M4650 Pictured

3.5 Digit Mullimeter................. $49.95
3.5 Digit w/Freq. & Capacitance. $69.95
Same as M3650 w/Bargraph..... $79.95
4.5 Dig. wtFreq., Capacitance
and Data Hold Switch .............. $99.95

Metex Autoranging Jumbo
Readout DMM
•AC/DC Voltage, AC/DC
Current, Resistance, Diodes.
Continuity and Frequency
• 3.75 Digit (.8" High)
• Ruggedized, Water·
resistant case • Easy-to-use
pushbutton switches

milll••••r

~

The HS3000 offers a full 4 Inch
window at 400dpl resolution.
Scan photos. logos. dra..-nnos.
etc. Can be used with today's
most popular applica1ions.

HS3000
DMS200
DMS200S

a_~

__...

t'{fl"*

AW
HS3000 Pictured

Handy Scanner............. $199.95
200DPI 3·Button Ser. Mouse $39.95
200DPI 3-Button Ser. Mouse $59.95

with Or. Halo Software

IBM
Compatible
Cases and
Power Supplies

JE1030

<;#



12MHz IBM AT Comp. Kit...... $799.96 $699.95
EZDOS
Digital Research MS/PC·DOS Comp. Operating Sys ... $49.95
EZDOSP Same as above with TrueBASIC..........................$69.95
IBM COMPATIBLE DISPLAY MONITORS

Aip-TopSlandardPC/XTCase........... $39.95
Flip-Topl!abyATcase..........$&9.lli- $54.95
Slide Baby AT Case..............$&9.lli- $59.95
150 watt PCIXT Power Supply............ $59.95
200 watt Baby AT Power Supply......... $89.95
Tower Cese w/250 watt Pwr. supply.... $279.95
Fhp·Top Baby XT TurtlO Case............ $69.95

2400/1200/300 Baud Modems
Datatronics
- --- .,• .·
• Hayes command compatible
'

.
•

._

• , ,

•

1200/300 Baud Pocket Size Modem......... $89.95
2400/1200/300 Baud Pocket Size Modem $149.95
1200/300 Baud lntemal Modem .............. $69.95
2400/1200/300 Baud tntemal Modem ••••••$129.95
1200/300 Baud External Modem ............. $99.95
2400/1200f.l00 External Modem ....,....... $169.95

1355 Shoreway Road
Belmont, CA 94002
24 Hour Order Hotline (415) 592-8097
FAX's (415) 592·2503 or (415) 595·2664
Telex 176043 - Ans. Back: Jameco Blmt
IC Data Sheets - 50e each
Send $2.00 Postage fora FREE 1989 Catalog
{) 1989 Jameco Electronics 7189
IBM is a registered trademark of
International Business Machines

Binding

No.

L" x W"

po1n1s

posts

JE21
JE23
JE24
JE25
JE26
JE27

3.25x2.125
6.5x2.125
6.5x3.125
6.5x4.25
6.875x5.75
7.25x7.5

400
830
1.360
1,660
2.390
3,220

0
2
3
4
4

o

price

$4.95
$7.95
$12.95
$19.95
$24.95
$34.95

Pictured



JE1015
JE1016
JE2016

Jameco Switch Boxes

JE1001
JE1002
JE3005
JE3010
JE3020
JE3025
JE3026

Ii
$89.95
$99.95 I
$299.95 .
$399.95
$999.95
$1199.95
$1999.95

352KU
356KU
JE1020
JE1021
JE1022

liiii!i!I

_
-

VISA"

.~pr::-·.: >>ii_.'. ·_:_:__

Ja-m· e·-- o·
_

C·
_

.. - - - 

Price

for IBM PC/XT

SA30......................................$379.95
Colorado Memory 40MB Tape
Back-Up for IBM PC/XT/AT
DJ10 40MB Tape Back-Up and Tape... $349.95
TB40

40MB Tape Carlridge.................. $24.95

ENGINEERING/DATA BOOKS
21035
21398
22453
270645
270646
270647
400041
400042
400043
ICM89

JE3025 Pictured

3.5" 720KB (PCIXTIATI
$109.95
3.5" 1.44MB (PCIXT!An
$129.95
5.25" 360KB (PCIXT/AT) Black $89.95
5.25" 360KB (PCIXT/AT) Beige $89.95
5.25" 1.2MB (PCIXTIAT) Beige $99.95

EJ

·

Description

JE1170 DB25-pin AIB Switch........... $22.95
JE1171 DB25·pln AIBIC Switch......... $27.95
JE1172 DB25·pln AIBtCID Switch....... $29.95
JE1173 Centronics36·pin AIB Switch.... $24.95
JE1174 Centronics36·p•n AIBIC Switch .. $27.95
30MB Hard Disk Card

r

4.77/BMHz (PCIXT),,..........................
4.77110MHz (PC/XT) .............~
Baby8/12MHz(AT) ............... ~
Baby8/16MHz NEAT(AT) .•••• S4i9.&i
Baby l&MHz 80386 (AT) .•.••~
Baby 20MHz 80386 (AT) •••••~
Full-Size 25MHz 80366 (AT) ~

L&. 9)

Pictured ·

Part No.

Your One-Stop Center for
Hard Disk Drive Needs!

ST225
ST225XT
ST225AT
ST238
ST238XT
ST238AT
ST251
ST251XT
ST251AT
ST251-1

.

.... ~.--...... ........ ,..,,,... : ~
JE2016 Pictured
Standard AT Layout (PC/XTIAT)......... $59.95
Enhanced Layout (PC/XTIAT)............ $69.95
Enh. wrSolar Calculator (PCIXTIAT).••• $79.95

• Female Connectors
•All Pins Switched
JE1170

tionSoftware

1200P
2400P
1200H
2400H
1200C
2400C

JE27

Contact

OC1478

.SEAGATE HALF-HEIGHT HARD DISK DRIVES

~.

JE24
Dim.

COMPUTER ACCESSORIES

20/40MB Hard Disk Controller COrd (PCIXT).................................... $79.95
360Kl720Klt .2MBt1 .44MB Floppy Disk Conttollor Card (PC/XTIAT)..... $49.95
360K/720K/1.2M8t1 .44MB Floppy/Hard Disk Controller Card (PCIXT).. $129.95
360K/720Kl1 .2MBt1 .44MB Floppy/Hard Disk Controller Card (AT)...... $149.95
Monochrome Graphics Card w/Parallel Pnnter Port (PCIXT/AT).......... $59.95
Color Graphics Card w/Parallel Pnnter Port (PC/XT/AT).................... $49.95
EGA Card w/256K Video RAM (PCIXT/AT)..................................... $159.95
Orchid B·Bit VGA Card wl256K Video RAM (PC!XT/AT).......~ $249.95
Orchid 8/16·Bit VGA Card wl256K Video RAM (PCIXT/ATl •••'34Q,Qi $329.95
t/O Card w/$enal, Game. Printer Pon & Real Time Clock (PC/XT)........ $59.95
RS232 Serial Half Card (PCIXT)................................................... $29.95
RS232 Serial Halt Card (AT)......................................................... $34.95
1/0 Cart! w/$erial, Game and Parallel Printer Port (AT)...................... $59.95
Multi 110 Card w/Con~oller & Monochrome Graphlco (PCIXT)............. $119.95
2MB Expanded or Extended Memory Card (zero·K on-board) (AT) ...... $119.95

JE1041
JE1043
JE1044
JE1045
JE1050
JE1052
JE1055
GC1500
GC1501
JE1060
JE1061
JE1062
JE1065
JE1071
JE1081

Pictured

•Ball 103/212Acompabble
• Au!G<lial/auto-answer. FCC
approved • I ·year wananty • In·
dudes ProComm Communica·

12" Amber Mono. •................... $99.95
14" RGB 640x240 .................... $249.95
EGA 14' 720x350 ••.•• $39IMli $369.95
EGA Mon•tor & Card • ~ $499.95
14" Multlscan 800x560$i4!Mli $499.95
14" VGA 720x4BO ••••• $449.Qi $399.95
VGA Momtor & Card •• $i4IMli $599.95

Pert

JAMECO IBM PC/XT/AT COMPATIBLE CARDS

JE2010

Pictured~

JE1010
JE1017
JE1018
JE1030
JE1032
JE2010
JE2014

JE23

JE3008

OF/ Handy Scan..ne~
~ r ..,..~_.~~
1,........

and

YE AR
1974 · 1989

Freel OAPLUS Diagnostic
Software Included!
Freel PC Write Word Process·
ing Software Included!
512K RAM Included, Expanda
ble to 4MB
AMI BIOS ROMs Included
8 or 12MHz Operation
Regular $840.20 value for only
$699.95!
Flip-Top Case w/200 Watt
Power Supply
1.2MB Disk Drive
13. l Norton SI Rating
Shown with EGA Option (not Included)
101-Key (Enhanced)
JE1059 Monitor end Adapter Card 1499.95
Keyboard
(See Balow)

AMBER
H055H
TM5154
JE1059
TM5155
QC1478
JE2055

M80.....................$59.95

3 Button Mice

th

•

Metex General Specs:
• Handheld. high accuracy
• AC/DC Voltage, AC/DC
Current, Resistance.
Diodes, Continuity, Tran
sistor hFE • Manual rang
ing w/overload protection
M36501B & M4650 only:
• Also measures frequency
and capacitance
M4650only:
• Data Hold Switch
• 4.5 Digit

for IBM PC/XT/AT
FREE OPE Soflwsre
wlthHS30001

ANNIVERSARY

Jameco 12MHz IBM AT
Compatible Kit With 512K RAM

TEST EQUIPMENT
Metex Digital Multimeters

M3610
M3650
M3650B
M4650

I15

-

®

~
~

=:,.....,..,.

MMC

·-·

~' """c"~""
' '"
1
"."~".': ::.~~i:~-;r-;.:

Sams TTL Cookbook (88)
Sams CMOS Cookbook (881
Sams Op-Amp Cookbook (88)
Intel S·bit Controller Hndbk. (89}
Intel 16-bit Controller Hndbk. (89)
Intel 32-bit Controller Hndbk(89)
NSC Linear Data Book Val 1 (88)

NSC Linear Data Book Vol 2 (88)
NSC Linear Data Book Vol 3 (88)
1989 IC Master (3 Volume Set)

$14.95
$19.95
$21.95
$19.95
$19.95
$19.95
$14.95
$9.95
$9.95
$129.95

$20.00 Minimum Order - U.S. Funds Only
CA Residents Add 6%, 6.5% or 7% Sales Tax
Shipping - Add 5% plus $1.50 Insurance
(May vary according to weight)
Terms: Prices subject to change without notice.
We are not responsible for typographical errors.
We reserve the right to substitute manufacturers.

Items subject to availability and prior sale.
Products pictured may only be representarive.
Complete list of terms/warranties is available upon request.

24-Hour Order Hotline (415) 592-8097 •The Following Phone Lines Are Available From 7AM - 5PM P.S.T.:
• Customer Service (415) 592-8121 •Technical Assistance (415) 592-9990 •Credit Department (415) 592-9983 •All Other lnquirie!; (415) 592-7108

JULY 19!19 •,BYTE
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Circle 211 on Reader Service Card

PCl-286-12
• 80286-12
•1.2 MB Floppy Drive
•640K RAM
• Serial I Parallel I Game
• 101-Key Enhanced Key Board
•SI= 13.3 (1 Walt)
SI = 15.2 (0 Wait $100 Option)
• 6112. MHz Key Board Switchable
• WA2 HD & FD Controller
• 80287 SOCKET
• 200W POWER SUPPLY

LCD-286-10 PORTABLE

GAS PLASMA 286-12

MONO SYSTEM
• W/Mono Monitor
• 20 MB Hard Disk

$1195
VGA COLOR SYSTEM
• WNGA Card & Monitor
• 20 MB Hard Disk

$1795
EGA COLOR SYSTEM
• W/EGA Card + Monitor
• 20 MB Hard Disk

$1580

PCl-386-20
• 80386-20
• W/40 MB HD
Mono System $2095
EGA
$:2495
VGA
$2795

• CPU 80286-20
•SI = 23

CRT-PORTABLE-286 ___ $1295
•Compaq Type
• 80286 (10 MHz or 12 MHz)
• 12 MHz SI= 13.3 (Option $50.)
• 16 MHz SI = 18 (Option $250)
• One 1.2 MB Floppy Drive
• 200 W Power Supply
• TIL Disply 9" Amber
• AT Key Board
• Serial I Parallel I Game
• WA2 HD & FD Controller
• 20 MB Hard Disk

LCD-386-16 ___ $2495
• 80386-16 MHZ
• 40 MB Hard Disk
• 80387 Socket

LCD-386-20 ___ $2595
• 80386-20 MHZ
• 40 MB Hard Disk
• 80387 Socket

•1,·

PACIFIC COMPUTER
702 S. Del Mar Ave., #B,
San Gabriel, California 91776
(FAX) 818-286-8662

$2295

GAS PLASMA 286-20

$1395.00

• 10 MHZ 80286 SI =10.3
• 12 MHZ SI= 13.3 (Option $50.00)
• 16 MHZ SI • 18 (Option $250.00)
• 640K RAM
• LCD Screen 640 X 200
(Option 640 X 400 $180.00) ._.~:;;;;;;:--..
• Super Twist & Back Lighting
• 86 Key Board
• External I Parallel I Game
• 1.2 MB Floppy drive
• 20 MB Hard Disk
• 80287 Socket
• 200 W Power Supply
·Side 15
X 9 'h" X 8"
• 23 LBS

$1999

• 80286-12 CPU
•SI= 13.3
• 3Y2 " FD 1.44 MB
• 20 MB HD ST-138
• LCD Screen (640 X 400)
• 1/0 Card Parallel/Serial/Game
• 640K RAM

(818) 571-5548

CRT-386-16

$2289

CRT-386·20

$2389

• 80386-16

(Technical support)

(800) 421·1102 (IN CA) ORDER ONLY
(800) 346·7207 (OUT CA)

Mon - Sat

9:00 AM - 6:00 PM

I•

11•11

1115'4

-

'ALL SYSTEMS COME WITH ONE YEAR PARTS & LABOR WARRANTY

Computers For The Blind
Talking computers give blind and visually impaired people access to
electronic information. The question is how and how much?
The answers can be found in "The Second Beginner's Guide to
Personal Computers for the Blind and Visually Impaired" published by
the National Braille Press. This comprehensive book contains a
Buyer's Guide to talking microcomputers and large print display
processors. More importantly it includes reviews, written by blind
users, of software that works with speech.
This invaluable resource book offers details on training programs in
computer applications for the blind, and other useful information on
how to buy and use special equipment.
Send orders to:

National Braille Press Inc.
88 St. Stephen Street
Boston, MA 02115
(617) 266-6160
$12.95 for braille or cassette, $14.95 for print. ($3 extra for UPS shipping)
NBP is a nonprofit braille printing and publishing house.
304
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VTl-33 SYSTEM

a
a

8088·210MHz

MO KRAM

0 2 360K Floppy Drive
a Serial, Parallel Pbr1
0 Clock, Calender
0 AT Style Keyboard
a BuHd In Mono/Colar Graphic

a

MONO MONITOR

0 MS-DOS 3.3, . GW Buie

$749
$919

COLOR SYSTEM

BEST-286 PORTABLE
o 10 MHZ (12 MHZ Optional)
512 KRAM
0 One 1.2 MB Floppy Drive
o 7 Expenalon Slota
O 200 W DC Fen Pbwer Supply
0 9" Dual Amber Screen
o Mono or Color Graphic Card
o 2 Serial a 1 Parallel Pbr1
0 84 Key Solt Tough Key Boatd

o

$1115

Complete 386 SYSTEM
o

o VGA Adapter & VGA Monnor

80386-20 MHZ CPU
0 Support 802B7, 80387 &

O 80 MB Hard Ort\111 (21trna)
0 101 Enllanc:ed Keyboard
0 Vertical C8le
o MS-DOS 3.3 GW EIMk:
0 1
W8nwlly

WEITEK~

o Six 16 Bit. 1Wo e en BUS
O 1 MB RAM (Expendable 2,4,8 MB

on board), 32 Bit

o

0 RAM Alchttecture (Interleaved
Page Mode)

BEST·88 PORTABLE

$845

v-

Support NOVELL/3COMA"C

NETJl.tnl.Jnk/OSl2

o

AMI Bloe
o Realllma Clock/Calendar
o 1.2 MB Floppy Drt\111
o Faat 1 to 1 Interleaved Hard Diak
Controller

$2990

NEW MINI PORTABLE
BEST-286 LCD
D 10 MHZ 0 WNT (12 t.eiZ Option)
D 512KRAM

D 1.2 M. Floppy Drive
D 30 MB Hard Disk (Seagate 138 28ms)

D 200 W DC Fwl ""'- Supply
D Serial & Pllnlllel
D Non-Giant LCD Sa-.
D SuperTwisl
D Buift·ln Back Light
D 840 x 200 Dols
D Weight 22 lbs
D Padded Solt Cany Bag
D Dimension 16" x 8" x 9"

$ 1600

VTl-55 SYSTEM

286 BABY MOTHER BOARD

PORTABLE CASE

10 MHZ
12 MHZ

9" Dual Amber Monitor
200 W Power Supply
$359

$265
$295

Mono MonHor

$79

Fujitsu 101 Enhance Keyboard $45

LCD CASE

EGA PLUS 640 x 480
(Paradise Compatible)

640 X 200 Dots $549

$139

One Year Warranty

BEST

COMPUTER INC.
5017 Telegraph Road
Los Angeles, CA 90022

MON - SAT 8:00 - 5:00 PACIFIC TIME
PRICE

CJ
CJ
CJ
D
CJ

80286 8/12 MHz

Award bios
840K·120ns
1.2 MB Floppy Drive
40 MB Hard Disk Seagate

CJ 101 Enhance Keyboard
CJ ATI EGA Wonder Card
CJ EGA MONITOR
o MS-DOS 3.3 , GW Basic

ST-251 with NCL

CJ 2 Serial 1 Parallel
CJ Clock Calender

MONO SYSTEM

CAl.J. FOR QUANTITY PRICE
Tel:
Tech:
Fax:
Toll:

a SPEC. ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE Circle 38 on Reader Service Card

(213) 265-0900
(213) 265-0300
(213) 265-4234
(8001834-7920
Outside Cal.

$1799
$1499

Circle 62 on Reader Service Card

BOARDS

COMPUTERS

PLOTTERS

PRINTERS

ADC/Alloy Slaves .. Save OrGhld Pro Design .... 295
Artist XJ10/16.......... 1795 Paradise VGA+ ....... 252
AST 5251/3270 ...... Save ParadlseVGA+16 .. 292
All VGA Wonder .... Save Sota VGA 16 512K ... 419
Genoa 5300/5400 .. Save STB VGA EM 512K .. 358
Intel Aboveboard+ ._ 392 Tecmar VGA/AO ....... 429
Intel Inboard 386PC •615 Video 7Fastwrtte ...... 318
Melheus 1128 ....... 1899 Vldeo7VRAM ......... 459
Adaptek, Boca, Hercules, lmagraph, Kanan, Photon,
Number Nine, Plxelworlcs,Quadram, Rasterops,
Sigma Designs,Tops,VMI,Vertk:om,West Dig " Call

Acer Computers •.- .... Save Sharp Computers .. Save Calcomp 1023 ........ 3595 HP Draltpro DXL .... 3595
Attos Computers ......... Save Televideo 286/386 .Save calcomp 1025E ..... 4695 HP Draftpro EXL ..... 4645
Apple Computl!IS ........ Save Toshiba 1000 ............. 729 CSlcomp 1044GT ... 8595 lollne 3500 ............... 2375
AST Computers ........ Save Toshiba T1200F ..... 1359 Houston DMP 52 .... 2295 lollne 3700 ............. 2895
Cordata Computers ..... Call Toshiba T1200FB •• 1545 Houston DMP 61 ... 2995 Joline 4000 ............. 3695
Compaq Computl!IS .. Save ToshlbaT1200HB .. 2345 Houston DMP 62 .... 4088 Rolend 885 ............... 675
Everex Step 286/386 .Save Toshiba T1600 ........ 3189 HP 7475 A ............... 1385 Roland 980 ............... 869
IBM Computers .......... Save Toshiba T3100E ...... 2745 HP 7550 A.............. 2912 Roland DXY 1100 .... 889
Mhsublshl 20 Mb Lap .. 2298 Toshiba 3200 .......... 3489 HP 7570A ............... 2898 Roland DXY 1200 .. 1295
Mitsubishi 40 Mb Lap .. 2889 Toshiba 5200 ............ Call HP 7595 A............... 6795 Roland DXY 1300 . 1695
NEC Computers ......... Save Wyse 2108 ................. 929 Enter,Numonlcs,Mural,Versatec, &Other ......... Call
Packard Bell Systems Save Wyse21 12 .............. 1375
DISK DRIVES
DIGITIZERS
An:hlve 40Mb Tape . 319 Miniscribe 676 Mb .Save Panasonic 2861386 ..... Save Wyse3216 ............... 2089 C81comp1 2 x12 .......... 342Kurta12x12 ............ 279
Samsung
Computl!IS
Save
Zenhh
SupersjlCltS
Save
Maxtor 1140 ........... 1495 Panasonic W01TI1 .... 1829
Calcomp 44 x60 ...... 3895 Kurta IS 3............... Seve
CHIPS
Miniscribe 3085 ........ 549 Plus HardCsrd 40 ..... 638
GTCO 24 x36 ........... 1895 Kurta IS 12x17 ...... 479
Miniscribe 157 Mb .. 1095 Seagate 30Mb Kit ..... 272 Intel 80287 6/8/1 OMhz ........... 139/212/242 GTCO 36 x48 ..........2295 Scrtptel ................. Save
Miniscribe 3053 ........ 398 Seagate ST251-1 .... 398
Hhachl Puma Pros .. Save Summa 12 x 12 + ... 338
Miniscribe 338 Mb .. 1695 Toshlba1.44 Mb, 3.5" .92 Intel 8038716/20/25 Mhz .......359/415/499 Houston HI Pad+ .... Save Summa 12 x18 . .... 568
TERMINALS
Miniscribe 40 Mb ...... 289 Toshiba 720 K, 35" .... 75
MONITORS
CDC,Core, Emerald, Genoa, Iomega, Maynard,
IBM 3151 ....................... 385 Wyse30 ........................ 285
Goldstar
Composha
... 95 NEC MulUaynch XL 1999
Mountain, Priam, Storage Dlmen.Sysgen,Teac Call Klmtron KWO PC ....... 339 Wyse50 ........................ 355
Hhachl 20" MulU ...... 2065 Packard Bell m ......... 78
UnkMc-5 ...................... 392 Wyse60 ........................ 399
SOFfWARE
1mtak Multlscan .......... 425 PGS Ultra 16 ............ 829
AdobeFonts ......... Save MiclOsolt PCWorlcs ..... 79 Televldeo 905 .............. 299 Wyse 85 ........................ 365 Mitsubishi 1381A ....... 475 Samsung 14" RGB ... 209
Televldeo
955
..............
379
Wyse
99
GT
.................
465
BltstreamFonts ........ 105 MlaosoftWord 5.0 ...... 215
Mitsubishi HL6605 . 1199 Samsung 14" VGA ... 359
carbon Copy Plus ...107 PC ExCIWWlndows ..... 245 Televldeo 965 ..............395 Wyse 150 ...................... 369 Mitsubishi HL6905 .2195 Seiko 14" 1024x768 .558
Adds,Ampex,
HP,
SUn
River,
&
Other
Models
.......
Call
DBase IV .............. save Peachtree Dbl Bonus 219
Nanao 9070S .......... 995 Sigma Laser+ 19" 1695
MICE
Desqvlew 386 .......... 105 Peachtree Complete .. 146
NEC Multlsynch +..... 858 Sony 1302 ................ 629
Fasttiack P\ss ......... 104 Procomm Plus ............... 47 Loghec C7 Serial ............ 62 Microsoft w/ paint .......... 98 NEC Multlsynch 2A . 495Taxan1000 Ullll .... 2445
Grammatlk Ill .........54 Rlgh1Wlfter 3.0............... 52 Logltec New HIRes ......... 85 Microsoft wtivlndows • 132 NEC Multlsynch 3D .. 639 Zenith 1490 ............. 589
Lotus 123 .................. 319 WordPerfect 5.0 ........... 228 Key1ronlc Pro ................... 79 Mouse Systems PC II .. 89 Arndek, Cornerstone,Monlterm,Tatung, wyse .. can

Alps Allegro 24 ••- ... 318 NEC LC 890 ........... 3089
Brother HLBE ,_,,_2025 Okldata ML 320 ......... 328
canon BJ 130 ....- ... 725 Okldata ML 321 ,,__ 455
canon LBP-811 -·-- 1595 OkIdata ML 390 ·--· 455
Citizen 1200 .....___ 145 Okldata ML 391 ........ 635
Citizen 1800 ..- -.. 162Panasonic1124 ..... Save
Dlconlx 0150 ••.- ... 294Panasonic1180 ....... 179
Fujhsu DL3400 .......508 Panasonic 1191....Save
HP Paintjet ............. 1025 Panasonlc4450 .... 1299
NEC P2200 ..,_....... 319 QumeScrtptTen .• 3199
NEC P5200 ...--...... 498 Star NX·1000 ........- 168
NEC P5300 ............... 654 Star NX·2400 ........... 298
C.ltoh, Data Products, Data South, Epson, Genlcom,
OTC,Qume,Selkosha,Tl, Varltyper, &Other ..... call

MODEMS
Anchor 2400E ............ 145 Okldata 2400 ex1 _,,, 209
Avatex 1200 Ext. ......... 65Practical12001 ............. 65
ATl 2400 ETC, lnl ..... 152 Prometheus 2400B/2129
Cardinal 2400 Ext. ... 129 Prometheus 24000 .. 149
Hayes 1200 Ext. ........ 278 Racal·Vadlc 2400VP 388
Hayes 2400 Ext......... 415 USR Courier 2400E .328
Megahertz Laptops Save USA HST 9600 ....... 588
Multltech 224 EH ... Save USA Courier V.32 .Save
Multltech 9600 ........ Save Wolld Port Pocket ... Save
Multltech v.32 9600 Save Zoom 2400 HC ....... 119
Penrll, Pack. BaU, Teleblt, Ventel, UDS ................ can

SCANNERS
Datacopy 730GS ......... 819 PC Hand Scanner 157
DFI Handy Scanner ..... 219 Loghec Scan Man .1 95
Chlnon, Des~ Princeton Graphics, Panasonic .... Call

:\I.iii i\dcln•s"i: Compu$.aH~ - .i207 S. J71h Sired - l>epl U7 - Phoenix. -\Z X5040. Order lines open: i\lon.- Fri. 7 mn - (, 1un. SnL: 9 .1111 - 2 pm. Prices rdlct:f c.tsh discounts and 11rc

suhjcd to changl' '' ithout notice. \\'c do not gu~1r.111tt.·c l'rnnpatihil~t~. l>OA 's .ire repaired or rc1>htt:ed. plc~1sc call for a ltM \. l\fojor credit cards and sch.·i.:kd PO's .trl' .u:ccpted.

INTERNATIONAL SALES (602)437-4855

-

FAX (602l~J7-9685

•

CUSTOMER SERVICE (602)437-4856

B y T E BACK I S S U E S F 0 R S A L E
1987
January
February
March

D

Issues
Available

April
May
June
July
August
September

1988

1989

Rates (postage and handling included):
1987-'89BYTEissues
BYTE '83-'84 Index
BYTE 1985 Index
BYTE 1986 Index
BYTE 1987 Index

$6.00"'
$3.00
$3.00
$3.00
$3.00

•June 1988 (Benchmarks) $3.00

BYTE 19881ndex
1985 Inside The IBM PCs
1986 Inside The IBM PCs
1988 Inside The IBM PCs
Applications Software
Today Special

$3.00
$4.00
$5.00
$6.00
$4.00

The above prices include postage in the US . Please add $.50 per copy for Canada and
Mexico; and $2 .00 per copy to foreign countries (surface delivery) . European customers
please refer to Back Issue order form in International Advertising section of book.

Please indicate which issues you would like by checking (V') the boxes.
Send requests with payment to:
BYTE Back Issues, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough , NH 03458
(603) 924-9281
D Check enclosed

Charge: 0 VISA 0 MasterCard

Card#

October
November
December
Inside the
IBM PCs
Applications
Software Today

Exp. Date
Signature

Address - - - - - - - - --

- - -- - - - - - - -

City
State - - -- - - - - - - - - --

Zip

All orders must be prepaid. Please allow four weeks for domestic delivery
and twelve weeks for foreign delivery by surface mail.
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EX-SAMPLE+

3IVI

IBM COMPATIBLE RS232/488
31/2 x 5Y4'' FLOPPY DATA
STORAGE & TRANSFER SYSTEM

TM

OS-DD

An expert system using AI

FREE! FLIP 'N' FILE
FORMATTED DISKS AT
UNFORMATTED PRICES!

Quantity Discounts Available

OS-HD

.63* 5.25 '3M Diskettes 10/bOx *1.15
11 1.25* 3.50" 3M Diskettes 10/box *2.95
1.89 SS/DD 8.00' 3M Diskettes 10/bOx OS/DD 2.15
f!4-ij~)~.~~~.i.;\~9, ~. ~.:.......... ~~; t(,

strategies to compute
sample size In statistical
research. It provides a
critique upon completion.

~~~.If=·-·· ~1£!9' ~~ ....~~. ll9<>

$250.00

3M Cootpac iape 1/2' DEC TK50 Tape ............ 25.95
3M/IBM 3480 Tape Cartridge .............................. 5.85
3M Mag
Pll with seal 2400' ............................ 12.50

(plus lhlppl111 llld handlln1)
Information Transfer to/from Non IBM Compatible Systems
!<>'from IBM & Compalibles: (Over RS-232 or 488 Interlace).

VISA, MC, AMEX, PO and
Personal Checks accepted.

Reads & Writes MS DOS Disks
RS-2321488 1/0
Rugged Portable Package/battery option
MS DOS Driver for "Plug & Run" RS-232
External Operation
• Baud Rate 110 to 38.4K Baud
• 360K/720K RAM Cartridge Option
• Price $895 in Singles-OEM Otys. $495.
•
•
•
•

The Idea Works, Inc.
Coll toll-free
1-800-537-4866
Missouri residents call

314-445-4554
FAX 314-445-4589

""' ~

,m

OS-00,

Circle 137 on Reader Service Card

*FREE Extra Quality
Library Cases!!

Quality OisootJnlB Available

OS-HD

.56*
1.09*

28 other systems with storage from 100K to 42 megabytes.

lJ™ lt

BASF

.80

ANALOG & DIGITAL PERIPHERALS, INC.
251 Soulh Mulberry St, Troy. Ohio 45373
P.0.Box 499
TWX 8101450-26B5
5131339-2241
FAX 5131339-0070

Circle 21 on Reader Service Card

AHIGH QUALITY

I

RS232-RS422 BIDIRECTIONAL
CONVERTER AT A LOW PRICE
Changes RS232
Data Streams Into
RS422 Compatible
Dala Streams

Model
AA1709

DCI 286/12 IBM Compatible
30 Pav Return! 5 Year Extended Warranty!
FREE FREIGHT!
• 80286 P r - OporOllng ot 8112 Mhz, I 01 Ke~onle
• 512KRAM•ponclobl•I01 lot>on-d,011 WS
• 1.2 ht> ... 1.44 FlopfJI' Drlw
• w-., Dlgllll WK/. HO/FD Conwol•
• Clod< C<olond• ...... 5 , _ betllry

Converts RS232
Hnks to long distance
RS422 siandanls on cable

• 220 Wan Power Supply • 80287 FPP Support
• Ei11• Ful Q' lotrtl ATC..
• Mad• In USA, FCC A & B, Tlue Ph-be lllOS

lengths to 4.000 feel. while having high noise immunity for use in
industrlal environments. This module makes It possible for RS232
equipped devices. such as an IBM personal compu ter. to Interface
with an RS422 equipped device. Included in the many uses ol this
converter Is the ability to communicate with Anaheim Automation's
own step motor motion controls. The unit includes apower sup~.
Call or write !or brochure.

20Mb 401111401111 40Mb 28m• 80Mb 28ms

Mono 1331'
EGA 1760'
VGA 1871'

1439'
1867'
1979'

1545'
1974'
2085'

1795'
2224'
2335'

....... ANAHEIM AUTOMATION

DCI • (fJI) 75'4JM • 3lOBB Wiii Dnil • CD-, TX 773114
•Al fl'l- ealh or dledc. Oly & Corp cl1<:a1nlr. avlilablo

910 E. Orangetair Lane. Anaheim, CA 92801
(714) 992 -6990 Telex: 2978217 MCI FAX: 714-992-0471

Circle 20 on Reader Service Card
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@g~~~Cti~tj : S9I#tioll'~
Share - Switch - Speed
Leadera

In connectivity devlc:ea alnce
198!5, we manufacture a complete line of :

• Data converters
• Printer buffers
• Sharing devices
o Electronic switching
• Multiple port boards
• Data servers
Intelligent, high capacHy, extemal/lntemal
bullera, automatic ..~al/parallel data con
verw!ona.Connect multiple computera, p~n·
terw, plotterw, modem•, etc. to a alngle
management
device.

Make your hardware
investment pay off I
. · ···· · · ··· · 970 Terra Bella Ave# 3
Mountain VI-, CA 94043

(415) 968-8404
-

I
I

buy
another
sss.so ri"bb on ...
"'

Universal Cartridge Maclnker

Save thousands of dollars per year
and always get a perfect printout, in
black or with any of our colored inks.
Universal Cartridge Maclnker i·s
$68.50. Multicolor adapters for mul
ticolor cartridges. We support over
24,000 printer brands & have a com ·
plete range of accessories, color car
tridges, OCR, heat transfer, and
indelible inks. Customers vary from
individuals to Fortune 500 compa
nies. Ask for free catalog.

Computer
Friends

1-800-547-3303

14250 NW Science Park Dr., Portland OR 97229
tel. (503)626-2291 -- fax (503)643-5379

Circle 64 on Reader Service Card

.39 cfs~g~
1.09 c?s78~
1.29 Js78~

5.25'

3M Highland OS/HD
cfs~~~
Nashua
SONY KAO c?sWl~

,74
.82
2.72

COLOR DISKETTES
5.25" DS,IDD

.39

s..21i"DS

D

.79

3..li(JI DSJDD

1.09

All 5.25" color diskettes in Tyvek sleeves.labels & w/p tabs

--Please call for

!l'lformalioo-

TERMS: No surcharge on VISA, Mastercard or AMEX.
COD only add $3.00. Prepaid orders deduct 2% cash
discount. PO's accepted from recognized institutions and
corporations on net 30. Bank draft, TfT or LJC acceptable.
Shipping: $4/ 100 or fewer disks. Reduced shipping
charges on large quantities. Price quoted for case (100
disks) quantities less than a case add 5%. (Min. order
$25.00. Min. order on PO's $150.00.)

WE BEAT ANY PRICE!
Toll Free Order Line
Information Line

1-800-523-9681
1-801-255-0080
TLX-9102404712 FAX-801-572-3327

ii DISKCOTECH
DISKCO TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

213 Cottage Avenue
P.O. Box 1339
Sandy, Utah 84091
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Complete Telephone Management System

CComp/ler
Assembler/Linker
Remote Debug
Rea/time Kemel

SIBEC II

TeleSenle ...
Sophisticated Voice Mall and Call Processing
wllh High Quality REAL VOICE Digital Recording

tor your PC, .XT, AT or Compatible

PC Coprocessors
Proto Board

The ideal solution for embedded control
applications and stand alone development.
• 8052 Basic CPU
• PROM Programmer
• ;sex· Expansion Bus
• Highest Quality
• 1 Year Warranty

$228.00 QTY 1
Call Now! (603) 469-3232
Inquire about our 8051 product development

kit for the IBM PC/XT/ AT.

""'"'*"'_,,,,,_ _

Assembler/linker (only)
$195.00
In-circuit Emulator
$995.00
Soun:e/symbolic debugger
$195.00
Standalone Proto Board (64180µP) $295.00
PC Coprocessors~·many versions, please inquire

Z-World Engineering
· 1340 Covell Blvd. Suite 101
Davis, CA 95616

Binary Technology, Inc.
() -'---"'"'---
Mein St., P.O. Box 67 Meriden, NH 03770
·1sex Is a trademarti. of Intel Corporation.
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VOIC·EMA,IL

•Foiw•rds to Extensions
Beepers/Cellulars
•lndividu•I Greetings •nd
Passwords• Multi·User
Sox C•paclty •Remote
Touch-Tone Access
•Replay/DeleteJROCQrd'Edlt

In Germany: 08131/1687

D-RAMS
41256. 06 - $8.00
41256. 07 - $7.50
41256. 08 - $7.00
41256 -10 - $6.20
41256 -12 - $5.70
41256·15 - $5.25
ALSO AVAILABLE :

256. 4 -10 - $18.50
64 x 4 • 10 - $ 7.50
64 x 4. 12 - $ 7.00
1mg x 1 - 08 - $18.00
1mg x 1·10 - $16.00
1mg x 1 -12 - $15.00
SIMMS, SIPPS, PLCC

MATH CO-PROCESSORS
8087-2 - $118.00
80287 · 10 - $215.00
8087-1 - $168.00
80387 - 16 - $315.00
80287-6- $128.00
80387. 20 - $375.00
80387 . 25 - $470.00
80287-8-$188.00
80386 • 16 - 180.00
80386 • 20 - 282.00
80386 • 25 - 428.00
MODEM 2400 BPS 1n1ema1,.,..,,,,.,.,- $69.00
CALL FOR QUANTITY PRICES

cpu

1

I

Ill

50/Pkg .

89¢

Protects 45 Diskettes ~
-

$2.99
$3.99
Toll

I

Less than 12

Free:

1-800-258-0028

ffi

Foreign lnqu/rl9s lnvll9d.
Minimum Order $25.00. S&H: F.O.B.
Grand Rapids, MI. Educational Purchase
Orders Accepted. Prlc9s Subject to Change.

T.rztnl, CA 11355

,
dllll
E
I'l

CONTE CH

,.

PRICE S SUBJEC T TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

Circle 248 on Reader Service Card

12+

C3C

CONTECH Computer Corp.

657 Brea Canyon Road,#4, Walnut, CA 91789

ea.

3.5" Disk Storage Box

call (818) 343-8505 or write to:

(714)594-6336 •FAX (714)595-4008

Sony Disks

#SB-200

FOR IBM PCIXTIAT
&PS-2

P.O. 801 11S

1-iiiiilj ~

3.5" DD (1 .0 M B ) M / ,
!

• Mainframe to PC Data Transfer
• High Speed Backup
•All Software, Complete System
•Service and Support, easy
Installation

1-800-2..SABINA

i - . .,~.
..

Circle 10 on Reader Service Card

~~)

SABINA INTERNATIONAL, INC.

27995

S

Multiple Un1I Discounts• Dealer Inquires
250 Technology Circle Scotts Valley CA 95066

Genuine

9TRACK
TAPE SYSTEM

•

•Unlimlted l'tlonebook/Database •AutodlalllledlaV
Search/Sort· CaHer/Computer TO<H:h-fone Interaction
•User·Oeflnable Voice Prompted Menus• Call Forward/
Call Distribution• In/Out Call Logging• Outbound Timed
Calls•AutomatlcAt1endantandMore!

80().637-3861

Circle 311 on Reader Service Card

SAME DAY SHIPMENT

~'

lncJudGCffcurt IX>•

software.pho11ecable ,;r.d
external speaker

In CA 408/438-3883

ORLD

fax: 753-5141

PROCESSING

Enjoy thB same benflflts tlnd lea lures
ofsystems CtJstJng thouundl for only

•

(916) 753-3722

ADVANCED CALL '

Circle 70 on Reader Service Card

Precision Data Productsm
P.O. Box 8367, Grand 'Rapids, 'I ll 49518
313-645·4980 • 616-452-3457
FAX : 616-452-4914

Circle 224 on Reader Service Card

PROMPT DELIVERY!!!

SAME DAY SHIPPING (USUALLY)

QUANTITY ONE PRICES SHOWN lor MAY 21, 1989

Erase or program EPROMs
all in one site
Eresogrsm-40.. MultlProgrammer"'/UV Eraser

For IBM-PC's & com·
patibles, menu-driven
AVPROM programs
EPROMs up to 8x
faster than serially·
connected units (20
sec. for 2764).

• 4- and 10 socket
gang veisions too.
Call for prices.
For complete
specs, free 32 pg.
development tool
catalog, call

or 207-236-9055

• PC Based Menu Oriven Software.

DYNAMIC RAM
SIMM 111 256Kx36
80 ns $450.00
SIMM
1Mx9 80 ns 240.00
SIMM 121
1Mx9 85 ns 210.00
SIMM 1
256Kx9
80 ns
99.00
1Mblt
1Mx1 100 ns
17.75
41256
2se1<x1
60 ns
8.95
41256
2se1<x1
80 ns
7 .40
41256
2se1<x1 100 ns
6.85
51258 t3J 2se1<x1 100 ns
7.00
41256
2s6Kx1 120 ns
6.15
41264 1•1 64Kx4 120 ns
13.50

• Supports 24, 28 & 32·pin (E)EPROMs.
• EPROMs: 2716 up to 27513. plus 27010. 27011, 27C301.
• EEPROMs: 2816 - 2BC256.
• Fast Programming (2764 - 10 sec.) (27256 - 1 minute).
• S. 16 & 32-bit word program ming.
• 60 minute ,fimer ,(autQ s'hut-off)
• ,_.alas iup :10 30 c~ps.
• UV indicator.

• Safety interlock switch.
• One year warranty.

• 100% U.S.A. made.

$34s.qp

EPROM

27C1000 12e1<xe 200 ns $28.50
27C512
64Kxe 200 ns
12.95
27256
32Kx8 150 ns
7.25
27128
1eKxe 250 ns
4.50
STATIC RAM
62256P-10 32Kx8 100 ns
6264P·12
eKxe 120 ns
6116AP·12 2Kx8 120 ns

..
..

Call To Order
FL: 1·407·994·3520
FAX: 1-407·994-3615 • TELEX: 4998369 ·BYTEK

I·

AVtJCET
120 Union

SYSTEMS, INC.'
St., Rcdporl, ME 04856

Circle 27 on Re~r -1uwce Cant

SAT DELIVERY

MasterCard/VISA or UPS CASH COD

F~~~"°J',," ~~

0 5 MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED, INC.
ev, ~~g~s~;,.eo;~·.~~· (918) 267-4961

RECEIVED
1": ltd Air 18 1311
Fri P.1 112.2511 lb

BYT-EK Corporation lnstrumenl Systems Division

No minimum order. Pia.to note. prices aub1ecl to cl1•ng11•

508 NW. nth Street

Sl1ipp1ng, 'onsurancee•tra, \Jp!oSI lorpack1ngmo1or1t1&

Boca Raton , FL 33487
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A-BUS™
[fj]jj@D©
Classroom to advancedindustrial applications.
Be aWizard in your Lab, Factory, College, Home...

NEW: REMOTE A-BUSI Use the new Serial (RS-232) Adapter or
Processor to control any A-BUS system. Cards can be up to 500 ft
a~ using phone type cable, or off premises using amodem. Cal or
send fa the neN A-BUS Catalog which covers an the products.

,_,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Important _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
All A-BUS Systems: • Come assembled and tested +Include detailed manuals with schematics
and programming examples
Can be used with almost any language (BASIC, Pascal. c.
assembler. etc.) using simple "IN" and
commands {PEEK and POKE on some computers)
Can grow to 25 cards Qn any comllinatlon) per adapter PrCYlde jumper selectable addressing
on each card • Require asingle low cost unregulated 12V power supptf Ale usualty shipped
from stock. (Oiernighl service is available.)

+

+

·our

+

Inputs, Outputs, etc.
Analog Input: Banalog inputs. o-s. wIn 20mv steps (8 bits).
o-1<m rll'IQ9 possible. 7500 COflY8!Sions/seCOnd. AD-142: S142
12 Bit Ato D: Analog to digllal converter. Input range -4V to
+4V. expandable to 100V. On- board amplifier. Resolution 1mv.
Cornerslon time 130ms. 1 channel. (Expand to 8 channels with the
RE-156 card.)
AH-14&: $153
Relay Card: BIndivldualtf controlled Industrial relays each with
status LED's (3A at 12<NAC contacts. SPST).
RE-140: $142
Reed Relay Card: B reed relays (20mA 11 eovoc. SPST).
lndivldualtf controlled and latched. with stalus LEOs.RE-15e: $109
D/A converter: 4 Channel 8 Bit D/A converter with output
amplifiers end separateadjustable references.
DA-1 47: s10

+

It used to be difficult and costly to do process control, robotics, data
acquisition, monitoring and sensing with your computer. Now the
low-cost A-BUS system makes it easy to do almost any project you
can imagine.
Versatility. A-BUS cards handle most interfacing, from on/off
switching, to reading temperatures, to moving robot arms, to
counting events, to sensing switches...
Adaptability. The A-BUS is modular, allowing expansion well
beyond your needs. It works with almost any computer, or even as a
remotedata station with the new serial adapters.
Simplicity. You can start using the A-BUS in minutes. It's
easy to connect, and software is abreeze to write in any language.
Reliability. Careful design and rugged construction make the
A-BUS the first choice in specialized 1/0.
An A-BUS system consists of: • An A-BUS adapter plugged
into your computer • A cable to connect the adapter to 1 or 2
A-BUS function cards. • The same cable will also fit an A-BUS
Motherboard for expansion to up to 25 cards in any combination.
,_,_ _ _ _ _ About Alpha Products - - - - -....
Founded in 1976 for the purpose d deYeloplng low cost l/O devtces for personal computers. Alpha
has grown to serve over 70000 customers in over 60 countries. A-BUS users include many d the
Fortune 500 QBM. Hewlett-Packard. Tand'f. Bell Labs, GM...) as well as most major universities.
A-BUS products are U.S. designed. U.S. built. and serviced WO!ldwide.
Overseas distributors: England: Cakt( Science Assoc. Ud.. Merseyside, 051 342 7033.
Austr11I1: Brumby Technologies Pl'f. Ud.. NSN. 7591638. fl'lllCt: Cosenn, Rungis. 46 86 64 75

A- BUS Adapters

Motion Control
Smart Quad Stepper Controller: The wOl1d's finest
On board microprocessor controls four motors simultaneoustf.
Uses simple English commands like "MOVE ARM 102 QNCHES)
LEFl". For each axis, you control coordinates (absolute or rela
tive). ramping, speed. units. scale factors, elc. Many inputs for limlt
switches. etc. On the fly reporting of speed. position... Built in
drivers for small motors (such as M0-103or105). SC-149:$299
Options: ... 5 amp/phase power booster for 1motor: PIH23: $49
... Remele ieach" keypad for direct motor control: RC-121: $54

m

24 llne
1/0: connect 24 input or output signals (TTL O/S'I
levefs or switches). Variety ol modeS. (Uses 8255AI 00-141: $72
Dlgltal Input: Bopllcaltf Isolated Inputs. Input can be 5to1oov
voftaQ8 leYe1s or switch closures.
IN- 141: S6S
Digital Output Driver: soutputs: 250mA 1112V. Dr1Y8 relays.
solenoids. stepper motors. lamps, elc.

ST-143: S78

Clock with Alarm: Powerful clock/calendar. Battery '*kup.

Timing to 11100 sec. Alarm relay. LED and buzzer. Cl-144: S98
Touch Tone Decoder: Each tone is converted Into anumber
which isstored on the board.
PH-145: $87
A-BUS Prototyping card: 4x4.5" card. Will accept up to 10
LC.s. With power &ground bus.
PR- 152: $16
Counter Timer: Th!ee 16 bit eo1mte1S11imers. Use sepeiatetf Of
cascade !Of long (48 bit) counts.
CT-150: $132

Alarge A-BUS system with two Motherboards
Adapter in the foreground plugs into PC,XTAT type slot.

Stepper Driver Kit: For experimenting with stepper motors.
Includes 2M0-103 motors and aST-143 dual driver PA-181: $99
Stepper Motors: (4 phase. unipolar)
110-103: 2114" dia. y,• shalt. 7.5"/step. 12V. s oz-intorque. $15
M0-104: Z" dia. Vt" shaft. 1.8"/step. So/, 60 oz-intorque.
S45
110-105: 1.7" square. 2" shaft. 3.75°/step. 121/. 6oz-in.
S15

Ordering lnformlllon: We accept VISI. Mastercard.Checks. and M.O. C.O.D.is $4 extra
Purchase orders are subject to ciedlt apprlMI. CT residents add 7.5" sales tax.
Shipping: S4 per order (usuali'f UPS grou~. UPS 2nd 08'( Air: S4 extra Next Day serviee
available. C8nada: $6 per order (Airmall). OtAside US and Canada: Ac1d 10% of order total.
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... can address 64 ports and control up to 25 A-BUS cards.
... Require one cable. Molllertloald required for more than 2cards.

A-BUS Parallel Adapters for:
IBM PC/XT/AT &compatibles. u.... 11a1cr1oogill AR-1 33: $69
Appll ll,11+,lle~HDqliclhldl.
Commodore 64.128 ~HD~ Pcr1<11 bd.
TRS-IO Model 102.200U.40pin~lu'.
Model 100 (Tand'f portable) ~HDIOCllll<11-.
TRS-IK> Model 3.4.40 v~ Mlllliltl pin 11u1111..i.
TRS-IK> Model I ~HD40pinlqlnionbu1.

AR-134: $52
AR-139: $48
AR-136: $76
AR-135: $75
so
AR-132: $54
AR-131 : $39
Tand'f Color Computers FllROMtlctlUlplkcrY-c.i. AR-138: $49

A-BUS Cable: Necessary to connect any parallel adapter to
one A-BUS card or to first mothelboard. 50 pin, 311. CA-163: $24
Special cable for two A-BUS caids
CA-162: S34
Sertal Adapter: CoMect A-BUS systems to any RS-232 port.
Allows up to 500 II from computer to A-BUS.
SA-129: $149
Serial Node: To connect additional SA-129/A-BUS systems to
&single RS232 serial port (max 16 nodes).
SN-128: $49
Serial Processor: same as me plus built in BASIC 1or on
Une monttoring. logging, decision making,etc.
SP-127: $189
Use SA-129 or SP-127wlth modems for remote data acquisition. .
Motherboard: Holds up to 5 A-BUS cards In slurd'f aluminum
frame with card guides. Asixth connector allows (using cables CA
161: $12) additional Motherboards to be added. MIH20: $108
Power Supply: Power pack for up to 4 ~ds. PS-126: St2
Complete Catalog Available

For Orders and Info call (203) 656-1806
Weekdays from 9 to 5EST or FAX 203 656-0756

ALPHA

fJJfl@@[Jfj©fl~

242-8 West Avenue, Darien, CT 06820
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FEDERAL EXPRESS
SECOND DAY AIR!
Ask Us About Special
Low, Low Rates!!!

YOU'LL

Panasonic - Panafax
KX-P1180
KX-P1191
KX·P1592
KX·P1595
KX-P1524
KX-P4450
KX-P1124

... . .. . .. $179
......... $249
••••••• • • $429
.. .••••. • $439
• •••• . ••• $539
• • ••••• • $1395
•••• • •••• $329

THEUTnE
BIG.f~.
~

PANAFAX Uf.250

IN STOCK NOW FOR SAVINGS!!
FX-RS505
Image Scanner

UF-150 ... . ........ . .... . $1075
U~250 ............... . . $1395
U~260 ......... . ..... . . $1695

Fax Partner f}_

FX·BM89 if(~

H-P

Fax
Board

$599
(List $995)

Also Available
FX·RS506
• Faster
$1195
• Higher Resolution (List $1899)

With Interface
and Cable
(List $1499) •

Laser Partner
KX·P4450

$139 5

(List $2595)

• Two 250·sheet paper cassettes
• 300 dot-per·lnch resolution
• Five popular printer emulations
• Standard parallel and RS·232
serial Interlaces
• Convenient front panel controls
• 512K RAM standard

FONTS
MEMORY
COMPATIBLE

AND

• NEW! NEW! Plotter. In A Font •••• •$249
• The All In One
25 In 1 Font •• • ••• • •••••••••• $268
• For Lotus, Slik
Spreadsheet Font Special •• .• • . $110

• Upgradable Memory Boards
1MB ................... $275
2MB ................... $545
4MB . .......... . ...... . $895
1MB (for Laser Jet 20) ... . . $345
PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS

Orders: 800-272-9276

1-800-332-0342

1·800-344-5648

(Vermont)

(Canada)

(National)

Inquiries and Technical: (508) 393-7220

(802) 334-5801

HOURS: 9AM·8PM MON·FRI EASTERN STANDARD TIME
10AM-4PM SAT

• We Accept At No Additional Charge

AP PLIE D • PROGRESSIVE "ELECTRONICS • IN C.
203 Southwest Cutoff Route 20, Northboro, MA 01532
FAX (508) 393-3124 • Phone (508) 393-7220

~il[ffi
American Express Also Accepted

EXPIRES 7/3189

* Order by FAX using a Credit Card and receive Free Freight!!

ALL ITEMS OFFERED WHILE STOCK LASTS
Ordering information: We ship anywhere In the con·
tinental United Stales via UPS. Prices are sub)lcl
to change wtttout notiee. We accepl VISA, Maller·
Cetd, paraonal, company checkS and money ord·
ers sobjltCI to pnor aoprovaf.
Al retuma must have prior aulhorlzatlon from our
customer service department wilhin 7 days ol
receipt. AH returns must be in Uke·new concfillOn ,
complete and tn original packaging. Incomplete
merchandise will not be accepted for relum. All
returns lor merchandise credit only.
Oeleclive products will be repaired or replaced
at APE's dlscrellon. We do not guarantee compali·
billty. Not responsible tor typographical errors

ALL PRICES OUOfED ARE FOR PREPAY,
C.0.D., QR CREDIT CARD ORDERS ONLY.

(UPS GROUND)
312
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Circle 23 on Reader Service Card

BE SURE TO ASK US ABOUT

YOU'LL

r//O'I

HEWLETT

~~ PACKARD
ACCESSORIES

EPSON®
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full-featured , 80-column printer
180 CPS draft mode; 30 CPS NLQ
Automatic single sheet loading
SelectType front control panel
Compatible with most computers
One year limited warranty

LQ-510

The LQ-500 combines the advantages
of 24 pin Letter Quality printing with
the benefits of affordable performance.
With Epson's exclusive SelecType front
control panel , the LQ-500 gives you
push-button control of an array of Im·
pressive features. The LQ-500 also
comes equipped with a pull tractor and
friction feed with single-sheet auto
load, which allow you to utilize a wide
variety of paper _

NOW
ONLY

1

s179

NOW
ONLY

Dot-Matrix Printer

·QBSQ

i..;

FROM SHARP MINDS
COME SHARP PRODUCTSTM
• 10 MHz High Speed 80286 CPU (6/8 MHz
switchable)
• Illuminated Supertwisl Crystal Display with 4
gray scale levels
• Dual high density floppies (PC-7202) or single
floppy and 20MB hard disk drive (PC-722 1)
• 120 key detachable keyboard with separate
numeric and cursor keypads
• 640 KB of RAM , expandable lo 1.6 MB on the
system board
• One Internal expansion slot for full-size PC and
AT compatible expansion cards
• Parallel. serial, and color/monochrome CRT
ports
• One internal expansion slot for full-size PC and
AT compatible expansion cards
• Optional internal modem card and expansion
unit with four card slots

I PC-7221 . . . . ... . .

1

1495

The LQ-850 combines SmartParkTM
paper handling with 24-pin Letter Quall·
ty printing excellence. With SmartPark,
you can quickly switch paper types
without removing hardware or paper.
And the LQ·850's SelecType front
control panel gives you push-button
control of an array of Impressive fea
lures. For word processing and general
office correspondence, this narrow·

• High contrast, Illuminated supertwlsl display
• 20 MB hard disk drive and single 3.5 Inch flop
py drive
• High speed processor (7.16 MHz)
640K RAM
• Full-sized keyboard with 1O key numeric pad
• Software compatible with IBM PC
• Optional 300/1200 baud modem, CRT adap·
ter, 1 MB EMS card, 768K EPROM card
• Also available with dual 3.5 inch floppy disk
drives (Model PC-4502)

carriA
age Lp
rlnl er
t is$ide$
al. $ $

PC-4502 . . .. ....... 1895
PC-4502M ......... 11095
PC-4521 .. . . ...... 11695
11
L~Ji~ 521 M . · · · · · · · · 895

Dramatic Savings On All
Other Epson Printers

$

I

..
·

EX 800, FX 850 & 1050, LQ 850, 1050 & 2 50

ALL EPSON RIBBONS 3 for 2

PC-4521

~ ~- PC-4600 SERIES . . . .... CALL

T ''

1-800-332-0342

(National)

(802) 334-5801

HOURS: 9AM-8PM MON·FRt EASTERN STANDARD TIME
10AM·4PM SAT

m

We Accept At No Additions/ Charge

lZJ iai

1-800-344-5648
(Canada)

(Vermont)

Inquiries and Technical: (508) 393-7220

203 Southwest Cutoff Route 20, Northboro, MA 01532
FAX (508) 393-3124 • Phone (508) 393-7220

PC-7241 .... . . .. . 12195

w&~

---------0-r-de_r_s_:8-0-0--2-7-2--9-2-76- 4

AP PLIED • PROGRESSIVE • E LECTRONICS • INC.

MODEL PC-7200 SERIES
The power of a desk-top AT in
a compact portable unit

Battery Powered
LAPTOPS from

s319

C
•

SHAR~

American Express Also Accepted

EXPIRES 7/31/89

* Order by FAX using a Credit Card and receive Free Freight!!

ALL ITEMS OFFERED WHILE STOCK LASTS

Ordering inlomiatlon. We Ship anywhere in the con
Unental Uniled Slates via UPS Prices are sub,ect
lo Change wlthOut M tice. We accepl VISA, Master·

Card. personal, company cneck.S and money ord·
ers subrect to p10t approval.
All returns must have prior authonzetion lrom our
customer sel'V1Ce depar1ment within 7 days ol
receipt. All returns must be in like·new condirK>n.
complete and in original packaging. lncomplele
merchandtse will not be eccepred lot relum. All
returns tor merehandlse Credi onty.
Oelectl'ie products wHI be repaired or replaced

at AP E's discretion. We do not guarantee compatl·
bU1ty. Nol responSlble for typograplllcal error5.

ALL PRICES QUOIED ARE FOR PREPAY,
COD.• OR CREDIT CARD ORDERS ONLY.

(UPS GROUND)
Circle 23 on Reader Service Card
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1200 Baud w/Software

Modem
1

1·~:i~··~~~2~~~~:~::::;;i
~ Floppy Disk Controller

I

~ 101 Enhanced Keyboard

~

*140 Watt Power Supply

~

j Monochrome Graphics System '6981·:.·

~

640K RAM, 360K Disk Drive
, Printer Port, Amdek 310A Monitor
30 MB Hard Disk System . .• add 5298
CGA Color System ........ add 1188 ~
EGA Color System ..•• •••. add '398 ~
VGA Color System . . ....•. add '568 ~

f
~

Terminals
Monitors
Amdek 310A amber ............. 198 WYSE model 30 ........... . .. .'288
Amdek 410A amber ........ . .. . '1 18 WYSE model 50 .............. .'368
14" amber flat screen .......... 1128 WYSE model 85 .. . .... . ...... .'438
RGB 640 X 240 color ....... . ... 1258
EGA 640 x 350 color ....... . .. . 5378 Joystick
VGA 640 x 480 . .. . ........ .. .. 1398 Kraft 3 button Joystick ..•....••• 119
NEC MultiSync II ............. Call DualGamePort . . .............. 119
NEC MultiSync II 2A ......•.... '528
Mutsubishi Diamond Scan . , .. .'498 Plotter
Zenith 1490 flat screen . ...... .'618 Roland DXY-980 ............. .'698
Sony 800 x 600 Multi Scan , . . .'488 Houston lntruments . ...•..•... Call
Keyboards
84KeyAT- style ................ '68
101 Key enhanced ....... . ...... 178

Jade 12 MHz Turbo 286 ---'8981
; 1 MB Motherboard w/ S12K RAM
200Watt Power Supply
·
Clock/Calendar
,
~
Enhanced 101 Keyboard

Printers
EPSON LX-8009PIN ....... .. .'188
Mono Graphics System _ _ '1098 ~ EPSON FX-8SO •....• .•.•... ... Call
1.2 MB Floppy Drive & Controller
~ EPSON FX-1050 ............... Call
~ EPSON EX-800 •...• . ..• ••. . . .• Call
Printer Port, Amdek 310A Monitor
EPSON DFX-5000 ......... . ... Call
40 MB Hard Disk System ... add 1438
12 MHz, 1 MB of RAM . . .. . . add '148
EPSON LQ-500 24 PIN . ••. , , . . Call
EPSON LQ-850 ... .. . .. .. . .... Call
EPSON LQ-950 ............... Call
EPSON LQ-10SO ...... . ....... Call

Jade 20 MHz Turbo 386 _ _ '1998
1 MB of RAM on Motherboard
1:1 Interleave FDD/HD Controller
2 Serial, 1 Parallel, Clock, Calendar
101 Enhanced Keyboard
40 MB Mono Graphics System'2388
1.2 MB Floppy Disk Drive
40 MB Hard Disk Drive
Amdek 310A Monitor

~·.-w,-.....,_ _ __

~-

, ,

Okidata 320 ......... . ..•.•.... '348
Okidata 321 ••...•.•.••. • ....•• '498
Okidata 390 ...•.......••... . •. 1498
Okidata 391 ...... . .....•...... '648
Oki data 393 .. . .. . ...... •• ..... 1948

j

-~

Disk Drives
360K half height. ... ..... .. .... .'68
360K full height .... . ......... _. 118
TEAC SS BV .................. _.78
1.2MBforAT ... . ............. 88
3 'h'' 720 K ......... .. .......... _.88
3'h" 1.44 MB ................. .'118
5v.'' ext. 360K for PS/2 •.• .. •. . . '218
S'/.o" ext. 1.2 MB for PS/2 ...... .'2S8
5'/.o'' ext. for LapTop . .....••••• '298

.s

Digitizers
Summa Sketch 12x 12 ..•. ... . .'378

Mouse

Opto-mechanical

with Software . . . . .

~
$29
..

LoglTech
LogiMouse Serial .............. .'68
LogiMouse Bus ................ .'78
LogiMouse Hi- rez ............. .'88
Mouse Systems
PC Mouse with Paint ..... . ..... .'88

.. ........ '178
....•.... .'239 Microsoft
1
..•... . .. .'318 Mouse w/ Paintbrush .......... .. 98
................
Call
Mouse
w/CAD
......... .'388
..... , ... .'318 Mouse w/Window ....•. . .•.... Call
. . ....... .'438
. .. ...... .'538 Complete PC
.... . ... '1548 Complete FAX 4800 ....... . ..• .'228
~--~.,,,.,.,.,,,,,.,....,..,..,w.......~~":> Complete FAX 9600 . •....•.•.•. '388
~ Complete Answering Machine . .'248

H~r'do'!;k"Orfv';;""'''""- ' ' "

' '~
10 MB w/controller ......... . . .'148 ~
20 MB w/ controller .. .. ....... .'238 !,
30 MB w/controller ......... . . .'288 ~
40 MB w/controller • . ...•..... .'398
40 MB for AT .. .. ... . ......... .'338
ST 12S 20 MB .... . ....... . ... .'248
ST 138 30 MB .... . ........... .'298
ST25140MB .... .. ........... '368
ST 251-1 40 MB ........ . ..... .'448
ST409680MB ............... .'S68

--~~...w.w~'x'-'•'X·~~,~---"""x ·

Tape Back-up
CMS Jumbo 40 MB XT/AT .... .'298
XT/AT Kit External . . . .... . ... .'128
PS/2 Internal Kit ............. . . .'58
PS/ 2 External Kit ............. .'128

PanasonicKX-P1180
Panasonic KX-P1191
Panasonic KX-P1124
Panasonic KX-P1S92
Panasonic KX-P1092i
PanasonicKX-P1S9S
Panasonic KX- P1 S24
Panasonic KX-P44SO

Daisywheel Printer

5199

~.,~.~.~!.'.::,~'.::L~.~.~;',~::!~~"~"wm.'.l Switch Boxes
Hewlett Packard DeskJet
DeskJet ... . ................. .'698
EPSON emulation cartridge ..... '68
TMS RM/HELV Soft Font ....... .'98
Ink cartridge .................. . '19
Hewlett Packard LaserJet
LaserJet II .. .. ................ Call
LaserJetllD . .. ... . ............ Call
25 in One Font Cartridge ....... '398
4 MB card w/O memory . .. ..... .'188
1 MB memory card ............ .'348
2 MB memory card ............ .'648
4 MB memory card ........... 11148
Toner cartridge ................ .'98

4901 W. Rosecrans Ave. Box 504.6

"Ci.l·ii·;·~~~~'04'JADE
California
Torrance, Costa Mesa, Woodland Hills
Kearny Mesa, Sunnyvale
Texas
Addison, Houston
Georgia
Arizona
Smyrna
Phoenix
Not all items in stock at
our nine retail locations.

Scanner
Complete Hand Scanner .....•. 1148
Complete 4" Scanner .. . . ....• . 1198
Logitech Scan Man •.• . .....•.• '248
Diamond Flower 3000 ...•.... .. '198
Hewlett Packard ScanJet .... . .. Call

Parallel :>r Serial (Specify)
2 way AB .................... . .'28
3 way ABC ................ .... .'38
4 way ABCD ••• · • •. · • ......•... 'S8
5 way ABC DE · · · · · · .. • · · ...... .'68
Crossover X ................... .'68
AutoSwitch 3 way ............ .'198
AutoSwitch6way ............ .'248
Modems
1200 internal w/software •...•.•. 148
2400 internal w/software • . •...•• 198
1200 external ... . ............... '88
2400 external ................. .'148
2400 PS/2 internal •• . ••••• ••• . .'198
Intel 2400B for PS/2 .. . ....... . .'278

Intel
8087 ....... .'94
8087-2 .... .'138
8087-1 .... .'178
80287-6 . : . •'148
80287-8 ... .'218

80287- 10 .• .'248
80387-SX • .'348 ·
80387-16 .• .'378 .
30387-20 •.. '398
80387-25 ... '528
Above board 286 Plus 512K •..• .'418
In board 386 . ................ 11028
Cables
6' printer . . ................... . .'12
1O' printer .... .. . . .......... . .. .'18
25 ' printer .•............•...•... '28
9' serial ....................... .'18
2S' serial ... ................... .'28
50' serial ....• .. . .... .••. . ...... 538
100' serial .... .. .......... ... .. .'58
Keyboard extender ...•.•....... '12
Monitor extender .............. .'16
Printer extender . .... ....... ... .'16
Boards
Monographics w/Parallel . •...... 548
Color Graphics w/Parallel ......• '48
Jade EGA card ..... .. ........ ' 158 ·
Jade VGA+ .. . ................'238
Jade VGA+ 16 . . ... . ......... .'288
Dual game port ......... . ... . ... '19
XT 1/0 Par/ Ser/Clk/Game ....... ' 58
AT 1/0 Par/Ser/Game .......... .'58
360/720K 1.2/ 1.44 MB FDC .. . . .. 148
AT FDD/HD controller ........ .'98
XT Hard Disk controller ......•.. ' S8
AST SixPak Plus .............. .'118
AST XFormer .... ... ........ . .'578
Paradise auto EGA 350 •......• .'168
Paradise VGA+ .... .. ......... .'268
Paradise VGA+ 16 ............ .'318
Surge Protector
S. L. Waber 6 outlet ..........• . .'18
Isobar 4 outlet . . ............•... 548
Isobar 8 outlet . ................ .'68
Isobar modem protector ... •.• . 524
Tripplite Battery Back-up
450Watt UPS .......... . . .... .'398
750 Watt UPS .... . ..... . .... . .'498
1200 Watt UPS ............... .'698
Tripplite Line Stablllzer
600 Watt LC .....•.............. '98
1200 Watt LC ............ . .... .'1S8
1800 Watt LC ............. . .... 5 188
Accessories
Kens ington Master Piece .....•. . 588
AC Master Control Center .... . • 148 '
MicroSpeed PC-Trac Ball .•....• '78
Ve rtical CPU stand ......... ... .'18
Keyboard drawer ... . .......... .'58
Monitor Tilt-n-Sw ivel .......•.•. '18

COMPUTER

Place orders and use our technical support toll free!
Continental U.S.A. 1-800-421-5500
Inside California 1-800-262-1710

MMC
MICAOCQM PU T EH
M A R K ET ING CO UN Cl l

Fax machine 1-213-675-2522/All others 1-213-973-n07
We accept checks, credit card or purchase
orders from qualified firms and institutions.
No surcharge on credit card orders. CA., TX.
GA . & AZ. residents add sales tax. Prices and

availability subject to change without notice.
Ship ~' ng and handling charges via UPS
ground SO~/lb . UPS air 1 1.00/l b. Minimum
charge '4.00.

NEW
LOW
PRICES

MEMORY EXPANSION BOARDS

MATH

fl-- SIMM SIPE~

~ MODU ~ ES '..=I)

1 MGX1

1 MG X t-lor IBM TYPES
1 MG X9-120 NS .. 199
1 IWJ X9-100 NS .. $199
1 IWJ X9-80NS ..... $241
1IWJ X9-70NS .•...•. $311

1 IWJ X 1-120 NS$15.•
1 IWJ X 1-100 NS$1&.50
1IWJX1-80NS .• $21 .•

1 MG XI· for APPLE
1 IWJ X 8-120NS •.. $171
1 llMi X 8-100NS .•• $199
256 XI ·for APPLE
256 X 8-120NS .•..... $51
256X8-100NS ....... $11

256 X I (r-OR PS2)
256 X9-120NS ....... $99
256 X9-100NS ..... $109
MODEl 36-286
1 mg x 9-100 ........ $27t

PS·2MODR 70180 SIM
1 MG X 9-100NS .. 289
1 IWJ X9-80NS ..... $341
2 IWJ X9-SONS ..... $171

1 mg (6450375) ..•. $525
2 mg (6450379) ...... .

-

DI"

~
SOJ

256X1
256 X 1-150 NS ... $5.50
256 X 1-120 NS ..• $1.00
256 X MOONS ....$1.50
256 X1-80NS •...... $7.50
256 X 1-60NS ...... $1.00

;/
r

Sli /

~
SIMM ·.. ·.
~
-~

251X4
256 X4-120 NS .$11.•
256 X4-100 NS .$11.•
256 X4-MINS .... $23.50
14X1
4164-150NS ...•.... $1 .75
4164-120NS ........ $2.85
4164-100NS ........ $2.55
14X4
4464-150 NS ....... $7.00
4464-120 NS ....... $1.50
4464-1 OONS ........ $9.50
4464-SONS ........ $11 .1111
251X41C
514258-10 ..............
251X11C
51258-10 ............. $7.50
51258-80 ............. $1.00
51258-70 ............. suo

1 mg-t11pa111lon .... $311
4 mg .. .................. $13•

We accept
American Express

CO - PRO~.

8087-3(5MHZ) ........$88
8087-2(8MHZ) ...... $120
8087-1 .•....•..•.••....•$170
8028Hi ................ $130
80287-8 ................ $1G5
80287-10 .............. $218
80C287-12 ............ $2GG
80387-16 .............. $320
80387-20 .............. $380
80387-25 ............•. 75

CPU CHIPSJilj
8088 .................... $5.00
80386-16 .............. $18G
80386-20 .............. $28G
80386-25 .............. $43G
V-20 (8MHZ) .. .... .. $7.50

VIDEO RAM -~
FOR VGA CARDS
84x 4(150NS) ........ $10
84X4(120111) ......... $12
64 x 4(100111) ......... $18

RAM TESTER
only $169
Teats the following
me1111ry chips:
64KX 1
256X 1
64KX4
256X4
4MX1
1MX4
The RTI can help any
0111 come through the
fruetratlng process al
ldentNlng bad (or good)
D-RAMchlpe. Thewelg!i
and dursblllly of the
teeter, make portability 1
brwze, whether I be on
Ille, In the lab or In yow
tool kit. Don1 be caught
without oneII

VIDEO ADAPTER
All
EGA Wonder 11111 .........................................$2AI
Supports EGA, MDA, CGA & Hercules
VIP VGA - IOO X560  ................................. $275
Supports VGA, CGA, MDA & Hercules

,

VIDEO 7
Flllwrtll VGA ............................................. $349
256 0-RAM, 800 X600, 640 X 480
Supports VGAIEGAIMDA/CGA & Hercules
V-RAMVGA ................................................. $511
256 KV-RAM, 1024 X 768, 800 X 600
VEGA lllllun ...................................... .......... $239
640 X 480 Mufti-sync
VEGA Pro ..................................................... $311
800 x 600 Mufti-Sync

ORQllD
D111Jper IOO VGA ....................................... $211
800X600 · 16 Colors
Prodealper ................................................. $311
Supports 1024 X768  16 Colors
Pro O.algner Pl• ....................................... $6tl
Seme ae Prodeslgner
Has downloadable fonts
UNrrEX
MD111ehrot111 G111phlca C.rd ......................... $41
w•h par port • MDA/CGNHerculea
Colorg111phlc1 Cent ........................................ $41
RGB Color with Par Port• EGA/MDA/CGA/Hercules
EGA Cini ..................................................... $211
640 X 41KJ, 16 Colors, EGA.IMOAICGAIHercules
VGA C.rd ~ ....................,...,_,........... ........ ... laa
soo xam. 18 Cabrs • 1,l!WEiil\/Mll!tJ!lWHmulee

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Terrrl6: M:C . 'IJ ISA. coo . CASH . AME)! add 4',;.
Purchase Orders from qualified firms 20% restocking lee on non-defective returns
Prloes.Subject To Cl<l~

N'o Sur,cbarQe ror MGNISA.

~

lRJ
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"' ASTi .:. ;_ ~- -

_

Adnnllge 2 ·Expands to 3MB with 512 K............. $471
has SER/PAR Software
Uees256KRAMS
Adnnllge 2-311 for PS2 Model 7CV80 .................. $111
Expandl ID 8 llMi
has SER/PAR
Uees256or1MGSIMMS
R111np111121&-For AT .................................. .......... $311
Expandl ID 2 llMi with 512 K
Useds 256 RAMS
Piii z•For AT .•...•............•......•...•...•.. $5H
Expands to 8 MG with 512 K
I PM Pl•-For PCJXT ............................................ $111
Expendl ID 257K (with 84 IC)
Ha PARISER/CLK Software ....................... $2AI
U• 84K or 256K RAMS

"""''Ill•

For PS2
locl111111 3t- with 9K RAM .................................... $121
Expendl ID 211Mi
Uees 1MGX 1 0-RAMS
lca111m 501'0 with 9K RAM ................................ $171
Expendl ID 4 IWJ with Software
Uses 1 llMi X 1 D-RAMS
locll'llm MCA 5GZ with 9K RAM ........................... $119
Expandl ID 2 IWJ
U• 1 IWJ X 1 D-RAMS
BOCA MCA Pa111ll1I Cini ....................................... $99
BOCA MCA krlml.f'M .•.........•....••...•...• •...•..••.•.... $119
MIRl·M111lc - IEV138 - 576K Memory Card ..•......... $51
for PC & AT with OK
UMS 84K & 256K 0-RAM
RAMii 4000  IEV-136 • 4MB EMS ........................ $241
Extended Memory card with OK
Ueea 1 hliD-RAMS
-

- ~-

- --

IBM
1417251 - For PS-2 MOD 50/60 .....•.......•.............. $4
with OK Expands to 8MB
Ueea 256K SIMMS (IBM only)
&45064li - For PS-2MDD 70/l!tl ........................... $1,32
with 2 IWJ Expands to 8 MB
Ueea 2MG SIMMS (IBM only)
1451121D- For AT· Has 512K RAM ...........•.....•...... $12
~ ·::- IDEA. ASSOC AITE~
IDEA mull - for PS2 MOD 70/l!tl ......................... C.11
Expandl ID SMB
U• 256K or 1IWJ SIMMS
IDEAeupermll/lllC - for PS2 MOD 50/60 ................ C.11
Expandl ID 8Ml!l2 Extended me1111ry/2SERIE
Ueea 256 or 1MG SIMMS
IDEAm11UT11C for PS2 MOD 50/60 & Ml ................. C.11
Expands ID 12MB Extended
me1111ry with eollwlre
UMS1MGSIMMS

3MG MultllunctloR · for AT .............................. ...... 141
Expandl ID 3MG  has SEPJPAR PORT
Ueea 1MG D-RAMS
314 Multl-lunctiOR C.nl for PCJXT .......................... $81
Expandl ID 384K
has SER/PARICLK/Game port
U&e1 84K or 256K D-RAMS
PS-2 MEM for PS2-MOD 7CV80 ............................... $99
Expandl ID 8 MB
U&e1 256 or 1MG SIMMS

2852 F Walnut - Tustin, CA 92680
Phone: 714n30-5232 • FAX#: 714/838-8593
Customer Service#: 714n30-9527

~

~

TOLL FREE OUTSIDE CA: 1/800/533-0055

• 256K (OptBASE
. 640K)SYSTEM
• 150 wan Power
Supply • AT Style Keyboard & Case
• 4.77 Of 8 MHZ Keyboartl Selectable

• 12• Amber Monitor

~ 1G~ics ~~:ac3riv~rd

· ....



--·~'

r.::::LJ££&.i

ftlllRf

• 1 Year Warranty

,'.!l •

$369° 0 ~

-

,

SYSTEM
OPTIONS

0

~~ ~~~~~iiiicir' wiinieiiace ::: : : : :1= ~~~~.f~ ~~~a1 Ports . : : : : : : : : : : : : : . :~
DOS 4.01 w/GW BASIC ....... ..... .. 8!Jll

Additional Drives ............... See Btlaw

""

Floppy • Legal Bios w/manuals • Systems
Documentation• 1 yr war.• Clock/Cale

,.

·


·- -

•• .,

. w~': ~1::~~~Meg \llllml~ff~llllllUlll
. .
·--------=.,._..
• 10MHz DTK Motherboard
.
~~

$74900

s229700

20MHz

8088 XT Compatible

SYSTEM
• 512K Exp. BASE
to 1 MEG
• 200 Wan Power
1

(expand:gle to ~Meg)
• 1 Meg of Memory
• Parallel, Senal & Clock
• 70 Meg Hard Drive

I'd;'"'"'"""'''~'
f;!t'-',;,j,i,\'J?:',,\';' ~
~

•FDC
• 8087 Socket•
360K Floppy Drive

11.3 HORTONS SL

CAT™ 286·10MHZ

CAT 386 SYSTEM

CAT™10MHZ

f'I'•,,.. , ,

~
"
,.,,~rj
·
·
·1.,;\'r.)~',,.;,~;r;r , ___
' . ·

··-:

. - - •.· ..

288, 388 AT Compatible
640 K '/fcgrade .....................49"

l2~eRmtfe~r~gniicir' wi1iiiertace :: : : • · :

m::

14" EGA Monitor wllnterlace ..... ... .54!Jll

~~~·llo~~~~1tii~'!11n1~fa~ ·a·d·d· : : : :: ; :

WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD
SEAGA H

~VERE:X

INTEL

WESTERN DIGITAL

WE:. WILL BEAT ALL COMPETITORS QUOTES .

intef COPROCESSORS
Then You

H Your PC

Running at. •

Need Intel

IIrte•

8088
8088 or 8088
8086
80286
80286
80286 s::::,...._
80386 ~
80386
80386
386SX

5MHz or less
8MHz or less
10MHz or less
6-8MHz
8·1OMHz
10MHz or more
16MHz
20MHz
25MHz
16MHz

8087
8087-2
8087·1
80287
80287·8
80287-10
80387-16
80387-20
80387-25
80387-SX

97"
139"
199"
14911
229"
259"
379"
439"
549"
399"

MODEMS BY ~VEREF ~o~NP'<o

EV-923 EverCom 12 300/1200 bps Sitcom Software .. 69"
EV-941 EverCom 24 2400 Baud Int. Sitcom Software . 139"
EV·945 External 2400 Baud ..... . . ... .. .. . . ..... 199"
EV-942 2400 PS2 •. •.• 229" EX-955 FAX Card . ... .349"
COMPUTER PERPHERIALS - 5 YEAR WARRANTY
1200 Baud Internal w/Software .. .. . ... . ........ .. 64"
1200 Baud External fully Hayes Compatible, Everex ... 99"
2400 Baud Internal V2 card w/software . . ........... .99"
2400 Baud External Fully Hayes Compatible, Zoom . .. 129"

lmtec/ Q!--o MONITORS
1256A 12" Amber w/Tllt & Swivel Base . . ...• , . . . . . 89"
1257 12' Amber Flat Screen 720 x 350 . •....•..•.. 99"
1464 14' Color 640 x 200, 16 colors . . ....•. ... ••. 239"
1453 14' EGA 640 x 350. 64 colors/.31 ... ....... .369 11
1455N EGA 720x460 Mu/tisync Compatible . ... .. .. . . 449"

RAM UPGRADES

ii~

lllADS

Uaea the Intel

SAMSUNG

64K
4464 100 NS, 64x4 .. .911
4464 120 NS, 64x4 ... 811
4464 150 NS, 64x4 ... 711
4164 150 NS, 64x1 ... 211
4164 120 NS, 64x1 ... 3"
4164 100 NS, 64x1 .. .3"
256K
41256 150 NS, 256x1 . . 611
41256 120 NS, 256x1 .. 7"
41256 100 NS, 256x1 . .8"
41256 80 NS, 256x1 ... 911
414256 120 NS, 256x4 23''
IBM PS2 & COMPAQ 386
256X9 100 NS .. ••.. 109''
1MEGX9 100 NS .... 259"
2MEGX9 100 NS .... 595'°
1MEG Compaq ..... .389"
4MEG Compaq ...•. 1299"
=m!VERE. .

£Xr:°1! BUy

l't.fAsCS:~1.1s

~

ORfAx(ts/

1 Meg.
1Meg x 1 120 NS ••.. 17'1
1Meg x 1 100 NS .... 18"
1Meg x 1 80 NS . ... 19"
Simm Modules
64 I 9 150 NS ..... 29'1
256 x 8 150 NS ..... 49"
256 x 9 80 NS ...... 89"
256 I 9 100 NS ...... 79"
256 x 9 120 NS .. .. .. 69'1
1Meg x 9 120 NS , .. 199'1
1Meg x 9 100 NS ... 20911
1Meg x 9 60 NS .... 2411'1
1Meg x 8 120 NS ... 149"
We Carry Dips - Zips •
Simms • So/ • PLCC· Sipp
All Speeds - CALL

TAPE BACKUPS

ALL HAM UPGRADES

CALL (800) 654 77bZ

'Qr~

40MB Mini Cartridge, 1.8MB/mln, XT ~DC 2000) ...'. 3391°
40MB Mini Cartridge, 3.6MB/mln, AT DC 2000) .... 339"
40MB PS2 Model 50·60·70·60 (DC 20 0) .......... 41900
60MB Streaming Cassette, 5MB/min w/cont \CT600) 54901
BOMB Streaming 600A, 5MB/min w/Full cont DC600) 84910
125MB Streaming Cartridge, 5MB/min w/Full cont . . 111910
Excell 60 Model 60/80 (PS2) ........ ,. ......... . .99910
Excell 125 Model 60/80 (PS2) ..... ... . .......... 12691°
DC2000 24"
External Add 195IO
DC600 2411

~Seagate

HARD DRIVES

ST125 20Meg 40 Mii 'h Ht 31h" Drive only ......... 279"
ST138 30Meg 40 Mii 'h Ht 31/z • Drive only ••.•.... .339"
ST225 20Meg w/cont. & Cables .. ................ . 269"
ST238 30Meg w/cont. & Cables . •.. . .•.• . ...• .... . 289"
ST251 40Meg 'h HT 40 Mil w/software, Drive only .. .379"
ST251-1 40Meg, 28 Mil Sec, Drive only ........•.. .439"
ST277R 60MB 40 Mii 'h Ht. ....... ..... ,. ...... .469"
ST4026 20Meg Full Ht 40 Mil ............... , .... 299"
ST4038 30Meg 40 Mil Full Ht ................... .399"'
ST4053 40MB 28 Mil Full Ht ..................... 51911
ST4096 80M1g Full HT wl1attw1re .. ........ .. ... 639"

WESTERN DIGITAL CONTROLLERS

WX·1 8 Bit 112 Sized for XT . .. • .. . • . • • . . • .. . • • . • . 79"
WA·2 16 Bit Full Sized Hard/Floppy . •.• ...... •• .... 119"
WD-27X 8 Bit ALL 112 Size • . . . . .. • • . • .. . .. .. .. . • • 89'1
WAH 16 Bit Hard Drive Controller .. ..•. , ......•... 129'1
RA2 16 Bit ALL Hard/Floppy for AT •.• , . •.. . . .. .. . 159"
MEAD Floppy Disk Controller for XT, controls 4 drives 29"
MEAD 1.2 Meg & 360K Controller for XT . . . . • . . • . . . 69"
Cable Set for Hard Drive Only ........... ,. . .. .. .. 511

~o~~UH~!c~~!~~~ ~t~~~~~ .~69~[:
1.2 Meg Black Face - Mitsumi ... . . . . . .. . . . . .... 9901
720K 31;,• Drive w/51/•" mounting - Mitsumi •. . ...• 89•0
1.44 Meg 3112' Drive w/51/•" mounting - Mitsumi ... 10910
360K Tandon TM10Q.2 Full Ht (The Original IBM) .•.• 8911
160K Tandon TM100.1 Full Ht .................... 5911
External Case w/Power Supply 2, 'h HTs or 1 Full ... 149"

* SPECIALS * SPECIALS * SPECIALS * SPECIALS * SPECIALS *

MINISCRIBE HARD DRIVE 3130E, 112Meg, 17ms, 111 HT, Auto
parking, cables, rails, Software ... .. .u11 1995 Mold 949"
w/Controller add $100
EVEREX EV659 EGA Auto Switch 640 x 350 ...... . . 199'1
EVEREX Viewpoint 16 Bit VGA 256K exp. 512K ...... 21911

EVEREX TAPE BAKCUP
40Meg for XT, Mini Cartridge 870A ....... . .... ••. .279•
COMPUTER PERIPHERALS MODEM
2400 Baud Internal, Hayes Compal, auto answer, auto dial,
5 Year Warranty PC·XT·AT Compatible ........•.... .911"

\I Liquidation Below Dealer Cost REPEAT OF A SELLOUT

~~
~"'-ii-~ii
-'ja

. ..--· _.

STARWRITER™F-10

When our 40 cps letter quality daisywheel

r399·~p··•oo•~~

-

OPTIONS

• 6 ft. Serial Cable .. ........... . $

1900

STATIC
BUSTER

AT STYLE I XT CASE

Attached to CRT face and
keyboard, Static Buster
works just like a sponge,
dissipating static at a rated
20,000 volis in less than
two seconds. uot 49" M11d 19" 10 for $160

...... ....~•

WE ALSO PURCHASE
EXCESS /NVEN70RY

FAX UST

702-294-0204

CUSTOMER SERVICE I OROER S1mJS:
9 e.m.-4 p.m. PS1

"Best Quote applles to compelitors
advertised prlce with same terms,
in this magazine.

FAX 702-294-1168
~s SUIJ/9CI

to Chl/IQtl

All Prt'lducts 90 Day wananty unless Slated otherwise.

B YT E • JULY 1989

•

SUpp~y

• 2 Bay Standard AT Style Case
• Keylock Power and Hard Drive LW's
uot 99 11
M11d 29"
10 for $240

SALES: 7 a.m.-6 p.m. PS1

rricM/tlitlcs "' R~stfl'fd with th#Jlr respecthte Co!s.

. 2%WArr

~~

800-654..7762

318

--

STANDARD FEATURES
• 40 CPS •Accepts Paper to 15 inches • Ftlrm
Length and Pitch Set from Conrol Panel
• Industry compatible ribbon, printwheels and
control commands • RS232 Serial Interface

• Bidirectional Tractor •.....•..••• 14900
• Cut Sheet Feeder . .••• , .•.•.••. 19900
• Serial to Parallel Converter .
. .. 9900

New With Warranties I/

MICROSOFT MOUSE

LETTER
QUALITY PRINTER
DAISYWHEEL PRINTER MANUFACTURED BY C.ITOH
Why pay s1149 tor a C.lloh

GOOD THAU 7-31-89
EVEREX MEMORY BOARDS
Base I Extended I Expanded 4.0 LIM Compatible
286 AT 0·3 Meg . . . 149'1
286 AT 0-10 Meg . .. 199•
Expanded I Extended EMS 4.0 com. uses 1 Meg 120NS chips
PS2 50160 0-2 Meg .259'1
PS2 50/60 0-4 Meg . 299"

·~
·

~

• In Port with Bus Interface
• Fully IBM Compatible (of course)
• Includes Showpartners and Paint Brush
List $199

Maads7900 10 for $740

WESTERN DIGITAL
WD1003/RAH - RLL
HOC For AT 16 Bit,
Full Size RLL
List 199" Mud ggu

WD1005-WAH - 16 Bit
ESDI Controller
for AT 2 to 1 Interleave
Ult 26911 Meld 9911

PARADISE

Auto Switch Monochrome EGA Card, 640x350
EGA, MDA, CCA, Herc.
u11 31910 M11t1129"

l(tM' MONITOR

FREE TILT
SWIVEL BASE

• 14• Flat Screen • Paper White Phosphorus
• TTL Monochrome & Composite Interface
List $199

Mead $9900

10 for $950

CLOSEOUTS QTY. LIMITED
CS 500 Cassettes ................... 14D'
Epson Universal Printer Stand •.••....• .901
Irwin Tape Backup .••.••..• .. 20Meg 19911
Aoppy Disk Controller 2 Drives ••••.•.• 1ga1
10Meg w/controller & cables . •. , .••.•. 179"
Real IBM AT Vertical Enclosure ••••... .491'
NO SURCHARGE FOR MC/VISA

• Quantity Pricing Available - CALL

• We Accept International Orders

TERMS:

MC • VISA • COD • CASH
• PurthilS9 Orders from Universities,
Purchae Ord111 hom Ou111fled Finns
Government Institutions, Fortune 1000
Plrson1I ChlCb • Ai: 1dd 4¥1
and Qualified Arms.
20¥1 Restocking fl• on Nan·Deflcllve Returns within 15 dars

1000 Nevada Hwy. • Unll 101 • Boulder City, NV 89005

~ [ffi] IEJ
SHIPPING: (min. 6") UPS

Circle 172 on Reader Service Carri

31/2 INCH 1A MB
· DISKS FOR ONLY
ONE DOLLAR!
New Invention Makes It Possiblel
Do you use the new, high capacity, 31h inch disks? If so, you have paid four, five, even six dollars
per disk! Byte for byte, that is as much as SIX TIMES the 'old' 360K floppies. Now you can convert
all your programs, data, and files to the new format, WITHOUT PAYING THESE PRICES!

HOW IS THIS POSSIBLE? Have you ever tried to format a regular, 'low density' 31h inch disk
to 1.44 MB? Of course you have! It doesn't work! The computer gives an invalid media error. Our
company was putting in a large network of IBM Clones. We have grown from a small company
to a million-dollar corporation In two short years, and we didn't do It by wasting money. So, of
course, we tried to use the cheap, 720K disks. Total failure.
ENTER OUR CRACKPOT ENGINEER. our Crackpot Engineer wondered what was the
difference between the disks. He tore them apart, analyzed the media. He found NO DIFFERENCE
WHATSOEVER! Yet, they would not format. Why? Then he started examining the plastic housing.
And he found the difference. It is NOT in the media, IT IS IN THE PLASTIC CASE!
TOTAL FAILURE I Our Crackpot Engineer (among other things, he invented the Electron ic Flea
Collar) sent a brand-new 720K disk to our machine shop, and asked them to modify ii. They did ...
and the DISK IMMEDIATELY FORMATIED! But, within 10 minutes of use, ii totally failed. It lost data
all over the place. Back to the drawing board. The disk was d is-assembled and examined. II
was found that, in performing the conversion, a microscopic piece of plastic had entered the
housing, and totally ruined the disk. It was obvious that, if the conversion could be done reliably,
ii required extreme precision.
·
ENTER OUR OTHER CRACKPOT ENGINEER. our president is a mechanical engineer. One
of the best in the country. While a research scientist at Colorado School of Mines, he completely
revolutionized the field of water jet drilling. He tackled the problem. Finally he came up with
a solution • a precision tool which could perform the modification EVERY TIME and leave no plastic
particles which would damage the disk!

MONTHS OF TESTING. We then commenced on a testing program. We modified and formatted
thousands of disks, and tested them for data Integrity. Out of one thousand disks, one would not
format, two had one bad track. NOT ONE LOST ANY DATA! We then put a disk on a computer
with a bat file which copied data to a disk, read and checked every byte, then copied the data
back to the disk. The program ran 24 hours a day, for TWO SOLID WEEKS without even one error!
We were finally convinced that the procedure was reliable enough for a product.
OUR OFFER. Here is our irresistible offer. Purchase our DoubleDlsk Converter for the price of
$39.95. if you are not COMPLETELY SATISFIED, return the DoubieDisk. You will receive a FULL REFUND!
What is more, if a disk ever does not convert properly, send us the disk, and we will send you
a 1.44MB disk from a major manufacturer in exchange!

YOU CAN'T LOSE! You will save MORE THAN THE PURCHASE PRICE IN CONVERTING ONLY YOUR
FIRST TEN DISKS! from that point on, It is all profit. After converting only 100 disks, and after deducting
the cost of the DoubleDlsk, you will have saved AT LEAST $425.00! Quite a return for an investment
of only $39.951

CREDIT CARDS AND CHECKS ACCEPTED! Purchasing our DoubleDisk is easy! Simply call
our 800 number. We accept all major credit cards. Or, return the coupon below, and we will
'ship you one immediately. We Will gladly accept your personal check.
24 HOURS

ORDER TOLL FREE - 1-800-537-4226

7 DAYS

(In Colorado call 303-872-8945)
YES! I want to try your DoubleDisk on your UNCONDITIONAL MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! I enclose
only $39.95 plus $3.50 Shipping and Hondling (Colitornia residents add $2.40 Sales Tax) for each
DoubleDisk Converter. If I am not COMPLETELY SATISFIED, I will return the DoubleDisk for a FULL
REFUND! if any disk ever fails to convert, I will send it to you and you will IMMEDIATELY send me
a 1.44MB Disk in exchange!
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City

State _ _ Zip

Telephone _ _ _ _ __

Send To: Biological Engineering, Inc., DoubleDisk Offer
2674 Main Street, Ventura, CA 93003
Phone 805-644-1797

Circle 40 on Reader Service Card

Circk 32 on Reader Serviee Card
I

16-BIT RESOLUTION
ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL
CONVERTER
12,000 SAMPLES/SEC
for IBM PC, XT & AT
SINGLE PIECE PRICE

DATA CONVERSION
SYSTEMS
9·TrackTape for your PC, Al,
PS/2, MAC, Sun
Read/write dala from nearlyany Mainframe: IBM,
DEC,HP, DG, or Honeywell. Runs under MS-DOS,
Unix, Xenix, W.C, and SunOS.

·= s /•=converter
1

Diskette

3

1
/2"

I

$475

for your PC/XT/AI
Our diskette conversion system can read/write
.
and format diskettes from IBM S)-stems 34, 36, ~;\
A5400, DEC, CMX, CP/M, Displaywriter and

We manufacture a broad line
of data acquisition and control
hardware and software for Apple
and IBM computers.
Call for quotes on custom
hardware or complete systems.

LAWSON LABS, INC.
5700 RAIBE ROAD
COLUMBIA FALLS. MT 59912
800-321 -5355

Circle 187 on Reader Service Card

or 406-387-5355

m

Circle 158 on Reader Serviee Card

WW COST
INTERFACE
CARDS FOR
PC{X:f/AT

IRS-485/422 Card [PC485]

$95/1251

• SataJ Alyac.Commukalloaspto4.GIOl'l; 2or4wires; NS164SOUART;
• Can be configured IS COM1.COM4; Muimwn Baud Rate S6KB.
• flezib1e configuntion options. RTS or DTR control of transmillion dirutioll.
• hll'll.U dapla _.11m. Supporu banlwaro lwldshaJdng (RTS.CTS~
• Dual drivcnlrecelven;Hudla
Compatible wilh mmt comm. sftwr.
• top lplai nnl• available (supporu baud nnes up to2561CB ) • $1'!
• DBt or si'•Qack. Sample c:ommunicltioa software available • SSt/1.58

"*"ca:

IW1f:-B~,«-fnYusCXn~~:J

$345 j

• Software Suppon ror BASIC.A, QuickBASIC and GWBASIC
• Additional Hbrarles !or C. Pucal, FOR11WI, .U-bly ovoilable - Sff Coll)
• Oft!' lwlnl)' lllab lnel IEEE-481 ,._cUOIU supported. lmplcmeau Ml f'lnlC
ofTalicr, Liltcner. Controller, Serl&J and Parallel Poll, Service Re.quest. Pm
Bus Conuol and Remote Prop'ammiDa fimctJom.
•
• Powt.lful.menu-driven BUS ANALVZDlcanbeNllintbe~ndwbile
488programs or commands are uc011td; Features Propua 51~ B....u
pahts,1<11 time.., dota '"""'" (4K bulfer), luWt ...- ~
• C...plctoC.....U.. /TllMr/U..-atpobllil)'. BIOedooTI's
• Memory-resident Pttlll.tr Pott !a•laU.. UtllllJ i.Dcluded. (l.PTl-J).

TMS-""·

8051 68HC11

488 Card rPC488C]
With Built-TnBus·Alialyzer
!IEEE·

$
1
445 .

• NEC-7210 hued card (compati."blc with J'riaL Instruments Pal/PCllA)
• Supports all the features of the PC488B ard. lodudel the same utilities.

WRITE or CAll lor YOUR FREE

COMPREHENSIVE B& BELECTRONICS CATAUIG TODA'll
Pages and pages of photographs

For Info call:
Australia • . . • . . • • • . . . . • . . (02) 654 1m
Aus1rla . . . . . . • • . • . • . • . • .. (0222) 38 76 38

and illustrated. descriptive text
for B&B's complete line of RS
232 converters, RS-422 con
verters, current loop convert
ers. adapters, break-out box·
es. data switches, data splrt
ters. shalt haul modems,
surge protectors, and much,

FC~~'75JM$;~t:.2~~
=~
for quality, seNice and competitive

Benelux . .. .............. +31 1858-18133
Denmark . . . • . . . • • • . .. • • • (02) 65 81 11
Finland . . . . • .. • • • • • . . .. • 90-452 1255

France . .- . . . . . • • • • .. .. .. • (01) 69 412 801
Great Britain • • . • • • • • • • • • • 0982-73 3140
Israel . . . . . . • • • • • • • .. .. . • (03) 484832
Italy . . . . . . . . . .. •.. .. .. • . (011) 7710010
Korea . . . . . . • • • .. • .. .. • . . (02) 784 7841
New Zealand .. .. • • .. .. .. (09) 392484
Portugal . . • . • • . • • • . .. • . . (01) 83 58 70
Scandinavia . . . . • • • • • • • • • +46 40922425
Singapore . . . .. . . . • .. . . • . 065 743-2086
Spain . . . . . . .. . . • . • • .. . . • (93) 217 2340
Switzerland . . • • .. • .. .. .. . (01) 740 41 05
Taiwan . • .. • . • . .. .. .. .. • . (02) 7840215
West Germany • • • • . • • . • . . 08131-1687
U.S.A. FAX .. • • • • • . • • • . • • . (408) 378-7889

a... - 

1'1'111 -rsw

prir.es will be more than met by B&B
10llAY a Uftl
ELECTRONICS. Manulai:lu19r to you, no mid·
dltmlnl Money-back guarantee! Same-day
shipmentl One-year warranty on products!
Technical suppcrt is available.

Wrfte For Your FREE Catalog Toclayl

B&B !!~~tr.~n!~!
40026 Baker Road, P.O. Sox 104ll • Olt1.Ya, ll 61350

Phone: 815-434-0846
Circle 30 on Reader Serviee Card

!

noHau

Campbell, CA 95008

CORPORATION

(408) 811&-1120

LOW COST
DATA
AQUISmON
I & CONTROL
CARDS
FOR PC!JITIAT

j 12 BIT AID/A+ DIO +Counter

$295J

114 BIT A/D/A+DIO+Counter

$495j

51 E. Campbell Ave.,

Circle 206 on Reader Serviee Card

• AID COln'el"ler: 16 clifrcrcotial dwmds; 14 bil molution; Coave.nioa time

•o Df&tlol
=:=~:
:~s~cf~>~/4"~i~zW~·
l/O: 16 lnput/160uq>u1dwm<b;All l/OsTn.a11npatible.

a complete 80386
system for only

$1995
OVERLAND DATA IS THE EXPERT when it
comes to connecting your PC to the mainframe
and mini computer world.
• PC/XT/AT/386/PS2/compatibles
• 800, 1600, 3200, 62SO BPI
• Free tutorial on tape systems
• EBCDIC/ASCll conversion
• IBM & ANSI labeled tapes
• DOS, XENIX, UNIX, PICK
• Highest quality customer service
• Stock full range of tape drives
• Network backup and More!

Overland Data Inc.

5620 Kearny Mesa Rd. • San Diego, CA 92lll
Tel: (619) 571-5555 • FAX: (619) 571-0982

Circk 210 on Reader Service Card

ID" 1meg ram
ID" 40 meg. hard drive
ID" TTL mono. monitor
ID" Parallel & Serial Ports
ID" Expand to 16 meg.
D' 1 year warranty
ID" 30 day _moneyback
Call for other systems and configur·
ations at similar savings.

Scioto Computers
1-800-283-8616

=~1=p~1Ar~~c[j~~82S3.

IFAST AID/A+ DIO +Counter

$895 j

• lt/D eMWrter. 16 single ended or 8 dilfcrelllial cbanoels; U bit raolatian;

~.;:""A'~~r.=P~"'!.tn>l:.('uy,ona1 .

• hpat.....,..:Blpolar zlOV, zSV, .1:2.SV, ztV. z O.SVj
f:s.z1~.
• Dt'A ~ 2 dwinels; Resoludoa: 12 bits res; Senlin& time: S...wc: ~ sv

3!rpota.r

Ill), 16 Ou~ 16 In; rn. compodblc; All I/Os rn. a>mpollblc.
• Coealer. lctwmel 16 bh pc:ogru:unlble interval couatu/timcr; 0$e$1Dtd

• Df&tlol

.=....~XfM~}9S).

ASYST, LABTECH, UllkdScope

IDIGITAL 1/0 +Counter

$160 I

:• =~nii°=J:.~~~~~4:;
1SmA(2.0V)
Coalednmcr. DC to 2.6MHz;, 3 chmmell; 16 bit
6 c:oundfll modes:.
count.en;

• Breadboard area for prototyping.

ISTEPPER MOTOR CARD

$395 I

• Capable of independent and simultuc:ous control of up to 3 Stcppt! moton.

• Speed: Prosrammable from3.J PPS to3410 PPS; Built·iolCClelcration c:ootrol.
o Olllpul Modt: One dock (Pulse, Dlre<tlon) or twn dock~CCW pulses)
:ru~:~t ~~~~';u~ OUtpUts; Crystal
timin&

:

MC/VISA/AMEX

Call today rord1tubeetll

B&C MICROSYSTEMS INC.
355 WEST OUYE AYE. SIJNNWALI, CA 
TEL: (40I) '73o-!Sll PAX: (408) 1JO.!!ll

Circle 255 on Reader Service Card

Circle 33 on Reader Service Card

Calit=ornia Digital
17700 Figueroa Street • Carson, California 90248

<HI

1119

D~~l~!!i~!!!.t.~'!!l!o.

fession is disseminating information on CD/ ROM. One compact
dJSk, !he same size as an audio disk, can store over 500 mega·
~ytes of data in High Sierra format.
Below is a listing of some of !he CD/ROM drives currently avail·
able lrom Cahfornra D1g1tal. The best value is the Eclipse 430
external drive. The CDS/430 includes PC/XT interface, cables,
sampler software and MS/DOS extension. It also offers an audio
output feature for mulitmedia presentations. The system is Man·
ufaclured in Japan by one of the Worlds largest producers of
11agnelic storage equipment. A super value at only $539.

~ '!#ff
\ ,

~
J,,
"'-•••I or

l!l..l...

allll

~"'"""

The Saba Scanner inputs a printed page in less than
three secon~s. OCR software allows your computer

to transfer printed pages Into ASCII Illes or direclly to

~~fv~~~~ 1:ar=rsr~~:~~~~~8s~~v in·

set lhe page into the Saba and in seconds the docu

~ryt is digested into your compuler and ready for

editing . Also does line drawings that do not require
g~~ ~~~~; :;::iytas~'. lies available. Original

J

~

r Ro/anti~ ·

.111J9$ 980 1~9$

PC Magazine has chosen the NEC-890 bes I laser
printer of the year. (Jan. 12. 1988). And its obvious
why... the printer is Postscript. Hewletl Packard. and
Apple compatible , and comes standard with lhree
megabytes of memory. The 890 accepts data from

parallel, serial and Apple-Talk devices.

SCANNERS

PRINTERS

?80

Th!! DXY
1s an eight pen, Size B fta~ bed P'IJher.
This unit IS futly HP 7470~74_75 compal~ and ac

~both Paranel.and seM qruts.

Digital LEO coordinate display, .OSnvn step resolu·
lion and el~tatlc paper holder 3:n! only scme ot
the outstanding features on rhls quality plotter.

PLOTTERS

HEWLETI PACKARD

HQUSTQN INSTRIJMEHTS

DMP 41 single pen, 3lps, C&D ............2995

2295

DMP61 single pen,32 lps,A·D.............4295

3095

1023 A!11san A·D, 8 pen, 30 lps............4895

3795

t=:~ ~~~l:~ :t;60:~: Sided:::::::::::::~~~~ ~~:~ 8~~~~i~~r~:l~~:::~.°.. :::::::::~~ :

CMS PS/8102 Meg., 35fonls, Posl/S.5495 3879
APPLE laser Writter NT .............. ....... .4550 3659

~m~~:~f~IT~~~T'Seg .............. 4975 3095

~~t~t.:n~~:~ 3lps ..... ............799

~:i~ ~g~::/~: !;,~!;i&APPie: ::::::~~~ =~=~
DATAPRODUCTS

~~~~~,241ps ............7995 5495

1

~~ ~~38.~~~· ~"fP~e':sin:i;·.;·. : 1'J.~g

:m

MANNESMANN TALLY 905, HP/fl ..... 1995 1295
FUJITSU RX71OOD w/ fWo paper bins .2550 1359

DIGITIZERS
1

219

~~~ ~:~:.:~~~!~·Y~~,J~~~t~a~d~~~ ~·~~~~:/~~iS" an inexpensive

way to save and restore liles In the event that your data has been dislroyed.
This 40 megabyte hall helqht lape back is manufactured by North Americas
largest producer ol dala relt1eval equipment.
No need to purchase a separate tape controller ... lhe AHoy/ 40 attaches directly
to iour existing floppy disk controller.
sortv.<are allows your compu1er

S1.4>plred

~ ir~i~1~~~7~ ~~: ~::~:~~~~;r~ne~na~~~~~~ oi~i~a~~t~~~t~tos
8

~~~~.~~ee~~r~~=~dyg~~~;1~~~=~ ~~ ~n°~~A~~y174~ :is";o~:c~f:r~ p~:'. a 19

1

1

Vi Your Own

llompllllt

111
California Digital has all the cornpcnents needed to customize your own
computer. Buy as much compuling power as you need now, and up grade
when the need arises. Here are some ew:amples of compcnents available:
8 -'ol 10 IOU Mothtif bowd _,,,_,, ___ ,....$89 Monochrome card, prln1« port ....... - .......25
8 alot 12 MHI baby AT Motherbotird _....221 MonoGraphlcs (hercu\H) print., port .....•s
Full size nw dttve AT UN ............... - ......35 Color G111phlca card ..................................•9
Four dtt.,. XT cue .................................... 25 EGA Color Multi Reaolutlon II ................ 1S9
101/IO:Z ATIXTGermanmfg. Keybo.lrd .. 57 110 c;ard, aertal & parallel ..........................35
:ZOO wan AT power supply ...............- ....- .59 110 PLUS, Ser/Par'I. clock, gam11 .............59
Te« J&OK/Bvt- disk dli• .......................59 Diak 110, dlak control, clock, game .......... 59

s95

7475A 6 pen size "B"..........................1895 1495
7550A 8 pen size "B"32 fps ......... .......3900 2995
~~iM ~t'M~~l· 24 lps.............9990 7695
1

m ~~~e'",:;:8.:::::: :::::::::::::::::::~

l'Jtl:r:uPL~, 6pen, 11x32... 1295

=
195

LP3700sizoE, 10:,s...........................4195 3195
~i:i3~~~~8"&~re 10 lps ..........4695 3495
DXY980 flafbed slze"B" 8 pen, 9lps .... 1795 1195
DPX2000 size "C" 8pen wilh sfand .....2995 2195
~~og=~rnwith S1and .. .....4995 3495
SP600 size "B" 6 pen .............................995 859
SP1000 single pen size A·D.................3995 2'm
SP1800 8pen,A·D, 32 lps...................4895 3359
JDL 850,size "C" one meg.memoiy ...3846 2789
~5~~~~ 8524Elecfrosfatic ..........16,90013789
5460 size "A-0"................................... 2495 1159
5860 size "A·D" 8pen ..........................7495 5759
CAD SOFTWARE

.

s;f Cf/lot 40 M1g1/Jyle Hatti Di1k Kil

'llnilo,r ~~%~v~~~~~~~~;~~~~es'191
lll:

all for only $397.
The kit includes the a 40 mil
'I
lisecond Miniscribe 3650 drive
Ideal for CAD/CAM and Desk Top publishing appllcaffons. The and a half slot Western Digital

~~~~cl~e~~c~ 1 ~ 1~:i:ti:i~~ ;~~~~~a':~:~~e:~~G~ controller.

specifications in 1exl mode EGA in graphic mode.
California Digital has made a special purchase and is able 10 oiler
the C0 / 240 EGA/VGA RGB color monit01 lor only $219.

Full featured, 132 column, mu.lli·resolution video color adapler

card avall able for only $139 additional. Comparable card package

One Two Ten lw"'ou;..ld;..r..;e.;;il
1•;.."'l_;..1..;95
or s o;..;.;.·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
39 29 25
"-~~
59 55 49
l'lllllill'•ll
99 89 79

TEC501 112 height sgl.side
TEC504 112 ht. double sided
TANDON 101 /4 full ht. 96 TPI.
TEAC FD55BR half height
TEAC FD55FR 96 TPI, half ht. 1
TEAC FD55GFR for IBM AT
109 105
PANASONIC 455 Half Height
89 85
PANASONIC475 1.2Meg./AT 99 95
Dual enclosure for 51/4" drives

~= 1~~ 1~~
99

IJm

1611

~$

79
89
69

3112" DISK DRIVES
SONY MP·73W, 1.44 Meg.
139
TEAC235HF 1.44 Meg.
99
5114" form factor kit
8" DISK DRIVES
QUME 842 double sided
189 179 175
QUME 841 single sided
99 89 79
SHUGART851Rdbl.sided
319 309 299
REMEX RFD4000 dbl. sided
189 179 165

: ~ia~~b~°A1¥.~i;; : ~~~~~~~9m~~~t

• 2400 baud Internal modem • Full feature 101 keyboard
Take ii to school. court, news events or anywhere that you require
"computing power" on the go. Built in 2400 bps hayes compatible
mOdem allows you to transfer data files with your home office or
any World wKie data base.
A little to large to be caned a laptop but the Amstrad 640 is a 1rue
battery aperaled IBM compatible portable. ( 17¥.a by 9" footprint) .

Five Inch Winchester Disk Drives
Price don not Include contrvller. 11cll two+
SEAGATE 225 2D Meg. 1h HI. 239 229
SEAGATE 238 30 Meg. Rll 259 249
SEAGATE 251/151 M. 28mS. 459 445
SEAGATE 4096 96 M. 35mS. 559 539
MINISCRIBE 8425 25 M 65ms.239 227
MINISCRIBE 3650 SOM 61 ms. 319 309
MINISCRIBE 6085 90 mag. 459 435
MINISCRIBE305325 ms. 1/zht.359 339
FUJITSU 2242 55 M. 35mS. 1299 1229
FUJITSU 2243 86 M. 35mS. 1695 1619
RODIME RD·204E 53 Meg . 895 859
MAXTOR XT1140 140 Meg. 1495 1450
MAXTOR XT2190 192 Meg. 1919 1875
TOSHIBA MK56 70 M. 30mS. 1289 1229
CONTROL DATA WREN " V" calf

Every year since 1973, customers from virtually every nation in the free
World have chosen California Digital for their data processing requirements.
II Its compular, Cllllomia Digital has it... complete minisystem or just one
microchip. California Digital offers over 10,000 unique computer products.
Regardless of how specialized your data processing requirements ...
Caritornia Digital is your one stop shopping solution.

• Winchester Controllers for IBM/PC •
XEBEC 1220 with floppy contrvller 159
OTC 5150CX
119
OMTf 5527 Rll controller
99
AOAPTEC 2070 Rll controller
99
ADAPTEC 2372A 1/1 interleaf
159
WESTERN DIGITAl WD/1002WX2
89
WESTERN DIGITAL 1003WAH orWA2139
WESTERN DIG ITAL 1007/WA2 ESDI 239
• SCSl/SASI Winchester Controllers •
XEBEC 1410A SW' foot prlnl
239
WESTERN DIGITAL 1002-05E 5v.'' 229
OMTI 20L
89
• Winchester Accessories •
Dual floppy enc. and powersupply
59
Winchester enclosure and supply 139
Switching power supply
49

STAND-ALONE UNIVERSAL
PLO PROGRAMMER

A Real Breakthrough-No Bull!

Costs Less, Performs More·
20 MB HARD DRIVE $89
Turn your 10 MB Hard Drive into
a real 20 MB Hard Drive!
Our easy to use software is not a file
compression program and it's not
memory resident!
Use it once. It actually changes the
, physical characteristics of your 10
MB Hard Drive and makes it a
permanent 20 MB Hard Drive.
No new hardware required.
It's true-Money Back Guarantee!
Order CONVERT® today!
We pay S & H. Mail $89 to:

( :n'IRI rnwr J®

The only programmer under $1000.00 that
withstands heavy duty operation. Easy to use.
Fastest possible programming speed:
GANGPRO-s~ Is asure bet when reliability is
what you want. All this plus aone year warranty
and update for only $995.00I
I

3240 Dueber Ave. S.W. Canton , OH 44706 ,
216·484·5320

Circle 271 on &fl/Jer Semel) Card

MIDI

LOGICAL
DEVICES. INC.

1201N.W.65th Place

Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309
(3DS) 491-7404

Circle 160 on Reader Service Card

REAL WORLD 110

+
{$30 Serial Card)

•Parts
•Cables
•Software
,.,....,,:..,.

~rJ1E1 rJJ I
MIDI ror PC Compatibles
Convert your standard serial card into a MIDI Card
in less than an hour with our MIDI Kit. Kit
includes easy-to-follow instructions, parts, MIDI
cables, and a MIDI recording program with C
source, for only $39.95! Serial card add $30.
Assembled and tesied add $30.
Professional
sequencing and scoring softw'lre also available.

1-800-456-MIDI
Circle 189 on &fl/Jer Service Card

·~
·

DG24 • 24 line di~ital VO; 10 MHz 82SS.
• 95
ADSOO • 8 channel I2·bll (plus sign) Jn1egniting AID; prog.
gaJns of I, 10 & 100; 7 dlgllal VO lines.
$239
ADIOO •Single channel "rslon of ADSOO; 10 dlgllal VO
lines. Same progiinunible gains. 700 meg Input z.
$149
ADIOOO • 8 channel IZ·bll AID; 25 uS; sample II hold; 3 S
MHz Umer/countrrs; 24 dlgilal VO lines.
$295
ADA300 • 8 channel 8·bl1 ZS uS AID; single l)IA sample &
hold; 24 digital VO lines.
$239
AD200 • 4 channel 12-bll 12S uS AID; 3 S MHz Umer/
counters; 24 dlgilal VO lines.
$239
DA6oo • Fas1 senllng dual bipolar D/A.
$179
PDZOO • Pro101ype boud w/ address deroder; manual $99
All boards lndutk BASIC. PasC41, C. and Forlb driller$.
30 day return; I year rmmJnly. Call for "Real World
Interfacing·• appllaJtion no/es.

Real Time Devices, Inc.
P.O. Box 906 State Collage, PA 18804

(814) 234·8087

Circle 244 on Reader Service Card

HiE

HiTech Equipment Corporation
9400 Activ~y Road
San Diego. CA 92126

(619)566-1892

Circle 132 on RBader &n>ice Card

1·800-331-7766

Circle 161 on Reader SeTl'ice Card

[Q)(Q)~TAR™

TAR FOR MSDOS WITH
UNIX/ XENIX COMPATIBILITY
Read. write 16 different Unix formats including
Altos. AT&T. IBM. NCR. Tandy & others
Multiple disk types - 31/t"'. 51/i' and e··

•

Fully compatible with Unix tar
- backup under MSDDS. reslore onto Unix
- backup Unix Illes. reslore onto MSDDS

•

Menu-driven. using windows.
function keys. on·llne help
•
Only $295.111
Bringing Unix & DDS togethe·r
New Generation Systems, Inc.
3609-B Chain Bridge Rd.• Falrlax. VA 22030
Tel: 17031691-0779
fax: (703) 691-0397
In Canada please call.
New Generation Systems (Canada)
1110 Kama10 Rd.• UnilS 18·19. Mlsslsaauga. Onl. L4W 2P3
Tel: 1416) 238-1047
Fu: 14161238-1039
Alloa. AT &T. DOSTAR, IBM. MS DOS. NCR. Tandy.
Unix. Xenix. are trademarks ol their recpecllve comp1nl11.

Circle 205 on Reatkr Service Card

HANTZ & PARTNER otters all memory expansions for
Iha COMPAQ DESKPRO 386120/25/e/s Computers that
are fully compatible with and are a direct substitute for
add-on memory made by COMPAQ. The modules and
boards are available with 1 + 4 MB.

The 8051 SIM software package assists in the
debug of 8051 family programs. A screen
, oriented, menu command driven program,
8051SIM speeds development by allowing
program execution and debug without a
target system. A great learning tool as well.

Dry ICE is a debugger/emulator that supports
the development of hardware and software
using the 8031 microcontroller. The DrylCE
provides powerful functions to assist In the
integration, debug, and test phase. Hardware
connects between your target 8031 IC socket
and CRT terminal or PC COM port.

DEVICES, INC.

1201N.W.65th Place
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309
(305) 491-7404

Memories for all
COMPAQ Deskpro's 386/x

8051 SIMulator
for the IBM PC/>CT/AT
$99

8031DryICE $199

LOGICAL

1·800-331-7766

For PCIXTIATs

00 E. Campbell Road

Palpro·2XN is an intelligent programmer
supporting PLDs from awide variety of sources.
Works with any PC or computer using aserial
port. FREE one year device update and warranty.
Price $795.00.

SAFEWARE® Insurance provides full
replacement of hardware, media and
purchased software. As. little as $39/yr. covers:
• Fire • Theft • Power Surges
• Earthquake • Water Damage • Auto Accident
For information or immediate coverage call:

1-800-848-34~9
In Obio call J-614-262-0559

(

e)

SAFEWARE, The Insurance Agen0· tnc.

PRODUCTS: Memory-Modules with 1 or 4 MB for the
COMPAQ Deskpro's 386/20/25/20e/s +
286e.
Memory-Boards with 1 or 4 MB for the
COMPAQ Deskpro's 386/20e and 386/s
All modules and Boards are 100% compatible is size,
shape and performance. We guarantee most com
petlllve prlcesl Sample orders are possible with
Am.Express, MasterCard, Visa and Diners without
surcharge. Just calll

DEALERS AND
DISTRIBUTORS WANTED!!!
HANTZ & PARTNER
Herdweg 8 • D-7803 Gundeffingen
Germany Tel: (49) 761·581344
Fax: (49) 761-581354

Circle 200 on Reader Service Card

I

, 11

AC

pt

• 1-800-366-3227
i iNPil]'n~i~S-Ml~~··c

ACP Advanced Ca;dsi/BM .

ilCivaiic~d fie keyboard~;

ACP Mono/Color wlprint pon ... 49.
ACP Mono w/color emulation ... 59.
ACP SuperEGA/480 ................169.
ACP VGA/256 ......................... 199.
ACP SuperVGA/1024 x 768 ..... 249.
DFI Multi l/0,2s,p,g,clk/XT ..... 139.
ACP Six-Pak compalible/XT,OK .. 89.
ACP 286 Accelerator/XT ......... 249.
ACP Multi l/O w/floppy contr./XT 59.

E
R

s

;.;%''.' ~---------------~

'i.ri\ifooST t!M/COMP'liciARDS

5160 84key XT/ATswitchable .... 59.
5161101key XT/ATswltchable .. 79.
KEYTRONICS

KB5151 Deluxe IBM w/99 keys139.
KB101101 key/AT
.110.
MB101101 key/XT,AT,PS2 ....... 79.
LOGITECH

Bus Mouse PCIXT/AT ..
79.
~g~ g~~~ri78~~:1foll~r~ : ~~: Serial
75.
Mouse PC/XT/AT
ACP Parallel 1/0 card/XT&AT ..... 29. Serial Mouse PS/2
75.
ACP Serial 1/0 card/AT ............... 39.
ACP Game adapter porVXT&AT 29. MICROSOFT
ACPEPROM programmer/4ports149. Bu s Mouse w/PC Paintbrush ..... 99.
ACP 1.44Mb Floppy controller ... 79. Serial Mouse w/PC Paintbrush .. 99.
ACP AT Prototype card .............. 25. Serial PS/2 w/PC Paintbrush ..... 99.
DFI 3.0Mb Multi l/Q/10MHzlAT 129.
DFI 4.0Mb MegalithEEMS4.0/AT199.
0
98.
DFI SuperMulli l/Ow/fl~py/AT .. 69.
Mouse serial .................... 98.
~1=~1~~1~~: PS/2
PC Mouse bus PC/XT/AT ..........98.
DFI Rambank 2/PS2 50,60 ...... 149.
CHIPS ,~StMM MODULES
MOTHERBOARDS
"!"
XTTurbo w/BIOS/8MHz ........... 89. 256K 120ns ... 7. 2.56K100ns ... 8.
XTTurbo w/BIOS/10MHz .......... 99. 1Mb 120ns .. 20. 1Mb 100ns .. 21
AT 286 w/BIOS/12MHzlXT size 279. 1Mb 80ns .... 23. 1Mb 70ns .... 25.
AT 286 w/BIOS/16MHz ............ 449. 256x9120ns 79. 256x9 BOns .. 99.
AT 386 w/BIOS/20MH2 ............ 799. 256x9100ns 89. 64Kx1 ............ 2.
1Mbx9 SIMM Module 120ns .. 225.
1Mbx9 SIMM Module 100ns .. 245.
l/O•GRAPHICs•PC BOARDS
1Mbx9 SIMM Module BOns .... 265.

Adva;.ded 3B~ Clo~es s:~e$$

the
Complete

Mvanced386/16 bare bones 995.
Advanced386/16 base system 1795.

PC

Advanced286/12 bare bones .399.
Advanced286/12 base system .849.
Advanced286/16 base system1049.

Advanced 286 Clones save$$

Half Page lil.•~r•
Scanner
Scans a 4" width with 200dpi resolution,
includes the powerful SmartScan editing
software and it's now available from ACP
for under $200.

rcs8o~:;~~ri~ i/b'~~r'/AT .......

8438 ....................................... 249. PANASONIC
8450 ....................................... 299. 1080/1190 ..................... 189/250.
3130E .....................................979. 1092/1592 .................... 325/405.
1524/1124 ..................... 549/349.
fi~s~g ~~~~1~f.'fo"M'~.4 ms.
• Panasonic 4450 Laser ......... 1419.
Plus40 Hardcard, 40Mb,39ms.669. STAR
Passport 20............................ 429. NX 1000, 80 col, 9 pin ........... 199.
NX 1000. Rainbow, 80 col, .....269.
SEAGATE
NX 2400, 80 col. 24 pin ......... 299.
20Mb,ST225165ms) HH,MFM .239.
30Mb,ST238R(65ms) RLL,HH .269. TOSHIBA
40Mb,ST251(40ms) MFM,HH .395. P321SL. 24pin. 216cps ......... 468.
40Mb,ST25H/2Brro) MFM.HH 438. P341SL, 24pin, 216cps ......... 589.
AST Research
" ,
• .. ·
,
60Mb,ST277R 40ms) RLL,HH 469. P351SX,(color add $179) ...... 979.
Xformer/286, 512K, 10MHz . ... 575. ACP has full //tie of CHIPS/ 40Mb,ST4053(28ms) MFM,FH 519. Expresswriler301/31 ...... 319/399.
Advantage Premlum/512K ...... 398.
80Mb.ST4096(28ms) MFM.FH 669. Pagelaser 12.
Advantage 286/512K .............. 374. COPROCESSORCH/PS•INTEL 20Mb.ST125,3.5'(40ms) MFM. 288. High volume laser ................ 2499.
Advantage 2/512K, PS2 .......... 458. 8087 ............ 97. 80287·8 .... 225. 30Mb.ST138, 3.5'(40ms)MFM 369.
Rampage2/512K,EEMS.PSl2 ... 378. 8087-1 ....... 196. 80287·10 .. 266.
MOOEMS•COMMU,NICATIONS
AamlBJB2865t2K.EEMSto2Mb ·-- 388. 8087·2 ....... 142. B0387-16 .. 395. WESTERN DIGITAL
Rampage Plus286/512K,EMS .498. 80287-6 ...................................155. FilecardPS30 PS/2 model 30 .. 398. Advanced MODEMS
AST Sixpakplus, 64K ............... 118. 80387·20 ................................. 475. Filecard30 ............................... 398. 1200baud w/soltware!inl) ...... 49.
AST Hotshot 286 accellerator .. 324. Wietek ....... call 80387·SX .. 395. 1006V·MM1 16bil MFM 1:1.... 149. 1200baud w/sollware exl) ........ 87.
1003V·SR1 RLL 3:1 ............... 157. 2400baud w/sottware int) ....... 96.
1006V·MM2 F/H MFM 1:1 ...... 199. 2400baud w/soltware exl) ...... 139.
1002·27X Rhil RLLIXT .. .. ... . 98.
WX1 Controller MFMIXT ........ 88. COMPLETE PC
WD286·WOM20. AT/286 MB .. call. CFAX 4800 PC lax board ........ 288.
CFAX 9600 PC lax board ........ 449.
TAPE BACKUPJvlDEli' .
Hand Scan 400
200.J00,400dpi resolution ...... 178.
HalfPage Scanner ................... 188.
VCR Videotrax
FullPage Scanner .................... 548.
~8~ er~:~r.;:rd """"' ......... 289. Complete Answering Machine .. 247.
Editor's
tape backup PS2 ..................... 349. HAYES
Choice
1200/2400 (Internal) ....... 269/378.
/OMEGA
Smartmodem 2400 (extemal) 423.
Bernoulli B120X 5114' internal 983.
Bernoulli B220X 51 /4'extl ..... 1599. INTEL
Bernoulli 20+20 S'ext ........... 1649. Connection Coprocessor ........ 699.
Tri·pak 20Mb cartridge,51/4' .. 189. optional 2400baud Modem ..... 219.
• Pricing • Service • Availability
Trl·pak 20Mb cartridge, 8' ...... 239. 2400B Modem2, 50z,60,70,8 .. 319.
ACP won't be undersold for Toshiba
2400B Classic Modem2, ......... 269.

9 529

~LPHAM/~'im

Why
ACP

sells

more...TOSH I BA
laptops & printers.
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February 1989

Advanced JCT Clones save$$
Advanced SWITCH BOXES
Advanced XT bare bones .. .... 179. ACP 2·positlon AB, 3636 ......... 27.
Advanced XT base system ... 588. ACP 2-posilion AB, 2525 ......... 24.
caUforopllons&delallsACP parallel/serial converter .....69.
ACP serial/parallel converter .....69.
AST Research
Buffalo SX PC share (up to 7) 499.
Premium286 Model 80 ....... 1495. Logical Connection 256K ....... 439.
Premium BRAVO .................. call.
Premium386 Model 340 .... 3299. INTELLICOM
call far all AST models......
Longlink·Parallel .........,...........199.
HYUNDAI

TR/PPL/TE

Hyundai286/Turbo16TE .......... call. lsobar4 surge supp w/4 outlets 53.
Isobars su rge supp w/8 outlets 69.
NEC
Line Conditioner w/4 outlets ... 149.
Backup Power Supply, 450w .. 299.
..
Backup Power supply, 750w .. 499.
Backup Power Supply, 1200w. 649.
SHARP
Ba ckup Power Supply,2000w 1199.
PC7241 Portable286, 40Mb 1799.
''""""'i'A'~"·~;~

~\~~~~:~.~~~'.~'.~~·p·e·~~.~~~ ~::::
TOSHIBA LAPTOPS

+1 ~~~F~'ll~8oH'ii :: :: .. ·1sniJ~~:

~P~:r1~~i,<.a';f
ALJDUs"
"'~til
Mio

,

'

Pagemaker/18M .................... 478.

T1600/3100e ............. 3295/28n.
T3200 286 full keybd,40Mb 3495. ALPHA SOFTWARE
T5100/5200 ............... 4575/5988. Alphallhree l.O....................... 149.
ZENITH

ASHTON TATE

Super.port Model2/Model20 . call. dBase Ill plus ........................ 249.
Super.port 286
d8ase IV ................................ 445.
Model20/Model40 ................. call. Multlmate Advantage 11 1.0.. 149.
Turbosport 3861386 w/modemcall.
BORLAND

i~~~~~"~ti~,·jii~M+~
3COM

Et11erllnk card .....

.. ..... 418.

FRAMEWORK Ill .................. 429.
Ouallro ................ .................. 164.
Paradox .................................469.
COMPUTER ASSOCIATES

WESTERN DIGITAL

StarLanPLUS
kit w/sw(3 users) ................. 877.
(network for less than $300/node)
ViaNet LAN software ................ 85.
Starhub .................................. 329.
Ethercard PLUS ..................... 249.
Ethercard PLUS TP
(twisted pairs) .......
..... 319.
Ethercard PLUS/A
(mlcrochannel) .......................319.

PtOTTERS •)

;_'~

. i-tu.·:. . :,Mtit~

Supercalc 5............................. 299.
Superproject
................ call.
DAC SOFTWARE·ncp

DAC Easy Light v1 .0 ................ 41.
OAC Easy Accounting ..
58.
FOX SOFTWARE

Foxbase+ r ............................. 194.
LOTVS
Graphwrlter II ......................... call.
Lolus 123 .............................. call.
Manuscrlpt ................. .............call.

HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS

DMP52/52MP ........................ call. MICROPRO
SCANCAO ...............................call. Wordstar Professional Rel 5 ... 229.
DMP56A/61/62 ....................... call. Wordstar 2000 Rel 3...............199.

MIGENT

IRWIN

Pocket MODEM 1200 .... .. !B/•179. CALCOMP
MICROR/M R:BASE DOS .....559.
2020 20Mb backup(lnternall .325.
1023 ........ 3835. 1042 ....... 7535.
EGA Wonder 800
235
2040 20Mb backup(internal 425. PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS
1042 ........ 6475. 1044 .......9910. MICROSOFT
VIP VGA .........................::::::::: 299: SONY
445A 40Mb backup( external .. 499. 1200/2400 (Internal/ ......... 641149.
Windows 2861386 ............. 64/124.
VGA Wonder (1024x768) 256K 329. 31/2'Mlcro Floppy 1.44Mb ..... 129.
1200/2400 (exlerna) .........79/178. KURTA
Word v4.0 ............................... 209.
ATl2400etc Int. Modem .......... 199.
TALLGRASS Technalogles
1212 ISl .... 349. 12x17 ........ 499. Excel .... ................................... 224.
TEAC
1040i 40Mb backup(internal).338. PROMETHEUS
36x48 .... .. 2888. 4 bttn cursr. 74.
55BV 360K Floppy/PCIXT/AT ... n. 1040e40Mb backup(external) 549. 2400G (external) .................. 188.
GENOA
NORTON
12008/24008 (Internal) .... 89/149 SUMMASKETCH
Super EGA/Hi·Res Plus ........... 229.
Utlllties .....................................,51 .
SuperVGA/Hl·Res .................. 389.
12x12 ........ 375. 12x18 ........ 629. Commander ..............................46.
Super VGA/256K .....................339. r£~1J~~1~~~fo'f!1klt ...... 86. : P,~l,~'!J:RS;"'.~EllS,:'.
Advanced Utilities ..................... 75.
rtiri"ifPRM'tRMi~~S:
Superspectrum mono /CGA .... 149. 31/2' 1.44Mb w/kil.............. 109. CITIZEN
N0040 360K Floppy black bezel 84. 120D ......... 149. 180D ......... 189. AMDEK
SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
149 599
PARADISE
~g~:6'E~J~O:J~oKfYbi~~er ::'ig;: MSP40 ...... 299. MSP55 ...... 578. 410A/1280 ..
...
'
• ~~r-4D~~6°13. 3:l~~:B~BB
~A"~8k~~~~A"~~1i~i.s~~'..:~~~~:
Autoswitch EGA 480 /HI·Res .. 199.
VGA Plus/800X600 ................. 274.
DICON/CS!KODAK
IBM MONITORS
31/2' DSODHD ......................... 39.
150Plus/300P .. .. .. ...... call/499. 8503/8512 .....
199/499.
SYMANTECO & A .............. 212.
VGA Plus 16/800X600 ............ 298. ADVANCED
8513/8514 ... .. ...... 549/1195. 3M
51/4' DSDD . 8.
VGA Professional/800X600 ..... 459. 51/4° 360K Aoppy·black bezel .. 69.
EPSON
51/4' DSHO 14. 31/2' DSDD 15. TRAVELING SOFTWARE
gi~:1;2~~~1~rtt~~1!~~iP~."1 .: g~: DFX5000 ... call. L0510 ...... 295. NEC
31/2' OSDOHD .........................39. Laplink Plus ..............................79.
HERCULES
Hercules VGA .......................... 199. 3112· 720K Floppy w/kit ............ 79. LX800 ....... 189. L0850 ....... 525. Mumsyrc 11/Multisjll: Plus 595/887.
XEROX Ventura ....................499.
FX850 ...... ,349. L01050 ..... 735. Mumsyrc 2A/Mu~syrc 30 4991720. BULK
FX1050 ..... 449. L0950 ....... 595. Multisync XL 20'(1024x768) 2099. 5 t/4° OSDD box of 100 ........... 35.
/NTEL
lnboard386PC to/16MHz,1Mb 699.
188. EXS00 ........ 399. L02550 .....925. Monograph sys (1024x1024) 1499. 5 1/4' DSHD box of 100 ........... 59. WORDPERFECT
WordPertect v5.0 .................... 224.
lnboard386/AT1o386/16MHz 1188. 51/4°1 .2Mb for PS2 ................ 228.
SAMSUNG•IMTEC
Advanced PRINTER BUFFERS WordPertect Library ..................65.
AboveBoard 2Plus w/512K.PS 495. 51/4' 360K lor Laptop .............198. ~~8:,~~1, ~~"fp~~~ ~:t:,cts
1256A 12' amber TTL mono... 88. ACP 256K parallel butter .. ...... 198. ...If you don't see It, call us!
AboveBoard Plus w/512K ....... 387.
AboveBoard Plus 1/0 w/512K .. 467. HARD DISK.. ORIVE$
HEWLETT PACKARD fonts/etc. 1457A14° amber flat screen .. 128.
'-<=,'}:',. .';:=;-: r~' - f~- ,
25 in 1cartridge (comp.) ....... 345. 1457W14' white flat screen ... 135.
Spreadsheet cartridge (comp) 165. 1464K 14' CGA/RG8 Color .... 248.
Advanced Dr/veCard
WESTERN
259. ACP 20Mb OriveCard .............. 288. Zcartridge(compatible) ......... 119. 145314'EGAColor ............... 375.
ProDesignerVGA 16·biV256K 319. ACP 30Mb OriveCard.............. 359. Jelware 1Mb upgrade memory call. 14530 14" VGA Color.............. 375.
DIGITAL
145514' Multiscan Color ........439.
1
Everything you'd
567115° Fullpg while w/card ... 699.
M/CROPOLIS
IBM PRINTERS
1355/145Mb, ESOl,FH,28ms. 1299. Proprinler II, 24Dcps .............. 419.
ever want in a
1335/70Mb. MFM, FH,29ms. .. 669. Proprinler X24,240cps24pin 599. WYSE
ORCHID
motherboard...
Proprinler XL24,240cps 24pin 799. WY30/WY5014' terminal 329/399.
Microfazerll butter w/64K ....... 269.
WY60/WY150 ................ 419/419.
Quadsprlnt XT accellerator ........ 79. MAXTOR
Liberty EMS XT card, OK sale! .79. XT 1085/70Mb,FH,MFM,27ms 799. NEC
.,;If YOll don't S8f1 wh11t
Sliver Ouadboard Sixpak comp. 79.
60
• 12.5 MHz 80286 • Expandable to 4 Mb
}'l!u wa111 /ls/lid here (ir ·
• EGA on board • IBM PS/2 286 compatible
LC890 Sllentwriler ................ 3395.
VIDE07
afthe price you nea<{.
VEGA Deluxe EGA ................... 219. MINISCRIBE
Call ACP for case power supply and
CALL US,
VegaVGA, 8·bil ....................... 289.
your custom configurations.
WE'LL GET IT/
Fastwrite VGA, 16-bil .............. 379.
489/659.
VramVGA, ............................... 497. 3085 .......................................699. ML393/393C ............... 99511095.
AT/ Technologies

FlOPi!Yoi.s~rii1'1\i~s

is.

ti%~3iiVi~~11fs~ ~'.'.'.~~.....

1

~~1~~:Pa6m~t~~cflcard .

~~1i'~~i~~g~¥~~. ~a~~~.:~~~:

WDM-20

~Ws°6~Mi~~~~o:Y.~.s.:::~~~: m~&5~'lrJ~'.3. .~~~~~pi~s9Ji~:

~m

: : : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~: ~~JfiMi1 ....................

•
Advanced Com uter Products inc.

1310 E.Edinger, Santa Ana, CA 92705 • FAX 714-558·1603 • Customer Service 714-558-1356 • Sales 11.4-558-8813

.

.

We accept MC!VISAIAMEX. No surcharg~ for credit.car.~ orde~s. Your !=Srd not charge~ unttl we .ship. 1p0D(o guarantee, defective software replaced 1mmed1ately, defective hardware .repaired
or replaced at our discretion. Items subject to availability. Prrces subject to change without notice. Shipping $3.00 per order 1st 10 lbs. UPS Ground. Federal Express next day available.
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intef MATH

PART
2112
2114
2114L·2
TMS4044·3
TMM2016-200
TMM2016·150
TMM2016·100
HM8116-4
HM6116-3
HM6116-2
HM6116LP-4
HM6116LP-3
HM6116LP·2
HM6264LP-15
HM6264LP-12
HM43256LP- 15
HM43256LP-12
HM43256LP· 10

COPROCESSORS
8-8/T COPROCESSORS
5MHz
97.95
8 MHz 139.95
10 MHz 189.95

8087
8087·2
8087-1

##. \. ,
,p

16-8/T COPROCESSORS,
80287
80287-8
80287-10

6 MHz 157.95
8 MHz 219.95
10 MHz 264.95

• \

32-8/T COPROCESSORS
80387-16 16 MHz
80387-SX 16 MHz
80387·20 20 MHz
80387-25 25 MHz

397.95
389.95
469.95
589.95

1 1~

•

5 YEAR
WARRANTY

•

SIZE
256 x4
1024x4
1024x4
4096x1
2048x8
204Bx8
204Bx8
2048x8
2048x8
2048xB
2048x8
2048x8
2048x8
8192x8
8192x8
32768x8
32768x8
32768x8

SPEED

PRICE
2.99
.99
1.49
2.49
2.95
3.25
3.95
2.95
3.95
4.95
3.95
4.49
5.49
8.95
9.95
24.95
29.95
34.85

450ns
450ns

200ns
300ns

200ns
150ns
100ns
200ns
150ns

120ns
200ns
150ns
120ns

150ns
120ns
150ns

t20ns
100ns

PART
SIZE
SPEED
16384x1
4116-150
150ns
4164-150
65536x1
150ns
4164-120
65536x1
120ns
4164-100
65536x1
100ns
TMS4416
16384x4
150ns
131072x1
150ns
41128-150
TMS4464-15
65536x4
150ns
TMS4464-12
65536x4
120ns
HM51258-100
262144x1
100ns
41256-150
262144x1
150ns
120ns
41256-120
262144x1
41256-100
262144x1
100ns
262144x1
eons
41256-80
1048576x1
1 MB-120
120ns
1 MB·100
1048576x1
100ns
1 MB-80
1048576x1
eons
262144x4
414256-100
100ns
414256-80
262144x4
• CALL TO CONFIRM CURRENT PRICES

CALL TO CONFIRM CURRENT PRICES 8

SIMM MODULES
74 SERIES LOGIC
7400
7400
7402
7404
7405
7406
7407
7408
7410
7411
7414
7416
7417
7420
7432
7447
7473
7474
7475
7476
7586
7489
7490
7493
74121
74123
74151
74154
74157
74166

.19
.19
.19
.25
.29

.29
.24
.19

.215
.49

.215
.25
.19

.29

.89
.34
.33
.45
.35
.35
2.15
.39
.35

. 29
.49
.55
1.49
.55
1.00

74!SOO
74l.SOO
74LS02
74LS03
74LS04
74LS05
74LS08
74LS10
74LS11
74LS14
74LS20
74LS21
74LS27
74LS30
74LS32
74LS38
74LS42
74LS47
74LS51
74LS73
74LS74
74LS75

.16

.17
.18
.16
.18
.18
.16

.22
.39
.17
.22
.23
.17
.18
.26
.39
.75

.17
.29
.24
.29

74LS76
74LS83
74LS85
74LS86
74LS90
74LS92
74LS93
74LS109
74LS112
74LS123
74LS125
74LS132
74LS138
74LS139
74LS151
74LS153
74LS154
74LS155
74LS156
74LS157
74LS158
74LS161
74LS163
74LS164
74LS165
74LS166
74LS175
74LS192
74LS193
74LS197
74LS221
74LS240
74LS241
74LS244
74LS245
74LS251
74LS257
74LS258
74LS259
74LS2&0
74LS273
74LS279
74LS322
74LS323
74LS367
74LS373
74LS374
74LS377
74LS393
74LS541
74LS670
74LS582
74LS688

.29
.49
.49
.22
.39
.49
.39
.36

.29
.49
.39
.39
.39
.39
.39
.39
1.49
.59
.49
.35
.29
.39
.39
.49
.65
,95
.39

.69
.69
.59
.59
.68

.69
.69
.79
.49
•39
.49
1.29
.49

.79
.39
3.95
2.49
.39
.79
.79
.79
.79
1.49
.88
3.20
2.40

74S
74SOO
74S02
74S04
74S32
74S74
74586
74S112
745138
74S240
745244
74S287
74S288
74S373
74S374

.29
.29
.29
.35
.49
.35
.50
.79
1.49
1.49
1.69
1.69
1.69
1.69

41256A88-15
41256ABll-12
41256A8B·10
42100A8B-10
41256A9B-15
41256A9B-12
41256A98·10
41256A98-80
42100A9B·10
421 OOA9B-80

256K x 8·BIT
256K x 8·BIT
256K x 8·BIT
1MBx8·BIT
256K x 9·BIT
256K x 9·BIT
256K x 9 -BIT
256K x 9·BIT
1MB x 9·BIT
1MB x 9·BIT

.35
.35
.36
.35
.39
.79
1.29

74HC
74HCOO
74HC04
74HC08
74HC14
74HC32
74HC74
74HC138
74HC139
74HC154
74HC157
74HC244
74HC245
74HC373
74HC374

.21

.25
.25
.35

.35
.35
.45
.45
1.09

.55
.85
.85

.69
.69

.19
.19
.35

4050
4051
4080

.29
.29

4066
4069

.48
.49
.69

4093
14411
4511
4538
4702

.89
.211

DISCRETE
.49
10/1 .00
2511 .00
.55
.10
.25
.79

326
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1SOno

120ns
100ns

100ns
150ns
120ns
100ns

eons

100ns
sons

$69,95
$74.95
$84.95
$239.96
$79.95
$84.95
$94.95
$109.95
$279.95
$299.95

Oe1td;c

(

HIGH -TECH
SPOTLIGHT
Here at JDR we are constantly reminded how difficult It 11

to keep up wUh new developments. Four years ago we could
assure our customers thal they needed 9 chips at a time to
expand their PC. Then the AT became popular and we began
saying 9 for PC's and 18 for 80286·based machines. Later we
sold that you added memory to an 80386 using 36 chips el a

time .
When the available memory chlpa were designed so that
one chip aupported one bit on the data bus, It Wat eesy to
make rules Ilka these. But the rules have changed, which can

be very good as we 1h1tl shortly see. The number of chips Is
really dete1111lned by lhe width of the dale bus AND tho width of
the Dynamic RAM memory chip.

For example, If you u1ed a 1 Meg chip that ls configured
256K by 4 bits wide, you could design an 80386 motllarboerd
that la expandable In Increment• of 9 chips at e time. (256K by
4'9 256K by 1'36). Tha obvloua advantage ls the savings In

=

board space, which makes room for more memory, and the
lower cast for memory 1 since 1 Meg chips cost less.
Because the goal ls to create products that are
reliable, campetlble, full featured and campetlllvely priced, the
new 1 Meg chips In bolh 1 Meg by 1 and 256K by 4 are vary

.25
.27
.25
.27

.3&
.89
.89
.99
.99
.99

Derick

SHORTING
BLOCKS

MaDr.,

Director of lil'\!ilhNltng

PALS
16L8
16R4
16R6
16R8

$2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95

MISC.
STANDARD CMOS LOGIC

.

deslrable. With that In mind, look far new products that take
advantage at these more flexible memory options.

74HCT
74HCTOO
74HCT04
74HCTOB
74HCT32
74HCT138
74HCT240
74HCT244
74HCT245
74HCT373
74 HCT374

MAC
MAC
MAC
MAC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC

ADC0804
2.99
ADC0809
3.85
DACOBOO
3.29
DAC0808
1.95
1793
9.95
8272
4.39
COM8116
8.95
UPD765
4.39
1691
6.95
2143
6.95
AY5-3600
PRO
11.95
AY3-1015
4.95
AYS-1013
3.95
MC146818 5.95
MM58167
9.95
MM58174
9.85
MSM5832
2.95
IM6402
3.95
IM6403
9.95
INS8250
6.95
NS16450
10.95

STARTER KIT

20L8
20R4
20R6
20R8
20X8

$4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95

COMPLETE ENTRY·LEVEL
PAL DEVELOPMENT KIT
FROM CUPL.
MOD-MPL-SOFT $99.95

CRYSTALS
S2.788KHz
1.0MHz
1,8432
2.0
2.4576
3.579545
4.0
5.0688
6.0
8.0
10.0
12.0
14.31818
16.0
18.0
20.0
22.1184
24.0

.95
2.95
2.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95

CRYSTAL
OSCILL.
1.0MHz
1.8432
2.0
2.4576
4.0
5.0688
8.0
10.0
14.31818
16.0
18.432
20.0
24.0

5.96
5.95
5.95
5.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
1.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95

•

SPEED

450ns
450ns
350ns
450ns

450ns
250ns

450ns
250ns
200ns
250ns
250ns
200ns

250ns
200ns

250ns
250ns

250ns
200ns

Vpp PRICE
25V 4.95
25V 3.49
25V 3.95
25V 3.95
25V 5.95
21V 3.95
12.5V 3A9
12.5V 3.69
12.5V 4.25
12.5V 4.95
12.5V 4.25
12.5V 5.95
12.5V 4.95
12.5V 5.95
12.5V 5.95
12.5V 8.95
12.5V 9.95
12.5V 29.95

CALL TO CONFIRM CURRENT PRICES •

EPROM ERASERS
DATARASE II $39.95
• SHIRT POCKET SIZEI
• ERASES MOST EPROMS/
EPLD'S IN 3 MINUTES• ALL
SIZES UP TO 4 AT A TIME

DATARASEll
SPECTRON/CS CORPORATION
Model

74F
74FOO
74F04
74FOB
74F32
74f74
74F138
74F244

FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR

eons

PART
SIZE
1024x8
2708
2716
2048x8
2716-1
204Bx8
2732
4096xB
TMS2532
4096x8
2732A
4096x8
8192x8
2764
2764-250
8192x8
2784-200
8192xB
27C64
8192x8
27128
16384x8
27128A-200 16384x8
32768xB
27256
32768x8
27256-200
27C256
32768x8
27512
65536x8
27C512
65536x8
27C101· 20 131072x8

PRICE
.99
2.49
2.89
3.39
8.95
4.95
14.95
15.95
10.95
6.49
6.99
7.99
8.49
19.95
21.95
24.95
29.95
36.95
•

Timer

Intensity Unit
tor
Chi s (uW/Cm') Cost

PE-140
ND
PE· 140T YES
PE·240T YES
PL-265T YES

9

9
12
30

8,000
8,000
9,600
9,600

$89
$139
$189
$255

M ICROPROCESSORS
8000
8031
8035
8039
8052AH
BASIC
8080
8085
8085A-2
8088
8088-2
8155
8155-2
8156
8741
8748
8749
8755

8200
3.95
1.49
1.95

34.95
2.49
1.95
3.75
5.99
7.95
2.49
3.95
2.95
9.95
7.95
9.95
14.95

8200
8205
8212
6218
8224
8228
8237
8237-5
8238
8243
8250
8251
8251A
8253
8253-5

8254
8255
8255·5
8258
8259
8259·5
8272
8274
8275
8279
8279-5
8282
8283
8284
8288
8287
8288

6500

2.79
1.99
2.49
15,95
1.95
2.29
4.39
4.95
16.95
2.49
2.95
3.95
3.95
2.25
3.95
3.95
4.95

Z-80

3.29
1.49
1.49
2.25
2.25
3.95
4.75
4.49
1.95
6.95
1.29
1.69
1.59
1.95

ZBO·CPU
1.25
ZBOA·CPU 1.29
Z80B-CPU 2.75
Z80A·CTC 1.69
ZBOB·CTC 4.25
Z80A-DART 5.95
Z80B-DART 6.95
ZBOA-DMA 5.95
ZBOA·PID
1.89
Z80B·PID
4.25
Z80A-SIO/O 5.95
Z80A-SI0/1 5.95
Z80A-SID/2 5.95
Z8671 BASIC 9.95

6502
6502A
65028
65C02'
6522
6526
6532
6551
6581

2.25
2.69
4.25
7.95
2.95
13.95
5.95
2.95
14.95

'CMOS

6800
6800
6802
6809
88B09
8809E
68B09E
6808
8810
6821
68821
6840
6845
6847
6850
6883

1.95
2.95
2.95
5.99
2.95
5,49
2.49
1.95
1.25
1.85
3.95
2.75
4.75
1.95
22.95

V-20
V20
V20-8
Y2G-10
Y30

6.95
8.95
tt.95
13.95

LINEAR COMPONENTS
TL071
TL072
TL084
LM301
LM309K
LM311
LM311K
LM317T
LM318
LM319
LM323K
LM324

LM334
LM336
LM338K
LM339
LF353
LF356
l.M358
LM380
L M388
LM383

.69
1.09
1.49
.34
1.25

.59
3.49

.89
1.49
1.25
3.49
.34
1.19
1.75
4.49
.59

.58
.99
.59
.89
.89
.45

TLA97
NE555
NE556
NE558

LM565
LM567
NE570
NE590
LM723
LM741
MC1330
MC1350
LM1458
LM1488
LM1489
LM1496
ULN2003
XR2206
XR2211
CA3046
CA3148
MC3470

3.25
.29
.49
.79
.95
.79
2.95
2.50
.49
.29
1.69
1.19

.35
.49
.49

.65
.79
3.95
2.95

.89
1.29
1.85

MC3487
LM3900
LM3909
LM3914
IC7760

7805T
7808T

2.95
.49
.98
1.89
1.99
.49

A9

7812T
.49
7815T
.49
7905T
.59
7912T
.59
7915T
.59
MAX232
7.95
ICL8038
3.85
ICM7207A
5.95
ICM7208
15.95
75150
1.95
75154
1.95
75188
1.25
75189
1.25
75451
.39
75452
.39

-

POWER SUPPLIES

SOLDER STA T/ONS

135 WATT POWER SUPPLY
• UL APPROVED
• +SV @1 SA, +12V @ 4.2A,
-SV@ .SA, -12V@ .SA
PS-135
$59.95
PS-150 1SOW SUPPLY $69.95

-

-

200 WATT POWER SUPPLY
• UL APPROVED
• +SV@20A, +12V@ 7A,
·SV@.SA. ·12V@.SA
PS-200
$89.95
APPLE TYPE SUPPLY
• WITH APPLE CONNECTOR
• +SV@6A,+12V@3A,
·SV@ 1A, -12V@ 1A
PS-A
$49.95
36 WATT POWER SUPPLY
• +SV@2.SA, +12V@1 .SA
• 3 PIN INPUT, 6 PIN OUTPUT
• SELECTABLE 110V-220V
PS·3045
$ 12.95

2-WAY
2-WAY
3·WAY

SERIAL
AB·S
RSS-2
RSS-3

PRICE
39.95
24 •95
27.95

~~~--4~-W~A~Y~~R~S~P·-4~~R~S~S-~4~2:9~.9~5~·
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FOR PROTOTYPE DEBUGGING,
TESTING ANO TROUBLESHOOTING

EXT-8088 XT COMPATIBLE
EXT-80286 AT COMPATIBLE

129.95
39.95

EXT-16 MICROCHANNEL 16-BIT 69.95
EXT-32 MICROCHANNEL 32·BIT 99.95

9.95
15.95
15.95
9.95
9.95
6.95
7.95
14.95
3.95
6.95
9.95
6.95
7.95

WITH +SV AND GROUND PLANE
ABOVE WITH l/Q DECODING LAYOUT
PARTS KIT FOR JDR-PR2 ABOVE
FOR AT
JDR·PR10
16BITWITH1/0 DECODING LAYOUT
JDR·PR10PK PARTS KIT FOR JDR-PR10 ABOVE
FORPS/2
J Df'H1R 32
32 BIT PROTOTYPE CARD
J DR·Pft16
16 BIT WITH 1/Q DECODING LAYOUT
J DR-PRl 6.P k PARTS KIT FOR JDR-PR16 ABOVE
J DR· PR1 gy· 16 BIT FOR VIDEO APPLICATIONS

$21.95
$29.95
$8.95
$34.95
$12.95
9.95
9.95
5.95
39.95

n

/DR /NSTRUMENTS--2 YEAR WARRANTY!
35 MHZ DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE
• WIDE BAND WIDTH • VARIABLE HOLDOFF
MODEL·3500 (SHOWN)
$499.9
20 MHZ DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE
• TV SYNC FILTER • COMPONENTS TESTER
MODEL 2000
$389.95
3.5 DIGIT PROBE TYPE DMM
• AUTORANGING • AC/DC 2V • SOOV, RESIS. 2K-2M
DPM·1000 (SHOWN)
$54,95

CONTACTS; 100% SHIELDED

CBL·PRINTER PC PRINTER CABLE
CBL·PRINTER-25 AS ABOVE-25 FT.
CBL-PRINTER·RA RT. ANGL. PRINTER
CBL-D82S-MM DB2S MALE-MALE
CBL-D82S-MF DB25 MALE·FEMALE
CBL-9-SERIAL 9 PIN·2S PIN SERIAL
CBL·KBD·EXT KEYBOARD EXTEN.
CBL-CNT·MM 36 PIN CENTRON.·MIM
CBL·HD-20
20 PIN HARD DISK
CBL·HD-34D 34 PIN DUAL HARD DISK
CBL-FDC-EXT 37 PIN EXT. FLOPPY
CBL·MNT-9
9 PIN MONITOR EXTEN.
CBL-MODEM DB2S·DB25 FEMALE

JDR·PR1
JDR·PR2
JDR-PR2PK

SOLDER STATION
• UL APPROVED
• HEAT SETTING ADJUSTS
• TIP TEMPERATURE READOUT
• REPLACEME NT TIPS@ $2.9S
168-3C
$59.95

MOLDED COMPUTER CABLES
GOL~PLATEO

FR-4 EPOXY GLASS LAMINA TE WITH GOLD PLATED
EDGECARD FINGERS AND SILK SCREENED LEGENDS

DELUXE SOLDER STATION
• ROTARY SWITCH TEMP
CONTROL (200 ' F-878 'F RANGE)
• LED TEMPERATURE READOUTS
• INCLUDES COOLING TRAY
XY9·60L
$79.95

EXTENDER CARDS
PARALL.
AB·P
RSP·2
RSP·3

W/REWRAP
PROTOTYPE CARDS

SOLDER/DESOLDER STATION
• OIL-FREE VACUUM PUMP
• TEMP ADJ USTS (212' F-900' F)
& VACUUM (0·60 CMtHG)
• WITH GUN-REST, COOLING TRAY,
WIRE BRUSH & TIP CLEANER ROD
XY999SD
$399.95
XV999D DESOLDER ONLY $349.99

3.5 DIGIT POCKET SIZE DMM
• BASIC DC ACCURACY 10.S% • 14 RANGES
DMM-100
$29.95

PDS-1·1)(1
PDS-200
P DS-300

PDMOO

1360 TIE
1660 TIE
2390TIE
3220 TIE

PTS
PTS
PTS
PTS

12.95
19.95
24.95
34.95

1

3.5 DIGIT FULL FUNCTION DMM
• BASIC DC ACCURACY 10.2S% • 22 RANGES
DMM·200
$49.95
THE ULTIMATE 3.5 DIGIT DMM
• BASIC DC ACCURACY 10.2S% • 34 RANGES
• TEMP, TRANSISTOR & RESISTANCE FEATURES
DMM-300 (SHOWN)
$79.95

RS-232
BREAKOUT BOX
FOR TROUBLESHOOTING
SERIAL COMMUN/CATIONS

• OPEN/CLOSE INDIVIDUAL
CIRCUITS • 20 JUMPERS
CROSS-CONNECT ANY TWO
CIRCUITS • 10 CIRCUIT
ACTIVITY LEDS
GENDER-BO
$34.95

PC BREADBOARD

PROTECTS YOUR EQUIPMENT/

• SIX 3·PRONG AC OUTLETS
• 15 AMP CIRCUIT BREAKER
• 6' HEAVY DUTY CORO
• 15 AMP MAX LOAD. 187S WATTS
• UL APPROVED
POWER-SURGE $12.95
POWER-STRIP WtO SURGE $9.95

• ACCEPTS UP TO 24 14-PIN ICS
• 1940 TIE POINTS
• EXT FEMALE DB25 D·SUB CONNECT.
PDS-604
$49.95

GENDER CHANGERS
GENDER-FF FEMALE·FEMALE l l.95
GENDER-MM MALE-MALE
7.95
GENDER-MF MALE-FEMALE 7.95
GENDER-NM NULL MODEM
8.95
GENDER.JS JUMPER BOX
.95
GENDER·MT MINITESTER $14.95
GENDER-VGA DB9·DB1S
$19.95
GENDER-9-25 DB9-DB25
$4.95

LITHIUM BATTERY
• 6V FOR 286 AND 386 PCS
• MOTHERBOARD CONNECTOR
• ADHESIVE VELCRO MOUNTING
STRIP
LITHIUM 6.BV

D-SUBMINIATURE CONNECTORS
DESCRIPTION

ORDER BY

MALE
DBxxP
FEMALE
DBxxS
MALE
DBxxPR
l -- ""-·" "'""';o__-----1-_cF.!iM!!!A,,,L,,E;_j_ _.,o,...,BxxSR
MALE
DBxx~ WIREWRAP
FEMALE
DBxxSWW
MA E
IDBxxP
IDC RIBBON CABLE
FEMAL
IDBxx
METAL
MHOODxx
HOODS
PLASTIC
HOODxx
SOLDER CUP

.45
.49
.49
.55
1.69
2.76
1.39
1.45
1.05
.39

.59 .69
.69 .75
.69
.75
2.56 -4.27 ..
1.99 2.05 1.15 1.25
.39

.69
.75
,79
,85 2.4
3.89 5.60 
6.84 9.95 
2.25 4.25 ..
2.35 ' 4.49 
1.25 ••
.39 .69 .75

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS: INSERT THE NUMBER OF CONTACTS IN THE POSITION MARKED
"xx" OF THE "ORDER BY" PART NUMBER LISTED. EXAMPLE : A 15 PIN RIGHT ANGLE MALE
PC SOLDER WOULD BE OB15PR

IC SOCKETS/DIP CONNECTORS
ORDER BY
xxST

FLOPPY OR/VE FOR APPLE II SERIES

AP·150 (W/CABLE, CONNECTOR)

$99.95

REPLACEMENT KEYBOARD FOR APPLE II & //'

KEYBOARD-AP

$59.95

EPROM PROGRAMMER. NOT REC. FOR CMOS.

RP-525 (NO POWER SUPPLY REC.)
$89.95
m r li'AM ·CA:RD 8 00$1$ 4llK Af'f'LJI 70 IUIC
RAM-OARD (2 'l'E,o,11 W~ RRA>ITY)
$39.9§

Circle 6 on l&ader Service Card (DEALERS: 7)

xxWW
ZIFxx

AUGATxx
AUGATxxWW

.11
.59

..

14
.11
.69
5.95

.55

ICCxx

JULY 1989 •BYTE
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2400 BAUD
MODEM$

HARD DISKS
..

Bg9s

20MB
30MB
40 MB

COMPATIBLE
PACKAGE

• HltYes CCf~P~TllliuN

• 1/l-CNID • ~uro DIAl.IANS.YJJ;i1
• seu'· T~!3T 00 PCt/IER Ui'
• Fi'Ul.L Atm HALP OUPUlX

• 720 X 540 MAX RESOLUTION
• 640 X 480 IN 16 COLORS
• 528 X 480 IN 256 COLORS
• IBM STYLE MONITOR
• VGA, EGA, CGA,AND MGA
COMPATIBLE
VGA-PKG (INCLUDES VGA CARD AND MONITOR)

• TOUCflTONE O~ l'U.SE OW.ltm.
•~ND PHCN;; ,!ACK • CALI. PRC(;RI!,~ Wi.?NiTCflll«I
• AD JIUS.TAEIL~ ~Cl..u~£
PR0-241

PROMETHEUS MODEMS

2BMS

60MB i3 8 -·
BOMB $569

$359

INTERNAL MODEMS (MIRROR II SOFTWARE INCWDEDJ

VGA MONITOR

PR0-241
PR0-121

• 14" ANALOG MONITOR •GLARE RESISTANT SCREEN
•TILT/SWIVEL BASE •FRONT MOUNTED POWER SWITCH
VGA-MONITOR

2400 BAUD 112 CARD
1200 BAUD 112 CARD

$99.95
$69.95

EXTERNAL MODEMS IREQ. SERIAL PORT, CABLE, SOFTWARE)
PR0·24E
PR0·12E

2400 BAUD
1200 BAUD

$149.95
$99.95

APPLE/MACINTOSH COMPATIBLE MODEMS
EXTERNAL MODEMS, AS ABOVE WITH CABLE & SOFTWARE
PR0-24EM
MAC 2400 BAUD
$199.95
PR0-24A
APPLE 112400 BAUD
$179.95
PR0·12A
APPLE 111200 BAUD
$139.95

24-HR. ON- LINE O RDERING

(408) 559-0253
JDR's Bulletin Board offers technical
support, conferencing and morel

Dn SERIAL M OUSE

'

.

$429

/DR MUL Tl

•FULL FEATURED MULTISCAN MONITOR WITH UNLIMITED
COLORS •HIGH RESOLUTION, 14" NON-GLARE DISPLAY
•AUTO SWITCHING • TTUANALOG VIDEO INPUT
JOA-MULTI

$339

EGA MONITOR

FLAT SCREEN MONITOR

$129.95
$69.95
$69.95

MONO-SAM SUNG WITH 12· SCREEN
JOA-MONO
12" TTL MONOCHROME ·GREEN
J D R·AMBER 12" TTL MONOCHROME ·AMBER

TILT & SWIVEL MONITOR STANDS
DURABLE PLASTIC
WITH 5 OUTLETS & SURGE SUPPRESSOR

______

KE\'BOARDS.._.

$ 12;95

$-39:9.li

_..~~~-

101 KEY ENHANCED, WITH SEPARATE CURSOR PAD:
BTC-5339
K103·A
MAX·5339

AUTOSENSE FOR XT/ AT, AUTOREPEAT $69.95
AUDIBLE "CLICK" STYLE
$84.95
MAXI-SWITCH WITACTILE FEEDBACK
$84.95

84 KEY STYLES:
BTC-5060
MAX-5060

OUR INTEGRATED MODULAR PROGRAMMING SYSTEM EASILY
EXPANDS! ALL THE MODULES USE A COMMON HOST ADAPTOR
CARD, SO YOU CAN USE JUST ONE SLOT TO PROGRAM EPROMS,
PROMS, PALS & MORE!

HOST ADAPTOR CARD

UNIVERSAL MODULE

$499.99

• PROGRAMS EPROMS. EEPROMS,
PALS, Bl-POLAR PROMS, 8748 & 8751
SERIES DEVICES, 16VB 20V8 GALS
(GENERIC ARRAY LOGIC) FROM
LATTICE, NS. SGS •TESTS TTL, CMOS,
DYNAMIC & STATIC RAMS •LOAD DISK ,
SAVE DISK. EDIT, BLANK CHECK, PROGRAM,
AUTO, READ MASTER, VERIFY & COMPARE -,
• TEXTOOL SOCKET FOR .3" TO .6'W. IC'S (6-40
MOD·MUP

'11111••..

328
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ST-<109e

65 MS
40 MS
65M8
40 MS
40 11!3
2B M<!i

~"""
:IMS

5-1/4"
3-1/2"
5-114"
3-112"
5-1/4"
5·1/4"
5-1/4"
5-1/4"

$199
$259
$219
12~9

S31 9
$;349'
$3119'

KIT

$249
$299
$279
$339
$369
$439
$449

"eu

$309
$373
$379
$429
$429
$499
$549
$679

$139.00

AUTOSENSE FOR XT/AT
MAXI-SWITCH WITACTILE FEEDBACK

EPROM MODULE

$119.95

• PROGRAMS 24-32 PIN EPROMS, CMOS EPROMS
& EEPROMS FROM 16K TO 1024K •HEX TO OBJ
CONVERTER •AUTO, BLANK CHECK/PROGRAM/
VERIFY • VPP 5. 12.5, 12.75. 13, 21 & 25 VOLTS
•NORMAL. INTELLIGENT, INTERACTIVE, & QUICK
PULSE PROGRAMMING ALGORITHMS
MOD·MEP
MOD-MEP-4 4-EPROM PROGRAMMER $169.95
M OD-M E P-8 B·EPROM PROGRAMMER $259.95
M OD·MEP·1616·EPROM PROGRAMMER $499.95

•TESTS
DIGITAL
TTL, CMOS,
IC MODULE
DYNAMIC & STATIC $129.95
RAM
•AUTO SEARCH FOR UNKNOWN PART NUMBERS
• USER-PROGRAMMABLE TEST PROCEDURES
M OD-MIC

PAL MODULE

• ULTRA HIGH DENSITY
• READ/WRITE 720K DISKS, 'T
FDD·1.44X BLACK FACEPLATE
FD0·1.44A BEIGE FACEPLATE
FDD-1.44 SOFT SOFTWARE DRIVER $19.95

1/2 HEIGHT FLOPPY DISK DRIVES:
FD-558
FD-55G
FDD-360
FDD·1 .2
FDD-3.5X
FDD·3.5A

5·114" TEAC OS/DD 360K
5·1/4"TEAC OS/HD 1.2M
5-114" OS/DD 360K
5· 114" DSIHD 1.2M
3-112" 720K (BLACK)
3·112" 720K (BEIGE)

$9 9.95
$129.95
$69.95
$109.95
$97.95
$97.95

ARCHIVE TAPE BACK-UPS
AR5240X
AR5540A
AR2020
AR20 A
AR340

40 MB TAPE DRIVE FOR xrs & Ars $369.95
FAST40 MB TAPE DRIVE ATS ONLY $369.95
EXTERNAL CHASSIS & INTERFACE
$159.95
ADDITIONAL INTERFACE CARDS
$89.95
40 MB TAPE CARTRIDGE
$24.95

$59.9.5
$64.95

MODULAR PROGRAMMING SYSTEM

• UNIVERSAL INTERFACE FOR ALL
THE PROGRAMMING MODULES!
• SELECTABLE ADDRESSES
PREVENTS CONFLICTS
•HIGH QUALITY MOLDED CABLE
MOD-MAC

-

ST-225
ST·125
ST·238
ST-138
ST-251
ST·25M
ST·2n

ATF.M

AVG. FORM Ofll\'E XT
SAEED FACTOR ONL Y lUT

$239.95

•LOW DISTORTION, 14" GLARE-RESISTANT AMBER SCREEN
• 720 X 350 MAXIMUM RESOLUTION ·IBM COMPATIBLE TTL
INPUT • SWIVEL BASE
GM·1488

HIGH
QUALITY

~~=:~~ ~g~~~

20MB
20MB
30MB RLL
30MB RLL
40MB
40MB
~MB ALL

MODEL

•COLOR/GREEN/AMBER SWITCH• 14" NON-GLARE SCREEN
• 640 X200 MONOCHROME RESOLUTION, 320 X 200 COLOR
• TILT AND SWIVEL BASE
JDR·RGB

MS•200

NEW SERIES 9 MICE FEATURE 320 DPI RESOLUTION. SERIAL
MICE ARE ALSO PS/2 COMPATIBLE
$98.95
I
WiPAINTSHOW
$109.95
LOGC9-PBL
SERIAL MOUSE WiPUBLISHER
$149.95
LOGC9-PC
SERIAL MOUSE W/PAINT/CAD
$154.95
LOGB9
BUS MOUSE
$89.95
LOGB9-P
BUS MOUSE WIPAINTSHOW
$104.95
$139.95
LOGB9-PBL
BUS MOUSE WiPUBLISHER
$149.95
LOG B9-PC
BUS MOUSE WiPAINTiCAD

SIZE

• 640 X 200/350 RESOLUTION • 16 COLOR DISPLAY
• 14" BLACK MATRIX SCREEN • 9·PIN CABLE
EGA-MONITOR

MS-100

NEW LOG/TECH 3 BUTTON MOUSE

tggg~-P

14" GRAY SCALE MONITOR• 800 X 480 RESOLUTION
MONO-VGA

RGB MONITOR

"I will not hesitate to order ANYTHING
from .JDR-becausc I know your 1)()licy is
to stand behind your products 100%"
-Robert Rincly, <lrancl Forks, ND

• 3-BUTTON OPTO-MECHANICAL
• 200 D.P.1.
•USES SERIAL PORT COM 1/2
•INCL. SOFTWARE DRIVERS
•5·1/2'CABLE
DMS·200 E
MOUSE AND HALO·DPE SQFiWARE
DMS-200
$59.95

$119.95

PAPER WHITE VGA

$1 99
$2 19
$3 19
$389

$249.95

• PROGRAMS MMI, NS, Tl 20 & Tl 24 PIN DEVICES
• BLANK CHECK, PROGRAM, AUTO, READMASTER,
VERIFY & SECURITY FUSE BLOW
MOD·MPL
ENTRY-LEVEL PAL PROGRAMMING KIT BY CUPL
MOD-MPL·SOFT
$99.95

UPRIGH T$
25'
CASE
i29')
SPACE SAVING DESIGN HOLDS ALL SIZES
OF MOTHERBOARDS AND INCLUDES:
• 250W POWER SUPPLY •MOUNTS
FOR 3 FLOPPY & 4 HARD DRIVES
•TURBO & RESET SWITCH • LED SPEED
DISPLAY • POWER & DISK LED'S
•ALL HARDWARE, FACEPLATE$ & SPEAKER
CASE-100
CASE-FLIP FOR BOBB BOARDS
CASE-SLIDE FOR BOBB BOARDS
CASE-70
FOR 286 BOARDS
CASE-50 FOR 80881286 BOARDS
CASE.JR
MINl-286 W/1SOW PS

·------------·

EPROM PROGRAMMER

• PROGRAMS 27XX AND 27XXX EPROMS UP TO 27512
•SUPPORTS VARIOUS PROGRAMMING FORMATS &
VOLTAGES • SPLIT OR
COMBINE CONTENTS OF
SEVERAL EPROMS OF
DIFFERENT SIZES
• READ, WRITE , COPY,
ERASE, CHECK & VERIFY
•HEX/INTEL HEX SOFTWARE
MOD·EPROM

~ MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY
DRIVE CONTROLLERS

Dn 400 DP/ SCANNER

$199

95

$

• OUICKLYSCANS UPT04.1" W.
IMAGES • 100, 200, 300, 400 DPI
BOTH DIRECTIONS • B&W & 3
HALF-TONE MODES • 32 LEVELS OF
GRAY SCALE • HERCULES. CGA. EGA _ j
& VGA COMPATIBLE • INCLU DES HAL<!"
DPE AND IMAGE EDITOR SOFTWARE
HS-3000
OCR-SOFT SOFTWARE
$99.95

FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER

$279

$29.95

• CQNTAOLS UP TO 4 FLOPPIES • DSIDD AND OS/DO
MCT-FDC

, _.1111t
,

MOTHERBOARDS
25 MHZ 386

QUADRAM JT-FAX

1.2 MB FLOPPY CONTROLLER
•SUPPORTS 2 FLOPPY DRIVES
•CAN MIX 360K,720K,1.2 MB & 1.44MB
• 1.44MB REQUIRES SOFTWARE Of11 VE R
& DOS 3.2 OR ABOVE
MCT-FDC-1.2
FDD-1.44-SOFT 1.44MB SOFTWARE DRIVER

HARD DISK CONTROLLER

$1049

EXTERNAi

•SUPPORTS 16 DRIVE SIZES INCLUDING 10, 20. 30 AND 40MB
• DIVIDES 1 LARGE DRIVE INTO 2 LOGICAL DRIVES

LANDMARK AT SPEED 29.7MHZ
NORTON SI 32.5

PC MAGAZINE'S "EDITORS CHOICE"! JUNE 1986
THIS FAX BOARD WONT TIE UP YOUR COMPUTER! ITS
MEMORY RESIDENT SOFTWARE WAITS IN THE
BACKGROUND TO SEND OR RECEIVE FAXES, LETS YOU
USE YOUR COMPUTER UNTIL A FAX IS ACTUALLY SENT OR
RECEIVED. COMPATIBLE WITH SEVERAL PAGE SCANNERS.

MCT·HDC

•10/25 MHZ

•16 MB RAM CAPACITY· SMB

RLL CONTROLLER

ON·BOARD(0K). 8 MB RAM CARD
•USES 256K or 1MB DRAMS
• 8 SLOTS · 1X32 BIT RAM
2X 8·BIT & 5X 16-BIT
•SHADOW RAM FOR BIOSNIDEO
•IN TERLEAVED MEMORY
•ADJUSTABLE BUS SPEEDS
•AMI BIOS
MCT-386MB25

$89.95

•SUPPORTS 2 ALL HARD DRIVES • 50% FASTER DATA
TRANSFER • FOR XT·COMPATIBLES
MCT-RLL

10/20 MHZ 386 LANDMARK 25.8MHZINORTON SI 23.0
MCT-386MB20
$849.00
MCT-386-M
8MB RAM CARD FOR ABOVE(0K) $149.95

MYLEX 386 ·Landmark 29.5Mhz/Norlon SI 23.5
20MHZ 386 •1 MB INSTALLED · 64KB CACHE• NEAR 0 WAITS
Ml-386MB20-1
$1499.00
Ml-386MB20-4 MYLEX 386 20MHZ/4MB
$2399.00

MYLEX 386 - Landmark 23.SMhz/Norlon SI 18.7
16MHZ 386 •1 MB INSTALLED• 64KB CACHE • NEAR 0 WAITS
Ml-386MB·1
$1299.00
Ml· 386MB-4
MYLEX 386 16MHZ/4MB
$1999. 00

MINI MYLEX 386 · Landmark 29.5Mhz/Norlon SI 23.5

RAM RESIDENT SOFTWARE

• 16-BIT DESIGN- SUPPORTS UP TO 2 FLOPPY DRIVES AND 2
HARD DRIVES• SUPPORTS360K/720K/1 .2MB/1 .44MB

COMPATIBLE WITH PC/XT/AT

286/386 RLL CONTROLLER

10 MHZ SINGLE CHIP 8088 TURBO - Norton SI 2. 1

8 MHZ 8088 TURBO · Norton SI 1.7
4.7718 MHZ K'BRO SELECTABLE· 8 SLOTS• 640K CAPACITY
MCT· TURBO
$95 .95

JT-FAX
JT-FAX-PORT
JT- FAX-9600

intef

MUL TlFUNCTION 1/0
MUL Tl 1/0 FLOPPY CONTROL

$79.95

•SUPPORTS UP TO 2 36-0K FLOPPIES • SERIAL, PARALLEL,
GAME PORT AND CLOCK/CALENDAR

•SERIAL POAT

4.77/10 MHZ K'BRD SELECTABLE• 8 SLOTS• 640K CAPACITY
MCT-TURB0- 10
$99.00

$199.95

$179

$279.00
$349.00
$549.00

MULTI 1/0 CARD

\

CONNECTION '·
COPROCESSOR

$59.95

·CLOCK/CALENDAR WITH BATTERY
•PARALLEL PORT IS ADDRESSABLE AS
LPTl OR LPT2
MCT·IO

"PRODUCT OF THE YEAR"-INFO WORLD
"BEST OF 1988'-PC MAGAZINE
SEND OR RECEIVE FAX'S "IN THE BACKGROUND" WITHOUT
INTERRUPTING OTHER APPLICATIONS! COMPATIBLE WITH
PCIXT, AT AND 386 COMPUTERS. INTEL 5 YEAR WARRANTY!
• ON·BOARD 10MHZ 80186 COPROCESSOR • 256K RAM
• SUPPORTS DCAllNTEL CAS, 9600 BPS FILE TRANSFER,
INCLUDING FAX AND E-MAIL • INSTALLATION SOFTWARE,
GRAPHICS EDITOR AND DIAGNOSTICS INCLUDED.

286/386 MUL Tl 1/0 CARD
•SERIAL. PARALLEL AND GAME PORTS • USES 16450
SERIAL SUPPORT CHIPS FOR HIGH SPEED OPERATION
MCT-AIO

MONOGRAPH/CS MULTI 1/0

$119.75

•CONTROLS 2 FLOPPIES •SERIAL, PARALLEL. GAME POAT •
•CLOCK/CALENDAR • RUNS COLOR GRAPHICS IN B&W

PCCB6000
PCC06010 2400 BAUD PIGGYBACK MODEM
PCIB1200
INTEL INBOARD 386/PC
PCMB4320 INTEL ABOVE BOARD PLUS

MCT-MGMIO
MCT·MGAIO 2861386 MONOGRAPHICS l/O $99.95

EPSON LX-810

INTE RNAL MODEL
EXTERNAL MODEL
9600 BAUD (FULL·SIZE CARD)

MCT·AFH·RLL

20 MHZ 286 · Landmark 23.0Mhz/Nor/on Si 25.8

XTSIZE • 6/12 MHZ• T04M B ON·BOARDW/1MB DRAMS(0K)
MCT-M286-12
$299.00
MCT-M286
6110 MH2 MINl-286
$269.95

CHOOSE INTERNAL CARD OR EXTERNAL PORTABLE

• SUPPORTS 2 ALL HOD'S & 2 FDD'S (360K/720K/1 .2MB
1.44MB)• FASTER DATA TRANSFER FOR AT-COMPATIBLES

MCT·MIO

12 MHZ 286 ·Landmark 15.5Mhz/Norlon SI 13.8

USES FAX, ASCII OR PC PAINT FILES

MCT·AFH

MYLEX MINl-386 20MHZ • 0K INSTALLED• 64KB CACHE
MY-386JR20
$1299.00
MY-386.JR
MYLEX MINl-386 16MHZ/0K
$1099. 00
XT SIZE · UP TO 8MB 0 WAIT RAM W/MEMORY CARD(0K)
MCT· M286-20
$589.00
MCT·M286-16
8/16 MHZ VERSION OF ABOVE $489.95

4800 BPS COMMUNICATIONS RATE

286/386 FD/HD CONTROLLER $149.95

DISPLAY ADAPTORS
16-8/T VGA CARD
• REGISTER LEVEL
COMPATIBLE VGA CARD
• RESOLUTION:1 024 X 768
TEXT:132 COL. X 25 LINE
•

'·
SOFT-WARE DRIVERS FOR

$329.95
-

-

-

i
1

576K RAM CARD

$795.00
$249.00
$649.00
$499.95

$5 9.9'5

• SHORT SLOT • USER SELECTABLE CONFIGURATION TO
576K • 64K AND 256K RAM CHIPS IOK INSTALLED).
MCT-RAM

-

EXPANDED MEMORY CARD

$139.95

• 2MB MEMORY(0K INSTALLED) • USER EXPANDABLE TO 2
MB USING 1MB DRAMS· CONFORMS FULLY TO LIM EMS 3.2.

LOTUS 1·2·3. AUTODESK. AUTOCAD, GEM AND WINDOWS.
MCT VGA-16
MCT-VGA-8 8·BIT VERSION (ANALOG ONLY)
MCT-VGA
8·BIT VGA (FOR ALL MONITORS)

MCT-AEMS

EGA ADAPTOR
• 9·PIN DOT MATRIX• 80 COL . • 200 CPS DRAFT. 30 CPS NLO

We carry the full llne of high-quality EPSON printers
and accessories. Call us toll-tree today to check
our current pricing!
MODEL

PRINT
HEAD

EX-800
FX-850
L0-510
LQ-950
L0-1050
L0-2550

9-PIN
9-PIN
24-PIN
24-PIN
24-PIN
24-PIN

Circle 6 on Jaader Service Card (DEALERS: 7)

•IBM COMPATIBLE, PASSES IBM EGAIDIAGNOSTICS
• 256K OF VIDEO RAM FOR 640 X 350 IN 16 OF 64 COLORS
MCT-EGA

COLOR GRAPHICS ADAPTOR
•FOR RGB. COLOR AND COMPOSITE MONOCHROME
• 6401320 X 200 RESOLUTION• LIGHT PEN INTERFACE
MCT-CG
MCT·CGP WITH PARALLEL PRINTER PORT $54.95

MONOCHROME GRAPHICS

$59.95

•HERCULES COMPATIBLE •.SU PPORTS LOTUS 1·2·3
• PARALLEL PAINTER PORT CONFIG. AS LPT1 OR 2
MCT·MGP
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PENNY AND GILES COMPUTER
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OPERATION .................. 215 , 250
SENSEl/BRODERBUND
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SOFTVIEW ............................. 109
SOFTWARE TOOLWORKS .......... 109
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SUN MICROSYSTEMS ... 17, 225, 235,
248, 250
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1144
1026
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SYSTEMS PERFORMANCE
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851
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1073
1151

TATUNG OF AMERICA ............... 57
TEKTRONIX ........................... 177
TELEROBOTICS
INTERNATIONAL. ... ...... ....... .143
3COM ............................. 148, 154
TOSHIBA ................... ......... ..... 17
TRITON TECHNOLOGIES ... ........ 57
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT
DAVIS .................................. 17

WEITEK .................................. 17
1186 WOLFRAM RESEARCH ............. 143
1106 WORDTECH SYSTEMS ......... .. .... 72
1103 WORKMAN & ASSOCIATES ....... 137
XEROX ..................................235
XEROX PALO ALTO RESEARCH
CENTER .......................... ....250
1109 XIAN .............. . .. .. ................... 72
XIRCOM.................................. 17

1148 PARA SYSTEMS ........................ 57
1105 PAUL MACE SOFTWARE ........... 137
INFORMIX
SOFTWARE .............. . 17, 207, 215

RADIUS ...... .... ............. . ...... ... . 99
RASTEROPS .............. ............... 99
REFERENCE SOFTWARE ......... .. 72
RELISYS ................................. 57
RETIX ........................... ........ 148
RJ SWANTEK . .. ........................ 72

1145

ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS ...........215
ZIRCO .................................... 57

Computers For

The Blind

COMING UP IN BYTE
PRODUCTS IN PERSPECTIVE:
How do the most powerful MS-DOS laptop computers stack up? Our August
Product Focus on 80386-based laptops will provide the answer. Speaking of
laptops, we review NEC's diminutive yet powerful UltraLite-PC power
that weighs less than 5 pounds. For PS/2 users, we evaluate Pixelworks'
Ultra Clipper graphics board and three Modula-2 compilers from JPI,
Stonybrook, and Logitech.
On the Macintosh side, we'll report on Shiva's TeleBridge, which allows
your network to access remote computers or other networks, and Virginia
Systems' Sonar Professional 2.0, a text-search program.
Finally, a software review looks at Traveling Software's much-ballyhooed
ViewLink, an information management program with a unique approach.

IN DEPTH:
What are neural networks? How is data represented in neural networks,
and what major applications is this type of processing technology being used
for? Why are they good for solving problems that traditional computing
isn't, and what's hidden in their hidden layers? All this and more in the
August focus on neural networks.

FEATURES:
The lead feature article for the August issue is a piece on digital signal
processors. DSPs are finding their way into every aspect of personal
computing-in areas from fax transmission, to data encryption and
compression, to voice digitization-in·fact, anyplace where analog signals
become digitized.
Increasingly, the Unix operating system is becoming an option for power
users of personal computers. Another August feature will take a look at the
Unix shell, a command programming language that provides the user
interface to the operating system. In addition, we'll have a special article on··
very long instruction word technology, a new architecture considered by
some to be the heir to RISC .
Brett Glass looks Under the Hood at disk snoopers, software packages that
look at and attempt to "repair" problem hard disks. What do these programs
actually do, and how well do they do it?
In his Some Assembly Required column, Rick Grehan will discuss a set of
tools for the IBM PC that mimics the memory management of the Macintosh
and lets you overcome some pesky barriers.

Talking ·computers give
blind and visually
impaired people access
to electronic
information. The
question is how and
how much?
The answers can be
found in "The Second
Beginner's Guide to
Personal Computers for
the Blind and Visually
Impaired" published by
the National Braille
Press. This
comprehensive book
contains a Buyer's
Guide to talking
microcomputers and
large print display
processors. More
importantly it includes
reviews, written by
blind users, of software
that works with
speech.
This invaluable
resource book offers
details on training
programs in computer
applications for the
blind, and other useful
information on how to
buy and use special
equipment.
Send orders to:

In the Expert Advice section, our columns will include Computing at Chaos
Manor, Down to Business, Macinations, OS/2 Notebook, NetWorks, and
Unix /bin. Further, in the back of the book, our new book-review column
by Hugh Kenner, Print Queue, and the op-ed-type Stop Bit will continue to
enliven the format for those of us who like to read from back to front instead
of the other way around.
In our August Macintosh Special Edition, we'll have a full-featured lineup
that will include Short Takes, First Impressions, and features.

National Braille Press Inc.
88 St. Stephen Street
Boston, MA 02115
(617) 266,6160
$12 .95 for braille or casseue, $14.95 for
print. ($3 extra for UPS shipping)
NBP is a nonprofit braille printing and
publishing house.
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To get further information on the products advertised in BYTE, fill out
the reader service card by circling the numbers on the card that cor
respond to the inquiry number listed with the advertiser. This index is
provided as an additional service by the publisher, who assumes no
liability for errors or omissions.

READER
SERVICE

* Correspond directly with company.
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TMI INC. . .••• . ••.••..•...•. 78
TOSHIBA ............ . . ... . 221
TOSHIBA .................. 221
TOUCHBASE SYSTEMS .••••.• 36
TRAVELING SOFTWARE •.••• 239
TRUE DATA ................ 140
TRUEVISION . .•••..•.•••.... 93
TURBO POWER ........ .... 281
TWIXINTERNATIONAL .•.... 319
T.S. MICROTECH ..........• 284
ULTIMATE TECHNOLOGY ...• 314
UNITEX •...••..•.•. . ..• . .. 316
UNIVERSAL CROSS.ASSEMBLERS . 317
VNS ... ................... 53
VNS ..................... 224
VERMONT CREATIVE ..•...•• 16
VICTORY ENTERPRISES ••••• 140
WAREHOUSE DATA •..•..•.• 211
WELLSAMERICAN(N. AMERICA) 275
WELLS AMERICAN (INT'L) ... . 275
WESTERN CONTAINER & CASE 308
WINTEK CORP . .••...•....... 9
WINTEK CORP . ............ 308
XELTEK ................... 308
XENTEK .................. 308
ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS .. ... 183
ZEOS INTERNATIONAL ..•• 44,45
ZORTECH ...... . .. . ... . . .. 249
Z-WORLD ................. 310

INTERNATIONAL SECTION

88 IS 1·56

No North American Inquiries please.
401
402
•
403
404
'
405
*
*

ACER ............... 8815-48,47
AMOS ............... . 8815-18
BIX .. • . .. • • .. • .. • • • .. . 8815-38
BIX . .. • • • .. .. • .. • • • . . . 88fS..55
BLUE CHIP • . . .. . • • . . . • 8815-32
BYTE BACK ISSUES. . . . • 8815-34
BYTE BITS . .. .. • .. • .. • 8815-32
BYTE PUBLICATIONS • . . 8815-35
BYTE PUBLICATIONS . • • 88fS..56
BYTE SUB SERVICE • . . • 8815-40
' BYTEWEEK NEWSLETIER8815-45
406 CLARION SOFTWARE . . . 8815-23
407 CLARION SOFTWARE . . . 88fS..23
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Inquiry No.
408
409
410
'
411
412
413
415
416
417
418
414
422
423
424
425
426
'
427
428
429
430
431
432
433
434
435
440
'
436
437
438
439

Page No.

COPAM ELECTRONICS CORP. 881S·25
DATEXSYSTEMS, INC . .. 881S-15
DISK STAR ............ 881S-26
ELONEX .. . . . .. . . . . .. . 881S-31
GAMMAPRODUCTIONS . 881S-24
GREY MATIER .. .. . .... 881S-48
GTCO ................ . 881S·19
INES ................. 881S·28
INTERQUADRAM •. .. ..•. 881S-5
INTERQUADRAM . . . , .... 881S-7
INTERQUADRAM .....•.• 881S·9
IX I LIMITED ........... 881S-30
JAMECO ELECTRONICS . 881S-43
KAP ........ . ... ..... . 881S·16
LOGIC PRGRAMMING ASSOC. 881S·28
MASHOV . .... ......... 881S·21
MAYFAIR MICROS .•... . 881S·36
MICROCOMP. MKTG. CNSL . • 881S-53
MICROMINT . • . . . . . . . . . 881S-20
MICRON TECHNOLOGY INC. . 881S·29
MICROPHAR . . • • . . . • . . 881S-22
MOSAIC SOFTWARE . • . . 881S-30
NICHOLS-MORLOS . . . . . 881S·38
NOVELL .............. 881S·17
PERICOM . . . . . .. . . . . . . 881S·27
SCAN DEC TRI BUTOR, INC 881S·2
SCOITSDALE SYSTEMS . 881S-11
SCOITSDALE SYSTEMS . 881S·11
SIEMENS . . . .. .. . . . . . . 881S·39
SOFTLINECORP ....... 881S·41
SOFlWARE CONSTRUCTION881S-33
TRIANGLE DIGITAL . .... 881S·30
USASOFTWARE ..... . . 881S-13
ULTIMATETECHNOLOGY 881S-32

Inquiry No.

Page No.

INT'L DIRECT RESPONSE POSTCARDS

'

'

EIKON SYSTEMS . .. .....••
MICROSIM . ......•..•....
SOFTWARE BLACKSMITH . • .
SOFTWARE EXCITEMENT ...
TOUCHBASE SYSTEMS .... .
T.S.A. CORPORATION •.•. . .

881S
881S
881S
881S
881S
881S

REGIONAL SECTIONS
Midwest

476

4n
478
479
480
481
482
483
484
485
486

Northeast

491
492
493
494

88MW1-12

BYTEWEEK/NEWSLEITER . MW·4
COMP FAX .............. MW-3
COMP FAX ............. . MW-3
HARD DRIVES ... .. . ..... MW-1
ISO . .................... MW-9
ISD . .................... MW-9
UNDERWARE ELECTRONICS MW-5
USER FRIENDLY ...... . .. MW-2
USER FRIENDLY ......... MW-2
Y.E.S. MULTINATIONAL ... MW-12
Y .E.S. MULTINATIONAL ... MW-12
ZERICON, INC . ........ . . . MW-7

88NE1-12

BYTEWEEK/NEWSLEITER .. NE·6
COMPUTER DOCTOR ...... NE-1
COMPUTER DOCTOR ...... NE-1
DIRECT OF NEW ENGLAND • NE·9
EDIMAX COMPUTER CO. • .. NE-9

Inquiry No.
495
496
507
508
497
498
499
500
502
503
504
505
506

Page No.

EDI MAX COMPUTER CO . .. . NE-9
ELECTRIFIED DISCOUNTERS NE-12
HALSKAR SYSTEMS ••..•• NE-11
HALSKAR SYSTEMS .•.•.• NE-11
MEXTEL ..... , .. .. ....... NE-2
OWL COMPUTER . . ......• . NE-4
OWL COMPUTER .. •••..••. NE-4
PC LINK CORP ............ NE-5
ROCHESTER INSTITUTEfTECH. NE-6
TELETEK ................ NE-7
TELETEK ............ . ... NE-7
WEDGE TECHNOLOGIES .. . NE-3
WEDGE TECHNOLOGIES . . . NE-3

Pacific Coast
531
532
533
534
535
536
537
538
539
540
541
542
545
546
547
548
549
550

88PC1-16

AKER .................... PC-3
APPLAUSE SOFTWARE ... • PC-10
APPLAUSE SOFTWARE .... PC-10
CDS .................... PC-12
DATASOLVERS, INC . .....•. PC·6
DATASOLVERS, INC . .. ..... PC-6
DAYTRON ELECTRONICS, INC.PC-15
EDIMAXCOMPUTERCORP. PC-15
EDIMAXCOMPUTERCORP. PC-15
E·TECH RESEARCH, INC . .. PC-10
FINALSOFTCORP... • . . .. PC-16
FINALSOFTCORP . .... ... PC-16
ISLAND SYSTEMS .. .... .• PC-12
JB TECHNOLOGIES, INC . •.. PC-7
JST PRODUCTS .... • .•.• . . PC-9
JST PRODUCTS ........... PC-9
KORTEK ............. , ... PC-8
KORTEK ........... , ..... PC·8

Inquiry No.
551
552
553
554
555
556
557
558
559
560

South
511
512
513
514
515
516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523
524
525
'
526
527
528

Page No.

MELBOURNE HOUSE •..•. PC-13
MEXTEL CORP . ....... . ... PC-4
MIRACLE COMPUTERS ..•.• PC-2
OSMOS, INC . .... . .... . ... PC-6
OSMOS, INC . ............. PC-6
TELETEK .... ....... ..... PC-5
TELETEK . .... . ......... . PC-5
USM DISTRIBUTORS ..•.• . PC-11
USM DISTRIBUTORS .. ... • PC-11
ZERICON ........... . .... PC-1

88so1-12

COMTEQ COMPUTER CORP. S0·2
COMTEQ COMPUTER CORP. S0-2
DATA SOLVERS, INC ...•.•. S0-12
DATA SOLVERS, INC . ...... S0-12
EXPERT SYS. INTEGRATORS .. S0-6
FINALSOFTCORP . •......• S0·3
FINALSOFTCORP . ....... . S0-3
GENERALBUS.MACHINES S0-11
GENERALBUS.MACHINES S0-11
HARD DRIVES , ........... S0-7
MELBOURNE HOUSE .....• S0-1
OWL COMPUTER .. ..... . .• S0-6
OWL COMPUTER . .•.. .•..• S0-6
SQUARE FIELD TECH .•...• S0·4
SQUARE FIELD TECH .... . • S0-4
US DIGITALCORPORATIONS0-12
UNDERWARE ELECTRONICS S0-9
ZERICON, INC . ...•.. . . . . .. S0-5
ZVTEC ...... . ........ . .. S0-11

• Correspond directly with company.
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To get further information on the products advertised in BYTE, fill out
the reader service card by circling the numbers on the card that cor
respond to the inquiry number listed with the advertiser. This index is
provided as an additional service by the publisher, who assumes no
liability for errors or omissions.

READER
SERVICE

* Correspond directly with company.

Index to Advertisers by Product Category
Inquiry No.

Page No.

Inquiry No.

Page No.

29 BP MICROSYSTEMS ..•.. . .• 314

HARDWARE

Inquiry No.

Page No.
MONITORS

808

Inquiry No.

Page No.

285 TRUE DATA ....•.•......•.. 140

31 B&C MICRO ............... 319
49 BYTEK .................... 310

192 MITSUBISHI ........... 116,117

ADD INS

120 G-TEK INC .•••.•.•••..•..•. 150

193 MITSUBISHI ........... 116,117

121 G·TEK INC ................. 150

198 NANAO ................... 142

429 MICROPHAR • • . • • • • . . . 8818-22

14 ALPHAPRODUCTS ••..•.•.. 311

154 KORE INC ................. 314

199 NANAO .... . .............. 142

228 PROTECH MARKETING ......• 94

402 AMOS ................ 881S-18

159 LINK COMPUTER GRAPHICS . 317

' NEC HOME ELECTRONICS .... 32

240 RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES .. 186

24 ATITECHNOLOGIES .......• 199

180 LOGICAL DEVICES .......... 324

' NEC HOME ELECTRONICS .•.• 33

241 RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES .. 186

NETWORK HARDWARE

243 RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES •• 234

800

32 B&C MICRO •.............. 321

181 LOGICAL DEVICES .•... • ..•. 324

33 B&C MICRO .... ..•• ..••.•• 321

308 XELTEK ................... 308

INSTRUMENTATION

803

73 CONTROL VISION .......... 317
77

covox ......... . ......... 314

81 CURTIS INC ............... 308
82 DATA TRANSLATION ..•...... 54

104 DSP •.. .. . .•.•••••• • •••• • • 34

242 RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES . . 234
809

10 ACS COMMUNICATIONS .... . 310
20 ANAHEIM AUlOMATION ..•.. 309
48 BUFFALO PRODUCTS . ... .. . 157
78 CUBIX CORP............... 165

KEYBOARDS/MICE

804

103 DIVERSIFIED TECH .••... . .. 102
411 GAMMA PRODUCTIONS . 881S-24

413 GTCO ................. 8818-19

200 HANTZ & PARTNER .••••.... 324

162 LOGITECH , ............. . .. 65

129 HIGH RES. TECH ........... 322

163 LOGITECH .............. . .. 65

415 INES . .. .............. 881S·28 .

497 MEXTEL ............. . . 88NE·2

416 INTERQUADRAM .... . . "' 881S· 5
417 INTERQUADRAM ••...•.. 881S· 7

552 MEXTEL CORP.....• . ••. 88PC-4
328 SCIENCE ACCESSORIES ... . 258

79 CUBIXCORP.•...•••........ 165
409 DATEX SYSTEMS, INC .•. 881S-15
92 DIGIBOARD ..•. ..•.••• 230,231
• IBM·SAA DIVISION .••...•• 28,29
138 IMCO MANUFACTURING CORP299
148 IOTECH .. .. . .. ...... ..... 322
316 M2 LAB/MICTRO .•..• . . . ... . 248
' MAXCIMA ................. 309
218 PERFORMANCE TECH ...... 164

418 INTERQUADRAM .... . ... 881S·9
145 IOTECH .................. 101

SOFTWARE SECURITY

260 SOFTWARE SECURITY ..•• . •• 95

404 BLUE CHIP . . . . . • • • • . . . 881S-32
52 CAPITAL EQUIPMENT ....... 198

814

805

MASS STORAGE

547 JST PRODUCTS ••.•••••• 88PC· 9
548 JST PRODUCTS ........ . 88PC-9

12 AK SYSTEMS .............. 308

423 KAP .................. 881S-18

40 BIOLOGICAL ENGINEERING .. 320

158 LAWSON LABS .... ....... .. 321

70 CONTECH . ........ ... . .... 310

171 MAXON • • • • .. . • • • . . • .. . • . . 98

90 DIGl·DATACORP .• . .• ,., .•. . 317

427 MICROMINT • • . • • . • . • • . 881S-20

91 DIGl-OATACORP.••.•.. • .•• . 314

428 MICRON TECHNOLDGY, INC . 881S-29

173 MEGA DRIVE .............. 185

186 MICROSTAR LAB ........... 322

187 MICROTECH CONVERSION SVS ••. 321

189 MIDI MUSIC .... . .......... 324

210 OVERLAND DATA .. . . . .. . ... 321

208 NOHAU ....... .. ........ .. 321

218 PERFORMANCE TECH .•.... 164

220 PERISCOPE ......... . ..... 121

232 QUALSTAR CORP ..... . ..... 322

219 PERISCOPE .... . .......... 121

320 SlORAGE DIMENSIONS . 138, 139

231 QUA TECH .... . ........... 282

321 STORAGE DIMENSIONS . 138,139

244 REAL TIME DEVICES ••..•... 324

245 ROSE ELECTRONICS . ...... 151
251 SCANDEC TRIBUlOR, INC . •• 341
433 SCANDEC TRIBUlOR, INC 881S·2
277 TELEBYTE TECHNOLOGY, INC. 86
278 THOMAS CONRAD . ••.... ..• 159
279 THOMAS CONRAD ...•••.••. 161
810

POWER SUPPLIES

108 EMERSON COMP. POWER ..• 190
215 PARA SYSTEMS . .. ........ .. 97
811

PRINTERS/PLOTTERS

SYSTEMS

815

401 ACER . . ............. 8818-46,47
15 ADVANCED LOGIC RESEARCH 2,3
18 ADVANCED LOGIC RESEARCH 2,3
• AMPRO ................... 110
38 BEST COMPUTER •......... 305
39 BINARY TECH ........ . .... 310
41 BITWISE ............ ..... . 306
42 BIT WISE .... ...... .. ...... 306
51 CAMBRIDGE N.A.... . . ....•. 172
534 CDS .................. 88PC-12
' COMPAQ ................ 56A·D
67 COMPUTRADE .•••.••...•.•• 96
511 COMTEQ COMPUTER CORP. .. 88S0·2
512 COMTEQ COMPUTER CORP.. . 88S0-2
408 COPAM ELECTRONICS CORP. 8818-25
' DAMARK ••••••••..••.••.•• 166
83 DCI COMPUTERS ....•..•..• 309
DELL COMPUTER •...•• 176A-B
87 DELL COMPUTER ••. • .••.• CU,1
105 DTKELECTRONICS •...•..•. 153
110 FORTRONCORP........... . 247
111 FORTRON CORP . ....... . ... 247
114 GATEWAY2000 .......... 10,11

' EPSON •...•.•..•.••••.. 20,21

518 GENERAL BUS. MACHINES •. 88S0-11

124 HEWLETT-PACKARD PERIPHERAL50,51

519 GENERAL BUS. MACHINES . . 88S0-11

MISCELLANEOUS

125 HEWLETT·PACKARD PERIPHERALB0,81

507 HALSKAR SYSTEMS • •• • 88NE-11

34 BAY TECH ............. · ... 200

127 HEWLETT-PACKARD PERIPHERAL • 195
128 HEWLETT·PACKARDPERIPHERAL . 197

508 HALSKAR SYSTEMS . . •.• 88NE·2

324 RUPP CORP ............... 219
325 RUPP CORP ............... 219

35 BAY TECH ................. 200

239 RADIO SHACK ............. CIV

479 ISO .. ................ . 88MW-9
480 ISO .......... .. ...... . 88MW-9

322 RUPP CORP . ........ ...... 219

806

323 RUPP CORP ...... . ........ 219

'

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMP. 14,15

326 RUPP CORP ............... 219

144 INDUSTRIALCOMPUTERSRC.246

580 ZERICON ••••• .••• •...• 88PC-1

327 RUPP CORP ............... 219

142 INTEGRAND ............... 184

486 ZERICON, INC .......... 88MW-7

174 MEGATELCOMPUTER ....•• 128

503 TELETEK ...... . ....... 88NE-7

175 MERITT COMPUTERS •..••.• 198
318 S & S COMPUTER PROD..... 299

527 ZERICON, INC .....••.•.. 88S0-5

176 MICRO LINEAR CONTROL .•. 308

812

PRINTER RIBBONS

190 MITSUBISHI .•• . ... . . .. . ... 107
191 MITSUBISHI ........... .. .. 107

557 TELETEK . ............. 88PC· 5

288 TWIX INTERNATIONAL ., .... 319
289 T.S. MICROTECH •.. • .. , ... . 284

286 TRUEVISION ........... . ... 93

297 VICTORY ENTERPRISES ....• 140

64 COMPUTER FRIENDS • ...... 309

197 MULTI-MICRO ............... 37

504 TELETEK .••.••••...•. . 88NE·7
558 TELETEK ............. . 88PC-5

801

DRIVES

21 ANALOG & DIGITAL PERIPH . . 309
173 MEGA DRIVE .............. 185
267 SlORAGE DIMENSIONS . 138,139
268 SlORAGEDIMENSIONS . 138,139
272 SYSGEN ................... 47

196 MULTI-MICRO . •••.. . •••.. , .• 37
430 NICHOLS-MORLOS • . . . . 881S-38

807

MODEMS/MULTIPLEXORS

813

SCANNERS/DIGITIZERS

498 OWL COMPUTER ••...•.. 88NE-4
499 OWL COMPUTER • • . • . . •. 88NE-4

' CERMETEK MICROELECTONIC 46

98 FLAGSTAFF ENGINEERING •• 108

522 OWL COMPUTER • , ••••• . 88S0-6

' CLEO SOFTWARE .......... 167

97 FLAGSTAFF ENGINEERING •. 108

523 OWL COMPUTER .. ....• . 88S0-6

61 COMPUCOM ............... 299
540 E-TECH RESEARCH, INC. 88PC-10

98 FLAGSTAFF ENGINEERING •• 108

229 PROTEUS TECH. CORP ••.• .. . 27

99 FLAGSTAFF ENGINEERING .. 108

255 SCIOTO COMPUTERS . ••• • .. 321

554 OSMOS, INC . ........... 88PC-6

164 LOGITECH ............. .. .. 87

440 SIEMENS . .. .. • • • .. • • • 881S·39

HARDWARE PROGRAMMERS

555 OSMOS, INC ............ 88PC-6

165 LOGITECH ................. 87

280 TMI, INC . ................... 78

278 TELEBIT .. . .............. . 147

524 SQUARE FIELD TECH .. .. 88S0-4

281 TOSHIBA ................. . 221

27 AVOCET & QUELO .......... 310

283 TOUCHBASE SYSTEMS . •.... . 36

525 SQUARE FIELD TECH .... 88S0-4

282 TOSHIBA •...•.. • •••.... .. • 221

802
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437 TRIANGLE DIGITAL • . • . . 881S·30

Inquiry No.
821

Page No.
IBM/MSDOS - CAD

482 USER FRIENDLY , ..•... 88MW-2

Inquiry No.

Page No.

Inquiry No.

Page No.

156 LANTANA TECHNOLOGY ..... 48

• CALIFORNIA DIGITAL ••.•..• 323

157 LANTANA TECHNOLOGY ..••• 48

56 CLONE COMPUTERS .•. 300,301
57 CMO ....•..•••.•. . •..•• 84,85

483 USER FRIENDLY . •.•... 88MW·2

18 AMERICAN SMALL BUS. COMP 124

168 LOGITECH ................ 170

2113 V NS ..................... 53

19 AMS ........... . . . . . .... . 308

187 LOGITECH ................ 170

59 COMPACT DISK PRODUCTS .. 171

505 WEDGE TECHNOLOGIES . 88NE-3

290 ULTIMATE TECHNOLOGY . . . • 314

425 MASHOV .. .. .. . . . . • .. • 881S·21

60 COMPUCL.ASSICS ••... . .... 113

506 WEDGE TECHNOLOGIES . 88NE·3

439 ULTIMATE TECHNOLOGY 881S-32

170 MATRIX SOFTWARE . . .•... . 214

62 COMPUSAVE .............. 307

299 WELLS AMERICAN (N. AMERICA) .. 275

302 WINTEK CORP............... 9

194 MIX SOFTWARE ............ 283

491 COMPUTER DOCTOR . ... 88NE-1

300 WELLS AMERICAN (INT'L) .. . . 275

303 WINTEK CORP . . ... .. .• ... . 308

307 ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS .... . 183
309 ZEOS INTERNATIONAL . ... 44,45

SOFTWARE
818

APPLE2/MAC APPLICATIONS
Buslneae/Otllce

141 INFORMIX ... .. .... . .... ... . 43
817

APPLE2/MAC UTILITIES

89 CONNECTIX . .............. 146
818

822

IBM/MSDOS - LAN

68 COMP. DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE .. 119
74 CORPORATE COMPUTERS OF IOWA 243

539 EDIMAX COMPUTER CORP.. . 88PC-15

237 QUARTERDECK .. . . .... 134,135

75 CORPORATE COMPUTERS OF KJNA 243

494 EOIMAX COMPUTER CORP.88NE-9

436 SOFTWARE CONSTRUCTION . 881S·33

493 DIRECT OF NEW ENGLAN088NE-9

495 EDIMAX COMPUTER CORP.88NE·9

264 STERLING CASTLE .• . .. . • .. 122

410 DISK STAR ........ .. .. 881S· 26

• ELONEX .. . . .. .. . .. .. . 881S-31

285 STERLING CASTLE ........ . 122

100 DISKCOTECH . ............. 309

143 INTERNATIONALCOMPGROUP41

289 SUPERSOFT ... .. .......... 257

101 DISKETTE CONNECTION .... 317

528 ZVTEC ..... ....... .... 88S0·11

271 SWIRL SOFT ...... ......... 324

108 DYNAMIC ELECTRONICS .... 319

287 TURBO POWER ...... . ... .. 281

498 ELECTRIFIED DISCOUNTERS . 88NE·12

823

IBM/MSDOS - GRAPHICS

107 ECOSOFT . . , . . ... .... . .. ... 88

• VERMONT CREATIVE . . . •. .. . 18

109 EXECUTIVE PHOTO & SUPPLY 206

310 ZORTECH ..... .... ... . . ... 249

515 EXPERT SYS. INTEGRATORS .. 88S0·6

311 Z·WORLO ..... .. .. ... . . .. . 310

IBM/MSDOS - LANGUAGES

37 BE AWARE, INC .. ...... .. .. . 78

50 CW DATA LABS ..... .. .. . . 308

47 BORLAND ... .. , ..... ...... . 81

406 CL.ARION SOFTWARE • • . 88IS·23

118 GENESIS DATA SYSTEMS ..... 94

407 CL.ARION SOFTWARE . . . 881S-23

119 GENESIS DATA SYSTEMS .... . 94

83 COMPUTER ASSOCIATES . 24,25

• JENSEN & PARTNERS ..••. . . 115

112 FOX SOFTWARE .. ........ ... 23

150 JYACC, INC ......... .. ...... 77
155 LAHEY COMPUTER SYSTEMS 112

118 GENERIC SOFTWARE .... •.. 227

182 MICROSOFT CORP .. .... ... . 6,7

117 GENERIC SOFTWARE •...... 227

183 MICROSOFT CORP . .... •. . .. 8,7

178 MICRORIM ................ 209

184 MICROSOFT CORP .. . .. • ... . . 19

179 MICRORIM ....... . .. . ..... 209

185 MICROSOFT CORP .. . . .• ...•. 19

431 NOVELL .............. 881S·17

• MICROSOFT CORP . . •....•.. 288

• RAIMA ••.....•.........•... 35

317 SAIC ........... ...... .. ... 82
310 ZORTECH . . . . . • ......... . . 249
825

IBM/MSDOS - UTILITIES

Sclentlllc/Technlcal

828

IBM/MSDOS COMMUNICATIONS

94 DIGITAL RESEARCH ..•..... 203

532 APPLAUSESOFTWARE .. 88PC-10
533 APPLAUSESOFTWARE . . 88PC-10

95 DIGITAL RESEARCH .••...•. 203

25 ATRON . .. ................ 31

424 LOGIC PRGRAMMING ASSOC. 881S·28

26 AVOCET SYSTEMS ..•.. . . ... 79

169 MATHSOFT ................. 59

43 BLAISE COMPUTING . ... . .. . . 55

cm

44 BOLT SYSTEMS ............ 128

313 NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS . , . Clll

45 BOLT SYSTEMS .... . .. . ... . 128

• ORACLE ................... 71

80 CURTIS INC ............... 179

216 PATTON&PATTON .......... 120

89 DEPARTMENTAL TECH . ..••. 141

261 SPECTRUM ................. 83

118 GENESIS DATA SYSTEMS ..... 94

282 SPSS .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. 192

119 GENESIS DATA SYSTEMS .•.. . 94

263 STATSOFT ................ 123

122 HAMMERLY COMPUTER SERV 232

312 NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS . ..

123 HAMMERLY COMPUTER SERV 233
820

516 FINALSOFTCORP....... 88S0-3
517 FINALSOFTCORP . . .•. •. 88S0·3

54 CENTURY SOFTWARE ..•.• . 138

412 GREY MATTER .... .... . 881S·48

55 CENTURY SOFTWARE ..•••• 138

478 HARO DRIVES .•••. . • •• 88MW·1

102 DIVERSIFIED COMPUTER .... 319

520 HARD DRIVES .. . •.... • . 88S0-7

248 FASTLYNX/RUPP ..• . ... . ..• 131

133 IC EXPRESS .............. 317

131 Hl·Q INTERNATIONAL, INC .... 86

147 JAOECOMPUTER ...... .. .. 315

130 Hl-0 INTERNATIONAL, INC . .. . 88

148 JAMECO ELECTRONICS . 302,303

152 KEA SYSTEMS ............. 183

422 JAMECO ELECTRONICS . 881S· 43

549 KORTEK, INC .. .... ........ PC-8

548 JB TECHNOLOGIES, INC .• 88PC-7

550 KORTEK, INC .......... .... PC-8

8 J.D.R. MICRODEVICES .. 328-329

432 PERICOM . . . .. .. . . • .. . 881S-27

7 J.O.R. MICRODEVICES •. 328-329

253 SCIENTIFIC ENDEAVORS •.•. 322

188 MARYMAC INDUSTRIES ..... 322

254 SCIENTIFIC ENDEAVORS .. . . 322

426 MAYFAIR MICROS . . . . . . 881S-38

275 TALKING TECHNOLOGY .... . 319
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188 MICROWAY ................ 133
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531 AKER ......... . ........ 88PC-3
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824

36 BE AWARE, INC ............. 78
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66 COMPUTERLANE ..... • . . •. 145

236 QUARTERDECK .. ...... 134,135

46 BORLAND ......... .. ....... 81

819

85 COMPUTER SYSTEMS RES. 38,39

234 QUARTERDECK ........ 134,135

538 EDIMAXCOMPUTERCORP... 88PC-15
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492 COMPUTER DOCTOR . ..• 88NE-1
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IBM/MSDOS APPLICATIONS

113 FTG DATA SYSTEMS ....... . 317

207 NU-MEGA TECHNOLOGIES .. 111
217 PAUL MACE SOFTWARE . .... 132
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828
------------319 EMPIRICAL RESEARCH ..... 210

195 MKS (AKA MORTICE KERN) •• 285
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209 ON-LINE SlORE ..... • ...• 68,89
211 PACIFIC COMPUTER .. •.... . 304

OTHER - CROSS DEVELOPMENT

500 PC LINK CORP .•......•. 88NE-5

SOFTWARE DEV. SYSTEMS ..• 91

224 PRECISION DATA PRODUCTS 310
228 PROGRAMMER'S PARADISE62,63
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227 PROGRAMMER'S SHOP ..... 112

829

248 SABINA INT'L ..... ... ...... 310

MAIL ORDER/
RETAIL

252 SCHWAB COMPUTERS ••.•. . 319

11 ADVANTAGE SOFTWARE •••• 273

274 SN'W ELECTRONICS ••. .. . ... 52

830
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IBM/MSDOS APPLICATIONS

132 HITECH EQUIPMENT CORP. . 324

17 AMERICALGROUP . . •...••. 314

• SOFTLINECORP ....... 8815-41
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414 IX I LIMITED ........... 881S·30

23 APPLIEDPRGRESSIVEELECT. 312,313

270 SURAH .. .... . ............ 319

545 ISL.AND SYSTEMS .••... 88PC-12

28 A.C.P..• . . . , ••.••........ • 325

438 USASOFTWARE .. ..... 881S·13
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137 IDEA WORKS ....... .. ..... 309
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BYTE READERS!*

T I PS

Use BYTE's Telephone Inquiry Processing System
Using TIPS can bring product information as much as 10 days earlier.

SEND FOR YOUR
READER I.D. CARD

1)

If you are a new Reader or have lost your l.D. Card, circle #1 on the Reader Service Card.
We will immediately send your personal TIPS Reader l.D. Card.

GET PREPARED

2)

Write your Reader Number, as printed on your Reader l.D, Card, in boxes in Step 5 below.
(Do not add O's to fill in blank boxes)

3)

Write numbers for information desired in boxes in Step 7b below.
(Do not add O's to fill in blank boxes.)

CALL TIPS

4)

Now, on a 'lbuch-'lbne telephone dial: (413) 637-3170 and wait for voice commands.

ENTER YOUR
I.D.AND
ISSUE NUMBERS

5)

When TIPS says: "Enter Reader Number"
(Enter by pushing the numbers and # - symbols enclosed in the boxes on telephone pad
ignoring blank boxes)
Enter 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 [J!J [J!J
When TIPS says "Enter magazine code & issue code"
Enter ITl [JI] 11119l [fil [fil

6)

ENTER YOUR
INQUIRIES

7a) When TIPS says "Enter (next) Inquiry Number"
Enter one inquiry selection from below (ignore blank boxes)
b)

Repeat 7a as needed (maximum 17 inquiry numbers)
1. 0 0 0 0 00 00 6. 0 0 0 0 00 00 10. 0 0 0 0 00 00 14. 0 0 0 0 00 00

2.
3.
4.
5.
END SESSION

8)
9)

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

00
00
00
00

00 7.00000000 11.00000000 15.00000000
00 8. 0 0 0 0 [J!J 00 12. 0 0 0 0 00 00 16. 0 0 0 0 00 00
00 9. 0 0 0 0 00 00 13. 0 0 0 0 00 00 17. 0 0 0 0 00 III
00
- . -....

End session by entering (fil [fil
Hang up after hearing final message
If you need assistance, call (603) 924-9281.

If you are not a subscriber fill out the subscription card found in this issue or, call BYTE Circulation 800-525-5003.
*Domestic and Canadian Only!
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2 D Accounting/Finance
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he Issues and the Players
lssue1

-f2seph L. Dionne, Chairman and CEO
mCGraw-Hll/, Inc.

Chairman Joseph Dionne speaks
out on "Managing Innovation 
~mpact On Gl~bal Productivity".
. eban~ 8 top international leaders
m usmess, government and
academia lead a provocative
~x~hange on the critical issues
acing future management.

he Experience
Participate in aglobal meeting with the most
distinguished minds in industry,government
and education as they discuss what will shape
the Managers' role in the next decade. The
challenge of the new forces and technologies,
as well as the oppbrtunities. It's arare, top
echelon window-1:m-the-ftlture to recharge
;and enric~ y1ourt~inking n~ ~ndyour role in
managel1jlent.
,
I

I'

lssue7
The Financing ofBusiness in the 1990's
Chairman: Fred H. Joseph, CEO, Drexel
Burnham Lambert
Have traditional methods of corporate financ
ing become outdated by leveraged buyouts
and new trading strategies. Plenary Paper by:
Henry Kravis, Kohlberg, Kravis, Roberts.

New Forces With Which Management
MustDeal
Chairman: James E Hennessy
Executive V.P.Marketing and Technology,
NYNEX
How will management handle the changing atti Issues
tudes toward work, ethics, consumerism and
Managing Human Resources in the 1990's
the role of women. Participants include:
Chairman: Harry D. Garber, Vice Chairman,
Tadashi Suzuki, President, NEC America; Dr. J. Equitable Life Assurance SocietyofAmerica
Brademas, President, NYU; Sir Eric Sharp,
What is the outlook for human resources man
CEO, Cable and Wireless.
agement, particularly in the light of world com
petition, demographic changes and the need
lssue2
for amore skilled labor force. Participants in
Putting New Technologies to Work
clude: Fredrick Salemo, President and CEO,
Chairman: Dean P. Phypers
New York Telephone.
Retired member, 1.8.M. Boardand
Management Committee
lssue9
What new technologies will. emerge in the
Industrial Development in Third World
1990's and how quickly can they be put to com Countries
petitive use. Plenary Paper by: J.D. Kruehler,
Chairman: Maurice Strong
Vice Chairman of the Board, l.B.M. Corp. Par
Chairman, Strovest Holding Inc.
ticipants include: Prof. N. Negroponte,M.l.T.
What are the key factors in successful industri
Labs; Dr. R. Schmitt, President, R.P.1.
alization and why do some countries succeed
lssue3
while others fail. Plenary Paper by: David
The Board and Top Management
Hopper-Sr.V.P. for Policy, World Bank.
Chairman: Arthur Taylor
Reserve yourplace now at
Dean ofthe Faculty ofBusiness,
Managemenlforthe 1990's
Fordham University
CIOS
21 World Management Congress
What will be the role of the board of directors in
September21-23,
1989, WaldorfAstoria,
the next decade. Participants include: Carl
New York City
Icahn, Financier;Fred H.Joseph, CEO, Drexel
Burnham Lambert; Larry Horner, Chairman,
Hurry ••. attendance is limited.
K.P.G. Peat Marwick.
For Registration Form, write to:
World Management Council
lssue4
475 Park Avenue South
The Corporation in the 1990's
New York, N.Y. 10016
Chairman: Dr. Michael Schulhof,
Att: Registrar
Vice Chairman, SONYCorp.ofAmerica
Telex: 427395 Fax: (212) 779-9167
How will globalization, international competi
tion, and restructuring impact on the corpora
Founded over 60 years ago, CIOS today has as
tion of the 90's. Participants include: Alfred
its affiliates 49 of the world's leading management
DeCran, Chairman,Texaco; John C. Whitehead, institutes and associations. It also enjoys United
Department of State.
Nations Advisory Status.

Issues
Maintaining Dynamism In the Delivery of
Public Service
Chairman: Frank A. Well
Chairman and CEQ Abacus andAssociates
How will public sector activity in the 90's deal
with trends such as privatization and special in
terest groups.

lssue6
Managing Innovation
Chairman: Joseph L. Dionne, Chairman and
CEO, McGraw-Hill, Inc.
Why some organizations have areputation for
being innovative while others do not. Plenary
Paper by: Dr. Michael Porter, Harvard Business
School.

orld Managernent Congres

c1e s xx1

John Diebold, President CIOS
David Rockefeller, Chairman, Honorary Council
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switch (type->defProcID) {
case documentProc: type->defProcID = zoomDocProc; break;
case noGrowDocProc: type->defProcID = zoomNoGrow; break;
case zoomDocProc:
case zoomNoGrow:
/* do nothing */ break;
default: fatal("add_zoom: can't add to this doc type");

/********************************* Methods *****************************/
w_init(window)
WindowPtr window;
{
}

One thing

every
executive
should
have after
retirement:
An adventure.

w_activate(window, event)
WindowPtr window;
EventRecord *event;
{
SetPort(window);
if (W_TYPE(window)->growable)
DrawGrowicon(window);
w_deactivate(window, event)
WindowPtr window;
EventRecord *event;
{
if (W_TYPE(window)->growable)
WITIL.PORT(window)
DrawGrowicon(window);
END_PORT;

w_update(window, event)
WindowPtr window;
EventRecord *event;
{
WITIL.PORT(window)
BeginUpdate(window);
EraseRect(&window->portRect);
vsend_window(window, Draw, NULL);
UpdtControl(window, window->visRgn);
if (W_TYPE(window)->growable)
DrawGrowicon(window);
EndUpdate(window);
END_PORT;

/* for 128K ROM only*/

Gold watches are fine for some
retired executives. But after a lifetime
of experience, moving from the
trenches to the front offices, your
knowledge is worth more-to us and
to hundreds throughout the world in
need ofyour special skills.
Through the International Execu
tive Service corps-the not-for-profit
organization that sends U.S. man
agers to help businesses in develop
ing nations-you can volunteer for
short-term assignments in foreign
countries where you're truly needed.
Although you will not be paid, you
and your spouse will receive all ex
penses, plus the personal satisfaction
of teaching others while you discover
more about yourself.
It's an adventure of the spirit. And
the time to explore it is now. So
please, don't let this golden opportu
nity pass by. send for more informa
tion today.
~;:.~

~

~''ff/,,

International
Executive
Service Corps

Tum your lifetime ofexperience
continuedfrompage 286

A Better Perspective
Now it's time to pull back from the
depths of seeming tragedy and try to get
some perspective. In the real world, a lit
tle code-copying and some careful atten
tion to detail are not all that big a deal.
Heck, if you program in C, a language
that doesn't check array bounds, a lan
guage that would happily let you multiply
a pointer to the disk driver by your moth
er's maiden name, you are used to being
careful.
Whatever the horrors my window de
velopment tool engenders, they're noth
ing compared to what you have to go

through if you don't use it. I've found
that using these object-oriented methods
makes programming a wonderful ma
chine a little more wonderful to do-or,
to put it another way, a little bit less
painful.•
Editor's note: The entire source code for
this package, with examples ofits use and
extension, is available in a variety offor
mats. See page 5 for further details.

Jonathan Amsterdam is a graduate stu
dent in computer science at MIT and lives
in Cambridge, Massachusetts. He can be
reached on BIX c/o "editors."

into the experience ofalifetime.

YES, I'd like co share my lifetime ofexperience
with others. I recently retired from my position as
a hands-on manager with a U.S. company. l also
understand that volunteers and their spouses
receive expenses, but no salary. Please send me
more information now.

Address•----------
City
State _ _ ZiP--
In what publication did you see this ad?
Write CO:

IESC, 8 Stamford Forum, P.O. Box 10005
Stamford, CT 06904-2005. Or, for faster
response, call this number: (203) 967-6000. A1
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PRINT QUEUE
Hugh Kenner

Predicting Chaos
DOES GOD PLAY DICE?:
The Mathematics of Chaos
by Jan Stewart

Editor's note: Regular readers ofour Book Review section will
be familiar with Hugh Kenner. He is one ofAmerica's foremost
literary critics; check out Who's Who or Contemporary Au
thors for a long list ofhis credits. He is currently a professor of
English at Johns Hopkins University. His recent works include
A Sinking Island and Mazes.
Hugh also happens to be a computer-literate commentator.
Those ofyou who haven't read his reviews have a treat in store.
Beginning with this issue, Hugh will be commenting monthly on
a significant book in the field of computers' computer science'
or a related technology. we 're honored and excited to have him
on board as a member ofthe BYTE team.
anus, the Johns Hopkins library's on-line catalog, is my best
source of clues to what's hot at the moment. Under "Chaotic
JBehavior
in Systems," Janus has just now listed me 16 books
plus a surprising 27 volumes
of conference proceedings.
None dates from before 1982,
not many from before 1986.
And no point in my going over
to sample a few. As of this
morning, nearly every single
one is checked out. A couple
even had to be replaced after
getting "lost."
Which confirms, if we
hadn't guessed it from the
long tenure of James Gleick's
Chaos: Making a New Science
on best-seller lists, that scien
tists of many stripes are revel
ing in a Chaos Decade. And
although Gleick, first-rate re
porter that he is, deserves
credit for bringing the subject
to lay attention, readers even a
little removed from lay status
will have sensed that from
time to time he's slightly
fuzzy about what he reports.
That is a fact I glossed over
when I reviewed his book in
the May 1988 BYTE, though
it was, after all, inherent in
his method. Writing from the
outside, Gleick interviewed
insider after insider. They
spoke to him via analogies,
which he duly relayed.
340
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But Ian Stewart, a mathematician at the University of War
wick (England), writes from the inside. No dub hand at analo
gies , Stewart has written popularizing books with titles like
Oh! Catastrophe! and The Groups of Wrath . His new exposi
tion-Does God Play Dice?: The Mathematics of Chaos
clearly comes from a man who knows exactly what he's talking
about; knows where each analogy starts and where it must stop;
and knows when we'll be best served by just an oracular equa
tion, like vr = gn/4.
Here's the example at hand: We're tossing a coin, and vis its
vertical velocity, r is its rotation in turns per second, and g is
gravity's acceleration. Then (I'm skipping steps) vr = gn/4 is
"the head-tail boundary," and by controlling rand v exactly, I
could force heads or tails at pleasure. But I can't control them
exactly, so Stewart presents a nice graph to show why, as long
as they vary within even narrow limits, the head-tail distribu
tion looks "random." Looks
random, though it's deter
mined by rand v.
"With hindsight," Stewart
writes, "you can often see
things that weren't anything
like as clear at the time. The
trick is not so much to know
something, but to know that
you know it. That is, to appre
ciate that it's important, and
to have a context in which to
put it." Let's note, with hind
sight, something not even Ian
' Stewart happens to discuss,
that the question he shows
everyone shunning a mere
century ago-"can a simple
deterministic system behave
like a random one?"-was in
fact addressed as long ago as
1948, when D. H. Lehmer
outlined a simple pseudo-ran
. <lorn-number generator, of the
sort our software still uses.
' That is to say, a key to chaos
. theory was available 40 years
. back. It was one of the things
countless people didn't know
they knew.
Given suitable constants,
Lehmer's algorithm can gen
erate, for as long a span as you
continued
ILLUSTRATION: RANDALL ENOS© 1989
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R•.Q UIR•llll!IT: UNIVERSAL NETWORK

PRINTER $ETUP

COAX CONNECTION

Arcnet Interface with controler for connec
tion of 2 printers to a standard Arcnet Coax.
Suport lotlj Star and bus (Jumper).
100% compdtlble w ith SMC (Standard Micro
System CorporatlonJ, PC 120 and PC 220.

REQUIREllENTJ HIGH CAPACITY
ELECTRONIC FORMS

SCANDEC TRIBUTOR A/S
and its sister company
Scandec Tributor (USA) INC
are successful developers of
Laser Printer Interface Systems.
Widely known in Scandinavia as an
innovator of Laser Printer Enhance
ment products, Scandec Tributor is
encouraged to qring these products to
users worldwide. Scandec Tributor is a
primary Hewlett-Packard and Canon laser
· Printer dealer in Norway.

DEALERS

are invited to share the
distribution of these products
in their own markets. Please write
or fax Scandec Tributor to order
these products. Excellent documen
tation and manufacturers guarantees
provided.

REQUIREMENT: TRAINABLE OCR
SOFTWARE

SOLUTION: .

Fast, accurate, low cost OCR Software, that
trains an MS DOS PC to recognise all printed
fonts. Reads 35 cps on 16 MGz AT and 65 cps
with 25 MHz (780 words per minute).
Supports major Scanners.

$B u.s.
·1

~~

!!.Cl~ 3.0
SOLUTION:

SCANSIPQ"l

An intelligent serial to parallel or reverse
converter, strapable baud, parity, bits,
protocol (on serial), and strapable (3 kinds of
timing for parallel output). Can be expanded
with up to 32k of buffer).

Designed and produced by SCANDEC UDVIKLING in Denmark.
Prices good in North America only

Circle 251 on Reader Service Card

~ mmlWW

Sam Eydes vei 18,
P.Box 71, 1412 Sofiemyr, Norway
Office-tel. : + 47 2 80 59 60,
Telefax: + 47 2 80 59 59,
Telex: 74 840 scand. n
SCANDEC TRIBUTOR (USA), INC.
3001 Redhill Ave., Suite 222, Bldg. 1,
Costa Mesa, CA 92626.

PRINT QUEUE

like, numbers that pass whatever test for "randomness" you
think to apply. Starting from a "seed," each iteration feeds the
next. Yet start again with the same seed, and lo, the same series
of outputs! So, being repeatable, those numbers cannot be
random.
Likewise, as Stewart reminds us, many a kitchen gadget
cake-mixer, egg-whisk, Cuisinart-does something perfectly

S tewart
reminds us that
many a kitchen gadget
does something
perfectly regular, round
and round, yet
somehow randomizes
the stuffit stirs.
regular, round and round, yet somehow randomizes the stuff it
stirs. Traditional dynamics had no explanation for this, offer
ing as it did two main possibilities:
1. Sit still.
2. Go round and round.
Chaos theory has a third to offer:
3. Stretch and fold. (Here, it's helpful to visualize someone
pulling toffee.) Then, "Regular cause, irregular effect."
What's being stretched and folded gets a little esoteric, since
we're moving back and forth between kitchen instances and
phase-space graphs. Thus, a French astronomer named Hunon
starts worrying in 1962 about how stars move within a galaxy,
gets anomalous numbers from his computer ("Meatballs of reg
ularity in a stochastic spaghetti"), and by 1976 is pondering
stretch-and-fold concepts that come "in layers, folded over each
otlier like a puff pastry."
Or, "fold" a line back over itself with the help of a simple
equation like
x-+ kx(l -x),

where, with k a constant between 0 and 4, we keep getting our
line stretched or compressed nonuniformly, and then folded back
on itself. And for values of k above 3, what we see is chaos, and
we're immersed in the vagaries of a not-very-well-behaved
Lehmer generator. Yet doesn't that equation look harmless?
But look, I'm tunneling deeper than I meant to. Let's go back
to where our author takes off.
Stewart's fetching exposition starts with Voyager l's flyby of
Saturn, where the moon Hyperion, "irregular in shape, a celes
342
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tial potato," tumbles complexly around its regular orbit. The
equations that brought Voyager 1 into such precise proximity
with that system, surely they could also compute Hyperion's
attitude a few months hence? But no, they couldn't, not even if
Voyager 1 measured the observable tumbling clear to 10 deci
mal places (as it didn't, but never mind).
And why couldn't they? Because-my analogy, not Stew
art's-calculations with Newton's austerely simple laws can
sometimes act like a Lehmer generator. Feed in this instant's
data to obtain the next instant's, repeat with the result, repeat,
repeat. ... Soon the output is so pseudorandom it's meaning
less. A change in the tenth place, or the twentieth, of the initial
seed (assuming enough precision to recognize it) would gener
ate a different series entirely.
Stewart next offers a simple BASIC program:

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

INPUTK
x = 0.54321
FOR N = 1 TO 50
X=K*X*X-1
NEXTN
FORN = 1TO100
X = K*X*X-1
PRINTX
NEXTN
JOO STOP

Try that with K = 1.1, and then with K = 1. 74. The first input
(if your machine resembles mine) gives simple alternation. The
second offers "well-developed chaos." Stewart's comment:
"We started out not understanding Hyperion. Now we don't
even understand 2x2 -1. In mathematical terms that constitutes
stunning progress." Precisely: We've moved the Hyperion
problem into math, where we can examine it without space
probes.
The sentence I last quoted is typical of Stewart: It sounds like
offhand wit and turns out to have technical import. If the prob
lem is mathematical, not dynamical, it's mathematicians who
are going to have to address it. The real hero of his book is "the
last universalist," Henri Poincare (1854-1912), who on the
way to chaos theory invented topology, and who stated almost a
century ago what James Gleick found that various workers
(e.g., meteorologists and population specialists) were chancing
to rediscover in our generation.
"A very slight cause, which escapes us,"-Poincare speak
ing-"determines a considerable effect which we cannot help
seeing, and then we say this effect is due to chance." (Thus, the
famous "butterfly effect"-a butterfly in Beijing affecting the
weather months later in Dubuque.) "If we could know ex
actly ... we should be able to predict exactly .... " If we could
know only approximately, we'd be happy to predict to the same
degree of approximation . "But this is not always the case; it
may happen that slight variances in the initial conditions pro
duce very great differences in the final phenomena; a slight
error in the former would make an enormous error in the latter.
Prediction becomes impossible and we have the phenomenon of
chance."
That's something mathematicians long knew but didn't
know they knew. Its consequences now burst upon us. Witness
Benoit Mandelbrot's fractals, Mr. Gleick a best-seller, and the
Johns Hopkins library hard put to keep track ofjust which users
at this moment are responsible for 43 volumes on chaotic
behavior.•

Basil Blackwell, New York: 1989, 317pages, $19.95

Knowledge Processing
Don't leave your users
lost in a maze of
information!
A knowledge processor communicates
knowledge - the natural extension of
everything we do on a computer.
It's the intelligent integration of everyday
resources like data, text, logic, graphics,
and video that turns information into
knowledge.
KnowledgePro is the first knowledge
processor. It combines a high-level,
object-oriented programming language
with hypertext and expert systems
technology.
KncmledgePro gives you a total development
environment with the tools you need to
create intelligent multi-media applications.

PC Magazine, Holland... "KnowledgePro is the first of a new generation of software, the
knowledge processor. ..it has the power of, for example, Pascal or PROLOG, but the
programmer isn't troubled with the technical details."

PC Week, USA... "It's rare, but every so often a PC application comes along that breaks
new ground and creates a fundamentally different way to use computers. According to its
corporate users... Knowledge Pro does just that."
Infoworld... "We don't live in a computational world. If we're going to move knowledge around
we need tools...The same person who will learn macros in Lotus can learn this."
KnowledgePro costs $495 with no runtime fees. It runs on IBM PC, XT, AT and PS/2 compatible machines
with 640k of memory and a hard disk. A working demo with a 100 page manual is available for $33 including
shipping ($38 foreign) with credit towards purchase of the full system.

Find out what knowledge processing is all about. Call 518-766-3000 (FAXs1a-1sS-3oo3)
or write to Knowledge Garden Inc., 473A Malden Bridge Rd., Nassau, NY 12123, USA. Amex, Visa or M/C accepted.

KnowledgePro®
The intelligent way out
Circle 153 on &ader Service Card

Another
intelligent
tool from

Know edge
GARDEN Inc.

KnowledgePro is a registered trademark of Knowledge Garden Inc. IBM, PC, XT, AT and PS/2 are trademarks oflntemational Business Machines Corp.

STOP BIT

•

Kenneth M. Sheldon

Editor's note: The newest addition to
BYTE, Stop Bit will be a forum for our
staff, readers, and industry leaders to
take on the myths, shibboleths, and con
ventional wisdom ofthe computer indus
try. More than just a soapbox, this col
umn will address serious, sometimes
controversial issues, with hard-nosed
facts, true experiences, and an occasion
al touch ofhumor. In the months to come,
you'll see some highly recognizable
names here and some names you've never
. seen before. The opinions offered here
will be those ofthe author and not those of
BYTE, McGraw-Hill, or its employees.
We welcome your feedback.

What if literature
were published
the way software is?
s a fan of great literature, I
found myself wondering the
other day, " What if novels
were published the way soft
ware is?" If they were, the process might
go something like this:
Herman Melville would announce the
publication of Moby Dick a year before
you could actually buy it . Reviewers
would praise it, and several literary mag
azines would select it as "Editor's
Choice" for best novel of the year-all
before it ever appeared on bookstore
shelves.
Eventually, the publisher would send
out a press release to announce that
copies of Moby Dick were actually ship
ping. The public , tantalized by the pre
publication hype, would rush out to buy
the book like sharks at a feeding frenzy.
The novel would become an overnight
bestseller, thereby confirming the me
dia's amazing prophetic abilities.
The book would come wrapped in oil
cloth, with a long parchment notice ex
plaining when and where you could read
it, that you couldn't loan the book to any
one, and that the publisher wasn't re
sponsible if anything in the book were to
cause damage to your life, liberty, or
kidneys. If you violated the rules of the
reader agreement, you would forfeit your
firstborn child.
After struggling through the first few
chapters of the book, two-thirds of Moby
Dick's readers would realize that they
had no idea what it was about. Most of
them would put the book away, haul it out
now and then, and one day find a regis
tration card that they had never bothered
to send in. On sending in the card, they
would receive the following letter:

A
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MOBYDICK2.l
Dear Registered Moby Dick Reader,
Enclosed you will find Moby Dick vers~or1 i. l, which replaces earlier versions.
1. Version 2.1 restores several key characters that readers reporte,d were missing
in version 2.0, which was subsequently recalled. We havC'. also added several new
characters to version 2 .1. In particular, several readers reported that the .charac
ter of Harold the bookkeeper, who was intended to act as a foil for Ishmael, sim
ply<did not work. This character has been replaced by Queequeg, a South Seas
savage. Further modifications should not be necessary.
2. Version 2.1 contai_ns corrections to errors reported by readers of earlier ver
sions, most of whom were being too picky. However, one misprint on page 127
could make it difficultforyou to follow the remainder of the story. Note that it is
a "gold piece" that Ahab nails to the main mast, not a "cod piece." (Also note:
If, beginning in this section, your version of Moby Dick refers consistently to
"the Great White Tuna," you have the original version, 1.0.)
3. Early readers of Moby Dick commented that the hardcover modification (in
tended to discourage unauthorized copying of the book) made it impossible to in
stall the book into their libraries. Version 2.1 contains a modified "key-type"
protection. In the enclosed envelope, you will find a key that will open your copy
(and only your copy) of the book. Attempting to open the book without using
your key will invalidate yo~r readership license.
4. With this version of Moby Dick, we are inaugurating our telephone support
service, available free of charge to all registered readers. If you have a problem
while reading the novel, please refer to the Moby Dick Technic_al Reference Man
ual (#MD-1024), which contaiQs answers to the most commonly asked questions
and includes a complete table of literary symbols used in the book. If you still
cannot resolve the difficulty, call (800) BIG-FISH. The customer service repre
sentative will ask for the serial number of your book before assisting you.
5. Finally, it has come to our attention that certain unscrupulous publishers have
pirated portions of the Moby Dick reader interface or are producing complete
Moby Dick "clones." The most flagrant .example involves a pirate captain whose
hand has been swallowed (along with an alarm-clock) by a large crocodile. We are
suing the publisher of this work. If you buy it, you could become a codefendant
in the lawsuit. You'll also receive a visit from large men with blunt instruments.
Please complete the enclosed registration card so that we can send you infor
mation on new versions of MobyDick. We will also inform you of forthcoming
products, such as our state-of-the-art novel, Ambergris, an integrated tale of dar
ing and intrigue in the perfume and whaling industries, to be released in the
fourth quarter of 1889.

Melville Press
Seattle, Washington

We've Invented the Future of
Instrumentation Software . . . Twice.
With Words

With Pictures

Acquisition
Integrated libraries for GPIB, RS-232, A/D-D/A-DIO plug-in cards,
and modular instruments.

Intuitive character-based function panels
that automatically generate source code.

Front panel user interface with vinual
instrument block diagram programming.

Analysis
Extensive libraries for data reduction, digital signal processing, and
statistical analysis.

.. .
, 2tr ,
Over 100 analysis fu nctiom plus all the
built-in functions of your language.

lil~·.~~Tiir

Over 250 icons for computation and
analysis.

Presentation
Flexible high-performance graphics and report generation.

Extensive graphics suppon for CGA, EGA,
MCGA, VGA, and Hercules.

Macintosh Desktop Publishing compatibility.

y . NATIONAL
LabWindows®for the DOS-based PC and PS/2,
with Microsoft QuickBASIC or C.

~

,,

. ~~~!a~!~~~!! :
12109 Technology Boulevard
Austin, Texas 78727-6204
800'531-4742 5121250-9119

LabVIEW®
for the Apple Macintosh

National Instruments of Japan 81 (03) 788-1921 •National 1....truments of France (I) 48 65 33 70 •National lnstrumenl• United Kingdom 44-01-549-3444 •ARGENTINA 541/46-5776 AJ628
• AUS'raALIA61(3)879-2322 •BELGIUM 02/735.2 1.35 • CANADA416'1!90-2010.61Y596-9300.(514) 747-7878-4031295-0822-(604) 988-2195 • CHILE56 2253689 • DENMARK4502·2!11122
•FINLAND 358 90-372 144 •FRANCE 33 (I) 69077802 •HONG KONG 852 0.262707-852 0.262945 •IRELAND 353 042 72282 •ISRAEL 972 324298 ·ITALY 39-2-98491071-2-3 •KOREA (02) 776-38
• MEXIC052 6604323 •TI-IE NETHERLANDS 31 070.996360 •NEW ZEALAND64 09 444-2645 •NORWAY 02-531250 • PORTIJGAL 19545313 • SINGAPORE65 29 11336
• SOU11iAFRICA27(011) 787-0473 •SPAIN 34( 1)455 81 12 •SWEDEN 4608792 11 00• SWITZERLAND4165 52 8949•TAIWAN/11iEREPUBLICOFCHINA886(02) 7036280•THAILAND662349330
• UNITED KINGDOM 44 273 608 331 • WEST GERMANY 49 89 807081

Circle 312 on Reader Service Card for LabWindows. 3B for LabVJEW.

_Next to .
your computet;
nothing 6eats"
a Tandy®
•
printer.
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The Tandy LP 1000...now available
with PostScript™· compatibility.
Along with your PC and easy
to-use software, the·randy LP .
1000 Laser Printer brings you
publishing capabilities previously'
handled either manually or by
expensive dedicated systems. You
can design, edit and print high
quality reports, newsletters, bro
chures, manuals and signs.
The LP 1000 delivers clarity
that rivals professional typeset
quality. It features built-in HP

LaserJet Plus® emulation, and
its 1.5MB memory gives you
300 X 300 dots-per-inch print
quality on a full 8 1'2 x 11" page.
And you can put the randy LP
·1000 Laser Printer to work with
the PostScript language, today's
new standard for quality word
processing, desktop publishing/
presentation, as well as device
independent engineering and
scientific applications.

The optional Destiny Page
styler kit gives your LP 1000
PostScript compatibility with
every popular software package
with a PostScript language
driver. Now you can create
Macintosh™ -like publishing
presentations with your PC.
Get the best in publishing
quality production with the
affordable, high-performance
randy LP 1000 Laser Printer.

Tandy Printers: Because there is no better value.sM

·1at11e lhaeK

PostScript/TM Adobe Systems, Inc. HP LaserJet Plus/Reg. TM
Hewlett -Packard. Macintosh/TM Apple Computers, Inc.

The Technology Store··
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

Circle 239 on Reader Senice Card

